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Ivan Dee, my friend and editor, talked me into doing this book and so 

shares the blame for it. Margaret Moore typed the manuscript and cor¬ 

rected my spelling. I am indebted to the thousands of students who have 

taken courses from me in this decade, as much as to pollsters, for my 

sense of the public response to various issues. A special note of apprecia¬ 
tion to the Department of History of the University of Pennsylvania, 

whose generous provision for visitors gave me time to write. Especially 

I am grateful to the many brilliant journalists cited later, without whom 

a book like this could not be made. The press was frequently criticized 

in the sixties, no doubt often justly. Journalists, like the rest of us, should 
do better. Yet no decade has produced such rich and varied reporting. 
Because of it my task has been easier than that of any earlier writer at¬ 

tempting to chronicle times just past. Most of all, as always, I am thank¬ 

ful for CaroL 
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1 PROLOGUE: 
EISENHOWER’S YEAR 

Who can do justice bow to die 1950*5? For liberals and in¬ 

tellectuals it was a dull, sad time, the age of television (ten thousand 
sets in 1947, forty million ten years later), tract houses, garish automo¬ 

biles, long skirts, and bad movies. Arthur Godfrey was the biggest thing 

in show business; Norman Vincent Peale the country s most popular or¬ 

dained moralist. People still joked about Brooklyn, the mere mention erf 

which, for some forgotten reason, induced laughter. Charcoal grey suits 

went with pink shirts and Hade knit ties. Trousers had ornamental buck¬ 

les in the back, an especially curious fashion since when worn with a 

coat they could not be seen. Men kept their hair very short, except for 
aspiring juvenile delinquents whose long sidehairs met at the back. Hals 

was called a “D.A.* haircut. College students had no politics and were 
best known for sporadic “panty raids* In which men tried to break into 

womens dormitories to steal underwear. 
Such customs could not but invite contempt even then. When the six¬ 

ties arrived with its theatrical fashions and events, the fifties seemed 
worse still The 1960s enjoyed the longest period of sustained economic 
growth in modem history, making the unemployment and Eisenhower 

recessions of the previous decade seem inexcusable. The politics of the 

fifties were equally shoddy, bang dominated by five men—Truman, 

Taft, Elsenhower, Joseph McCarthy, and Adlai Stevenson—only one of 

whom, Stevenson, had any grace or wit At least half the period was pre¬ 
occupied with a wholly false issue: the supposed menace of American 
communism. Foreign policy was hardly tetter. Secretory of State John 

Foster Dulles s moralistic approach was laughable when not sinister. 
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COMING APART 

There were plenty of critics who made these and other points. Liberal 

magazines like the Nation, the New Republic, and the Progressive ex¬ 

posed the shortcomings of foreign and domestic policies, though to little 

effect. David Riesman s The Lonely Crowd described how rugged indi¬ 

vidualism had given way to the modem Americans pathetic need for 

peer-group approval. From John Keats’s The Crack in the Picture Win- 

dow and The Insolent Chariots people learned that their new homes and 

cars were shameful evidences of weakness and gullibility. Materialism 

and conformity prevailed everywhere, it was said, though few outside 

the intellectual community seemed to mind. John Kenneth Galbraith in 

The Affluent Society argued brilliantly for a redistribution of income to 

end the poverty of public services. Most people still expected economic 

growth alone to meet the country’s needs. William H. Whyte showed 

how the corporation made its officers toe the company line. College 

graduates went on planning to become junior executives. A flood of 

books condemned the quality of public education. Schooling failed to 

change much. Domestic pleasure became the highest good. The birth¬ 

rate rose; the age at which people married fell. So, after peaking in 

1946^ did he divorce rate. Everyone went to church more. The fifties 

remained an age, as the novelist Herbert Gold sardonically put it, of 

happy people with happy problems. Historians celebrated the value of 

unity and moderation, Daniel Bell observed with satisfaction that the 
fifties witnessed The End of Ideology. 

Without suggesting the critics were wrong it seems dear now hat 

the fifties were better than they thought. The arts—painting, architec¬ 

ture, the dance—flowered Despite several recessions, inflation was 

brought under control. At he end of his eight years President Eisen¬ 

hower noted hat he output of goods and services was up 25 per cent, 

memge family Income 15 per cent, and real wages 20 per cent One- 

ftmh of he country’s housing as of i960 had been built in he preceding 

cferade. The population went up by 28 million, yet nearly everyone was 

better fed and housed than before. Schools expanded rapidly enough to 

keep up with he baby boom. It was true hat he popular culture was 

aerating he new subdivisions ugly and poorly planned, and he fam- 

%-cmimted, suburban style of living wanting in charm or distinction. 

, fact remains *** Aese were years of real progress for ordinary 
Americans. 

Probably nothing In he fifties was so poorly understood as he Eisen- 

hw^presidency. At he time Ms friends were misled and his foes baf- 

' , . was based on rectitude and his apparent openness 
and geniality. He was thought to be he common man writ large. His 

attics believed he was too dependent on bad advisers like John Foster 
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PROLOGUE: EISENHOWERS YEAR 

Dulles to properly conduct foreign policy, and too uninformed to handle 

domestic affairs. In i960 Senator John F. Kennedy announced that the 

country had been so mismanaged that he must run for President to save 

it Henry Luce, the great publisher, wrote that “more than anything else 

the people of America are asking for a clear sense of national purpose.” 

Adlai Stevenson said, ‘We seem becalmed in a season of storm and drift¬ 

ing in a century of mighty dreams and great achievements.” Political 

columnists like James Heston and Walter Lippmann blamed Eisenhower 

for not providing vital leadership as Franklin D. Roosevelt had, and so 

did political scientists like Hans J. Morgenthau and Richard Neustadt. 

Eisenhower was very different from what he seemed. He was a man 

of drive, intelligence, ambition, and ruthlessness. These are essential 

qualities in great military leaders. People sometimes appeared to think 

that he got his stars through luck or charm. But they were not why Gen¬ 

eral George C. Marshall, the greatest military executive in American 

history, jumped him over hundreds of senior officers when it came time 

to appoint a Supreme Commander in Europe. Marshall saw in Eisen¬ 

hower a man with abilities like his own. Even when young, Eisenhower 

had enormous self-discipline. Though not much of a student, he did well 

enough at West Point because he had to. Burdened with a hot temper, 

he learned not to lose it in public. As a junior officer he became good at 

bridge because that was what people played in remote Army posts, and 

his salary didn’t, as Murray Kempton points out, cover losing money to 

civilians. He could take risks when he had to. His choice of June 6,1944, 

as D-Day was one of World War IPs great gambles. If the weather had 

not cleared briefly, his invasion force would have been destroyed. The 

key here is not that he made the right decision but that he made the hard 

one. A lesser man would have waited another month to be certain—and 

probably seen all Germany later occupied by the Soviets. 

But Eisenhower did not believe in taking unnecessary risks. When he 

saw that the Korean War could not be won at a fair price he liquidated 

it When Dien Bien Phu was about to fall in 1953 he was under heavy 

pressure to intervene, but saw that the odds were bad and refused to. 

When Lebanon asked for help in 1957 he sent it just enough men to se¬ 

cure the capital. If the government had popular support the troops 

would free it to crush the rising. If not, the small American force could 

be easily removed. People laughed when the Marines charged ashore at 

Beirut to be met by refreshment vendors and girls in bikinis. The land¬ 

ing was a low-risk venture which paid handsome dividends all the same. 

Eisenhower followed the same strategy in South Vietnam, where Presi¬ 

dent Diem was given all the material help a viable regime needed. 

Though later Presidents said Eisenhowers aid to Diem justified their 
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policies, it seems unlikely he would have acted as they did. He was will¬ 

ing to take small risks for small gains and big risks for big gains. He 
didnt like to chance a lot to win a little. 

These remarkable qualities of mind and will were disguised by a boy¬ 

ish grin and homely face, still more by what can only have been delib¬ 

erate stratagems. Arthur Larson, one of his speechwriters, says that 

though Eisenhower was famous for having said he never read the pa¬ 

pers, he in fact did so carefully. He rarely picked up Westerns but let 

everyone think them his favorite reading matter. Though capable of 

composing a good speech himself (those he wrote for General Mac Ar¬ 

thur before the war were much admired), he insisted that his own writ¬ 

ers do bad ones. He scrupulously edited out the phrases they liked best. 

Eisenhower knew he had to say something from time to time, but he 

meant to convey as little as possible. His press conferences, notorious for 

obfuscation and mangled syntax, were not so artless as they seemed. He 

admitted as much once when his Press Secretary James Hagerty asked 

what he would say about the sticky Formosa Straits issue. Eisenhower 

replied, ^Dont worry, Jim. If that question comes up Ill just confuse 
them.** 

Equally confusing was his habit of allowing a hundred flowers to 

bloom. His underlings were always contradicting him and one another, 
or so it seemed. Everybody talked a lot but made little sense. The Fresi- 

dent spoke of peace, John Foster Dulles of brinkmanship. Eisenhower 

assured farmers of his concern for their profits; Secretary of Agriculture 

Ezra Taft Benson, a Mormon leader of antique views, threatened to do 
away with price supports. Hus practice not only made it hard to know 

what administration policy was, but provided Eisenhower with plenty 

of scapegoats when things went wrong. Failures abroad were always 

Warned on Dulles. There were legions of fall guys from Nixon on down 
to take the rap at home. When people irritated or compromised Eisen¬ 

hower, he denied the claims of loyalty. Sherman Adams, his most valu¬ 
able aide, was fired for having accepted embarrassing gifts. Nixon was 

kept dangling in both 1952 and 1956 before being assured of the vice- 
presidency. 

This Is not to exaggerate either Eisenhower s personal merits or his 
policies, but only to say that the first were different from what people 

thought then, and the second more useful than critics are yet willing to 

admit He had profound limitations. His views on both foreign and do¬ 

mestic matters were wholly conventional. He ran for President in the 
first place chiefly, he said at the time, to keep Taft out of the White 

House. He feared that Mr. Republican** would turn the country back 

to Isolation. Eisenhower wished only to preserve the Gold War contain¬ 
ment policies he had helped create. This kept him from securing the 
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detente Russia was so eager to achieve. His domestic position was even 
more commonplace. On the one hand it meant paying lip service to free- 
enterprise capitalism, local government, and other traditional Republi¬ 
can fetishes. On the other he accepted the New Deal commitment to 
welfare liberalism and got more help from the Democrats in Congress 
than from his own party. This effort to reconcile opposites was called by 
Eisenhower “modem Republicanism,” though no one else knew quite 
what that meant, or could be sure which half of the formula would be 
applied next. Eisenhower was not sympathetic to the civil rights move¬ 
ment (he reluctantly sent troops to Little Rock in 1957 to insure the 
integration of Central High). He had no feel for the poor. The President 
was not a daring or innovative politician and never pretended to be. 

He said later that his chief accomplishment as President had been “to 
create an atmosphere of greater serenity and mutual confidence/' Un¬ 
der his benign guidance the feverish witch-hunts and polemics of the 
McCarthy era gave way to something like business as usual. This was no 
small thing, and by the late sixties—when discord was even greater than 
when Eisenhower took office—it seemed all the more impressive. True, 
America needed more than business as usual. But if the country cannot 
have progress, it at least deserves stability, as under Eisenhower. After 
1965 there was precious little of either. 

It was typical of President Eisenhower that his greatest achievements 
were all negative. He ended the Korean War, entered into no new ones, 
and kept military spending down. People were grateful for the first, took 
the second for granted, and, often as not, attacked him for the third. Yet 
they were equally difficult and worthwhile accomplishments, though it 
is much easier now than then to see why. Halting the Korean War meant 
accepting defeat, for when a lesser power stalemates a greater one it 
comes off best. Only a man with supreme self-confidence could have 
terminated the war, as became clear in 1969 when Richard Nixon, con¬ 
fronted with the same opportunity, declined to take it. Eisenhower s sec¬ 
ond term was the only one since i937"“4° when the country was not at 
war somewhere. If people took that for granted then, we can hardly af¬ 
ford to do so at a time when staying out of war has become the great 
test of presidential fitness. And holding the line on defense costs now 
appears so remarkable a feat as of itself nearly to guarantee Eisenhow¬ 
ers place in history. 

At first he did not find this hard. After Korea Eisenhower cut military 
spending (causing a recession in the process) to some applause. Then 
on October 4,1957, Russia sent Sputnik aloft. The Russians issued only 
a routine announcement saying they had orbited a small earth satellite. 
But in America the shock was profound. It appeared that national self- 
confidence was based mainly on the assurance of technological superi- 
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ority in every field. Demands for an expanded arms race multiplied. 

Russia had to be surpassed everywhere, especially in "science.” The 

shortage of consumer goods in the Soviet Union, once thought to be evi¬ 

dence of communism's weakness, now appeared a mark of strength. Rus¬ 

sia s Spartan vigor exposed American affluence for the enfeebling thing 

it was. Even Russia's schools were found to be models of efficiency. The 

practical consequences of Russia's success were twofold: at home Amer¬ 

icans were urged to achieve what was always called "excellence”; in for¬ 

eign and military affairs the mandate was again for dominance. 

Because Eisenhower misunderstood the panic he handled it badly at 

first Weraher von Braun sent up an American satellite to show how 

easily the thing was done. But it was too late and too small to help 

much.* Eisenhower appointed a commission on national goals; the de¬ 

mand for aggressive leadership continued. He appointed another body, 

the Gaither Commission, to review his defense policies, and instead it 

repudiated them. He pronounced the report "useful” and promptly sup¬ 
pressed it. Some of its proposals (like tunneling Strategic Air Command 

runways into the sides of mountains) appalled him. He said later that 

he tabled the report because "we could not turn the nation into a garri¬ 

son state. Once it became clear that the storm was not going to blow 

over, the President organized his imposing resources. First among them 

was his great popularity. It was mainly among intellectuals, journalists, 

and the foreign policy establishment that his prestige declined. The peo¬ 

ple never doubted Eisenhower, and throughout these difficult years their 
confidence sustained him. His office was a potent weapon too. The White 

House had gotten nearly absolute authority over military and foreign 
affairs. However lax he may have been elsewhere. General Eisenhower 
retained that power. 

By the beginning of i960, though his foreign and defense policies 

were under attack from every quarter, the old man had given no ground. 
More than that, he had gained a little. Relations with the Soviets were 

better. The Spirit of Camp David,” inspired by Premier Khrushchev's 

strange visit to America, flourished. The Geneva talks on arms limita¬ 

tions, which Eisenhower had launched in 1958, were still dragging along, 
but the informal test ban established by the talcs remained in effect. The 

President had begun it even before the U.S. test series was completed, 
despite the objections of hawks like Dr. Edward Teller (who was never 

caled the Mother of die H-Bomb, though he gave birth to it). The ban 

eased tensions and saved infant lives. At the same time missile technol- 

°gF progressed encouragingly. On January 7, i960, the President re- 

. * This was done by taking a Redstone rocket off the shelf and fitting it with an 
nnprovised satellite. The launching could have been accomplished successfully well 
before Sputnik had the government thought it worthwhile. 
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vealed that American icbm's had landed within two miles of their tar¬ 

gets after five-thousand-mile flights. His cuts in Army manpower had 

made it possible to develop missiles without enlarging the military bud¬ 

get Pacifists wanted arms reduction, but by holding the line on defense 

spending while creating a nearly invulnerable nuclear deterrent the 

President hoped to stabilize the arms race. It was a better deal than later 

Presidents would offer. 
In his last State of the Union Message President Eisenhower said his 

budget would provide a surplus of $200 million in fiscal i960 and $4.2 

billion the following year without jeopardizing national security. On 

January 19, i960. Defense Secretary Thomas S. Gates, Jr., told the Sen¬ 

ate Armed Services Committee that the nuclear arms race "showed a 

clear balance in our favor.” Hardly anyone seemed to believe them. This 

was partly because of the hundred-flowers policy. The next day Army 

Secretary Wilber M. Brucker told the Senate that Russia's armed forces 

were splendidly equipped and vastly more numerous than America's. 

General Thomas Power of SAC warned the American Legion that Russia 

would soon be able to wipe out America’s deterrent force in thirty min¬ 

utes. According to Senate Majority Leader Lyndon B. Johnson, CIA 

director Allen Dulles expected a huge Soviet lead in missile-striking 

power to develop soon. These internal betrayals lent credibility to at¬ 

tacks from outside the administration. The easiest way to view this as¬ 

sault is to look at Walt Whitman Rostow’s The United States in the 

World Arena, which appeared early in i960. Though little noticed then, 

it was an important clue to the future. Rostow would soon be able to 

implement his views and, despite some idiosyncrasies, they were widely 

shared. 
Rostow saw the fifties as dominated by General Eisenhower's fear of 

another Korea and by a "Great Equation” which balanced the cost of 

strategic forces against the need for a vigorous economy. In consequence 

Eisenhower stayed out of the Indochina war, failed to put teeth in the 

Southeast Asia Treaty Organization, and rarely sent U.S. troops into un¬ 

derdeveloped countries. He gave a fair amount of military aid, but in 

support of conventional forces. Meanwhile, the communists were turn¬ 

ing to subversion, infiltration, and other unconventional methods against 

which standing armies were not much use. The President refused to as¬ 

semble units that could be quickly moved to fight small wars anywhere 

in the world. 

Worse still, he wouldn't speed up the arms race. General Eisenhower 

was willing to accept Soviet parity in strategic weapons. Even modest 

Russian leads didn’t frighten him so long as his second-strike (retalia¬ 

tory) capability was safe. The President defied nearly every important 

sector of the national elite on this point. On January 7, 1958, Senator 
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Lyndon Johnson’s Preparedness Subcommittee issued a fourteen-point 

defense program which the President ignored entirely. He gave the 

(Nelson) Rockefeller Panel Report No. 2 equally short shrift. He sup¬ 

pressed the Gaither Report. Thus, while the foreign policy establishment 

agreed on the need for more arms, the military budget failed to grow. 

When corrected for price rises, military spending in 1958 was lower than 

hi 3-957- In die entire post-Sputnik period to 1961, arms costs increased 
by no more than 2 per cent. 

This baffled Rostow. Most strategists agreed on the need for more 
missiles and a mobile task force to fight limited wars. Eisenhower re¬ 

fused to budge. He worried instead about the economy—and with rea¬ 

son, for unemployment kept going up. The President also feared that a 

runaway arms race might produce a world war. On the other hand, he 

had met many Russian leaders and they didn’t scare him at all. Thus, 

because he was afraid of the wrong thing, Rostow concluded, Eisen¬ 

hower accepted a Russian lead in strategic weapons that might induce 

Soviet leaders, through overconfidence, to bring on the war his policy 
was supposed to prevent. 

Other critics were less charitable. General Maxwell R. Taylor reflected 
the dismay of Army officers who saw their position steadily erode during 

the late 1950 s. President Eisenhower relied on the big nuclear punch 

( massive retaliation ) to deter aggression. The Army favored a strategy 

of flexible response that offered more military options. Flexible re¬ 

sponse demanded a large Army whereas massive retaliation made the 

Army redundant. Hence in 1955 ^d 1956 the Army shrank while the 
Air Force expanded. The so-called “new look” precluded intervention, 

during the battle of Dien Bien Phu. “This event,” Taylor pointed out, 
was the first, but not the last, failure of the New Look to keep the peace 

on our terms. General Ridgway while Chief of Staff resisted the New 
Look so vigorously that he was forced to retire in 1955. As military costs 

grew, the Joint Chiefs planned to eliminate the Army altogether except 

for modest National Guard and civil defense units. This projected cut¬ 

back to a 200,000-man force was blocked, but the Army kept dwindling 
anyway. 

Equally trying for the generals was Eisenhower’s contempt for their 
more extravagant ideas. Despite the Army’s German V-2 genius Wem- 

her von Braun, he increasingly assigned missile development to the Air 

Force. The Army’s intermediate-range ballistic missiles, Thor and Jupi¬ 
ter, were cut back. Its anti-ballistic missile system was never deployed 
at all. The President thought it would be too expensive, might not work, 

and would lead to further Increases In Soviet offensive missile strength" 
{As it turned out, the Nike-Zeus would have been obsolete before it was 
folly developed anyway.) 
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Eisenhower had so little sentiment about his own service that he 

thought of abolishing it several times, once, as we saw, by eliminating 

its functions, and once by merging it with the other services. He failed 

both times, so the Defense Reorganization Bill of August 1957 left me 
three-service structure largely intact. The President was still proud of 1 

as a step toward full centralization. Since he had had to get a ong wi 
separate services, he turned their rivalry to advantage. He set a ceiling 

on military spending, then assigned each service a percentage at the 

whole. If a service wanted money above its quota, it had to raid an¬ 

other’s budget. In practice this meant that the Navy and Air Force 

ganged up on the Army. 
Each service advanced whichever strategic doctrine gave it the most 

to do The Air Force liked massive retaliation and a continental air-de¬ 

fense system based on fighter planes. The Army preferred flexible re¬ 

sponse and air defense using its ABM. The Navy and Mannes thought 

flexible response desirable if it left the fighting to them. Massive retalia¬ 

tion was appealing when it stressed Polaris submarines. Eisenhower di¬ 

verted the services’ fire from him to each other. If they could not make 

him enlarge the whole pie, they could at least try to broaden their slices. 

The Air Force and Navy were strategic rivals, but each was strong 

enough to make protracted conflict between them costly. The cheapest 

tactic was to carve up the Army between them, and so they did. Maxwell 

Taylor was convinced, though, that if there were enough money tor 

everyone the other services would take a more “objective view of the 

Army’s role. Later events proved him right. 
The most famous attempt to discredit Eisenhower’s defense policy 

was Herman Kahn’s On Thermonuclear War. Kahn’s 250-pound body 

mounted the fastest tongue and most agile mind in the strategy business. 

His critics detested him for his wit (“I can be really funny about thermo¬ 
nuclear war,” he once remarked) and apparent inhumanity. With care¬ 

ful planning only twenty or thirty million Americans would be killed in 

a nuclear attack, he thought. But this happy prospect required more de¬ 

fenses, including civil defenses. Kahn’s importance was hard to gauge. 
Outside the defense establishment On Thermonuclear War probably 

had little impact. It bristled with intimidating Jargon (counterforce, pre¬ 

attack mobilization base, finite deterrence) and could hardly be read 

without a glossary. The reader who survived its language found himself 

trudging through countless “scenarios” (anticipated situations) each 

more incredible than the last. Few people had the stamina for such an 

enterprise, fewer still found Kahn’s prescriptions believable. If wars 

were fought by computers his precise scenarios would have been useful. 

In the real world, though, they are fought by men, which is to say mainly 
by luck and muddle. Still, the military seemed to profit from his specula- 
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tions, enabling Mm to leave the rand thinktank (research institute) and 
found Ms own, the Hudson Institute* 

Since the military was the only real buyer for their product, most 

strategists were appropriately belligerent. A Forward Strategy for Amer¬ 

ica by Robert Strausz-Hupe, et al, outdid all the rest. While Herman 

Kahn was too difficult for most generals and politicians to follow, 

Strausz-Hupe et d. had the common touch. By forward strategy they 

meant a strategy of active pressures . .. designed not only to contain 

communism, but to emasculate its disruptive power.” The authors hoped 

to win the Cold War by getting more weapons, putting pressure on the 

Soviet Union and China, freeing die “captive nations” of Eastern Eu- 

rope, defeating national liberation movements with paramilitary, anti- 

guerrilla forces armed with tactical nuclear weapons, and so on. Russia 

was to be ruined by a more costly arms race. “Economic offensives” 

would help too. The current of world affairs would thus be reversed 

and Western civilization and the Free World saved from communist 
tyranny. 

Serious people dismissed this kick (as most ad) at their peril. Intel¬ 

lectuals thought it vulgar and silly. Liberals found it vicious. To all but 

rightists it was beyond the pale. They mistook packaging for product, 

however. Except for its menacing rhetoric the book was closer to the 

mainstream than it seemed. liberal strategists were less adventurous 

than Strausz-Hupe et aL Yet they meant to defeat national liberation 

movements, expand the military, and put communism on the defensive. 

In their honest if demented way, the Strausz-Hupeians foreshadowed 
what was to come as liberals did not. Liberals suggested that people 

could have their cake and eat it too. The country was to win the Cold 

War, solve its domestic problems, and prosper all at once. Conservatives 

knew better. Sometimes, though, liberalism and reaction converged, as 

when Senator Kennedy made Strausz-Hupeistic appeals for sacrifice, 
eadership, and victory. President Eisenhower s critics were much in 

favor of sacrifices, especially those borne by others—young men of draft 

age, the poor, and small taxpayers. No one suggested that the military 

give up their privileges or industrialists their profits. General Eisen¬ 

hower didn't ask anyone to give up anything—save dreams of well- 
armed glory. So he naturally excited the scorn of patriots. 

The great debate” on national strategy was critical to the i960 s be¬ 

cause it led to die Kennedy-Johnson military programs which dominated 
them. But it had little effect on most Americans at the time. They were 

coKCTMd with more homely matters. No single subject or mood pre- 
vailed as Korea had before and Vietnam would later. The old era was 
ending, the new one was yet to begin. At such times the future seems 
especially hard to read and mens attitudes peculiarly fragmented. The 
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editors of Fortune probably reflected middle-class American views best 

at the end of the fifties. They worried little about military gaps, still less 

about a flagging sense of purpose. Instead optimism was carried to the 

edge of madness. Their book America in the Sixties predicted that by 

1969 prosperity would be so great as to make the fifties seem deprived. 

“Heal poverty will be largely abolished in the U.S ” Mechanical marvels 

(few of which materialized) would astound the world. It is easy to ex¬ 

pose false prophets after the fact. What was important about America 

in the Sixties was not its mistakes but its field of vision. To the editors, 

poverty scarcely existed. Only a million families still look really poor, 

they said. Young people functioned as a highly specialized group of con¬ 

sumers. Minorities were generally invisible. Everything in the country 

(except public transportation) was getting better and better. The most 

interesting thing about Americans was how they exhibited status dif¬ 

ferences. 
So Fortune read the future as the past. The post-World War II era 

had been a time of physical reconstruction. People were tired of the 

constant challenges they had faced since 1929. President Eisenhower 

could not abolish crises; he could make them seem less serious. As the 

fear of communism declined, confidence returned. In i960 few people 

wished to sacrifice their new ease of mind, however much liberals, in¬ 

tellectuals, and strategists insisted on it. Wanting things to go on as be¬ 

fore, most Americans believed they would. Hence the manic cheerful¬ 

ness of Fortune, Hence also the Democrats* uncertainty. 
They knew that prosperity was not so secure as it appeared. They sus¬ 

pected poverty was still widespread. They believed the country to be in 

mortal peril. Their problem was to win over that majority of Americans 

for whom General Eisenhower was the man of the year every year. For¬ 

tunately for them, he could not succeed himself, and his heir apparent 
was'the most distrusted man in American politics. Governor Rockefeller 

had the best chance of beating the Democrats. Though 195® heen 

a Democratic year he took the governorship of New York away from 
Averdl Harriman. Polls showed him to be the Republican most likely 

to succeed in i960. Rut regular Republicans thought him too liberal. 

General Eisenhower was angry at Rockefeller for criticizing his defense 

policies. Richard Nixon, on the other hand, was loved by the regulars, 
especially for his defects. The President was less enthusiastic, but as 

Nixon was obliged to run on the Eisenhower record he had to support 

him anyway. As so often before and after, vanity, prejudice, and ideol¬ 

ogy combined to make the GOP put its worst foot forward. Dedicated 

Republicans would almost always rather be Right than President. 

Not so the Democrats. Generally they preferred to win. To be nomi¬ 

nated, a Democrat had to show that he could best exploit Nixon s repu- 
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tation. This disqualified Adlai Stevenson. Though liberal Democrats still 

loved him, the bosses never had. His wit and intellect carried no weight 

with them. They had accepted him twice before as a suitable lamb for 

the slaughter. Now that they had a chance to win, the bosses wanted 

someone untainted by defeat, however inevitable, honorable, or even 
necessary. Senator Stuart Symington wanted the job, but apart from 

former President Harry Truman he had little support. Lyndon Johnson 

had a better chance. As Senate Majority Leader he was famous and suc¬ 

cessful. Johnson was, with Speaker Sam Rayburn, one of the two most 

powerful Democratic officeholders. And he had Rayburn’s support. But 

he was not well liked, even in Texas, and he was from the South. South¬ 

erners, like Jews, Catholics, and Negroes, were thought incapable of 

winning national elections. Senator Hubert Humphrey had many friends 

but little money. Except for some labor unions, he lacked the powerful 

connections other candidates enjoyed. And many considered him too 
liberal, for all his enthusiastic anti-communism. 

Senator John F. Kennedy was the front-runner. Rich, handsome, and* 

a genuine war hero, he had done brilliantly in the desperate world of 

Massachusetts politics. After two terms in the House he had unseated 

Henry Cabot Lodge, who was also rich, handsome, and talented, and 

who came from what was then an even more distinguished political fam¬ 
ily. In 195$ Kennedy was re-elected to the Senate by the largest margin 

of any candidate in Massachusetts history, and the largest of any Demo¬ 

cratic Senator that year. Kennedy had unlimited funds and friends, a 

great organization, and, best of all in the electronic age, the ability to 

project conviction on camera. All that he lacked were convictions to 

project, or so his enemies claimed. He was never much interested in civil 
rights or civil liberties. He ducked the Joe McCarthy issue (McCarthy 

was a friend of his conservative father). After his best-seller Profiles in 

Courage was published, Eleanor Roosevelt said that presidential deci¬ 
sions ought not to be in die hands of “someone who understands what 
courage is and admires it, hut has not quite the independence to have it” 

Hus was not much of a handicap to Kennedy. Ardent liberals pre¬ 
ferred Stevenson, but they would not control the convention. The bosses 

wo d and all they cared about were work and welfare issues, which 
Kennedy was sound on. And his magnetism attracted the power-oriented 
literals who liked a candidate more for the opportunities he offered than 

the principles he professed. Liberals who had swallowed President Tru¬ 
man would not find Kennedy hard to take. Kennedy only had two real 
weaknesses: he seemed a cold fish, and he was a Roman Catholic His 

reputation for coolness irritated Kennedy men. James MacGregor Bums 
wrote the test campaign biography of modem times for Kennedy, but 

the Kennedy people never forgave him for describing their candidate 
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as an unemotional technocrat. What he considered coolness they called 

self-control. To offset these defects, Kennedy had to run well in the pri¬ 

maries. All that prevented him from doing so was Hubert Humphrey. 
Kennedy’s glamorous image was already such that most Democrats 

shrank from electoral combat with him. But Humphrey had reason to 

try. The first primary was in Wisconsin, where Humphrey had an edge. 

In the 1950’s, when both its Senators were Republicans, Humphrey was 

called the third Senator from Wisconsin for the help he gave its Demo¬ 

crats. Most Wisconsinites live on farms or in small towns, and Humphrey 

remained a small-town boy at heart. He liked and got along best with 

people like himself. The biggest concentration of Democrats was in Mil¬ 

waukee, a good union town. Humphrey had helped the unions before 

and now he expected their help. 
These assets, though real, were not enough. Humphrey toured in a 

bus while Kennedy’s private plane moved him comfortably from point 

to point. Humphrey had offices in only two of the state s ten congres¬ 

sional districts; Kennedy in eight. Humphrey depended on party leaders 

and union chiefs who owed him favors, but politicians don t like to com¬ 

mit themselves in primaries, and few gave Humphrey the support Ken¬ 

nedy got from his family, friends, and employees. Humphrey talked too 

much, as always, and too much about specific issues; Kennedy concen¬ 

trated on making a good impression. It amounted to trial by television, 

and Kennedy had every advantage there. By election day Kennedy 

was expected to win handsomely. In fact, while he won 56 per cent 
of the vote on April 15, and carried six congressional districts, the mar¬ 

gin of his victory was in Roman Catholic areas. In the Protestant districts 

he did poorly. The Kennedys were depressed. Now they would have to 

win all the other primaries to prove that their candidate’s religion was 

no real handicap. Humphrey was elated. Having done moderately well 

in Wisconsin with its many Catholics, what might he do in West Vir¬ 

ginia where 95 per cent of the population was Protestant? Humphrey 

was no bigot and scrupulously avoided the religious issue. But it did 

exist and was a fact of political life that no candidate could ignore. 

Humphrey misread the Wisconsin experience. His own candidacy 

was finished. Democratic bosses were not about to support a man who 

couldn’t carry the one state where, except for Minnesota itself, he was 

best known. By campaigning in West Virginia, Humphrey gave Ken¬ 

nedy a chance to undo the harm done him in Wisconsin. For Kennedy 

to win unopposed in West Virginia would prove nothing; beating Hum¬ 

phrey there would show he appealed to Protestants. The Kennedys 

poured money and talent into West Virginia and buried the pathetic 
Humphrey effort. Humphrey withdrew and thereafter Kennedy had a 

clear track to Los Angeles and the Democratic convention. 
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All men are vulnerable to events, but politicians especially. Nixon had 

hardly begun to ran on General Eisenhowers record when the U-2 

affair came along to tarnish it. Damaging enough in itself, it was all 

the more so for making the administration seem unable to deal with 

great affairs. It began on May 5, i960, when Premier Khrushchev an¬ 

nounced that an American military aircraft had been shot down over the 

Soviet Union. The timing could not have been worse, as a summit meet¬ 

ing was to be held in Pans on the 16th. It was hard to say which party 

to the fiasco was more compromised by it. If President Eisenhower had 

forgotten to cancel flights which if discovered might 'wreck the summit, 

he was incompetent. If he ordered them he was mischievous. Premier 

Khrushchev was embarrassed by the suspicion, soon confirmed, that 

there had been overflights before.* Even so, he was careful to leave 

President Elsenhower (whom he had earlier called a “courageous” and 

sincere lover of peace ) a way out. It was the militarists and not the 

President who were at fault, he suggested. This charge was entirely 

plausible according to Harold Stassen, former disarmament adviser to 

the President. He told reporters that the U-2 flight was meant to wreck 

the summit. (As perhaps it was. Fearing that a successful meeting would 

end the U-2 program, the CIA accelerated it, thus increasing the risk of 
exposure.) 

The government succumbed to confusion at first. The National Aero¬ 
nautics and Space Administration, which provided cover for the CIA, 

claimed that the U-2 was merely a weather plane off course. This alibi 

collapsed when Russia announced it had the pilot Secretary of State 

Chiishan Herter apparently decided then to follow Premier Khru¬ 

shchev s lead, nasa issued a vague statement admitting the flight but 

absolving Washington of responsibility for it This was acceptable to 

Russia, and even more so to the Democratic party. Roth wanted the 

President to appear weak, if amiable. Between seeming inept or bel¬ 

ligerent President Eisenhower preferred the latter. On May 9 the 

State Department admitted that U-2 flights over Russia had been going 
on for years, though Russia was to blame for them on account of its 

secretiveness.Tile Presidents authority was preserved. The summit con¬ 
ference was destroyed. Vanity prevailed over hope. Yet. foe summit 

Ac I7^y[}egmi refected Eisealiowers “open skies” proposal in 1955. 
HTla M Bo£liil*g to gain by it Because of the 

fflgnts, President Eisenhower knew there was no missile gap, though for secrecy’s 

^ say,jily ** knew-Russia feared to negotiate an end to die flight, 
because doing so would foroe it to admit weakness. In effect, it conspired with Amer- 

^ w?s * setf-^eaHng policy which added duplicity to 
impotence. Tie ultimate revelation was thus more harmful than an early one would 

CO<mtly fearned maci> from this; both continued to make a fetish 
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could not have accomplished much anyway. General Eisenhower lacked 

confidence in summit meetings. Like all Presidents, he wanted better 

relations with the Soviets, but on his own terms. He had nothing new 

to offer Russia at Paris. The summit was arranged because Premier 

Khrushchev needed it and Prime Minister Macmillan of England, for 

whom hope sprang eternal, wanted it. Premier Khrushchev's domestic 

policy hinged on curbing the arms race, for the Soviets could not afford 

both guns and butter on the American scale. As a starter Khrushchev 

had reduced his army by i,z million men, throwing sullen officers out 

of work. Without an American response he could go no further. But 

President Eisenhower had already cut the U.S. arms budget all he 

dared, so he couldn't respond to this initiative. 
Yet while nothing could have come of the summit except more hot air 

—which is what summits usually produced anyway—it neednt have 

been a disaster. It cost Premier Khrushchev the most. He came to Paris 

and stormed and raged, as he had to. The party leadership was not im¬ 

pressed. He had shown weakness twice, first when he allowed the over¬ 

flights to go unchallenged, then when he offered the U.S. a loophole after 

the fact. His power began to fade that May. Eisenhower got off easier. 

It is hard for an American politician to lose by offending Russia, how¬ 

ever clumsily. Though President Eisenhower s place in diplomatic his¬ 

tory suffered, his popularity did not. Neither, probably, did Nixons. The 

Democrats were buoyed all the same. Few of his admirers thought Ei¬ 

senhower gained stature from the affair. Even had the President s deci¬ 

sion been right, he had arrived at it wrongly. 
A feeling grew that events were slipping out of control. The U-2 

seemed proof of that. Castro's Cuba did too. Student riots kept General 

Eisenhower from visiting Japan. Polls showed that the public believed 

there was a missile gap. Relations with the Soviets got worse. Premier 

Khrushchev threatened to sign a separate peace with East Germany, 

thus renewing the Berlin crisis. In June communist delegates walked 

out of the reconvened disarmament talks at Geneva. All this made for¬ 

eign affairs seem more desperate and eroded the trust on which Repub¬ 

licans depended. Nixon could not fight an election on Eisenhower s pop¬ 

ularity. It was his policies that counted, and people were losing faith 

in them. By wrecking the summit to save face. President Eisenhower 

lost the best chance of saving his programs. A detente, however fragile, 

would have preserved public confidence in them. Instead, Eisenhower s 
critics got a mouthful of new arguments with which to discredit his poli¬ 

cies. They were essential to Kennedy's victory. So in protecting his image 

Eisenhower sacrificed the foreign and military policies that were his best 

claim on posterity's gratitude. It was a bad exchange for him, a worse 

one for the country. 
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The Democrats came to Los Angeles with, more hope than to any nom¬ 

inating convention since 1944* And their enthusiasm survived the con¬ 

vention itself, though it was most notable for the efficiency with which 

Kennedy s rivals were disposed of. Only Johnson and Stevenson had 

survived the early skirmishes. Johnson hoped to be the compromise can¬ 

didate after Stevenson and Kennedy neutralized each other. But Steven- 

son had waited too long before committing himself. Liberal Democrats 

still loved him best, but when he failed to raise his standard many took 

service elsewhere. The rest were disorganized and uncertain. Stevenson 

sounded out Mayor Bichard Daley of Chicago, without whom no candi¬ 

date from Illinois could succeed; and learned that the bosses were going 

for Kennedy. It was all over but the shouting then. Stevenson’s support¬ 

ers did a lot of it, staging that rarity, a genuinely spontaneous demon¬ 

stration. Senator Eugene McCarthy nominated him, saying, “Do not 

reject this man who has made us all proud to be Democrats. Do not leave 

this prophet without honor in his own party.” All was in vain, as Steven- 

son knew better than anyone. He hardly lifted a finger to save himself. 

Kennedy won easily, with legions of floormen and a mass of electronic 
equipment sweeping the opposition before him. 

The main surprise at Los Angeles was his choice of a running mate. 

Many were astonished that Kennedy picked Lyndon Johnson to run 

beside him, many more that Johnson proved willing. Not only had their 

factions teen rivals before, but the dash of styles between them was 

very sharp. Kennedy men were Eastern, intellectual, and swingers. John¬ 

son men were Southern, uncultivated, and square. Some think Kennedy 
made the offer believing that Johnson would refuse it Thus he would 

pt credit for trying to bind up the party’s wounds without actually hav¬ 

ing to do so. Otters think he appreciated how much Johnson would help 

the ticket and simply made foe politically wisest choice. In fact it was 

an astute move. The vote Johnson won in foe South were vital to Ken¬ 

nedy’s victory. Nor was it all that remarkable for Johnson to accept foe 

vice-presidency. He had made a great name for himself as Senate Ma¬ 
jority Leader, but if the ticket won in November, as seemed likely, that 

iTf** ^>ecome ^ess hnportant As leader of foe opposition, Johnson 
ted had much freedom of action; as leader of the Presidents party he 
would have very little. Since he could add nothing to his reputation by 

staying m the Senate, there was no reason not to become Vice-President. 

en too, after eight years in a national office he might overcome his 
sectional reputation. Thus Johnson had nothing to lose and enough pros¬ 

pect of gam to mate the shift worthwhile. The convention ended with 

Kennedy proclaiming the New Frontier. It was, perhaps, the most mean- 

mgtess tag ever given an administration. The New Frontiersmen quickly 
toed of it They were stuck with the title all the same 
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The Republican convention was even more of a foregone conclusion 

than the Democratic. Richard Nixon had only one serious rival for the 

nomination, Governor Rockefeller, and he had said the previous Decem¬ 

ber that he would not run. Then he changed his mind—sort of. By play¬ 

ing Hamlet so often in the sixties. Rockefeller appeared peculiarly inde¬ 

cisive. Actually he was stronger than his presidential bids suggested. 

Though heir to a great fortune, he had entered the public service while 

still young (thirty-two), and held offices under three Presidents.* He 

was even more successful in politics, where his rough good looks, coarse 

voice, and homely manners went down well. He easily wrested the gov¬ 

ernorship of New York from Averell Harriman, who had the misfortune 

of seeming to be what he actually was, a brilliant aristocrat. Rockefeller 

was an aristocrat too, but he didn’t look like one, so people identified 

with him. He was an outstanding governor, hence a logical candidate 

for the presidency. The polls said he could have beaten Kennedy. He 

was certainly as well qualified to run as any Republican. But the regulars 

distrusted him. Nixon had been an organization man from the start. 

Rockefeller was a maverick who resigned from the Eisenhower admin¬ 

istration so as to criticize its defense policies. And he had expensive ideas 

about what the country needed. When Rockefeller learned that both 

business and the professional politicians opposed him, he withdrew. Yet 

he went on thinking Nixon too conservative on domestic issues and too 

penurious on defense. 
On June 8, i960, he suddenly announced that Nixon must accept nine 

anti-administration propositions to have his support. Rockefeller then 

toured the country on their behalf, widening once more the GOP*s split 

between its liberal amateurs and conservative professionals. This divi¬ 

sion, which had existed since 1912 when Theodore Roosevelt led the 

Progressives to disaster, was the party’s curse. General Eisenhower s 

chief service to the GOP had been to narrow it for a time. Now Rocke¬ 

feller threatened to reopen all the wounds the President had so carefully 
taped over. No one ever knew if this was essential to Rockefeller’s strat¬ 

egy, or a by-product of it. In either case, there was nothing that Richard 

Nixon needed less than a divisive platform fight. So in two days of secret 

meetings he agreed to have Rockefeller’s basic propositions written into 

the platform. No doubt he was sorry to repudiate the administrations 

foreign and domestic policies, but he would regret a platform struggle 

even more. As it turned out, the “Fourteen-Point Compact of Fifth Ave- 

* Rockefeller was successively Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, Assistant 
Secretary of State for Latin America, and head of the International Advisory Board 
under Presidents Roosevelt and Truman. He served President Eisenhower as Under 
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, and as Special Assistant for Foreign 
Affairs. 
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nue” was unenforceable. President Eisenhower was outraged by its re¬ 

jection of his foreign and defense policies, the regulars by its liberalism 

on domestic matters. In the end the platform, though more liberal than 

it would otherwise have been, was shaped mostly by the Eisenhower- 

regular coalition. This hardly mattered to Nixon. He had secured his 

own nomination and bought off the liberals cheaply. Like Jim Fisk, he 

might well have said, “Nothing was lost, save honor” 

The ease with which Nixon disowned General Eisenhower to be nom¬ 

inated, and then invoked him again to be elected, was the measure of 

the man. No one in public life was more nakedly ambitious than Richard 

Nixon. Few cared so little for specific principles. For most of his public 

life Nixon was known as “Tricky Dick.” This was because he early de¬ 

veloped a safe way of slandering his opponents. In his first campaign for 

Congress he did not charge the incumbent with being a communist. 

What he did was attack Tip-service Americans” and high officials who 

fronted for “un-American elements, wittingly or otherwise.” His head¬ 

quarters issued a statement by a former lieutenant governor of Califor¬ 

nia charging Nixon's opponent with voting the “Moscow-PAC-Henry 

Wallace” line. At a time when anti-communist hysteria was advancing, 

Nixon's opponents were helpless before this guilt-by-insinuation tactic. 

When accused of smearing them he could say correctly that he had not 
actually questioned their loyalty. And in refuting his implications, oppo¬ 

nents gave them additional circulation. So he was elected to the House 
in 1946, and to the Senate in 1950. 

In 1952 the GOP had seen Mm as a perfect complement to General 

Eisenhower. His youth offset the candidate's age, his political experience 

Baade up for what was thought to be the General’s lack of it, and his 

reputation as a gut-fighter usefully supplemented Eisenhower's as a 
statesman. It worked out very nicely. Nixon did have one bad moment, 

though. During the campaign he was said to have improperly used a 

small campaign fund while a Senator. The charge was trivial even if 
true, but it hurt Nixon because the GOP was making great capital out 

of the supposed contrast between Republican honesty and Democratic 

corruption. Many party leaders thought Nixon ought to withdraw. In¬ 
stead he went on network television and staged a melodrama. He de¬ 

scribed Ms modest finances, pointed out that his wife wore a plain cloth 

coat, and announced that Ms children had been given a dog named 

Checkers wMch he would never surrender. He also asked trusting view¬ 

ers to write die Republican National Committee. A million did so. Gen¬ 

oa! Eisenhower was satisfied and welcomed Nixon back with open arms, 
inspiring a rush of grateful tears. 

Nixon went on using die red scare for a time. He blamed the Demo- 
oats for twenty years erf treason in 1952* and in the next congressional 
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elections he accused the Communist party of working against the GOP 
because "the candidates running on the Democratic ticket in the key 

states are almost without exception members of the Democratic party s 

left-wing clique which has been so blind to the Communist conspiracy 

and has tolerated it in the United States.” But as the furor subsided he 

used this line less frequently, unlike Joseph McCarthy who could not 

see that the red threat was played out and so was destroyed. Nixon trav¬ 

eled a great deal, often to political advantage. One tour of Latin Amer¬ 

ica found him the target of anti-American assaults which he endured 

bravely and profited enormously from. He visited the Soviet Union and 

got into a shouting match with Premier Khrushchev. The latchen de¬ 

bate” was, like the Checkers speech, bad theater but splendid politics. 

As candidates, Nixon and Kennedy were well matched for all their 

differences. Kennedy was handsome, sophisticated, intellectual, and 

charismatic. Nixon was plain ("I’m no pretty boy, he used to say), 

square, poorly read, and uninspiring. He was much better known than 

Kennedy, but also more disliked. His years of red-baiting, his role as the 

Eisenhower administration’s official mucker, as well as his unfailing want 

of taste made many enemies. Few people genuinely hated Kennedy. 

Many loved him. The opposite was true of Nixon. But if he was not 

loved he was admired by Middle Americans. Republican candidates and 

officeholders everywhere owed him debts and would work hard to dis¬ 

charge them. The Eisenhower record of peace and plenty gave him 

solid support. He was not rich like Kennedy, yet as the candidate of big 

business he didn’t have to be. Nixon was thought to be conservative. In 

reality, while he retained his small-town prejudices, he did not indulge 

them unless all other things were equal—which was rarely. He was pre¬ 

pared to take almost any position if gain was to be had from it. And he 

was not a Catholic. More than anything else, Kennedy’s religion com¬ 

promised his political assets and made the i960 campaign unusually 

dose. 
But Nixon possessed weaknesses that were ultimately fatal to him. By 

trying to run everything himself he demoralized his staff and confused 
his supporters. He mishandled the press, thus offsetting the advantage 

Republican candidates have in a country where most forms of commu¬ 
nication are owned by Republicans. He promised to campaign in all of 

the fifty states, then stuck to it even after a knee infection put him in 

the hospital for ten days. He literally wore himself out. Worst of all, he 

agreed to debate Kennedy on television. Nixon had fancied himself an 
expert on television ever since the Checkers speech. He told his ad¬ 

miring biographer Earl Mazo before the debates that "sincerity counts 
above everything else on television. This is something, unfortunately, 

that many of the public relations experts simply don’t understand. They 
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put too much emphasis on how a man is going to look or sound inched 

of bringing out his basic character and his beliefs.” He was soon to learn 
otherwise. 

When Mixon had his first TV debate with Kennedy he was in poor 

shape. He had lost weight in the hospital, and more after getting out. 

He was tired and understrength and looked it. He disdained makeup ex- 

eept for a light face powder, and this worsened his appearance because 

he had unusually translucent skin. TV cameras always made him look 

unshaven unless his skin was rendered opaque. And Nixon suffered from 

being a lawyer. He was not only a lawyer by profession, but he thought 

Idee one. He always tried to win arguments and score points. On televi- 

sion, however, it is the audience that counts, not the opponent. Kennedy 

knew this; Nixon did not Thus, while Nixon did well with the radio au¬ 

dience, Kennedy impressed viewers more. Polls taken later showed that 

people who only heard the debate thought Nixon had argued best And 

Ms deep, firm speaking voice was more impressive than Kennedy’s high- 

pitched, rapid delivery. But most people viewed the debate, and on 

TV Kennedy had the edge. According to a Roper poll, of four mil- 

ion Americans who were decisively influenced by the debates, three 

miMon voted for Kennedy. Everyone agreed that Nixon recovered in 

three subsequent encounters. Yet none attracted so large an audience as 
the first Nixons only chief personal advantage over Kennedy, the pre¬ 

sumption of his experience as against JFK’s ^immaturity,” was lost. So 
was the election.* 

Though Nixon failed to recover his early lead in the polls, he nearly 
won anyway. He finished with a strong series of telecasts. President Ei¬ 

senhower, whom he had hoped to win without, was finally asked to 

campaign and did so effectively. But Nixon played his ace too late. 
Another mistake was his inability to grasp what Dr. Martin Luther 

King, Jr., meant to Negro voters. When King was sentenced to four 

months in the Georgia penitentiary, John Kennedy immediately called 

Mra Eng and offered his sympathies. His brother Robert did even bet¬ 
ter by helping secure King s release on bond. Whites paid little attention 

to the event, blacks were profoundly affected. Dr. Kings father a Bap¬ 

tist minister previously committed to Nixon on religious grounds (which 

'Brei? dfSiC ““"Pk what makes people despair of electoral 
P° cs Kennedy favored aid to anti-Castro exiles in die hope they would overthrow 

SreX«fniniStrati0nfPUblit ^ 3 moderate £ o/dwMetw: secretly o^amzmg an invasion force. Nixon believed Kennedy knew fliis (as anDar- 
^tiy he did) and that Kennedy took unfair advantage Shtafc- 

for failing to do what in fact it was doin| but 
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prompted JFK to observe philosophically that we all have our fathers), 

now swung to Kennedy. Fortuitously, a million pamphlets describing 

the incident went out. Negroes provided the margin of Kennedy’s vic¬ 

tory. 250,000 voted for him in Illinois, which he carried by 9,000 votes. 

The same number supported him in Michigan, where he won by 67,000 

votes. Nixon lost these states not because he opposed civil rights, but 

because the winning gesture was so foreign to him. It was not his style, 

and style was what the election was all about. 

To bad judgment was added bad luck. Arthur Bums, a leading Re¬ 

publican economist, predicted a recession for late i960 and urged more 

government spending to avert it. President Eisenhower ignored him and 

the recession developed on schedule, reaching its lowest point in mid- 

October when it would hurt Nixon most. So Kennedy became President, 

but by a hair. If 4,500 more voters in Illinois and 28,000 in Texas had 

gone against him, Nixon would have won by two electoral votes. 

Kennedy’s victory assured the realization of his dark prophecies, 

though his manner would make the confrontations to come seem less 

frightening than they were. Because of him the early sixties would also 

be remembered as more hopeful than they were. Richard Nixon could 

not have managed such a feat, yet he might not have needed to. He 

admired General Eisenhower’s habit of avoiding conflict when possible. 

Hope could not wither because of him, since he never encouraged it to 

bloom. John Kennedy was abler and more liberal than Nixon, but not 

necessarily better prepared or attached to more useful propositions. Like 

most men, he lived in the past. He called on Americans to face great 

challenges, but the ones he meant had come and gone already. Russia 

was no longer a threat to American survival, if indeed it had ever been. 

China was comparatively weak and wpuld remain so. Cuba was a trivial 

wound, and a largely self-inflicted one at that. Kennedy was mostly blind 

to what would dominate American life in the sixties. So, of course, were 
other public men. 

They worried about the missile gap when it was the arms race itself 

that mattered. They warned the civil rights movement against asking too 

much too soon, though it was really a case of too little too late. They 

were preoccupied with affairs abroad while it was conditions at home 

that wanted attention. Every President since 1940 had been chiefly con¬ 

cerned with foreign policy. The country had prospered all the same. But 

those problems that did not solve themselves got worse. The economy 

flourished; the cities decayed. Airports and highways were built; rail¬ 

road passenger service collapsed. Science and technology solved old dif¬ 

ficulties while creating new ones—pollution, congestion, and contami¬ 

nation followed each advance. Kennedy had promised new leadership 

and new departures, yet his ideas were commonplace. The New Frontier 
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at home was only the New Deal writ small. Overseas it meant the same 

expansive internationalism that was already too familiar. A new age was 

coming which these formulas did not provide for. Few administrations 

ever took office with more self-assurance than Kennedy's; few had less 

reason for it. Confidence is no substitute for wisdom, though men would 

have it so. If it were, the next several years would have turned out 

differently. 
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The Supreme Court 

The Supreme Court, once revered by conservative patriots, 

lost status throughout the decade. Its desegregation decisions since 1954 

had aroused hostile passions, in the South first and then later in the 

North. The Court threw out many of the worst legislative and judicial 

deeds of the McCarthy era. But nothing so aroused Middle Americans 

as the Court’s 1962 decision that compulsory prayer in public schools 

was unconstitutional. This ruling was, perhaps, of all its unpopular 

decisions in the sixties the most frequently disregarded. Many schools 

carried on with prayers as usual, and few local officials were rash 

enough to interfere. On the national level it provoked such outbursts 

of devotion as had not been seen since the war. Former President 

Hoover said the ruling represented the “disintegration of a sacred 

American heritage.” General Eisenhower remarked that he “always 

thought that this nation was essentially a religious one.” Cardinal 

Cushing of Boston said it would make good propaganda for the Beds. 

Congress fulminated for three days. Representative Frank Becker got 

chairman Emanuel Celler of the Judiciary Committee to hold hearings 

on the matter. Becker favored a bill to restore prayer, and also to gain 

constitutional authorization for the phrases “under God” in the Oath 

of Allegiance, and “In God We Trust” on the coinage. There were 146 

other congressional proposals along these lines. Gerald Ford of 
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Michigan declared that he received more mail about prayer than any 

other subject One Congressman presented Chairman Celler 

with a petition bearing 170,000 signatures asking that God be 

restored to his rightful place in the classroom. 

A host of politicians appeared before the Committee on prayers 

behalf. A stream of ministers praised the Court and demanded that the 

schools remain free of worship. Congressman Becker said, "Invocations, 

duties, oaths taken on the Bible are as American and as universal as a 

taste for apple pie, or ice cream or watermelon...Congressman 

Wyman wanted the states to make applicants for drivers 

licenses express their belief in a supreme being (tbe God of 

their choice, naturally). Governor Wallace of Alabama took time out 

from his presidential campaign to testify. He noted that God is love 

and prayers promote goodness. This spectacle inspired Murray 

Kempton to say that all Congress really needed to do after its 

hearings was to draft a single sentence: "The people and the Congress 

of the United States hereby repeal and make void the doctrine that 

God is not mocked.* 

The Court did not, however, offend only conservatives. On March 2 1, 

1966, It upheld the conviction of Ralph Ginzburg, publisher of Eros 

magazine. Previously the Court had ruled that a publication or film 

was obscene if it {1) appealed to a "prurient interest in sex,” (2) was 

"patently offensive” by "contemporary community standards,” and 

{3^ was "utterly without redeeming social value” In practice this 

meant that almost any published writing was acceptable, while films 

and pictures could not show copulation—though even here there was 

some leeway. Ginzburgs conviction seemed to throw the whole matter 

into the air again. Eros was less racy than other magazines. What the 

Court objected to was not so much its contents as the way it was 

promoted. Ginzburg applied for bulk-mailing privileges in towns with 

suggestive names (Intercourse, Climax, Blue Balls ). His advertising 

campaign as a whole, the Court declared, was permeated by "the leer 

of the sensualist.” This introduced an exceptionally difficult standard 

for judging obscenity. Sensual leering was out. But what was a leer and 

what a mere smirk? And how could a thing, not obscene in its own 

right, become so by promotion? Solomon himself would have found 



this criterion trying. Most judges, lacking divine assistance, found it 

impossible to apply.* 

Prayer was the Court’s most unpopular area of decision-making. 

Obscenity was its greatest failure. Instead of clarifying the confusion, 

the Court compounded it. Even so, the Warren Court remained the 

most outstanding of modern times, and one of the greatest in American 

history. When Chief Justice Earl Warren resigned in 1969, everyone 

agreed it was the end of an era. Not that Warren had been a 

singularly powerful chief justice on the order of John Marshall. He had 

not pressed his views unduly. Even if he had, the Court changed so 

much in his sixteen years (a total of seventeen justices were involved) 

that even a more forceful man could not have shaped its course. But 

Warren symbolized the period of judicial activism that began in 1954 

with the passage of Brown t>. Board of Education. The John Birch 

Society acknowledged this by putting up "Impeach Earl Warren” 

billboards everywhere. After striking down school segregation, the 

Warren Court went on to expand civil rights. The rights of suspected 

criminals were more firmly established. The one-man, one-vote 

principle was extended. (Warren himself considered Baker v. Carr, 

which struck down malapportionment in Tennessee, the most 

far-reaching decision.) The Court, and Warren in particular, were 

roundly condemned. School desegregation was widely resented. The 

police were thought to have been unbearably handicapped. 

But the Gideon decision only extended the right of legal counsel to 

the minority of states that lacked such statutes. In practice, Miranda 

and Escobedo had little effect on police work. The Court upheld 

stop-and-frisk laws that allowed police to make searches without 

showing cause. Here, as elsewhere, the Court was made the scapegoat 

for social problems its critics could not deal with. 

President Johnson tried to replace Warren by elevating Justice Abe 

Fortas, a liberal, to his seat. Fortas was not well liked by the Senate, 

which refused to confirm him. Later he was found to have taken money 

* Upholding Ginzburg*s conviction settled nothing. Years later he was still out 
on. bond pending various complex legal maneuvers, and publishing a new magazine, 
Avant-Garde, that was sexier than Eros. In the meantime community standards, 
in large cities anyway, changed so much that Ginzburg was left behind. If he did 
finally go to fail it would be for violating obsolete taboos. 



from a foundation, somewhat irregularly it was said, and driven from 

the bench. President Nixon finally appointed Warren Earl Burger 

chief justice. He was a little-known federal jurist whose principal 

qualification appeared to be that he was a judicial inactivist. Nixon 

tried twice to replace Fortas with obscure Southern judges whose 

views were thought congenial to Senator Strom Thurmond. The Senate 

denied confirmation to both, and Nixon had to settle for a Northern 

judge whose position resembled Chief Justice Burger's. In a fit of pique 

the President declared that his first two choices had been turned down 

for coming from the South. 

The Senate did not much like being called bigoted. Nor did it agree 

with the President that its constitutional role was to rubber-stamp 

his nominees. The Constitution provided that the President was to 

appoint justices with the advice and consent of the Senate. As he did 

not seek die Senates advice, it withheld its consent. Nixon went on 

believing in Executive omnipotence all the same. And he did succeed 

in putting two moderately conservative judges on the Court. Of the 

remaining liberals. Justice Black was old and Justice Douglas in ill 

health. Nixon would soon be able to replace them with conservatives. 

They would then outnumber the liberals, and the age of Supreme 

Court activism would be over. The Warren Court’s great record was 

safe, but it was not likely to be improved on for a while. 



2 BUILDING CAMELOT 

O n January 17, 1961, President Eisenhower dosed the old 

era with his Farewell Address; three days later President Kennedy 

opened the new one at his inaugural. The two speeches, like the men 

and their times, could not have been more different. Each perfectly re¬ 

flected its author. Eisenhowers ponderous language eased the shock 
of his warning against the military-industrial complex. “The potential 

for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist.... e 
prospect of domination of the nation’s scholars by federal employment, 

project allocations, and the power of money ... is gravely to be re¬ 
garded.”* Kennedy sounded better: “We observe today not a victory of 

party but a celebration of freedom. . . . Now the trumpet summons us 

again” to “forge against these enemies a grand and global alliance.^His 

affection for verbal tricks, though, was never more pronounced: If a 

free society cannot help the many who are poor, it cannot save the few 

who are rich.... Let us never negotiate out of fear, let us never fear to 

negotiate. . .. Ask not what your country can do for you; ask what you 

can do for your country.” 
President Eisenhower’s last speech in office became his most famous 

and widely disregarded address. Everyone remarked on the old patriot’s 

good sense. The demand for new weapons did not abate. President Ken- 

Hedy's inaugural statements won even more praise. The shift from blan 

ness to bombast in presidential oratory was so startling that few bothered 

to ask what the slogans meant. People were enjoined to struggle and 

* The New York Dark/ News headlined his speech: bewabe of eggheads, muni- 

HON LOBBY: IKE. 
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sacrifice. But who was to sacrifice, and for what? Menace and promise 

were mixed together, the one giving spice to the other. This was good 

theater, perhaps even good politics, but what sort of future did it imply? 

The President's State of the Union Message which followed soon iter 

was not much more illuminating. It had a little something for everyone. 

Anti-communists were placated when Kennedy said, <cWe must never be 
lulled into believing that either [Russia or China] has yielded its ambi¬ 

tion for world domination.” Pacifists were warmed by promises of fresh 

overtures to the Soviets. The Peace Corps would make foreign aid more 

human and attractive. Militarists were offered new arms, liberals money 

to relieve ignorance and poverty. It was nice to think that you could have 

plenty of guns and butter too, nicer still to believe that you could have 

both another arms race and a settlement with Russia. But in the real 

world one must choose between opposites, and President Kennedy had 
already done so. 

His appointments hinted at the direction he would take. Outstanding 

liberals like John Kenneth Galbraith, the distinguished historian Edwin 

Reischauer, and Adlai Stevenson were made ambassadors (to India, Ja¬ 

pan, and the United Nations). But ambassadors do not make policy. In 

Kennedy s administration the men who did were people like Theodore 

Sorensen, Dean Rusk, McGeorge and William Bundy, Maxwell Taylor, 

and Walt Whitman Rostow. They were not so much liberals as techno¬ 

crats, men of power rather than passion. Unsentimental, except about 

the President (and sometimes each other), they made a fetish of energy 

and style. The Cold War, it seemed, would be won on the squash courts 

and dance floors of Washington. Robert McNamara was the supreme 

example of this type. Though less sociable than many, he was charac¬ 

teristically brilliant, hard-working, competitive, and athletic. He was the 

most able and confident man ever to be Secretary of Defense.* At the 
time few guessed that such men would become legendary figures. Tech¬ 

nocrats, however graceful and witty, do not a round table make. Presi¬ 
dent Kennedy seemed too opportunistic ever to be King Arthur. Which 

only shows how life surpasses art. Out of these unlikely materials history 

would fashion a national legend equal to any that had gone before. 

But first the reality. President Kennedy meant to win the Cold War 

* Robert Strange McNamara was an expert at applying statistical analysis to man¬ 
agement problems. After receiving an M.B.A. from die Harvard Business School in 
1940, lie was appointed to its faculty. During the war he was a staff officer. After¬ 
ward he joined a group of independent business analysts called the whiz kids. His 
first assignment with them concerned the Ford Motor Company. It was so challeng¬ 
ing that he stayed with Ford and fourteen years later became the first man outside 
the family to be its president Having exhausted Ford’s possibilities, he resigned to 
join the Kennedy administration. His hair lay flat, inspiring President Johnson to call 
him the man with the Sta Comb. 
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and restore order to the world. This was to be done by taking the lead 

in strategic weapons and building mobile strike units to suppress wars 

of national liberation. Having a strategic advantage would enable the 

U.S. to bargain with Russia from strength.* Counter-insurgency forces 

would preserve the status quo everywhere else. Thus America’s domi¬ 

nant position would be sustained. To this end McNamara began build¬ 

ing a military establishment theoretically capable of fighting one minor 

and two major wars at once. And he greatly expanded the strategic 

weapons arsenal, though the need for it soon vanished. On taking office 

McNamara learned that, as President Eisenhower had said, the missile 

gap was a "fiction.” He made this public, only to have the White House 

contradict him. Having just campaigned on the missile gap. President 

Kennedy could not immediately admit it never existed. But the truth had 

to out finally, and by October the Pentagon was confessing parity with 

the Soviets in missiles. Soon it would have a dear lead, for Russia had 

scrapped its liquid-fueled icbm while the U.S. had gone on deploying 

its own. When Russia began emplacing its solid-fuel missiles the U.S. 

would long since have put hundreds of first-generation icbm’s into ser¬ 

vice. The administration pressed on regardless. The Polaris submarine 

program was stepped up by half. A 100 per cent increase in the produc¬ 

tion of solid-fuel Minuteman missiles was ordered. The number of nu¬ 

clear bombers on fifteen-minute alert grew by 50 per cent. Soon the U.S. 

lead was embarrassingly great, and getting more so by the month. 

The strategic weapons program thus required a new rationale. Mas¬ 

sive retaliation was a second-strike doctrine. It assumed a nuclear force 

that could survive an enemy first strike and wipe out his cities in return. 

The cost of attacking the U.S. would thus be prohibitive while the Amer¬ 

ican force, since clearly defensive, would not provoke attack. This could 

be accomplished, it was thought, by a force approximately equal to the 

Soviets’. A modest lead over Russia was consistent with the older doc¬ 

trine, a huge one was not. And what was the point of being able to de¬ 

stroy a possible aggressor many times over when once or twice would 

do? To justify the expense, McNamara therefore began talking about 
counterforce. This new doctrine aimed at destroying the enemy’s stra¬ 

tegic arms. McNamara suggested it was more humane because directed 

* “Bargaining from strength” was one of the Cold War’s most delusory concepts. 
Both sides aimed for strength, and the U.S. sometimes got it. Negotiations rarely 
followed. Strong nations need not bargain, and weak ones dare not. Real negotiation 
assumes equality, otherwise there is nothing to bargain over. A rough parity in stra¬ 
tegic weapons between the U.S, and Russia existed at the beginning and end of the 
1960’s. Nothing happened either time because America insisted on an overwhelm¬ 
ing lead. “We arm to parley,” people said, echoing Churchill, but the one precluded 
the other. Being strong, America saw no reason to compromise; being weak, Russia 
could not afford to. 
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at weapons rather than cities. It was certainly more ambitious. Counter¬ 

force was a first-strike theory because to take out the enemy’s planes and 

missiles you had to hit them on the ground. It made sense only if you 

intended a pre-emptive strike. Counterforce was thus both offensive and 

provocative. The enemy was threatened with a Pearl Harbor and incited 

to hit die U.S. first. Though counterforce was a very dangerous propo¬ 

sition, in the end little came of it. The government never embraced it 

directly. The Soviets were not frightened into launching a pre-emptive 

strike. Probably it was just another case of the lag between technology 

and theory. Major weapons systems were often built simply because the 

capacity for making them existed. The reasons for doing so were devised 

later. So it was with strategic missiles. They were desirable in the first 

place because they stabilized the balance of terror. Manned aircraft were 

dangerous because of their vulnerability. They could not really be pro¬ 

tected on the ground, and their limited flight capacity meant that, once 

airborne, decisions about them had to be made quickly. Not so with mis- 

siles. When land based they could be dispersed, concealed, and pro¬ 
tected. In Polaris submarines they were even more secure. Hence they 

allowed more time for reflection and reduced the chances of accident or 
error. 

But the advantages missiles created were wasted. First the U.S. was 

panicked by Sputnik, then it overreacted. President Kennedy developed 

an overkill” capacity that panicked the Russians in turn. They resolved 

to catch up and began doing so by the decade’s end, when the whole 

cycle stated repeating itself. The chance to stabilize the arms race was 

tost Billions were spent only to make the risks worse. In i960 each side 

had fewer than a hundred long-range missiles; in 1970 each had perhaps 

a thousand more powerful ones. “Better safe than sorry,” the Kennedy 

administration had implied. In the end, everyone was no safer and a lot 

somer. Short of actual disarmament Americans were most secure when 
the U.S. and Russia deterred each other equally. But that condition gen¬ 

erated feelings of insecurity. Getting ahead of Russia relieved them 

while tipping the balance of tenor dangerously. The worse things got 

the better people felt and vice versa. On this emotional reflex the stra¬ 

tegic arms race was built All the elaborate strategies used to justify 
it were only the tribute fear paid to reason. 

r c°ntractors were well equipped for the Kennedy arms race. 
In the Eisenhower years they had made an art of milking the Treasury, 
hi 1962 Senator John L. McClelland’s investigating committee showed 

how this brand of socialism for the rich” worked. The committee found 

cases where contractors made profits of 40 per cent or more. The sub¬ 

contracting system by which the subcontractors’ profit was added to the 
mam contractors costs helped greatly. The Nike ABM system was a case 
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in point. Western Electric, the prime contractor, made a seemingly mod¬ 

est profit of $112.5 million on a total contract of $1,545 billion. But the 

$1.4 billion worth of costs included the subcontractors’ profits. Douglas 

Aircraft was paid $644.5 million for producing missiles. This sum in¬ 

cluded Douglas’s own profit of $45.6 million, 7.6 per cent of the to¬ 

tal. But Douglas actually performed only 17.2 per cent of the work. 

Thus the profit on what it actually did amounted to 44.3 per cent. More¬ 

over, its sub-subcontractors’ profits were included in the bill they sub¬ 

mitted to Douglas, again in the bill Douglas sent to Western Electric, 

and finally in Western Electric’s bill to the government. 

Other favorite devices included padding the overhead (on which no 

taxes were paid, whereas profits were taxed at fifty cents on the dollar). 

The McClelland Committee found that Douglas Aircraft was still charg¬ 

ing off to overhead on its Nike missile contract the development costs 

of the DC-3. Companies that made design or production errors often 

got new contracts to repair them—making a profit both times. If they 

ran short of cash they sometimes got advance payments. The govern¬ 

ment then provided their operating capital besides paying them a profit. 

Excessive design changes were deliberately made to exploit a system 

that rewarded error and penalized efficiency. Meanwhile, the bidding 

system declined so that most contracts were simply negotiated, often 

between military officers and their retired colleagues now working for 

the very comnanies they had once negotiated with while on active ser¬ 

vice. There were other abuses too, all tolerated because the military did 

not complain, the contractors were enriched, and the communities they 

worked in got fat payrolls. Military procurement was the most perfectly 

realized pork barrel in the history of a nation rich with them. 

The spending boosts presided over by McNamara—$7 billion addi¬ 

tional in 1961, $10 billion more over the next two years—ought to have 

made him popular with the military-industrial complex. That they didn’t 

was due equally to his strengths and weaknesses. He was impatient with 

ignorance, which offended Congress. His extraordinary grasp of facts 

showed up the military- No one likes to be beaten at his own game, 

and McNamara was always doing that to the brass, who missed their 

old superiors, “those dumb bastards” as one general affectionately called 

them. And McNamara tried to offset the new costs by making savings 

elsewhere. This was universally resented, for waste was an essential fea¬ 

ture of the system. He closed redundant military installations. Worse 

still, he tried to institute strict accounting and management procedures. 

President Eisenhower had never been able to control waste. He had 

actually increased it by cutting back the government’s own research and 

manufacturing capability in favor of private contractors, even though 

the government’s shipyards, arsenals, and other facilities did the work 
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cheaper and often better. They also provided yardsticks for measuring 

the performance of private contractors. But Eisenhower disliked them 

for ideological reasons and thought the private sector showed more ini¬ 

tiative, as indeed it did—especially when it came to maximizing profits. 

All he did to curb waste was to cancel programs when they got out of 

hand. Hence, $1.5 billion was wasted on the Nike ABM system. But had 

Eisenhower not canceled it another $12 billion at least would have gone 
down the drain.* 

As its finest product, McNamara was no less devoted to capitalism 

than Eisenhower was. He didn’t think profiteering was essential to it, 

though. Hence he tried to institute cost-efficiency as the chief procure¬ 

ment goal. Not the best possible weapon but the best combination of 

cost and performance was his ambition. To fulfill it he brought in effi¬ 

ciency experts like himself and transformed the Pentagon’s bookkeeping 

and management techniques. This too was resented. The brass couldn’t 

understand the new methods. Contractors had to work overtime thwart¬ 

ing them. In the end, McNamaras reforms made little difference. He 

periodically announced fresh savings. The arms budget swallowed them 

up. Profiteering went on. McNamara was the smartest and most impe¬ 

rious man ever to challenge the Pentagon. It defeated him anyway, as 

it had aH who went before him. This reinforced the Eisenhower doctrine 

that the militant-industrial complex could not be mastered, only con¬ 

tained. Not human frailty but the system itself was at fault. Once its 

assumptions were granted, no amount of talent and drive could alter its 

course. The Kennedy administration thought sophistication a match for 
p>wer. It planned to make the military greater than before, and yet more 
docile. Eisenhower knew better, as later events proved. 

That President Kennedy’s military program was a disaster could not 
be^seea dearly until afterward. His domestic failures were immediately 

evident While modest by comparison with his other efforts, Kennedy’s 

internal program faced trouble from the start. He had a big congres¬ 
sional majority in theory only. Of 261 Democrats in the House, 101 came 

&om Southern and border states. Mostly conservatives, they were closer 

on m^y issues to the GOP than to their own party. It was barely pos¬ 
sible that a coalition of liberal Democrats and liberal Republicans could 

ofeet foe conservative elements in both parties. And, for a moment, it 

d. The Rules Committee, an obstade to liberal measures, was re¬ 
formed by enlarging it, but only by a margin of five votes. That this was 

* Tfere was no end to the contracts disposed erf in this way. The Aimv spent looo 

osable. The Navy spent $500 million on a seaplane contract that never produced a 

Clear Powered aircraft billion, a nuclear rocket engine $2 billion, and so on. 
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not a workable minority soon became apparent. President Kennedy sent 

down a minimum-wage bill and lost it. He later got the minimum raised 

by the Senate, whose liberal majority assured passage. Then the bill 

went to a House Conference Committee chaired by Adam Clayton Pow¬ 

ell who steered it through. But this did not restore President Kennedy's 

lost prestige. 
He lost still more when his education bill went down. Catholics were 

irritated by his aid-to-education proposals which excluded parochial 

schools. Kennedy then sent over three separate bills, one of which pro¬ 

vided forty-year loans to private and parochial schools. All three were 

killed in the Rules Committee when a Northern Catholic member de¬ 

fected. When James J. Delaney learned that conservatives meant to kill 

the bill aiding parochial schools, he joined with them to kill the other 

two. After this the President had less influence in the House. Liberals 

were irritated that he made deals with conservatives who wouldn't stay 

bought (By proposing a bill to make grants to all states, whether their 

schools were racially integrated or not, for example.) He didn't punish 

Delaney, thus showing weakness again. Some Congressmen lost their 

respect for him, others their fear. As a result, while Congress put up 

billions more for defense, a few dollars for the Peace Corps, and half a 

billion for the Alliance for Progress, it turned Kennedy down on Medi¬ 

care, federal aid to education, tax revision, postal increases, and long¬ 

term foreign aid appropriations. When urged to go to the people over 

Congress's head, he had an aide say, “The President feels that there is 

never an appropriate time for opening a cold war with Congress." So 

much for the New Frontier at home. 
While President Kennedy's domestic policy was dismal rather than 

disastrous, his foreign policy was both. This was not entirely his fault. 

Eisenhower had left him several sticky problems, but he contrived to 

worsen them—Cuba especially. Though Castro was much admired in 
the U.S. when he came to power, the applause soon ended. His regime 

was scarcely seven months old when Life magazine wrote, “What 
was glory and noble purpose in January has turned into demagoguery 

in July." President Eisenhower cut the Cuban sugar import quota by 

95 per cent. In October 1959 he declared an economic embargo against 

Cuba. The CIA began training Cuban exiles in the arts of war. 

Why had Cuban-American relations reached this low point so soon? 

It became dogma that Castro had gained power through American be¬ 

nevolence by posing as a liberal democrat. Later it was asserted that he 

had been a lackey of Moscow all the while. What seemed ingratitude 

soon proved to be treachery. America erred only in seeing the threat too 

late and reacting too mildly. As this view met the needs of both coun¬ 

tries, it persisted. Castro used it to show the communist world's debt to 
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him, Washington to excuse the errors of three administrations. But only 

those who had to believed it. Castro was quite open from the start. When 

Herbert Matthews of the New York Times met Castro in the Sierra 

Maestra on February 17, 1957, he described Fidel as nationalistic, so¬ 

cialistic, anti-American, and noncommunist* The U.S. had been a good 

neighbor to Cuba’s President Batista. The American ambassador to 

Cuba, Earl Smith, thought Castro merely a “ruffian” and a “bandit.” The 

U.S. Air Force decorated a Cuban general after he bombed the town 

of Cienfuegos, causing thousands of casualties (in fairness, he didn’t 

get the award for this atrocity). The U.S. military mission went on in¬ 

structing Batistas forces until he fell. Washington did restrict the flow 

of arms to Batista in 1958. He had more than he could use by then any¬ 

how. It never allowed the rebels to buy arms in America. Castro had 

every reason to be anti-American, the New York Times notwithstanding. 

Castro planned a socialist revolution and said so. He also claimed it 

would be democratic, perhaps honestly. Yet the one precluded the 
otter, as events soon showed. 

Castro won power not because he was strong but because Batista was 

weak. The peasants did not flock to Castro. The general strike called on 

the eve of victory failed for want of proletarian support. The Commu¬ 

nist party denounced Castro for “putschism” and only joined in at the 

end. Such backing as he had came mainly from the business and pro¬ 

fessional classes alienated by Batista’s cruelty and incompetence. They 

wanted a liberal revolution, Castro a radical one. When he began im¬ 

plementing his radical revolution they turned against him. Castro had 

then to attract a new base of support and devise a new ideology. He 
talked vaguely at first about something called ^humanism.” When the 

middle class began deserting Mm he dropped it in favor of Marxism- 
Leninism, but not as defined by Moscow. Having won power as guer¬ 

rilla fighters, he and his most visible ideologist Che Guevara naturally 

thought rural warfare important. In developing his revolutionary thesis 

after the fact, Guevara, Theodore Draper points out, argued that since 

guerrillas must fight in the countryside they must have the support of 

peasants. “Thus, Guevara does not derive guerrilla warfare from the 
nature of an agrarian revolution; he derives the agrarian revolution from 
guerrilla warfare” 

As Castro replaced the middle class with the peasantry, its role in the 

fi#t against Batiste was suppressed and the peasantry’s exalted. The 

past was revised to conform with the present. Democracy was forgotten 

too. Bourgeois subversion made it inconvenient Peasant apathy ren- 

* m interview mate Castro famous, William Buckley blamed Matthews for the 
rewtoms success manway called *1 Got My Job Through the New York Times.” 
nut though powerful, tee Times was not Aat powerful. 
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dered it superfluous. The logic of internal events thus drove Castro 

toward authoritarianism. As Draper put it: “Castroism is a leader in 

search of a movement, a movement in search of power, and power in 

search of an ideology.” Castro took power with one ideology and held 

it with another. This would probably have happened even had the U.S. 

reacted with wisdom and grace. In the event, Washington guaranteed 

the collapse of democracy in Cuba while forcing it into the communist 

bloc. 
Like all satisfied powers, the U.S. wanted to keep its sphere of influ¬ 

ence stable. Latin America’s historic duty was to provide the U.S. with 

raw materials and a market for finished goods. In return Washington 

promised to keep the area from being exploited by anyone else. The 

U.S. liked the rulers it dealt with to be progressive and democratic. 

There being few such in Latin America, it had to get along with many 

dictators and oligarchs. Though ethically and ideologically repugnant, 

they usually had the virtue of being hospitable to American business. 

Thus, while in theory the U.S. was pledged to advance democracy every¬ 

where, in practice a regime could hardly be too squalid so long as it 

retained the confidence of investors and voted right in the UN. The main 

exceptions were in countries so insignificant as to invite contempt— 

Haiti and the Dominican Republic, for example. America could take a 

lofty moral position on the cheap in such places, and sometimes did. 

Small and weak governments that became odious were occupied or, 

more frequently in later years, subverted. (Like the Guatemalan regime 

overturned by the CIA in 1954.) Larger countries were more trouble¬ 

some. Revolutionary Mexico gave continuing offense to the U.S. oil in¬ 

dustry for more than twenty years. Perohs pro-fascist Argentina also 

hampered inter-American unity. In the end, though, the U.S. usually 

got what it wanted, if not always all it wanted. 

By definition, then, no radical government in Latin America could 

avoid conflict with the U.S., Cuba least of all. Americans had many in¬ 

terests to protect there. They owned 35 per cent of the sugar industry, 

90 per cent of the public utilities, and with Royal Dutch Shell all of the 

oil refineries. The U.S. Navy had a great base at Guantanamo Bay. To 

get and keep these advantages the U.S. had repeatedly intervened in 

Cuba, a privilege allowed it by the Cuban constitution until 1934. Ava¬ 

rice sustained this policy, though rarely in public. “I am doing my best 

to persuade the Cubans that if only they will be good they will be 

happy; I am seeking the very minimum of interference necessary to 

make them good,” Theodore Roosevelt observed while suppressing an 

insurrection. Later Presidents felt the same, agreeing that what was 
good for business was good for Cuba. 

As a radical nationalist Castro had two reasons for confiscating Amer- 
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lean-owned property. The socialist revolution required it, so did inde¬ 

pendence. Cuba would never be free as long as Americans played a 

crucial role in its economy. Castro was prepared to buy them out, but 

not at their own figure and not in cash. Mexico had paid for the Amer¬ 

ican-owned property it confiscated after its revolution with long-term 
state bonds. Castro offered to do the same and was refused. Nor were 

American owners amused when he suggested payment on the basis of 
assessed value. Under Batista their property had been assessed at only 

a fraction of real value. Castro was prepared to bargain, the owners re¬ 

fused. All or nothing was their position. Nothing was what they got. Mat¬ 

ters came to a head when American-owned refineries wouldn’t process 

Russian oil. Hus left Cuba with no choice except to take them over. 

Cuban-American relations then collapsed.* American trade with Cuba 

was embargoed. The CIA began trying to undermine Castro’s regime. 

Communist countries offered him guns and aid. Castro had to accept 

them. In 1959 ke repeatedly denied being a communist, in i960 he no 

longer bothered. Later he announced that not only was he now a com¬ 

munist but always had been, thus “proving” his detractors to have been 

right all along. What this really proved was how self-fulfilling prophe¬ 

cies work By treating him as a communist the U.S. forced him to be¬ 
come one. 

Fidel paid a big price for communist aid, but it was not so much as 

the U.S. demanded. America would have had him r^Il off the revolution. 

Instead he preserved it and his independence too. Russia was too far 

away to dominate him. Yet Russia could not abandon him after Cuba 

went communist, which was probably why it did. The Soviets got an 

expensive, useless, and truculent ally. The Cuban people were faced 
with years of austerity and straggle. The U.S. lost some money and more 

face. What began as a self-serving policy turned out to be self-defeating 
as well 

When President Kennedy took office, people believed relations with 
Cuba could hardly get worse. This was an error he soon corrected. On 
April 17, 1961, he launched an invasion of Cuba so poorly planned that 

Castro needed only four days to destroy it. The administration was led 

to disaster partly through inexperience. The CIA presented it with a 

Castro didn t help matters hy executing some of Batista s men. They were tried 
secretly for a time, then publicly. Americans complained that the trials were too 
secret at fast; too public later, and too vindictive throu^iout Such criticisms baffled 
and outraged revolutionaiy Cubans. No one doubted that the men were guilty. In 
toe event, only about five hundred were executed, whereas Batista had killed many 

jLnUn^er- Compared with other revolutions, Cuba's was nearly bloodless. 
And had there been any fewer executions, the Cubans maintained, Batista’s surviv¬ 
ing victims would have resorted to lynch law. Americans continued to attack the 

Weie tfaerefore that Yankee hypocrisy would always 
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plan guaranteed to overthrow Castro with a landing force of Cuban 

emigres. The Joint Chiefs agreed. As they had been subverting govern¬ 

ments and winning wars for so long, President Kennedy believed them. 

Had he looked at their records more closely he might not have. The CIA 

did indeed help overthrow the governments of Iran, Guatemala, and 

Laos. But they had also tried and failed in Costa Rica, Burma, and Indo¬ 

nesia. The Joint Chiefs, Kennedy would discover, automatically favored 

every hostile act. Their consent meant less than nothing. 
A more suspicious President might have gone along anyway. Having 

taken a tough line on Cuba as a candidate, Kennedy feared having his 

bluff called. And so many in Washington knew of the CIA’s plan that 

he could not stop it without being embarrassed politically. The CIA as¬ 

sured him that while Castro was a grave threat to the inter-American 

system, he lacked support in Cuba and could be easily overthrown. That 

Castro could hardly be both a menace and a pushover seems not to have 

occurred to anyone except Senator William Fulbright. His appeal for 

isolating Cuba rather than invading it moved no one but Arthur Schles- 

inger, Jr. And Schlesinger was the author of a white paper explaining 

why Castro had to go.* He was not much help to Fulbright, nor was 

anyone else on the President’s staff. A further difficulty was that the 

administration didn’t understand the plan it authorized. President Ken¬ 

nedy thought the landing force could fade into the mountains if the 

Cuban people did not respond. But the landing site was many swamp- 

filled miles from the mountains. Though in theory easily defended, it 

was not a good place from which to jump off. Which suggests that the 

CIA meant the emigres to stay there, establish a provisional govern¬ 

ment, and call on the U.S. for military support. That was certainly the 

emigres" impression. 
So the operation proceeded in strictest secrecy—outside of Washing¬ 

ton, Miami, Guatemala, and Cuba. Washington knew because the CIA 

had to drum up broad support in the government for it. Miami knew 
because the CIA had done everything but take out classified ads to get 

volunteers. Guatemala knew because the exile brigade was training 

there, as a local newspaper pointed out. And Castro knew because ev¬ 

eryone else did—except the American people. As they were the only ones 

who could have stopped the invasion, the CIA’s security program was 

adequate to its needs. When Cuba told the UN that America was prepar¬ 

ing to attack it, no one was more genuinely indignant than Ambassador 

Stevenson. Security could hardly do more. American journalists helped 
out too. Some printed information about the Guatemalan training camps. 

But though both the New Republic and the New York Times learned of 

* Not because the U.S. was against the revolution (though it was), Schlesinger 
insisted, but because Castro was a communist (which he was not). 
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the invasion in advance, neither said so. President Kennedy was not es- 

peeiaUy grateful. First he blamed the Times for printing its story about 

the training camps. (Castro, it seems, depended on the Times for mili¬ 

tary intelligence.) Afterward he blamed it for not telling the whole 
truth and making the landing impossible. 

In the event, the Times did not restrain President Kennedy. On April 

15 Cuba’s airfields were bombed. These raids were supposed to destroy 

Castro’s air force but didn’t. The President was told they had, so he 

canceled the second strike hoping to ease such fears as the first had 

raised abroad, ’pie brigade went ashore at the Bay of Pigs on Monday, 

April 17. Castro’s six operational aircraft, including two T-33 jet trainers, 

knocked out the brigade’s air force and sank die ship carrying its re¬ 

serve ammunition. Castro personally organized a counterattack that 

soon cleared the beach. Of fifteen hundred invaders all but three hun¬ 

dred were taken, along with four of their five tanks. The Cuban people 

failed to rise. Most stayed loyal, or at least scared. The rest were impris¬ 

oned, a routine precaution that seems to have taken the CIA unawares.* 

The publicity campaign went no better. When the invasion began a 

press agent announced that it was being directed by something called 

the Cuban Revolutionary Council. There was a Cuban Revolutionary 
Council, but it was being held incommunicado by the CIA. The U.S. 

went on denying responsibility for some days. No one except Ambassa¬ 

dor Stevenson believed this. And he was pressed so hard in the UN 

that he descended finally to arguing that the invasion’s failure proved 
America had not staged it. Then the President confessed, maW Ste¬ 

venson seem either a cynic or a fooL He was neither, just uninformed. 

Knowing he would disapprove, the administration did not tell him of 

what was planned. Later it misled him, thinking, no doubt, that he could 
lie better if he believed what he was saying. That a diplomat lies or says 

half-truths does not make him less worth hearing. He may let the truth 

slip. Omissions may suggest it But there is no point in attending a man 
who is himself ignorant The Bay of Pigs showed that far from making 

policy, Stevenson didn’t even know what it was. He went on speaking 
as well as before. There was no longer much reason to take him seriously. 

The Bay of Pigs fiasco, as everyone now called it had other conse¬ 
quences. It removed any chance of further dealings with Castro. When 

the Cuban government made overtures to the State Department after¬ 
ward, it was told only that “communism in this hemisphere is not ne- 

Tie genuine resistance movement in Cuba got little help from the CIA. It 
thought some members too left wing. And it favored an invasion anyway. The un- 

'T *“ i’T Whe“ 1* knding started Much of it was caught 
What Wa$ to fuale of terror during the next 
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gotiable.” Henceforth American policy toward Cuba would be to have 

none. In accepting responsibility for the affair President Kennedy pre¬ 

vented Russia from blaming it on the CIA, thus forcing Premier Khru¬ 

shchev to take a harder line. As a candidate Kennedy had criticized 

President Eisenhowers handling of the U-z incident. Now he acted the 

same way, and for much the same reason. Having less face than Eisen¬ 

hower to begin with, he was all the more eager to save it. So the Cold 

War got worse. Not until the President’s image was sufficiently repaired 

could things improve. The Berlin crisis showed that. And President Ken¬ 

nedy’s reaction to it was influenced as much by the Bay of Pigs as by 

conditions in Europe. 
All the Berlin crises had a shadowy quality, mostly because American 

policies in Europe were so indistinct. They hinged on the need to defend 

Western Europe from a Soviet attack. But the Soviets never did attack, 

or even threaten to. This was explained as a consequence of the North 

Atlantic Treaty Organizations armed might. But nato was a figment 

of the diplomatic imagination, as few member countries met their troop 
quotas. Between crises nato was reviled for its inadequacies. After each 

it was hailed for having once more deterred Soviet aggression. The 

American stand on Germany was vaguer yet. Germany was divided in 

fact though not in theory. Bonn and Washington agreed that East Ger¬ 

many was only a temporarily detached fragment. One day West Ger¬ 

many would reabsorb it. Russia had Indicated before, notably in the 

Austrian settlement, what it would take to effect this: Germany would 

have to be disarmed and neutralized. Washington, like Bonn, insisted 

on an armed and partisan Germany. Though favoring reunification, they 

rejected the means of getting it. 
Unlike Germany, nato was a harmless delusion, even perhaps a use¬ 

ful one. Being weak it didn’t threaten Russia. It was a convenient dump¬ 

ing ground for surplus American arms. And it was said to keep West 

Germany from going Nazi again, or, even worse, selling out to Moscow. 

The German question itself was another matter, thanks chiefly to Berlin. 

As West Berlin was encircled by communists it was easily harassed. And 

as it was an outlet for East German refugees the communists had reason 

to harass it. East Germany would never be a viable state so long as Ber¬ 

lin drained off its best people. For a time this made little difference, 

since Russia didn’t think it would last. Moscow exploited East Germany 

for years as if there would be no tomorrow. But at some point it was de¬ 

cided that the division of Germany was permanent. East Germany was 

finally brought into the East European common market, comecon. The 

flow of refugees had to be arrested then. This could have been done 

unilaterally. It wasn’t, because Premier Khrushchev apparently hoped 

for a general settlement of the German question. The U-2 frustrated his 
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first efforts. He tried again after President Kennedy took oflSce. The 

Russian position then was that if some kind of agreement on Berlin was 

not reached it would sign a peace treaty with East Germany. The agree¬ 

ment itself was not specified in advance, though Premier Khrushchev 

said it might include making Berlin an open city. What a separate treaty 

with East Germany meant was equally unclear. East Germany might 

be emboldened by it to close the access routes to Berlin. Then again, it 

might not It would remain tied to Russia anyway, and who could be¬ 

lieve that a mere document would give East Germany what Russia had 
previously denied it? 

Britain’s Prime Minister Macmillan wanted to negotiate. The refugee 

flow would be ended one way or another. It might as well be done in 

the way that best protected Western interests. But West Germany would 

concede nothing. It lavishly subsidized West Berlin precisely because it 

drained the East. Berlin was not economically viable. People lived there 

because Bonn paid them to. Even so, it had an old population. The 

young left The pensioners stayed on. Bonn considered the money well 

spent anyway. Though garish. West Berlin sucked in the discontented. 

Whether they came for liberty or luxury or both didn’t matter so long 

as they kept coming. Even had Bonn known this could not go on for¬ 

ever, no German administration could admit reality and stay in power. 
As for the danger involved, the Allies were obliged to cope with it since 
Berlin was still nominally under Four-Power control. 

Berlin was thus a high-risk, low-yield investment for America. At best 

the U.S. got nothing but trouble from it If things went wrong, America 

even more than West Germany would foot the bill. Yet President Ken¬ 
nedy meant to stand pat in Berlin. On taking office he had Dean Acheson 

study the question.* He predictably brought bade a list of possible mili¬ 
tary responses to future Russian overtures. Ambassador Stevenson was 

aghast. So were Macmillan and his Foreign Secretary Lord Home. They 

thought military answers were what you fell back on, not what you be¬ 

gan with. And they wanted to negotiate over Berlin. The State Depart¬ 
ment held that there was nothing to discuss. President Kennedy 

especially after his meeting with Premier Khrushchev in Vienna on June 
3 and 4,1961. J 

The President was defensive even before meeting Khrushchev. He 
feared that foe Bay of Pigs had made him look weak. After meeting 

Khrushchev he was certain of it. The two men got along badly. Their 
translators made errors that gave unintentional offense. Premier Khru- 

irsns?"* H* •“ fix 
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shchev threatened again to sign a separate peace treaty with East Ger¬ 

many. The President felt bullied. The Premier thought himself insulted. 

On July 8 Russia announced that the American arms buildup was forc¬ 

ing it to do likewise. The U.S. viewed this as a hostile act against Berlin, 

not as a response to its own arms increases. Acheson and Vice-President 

Johnson wanted a state of national emergency declared. White House 

advisers were less militant. Henry Kissinger of Harvard argued for dip¬ 

lomatic as well as military responses. Otherwise, when negotiations 

some day took place, agreeing to have them would seem like a defeat. 

The President decided on a military reaction anyway. On July 25 he 

called for another $3.5 billion for defense and mobilized some reserve 

units. They were needed, he explained, because Berlin was “the great 

testing place of Western courage and 'will.”* 
In a way this meant nothing. Hostile powers test each other con¬ 

stantly, probing for weaknesses or signs of change. The process goes on 

regardless of how any single crisis is handled. A country may seem firm 

one time and evasive another. Britain failed the test on Czechoslovakia 

in 1938 and passed the one on Poland in 1939. Thus it is usually non¬ 

sense to call any particular challenge decisive. But doing so is significant 

all the same. When a crisis is defined as a test of will, compromise be¬ 

comes impossible. In saying that Berlin was a test of will (and perhaps 

even believing it). President Kennedy burned his bridges. Russia took 

the point. On August 13 a wall went up between East and West Berlin. 

Nothing could be done to stop it. A handful of American troops were 

sent to Berlin. So were Lyndon Johnson and General Lucius Clay, for¬ 

merly the American proconsul there. The one made a speech pledging 

“our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor” in defense of West Ber¬ 

lin. The other stayed on as a reminder of past glories. The crisis was 

over at that point, though it dribbled on a while longer. 
In August the Soviets announced they would resume testing nuclear 

weapons, perhaps on account of Berlin, more likely because of the quick¬ 

ening arms race. Later Russia stopped threatening to sign a peace treaty 

with East Germany. It was a famous Cold War victory for America, if 

an empty one. East Germany was saved. The West got nothing in re¬ 

turn. West Berlin lost its assets while retaining its liabilities. The reserv¬ 

ists President Kennedy had called up remained on active duty, though 

there was little for them to do. Some people thought this unfair. The 

President replied that life is unfair, which, while true, was beside the 

point. His standing in the polls increased anyway. He might well have 

* Not that he denied Berlin any value of its own. In a single memorable sentence 
he called it a showcase, a symbol, an island, a link, a beacon, and an escape hatch. 
As a candidate he had predicted that Berlin would be where the Allies' will was 
tested most. 
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said, as he did after the Bay of Pigs, “Its just like Eisenhower. The 
worse I do the more popular I get.”* 

The Berlin crisis generated one of the period’s more bizarre domestic 

controversies. Though the crisis took place mainly in the headlines, as 

Prime Minister Macmillan observed, it scared people all the same.f The 

media covered each act with appropriate solemnity. Post-Munich emo¬ 

tions were revived. Experts discussed the probable effects of a nuclear 

attack on the United States. Schoolchildren were drilled to hide under 

their desks in case of one. This did not seem entirely adequate. In hie 

July 25 TV special, President Kennedy asked for an expanded civil de¬ 

fense program. Stuart L. Pittman, later made Assistant Secretary of De¬ 

fense for CD, advanced the case for a national fallout-shelter program. 
It cost little compared with air defenses, and was thought to save more 

lives per dollar than any other measure. The Russians would not be 

provoked, as fallout shelters didn’t lessen the explosive force of attack¬ 

ing missiles, only their radioactive side-effects. They were an easy way 

of organizing the population in a time of crisis. These were sound argu¬ 
ments. The program failed spectacularly all the same. 

President Kennedy erred first in trying to make fallout shelters a per¬ 

sonal as well as a national responsibility. People were urged to build 

them at home. Personal responsibilities create personal anxieties. Home 

shelters were more frightening than remote public ones. Then too, many 

feared the program would not be cheap at alL The government esti¬ 

mated that a national system would cost $20 billion. Dr. Teller thought 

a combination of blast and fallout shelters would run to $37 billion. 

Gerard Piel, publisher of the Scientific American, believed that $150 bil¬ 

lion was more like it. Nor was there agreement on the shelters’ effective¬ 
ness. President Kennedy and Life magazine said they would save 97 per 

cent of the population. Dr. Willard Libby, a Nobel Laureate in chem¬ 

istry claimed 90 to 95 per cent would survive in modest shelters like the 
one he built in his backyard. Dr. James Van Allen, who discovered the 

pn^e ,m hs handling of the crisis. In 1963 he was tu- 
ftft. Tfe? m WeSt “rf Save his“Ich bittern Berliner" speech, 
asserting that all free men were automatically citizens erf Berlin. Afterward he made 
ieranous remark to Sorensen that he would leave a note for his successor "to be 

discouragement” It would read: “Go to Germany.” Dur- 
mg World War H he had fought in the Pfedic. 7 

a ^ was attributed to Macmillan’s famous composure. His being “un- 
5ft " “*> ^ true. Russia went SLl wf* itTpL^d 
tra?)p ratoetKms during the early stages. The Soviet garrison in East Germany was 
not enlarged, neither was it deployed in offensive positions. The only Russian threat 
'^toTkla¥ V*06 W1* Eaft Germany. Having few icbm’s, it did not brandish 

AmeriCa’S *“**«?“> ** Indent Kennedy told 
meant *° ^ over Western Europe. Most 

Ewopeans thought otherwise, which to Washington only showed how little they 
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Van Allen radiation belt, and other physicists disagreed. Their case 
was strengthened when Dr. Libby's backyard shelter was destroyed by 
a brush fire. The government then discovered a shelter gap. Unlike 
weapons, however, shelters could not be concealed. Their usefulness de¬ 
pended on easy access. Travelers in the Soviet Union found no evidence 
of a massive Russian shelter program. This was proof that none existed. 

The government was poorly served by its friends. A Jesuit priest ad¬ 
vised people who built shelters to shoot their neighbors if necessary. A 
CD official told Nevada businessmen to form a militia that could turn 
back refugees from California. An Idaho housing subdivision planned 
a shelter with armed guards to keep out nonmembers. All this discred¬ 
ited the program. Even if useful, some thought it too costly. Others felt 
it caused moral damage in excess of any possible gain. Scientists took 
out advertisements to say it wouldn't work anyway. Their case gained 
from Russian tests that showed there was no limit to a weapon's power. 
It was possible to orbit a thousand-megaton bomb capable of setting six 
Western states afire in one great blast. This made fallout shelters seem 
both fraudulent and pathetic. The fallout-shelter program was quietly 
dropped. The anxieties it aroused were not so easily disposed of. 

The renewal of atmospheric testing was also frightening. The Eisen¬ 
hower test suspension had been resisted by the Atomic Energy Com¬ 
mission and the military. They believed Russia was making secret un¬ 
derground tests undetectable by Western instruments. This view was 
later proven false. Far from concealing explosions, underground tests 
often made them easier to spot. These fears did not prevent President 
Eisenhower from negotiating for a test ban. They did keep him from 
getting one. The military demanded safeguards that Russia would not 
agree to. The Congress's Joint Committee on Atomic Energy insisted 
that all U.S. security regulations be scrupulously observed. So the talks 
dragged on fruitlessly. The informal test ban was worth having anyway. 
It reduced tensions and saved lives. This last was a disputed point, how¬ 
ever. The AEC did not quite say that radioactive fallout was good for 
you. It did set the acceptable levels of radiation exposure so high as to 
make unlimited testing seem harmless. Many scientists thought general 
levels meaningless since radiation tended to gather in “hot spots." A 
body might thus be damaged by exposure that would be safe if uni¬ 
formly absorbed. Certain elements, like Strontium 90, were particularly 
dangerous as they persisted through the food chain. In cow's milk they 
were a threat to children especially. Later a positive correlation between 
atmospheric testing and infant and prenatal death rates was clearly evi¬ 
dent. Even at the time, common sense suggested that fallout was unde¬ 
sirable. President Kennedy, a great milk drinker it was said, did not en¬ 
joy having Strontium 90 for breakfast. Nor did he wish to injure babies. 
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All the same, when the Soviets resumed testing in August 1961 the 

pressure fen: American tests was irresistible. Kennedy denounced Soviet 

“hypocrisy and prepared to order an American series. He was dissuaded 

by Edward R. Murrow of the United States Information Agency and 

others. They pointed out that a valuable propaganda advantage would 

be lost by immediate resumption. Let the hostile world reaction to the 
Soviet tests run its course first, they argued. The U.S. would then seem 

less culpable, and criticism of Russia would not be diluted or diverted. 

They were quite right. Everyone denounced Russia for a time. Later the 

U.S. quietly resumed underground testing. It did not start testing in 

the atmosphere until 1962. By then people were exhausted from attack¬ 

ing Russia, and the American response had come to seem inevitable. 

The U.S. got only a fraction of the blame Russia earned, though it was 

nearly as guilty. This showed again what advantages free countries have 
over totalitarian ones. 

& 
These crises and controversies were alarming enough. The adminis¬ 

trations theatrical reactions made them seem worse. People supported 

toe government anyway, more out of fear than confidence, partly also 

from habit The Cold War had inspired a reflexive patriotism that turned 

blunders abroad into votes at home. Among those who did criticize the 

government’s policies, few were liberal or left wing. For one thing there 

were hardly any leftists by then. The Old Left had been ruined by the 

Communist party and the Cold War. What remained included a few 
radical scholars like William Appleman Williams and C. Wright Mills, 

the democratic socialists clustered around Norman Thomas and Dissent 

magazine, and assorted Trotskyists and unreconstructed Stalinists. Most 
liberals still identified with Democratic administrations, however inept 

They too had been conditioned to accept the government line on foreign 
affairs. What thought they gave it was mainly devotional. There was a 

peacemovement, more distinguished by weight of intellect than num- 
bffls. A daring handful climbed aboard nuclear submarines and picketed 

missile sites. The average pacifist was content with educational work 

and an occasional small demonstration. This meant that attacks on gov¬ 
ernment policy came mainly from the right 

American conservatives were an odd lot Most were not very con¬ 
servative to begin with. Hardly anyone who claimed to be one re¬ 

vered tradition, established institutions, or the status quo. There was no 
aristocracy to rally round, no shared philosophy. The very documents 

conservatives professed to admire—the Constitution, the Declaration of 
Independence, the collected works of Andrew Carnegie—were essen¬ 
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ally liberal. Conservatives were against change and in favor of what 

caused it—technology, corporate growth, and such. In ordinary speech 

a conservative meant someone attached to an obsolete principle, like the 

gold standard or Social Darwinism. In practice what defined them were 

prejudices held in common. Conservatives opposed liberal administra¬ 

tions, civil rights, and being taxed for nonmilitary expenditures. They 

liked private property, religion, and General MacArthur. Most of all, 

they hated communism. This was lucky for them, as otherwise they 

could scarcely have gotten along with one another. Conservatives were 

as sectarian as radicals, and being more numerous suffered accordingly. 

They were also more demented. Hard times had reduced the left to a 

sensibly depressed few, but paranoia flourished on the right. 

On April 17, 1961, the same day that Cuba was invaded. Major Gen¬ 

eral Edwin A. Walker was removed from command of the 24th Infan¬ 

try Division in Germany. Walker had commanded the troops that kept 

order during the integration of Central High School in Little Rock, 

Arkansas, in 1957. The mission was so repugnant to him that it af¬ 

fected his reason. He had been indoctrinating his troops with ex¬ 

treme right-wing propaganda and had tried to influence their votes in 

the i960 elections. To his mind even moderate journalists like Walter 

Lippmann and Eric Sevareid were “confirmed communists.” The gov¬ 

ernment itself was full of traitors. Conservatives retaliated by charging 

Secretary McNamara with “muzzling the military.”' Senators investi¬ 

gated the case but got nowhere as McNamara possessed documented 

evidence of Walkers extravagances. General Walker testified before 

them, made his customary wild charges, and punched a reporter in the 

eye. In November 1961 he resigned his commission. The next year he 

would be arrested for insurrection, conspiracy, and other offenses com¬ 

mitted during the Meredith riots at the University of Mississippi. 

General Walker was the most notorious right-wing senior military 

officer, but not the most important. Air Force General Curtis LeMay 

believed in preventive war with everyone. The manic General Buck 

Turgidson in the film Dr. Strangelove was probably modeled on him. 

Other officers developed or attended right-wing activities with names 

like “Project Alert” and “Strategy for Survival.” They promoted milita¬ 

rism at home and abroad in the name of anti-communism. McNamara 

found rightist officers hard to muzzle, as is always the case when dis¬ 

loyalty masquerades as patriotism. Corporate extremism was harder yet 

to cope with. H. L. Hunt, the Texas oil billionaire, spent perhaps a mil¬ 

lion dollars a year on right-wing causes. His radio program “Life Line” 

was carried by 212 stations in twenty-eight states. For a time he spon¬ 

sored the Dan Smoot Report which was carried by seventy radio and 

forty TV stations. Dan Smoot supported the independence of Katanga 
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(a separatist province of the Congo much admired by American right¬ 

ists for relying on white mercenaries and international business consor¬ 

tiums). He wanted to invade Cuba, impeach Chief Justice Warren, and 
puli out of Germany. This last would lead to war between Germany and 

Russia. If Germany won, so much the better. If not, Russia would be 

so damaged as to insure American supremacy. While not a common 

view, it was typical of what passed for geopolitical thought on the right. 

There was no end to corporate involvement in right-wing activities. 

, e Coast Federal Savings and Loan Association of Los Angeles, third 
largest m the country, sent out two million pieces of anti-communist and 

pro-capitalist literature in 1961. Its president, Joe Crail, liked to expose 

the myth that “human rights are above property rights ” He also had 

more homely motives. “Anti-communism builds sales and raises em- 

ployee performance,” he often remarked. The AUen-Bradley Company 

o Milwaukee worked both sides of the street even more successfully. 

en-Bradley promoted the American free-enterprise system in public 

^ ®.Se?redy undermining it. The company was a member of the great 
electrical price-fixing conspiracy. Competition was a splendid thing— 

for others, it believed. For itself it chose security—as, perhaps, would 

n»st businesses given the chance. Dozens of other companies contrib- 
u ed to the radical right. Hundreds more supported anti-communist 
propaganda efforts, ranging from the malign to the absurd. 

The most visible of these in the early sixties was Fred Schwarz s Chris- 

han Anti-Communist Crusade. It held “schools” of anti-communism, 
mostly m California, that frightened many. After one, several ministers 
cntical of the cacc had their homes bombed. The publisher of Life mag¬ 

azine was humbled before a mass audience in the Hollywood Bowl. He 

confessed his error in having previously spoken ill of the Crusade. If 
Sdiwarz could bring mighty Life to its knees, what else might he not do? 

“ dented a Hitler in the making. When his Crusade 
came to Oakland California, early in 1962, the spectre of Nuremburg 

accompanied it. But Oakland became his Waterloo instead Bishops, 

i^^en and other notables denounced the school. State Attorney 
Genial Mosk called it a “fly-by-night promotion.” The school went 

m 1 usu way. The customary assortment of hysterics and dem- 

ET attSCked HbfraIism a**1 communism. They warned of the red 

uXdd CTh?Pry°U? With ^mo^hy- The rights of Katanga were 
upheld The Crusade started fading all the same. Corporate spon¬ 
sors were less willing to pay for television time. The fear of SdJrarz 

declined when he failed to silence his critics. Soon Schwarz rrnd the 

pamejassociated with him were forgotten. The radical right always 
seemed more powerful than it was anyway. The corporations that ac¬ 
tively supported it were usually small or middle-sized. Large corpora- 
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tions commonly were more moderate. Some bad experiences with right¬ 

ists, and the waning enthusiasm for anti-communism, reduced their 
interest further. When it became clear that the U.S. had a great lead 

over Russia in strategic arms, the hysteria on which radical rightists fed 

abated. The right would go on providing the background noise for 

American politics. It would continue vetoing certain domestic and for¬ 

eign initiatives. But it would not be so visible again for a while. 

President Kennedy’s decision to have a manned space program was per¬ 

haps the most far-reaching of any made during his first year in office. 

There was nothing inevitable about it. Earlier President Eisenhower had 

turned down schemes for going to the moon. He thought them dubious 

and expensive. Even if successful they would only lead to fresh demands 

for flights to Mars or wherever. “Anybody who would spend $40 billion 

in a race to the moon for national prestige is nuts,” he said after retiring. 

Most scientists agreed. James R. Killian told President Eisenhower that 

“the really exciting discoveries in space can be realized better by instru¬ 

ments than by man.” Jerome Wiesner of MIT, who advised President 

Kennedy, thought the same at first. Instrumented exploration, though 

meanly funded, had already brought great rewards. 

What compelling reasons produced this decision? Foremost among 

them was the need to beat Russia. The Soviets had bigger rockets and 

were doing all the spectacular things first. This was thought to have bad 

effects on American prestige and morale. It certainly depressed Ken¬ 

nedy’s. Worse yet, capitalism was made to look bad. After the Bay of Pigs, 

national, or at least presidential, prestige needed reinforcement all the 

more. Then too, as national leaders were determined to have booster 

rockets as strong as Russia’s, a reason for them had to be found. The mil¬ 

itary rockets—Atlas, Minuteman, Polaris, Titan—were quite adequate. 

Only manned flights justified the building of vastly more powerful ones. 

Economics played a part too. The military rocket programs were nearing 

completion, and unemployment would follow if new projects were not 

devised. The moon race meant additional jobs and profits for the aero¬ 

space industry. Like the arms race, the space race involved a kind of 

perverted Keynesianism. Congress would not stimulate the economy for 

economic reasons. But it would make appropriations for national defense 

and prestige that had stimulating effects. So President Kennedy decided 

to go to the moon. 1967 became the initial target date because, as it co¬ 

incided with the fiftieth anniversary of the Russian Revolution, it was 
thought to be the Soviets’ goal. A vast new pork barrel was thus opened. 

Naturally, more uplifting justifications for a moon race had to be found. 
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President Kennedy explained to Congress that “we go into space because 

whatever mankind must undertake, free men must fully share.” Senator 
Jterr of Oklahoma assured scientists that the moon flight would add ten 
years to the life of every American under fifty. In this manner the base 

was laid for Apollo n, which a scientist would someday call “die small¬ 
est but most expensive pyramid in history.” 

President Kennedy’s first year in office was marked chiefly by frustra¬ 
tion at home, crisis abroad, and waste everywhere. People had not been 

so scared in years. Yet it soon would be remembered as the start of a 

go den age. In America hope not only springs eternal, it becomes retro- 



PROFILE: 

Space 

On May 6, 1961, Commander Alan B. Shepard, Jr., made a 

three-hundred-mile suborbital flight from Cape Canaveral. On May 25, 

in a special message to Congress, President Kennedy committed 

America to put a man on the moon before 1970. Partly this was because 

it would never do to have the Russians get there first, partly for the 

sake of national grandeur, partly because "whatever mankind must 

undertake, free men must fully share,” vicariously at least. There was no 

thought then or later of giving allied countries a piece of the action. 

Except for the arms race itself, no other Cold War enterprise in the 

1960’s cost Americans so much money. But in contrast to most Cold 

War events, which were remote, impersonal, and frequently ambiguous, 

space flights were dramatic, straightforward, and immediate. Thanks to 

television, their entertainment value was incalculable. Agreeably short 

periods of suspense were almost always climaxed by success. In the 

astronauts people gained a new set of folk heroes appropriate to the 

conditions of modem life, who yet manifested the simple, winning 

virtues of an earlier and less complicated time. They made everyone 

think better of test pilots as a class. As the Soviet lead was first 

diminished and then overcome, patriotic contentment was added to the 

other gratifying emotions engendered by the moon race. 

The President’s decision to beat Russia to the moon meant that the 



space program would subordinate science to engineering even more 

than it already did. The Mercury program was opposed by inflnmnHat 

scientists Linus Pauling, of course, but also men like James R. Killian, 

one of President Eisenhower’s chief science advisers. Killian wanted to 

concentrate on instrumented flights and said, “We should pursue our 

own objectives in space science, and not let the Soviets choose them for 

us. President Kennedy s own science adviser, Jerome "Wiesner, was 

dubious about Mercury, and more so about the moon race. But when 

the decision was made he supported it on military and political 

grounds, though not for its scientific prospects, which still seemed to 

him negligible compared with what unmanned programs might 

accomplish. Other scientists went along for poetic reasons. Harold Urey 

cited man’s need to build cathedrals. Others had only slightly less 

splendid metaphors. There were plenty of moral and aesthetic excuses 

for going to the moon when science was not enough. 

No one expected the military-industrial complex to oppose such a 

bonanza as the moon race promised to be. It was more surprising that 

scientists did not resist much, for even though science had been a 

hitchhiker on the early space probes, its accomplishments were great. 

The very first American satellite, Explorer 1, discovered the Van Allen 

radiation belts. Vanguard i, also launched in 1958, was only a six-inch 

sphere, but it stayed in orbit for more than six years and taught 

scientists many new things about the earth, including the fact that it is 

slightly pear-shaped. The definition of the magnetosphere (to which 

the Van Allen belts belong) that surrounds the earth was the early 

space program’s finest achievement. The experiments that produced 

this knowledge were merely tacked onto what were essentially 

engineering tests. They cost very little (the four shots that positively 

identified the Van Allen belts cost only $16 million) and were richly 
productive. 

Later space probes, both American and Russian, discovered the great 

wind blowing off the sun and filling the solar system with low-energy 

protons. Its existence had been predicted by scientists, since otherwise 

certain natural phenomena could not be explained, but it was never 

actually identified until instalments were put into space. These probes 

demonstrated that the “vacuum” of space contained all sorts of matter 

and energy interacting in complex and not yet fully understood ways. 
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The manned flights provided little new knowledge by comparison with 

the instrumented flights, yet throughout its history the space program 

favored the former over the latter. The mass media came to call 

manned launchings "space spectaculars/' which aptly described their 

function. But while science remained a stepchild of the space 

race, without it science would probably have been even worse off. The 

money spent for the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo programs would not 

have been available for scientific research in any case. On the contrary, 

it was precisely because these programs were so vast that it was 

possible to slip in scientific projects that enlarged man's knowledge of 

the universe. This was hardly a sensible way to go about the search for 

truth, but it is often how the thing gets done. Critics quite properly 

condemned the space race for hokum, waste, and pretensions to 

grandeur. But by comparison with the arms race, the space race at its 

worst was the very epitome of sanity and good will. Except for the war 

in Vietnam, it was John F. Kennedy's chief legacy to the 1970's. 

On February 20,1962, at 9:47 a.m., a Marine officer. Lieutenant 

Colonel John H. Glenn, was fired into space from Cape Canaveral. He 

flew around the world three times and landed in the Caribbean that 

same afternoon. Three days later President Kennedy arrived at the 

Cape to praise him. On February 26 Glenn spoke to a joint session of 

Congress. The next day he touted the space program before a House 

committee. All this recognition came not so much because of his skill 

and courage, although he had plenty of both, but because he was the 

first American to be put into orbit. Originally nasa (the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration) had planned to make six 

suborbital flights in the Mercury project. After the crafty Soviets put 

their second man in orbit, however, the government decided that 

American honor required something more impressive to sustain it. 

Glenn's three orbits did not compare with Titov's eighteen, but they 

were much better than none at all. They were also important because 

for the first time a man actually took control of his spacecraft. During 

the flight an automatic control malfunctioned causing the ship to yaw. 

Glenn was able to correct this manually and complete his mission as 

scheduled. Advocates argued that this showed the value of having a 

human pilot aboard space vessels. This was true, but redundant. 

Friendship 7 was designed to carry a human pilot and without one 
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would have been only partially equipped. A craft designed to pilot 

rfself would have had different equipment and characteristics All the 

fefce! ^ “ ™PreSSiVe deSpite a variety of equipment 

It was followed later in the year by two other flights of three and six 

rbits^ respectively. The second, piloted by Scott Carpenter, was 

especially grippmg because the spacecraft lost radio contact after 

landing two hundred miles further downrange than expected. This was 

nerve-wracldng for the flight controllers, and for the public as well 

flights, like all the big nasa productions, were shown live on 

. PUbLc Lwas ***** exP°sed to thrills and dramatic moments 

more gnppmg than any devised by the networks as pure entertainment. 

The success of these flights, and the public-relations benefits they 

brought, helped reconcile Americans to the Soviets' continued lead in 

SSrf, kUDChed ^ Ships at they maneuvered 
^thm a few kflometers of each other, demonstrating that linkups in 

W?! “e- ^Ianded ««* minutes apart, having completed 
forty-eight and sixty-four orbits respectively. 

Although most of hasas money and glamour was tied up in the 

rn^ned shots the unmanned space probes continued to produce 

Venus oTrw 1962 Mariner 2 was sent outward bound to 
Venus. On December 14 it passed within 21,000 miles of that 

mysterious planet, radioing signals back to earth over the longest 

ever transmitted from a spacecraft Other objects pufinto 

orbit that year included Telstar, the first commercially developed 

communications satellite. It and its successors were along thUst 

tenloce^cTV^11 ^ program since *ey made live 
transoceanic TV possible. Fears that this meant only that the whole 

«orld would watch The Beverly Hillbillies” together proved 

tT***matter’only sports and news events ” 

S2 ^ *** SCimm° Aching, with England and 
da^and three launchings in the Tiros series of weather satellites. 

T^er senes of n^n probes was a considerable failure: several 

Force moon, e one that did impact malfunctioned. The Air 

IlZ T Tet laUDChiDgS °f its Samos Midas spacecm* 
Although seenungly the most odious fruits of the space progranZhese 
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“spy” satellites served a useful purpose. Unlike so much of what came 

under the rubric of “security,” the spy satellites did help make the 

country more secure by improving its early warning system. And, since 

both the U.S. and the USSR developed such crafts, each side knew 

more about the others capabilities, thus reducing the chances of 

miscalculation. They also reduced the need for on-site inspections in 

the event arms-control agreements were ever reached. Distasteful 

though it was, bilateral aerial espionage offered the promise of a 

slightly safer world. 

The Mercury program survived its technical problems without loss of 

life thanks to brilliant piloting. The next series of flights in two-man 

Gemini capsules was more thrilling yet. On March i6,1966, Gemini 8, 

with astronauts Neil Armstrong and David Scott, was the first American 

spacecraft to link up with another in flight. After Gemini 8 was made 

fast to the Agena rocket with its four thousand pounds of fuel, both 

began to roll and yaw uncontrollably. Armstrong broke free of the 

Agena, but Gemini then began tumbling end over end. Working 

furiously (their hearts beating at twice the normal rate), the astronauts 

found what was wrong. One of their sixteen thrusters had turned on by 

itself. In regaining control afterward the astronauts were forced to use 

their re-entry rockets. This reduced their margin of safety for returning 

and the mission had to be aborted. 

Gemini 9, after weeks of delay, lifted off on June 3,1966. It was 

unable to link up with another craft that failed to lose its protective 

shroud. Astronaut Thomas Stafford said it looked ‘like an angry 

alligator.” Astronaut Eugene Ceman then took a walk in space that 

ended when his helmet visor fogged over so he could scarcely see. 

Vision was a problem with Gemini 10 in July also. At one point the 

astronauts’ space suits filled with fumes, obliging them to close the 

batch. During the flight of Gemini 11 in September, Astronaut Richard 

Gordon got so hot working in space that his vision was obscured. 

Gemini 12 had its radar fail, and the primary propulsion system on the 

Agena malfunctioned. But the problems of space-walking were solved, 

and nasa declared the flight an “unqualified success.” Project Gemini 

bad sent twenty astronauts into orbit in twenty months. Now the stage 

was set for Project Apollo which would take men to the moon. 

Apollo started badly. Its first flight was scheduled for November 15, 
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1966, but too many things went wrong. Rockets blew up in tests. A 

power inverter, an oxygen generator, and other devices malfunctioned. 

The first manned flight was set back to December. More trouble 

developed with the life-support system. A water line cracked. The 

flight was set back to January. In December the Manned Spacecraft 

Center reported that more than twenty thousand failures had already 

occurred in the Apollo program. Most were trivial, yet they were 

warnings of what was to come. The whole problem was simply that 

nasa was working at the far edge of its technical capacity. The safest 

thing would have been to wait until a spacecraft was developed that 

could both take off and land under power. But that might take decades. 

The moon could have gone communist by then. To avoid that prospect 

the nation proposed to offset its lack of power with technical ingenuity. 

A big, self-sustaining vessel, such as science-fiction writers always 

envisaged, would have had plenty of margin for error. The tiny Apollo 

had none. And yet the very complexity occasioned by its being so small 

and weak made error all the more likely, as Mercury and Gemini had 

shown. People were awed by the intricacy of these space vessels. Few 

realized that this was a consequence of their primitive state. The 

internal-combustion engine was complex indeed compared to its 

successors the gas turbine, the jet engine—which were both simpler 

and more powerful. Apollo bore the same kind of relation to its 

descendants. It would do the job, but only just. Had the government 

been willing to wait for more advanced power systems, men would 

have gone to the moon in relative ease and safety. Some argued this 

but to no avail. What made their caveats irrelevant was that Apollo 

was designed not so much to get to the moon as to get there first. So an 

infant technology was dangerously extended that it might accomplish 

earlier what if done later, however safely, would have less propaganda 
value. 

On January 27,1967, Lieutenant Colonel Virgil I. Grissom, 

Lieutenant Commander Roger B. Chaffee, and Lieutenant Colonel 

Edward H. White entered an Apollo capsule for routine tests. After a 

senes of equipment malfunctions the tests had nearly been called off, 

then it was decided to go ahead with a mock countdown. Seconds later 

fire broke out and within minutes all three were dead of carbon 
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monoxide poisoning. Critics of the space program were hardly 

surprised. In 1963 Dr. Vannevar Bush, director of the Office of 

Scientific Research and Development during World War II, wrote the 

New York Times to protest the program’s risk and cost. “To put a man 

on the moon is folly, engendered by childish enthusiasm. It will 

backfire on those who drive it ahead.” Others who supported manned 

flights hoped nasa would wait until space technology was further 

advanced. A rocket that could take off and land on its own power 

would be best. Next best was the earth-orbiting method proposed by 

Dr. Wemher von Braun and many scientists. It called for the 

development of a manned space station in earth orbit, from which a 

moon vehicle could be launched. Some thought EOR would be ten 

times as safe as the lunar-orbiting method actually chosen. But EOR 

involved a vehicle twice as heavy as the Apollo, and with two boosters 

instead of one. It would take much longer to develop. So naturally it 

was decided to go with the LOR which, though dangerous, could be 

executed before 1970. The government was fixated on this deadline for 

no good reason except that President Kennedy had once thought it a 

reasonable target date. 

The three dead astronauts, then, were victims of a deliberate 

high-risk policy. They accepted the danger cheerfully, it must be said. 

Earlier Gus Grissom himself had expressed the hope “that if anything 

happens to us, it will not delay the program. The conquest of space 

is worth the risk of life.” That is, of course, the stuff of which heroes are 

made. It remained to doubt if a heroic space program was more vital to 

the national interest than a sensible one. Besides the general rush, 

actual delinquencies were involved. In December 1964 Lockheed had 

proposed that a combination “vacuum cleaner and fire extinguisher” be 

used on space capsules. It would have suppressed the fire that killed 

Grissom and his crew. But nasa considered it too heavy, so it was 

never built. The underpowered Apollo could not accommodate all the 

safety features that might be desirable. Beyond that, nasa had gotten 

careless after so many casualty-free flights. Even though Gemini had 

been plagued with technical errors, nasa had given its employees two 

Distinguished Service Medals, five Exceptional Service Medals, 

three Outstanding Leadership Medals, one Exceptional Scientific 
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Achievement Medal, seventeen Public Service Awards, seven Group 

Achievement Awards, and eight Superior Achievement Awards at the 

project's end. 

Apollo was even more complex, “an engineering nightmare,” some 

called it, yet nasa remained complacent. It failed even to build a quick 

release hatch into Apollo 1, though both Mercury and Gemini had 

had them. Such a hatch would probably have saved the three 

astronauts lives. Then too, the combustible materials in Apollo 1 had 

never been tested under high pressure. It turned out later that they 

burned five times faster than expected. And so it went James E. Webb, 

nasa s administrator, first tried to blame the accident on Congress for 

giving him such an “austere budget” But nasa's own investigative 

body thought otherwise. Its lengthy report criticized nasa and North 

American Aviation, the prime contractor, for poor management, 

carelessness, negligence, and much else. Repeated examples of 

defective design and engineering work, manufacture, installation, and 

workmanship were cited. Lastly, nasa and North American failed to 

realize that tests were dangerous and neglected the astronauts’ safety. 

Congressional committees reproved nasa also. Apollo went ahead all 

the same; nothing had really been learned. 

On July 20,1969, Neil Armstrong became the first man (that we 

know of) to walk on the moon. Live TV broadcasts enabled a quarter 

of the world s population to watch him. It was an intensely thrilling 

moment, the climax of mans technological progress to that date. The 

most extravagant self-acclaim followed it. Winning the moon race 

showed the merits of free enterprise, the American way of life, and, 

perhaps, Christianity. More generous observers extended credit to all 

mankind. President Nixon thought it the best weeks work since the 

creation. Walter Cronldte of CBS News believed it put the hippies and 

other dissidents in their place. The three astronauts—Armstrong, 

Edwin Aldrin, and Michael Collins—became international heroes 

and seemed destined to spend the rest of their lives getting and 

giving honors. It was nasas finest moment, perhaps also its most 

self-destructive. This seeming paradox derived from its primary 

mission beating Russia to the moon. Having done so, what else 

remained? Vice-President Agnew tried to promote a Mars race, nasa 



argued for human settlements on the moon. Either would be vastly 

expensive. 

Most scientists had gone along with the moon race for unscientific 

reasons. Others who wanted to reach the moon were disenchanted by 

nasa s emphasis on engineering and public relations. Little money was 

spent on basic research. None of the astronauts were scientists. The 

Apollo program, for all its expense ($25 to $35 billion), was a 

technically marginal operation barely able to launch a round-trip 

vehicle. Each moon trip cost around half a billion dollars. Yet the 

spacecrafts were so small that only the simplest experiments could be 

made, nasa had grand rationales for manned space voyages. They gave 

mankind a new self-image. The human consciousness was expanded. 

nasa spokesmen fell into mystical raptures at the mere sight of a 

reporter. But the government’s intent had always been more homely. 

nasa’s budget was cut even before Apollo 11 reached the moon, as it 

became dear Russia wasn’t going to make it. The decline continued 

afterward. The number of future Apollo launchings was sharply 

reduced. 

A few scientists complained that cutting back nasa retroactively 

discredited the whole moon program. Most welcomed the end of 

manned space flights. Dr. James Van Allen said that Apollo’s success 

freed the country to develop a "more rational” program of space 

exploration based on unmanned flights. According to Dr. Philip 

Abelson of Science magazine, their scientific cost-effectiveness was 

one hundred times that of manned flights. With all the solar system to 

explore and the moondoggle finally over, Ralph Lapp thought it time 

to trade "a space project that provides spectacles for one that serves 

science.” Should that happen, Apollo might have been worthwhile, if 

only to have it done with. 

Still, it was hard to fault General Eisenhower s initial remark that 

anyone who wanted to spend so many billions of dollars to get to the 

moon was nuts. Here, as so often where national-security affairs were 

concerned, Eisenhower was a prophet without honor in his own time. 

But also as so often before, he reflected that common sense which 

ordinary people possessed though policy-makers seemed not to. When 

President Kennedy first announced his moon plan, polls showed that 
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58 per cent of the public opposed it After Apollo 11 a great majority 

favored scaling down the manned space program. This provoked some 

bitterness among astronauts. Armstrong was later to express regret that 

the spirit of Apollo lasted so short a time. But the “great cathedraT 

having been built, there was no reason for endlessly embellishing it. 

It was not a true cathedral anyway, being in such large part a 

monument to the vanity of public men and the avarice of contractors. 

This made it a good symbol of the sixties. 
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3 COMPLETING 
THE MYTH 

Tm administration's fortnnes began improving in 1962. In 

reality, things were about as bad as ever. The economy remained slug¬ 
gish. Congress was still unresponsive. The Cold War worsened. But a 

string of apparent victories created at least the illusion of progress. Big 
steel provided the first of these. On April 10, 1962, Roger Blough, chair¬ 

man of the board of United States Steel, gave President Kennedy a mime¬ 
ographed announcement of his company's decision to raise prices. Other 

producers followed suit. The President and his Secretary of Labor, 

Arthur Goldberg, were furious. Only days before, the United Steelwork¬ 

ers Union had signed a contract with big steel widely hailed as non- 

inflationary. Goldberg had persuaded the union to accept modest wage 

increases in return for an industry pledge not to raise prices. The promise 
was not legally binding, however, so U.S. Steel broke it. Blough cited the 

profit principle in explanation. 

It was clear enough why big steel felt obliged to cheat, though why it 

did so stupidly was not. Profits were down sharply, especially in rela¬ 
tion to assets. In the postwar years steel had grown fat, but in the late 

fifties conditions changed. Competition from other sources—plastics, 

concrete—increased, as did pressure from German and Japanese pro¬ 

ducers who made better steel for less than American manufacturers with 

their aging plants and conservative research and development programs. 

In 1957 the U.S. had enjoyed a favorable balance of trade in iron and 

steel of $781 million. By 1961 this had shrunk to only $7 million. Plant 

utilization declined accordingly, from 93 per cent in 1955 t0 6° per cent 
in 1958. Profits fell less sharply because productivity increases enabled 
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steel to get along with 118,000 fewer workers, and because its goods were 

overpriced. Steel prices had risen 120 per cent from 1947 to 1958 while 

industrial prices as a whole went up only 39 per cent. Even so, this 

cushion was wearing thin. The administration wanted steel to hold prices 

steady and modernize so as to meet foreign competition. But the price 

rise of April 10 showed that U.S. Steel meant to go the other way and 

maintain its profits in a shrinking market by raising prices. This meant 

even fewer jobs at a time of high unemployment, and a worsening of 

the bdance-of-payments deficit just when the outflow of gold was be¬ 

coming painful. U.S. Steel compounded its error by showing bad faith. 

The President felt obliged to protest steel’s mistake. Plough’s arrogance 
made it politically essential for him to do so. 

Kennedy began by attacking the industry in a press conference. As 

Presidents always do, he compared its "the-public-be-damned” spirit to 
the sacrifices of American reservists called up over Berlin, and of soldiers 

sent to Vietnam. Congressional leaders threatened to investigate the in¬ 

dustry s price structure. Government officials asked their friends in busi¬ 

ness to appeal to the steel industry’s better nature. Secretary McNamara 

announced that Defense would try to buy steel only from companies that 

did not raise prices. This strategy worked, but only just. The administra- 

tion could bluster and threaten and send FBI agents snooping round, as 

it did. It had no authority to do much more. Luckily, Inland Steel, an 

unusually well-managed and efficient company, was persuaded to hold 

steady. Other small companies lined up behind Inland, and with the 

industry s united front broken the big companies had to give way. 

The President s victory was a costly one. Business was confirmed in its 

dislike of him, and in the board rooms and country clubs of America be 

became the most unpopular President since Franklin D. Roosevelt. This 

did not lose him many votes. It did make the corporate establishments 

support in the future more problematical. Business had never forgiven 

President Roosevelt, as Averell Harriman pointed out, for moving the 

center of power from Wall Street to Washington. They would not for¬ 

give President Kennedy for humiliating Roger Blough, and, even more, 
for allegedly saying afterward, "My father always told me that all busi¬ 

nessmen were sons of bitches, but I never believed it till now,” Business¬ 
men, like other people, need love, and the less lovable they are the more 

they need it Business did well under President Kennedy, better than 

under President Eisenhower in fact Eisenhower admired businessmen, 

John Kennedy did not. So businessmen liked the one and distrusted the 
other, all apart from whatever material gains each brought them. 

The stock market break in May 1962 didn’t help matters. In three days 
35 million shares changed hands. The Dow-Jones index swung wildly 
from 611.78 at dosing on Friday the 25th, to a low of 563.24, then back 
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to a high of 613.36 at closing the next Thursday. Business blamed it on 

the administration’s economic policies. Some of the President’s aides 

thought it was a business plot to discredit him. Probably the main reason 

was that prices were too high. In any case, Kennedy considered it the 

proper occasion to talk sense to capitalists. At Yale University in June 

he suggested that widely held views about the economy were untrue. 

Government expenditures were not rising in relation to the GNP. Budget 

deficits were not always a bad thing. The speech backfired. However 

ignorant they may be, businessmen don’t care to be lectured on eco¬ 

nomics by politicians. And, thinking themselves hardheaded and prac¬ 

tical, they like even less to be told that what they believe is wrong. 

President Kennedy gave up trying to improve their minds, but he 

never despaired of winning their affections. He offered business many 

plums, something that was all the easier for his being a Democrat and 

thus presumed by liberals to be pure of heart. One of his first acts was 

to secure an investment tax credit worth a billion dollars a year. Labor 

opposed it because with so much plant already idle the likely result was 

that business would use the money for labor-displacing machines. Busi¬ 

nessmen were indifferent. The President grew angry with labor for re¬ 

sisting his giveaway; with business for not appreciating it. The admin¬ 

istration decided to tie as much as 80 per cent of foreign aid to the 

purchase of American-made goods. Only a Democrat could have made 

such blatant protectionism acceptable to liberals. Only a Democrat could 

have gotten so little credit from business for doing so. When Kennedy 

filled key positions with eminently conservative men, like Secretary of 

the Treasury Douglas Dillon and Federal Reserve Board Chairman 

William McChesney Martin, business blamed him for making the liberal 

Walter Heller chairman of his Council of Economic Advisers, though an 

adviser would seem less consequential than a Treasury Secretary. 

Perhaps the most important economic decision made during the Ken¬ 

nedy years was to cut taxes. The way this came about shows how the 

economy was managed. Walter Heller argued for a cut in the summer 

of 1962 on Keynesian grounds. Unemployment was high and growth 

slow in the early sixties, as in the late fifties. Kennedy had promised to 

get the economy moving again, but after taking office found it easier 

said than done. Heller felt it was time to apply Keynes’s theory that 

government should lower taxes and increase spending during business 

lows, and raise taxes and reduce spending during business highs. This 

had seemed daring in the 1930’s. By the 1960’s most economists had 

accepted the proposition. The average voter was thought not to. Con¬ 

gress remained unpersuaded. Business was not quite ready to aban¬ 

don the nineteenth-century theoretical precepts it had done so much 

to erode in practice. All the same, Heller insisted that tax cuts and 
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piMic works Programs would lower unemployment and promote 

sured hi ZTZ ®bren> President’s chief congressional aide, as- 
„ a °°gress would not go along. Secretary Dillon wouldn’t 

either. So nothing happened in 1962. 

C°ntfUed to flaS’ the President decided on action. 

°Ut 0f*** taxes to Pfly for the Berlin crisis. The 
nv^ri «d “T 0n a bakneed budget, but it was subverted by the 

to nmA^ h nf taX,reJenues for fiscal 19^3- The budget was supposed 
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thrm rZfn™’ *e frugal rich rather than the spend- 
ttntt poor. This was not so much immoral as un-Keynesian. Tax cuts for 

saved mo^ey Averted into savings and Investment Money 

SrJ® rr i0Sf far “ bating the economy went, or so 
expansion and f W, '^d^bonal investment meant more redundant plant 
monevfbr W .Iabor'dlsPIacmg machinery leading to fewer jobs. Extra 
invjVnrati 'TmCOme eamers would have been immediately spent, thus 

tax rat wastnn ^nTk BeSideS regressive and unreformed, the 

increased social ^ T*’ and smaUer stdl in effect thanks to 
When it finall ^“d P*® deductions withheld from payrolls. 
TOen it finally went through in 1964, the tax cut was hailed as a suc- 

iiberal a f economy-It was supposedly the most 
^JvSf ^dent Kennedy s economic policjff true, this did 

layed so lone- th ^t3X P”4 Was mutllated at the outset and de- 

Sk ^ ***** »**“ "««*8 when it 
statedhow Whl50 a f* — thought important only demon- 
^ S Z S 6 "d-foistration’s grasp of problems Just be- 

business while the Zonal 
TJ* 120 ^ cent of ae Gross National Product in 1945, by 

p£ ZdfStSl^ ?NR He did m»t point out th2 the 
ZwTfT ^ deficits had been the continuing poverty of 

*ad ^ of g^t public needs® ^ 

alole marS S' ^ ^ that relying on growth 

™ *° “1™ “* P-Uk* poble™. (bough 
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growth was the answer it was not promoted vigorously enough. If 

Keynesianism was the proper mechanism it was not applied with suffi¬ 

cient conviction. If spending for public needs was the correct solution 

it was largely neglected. Such a policy was not much better than no 

policy at all. Still, the President's admirers talked of the “new economics” 

as if the governments approach had greatly changed since General 

Eisenhower's day. The President went on courting business. He played 

his liberal advisers off against his conservative ones, splitting their dif¬ 

ferences where possible. The result was a policy that was not so much 

liberal or conservative as incomprehensible. 

w 
In 1962, as in 1961, foreign affairs eclipsed domestic ones. They were 

not all so mismanaged as before, however. Laos became an apparent 

success story. This tiny country was lavishly subsidized. It received more 

aid per capita than any other country in Southeast Asia, and with fewer 

results. The chief threat to the Royal Laotian government was the 

Pathet Lao, a revolutionary movement dominated by an odd collection 

of aristocrats, schoolteachers, and tribal chieftains. It was modeled on 

the Viet Minh and led by a member of the royal family. Prince Soupha- 

nouvong. To deal with its insurgent potential, Laos needed a counter- 

guerrilla force. What it got was a conventional army paid and trained 

by the U.S. The Royal Laotian Army was even given an armored recon¬ 

naissance battalion, though the country had few roads, none of them 

usable all year round. Most Laotians were mountain tribesmen. The 

RLA consisted mainly of lowlanders. Its payroll was the only important 

source of currency in a largely barter economy. The result was runaway 

inflation, curbed only by an American program financing the importa¬ 

tion of durable goods to sustain the purchasing power of the Laotian 

kip. It cost several million dollars a month, and promoted black mar- 

keteering and currency speculation. Between 1955 and 1963 about $480 

million was pumped into Laos. Only $1.9 million went to agriculture, 

though 96 per cent of the population lived off it. Things went from 

weird to worse, especially after December 31, 1959, when the RLA 
seized power. 

American involvement in this strange place was not a consequence of 

deep-seated national interests. Laos owned no important natural re¬ 

sources. American businessmen had no money invested there. Nor was 

Laos of much strategic value. It was an isolated mountain country, not 

a key, a gateway, or even a domino. Indeed, it was not a nation in any 

real sense, only a collection of peasants and tribesmen joined together 

by the Royal Laotian Army. Laos was seen as a vacuum to be filled, by 
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the communists if not by the CIA, but the CIA came in not so much 

because it was necessary as because it was easy. The army welcomed it, 

and no one else had the power to object effectively. CIA support en¬ 

couraged the army to seize power and drive the Pathet Lao under¬ 

ground. And it alienated the few genuine noncommunist nationalists, 

especially Captain Kong Le of the RLA’s Second Parachute Battalion. 

His unit was the only one to actually fight the Pathet Lao. The 25,000- 

man Royal Laotian Army disliked combat and rarely saw any. On 

August 9, i960, Kong Le and his three hundred men overthrew the 

government of General Phoumi Nosavan and asked the former civilian 

premier. Prince Souvanna Phouma, to form a coalition government in¬ 

cluding the Pathet Lao, as had been done before. This was probably the 

only solution, if there was any, to the Laotian problem. U.S. Ambassador 

Brown supported it, the CIA did not. General Phoumi owed his power 

to the CIA, and the CIA was always loyal to its mistakes. Thus en¬ 

couraged, Phoumi regrouped and recaptured the capital, Vientiane, in 

December. Kong Le then allied his forces with the Pathet Lao and took 

the strategic Plain of Jars, where in February Prince Souvanna Phouma 

established a government in exile supported by the Soviet Union and 
North Vietnam. 

President Kennedy s first thought on taking office was to retrieve the 

CIAs blunders by force. Secretary McNamara was obliged to inform 

him there were no troops available for an invasion of Laos. Some in the 

Pentagon favored using nuclear weapons instead. But the Bay of Pigs 

had undermined presidential confidence in their advice. (A few months 
later Kennedy told an aide that “if it hadn’t been for Cuba we would 

be fighting in Laos today.’) His indecision was resolved by Ambassador 

Hardman. Unlike most diplomats who had been avoiding responsibility 

since the McCarthy era, Hardman was accustomed to it. The most dis¬ 

tinguished and experienced man in the service, he took advantage of 
that fact by arranging to speak with Prince Souvanna Phouma. Souvanna 

assured Harriman that Laos could be neutralized by a coalition govern¬ 

ment that included the Pathet Lao. Harriman persuaded President Ken¬ 

nedy to take that chance. A cease-fire was arranged and negotiations 

begun in Geneva. It took all Harriman s great skill to bring it off, but 
eventually the talks bore fruit. On July 21, 1962, agreement was reached 

in Geneva on a neutralized Laos with a tripartite government. 

The Geneva agreement was a tribute equally to Harriman s strength 

and America's weakness. It was possible because tbe U.S., and Russia 
even more, wanted Laos eliminated as a great-power issue. But it did 
not change conditions on the ground much. The Royal Laotian Army 

and the Pathet Lao remained incompatible. The RLA was still backed 
by the CIA and the Pentagon, and the Pathet Lao by North Vietnam. 
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The main result of Geneva was that it made Souvanna Phouma depen¬ 

dent on the CIA. The coalition government soon collapsed and fighting 

resumed, but with a difference. The Pathet Lao was now a comparatively 

large and well-equipped force. This led the U.S. to intervene more di¬ 

rectly than before, chiefly from the air. In the early years few suffered 

from the struggle between Vientiane and the Pathet Lao. The most san¬ 

guinary engagement was Kong Le’s expulsion from Vientiane by Gen¬ 

eral Phoumi. Six hundred or so died then, mostly civilians caught 

between the two sides. But from 1965 on many died and more were 

displaced as the Pathet Lao expanded and the U.S. retaliated with air 

attacks. By die decade’s end perhaps a third of the population had been 

uprooted and unnumbered thousands killed with inconclusive results. 

As was to be the case in Vietnam, in order to save the country it became 
necessary to destroy it. 

The ruin of Laos was all the easier because it mattered so little. The 

President wished to save face, the CIA its playground. Few outside the 

government cared much one way or another. Cuba was quite another 

case. It had humiliated the President in 1961. It was a standing offense 

to the American sense of order. For both reasons the government needed 

to do something that would eliminate Cuba as a public question. In 1962 
Russia provided a way to accomplish that by sending missiles to Cuba. 

It is still not clear why. The official American view is that it was done 

to bridge the missile gap. Russia’s first generation of icbm’s had turned 

out badly and were never fully deployed. Until the next generation was 

ready, Russia was stuck with a handful of icbm’s in unprotected sites. 

Its medium-range ballistic missiles couldn’t reach the U.S. It had few 

strategic bombers and missile-firing submarines. Putting mrbm’s in 

Cuba would, it was thought, redress the balance of terror. 

This was a useful interpretation because it justified the American re¬ 

sponse. But it was probably not true. Jane’s All the Worlds Aircraft, the 
standard authority, said in its 1964-65 edition that the missiles deployed 

in Cuba had a range of 220 miles. This was hardly enough to change 

the balance of terror. It was quite adequate to defend Cuba, however. 

Cuba’s problem was that with conventional weapons it could never stop 

a serious American invasion. But a handful of nuclear armed missiles 

might do the job, and more cheaply. This explains why Cuba wanted the 

missiles, not why Russia donated them. Perhaps Premier Khrushchev 

hoped to reduce the expense of arming Cuba. Or maybe he thought that 

as the U.S. had irbm’s in Italy and Turkey it could hardly protest Russia’s 

doing likewise in a smaller way. Whatever the reason, Premier Khru- 
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shchev miscalculated. No administration could expect to keep the exis¬ 

tence of missiles in Cuba a secret, if only because the Joint Chiefs or the 

CIA would leak the news. And once made public no administration 

could fail to react, especially one in so weak a political position as Presi¬ 

dent Kennedy's, and certainly not just before a congressional election. 

Kennedy had trouble believing that Khrushchev could be so foolish. 

The Soviets had never deployed nuclear weapons outside of Russia 

before. Premier Khrushchev was not adventurous. When Senator Ken¬ 
neth Keating began saying there were missiles in Cuba he was not be¬ 

lieved, except by the anti-Castro faithful. He offered no hard evidence, 

and the anti-Castro forces had cried wolf too often before. But on 

October 14 U-s flights showed that missile sites were being built in 

Cuba. Though the CIAs record did not inspire instant agreement, this 

time it was right. President Kennedy then bypassed the national se¬ 

curity bureaucracy and established an informal body of advisers later 

called the Executive Committee of the National Security Council. Ex 

Com consisted mostly of Kennedy loyalists.® They could be trusted 

to protect the President's interest as the national security people could 

not The military naturally wanted to bomb or invade Cuba. Some asked 

for a nuclear strike. Attorney General Kennedy was their chief antago¬ 

nist Later he would write: "I thought, as I listened, of the many times I 

had heard the military take positions which, if wrong, had the advantage 

that no one would be around at the end to know.” People changed sides 

and positions throughout. Robert Kennedy remained moderate and prac¬ 
tical. He was the key figure in the Ex Com and, after the President, the 

man most responsible for the crisis's nonviolent resolution. 
At first some thought the crisis was really over Berlin. Others believed 

the Russians' plan was to trade off its Cuban missiles for U.S. missiles 

in Turkey and Italy. Most believed the Cuban missiles threatened Ameri¬ 

can security. McNamara did not, but appreciated their threat to Amer¬ 
ican prestige, especially in Latin America. President Kennedy saw them 

as yet another test of will. In order to pass the test before election time 

he resolved to have the crisis in public. It would have been easy to give 

Russia a private warning. Foreign Minister Gromyko was scheduled to 
meet the President on October 18 and could have been instructed then. 

Rut secret negotiations ran the risk of exposure before matters could be 
settled, perhaps even before the election. 

The next question was what sort of pressure to use. An immediate air 
strike was ruled out because, as the Attorney General put it, “My brother 

* They included Vice-President Johnson, Secretaries Rusk, Dillon, and McNa¬ 
mara, Attorney General Kennedy, General Taylor, Roswell Gilpatric, George Rail, 
McGeorge Bundy, Theodore Sorensen, Ambassador Bohlen, and others. Director 
McCone of the CIA soon Joined it. When Bohlen left for Paris he was replaced by 
Llewellyn Thompson, newly arrived from Moscow. 
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is not going to be the Tojo of the 1960s” (Dean Acheson left Ex Com 
in disgust at this.) Most members were persuaded to start with a naval 

blockade by Secretary McNamaras celebrated "maintaining the options” 
argument If one began with the least violent alternative, it was always 

possible to escalate should it fail, he pointed out. But beginning with the 

most violent act left nothing but nuclear war to fall back on. Despite the 

congested emotional atmosphere, common sense prevailed. The Joint 

Chiefs’ final plea for a Pearl Harbor was rejected. But everyone agreed 

that if the blockade didn’t work, air strikes and an invasion would have 

to follow. Accordingly, 156 icbm’s were readied for launch. Strategic 

bombers were either airborne or on fifteen-minute alert. The Navy or¬ 

ganized a fleet of 180 vessels; 250,000 troops were assembled for the 

invasion. The creation of this great striking force on short notice was the 

first dividend from President Kennedy’s rearmament program. Then, as 

later in Vietnam, flexible response permitted steps that could not have 
been taken before. 

On October 22 Kennedy informed the cabinet and a congressional 

delegation of the crisis and his plans to meet it.* At 6 p.m. he received 

Ambassador Dobrynin and ordered the Soviet missiles removed. At seven 

he went on television and told the country what had happened and what 

to expect. The people were assured that he would run any risk, including 

thermonuclear war, on their behalf. TV newsmen displayed maps with 

sweeping arcs showing every large city but Seattle to be in range of 

Cuba’s missiles. Schoolchildren practiced hiding under their desks again. 

Each day tension grew as missile-bearing Russian ships approached the 

blockade line. Would they try to cross it? Would they be stopped or 

sunk? Would Russia strike back then? On retiring no one knew if he 

would live to see the morning. Was the country, perhaps the world, to 
perish now? 

It was the most dangerous moment in the Cold War. Yet few people 

complained. Most went about their work as usual. Russian perfidy was 

denounced, the government’s resolution applauded. Years of indoctrina¬ 

tion had done their job. Men agreed that genocide or suicide was better 

than allowing Russia to do in Cuba what the U.S. had done in Turkey. 

A handful did protest. A tiny band of peace leaders including Norman 

Thomas, A. J. Muste, and Carey McWilliams called on the U.S. to end 

its blockade, Russia to withdraw its missiles, and Cuba to declare its 

neutrality. Secretary General U Thant of the UN asked the great powers 

to stand down for a few weeks. President Kennedy never for a moment 

considered doing so. The whole of his policy was to make Russia choose 

* The congressional leaders irritated him by wanting to invade Cuba. Not having 
shared in the group dynamics that produced the blockade, they could hardly appre¬ 
ciate how irrelevant their advice was. 
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surrender or destruction. Suspending the blockade would ruin it. In 

any case, he could not wait that long as the elections were only two 

weeks away. 
For the same reason he could not consider a trade-off. Earlier Ambas¬ 

sador Stevenson had urged the President to consider withdrawing the 

Jupiter missiles from Italy and Turkey if Russia would do the same in 
Cuba. In fact, Kennedy had ordered the Jupiters out months before be¬ 

cause, being vulnerable to a first strike, they would be useless in an 

emergency. (The same was of course true of Russia’s missiles in Cuba, 

even if they had had a long range, which they didn’t.) But if he were to 

arrange now for diplomatic reasons what he had ordered before on 

military grounds he would be charged with “appeasement.” Nor did he 

want to fortify General de Gaulle’s prediction that in a crisis the U.S. 

would abandon Europe. When Walter Lippmann made the same pro¬ 

posal in a column, Russia, thinking it an official trial balloon, responded 

favorably. Naturally, nothing came of it* 
On the 24th the crisis began easing. A dozen Soviet vessels on the 

way to Cuba were diverted or halted. This inspired Dean Rusk’s most 

memorable statement in office: “We’re eyeball to eyeball and I think the 

other fellow just blinked.” Conditions remained dangerous, however. 

Construction of the missile sites continued. The Navy was in contact 

with six Russian submarines, and forced all of them to surface at one 

time or another. No one could be sure what the Navy would do if a 

Russian ship tried to run the blockade. McNamara attempted to explain 

to Admiral Anderson, Chief of Naval Operations, that the function of 

the blockade was not to kill Russians but to communicate with the 

Kremlin. It was unclear whether Admiral Anderson ever grasped the 

distinction, which was probably why he was not reappointed when his 

first term expired. 
On the 26th a solution began to emerge. First through an unofficial 

emissary, then in a long emotional letter. Premier Khrushchev started 

backing off. While insisting that the Cuban missiles were purely defen¬ 

sive, he admitted that President Kennedy would not believe that. He im¬ 

plied that an American noninvasion pledge would enable him to remove 

the missiles. President Kennedy liked the idea. His advisers feared a 

Russian trick. Before anything could be done another letter from Mos¬ 

cow arrived offering to trade off Russia’s Cuban missiles for America’s 

Turkish and Italian ones. This was, of course, unacceptable, so Ex Com 

* Stevenson suggested the trade-off because he knew it would go down well in 
the UN. Rut his doing so made Attorney General Kennedy think him insufficiently 
tough. When Stevenson returned to the UN John McCloy went along to insure his 
resolution. This doubtlessly confirmed Dean Rusks belief that it was a mistake to 
represent one’s constituency in such matters. Thereafter Rusk’s preference for mili¬ 
tary as against diplomatic solutions was if anything more distinct. 
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began talking of an air strike again. Then Robert Kennedy produced 

one of those strokes of genius so obvious in retrospect, so difficult to find 
when needed. He suggested responding to the first Khrushchev letter 

and ignoring the second. Accordingly, Ambassador Dobrynin was given 

a letter accepting the implied proposal to exchange missiles for promises. 

He was told that if no answer was forthcoming in two or three days 

Cuba would be bombed. The device worked. On die next day, Sunday, 

October 28, Radio Moscow announced that the missile sites were being 

dismanded. President Kennedy insisted on his full pound of flesh all the 

same. He would not give a noninvasion pledge until Cuba returned its 

few Ilyushin jet bombers to Russia. These were direcdy under Premier 

Castro’s control and he would not give them up. Nor would he allow UN 

observers to determine that Cuba was free of offensive weapons, ome 
on Ex Com wanted to forget the bombers as they were obsolete anyway. 

But the President persisted and Dr. Castro gave way. He never did allow 

UN observers into Cuba though, so the U.S. was not obliged to give a 

no-invasion pledge. Hence the administration got everything it wanted 

and gave nothing in return, not even a paper promise. 
Having driven Moscow to the wall, Washington now began explaining 

that it had not. It was soon official dogma that the administration had 

shown incredible restraint and a keen sensitivity to Premier Khrushchev s 

political situation. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., later wrote: “It was a com¬ 

bination of toughness and restraint, of will, nerve, and wisdom, so bril¬ 

liantly controlled, so matchlessly calibrated, that it dazzled the world. 
And the President himself drew this moral from the crisis: “Above all, 

while defending our own vital interests, nuclear powers must avert those 

confrontations which bring an adversary to the choice of either a humili¬ 

ating retreat or a nuclear war.” In fact the President had stripped Pre¬ 

mier Khrushchev bare, denying him even the fig leaf of a missile swap 

to cover his nakedness. The U.S. never negotiated. It merely issued ulti¬ 

matums backed by an overwhelming display of force. Yet the crisis was 

said to be a triumph of American craft and subtlety. Crisis management 

bad become an exact science, it was claimed. Ambitious men hoped to 

emulate the legendary figures in Ex Com, and feared only (though 

wrongly) that there would be no more great crises to manage. 

* One of the few to dispute the official line was I. F. Stone, who argued that the 
risks run seemed disproportionate to the threat posed. How would the historians o 
mankind,” he wrote, “if a fragment survived, have regarded the events of October^ 
Would they have thought us justified in blowing most of mankind to smithereens 
rather than negotiate, or appeal to the UN, or even to leave in Cuba the medium- 
range missiles which were no different after all from those we had long aimed at the 
Russians from Turkey and England? When a whole people is in a state of mind 
where it is ready to risk extinction—its own and everybody else’s—-as a means or 
having its own way in an international dispute, the readiness for murder has become 
a way of life and a world menace/* 
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The crisis had many effects. President Kennedy was at last persuaded 
that his will and courage were no longer in doubt. This enabled him to 
consider serious negotiations with Russia and led to the test-ban treaty. 
Some were sobered by the experience. Robert Kennedy would later write 
that if any one of six otber men on Ex Com had been President, “I think 
the world might have been blown up.” The President benefited politi¬ 
cally from his handling of the affair. On election day Democrats held 
then- own in the House and picked up a few more Senate seats. As the 
party in power nearly always loses ground in the off-year elections, this 
was considered a victory. The Camelot myth was well launched. 

Khrushchev was ruined by the missile crisis. For him, as 
Midid Tatu points out, it was a Bay of Pigs in reverse. He was criticized 
both for having launched the adventure, and for failing to see it through. 
His decline, which dated from the U-2 affair, accelerated. This was not 
so happy an event as men thought then. It was fashionable in America 
o depict the Premier as a Prince of Darkness and a worthy heir of Stalin. 

But though a brutal man (he could not have survived Stalin’s reign had 
he been otherwise), his policies were hardly contemptible. For whatever 
selfish reasons, he stood for de-Stalinization at home and detente abroad. 
He would be replaced by men of sterner views. There was no profit and 
some loss for America in the exchange. Afterward, destroying his pres- 

ge would not seem to have been quite the shrewd move it first appeared, 
urpnsingly, all chances of an accommodation with Cuba were not 

lost. Several weeks before the crisis President Dorticos had offered to 
emihtanze his country m return for a nonaggression pact with the U.S. 

Ambassador Stevenson wished to follow this up, but was obliged to an¬ 
swer Dorticos with tfmusual formula that “the maintenance of commu- 
msm is not negotiable (though, of course, not reversible either). The 
cmis showed Cuba that Russia was not an entirely reliable ally. Russia 
had, m effect, sold Cuba out to protect itself. Perhaps that was why Pre¬ 
mier Castro signed an agreement on December 21 to release the prison- 

Bay °f Pfgs- Present Kennedy did not exploit this 
*e he went Miami and gave an emotional ad- 

tess to tire wretehed survivors assuring them that their flag “will be 
returned tothis hngade m a free Havana.” Mrs. Kennedy hoped that 
John Kennedy, Jr., would grow to be half as brave as they 

ei^ If" aspects of America’s for- 
SlrFr y Sfr- 0116 was *** Nation of decision-makers 
&om reahty. Ex Com and the senior officials connected with it lived in a 

^rTDti?W ? entirel>'111 order to propose not only 
but Doomsdays as well. Whatever evil resulted, they 

W°i f ^ Russia>s fault This disposed of the moral ques 
on. Speaking only to one another, sharing the same assumptions and 
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values, governed by abstract conceptions of will, power, and prestige, 

Ex Com (and its counterpart in the Kremlin probably) showed how thin 

a line divided strategy from insanity. In this feverish atmosphere Robert 

Kennedy's chief virtue was displayed to particular advantage. What dis¬ 
tinguished him from his fellow crisis managers was not so much intel¬ 

lect, or courage, or even common decency, but manhood. This was not 

always an agreeable trait. It gave him more than his share of the family s 

showy machismo. It was responsible for his notorious “rathlessness.” 

But it kept him in touch with the more ordinary concerns of humanity— 

the passion for life, the sense that a man is answerable for what he does. 

Thus anchored, Kennedy was able to resist the Strangelovian milita¬ 

rists and geopoliticians who cared more for glory than the interests of 
mankind. 

Finally, the crisis showed again the limits of power. Though mighty 

beyond belief, the U.S. was unable satisfactorily to coerce small but 

stubborn nations. It wouldn't do to drop an H-bomb on Cuba or North 

Vietnam or East Germany. Invading them was not much more practical. 

This seemed to exhaust the alternatives. Hence Washingtons response 

when faced with a small problem concerning a truculent little power 

was to magnify it into a big problem so that great-power solutions could 

be applied to it. Instead of dealing with an East Germany or a Cuba, 

the U.S. tried to involve Russia (sometimes even China). If Cuba wasn’t 

awed by the bomb, Russia was, or so the reasoning seemed to be. Per¬ 

haps Washington thought it degrading to negotiate with Havana or 

Hanoi on equal terms. Maybe it really believed that Russia called the 

tune in every communist country. In any case, however emotionally sat¬ 

isfying it was, this strategy rarely worked. Premier Castro and President 

Ho were not puppets. Conflicts in Southeast Asia and Latin America 

could not be resolved in Geneva or Vienna, especially when all the par¬ 

ties did not participate. Elevating a crisis to the great-power level made 

it more dangerous and no less soluble. The missile crisis turned out dif¬ 

ferently than most, but only because the great power involved was actu¬ 

ally responsible for it. Otherwise, the U.S. went on denying the fact of 

its impotence in Cuba and elsewhere. It kept on trying to match inter¬ 

national problems with predetermined solutions. Yet American policy 

was called “pragmatic,” and its makers described as hardheaded, no- 
nonsense men of affairs. 

w 
After the missile crisis came the Meredith crisis. That too was a triumph 

for the President. It began the year before when James Meredith applied 

for admission to Ole Miss, as the University of Mississippi was fondly 
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called. Meredith had been bom in Mississippi, graduated from a Florida 

high school, and served eight years in the Air Force. At the time of his 

application he was a student at Jackson State College. Meredith inte¬ 

grated Ole Miss for several reasons, but especially because he genuinely 

wanted to study there. Mediocre as It was. Ole Miss was still the best 

institution of higher learning in a desperately poor and backward state. 

Meredith was an ambitious man, a principled man too. He knew his 
rights and meant to have them, whatever the cost 

By the end of September 1962 all the University s attempts to prevent 

his enrollment had failed. Though urged to say that students who vio¬ 

lently resisted his admission would be punished, the University adminis- 

tration feared to do so. Ross Barnett, governor of the state, was equally 

unstrung. He had been elected on the customary segregationist plat¬ 

form, and his only ambition now was to save face. In secret negotia¬ 

tions with Attorney General Kennedy, who had taken personal charge 

of the Meredith case, he tried to make a deal. After a token resist- 

ance, he would step aside and allow Meredith to be brought on cam¬ 

pus. The Attorney General was willing to cooperate if the governor 

would keep order on the campus. Barnett was evasive. If he did protect 

Meredith from violence he would be compromised locally, if he didn t 
Kennedy could reveal their secret talks to the same effect. Though bar¬ 

gaining with the governor was probably necessary, it contributed to the 

confusion that followed when Barnett tried to keep Meredith from regis¬ 

tering for classes. Meredith was finally registered on September 30. That 

evening President Kennedy went on television and asked Mississippians 

to obey the law. Even as he spoke rioting broke out at Ole Miss. Attacks 

by four thousand students and outsiders were met by a small force of 

U.S. marshals. General Walker was there to encourage the studentry, 

and may even have led one charge. The rioters were further heart¬ 

ened by their traditional college cheer which went “Hotty toddy, God 

A mighty/ Who in the hell are we/ Flim flam, bim bam/ Ole Miss, by 

damn. When the fighting ended the marshals still held their ground, 

and though many were injured none died. Casualties among the stu¬ 

dents were numerous but not serious. However, a newsman and a by¬ 
stander were shot to death. 

Troops were brought in to maintain order, and several hundred re¬ 
mained until Meredith graduated. He was harassed in various ways until 

the worst offenders were expelled. The next year thirty-nine professors 

resigned, and some who helped integrate Ole Miss were later forced out, 
most notably the distinguished historian James Silver. Meredith got his 
degree and went on to New York where he studied law and began what 

was to be a peculiar career in politics and civil rights. Governor Barnett 

was convicted of civil contempt by a federal court and heavily fined. 
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The next Negro to enroll at the University was given no protection, and 

when he provided his own was expelled for carrying it. Two more did 

enroll successfully after him, however, so the integration of Ole Miss 

seemed assured. The affair probably made no difference to the adminis¬ 

trations fortunes. Few votes were lost since the South was largely hos¬ 

tile to it already. Nor could it have gained many as Negroes had no¬ 

where else to go politically in any case. But if the practical consequences 

of the Meredith case were slight, its symbolic importance was very 

great. New luster was added to the Kennedy legend, and the pleasure 

they derived from seeing white racist power humbled in Mississippi 

helped reconcile many Negroes to the slow pace of integration, to the 

administrations inability to get a sweeping civil rights bill, and to its 

failure to protect rights workers in the South from intimidation and as¬ 

sassination. Here, as elsewhere, public relations bridged the gap be¬ 

tween promise and performance. 
By the end of 1962 the administration had some grounds for satisfac¬ 

tion. The missile crisis had been a triumph of brinkmanship. In Asia 

President Diem was still hanging on, while the undeclared Sino-Indian 

War diminished the appeal of China to some nonaligned nations and 

made the U.S. seem more attractive. Congress gave the President sweep¬ 

ing new powers to negotiate with the European Common Market coun¬ 

tries. This advanced what some friendly journalists were calling his 

Grand Design for American-European relations. As they saw it, the U.S. 

was trying to take advantage of Western Europe's new prosperity and 

relative harmony. Europe would be asked to bear a larger share of the 
nato burden, and to contribute more to the underdeveloped nations. 

The U.S., in turn, would help supply Europe with some kind ; modem 
nuclear deterrent of its own, acceptable to both France ant Germany, 

and would reduce tariffs on European exports. As Joseph Kraft put it, 

“The inner meaning of the Grand Design is partnership in growth. The 

United States will be plugged into the dynamism of Western Europe. 

The Old World will be called in to redress the balance of the New.” 

There were setbacks of course, especially in Latin America where the 

Alliance for Progress bogged down. Latin governments were happy to 

accept American help; reluctant to make the internal reforms thought 

necessary to its proper application. Congress continued to take a dim 

view of foreign aid, and the President had his request for funds pared 

down from nearly $5 billion to less than $4 billion. 
Congress was stubborn about other matters too. Medicare failed in the 

Senate. A program for federal aid to higher education was in the main 

rejected. A proposed Department of Urban Affairs stalled after the Presi¬ 

dent indicated he would make a Negro, Robert C. Weaver, head of it. 
But the administration did get most of its bills through, if not always in 
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the form it wanted. Congress passed its communications’ satellite bill, 

despite a filibuster by Senate liberals who objected to having private 

groups profit from what had been developed with the public’s money. 

As usual. Congress considered the rich more deserving of aid than the 

poor. Handouts for the poor were considered degrading and destructive; 

for the rich they were declarations of faith in the free-enterprise system. 

The administration was further encouraged when it broke even in the 

off-year elections, and by the defeat of H. Stuart Hughes in his bid for a 

Senate seat. A professor of history at Harvard, Hughes ran on an inde¬ 

pendent platform which featured unilateral American disarmament. 

Though he had some three thousand volunteer workers, he secured only 

fifty thousand votes, a mere 2 per cent of the total. There was still no 

room in American politics for left-wing and pacifist critics of the gov¬ 

ernment Even more heartening was Richard Nixon’s failure to win the 
governorship of California. He told reporters they wouldn’t have Nixon 

to kick around any longer and announced his retirement from public 

life. Unemployment continued at a high rate. The balance of payments 

showed another deficit, so did the budget But all in all 1962 was a good 
year for the administration. 

w 
19% was President Kennedy’s best year in office, despite its bad start 

on January 2,19Q3, when the Viet Cong won the war in South Vietnam. 

As the year opened Ap Bac, a village in the Mekong Delta, was invaded 

by the Viet Congs elite 514th Battalion. Saigon moved four battalions 

and an armored company against it The 514th chewed them up, then 

made a dean escape. The government claimed victory. American news¬ 
men and military advisers knew better. Ap Bac demonstrated that the 

recent arms buildup had accomplished nothing. The South Vietnamese 

anny (arvn) was as incompetent as before and the VC stronger. Bar¬ 
ring further U.S. intervention, the war was lost. 

To understand why, we must go back to 1954 when what had been 

french Indochina was divided into four parts. Laos and Cambodia be¬ 

came independent, and Vietnam was partitioned. The northern half 

became the Democratic Republic of Vietnam with its capital in Hanoi. 

Saigon presided over what became the Republic of Vietnam in the 
South. Although it had been agreed at Geneva that there were to be 

elections m 1956 on reunification, they never took place. Saigon, know- 
mg it would lose to Hanoi, if only because of Ho Chi Minh’s prestige 

as *e father of Vietnamese independence, refused to hold them. The 
rent* maxim that nothing is so permanent as the provisional was once 

more home oat Both states proved to be viable. The DRV became an 
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efficient communist state led by “Uncle” Ho and his disciplined veterans. 

North Vietnam had never been able to feed itself, so the regime con¬ 

centrated on industrial development. The bulk of the population, which 

did not immediately benefit from this policy, was reconciled to it in 

several ways. The ethnic minorities (including seven major tribes) were 

given partial self-government. Land vacated by the nearly 900,000 Ro¬ 

man Catholics who moved south before partition was distributed among 

the peasants. The Catholic migration was helpful in other ways too. It 

removed potential subversives and spared the country a bloody purge 

of anti-communists. The regime was not without its horrors, notably in 

land reform, which was conducted with great brutality. Bernard Fall 

estimated that fifty thousand landlords, often very small ones, were 

killed. President Ho called off the land program in 1956, too late to pre¬ 

vent an uprising in his own home province. Perhaps six thousand farm¬ 
ers were executed or deported before the uprising was suppressed. 

Thereafter agricultural change was promoted more tactfully. The foun¬ 

dation of an industrial economy was laid. Living standards were main¬ 

tained at about their old levels. Despite its shortcomings, no one doubted 

that the government enjoyed the respect, and in Ho’s case probably the 

affection as well, of its people. 

In the South things were more complex. The French puppet, Emperor 

Bao Dai, was replaced by Ngo Dinh Diem, a Roman Catholic aristocrat 

with excellent American connections. He crushed the waning religious 

sects and established Saigon’s authority. To everyone’s surprise, the 

communization of Indochina was arrested. Even a degree of prosperity 

obtained, though Vietnam never regained its prewar status as an ex¬ 

porter of rice. Diem’s success entitled him to American support, and he 
got it. Appearances were never more deceptive, however. Diem’s regime 

was dominated by Catholics and Northerners who were isolated from 
the native population on both counts. The North Vietnamese tradition¬ 

ally viewed Southerners as lazy, backward, and inefficient The vaguely 

Buddhist majority of the country was ruled, therefore, by an alien and 

arrogant caste. The government promised land reforms but failed to de¬ 

liver. Its program of buying surplus lands for redistribution was slow 

and expensive. In seven years only one million hectares were purchased, 

of which barely a quarter went to landless peasants. Traditional abuses 

went untouched for the most part. The government treated the mountain 

tribesmen even worse. The Vietnamese were deeply prejudiced against 

the tribesmen to begin with. Accordingly, the Diem regime implemented 

a brutal colonization policy that cheated the tribes of their ancestral 

lands. Since this was how the West had been won, the U.S. had trouble 
protesting it. 

Americans could speak with greater conviction on South Vietnam’s 
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economy* but, as it tamed out, no more successfully. Trade and 

construction iourisbed without regard for social needs or future conse¬ 

quences. Between 1957 and i960 a building boom increased the coun¬ 

try s usable space as follows: 47,000 square meters were devoted to cin¬ 

emas and dance halls, and 6,500 square meters to hospitals; 56,000 

square meters to churches or pagodas, and 3,500 square meters to rice 

mills; 425,000 square meters to high-rent villas and apartments, and 

86,000 square meters to schools. Imported goods produced a trade defi¬ 

cit of $185 million in 1961 alone, an amount equal to two-thirds of all 
the currency in circulation. 

The insurrection began as early as 1957 when scattered groups of Viet 

Mmh partisans concluded that President Diem would neither permit 

reunification with the North nor preside over a social revolution in the 

South. They dug up arms cached during the partition, then gradually 

re-equipped themselves with captured weapons. Their operations ex¬ 

panded until in some areas the Viet Cong (which meant simply ‘Viet¬ 

namese Communists,1’ a label they rejected) became the effective gov¬ 

ernment The insurrection was largely self-sustaining. A few advisers 
and liaison people from Hanoi filtered down to them, but mostly their 

reinforcements consisted of native Southerners who had moved north 

dining the partition. The VC offered land to the peasants and some 

autonomy to the tribes. Everywhere their energy and dedication con¬ 

trasted favorably to the corruption and arrogance of government offi¬ 

cials. Mostly the VC were indigenous while officials were often strangers 

do the districts they governed. It was customary for South Vietnam’s 

evil and military officers to purchase those appointments that graft 
made profitable. They earned plenty of money, but little respect and 

Such a government could hardly cope with serious revolutionaries, 
and at didst President Diem lad his secret police, trained by experts 
tom Michigan State University, to no avail. The prison camps filled up. 
His visible opposition was silenced. But repression only bred further 

rebutment to the Viet Cong’s advantage. President Diem’s position was 
untenable. The \iet Cong could only be defeated by overwhelming 

iorce, or sweeping reforms which would undercut their popular base 

COmbination of two)- Neitber alternative was 

^ r5 400 ^moralized, and inept to find 
e3lf1Ve foe' Hls came from the very people who 
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hered to the 'last remnant” theory which held that the rebels were 

merely Viet Minh leftovers. Even when it became dear that the insur¬ 

rection was more broadly based, maag clung to its old ways. The arvn 

had been established as a conventional force because what the Ameri¬ 

can generals feared most was another Korea. To prevent it they wanted 

a South Vietnamese army capable of repelling an invasion from North 

Vietnam. To transform the arvn into a counterinsurgency force would 

be terribly difficult. Worse still, it would leave the South open to attack, 

which could involve the U.S. Army itself in another futile Asian war. 

Officers conditioned from birth to believe that American arms always 

prevail found stalemate intolerable, defeat unthinkable. The arvn was 

designed, then, to meet American rather than Vietnamese needs, and 
though conditions on the ground changed, those needs did not. Hence 

when the insurrection broke out the Army had to blame it on North 

Vietnam because a threat from the North was the only one it was pre¬ 

pared to meet. 

As with maag, so with the nonmilitary American advisers in South 

Vietnam. American aid was based on the notion that President Diem 

was fairly popular and effective. To admit that the rebellion was largely 

indigenous would be to confess the failure of American policies, and the 

principles on which they rested. It was much easier to blame every¬ 

thing on the North. Thus the American commitment to President Diem, 

which began as a kind of low-risk gamble, began to escalate. President 

Eisenhower left office before the situation deteriorated to a point where 

the crucial decision had to be made. Chances are that he would not have 

intervened directly. After all, the Viet Minh had really won the Indo¬ 

china war in 1954, only to be denied all the fruits of that victory at 

Geneva. Everyone had expected North Vietnam to win the referendum 

scheduled for 1956. South Vietnam had been written off in advance. At 

first President Diem offered the U.S. a chance to salvage something from 

the wreckage at little cost. If he succeeded in his unlikely enterprise, so 

much the better. If he failed, nothing was lost save money. By 1961 this 

was no longer true. Now more than money was at issue; men would be 

needed too. And once American blood was spilled no President could 

abandon Vietnam, for to do so would mean that American boys had died 
in vain. 

Considering the gravity of this decision, it was surprising how casu¬ 

ally President Kennedy made it. Partly, it seems, he enlarged the Ameri¬ 

can presence to impress Premier Khrushchev with his resolution, and 

partly because he didn't want to be charged with having 'lost” Vietnam. 

Here again, the decision was made on the basis of American rather than 

Vietnamese needs. And, once more, aggression from the North was in¬ 

voked to sanction it. In support of this proposition yet another dreary 
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State Department document (a “blue book” rather than a “white paper” 

this time ! was ground out It charged that sheer frustration in Hanoi 

over the South Vietnamese “miracle” had prompted it to stir up con¬ 

tented villagers. In support of this fiction a handful of captured weap¬ 

ons were displayed. Hie Kennedy administration was not, of course, 

wholly captive to its own propaganda. President Diem was encouraged 

to broaden his base and enact some reforms. Great weight was placed 

on comiterinsurgency techniques, especially those of the U.S. Special 

Forces, President Kennedy’s favorite soldiers. The administration thus 

admitted in practice what it denied in principle. Generally, however, it 

perpetuated old errors while committing fresh ones. The arvn was given 

new equipment, but it remained a conventional force. Its officers con¬ 

tinued to be chosen for political and commercial reasons. The enlisted 

men were still dragooned, demoralized, and impoverished. President 

Diem grew ever more paranoid and suspicious. By the end of 1962 there 
were perhaps ten thousand U.S. troops in South Vietnam. 

On January 14 1963, during Ms third State of the Union Message, 

President Kennedy observed that “the spearpoint of aggression has been 

blunted in South Vietnam.” TMs was less than two weeks after the battle 

of Ap Baa A little later Admiral Harry Felt, who commanded the Pacific 

theater, said that the South Vietnamese should acMeve victory in three 

years” In March maags commander. General Paul D. Harkins an¬ 

nounced that “victory is in sight” General Harkins went to extraordinary 

lengths to preserve his innocence. After the auto's 7th Division had been 

beaten at Ap Bac, its American adviser. Lieutenant Colonel John Vann, 
sent Harkins a report detailing its corruption, incompetence, and reluc¬ 

tance to fight. Vann himself was a conservative, almost a reactionary. 

But he was a brilliant soldier and an expert on unconventional warfare, 
a \ letnam, he often said, the best weapon was the knife. The rifle was 

next best, because at least you knew whom you were shooting at. The 

airplane, a promiscuous destroyer, was the poorest weapon of all * As 

Jmiosal adviser Vann walked through an operation every week in an 
effort to inspire the auto's officers. He never quite understood that the 
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with him. Since Vann's report indicted both American policy and 

the delusions on which it rested. General Harkins decided to fire 

Vann, though his aides talked him out of doing so. When Vann's tour 

of duty ended he came back to Washington with proof of the arvn's 

incompetence. He was not even debriefed, and soon resigned in 
despair. 

As with the military, so with the American political mission in Saigon. 

Having staked everything on President Diem's success, the mission had 

to ignore evidences of his decline. It treated every handout from the 

presidential palace as gospel truth, every critical newspaper story as ma¬ 

licious nonsense. It turned a blind eye to President Diem's increasing 

reliance on his unscrupulous brother Ngo Dinh Nhu. When the Presi¬ 

dent's beautiful sister-in-law, the amazing Madam Nhu, banned divorce, 

dancing, and the singing of romantic or sad songs, the mission said noth¬ 

ing. It did feebly resist Nhu's campaign against the Buddhists, which 

turned out to be the final nail in President Diem's coffin. On May 8, 

when the Vietnamese celebrate Buddha’s birthday, they were forbid¬ 

den to fly the customary flags. A protesting crowd was fired on by gov¬ 

ernment troops and nine people were killed, seven of them children. 

This triggered a deadly struggle between the regime and the bonzes 

(monks), who fell heir to all the political discontent the government 

had suppressed. On June 11,1963, Thich Quang Due, an elderly bonze, 

set himself on fire in protest. The next day U.S. Ambassador Frederick E. 

Molting declared that “South Vietnam is on its way to victory." In July 

and August there were more self-immolations. Madame Nhu said that 

she clapped her hands in pleasure whenever a bonze “barbecued" him- 

self, and hoped only that David Halberstam of the New York Times 

would do likewise. (Even President Kennedy had only wanted the 

Times to recall him.) Halberstam was one of a small band of reporters 

in Vietnam who were telling the truth in dispatches home. Though a 

credit to their profession, they profoundly embarrassed their govem- 

ment. A policy based on fiction could, as it turned out, withstand the 
truth, but not comfortably. Readers of the New York Times knew what 

was happening in Vietnam, even if the government didn't. They could 

not, however, change the government's direction. Washington could 

neither win the war in Vietnam nor withdraw from it. Faced with a 

choice between the impossible and the impolitic, Washington evaded 
both and soldiered grimly on with President Diem. 

It was, finally, the Buddhists, and not the press or public opinion at 

home, that forced a change. On August 21, at Nhu's insistence. President: 

Diem ordered an attack on the pagodas. Hundreds of bonzes and nuns 

were arrested. Martial law was declared. Wholesale arrests of the dis¬ 
contented, including many teen-age boys and girls, followed. Next day 
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the unfortunate Nolting’s successor, Henry Cabot Lodge, arrived in 

Saigon. Lodge was one of President Kennedy’s happier appointments. 

A former Senator and ambassador to the United Nations, Richard Nix¬ 

ons running mate in 1960, Lodge brought to Vietnam the distinction of 

his great name, much experience in politics and government, and for¬ 

midable abilities. The only mystery about his appointment was his ac¬ 

ceptance of it since Vietnam was already becoming the graveyard of 

reputations. If he did well. President Kennedy would get the credit. If 

he did badly, the Republican party would have a share of the blame. To 
go there was a serious, probably a fatal, political risk. 

With Lodge came many changes. He won reporters over and detached 

the embassy somewhat from the regime. He personally supervised all 

the mission’s work and took no one into his confidence. Lodge was poor 

with small groups (though eloquent in formal speeches), but he wrote 

beautiful reports to Washington where it counted. One of his subordi¬ 

nates no admirer later wrote of him: “In the barracuda world of 

government service. Lodges protective shell was an invaluable asset, 

enabling him to operate as he thought best with serene ruthlessness— 

which is exactly what it often requires to get anything done in the gov¬ 

ernment Right or wrong, he knew what he wanted. He crushed the 

spirits of many of us, but he also disengaged the operations of the U.S. 

Mission from the endless, agonized soul-searching that prevailed before 
his arrival. He was a commander by instinct, in a situation where reso¬ 

lute commanders had been hard to come by. Lodge expected to be 
judged on performance, not on the affection of his staff.” 

He was the perfect choice for the new policy of coercion which the 

U.S. government gradually arrived at. President Kennedy had made a 

mistake in not exacting concessions beforehand when he rescued Ngo 

Diem in 1961. Now, at Lodge s prompting, he attempted to repair 
that error. It is still not dear whether the administration meant to over¬ 

throw President Diem if he remained obdurate, though that was cer¬ 
tainly the arvn high command’s impression. But the administration was 

determined to have the anti-Buddhist campaign called off and substan¬ 
tial reforms enacted. The Voice of America began to criticize Diem’s 

regime while specifically exempting the Vietnamese military. White 

House interpreters in Saigon drew the appropriate conclusions. Presi¬ 

dent Kennedy then ended certain lands of aid to South Vietnam, notably 

foe vital Commercial Import Program. Madam Nhu helped the admin¬ 

istration immensely by going around America denouncing it. On No¬ 

vember 1 President Kennedy’s efforts bore fruit. A military junta wiV«°d 
power after murdering President Diem and his brother. (In the curious 
official language of South Vietnam, their deaths were pronounced “acci¬ 

dental suicide.”) Madam Nhu went to Europe with her equally beauti- 
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fill daughter and bought a Paris bank. The regimes fall compelled 
Washington to face reality. As late as October a Secretary McNamara 

and General Taylor were still saying that the U.S. mission would no 

longer be needed after 1965. McNamara had just ordered the with¬ 

drawal of a thousand troops. But the new regime, eager to stay in 

power and now able to blame everything on Diem, was soon to ad¬ 

mit what the press had been saying all along: the war was indeed 

being lost. President Kennedy would again have been forced to choose 

between escalation and withdrawal. Before he could do so fate inter¬ 

vened. In one of those odd coincidences by which life mocks art, the 

American President soon followed his Vietnamese opposite number to 

the grave, and in the same way. The guns of November took both their 
lives. 

Official Washington worried as much about General de Gaulle as Viet¬ 

nam in those days. What Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., would call the admin¬ 

istrations “Not So Grand Design” wobbled from the start. On January 

14,1963, de Gaulle declared himself against British entry into the Euro¬ 

pean Economic Community. The administration seemed surprised at 
this, though de Gaulle’s distrust of the “Anglo-Saxons” was well known. 

He feared British entry would make France No. % in the Common Mar¬ 

ket. He thought that Britain was not yet truly European. It still cher¬ 

ished the Commonwealth, if less so every day. And it kept hanging on 

to its “special relationship” with America. A few weeks earlier this had 

been underlined by the Kennedy-Macmillan talks in Nassau, where the 

U.S. agreed to supply Britain with Polaris missiles. This gave Presi¬ 

dent de Gaulle an excuse to keep England out of the Common Market. 

Washington took the news badly. George Ball spoke of nameless Euro¬ 

pean leaders dominated “by a nostalgic longing for a world that never 

was,” who sought to revive the “vanished symbols of beglamored cen¬ 

turies.” Privately officials were more intemperate. One State Department 

man described the general as a ‘Bastard who is out to get us.” 

Partly such abuse was a measure of de Gaulles greatness, partly a 

consequence of Washington’s shortsightedness. To Americans greatness 

was based on material power. Having little, the French were supposed 

to stay in their place. But General de Gaulle’s whole career refuted this 

thesis. During the war, though dependent on Allies who disliked him, he 

made himself master first of French North Africa, then of France. After¬ 

ward he won parity in the occupation of Germany, despite Frances neg¬ 

ligible contribution to victory. Later still, when the Algerian War seemed 

about to ruin France, he saved his country again, and then made it a 
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force in world affairs once more. During the sixties he remained the most 
commanding figure in the noncommunist world. 

Few Americans admitted that. De Gaulle’s arrogance and vanity, 
however merited, sat poorly with a people who prefer false modesty to 

none at all. It was thought unbecoming for one whose country was free 

and prosperous because of American arms and American aid to speak 

so meanly of Uncle Sam. His attachment to the present honor and past 

glory of France baffled Americans, to whom the patriotism of others is 

always incomprehensible. His puiposefulness made American policy in 
Europe seem even more muddled than it was. President de Gaulle be¬ 

lieved England and the U.S. wanted to keep France down. He meant 

instead to have France pre-eminent in Western Europe, and Western 

Europe itself a third force holding the balance of power between East 

and West And he hoped that one day his strategy might produce a 

Europe of federated states extending from “the Atlantic to the Urals.” 

Compared with de Gaulle s splendid confidence, American policy was 
embarrassingly uncertain. Its German policy was absurd, nato was 

more so. Yet though meaningless except as a trip-wire to the American 

deterrent, nato had been so hard to build that Americans were attached 

to it beyond reason. When Greece became a military dictatorship later, 

some argued that nothing could be done for fear it would abandon NATO. 

Greece s military were fully occupied in repressing their own citizenry. 

If driven out of nato Greece would not be missed. Besides, it had no¬ 

where else to go. Yet for the sake of its puny contributions to a largely 

mythical defense structure the U.S. tolerated, even assisted, the first non- 

communist European dictatorship initiated since World War II. This 
was not so much Realpolitik as obsessiveness, nato counted for more in 
American eyes than the purposes it was meant to serve. 

Nassau agreement showed another contradiction in America’s 
European policy. Earlier Britain had contracted to buy the U.S Skybolt 

missile When finished it was to be fired from a bomber, and would, 
it was hoped, extend the life of Britain’s obsolescent V-Bomber force. 

Then m 1962 Secretary McNamara canceled Skybolt as too unreliable 
and expensive. This was a blow to the English, and all the more so as 

rolans missiles were not immediately substituted for Skybolt. The de¬ 
lay was suggested by some American diplomats who thought Britain 

would have to give up her independent deterrent to get into the Com¬ 
mon Market. If Skybolt were merely replaced, General de Gaulle might 
take that as a sign of British insincerity. They were right, and he did. 

The Aassau agreement was self-defeating in other respects. The U.S. 
wanted England in the Common Market to offset France and restrain 

Germany. Selling Polaris to Britain frustrated that hope. Yet it also 
raised the question of why the U.S. was so eager to see Britain retain 
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nuclear capabilities that added little to American security while com¬ 

promising its plans for Europe. Perhaps Washington felt that the Anglo- 

American alliance legitimized the Pax Americana and showed the U.S. 

to be England's proper heir as world policeman. But this policy encour¬ 

aged Britain to live beyond her means. It aggravated the balance-of- 
payments problem and nourished the illusions that helped create it. 

America needed an England prosperous enough to play a strong role in 

Europe. This meant more than the slight military advantage to be gained 

from arming her. Wavering between guns and butter weakened the 

economy without adding markedly to England's military strength nor 

even to her prestige, probably the main reason why missiles were 

wanted. England was to blame for putting status ahead of profits, but 

so was the U.S. for sustaining this delusion. 

Equally self-defeating, perhaps more so, was America's enthusiasm 

for the Common Market. Partly this was a tribute to American altruism. 

Then too, a richer Europe might become a better-armed Europe, en¬ 

abling the U.S. to bring some troops home. This was a vainer hope than 

most. Europe showed little enthusiasm for diverting additional capital 

to weapons. The Soviets displayed no interest in invading Western Eu¬ 

rope. If they did the U.S. would have to intervene anyway. France alone 

made sacrifices for weaponry, and then only to subvert American poli¬ 

cies, not support them. Moreover, what assurance did the U.S. have that 

over time the Common Market would not harm American interests? It 
was intensely protectionist to begin with, and already a formidable com¬ 

petitor in some areas. Japan was pressing harder every year. American 

businessmen scarcely needed even more competition abroad, especially 

from an area with such imposing potential. And what guarantees did 

the U.S. have that a powerful Europe would follow its lead? The modest 
foreign policies of most European states reflected their modest capaci¬ 

ties. It was reasonable to suppose that if merger made them strong, their 
foreign policies would change accordingly, especially if France had her 

way, and no one could say she would not. 

The Multilateral Force was a perfect example of Washington's obses¬ 

sion with Europe in the Kennedy years. It was conceived in 1962 as a 
way of stopping European countries from developing independent de¬ 

terrents. It might inspire the French to abandon their own “force de 

frapper Germany would get the illusion of nuclear equality but not its 

substance. The MLF was aimed, then, less against Russia than France, 

and perhaps Germany. Germany was made to want the MLF, France 

was not The proposal was for twenty-eight surface vessels, with crews 

drawn from at least three nationalities and armed with eight Polaris 

missiles, each of which the U.S. would control. German participation 

would supposedly ease the humiliation any big country not in the “mi- 
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clear club was thought to feel. But France already had nuclear weapons 

and was working on thermonuclear ones. It did not need the MLF. Even 

if it did, Franee would not contribute to weapons systems controlled by 

the U.S. In fact, the “multilateral farce,” as some West Europeans called 

if, only confirmed General de Gaulle’s theory that Washington meant 

to keep Franee down. It seemed a crude effort to trick the French and 

make Europe all the more dependent on an ally of doubtful reliability. 

The MLF thus increased the fears it was meant to allay. Opposition to 

it became so great that President Kennedy finally dropped the scheme, 

though the State Department kept on trying to revive it for years. 

The MLF, the hatred of General de Gaulle, the countless speeches 

calhng for European unity, Atlantic partnership, interdependence, and 

the like all showed a poor sense of what the U.S. could get in Europe. 

Europe was no longer helpless and easily manipulated. Yet if America 

could not direct West European affairs any longer, it had nothing to 

fear from them. Western Europe and America shared fundamental in¬ 

terests that, fortunately, diplomatic meddling could not much impair. 

Even France, though it left nato finally, remained loyal to the West and 

supported America during the Berlin and Cuban crises. No doubt the 

worst consequence of Washington’s obsession with Europe was that it 

diverted attention from places like Latin America, where U.S. interests 

were less secure. This preoccupation was partly a legacy of the two 

world wars, partly a consequence of the Cold War. Perhaps also it was 

because dealing with Europe was more enchanting. European assign¬ 

ments were usually elegant and agreeable. They conferred more status. 

Who would not rather be ambassador to Great Britain than to some 
difficult Latin country, though the one post was largely ceremonial and 

the other challenging and responsible? And what Congressman would 

not rather make a junket to Paris than to lima? So Western Europe, 

where things went as well for America as human nature permitted, was 

hissed over endlessly, and Latin America, where things went from bad 
to worse, was ignored—except briefly during revolutions. 

People soon forgot the MLF, and most other setbacks the Kennedy 

admimstratioE suffered abroad. What they remembered was the nuclear 
test-ban treaty. Disarmament talks had dragged on pointlessly for years 

while people became more radioactive. Both sides went on filling the 

atmosphere with poison. Infant and prenatal mortality rates climbed. 
Then in 1963 the break came. Russia did not so much want a test ban 

as a broad agreement stabilizing, perhaps even reducing, the arms race. 

Premier Khrushchev was desperate to ease military pressure on the sag- 
ging Russian economy. He needed a diplomatic coup to offset the dam¬ 
age done his reputation by the series of American rebuffs. An arms- 

limiting agreement of some sort was his last chance to retain power. As 
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relations with China worsened, Russia needed a detente with the West 

all the more. Khrushchev had been trying for one since 1955 without 

much luck. President Eisenhower s interest was real if fitful. President 

Kennedy meant to win the arms race first. Even if he had wanted to 

negotiate with Russia, the Bay of Pigs made that impossible. But after 

the missile crisis Kennedy had more room to maneuver. His will was no 

longer in question. He could not easily be charged with appeasement. 

Public opinion apparently made him exercise this newly won option. 

The threat of nuclear war was too remote to bother people much. No 

matter how intense the arms race, relatively few worried about it. But 

atmospheric testing was another matter. Every rain brought the fallout 

down. It concentrated in adults, and even more dangerously, in chil¬ 

dren. Fears of it grew, and on June 10,1963, at American University the 

President addressed himself to these fears. In a speech notably free of 

his customary portentousness, he said, "If we cannot end now all our 

differences, at least we can help make the world safe for diversity. For, 

in the final analysis, our most basic common link is that we all inhabit 

this small planet. We all breathe the same air. We all cherish our chil¬ 

drens future. And we are all mortaI.w A test ban would not provide abso¬ 

lute security, but would offer "far more security and far fewer risks than 

an unabated, uncontrolled, unpredictable arms race.” It was his finest 

address. Khrushchev thought that no President since Franklin Roosevelt 

had spoken so well. The President did not call for an end to all testing, 

only to tests above ground or in the water. Moscow wanted a general 

ban because to permit underground tests would continue the competi¬ 

tion in an area where Russia was least proficient. Yet Premier Khru¬ 

shchev was so eager to begin that on July % he agreed in principle to a 
partial ban. 

As a sign of earnestness President Kennedy sent Averell Harriman to 

negotiate the treaty. The State Department was reluctant in those days 

to let Harriman deal with Russia, though he had more experience at it 

than any man and was the living American most respected by Russians. 

Envy was no doubt the cause—if he were absent from talks with the 

Russians, no one would be outshone by him. Harriman drove a hard 

bargain, as he was expected to. At one point Lord Hailsham, the British 

delegate, feared the talks would fail if Harriman didn't ease up. But 

Moscow gave way in the end and accepted a limited ban without any 

other binding stipulations. It was a victory for mankind in the abstract, 

and for President Kennedy in particular. Russia agreed to let tests con¬ 

tinue underground where its technology was far behind America's. In 

return for this concession it got absolutely nothing except the false hope 

that agreement on larger matters would follow. It was a defeat for Pre¬ 
mier Khrushchev, about the last one before his fall. 
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Instead of improving, the nuclear arms race got worse. The U.S. con¬ 

ducted more tests after the treaty than before, 210 tests as of this writing 

as against 98 in all the years before August 5, 1963. These produced the 

M3RV (Multiple Independently Targeted Re-entry Vehicle) which de¬ 

stabilized the balance of terror in the late sixties. From the military 

standpoint this was the whole reason for having a partial test ban. At 

first the Pentagon had endorsed test-ban talks thinking they would fail. 

When they succeeded the Joint Chiefs balked, until Secretary McNa¬ 

mara persuaded them that far from narrowing America’s lead in the 

nuclear arms race a partial test ban would enlarge it. Russia had gained 

on the U.S. from unlimited testing. Putting tests underground, where 

the Soviets were less prepared to operate, insured American supremacy 

for years to come. Many in the Senate agreed. Some voted yes on the 

treaty to retard the arms race, others to advance it. At one point Senator 

McGovern observed, more prophetically than he knew, that "the Ad¬ 

ministration has been called upon to give so many assurances of our 

continued nuclear efforts after treaty ratification that a casual observer 

might assume that we are approving this treaty so that we can accelerate 

the arms race and beef up the war-making facilities of our country.” 

Still, though the arms race worsened, radioactive fallout declined. 

When Harriman returned to his home in Georgetown after negotiating 

the treaty, his neighbors welcomed him with a torchlight parade. One 

carried a small baby, a symbol of all those infants yet unborn who would 

live because of the agreement. Perhaps they would all perish later in 

a nuclear holocaust brought on by the failure to exploit this modest 

detente. Yet it was worth celebrating, for the treaty was more than a 

bitter joke, if also partly that Though it benefited them, there would 

have been no treaty had the militarists prevailed. The country might 

have ended up with an accelerated arms race and aerial testing too. 

President Kennedy averted that possibility. If the treaty was less ad¬ 

mirable than it seemed at the time, it is not entirely wrong to remember 

him warmly for it. Man would go on adding poisons to the atmosphere. 
Thanks to the test ban, radioactive fallout might no longer be among 

them. (Except for the little from French and Chinese tests.) 

w 
Cuba, Vietnam, and Congress continued to trouble Kennedy in 1963. 

But thanks to the missile crisis and the test-ban treaty, American pres¬ 

tige abroad was never higher. At home the administration was function¬ 
ing smoothly, especially the Justice Department When the President 

made his brother Attorney General people complained. He was too 

young, too ruthless, too inexperienced. He had been an admirer and 
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employee of Senator Joseph McCarthy. Most thought it a shocking dis¬ 

play of nepotism. Everyone except his relatives was surprised when 

Robert Kennedy became an outstanding Attorney General. No intellec¬ 

tual, conspicuously lacking in fixed principles, disheveled in speech and 

dress, loyal to a fault, he yet possessed important virtues. His taste in 

people was catholic and productive. He saw problems in terms of their 

human element, and he liked to confront those involved personally. He 

was a tireless worker, persistently attentive to detail. His moral vision 

lacked subtlety. “I believe there is a right and a wrong,” he once said. 

But, he added, “I also believe that it is a sin to be uncharitable and un¬ 

forgiving.” He was properly cautious in dangerous or delicate situations. 

The Attorney General surrounded himself with brilliant men, many 

of whom—Nicholas Katzenbach, Burke Marshall, and Ramsey Clark 

among others—went on to have distinguished careers in government 

Robert Kennedy was more deeply committed to the civil rights move¬ 

ment than anyone in Camelot. After the Freedom Rides it was the 

Justice Department that made sure every major terminal, bus depot, 

and airport in the South was desegregated. Through private conversa¬ 

tions Robert Kennedy helped desegregate public schools in Memphis, 

Atlanta, Dallas, and New Orleans. He saw to it that Negro voting rights 

were secured in dozens of counties. Though much remained undone. 

Justice still did more for blacks than any department of government 

Kennedy also stepped up the fight against organized crime. Thanks to 

him the Internal Revenue Service had ten times as many men working 

on crime as before. He set up a special intelligence unit to monitor rack¬ 

eteers. In the Teamsters Union alone eighty-one officials were indicted, 

and fifty-eight convicted—mostly for embezzlement and extortion. Ken¬ 

nedy was careless about civil liberties, particularly those of the odious 

teamster boss Jimmy Hoffa, whom he persecuted mercilessly and, some 

said, vindictively. Nor did anti-trust work engage his sympathies. Still, 

he was splendidly effective in the areas of his concern. These included 

not only Justice's traditional responsibilities but various odd jobs, like 

ransoming the Bay of Pigs survivors. This last, Operation Habeas Cor¬ 

pus, was a task of such peril and delicacy that no other arm of gov¬ 

ernment could probably have accomplished it Camelot s domestic 

achievements were largely administrative: no department had more of 

them than Justice. 

Despite everything, then, the President had grounds for satisfaction 

when he began a tour of the West on September 24,1963. That very day 

the Senate, which some had feared would reject it, ratified the partial 

test-ban treaty by a handsome margin. President Kennedy expected to 
speak on conservation. In the West, as it soon became dear, this was a 

matter of carrying coals to Newcastle. Then, in Billings, Montana, his 
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listeners caught fire for the first time at his mention of the test ban. This 

led him to speak of it everywhere. It was important, he said, "not be¬ 

cause things are going to be easier in our lives, but because we have a 

chance to avoid being burned ” The trip reached a climax in Salt Lake 

City. He was nearly mobbed by enthusiasts at his hotel. That night he 

spoke on peace to a wildly cheering audience at, of all places, the Mor¬ 

mon Tabernacle. So jubilant a reception in the very heartland of his con¬ 

servative opposition could not fail to cheer the President. It proved that 

the right wing was weaker and the test ban more attractive than anyone 

had guessed. It showed what his strategy would be in 1964 and how 

well he could do with it. If, as seemed likely, the Republicans were fool¬ 

ish enough to nominate Senator Goldwater, Kennedy might even get a 

liberal majority in Congress. Then his legislative program would be un¬ 

locked and the promises of his first campaign redeemed. 

Such thoughts must have sustained him on his trip to Texas in No¬ 

vember. The Democratic party was in deep trouble there. While the 

Republicans gained strength daily, the Democrats wasted themselves 

feuding with one another. Lyndon Johnson had barely saved Texas for 

the party in i960. Next time it would be even harder if Texas Democrats 

could not somehow come to terms. Of the four cities President Kennedy 

was to visit during his peacekeeping mission, Dallas was easily the 

strangest. There the tensions between the old Texas and the new were 

especially marked. It was a center of modem commerce, rich, cultivated 

to a degree, and efficiently managed by a tight ruling clique of big bus¬ 

inessmen. At the same time it nourished the most virulent strains of 

right-wing fanaticism. The bigotry and violence of historic Texas—rac¬ 

ist, fundamentalist, lawless—lived on in the persons of General Ed¬ 

win A. Walker and his admirers. To them John F. Kennedy—urbane, 

liberal, cosmopolitan. Eastern, Catholic—personified all that was hate¬ 

ful and alien. Adlai Stevenson, who had been struck and spat on in a re¬ 
cent visit to Dallas, nearly advised the President not to go there. But the 

President could not visit Texas and avoid Dallas. And it was not his 
nature to take such precautions. He often remarked, and did so again 

in Fort 'Worth, that any desperate man with a rifle who wanted to kill 

him could. The risk went with the job, and he refused to worry about it. 
He was shot to death that very afternoon. 

Everyone knows what happened in Dallas. Millions followed the 

events from beginning to end on television. Because of TV, the Presi¬ 

dents assassination and its aftermath made a deeper impression on the 

American people than any earlier tragedy. The presidential party was 
extensively photographed. His alleged killer, the pathetic Lee Harvey 

Oswald, was on camera when murdered two days later. Television made 

the funeral unbearably poignant. To sit before the screen day after day 
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exposed Americans to such images as no people had ever seem Films of 

the Presidents life punctuated the chronicle of somber events. The ter¬ 

rible moments were shown again and again, so were the great ones, and 

most touching of all, the merely happy. Shots of his lovely wife Jacque¬ 

line, radiant at some public event, alternated with ghastly pictures of 

her stricken face and bloodstained clothes. John F. Kennedy was alive 

and vigorous on some film clip in one instant, and lying in state the 

next. The drums rolled, the bells tolled, the heads of state marched in 

grim procession, and all the while his familiar voice and figure filled the 

ah*. 
Television is not ordinarily an affecting medium. The screen is so 

small, it competes with so much else in the room, that one rarely is ab¬ 

sorbed by it. But the cumulative effect of countless hours spent watching 

such memories and events as followed the assassination was indescrib¬ 

ably powerful. In that short time President Kennedy passed from his¬ 

tory into legend.* What had taken decades in Abraham Lincoln's case 

required only days in his. And, what is more remarkable, it was done 

by the generation that knew him. Lincoln was enshrined by posterity, 
Kennedy by his contemporaries. But though television was indispens¬ 

able to this process, it could not have happened had the President him¬ 

self not been so gay and witty and gallant a man. His death elicited 

remarkable expressions of grief, and not just in the West. Marshal Tito 

was moved beyond words. Premier Khrushchev was first to sign the 

Moscow embassy's condolence book. Ben Bella of Algeria phoned the 

American ambassador in tears; Guinea's Sekou Toure said, I have lost 

my only true friend in the outside world." If people who saw him rarely 

and owed him little felt so strongly, what was it like for the Americans 

who had seen him, it often appeared, every day for three years? 
The emotional burden Kennedy's death placed on most Americans 

still makes it nearly impossible to weigh his presidency. And it was so 

short that comparisons with others are hard to draw. Few Presidents 

now considered great would be so regarded had they died in the third 

year of their first term. If he had gotten a friendly Congress for his sec¬ 
ond term, and somehow escaped disaster in Vietnam, his administration 

might have been above average. But he was killed before its mediocre 

record could be redeemed. Few important bills were passed, and these 

accomplished little. 
Appalachia was a case in point. Senator Kennedy had been touched 

by the highlander's plight during his primary campaign in West Vir- 

* No one could have guessed that Kennedy would become the center of a maud¬ 
lin cult. Only days before his murder James Res ton had written in a column that 
the President ‘lias touched the intellect of the country, but not the heart.” Reston 
thought Kennedy would he re-elected out of inertia rather than affection. 
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ginia. Once elected he set up die President’s Appalachian Regional Com¬ 

mission to save the region, headed by Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., the 

Under Secretary of Commerce, parc apparently decided that it was 

more important to conciliate the eleven state governments involved than 

to have an effective program. Each state was allowed to veto any mea¬ 

sure it disliked. This demonstration of Washington s belief in regional 

autonomy had but one flaw: the greed and ineptitude of its governments 

were the cause of Appalachia’s ruin. Any program that depended on 

their wisdom and benevolence was assured of failure. And so it turned 

cut By 2965 about a billion dollars had been spent in Appalachia. 

Eight}* per cent of the money went to highway construction, a boon to 

the regions absentee owners who were trucking out its remaining as¬ 

sets. The rape of the land went on. The people’s tragedy continued. 

The foreign equivalent of parc was the Alliance for Progress. Here 

too the money was handled chiefly by the very people whose misrule 

made it necessary in the first place. The ruling classes in Latin America 

paid lip service to the need for internal reforms, but they were not about 

to use \\ a&hington s money to finance their own removal. Hence the 

Alliance guaranteed the frustration of such hopes as it created. 

Elsewhere the President was hardly more successful. The less said of 
his Cuban policy’ the better. He maintained the notion that China was 

reabv ^ smaJ island off the coast of a large, unidentified land mass. 
Much time and energy were spent in Africa, the Near East, and Europe 

to utfle effect The seeds of disaster were sown in Vietnam. His military 

poucy was an expensive folly. The arms race was pointlessly raised to 

a higher order of magnitude. An army was formed capable of fighting 
a land war in Asia, thus creating the irresistible temptation to have one. 

let one cannot evaluate the Kennedy years solely in these practi- 

cal ternxs.^ No mere bookkeepers calculation can explain his hold on 

the worlds imagination. At home his impact was even greater. Critics 

cfen complained that Ms dazzling style obscured the thin substance of 

f5 S^emment But while true, that also was beside the point. Shared 
notions are more potent than truths denied. The President’s style cre¬ 
ated its own reality, his dash its own momentum. Little progress was 

made, yet the illusion of it persisted. And it was not all illusion. The 

VSt. an was real if misleading. So was the government’s commitment 
to civil rights. 

J°im Kennedy ran for the presidency, the novelist Norman 
Mai.er struggled to decide which of the candidates merited his support. 

lTbi\ f7°7^CVtmdp0int’ the D«"°eratic nominee left 
: “ Ce deSlreA ^ ai!eIdecided to back him aH the same and wrote 

Supennan Comes t0 Supermarket” ex- 
p.ommg why. \\ ith characteristic modesty. Mailer later claimed that by 
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glamorizing Senator Kennedy, and making him intellectually respect¬ 
able as it were, his piece provided Kennedy’s margin of victory. That 

may be (since his margin was so slight, everything contributed to it), 

but what remains instructive about Mailers contribution was that he 

supported Kennedy for nonpolitical reasons. Writing about it later he 

recalled, “I knew that if he became President, it would be an existential 

event: he would touch depths in American life which were uncharted. 

* * • RegQrdless of his overt politics [my italics], America’s tortured psy¬ 

chotic search for security would finally be tom loose from the feverish 

ghosts of its old generals, its MacArthurs, and Eisenhowers—ghosts 

which Nixon could cling to—and we as a nation would finally be loose 

again in the historic seas of a national psyche which was willy-nilly and 

at last, again adventurous.” Mailer was to get more adventure than he 

bargained for, stiU he had no reason to change his mind later. To Mailer, 

the candidate’s wit and charm, his attractive wife and glamorous family, 

were not Just happy adjuncts but important new political facts. Together 

the entire complex of attributes that made up the Kennedy image had an 

oddly liberating effect. A new order was struggling to be bom; John F. 

Kennedy became its midwife. Such a thing cannot be proved. Perhaps 

American life in the sixties would have been much the same had Nixon 

been elected instead. No one believed this. President Kennedy’s politics 

were hardly less conventional, and not much more liberal, than Nixon’s. 

Yet he was, in Mailer’s sense, an existential figure, and he opened the 
door through which all had to walk, however reluctantly. 

When such a man is cut down senselessly in his prime, the shock is 
terrible. Americans, unaccustomed to tragedy, hardly know how to cope 

with it The best way was probably Daniel Patrick Moynihan’s, who 

was then Assistant Secretary of Labor. Few of the Kennedy men made 

a better adjustment afterward than he. One can guess why from his im¬ 

mediate response to it. He said, "I don’t think there’s any point in being 
Irish if you don t know that the world is going to break your heart even- 

tually. But such fatalism is alien to most Americans (though not to the 

Kennedys). If we cannot have a happy ending, we must at least have 

the promise of one. Out of this need was bom the legend of Camelot, 

whose doomed Prince gave the nation a moment of glory before dying 

for its sins, but who also created the possibilities of change and left 

behind the means of effecting it. Camelot was to have great conse¬ 

quences. It made the lot of President Johnson—himself not quite the 

stuff of legends—a hard one. None of his successes would please the 

Krnghts of the Round Table as Kennedy’s failures had. He aggravated 

their determination to re-create the past: to have another Camelot what¬ 

ever the price. Much was sacrificed to this dream, especially bv the 
Kennedys. 
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PROFILE: 
The Warren Report and After 

On September 27,1964, the Warren Commission issued its 

report on the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. It found the 

President to have been killed by Lee Harvey Oswald, a lone crank. No 

other individuals were involved, either as assassins or conspirators. In 

his introduction to a New York Times edition of the report, Harrison 

Salisbury pronounced it ""exhaustive” and the evidence for its 

conclusions “overwhelming” Most Americans agreed. Yet before long 

many were calling the report a “whitewash.” Numerous articles and 

books to this effect were written, at least one of which ( Mark Lane’s 

Rush to Judgment) became a best-seller. By 1968 the critics and their 

theories were so numerous that Esquire magazine published “A Primer 

of Assassination Theories” as a public service. There were at least 

twenty-one different explanations in this vast literature. Among the 

more colorful was the “Manchurian Candidate Theory” ( after the 

popular novel), which held that Oswald had been conditioned in 

Russia as a “sleeper” assassin, for other purposes, but had been turned 

on accidentally. Another argued that Oswald was a decoy set up by 

the real assassins. A third held that he was really an agent of some U.S. 

government agency like the FBI or the CIA. An enormous folklore 

was built up on these speculations.* 

It is satirized by the movie Greetings, one of whose characters is a Kennedy 
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The late President was so mythic a figure that his shocking death 

was certain to provoke fantasies. They were blocked initially by the 

august stature of the Warren Commission. Within a week of the 

assassination. President Johnson had insured this by appointing a 

distinguished (largely conservative) body of public men to report on 

the crime.* Their prestige alone guaranteed the report’s success, at 

first anyway. So did the twenty-six volumes of testimony and evidence 

later released by the Commission, the product, it was assumed, of ten 

months of comprehensive inquiry. Finally, their report said what 

people wanted to hear. Solitary maniacs who assassinate Presidents 

are a national tradition. The idea of a conspiracy, so logical to 

European minds, was alien to Americans. Then too, if even one more 

suspect was uncovered the whole ghastly matter would have to be 

reopened with unpredictable consequences. No one wanted that. It 

was much better all around to accept the Warren Report. 

Unfortunately, the Commission, wanting to reassure the public, did 

just the opposite. For all its bulk, the report was a sloppy piece of 

work, carelessly researched and based on a priori judgments. Among 

the many damning points unearthed by Edward Jay Epstein in his 

book Inquest, the most sober and widely accepted critique of the 

Commissions work, the following are especially important. Though it 

took ten months to publish the report, the investigations on which it 

was based lasted only ten weeks. Of its staff of investigating attorneys, 

half worked only part time. A handful of young lawyers was 

responsible for most of it. The crucial matter of determining the actual 

facts was assigned to one man (Arlen Specter, later the district 

attorney of Philadelphia). The staff was so small and worked on such 

a tight schedule that it was hardly able to cope with the voluminous 

official reports given it. The FBI alone provided a mass of data too 

great for any one man to grasp in its entirety, and so filled with trivia 

as to make the truth harder, not easier, to determine. The Commission 

refused to hear many witnesses. Those it did hear were not challenged 

in any serious way. Its generosity to Oswalds widow Marina, whose 

assassination buff. In one scene he gets so carried away with his own theory that he 
ends up drawing bullet tracks to illustrate it on the nude body of his female bedmate. 

* Besides Chief Justice Earl Warren they were Representatives Gerald Ford and 
Hale Boggs, Senators Richard Russell and John Sherman Cooper, John J. McCloy, 
a director of the Eastern Establishment, and Allen Dulles, former chief of the CIA. 
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testimony was foil of contradictions, led some Commission attorneys to 

call their act “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.” The Commission 

heard testimony for forty-nine days, but 43 per cent of this time was 

taken up with discussions of Oswald's life, and less than a third 

with the assassination itself. Evidence that cast doubt on the 

single-ldller hypothesis was ignored, so was material pointing to other 

possibilities. 

After the report was issued, about all the public could be certain of 

were these facts. President Kennedy was hit twice at 12:30 p.m. while 

his motor caravan went through downtown Dallas on November 

22,1963. Governor John B. Connally of Texas, who sat in front of him, 

was also struck. The President died at 1 p.m. Less than an hour later 

Lee Harvey Oswald was arrested for the murder of a Dallas police 

officer. Oswald had a remarkably checkered past for a young man. 

Though only twenty-four years of age, he had served in the Marines, 

spent three years as a laborer in the Soviet Union, married a Russian 

girl, and returned with her to the U.S. He then lived in various places, 

including New Orleans, where he organized what seemed to be a 

chapter of the pro-Castro Fair Play for Cuba Committee. Just before 

the assassination he had made a mysterious trip to Mexico. After 

two days of interrogation by the Dallas police, during which he 

admitted nothing, he was killed by Jack Ruby, a night dub operator 

and police buff. 

The Commission resorted to many dubious expedients in hopes of 

establishing Oswalds sole responsibility for President Kennedy's death. 

For Oswald to have hit a small moving target sixty yards from his 

suPP°sed vantage point in the Texas Schoolbook Depository where he 

was employed would have required him to be a brilliant marksman. In 

later tests no expert rifleman, using the cheap weapon with its faulty 

sight attributed to Oswald, was able to duplicate this feat. Some were 

unable even to get off three shots in the brief time established by a 

home movie of the murder (the Zapruder film). There was no proof 

that Oswald was such a marksman, considerable evidence that he was 

a poor shot, yet the Commission insisted that he was expert and the 

shot itself an easy one. Some witnesses believed shots to have been 

fired from other sites, notably a “grassy knoll.” The Commission 

disregarded them. But the weakest and most controversial point in the 
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Commission s case was the ‘single-bullet theory/"The Zaprader film 

showed that Governor Connally was hit no more than 1.8 seconds 

after the second, fatal shot struck the President. Oswald's alleged 

weapon could not be fired twice in less than 22.3 seconds—not including 

aiming time. The only way Oswald could have shot both men was if 

his second bullet had passed through the President’s body and into 

Cormally's. Subsequently a bullet was found on a stretcher. If It was 

on the Presidents stretcher then it could not also have hit the 

governor. In the absence of any real evidence, the Commission 

decided it had been found on Connally's stretcher. The bullet which 

struck the governor left fragments in his wrist. When these fragments 

were added to the bullet supposedly found on his stretcher, they 

added up to more weight than the bullet could have had before it was 

fired. Connally himself believed he had been hit by another bullet; 

so did all of the one hundred witnesses who testified on the point. 

Nonetheless, the Commission decided both men had been struck by 

the same shot. There was much reason to doubt this point, little to 

believe it, yet the Commission clung to it desperately for an obvious 

reason. It was the only theory consistent with the lone-assassin 

hypothesis. 

When the Commission was first announced, Norman Podhoretz, the 

editor of Commentary magazine, warned that given the rumors 

already circulating it must undertake a model investigation and file “a 

lengthy report in which every question involved in the assassination 

is examined with microscopic thoroughness and according to the 

highest standards of judicial impartiality. The Warren Commission 

ought to know that anything less would only reinforce the ugly 

suspicions circulating through the air, and would only compound the 

shame and disgust that all of us should be feeling stilT But the 

Commission took the easy way out, thus insuring what it was supposed 

to prevent Its failure generated a mass of lurid speculation so rich, 

sinister, and inventive as to defy summary. Many young people had 

their faith in authority undermined. The young were especially ardent 

consumers of assassination lore, and as their passion for it grew, 

so did their suspicion of the government. The Warren 

Commission relied chiefly on its prestige to make the report a success. 

Its failure drove another nail into the coffin of the old order. Many 
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people took this fiasco as evidence of the Establishment's 

incompetence or malevolence, or both. At the very least, the Warren 

Report was hardly calculated to inspire respect for the system that 

produced it. 

The Kennedy family did not help much to allay suspicion. First they 

denied access to certain medical evidence, for reasons of good taste 

probably. This made some feel they had things to hide. When finally 

released the evidence added little to public knowledge, but by then 

assassination buffery was too far advanced to be much affected. 

Then Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy decided to have an authorized version 

of the tragedy written. Her choice was a little-known journalist, 

William Manchester, whose principal qualification was that he had 

earlier written a “relentlessly flattering” biography of President 

Kennedy. It was characteristic of the Kennedys, as of other great 

families, that they had little perspective on themselves. They had 

disliked James MacGregor Bums s John Kennedy, the best campaign 

biography of modem times, for its judiciousness. They loved 

Manchester’s book for lacking it. The rationale for choosing 

Manchester was that he would produce a “work of accuracy and good 

taste.” But if his selection did not rule out accuracy, it was itself in 

bad taste—besides being a harbinger of worse to come. 

The Kennedys thought to protect themselves by insisting on the 

right of the Presidents widow and Robert Kennedy to censor 

Manchester’s manuscript. This was easier said than done. The first 

draft was 300,000 words. So large a document made censorship 

physically difficult. Moreover, so many people were previewing it that 

bits and pieces leaked out from the start. It was also a valuable 

commercial property. Even before publication. Look magazine paid 

$665,000 for serialization rights, the Book-of-the-Month Club $250,000, 

paperback rights were still to be negotiated. Part of this money 

was pledged to the Kennedy Library at Harvard. Even so, sums this 

great generate their own momentum. The family found much of the 

manuscript objectionable. Certain confidences, they felt, had been 

betrayed. President Johnson was put in the worst possible light. No 

doubt this was how they saw him, yet it was impolitic to have their 

views broadcast. They asked for many changes and got quite a few. 
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But Manchester was developing delusions of grandeur. He was not so 

much a greedy as a vain man. Having interviewed five hundred 

people associated with the tragedy, and spent years familiarizing 

himself with all its details, he saw himself as the repository of a sacred 

trust, not for the Kennedys but for posterity. After months of 

negotiation he finally decided to go ahead without their unanimous 

approval. On December 16 the court was petitioned to enjoin the book’s 

publication. The flood of publicity this loosed was so unnerving that 

Mrs. Kennedy soon backed down. On December 27 it was announced 

that amicable negotiations were in progress. The book was duly published 

the next year without Mrs. Kennedy’s more intimate revelations. 

No one but President Johnson emerged with any credit from this 

affair. Though maligned before and after the books publication, he 

kept his peace. Most people still believed he had managed the 

transition with grace and tact. Mrs. Kennedy, who was thought to have 

forced the family’s hand, declined in popularity. Manchester went 

about justifying himself tirelessly. In his apologia for Look he claimed 

that history would absolve him. No one doubted that he had suffered 

as much as he said. Few believed it had been to any great purpose. 

However pure his motives, they could not make his book any less 

meretricious. It was unfailingly sentimental about the Kennedys, and 

consistently malicious toward the Johnsonians. Even as a species of 

court history, it left everything to be desired. 

Most critics agreed that never before had so bad a book gotten so 

big a promotion. Edward Jay Epstein said that before being 

censored it was even worse. Epstein had seen the original draft, 

then called Death of Lancer, after the Secret Service code name for 

President Kennedy. According to him it was a “mythopoeic 

melodrama’’ organized around the notion of a struggle for power 

between JFK and LBJ. President Kennedy was cast as D’Artagnan 

and Johnson as Richelieu. This draft was apparently not so much a 

historical document as a black fairy tale, complete with ritual hunts, 

saturnalias, and fictitious episodes created for dramatic effect. Death 

of Lancer was dangerous to the Kennedy family not so much because it 

slandered President Johnson (now virtually a national pastime) but 

because it did so with the Kennedy seal of approval. Thus the 
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Kennedys had to censor the book, especially by cutting out the 

fiction and the most scurrilous anti-Johnson material. 

These cuts made the book more accurate but reduced its theatrical 

impact. Without the implication that Lyndon Johnson was somehow 

responsible for Kennedy’s death, much in the book made little sense. 

Manchester agreed to cuts that left part of the manuscript 

incomprehensible, but stubbornly insisted on retaining minor scenes 

the family thought in bad taste. The result was a mass of tedious detail 

on the one hand, and on the other substantial errors of fact. Walter 

Lippmann pointed out that “in the mistakes I know about there is the 

same pattern: always the mistake is a fiction which intensifies the 

drama of the story.” And Elizabeth Hardwick drew the appropriate 

moral by remarking that “few people with power and money realize 

that the eulogist blackens more reputations than the liar.” 

Bad as it was, the Manchester affair was not so damaging as the 

one staged by Jim Garrison, the district attorney of New Orleans. 

Garrison was a particularly flamboyant man, even by contemporary 

standards. In February 1967 he announced, “My staff and I solved 

the case [Kennedys assassination] weeks ago. I wouldn’t say this 

if we didn’t have evidence beyond the shadow of a doubt We know 

what cities were involved, we know how it was done, in the essential 

aspects: we know the key individuals involved, and we are in the 

process of developing evidence now.” A little later Garrison arrested 

Clay Shaw, a prominent local retired businessman, and charged him 

with conspiring with Oswald and others to assassinate President 

Kennedy. The national press soon zeroed in on Garrison. The New 

York Times and the Washington Post were hostile, so were Newsweek 

and the Saturday Evening Post. NBC did a critical documentary on 

Garrison while CBS aired a four-hour defense of the Warren Report. 

This aroused sympathy for Garrison. The more he was attacked, the 

more people suspected he was onto something. Official noncooperation 

helped him too. The FBI and die CIA refused to open their files. 

Ohio, Texas, and Iowa wouldn’t extradite witnesses for him. Of 

course, Garrison gave them no real reason to. He claimed to have 

solid evidence, but would not make it public for fear of prejudicing 

the Shaw trial He was trusted not only by assassination fanatics but 

by many average citizens as well. A Harris poll showed that 60 per 
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cent of the public believed President Kennedy to have been killed by 

conspirators. 

The Garrison affair had its roots in the arrival of Lee Harvey Oswald 

in New Orleans on April 25,1963. There he got an unskilled job and 

sent for his wife and child. But soon he became discontented and had 

Marina write the Soviet embassy about getting repatriated. Then 

Oswald lost his job and became involved with the Fair Play for Cuba 

Committee. Though never recognized by the national office, he seems 

to have founded a one-man chapter of the fpcc. Once he was arrested 

by the police, perhaps intentionally. Another time he hired several 

men to help him hand out pro-Castro material in front of the 

International Trade Mart (which Shaw managed). In short, he made 

great efforts to become identified as a Castro sympathizer. On 

September 24 he sent his family back to Dallas. Ihe next day he went 

to Mexico and tried vainly to get from there to Cuba. In October he 

returned to Dallas. This is about all that can be said with any certainty 

of his stay in New Orleans. 

The next figure in Garrison s case was David Feme, a bizarre figure 

who was hairless owing to an exotic disease called alopecia. He wore 

a wig and false eyebrows of such lushness that witnesses compared 

them to carpet strips. He was a licensed pilot who had tried to get 

an Air Force commission in 1950 so as to kill communists, as he told 

officials in an emotional letter. Feme was also a bishop in a 

quasi-underground cult called the Orthodox Old Catholic Church of 

North America. And he was involved in a grotesque variety of 

anti-Castro activities. After the assassination Feme was questioned by 

the FBI, having been accused of planning to fly Oswald to safety. The 

FBI concluded this was a false tip, but Garrison picked it up and 

started his own investigation. Garrison kept Feme in protective 

custody for a time, then let him go on February 21,1967. The next day 

he was found dead, apparently of natural causes, though assassination 

buffs called it murder. Garrison then turned up another witness. Perry 

Russo, who claimed to be a confidant of Feme. He said that Feme 

had shown him a picture of a fellow conspirator by the namp 0f Clay 

Bertrand. Russo then identified Clay Shaw as Bertrand, on the strength 

of which Garrison had Shaw arrested. 

Things rapidly got worse. Assassination theorists flocked 
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to Garrisons side. Including not only people who had written 

books such as Mark Lane, Harold Weisberg, and others, but also 

entertainers like Mort SahL Garrison began making peculiar 

statements. At one time he said President Kennedy was shot by a man 

in a sewer manhole. Another time he blamed a fourteen-man Cuban 

guerrilla team. After talking with Professor Richard H. Popldn, he 

adopted the latters celebrated ‘second Oswald” theory, which held 

that a man posing as Oswald did the killing. He steadily expanded his 

fist of supporting diameters. At first the conspirators were merely a 

band of sexual perverts and anti-Castro Cubans. To them he later 

added Minutemen, CIA agents, oil millionaires, Dallas policemen, 

munitions exporters, the Dallas establishment, assorted reactionaries. 

White Russians, and elements of "“the invisible Nazi substructure.” 

He kept on even after Russo admitted to the grand jury that he had 

peifiired himself by falsely identifying Shaw as Bertrand. Every attack 

on Garrison gave Mm opportunities for fresh charges, thanks to 

equal-time rules and fair-coverage procedures. When Edward Jay 

Epstein published a hostile article on him in the New Yorker magazine, 

Garrison denounced it as part of a CIA plot to discredit his 

investigation. Garrison made many charges against the CIA, his 

clincher being that the government had not given him any material 

linking the CIA with the assassination. To ordinary men this might 

seem a point against his theory. But Garrison triumphantly celebrated 

it as evidence that die government was hiding the truth from him. It 

says sometMng about the government’s credibility that by then 

millions agreed. 

Garrison was so strongly established as a gutsy loner bucking the 

power elite that Ms reputation even survived the trial itself. When 

Clay Shaw came to court Garrison had no evidence beyond what was 

already known, and Shaw was easily acquitted.* This shattering 

failure, and the ridicule poured on him for having boasted so much 

of so little, had small effect in New Orleans, He hardly campaigned at 

all, seemingly depressed by events, but was handily returned to office 

anyway. His populist image remained intact, though no one knew if it 

^ Garrison s malice knew no limits. After Shaw was acquitted Garrison charged 
ten with perjury. Shaw took this persecution urbanely. Defense costs having 
token his savings, he wait bade to woik remarking, *The French have a proverb, 
the wounds that come from money are not fatal/1 hope it's true ” 
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would carry him as far as he once hoped. Assassination folklorists 

were undiscouraged by this affair. Some even concluded that the 

debacle was proof that Garrison was a CIA agent seeking to discredit 

them. Like UFOs, it seemed the assassination of John F. Kennedy 

would always puzzle us. 
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4 JOHNSON IN POWER 

I_jyndon baines Johnson was as well equipped for the 
presidency as any living American. He had been in public life for 

thirty years. As Vice-President he had understudied the star. Upon 

his accession his record became an object of anxious scrutiny, espe¬ 

cially the crucial Senate years. Johnson had become party leader in 

*953 while still a junior member of the Senate dub. Partly this was 

because few wanted to be Minority Leader, partly because he was 

sponsored by the powerful Bichard Russell of Georgia. But mainly it 

was a tribute to his own adroitness. His relations with Republican 

Senators' were good. As he usually supported important administration 
bills, Johnson got on well with President Eisenhower. The only Sena¬ 

tors he failed to please were liberal Democrats. He was dose to Hu¬ 

bert Humphrey, though, and thus had an opening to the left when he 

needed it Johnson used his assets so shrewdly, and the Republican 
majority was so slender, that sometimes he even beat the Majority 
Leader, William Knowland of California. 

When the senatorial balance shifted slightly, allowing him to be¬ 
come Majority Leader, Johnson flowered. His handling of Joseph Mc¬ 

Carthy was especially revealing. Knowing, as he put it, that "Joe will 

go that extra mile to destroy you,* he did not join liberals in direct 

attacks on the Wisconsin Senator. He waited for McCarthy to over¬ 

reach himself and was rewarded with the Army-McCarthv hearings. 

Johnson made certain they were televised. Obligingly, McCarthy 

ruined himself on TV, which showed Mm for the bully and fraud he 
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was. When the Senate moved to censure McCarthy, Johnson stacked 

the special committee with important conservatives who had not pre¬ 

viously taken strong positions on McCarthy. They had the freedom 

to censure him and the power to make it stick. Though he took no 

public credit for it, the McCarthy censure was a Johnson tour de force 

and foreshadowed the system he would perfect as Majority Leader. 

This system was made up of two parts: the Johnson Network and 

the Johnson Procedure. The Network consisted of his allies in the 

Senate, about a quarter of the whole including members of every 

persuasion. They provided the balance of power on most issues. The 

Johnson Procedure involved endless turning of stones, information 

gathering, and personal contacts. When necessary, he resorted to The 

Treatment, which George A. Smathers, the young Senator from Flor¬ 

ida, described as “a great overpowering thunderstorm that consumed 

you as it closed in around you.” The Treatment could last for ten 

minutes or four hours. Rowland Evans and Robert Novak say of it: 

“Interactions from the target were rare. Johnson anticipated them be¬ 

fore they could be spoken. He moved in close, his face a scant milli¬ 

meter from his target, his eyes widening and narrowing, his eyebrows 

rising and falling. From his pockets poured clippings, memos, statis¬ 

tics. Mimicry, humor, and the genius of analogy made The Treatment 

an almost hypnotic experience and rendered the target stunned and 

helpless.” Added to this was his unlimited capacity for small favors, 
courtesies, and attentions. 

Johnson transformed the Senate. His use of “unanimous consent” to 

limit debates made the cloakroom horsetrading at which he excelled 

all-important. Night sessions became common too. When LRJ wanted 

something badly he kept the heat on until his opposition collapsed 

from exhaustion. He developed a stop-and-go technique in which 

business was alternately pressed and suspended. Thus formal debate 

gave way to intricate, and mostly subterranean, maneuverings. The 

crowning achievement of the Johnson system came in 1957 when he 

passed the first civil rights bill since Reconstruction without a filibus¬ 

ter and without splitting the party. It did not have much practical influ¬ 
ence, but it was a stunning triumph for Johnson all the same. The big 

Democratic victory in 1958, paradoxically, made life for LBJ more 

difficult. The swollen majority with its large liberal bloc was harder to 

handle than the smaller, more conservative body that preceded it. 

When the newly elected Senator Eugene McCarthy was asked if LBJ 

would bend to the liberal wind in consequence, he said, “Lyndon 

doesn’t lean with the wind; he leans ahead of it” And he did. But he 

was never as happy with the new majority as with the old. Johnson’s 
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talents were uniquely suited to a narrow margin; with a large one he 

was less adroit and sure of himself. Even so, when he left the Senate 
he was still the most powerful Majority Leader in modem timw 

The vice-presidency was an unhappy experience for him though 

why he thought it would be anything else remains a mystery. In the 

Senate he had been one of the chief men in the country. As Vice-Presi- 

ent ® was only the President s shadow, subject to petty indignities 
by Kennedy men. The President’s deportment toward him was always 

r^c^i11011 50 ti*at of many aides' They never forgave Johnson his 
hard fight for the nomination. The Johnson style clashed with theirs. 

LBJs conduct in office was impeccable, his loyalty to the President 

never wavered, but the strain on him was enormous. He was a giant 

bemg stung to death by gnats. The great career built with ah that 

strengtii, cunning, and resolution was fading away. TV comedians 

made fun of him. “Whatever became of Lyndon Johnson?” they would 
say. y 

Then in one awful moment, everything changed. Having been 

nought, he became all. The man was truly matched to the hour. He 

was powerful and confidence-inspiring at a time when the country 
needed reassurance. Never a handsome man, he had achieved a cer¬ 

tain distinction and presence in his middle age that proved useful now. 

pe people needed a father figure, and President Johnson turned out 
to be it To the stricken Kennedy family he extended all the help and 

Wathy he could. His first letter as President was written to the 

Kennedy children. Toward the Kennedy entourage he was more tact- 
tui and considerate than, even in its sorrow, it perhaps deserved. Most 

of all he took control so masterfully that panic was averted. The people 

were assured that things would go on, if not exactly as before. Some 

of the Kennedys’ following thought it unseemly of Lyndon Johnson 

to have himself sworn in when the late Presidents body was scarcely 

cold. Jet when Air Force One, which brought John Kennedy’s remains 

to Washington, landed at Andrews Field in the dusk, it was the Presi¬ 
dent of the United States who emerged from it. Not just the desolate 
mourners gathered there but the whole country needed to know that, 

they could be secure even in their grief. The President was dead, the 
presidency was not. In that sad time no one needed to wonder where 

President Johnson added dignity to the solemnities. Immediately 

afterward he demanded of Congress that it honor the fallen President 
by enacting his program. When the House tried to adjourn for Christ¬ 

ies without passing a suitable foreign aid bill he brought the mem¬ 
bers back and, by judiciously applying The Treatment, made them see 

reason. When the year ended it was still not clear what sort of Presi- 
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dent he would be, but there were grounds for hope. C. Vann Wood¬ 

ward, the great Southern historian, summed it up best for the New 

York Review of Books. Noting the Presidents talents, remarking that he 

was the first important Senator to become the chief executive, and con¬ 

sidering that he was a Southerner at a time when the worst domestic 

problems were in the South, he concluded: “What eventualities or fu¬ 

ture disclosures may handicap him or embarrass him in the use of his 

capabilities it is impossible to foresee. One can only say that he has 

displayed them before, that they are formidable engines indeed, and 

that there is a need for them now.” 

W 
Lyndon Johnson was hardly settled in the White House when the 

election year began. He could go slowly as he was certain of nomina¬ 

tion, but Republican aspirants had to start early. Thus January found 

Governor Rockefeller opening his campaign in New Hampshire. Rock¬ 

efeller was the most popular Republican in the country at large dur¬ 
ing the i960 s. He was not well liked by party regulars, however, 

which was why he never won the presidential nomination. Then too, 

Rockefeller made mistakes, and showed indecisiveness at crucial mo¬ 

ments. In i960 he wobbled badly; in 1968 he would so again. In 1964, 

though, he was the first to announce his candidacy and the first to 

begin running. He continued as long as hope remained. All the same 
his prospects were dim, for the previous year he had divorced his wife 

and married another divorcee whose former husband had gained cus¬ 

tody of her children. Before his divorce the Gallup poll showed that 

43 per cent of all Republicans wanted Rockefeller to be their candi¬ 

date in 1964, as against 26 per cent who favored Senator Barry Gold- 

water of Arizona. Afterward only 30 per cent favored Rockefeller as 
against 35 per cent for Goldwater. Regardless of the facts (and they 

were less damning than they seemed), Rockefellers divorce and re¬ 

marriage had ruined his chance of being nominated in 1964. His power 

in the party was largely a consequence of his demonstrated vote¬ 

getting capabilities. These were now seriously impaired. Everyone told 

him not to run. But his organization was finely tuned and ready to roll, 

he had prepared for years for this moment, and he was not going to 

stop now just because the polls said to. Still, from the outset the real 

question was not how much good he could do himself but how much 

harm he could inflict on Goldwater. It proved to be quite a lot 

Rockefellers candidacy was based on talent and ambition, Gold- 

waters on neither. Apart from certain technical skills (photography, 

aviation), the only ability Goldwater ever demonstrated was a knack 
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for winning elections in Arizona. He did not much want to be Presi¬ 

dent, and there is a rule that to win the highest office one must lust 

after it. Many wished to see him President nonetheless. For one thing, 

he was a strikingly handsome man, even at a time when good-looking 

politicians were commonplace. And, politics aside, he was a likable 

man too. Goldwater had many public enemies but few personal ones. 

Most of all, however, he was wanted as leader of the right. After the 

death of Senator Joe McCarthy he had become the chief spokesman 

for what was always known as “conservatism.” In fact there was noth¬ 

ing conservative about Senator Goldwater. He held no brief for ex¬ 

isting institutions, he did not accept the force of history, nor did he 

favor balance, moderation, or the golden mean. 
On the contrary, he was an ideologue who hoped to replace the 

limited welfare state with an unlimited warfare state. He advocated 

militarism abroad and unrestrained capitalism at home. Goldwater’s 

peculiar vision of the good society was attributed by Theodore H. 

White to the fact that he had only lately been introduced to the world 

of books and ideas. “Thus, ideas for him seemed to have a vigor and 

validity and virulence strange to those inoculated by learning earlier 

in life. His outrage was that of a man who could perceive all things 

with the brittle certainty of the frustrated intellectual . . . as if he 

were a Trotsky of the far right.” One need not accept Whites philoso¬ 

phy of education to take the point. Goldwater s intellectual reach 

greatly exceeded his grasp. He was possessed by ideas while lacking 

the means to order them. Hence his formulations were crude, inex¬ 

pressive, and frequently contradictory. That he was thought conserva¬ 

tive despite all these handicaps only shows how impoverished Ameri¬ 

can conservatism had become. No real conservative bad held high 

office since Charles Evans Hughes except, possibly, for Robert Taft. 

Even certified right-wing intellectuals like Russell Kirk and William 

Buckley had to take what they could get, and all they could get were 

the likes of Joe McCarthy and Barry Goldwater. Small wonder that 

cx>nservatism was thought so dismal a profession that for every intel¬ 
lectual on the right there were a hundred on the left. 

If Goldwater lacked intellectual allure, he was not entirely wanting 
in political sex appeal Millions of Americans swore by him, and their 

naive affection was a resource that shrewder men coveted from the 
start. Goldwater s presidential campaign was actually launched by 

one of them, long before the candidate himself had given any thought 

to it. In 1961 Clifton F. White of New York, national boss of the 

Young Republicans (a weightier group in politics than its Demo¬ 

cratic counterpart), met with like-minded friends, and they resolved 

to capture the party for Goldwater. The Senator himself did not share 
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their enthusiasm. He believed that to run a poor race against Presi¬ 

dent Kennedy would do the cause great harm. Thus, he reasoned, it 

would be better not to seize control of the GOP than to do so in such 

a way as to compromise his movement. On the other hand, if he could 

come within 5 per cent of JFK s popular vote the race would be worth 

running. Undaunted, Whites group went ahead and by the fall of 

1963 Goldwater was persuaded that he could get the nomination and 

make a strong race. The Presidents assassination almost changed his 

mind. He had rather liked President Kennedy and looked forward to 

challenging him. He loathed President Johnson. Running against him 

would be no fun. But by this time Goldwater’s candidacy had gone so 

far, so many people were committed to it, that he had little choice. 

He believed that to turn his back on them at this late date would 

damage the cause even more than a weak race. So, with more genuine 

reluctance than any candidate since Eisenhower, he followed Rocke¬ 
feller into New Hampshire. 

As everyone knows, the New Hampshire primary is important be¬ 

cause it comes first. Victory there puts a candidate ahead of the game, 

defeat puts him behind. Complaints are frequently made that a small 

state should not exert so great an influence. But it is a better place for 

campaigns to begin than many. If New Hampshiremen are cautious in 

the old New England way, the state Itself is the second most heavily 

industrialized in the country. Though it has no real urban center, a 

variety of ethnic groups work its mills and factories. And Its voters are 

notably independent. In 1945 it held a referendum on whether the U.S. 

should join the United Nations, the only state to do so, and in their 

town meetings New Hampshiremen voted 20 to 1 for American entry. 
They have always been proud of that. 

At first Senator Goldwater was way ahead in the polls. But by Janu¬ 

ary his lead had slipped badly. His criticism of the UN did not go down 

well, as anyone familiar with the state’s history ought to have known. 

Nor, in a state with the fourth highest percentage of old people in 

the country, did his attacks on social security. Goldwater claimed to 

want a voluntary social security system. But most people thought a 

voluntary system unworkable, believing the young would not sup- 
port it. 

Goldwater was used to addressing the indulgent faithful. Skeptical 

or uncommitted auditors were less likely to give him the benefit of the 

doubt. Heedless of this, Goldwater roamed the state criticizing social 

security, impugning the reliability of American missiles, saying that 

the jobless were unintelligent or lacking in ambition, and calling for 

Marines to make Fidel Castro reopen the water lines to Guantanamo 

Bay. Often he did not mean what he seemed to say, or say what he 
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seemed to mean, but New Hampshiremen weren’t to know that The 

press Mips had not yet learned the trick of uncovering his real in- 

tent Thus his raw observations were broadcast around the country 

with deadly effect. In the normal course of events Goldwater’s blunders 

would have made it easy for Rockefeller to win in New Hampshire. 

e might then have swept the other primaries and secured the nomina¬ 

tion in spite of being divorced. At this point one of those accidents 

occurred that make politics the chancy business it is. A tiny group of 

Henry Cabot Lodge supporters from Massachusetts (only two men 

and two girls according to Theodore White) opened a write-in cam- 

paign for Lodge m New Hampshire. Their candidate was fully occu¬ 

pied m Saigon. They had no organization and relied entirely on direct 
mailings. But they won the primary. Lodge rolled up a handsome 

plurality against Goldwater, Rockefeller, and Nixon (who got a sub- 

stanhid write-in vote also). New Hampshire Republicans couldn’t 

s and Goldwater, but they couldn't stomach Rockefeller s divorce. The 

S'th“° “ “d e“nsh ,o,,k **» 
Rockefeller then launched the most gallant effort of his political 

career, knowing himself to be finished, he felt that if he ran well in 

Oregon and California he could knock out Goldwater and enable a 

moderate to wm the nomination. He did win in Oregon, but to no 

avail. Goldwater refused to fight there. The Goldwater forces put 

very mg ey had into California, and after an exhausting, costly 

campaign their candidate squeezed out Rockefeller with 52 per cent 
of the vote. Had Goldwater gone to the convention without winning a 
single primary it would have been hard to nominate him, even though 

bs organization had locked up most state delegations. California al¬ 
lowed them to claim a popular base for their candidate. Now it was 

fj'2 GXT fon?nf At ** kte date Republican liberals, who 

SdSat? wheQ * was Possible to beat 
Goldwater became alarmed. At a governors’ conference in June, Wil- 
hmn scranton the amiable governor of Pennsylvania, was urged to 

Seri^ h T*t °n Goldwater at *e convention. After 
nolitiraHi ^ • 6 a^reed’ dlus enabling one of the more grotesque 
pohhcal happenings in recent history to go forward. 

liSFrailC1SCO W“ af UDUlceIy Site for *e Goldwater convention. A 
hbend commumy with a relatively sane public temper, it was still 

eon as Norman Mailer pointed out in his account 
of the convention, it was losing the struggle to stay that way). Into 

political 'k^l SW6pt Clty ^ ^a-v 031116 ^ strangest assortment of 

pir f“;hTley «- *»- P J med Cow Pakce where the more staid convention 
no 
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delegates assembled, and gave a perfervid quality to the rites enacted 

there. Their screams and chants dominated the convention and made 

watching it on television a singular experience. The slightest remark 

would set them off. General Eisenhower was persuaded to give the 

affair his benediction. During it he urged the delegates to ignore 

sensation-seeking journalists who cared nothing for the GOP. This 

triggered a rapturous demonstration, in the course of which one leap¬ 
ing delegate was heard to cry “Down with Walter Lippmann!” 

The main target of this venom were the Rockefeller-Scranton forces. 

Rockefeller gave a tough speech on the party platform that drove his 

auditors mad. Though nearly prevented from finishing his remarks, 

Nelson Rockefeller relished the tumult. Despite his wealth he was an 

uncommonly rough man. With his gravelly voice and heavy features 

he looked more like a longshoreman than a patrician. Unlike Lyn¬ 

don Johnson, for example. Governor Rockefeller was not at his best 

in complex or ambiguous political situations. But given a straight 

fight he could be superb. He had taken great abuse during his long 

drive to stop Goldwater; now he made that experience pay. His sub¬ 

ject was extremism and in his speech he told the convention what that 

meant: anonymous threats, obscene letters, strong-arm tactics, totali¬ 

tarian methods. The more the galleries raged, the cooler he got None 

of the millions who saw his address on television will ever forget its 

mixture of disdain and belligerence, nor the ravings it inspired. The 

TV audience missed plenty of little details (like the woman who kept 

screaming “you lousy lover” at him), but they got the picture well 

enough. Goldwater s fanatic supporters, whom Norman Mailer 

described as “ a convention of hangmen who subscribe to the prin¬ 

ciple that the executioner has his rights too,” drove the biggest 

nail of all into what was already an extensively studded political 
coffin. 

The rest was anti-climax. Goldwater s disciplined machine cranked 

out his nomination. In accepting it he spoke the lines that were to 

haunt him ever after: “Extremism in the defense of liberty is no vice 

• * • moderation in the pursuit of justice is no virtue.” Like so many 
of his delphic observations, its intent was obscure. But it was taken to 

mean that good intentions justified any excess. Earlier Goldwater had 

shown his colors by choosing Congressman William Miller of New 

York as his running mate. His reactionary views were the sole qualifi¬ 
cations for high office of this deservedly obscure figure.* 

* It was so hard to explain why Goldwater selected Miller that Norman Mailer 
claimed it could only be as a deterrent to assassination. Anyone who hated Gold- 
water enough to try to kill him would find the thought of Miller’s becoming Presi¬ 
dent even more repugnant. 
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Wliile the Republicans slaughtered one another, Lyndon Johnson was 
organizing the greatest victory ever enjoyed by a modem President. 

His triumph was built of many elements, not the least of them being 

his enviable presidential record. The same Congress that had given his 

predecessor so much trouble was no obstacle to President Johnson. To 

get the tax cut moving he promised an economical administration. 

His State of the Union Message on January 8 announced that an an¬ 

ticipated budget of $103 billion had been pared down to less than $98 

billion. Impressed with these savings. Congress not only approved an 

f 11 billion tax cut but gave him another billion for the war on pov¬ 

erty which he announced in the same message. Thirty million Ameri¬ 

cans lived in families earning less than $2,000 a year, an intolerable 

condition he proposed to remedy. In May he gave a name to his am¬ 
bition by calling on the country to help build the “Great SocietyIn 

June he extracted from Congress the most sweeping civil rights bill in 
history. 

By then, the essential Johnson was fully on display. In some re¬ 

spects he was unappealing. A man of boundless vulgarity, he could 

not prevent his more colorful expressions from becoming public 

knowledge. He was hauler on bis personal staff than any President in 

memory, humiliating them one moment, lavishing attention and praise 

on them the next. Few could stand this for long, and the turnover 

among his aides was very great. He lived by the telephone. No official 

knew at what hour of the day or night he might hear from the Presi- 
dent. Lyndon Johnson was on the job every waking minute and ex¬ 

pected the same of his men. Whether in the pool or on a hammock he 

always had a phone at hand.f He was vain, arrogant, and suspicious 

to^ boot No flattery was so shameless that he did not revel in it, no 

criticism so well founded that it could not be dismissed. He delighted 

in wrapping bis least decision in suspense. If news of an appointment 

leaked out in advance he was likely to cancel it. Presidential travels 

began unexpectedly. The reporters who covered him hardly knew 
from one hour to the next where they would be. 

These traits, bad enough by themselves, seemed all the worse when 

• They were always picturesque. Of one high official the President remarked that 
he can t reach his ass with his right handL" And he was wont to decry the 4 piss-ant” 

questions with which piss-ant” reporters wasted his tone. 

f The telephone had by then replaced the pen and the sword as a symbol of 
power. Magazines seeking to emphasize the potency of great men invariably show 
them ^peaking on it Many lode uncomfortable in this pose, President Johnson never 
did. No gunman ever held a Colt .44 so easily. 
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compared with President Kennedy's. People—liberals and newsmen in 

particular—were so charmed by JFK that his most partisan acts often 

escaped them. But everything President Johnson did, however altruis¬ 

tic, was called “merely" political, as if, somehow, this demeaned the 

most political office of all. The historian Eric Goldman, who succeeded 

Arthur Schlesinger as White House intellectual-in-residence, offers a 

telling example of how this worked. Goldman proposed a Presidential 

Scholars program in which high school graduates of special distinc¬ 

tion were honored. Later Goldman corresponded with some of them 

and found that most attributed the program to cynical political mo¬ 

tives, or believed it had actually been conceived by President Ken¬ 

nedy. One wrote Goldman that he agreed with a friend who said to 

him, “Its too bad you couldn't have gotten the award from Kennedy. 

It would have meant more then.” This was one of President Johnson’s 

most legitimate complaints: that political skill, the very thing which 

was his chief qualification for office, was held against him—sometimes 

maliciously by people who had played a hard political game to less 

effect in the previous administration, and were glad to savage him for 

his accent or his homely manners if nothing else would do. 

All the same, President Johnson played his role with deftness and 

gusto. He invoked his predecessor's martydom on every occasion that 

would profit by it. He carefully tailored the Kennedy (now rapidly 

becoming Johnson) bills to fit the Congress's requirements. He struck 

ingenious attitudes to advance them. As proof of his frugality, for 

example, he explained how he went about the White House at night 
turning out lights. His critics sneered, but it went down well in most 

places because it was the kind of economy that ordinary people could 

understand. And it all helped build the great consensus that was his 

chief contribution to political life. While Goldwater inflamed the popu¬ 

lace, President Johnson soothed it. Strange as it seemed later, remem¬ 

bering the bitter years of his decline, President Johnson's harmonic 

qualities seemed the most important thing about him in 1964. In April 

when a rail strike threatened, the President averted it by giving every¬ 

one concerned The Treatment, then virtually locking them up in the 

White House for a marathon bargaining session. Afterward he summed 

up his position on these matters by saying, “There wasn't a bad man 

on either side—well, hardly any, except one or two. The point is they've 

got problems, you've got problems, I’ve got problems, and somehow 

we have to work them out without messing up each other too much.” As 

a philosophy of government it lacked elegance, but it worked. 

Congress reluctantly came around. The business community, fright¬ 

ened by Goldwater’s rejection of the entire post-New Deal settlement, 

began to fall in line also. Though nominally Republican, and osten- 
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sibly practitioners of competitive enterprise, most big businessmen 

were loyal to the corporate society which had emerged during World 

War II. Its workings were complex, to be sure, but in essence the 

corporate state was based on the common admission of big business, 

big labor, and big government that they needed one another. Or¬ 

ganized labor secured higher wages and broader benefits for its mem¬ 

bers. In turn, it provided a disciplined labor supply for the corpo¬ 

rations, reduced the incidence of strikes, and, with the increase in 

the members’ purchasing power, expanded the market for consumer 

goods. The federal government (and the larger state governments) 

narrowed business’s freedom of maneuver to a degree, yet this irritant 

was offset by heavy subsidies that made the exchange a profitable one. 

Sometimes directly (to airlines, railroads, and shipping companies), 

more often indirectly through defense contracts, tax loopholes, and the 

like, government changed the business communities* view of it. The 

result was what might be called the limited welfare state. Large groups 

were excluded from the new order—racial minorities, working women, 

small farmers and merchants among others. Many within it sought to 

change the balance of rewards and penalties. Still, the majority of 

middle- and upper-class Americans were satisfied with the system, 

however much they complained. Few wished to see the Darwinian 

aspects of nineteenth-century free enterprise restored. Goldwaters 

utopian capitalism was a dream fit for heroes, hut the great corpora¬ 

tions were in business to maximize profits and minimize risks, not to 

win medals. Goldwaters inherited wealth permitted him to fantasize 
about a golden age of enterprise that never was. The average business¬ 

man felt more comfortable with Lyndon Johnson, a self-made million¬ 
aire who knew how the money was really made. 

Big businessmen joined the National Independent Committee for 
Johnson and Humphrey in droves. Farmers who needed Rural Free 

Delivery, TVA, electrical co-ops, and other forms of government as¬ 

sistance joined the Rural Americans for Johnson-Humphrey. A proces¬ 

sion of great names (including Dr. Benjamin Spock, whose word on 

babies was law to millions) enlisted in the ranks of Scientists and 

Engineers for Johnson-Humphrey. There was a committee for every- 
one with a stake in the present or a hope for the future. For the first 

time in modem history a Democratic presidential nominee was the 

candidate of both the established and the deprived. Neither had any¬ 

where else to go. This left only the bigots, profiteers, and super- 

patriots to Goldwater. As it turned out, there were not many of them. 

The hidden conservative vote which Senator Goldwater*s candidacy 
was supposed to materialize never surfaced. In 1985 a poll indicated 
that only about six million of his 27 million votes came from dedicated 
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extremists. The rest were Republican partisans who would not vote for 

a Democrat if their lives depended on it (as many believed they did 

in 1964). 
By early summer President Johnsons position was an enviable one. 

He had staked out the entire center of American life for himself. He 

had racked up a string of victories in the Congress. Private polls 

showed that no Democrat would add or detract from the strength of 

his ticket, so he had a free hand in selecting his Vice-President. The 

first thing he did was knock out Attorney General Kennedy. The two 

had disliked each other for years. Yet, for some odd reason, Robert 

Kennedy seemed to want the vice-presidency. President Johnson, in a 

wounding interview, told him he couldn’t have it, then leaked a story 

putting Kennedy in the worst possible light. He justified his decision 

on the grounds that no member of the cabinet or regular participant 

in its sessions could be spared. Since these were mostly John F. Ken¬ 

nedy appointees, the Attorney General remarked wryly, <Tm sorry I 

took so many nice fellows over the side with me.” The President had 

probably decided early that Hubert Humphrey, his old Senate protege, 

a good friend, and a man of stature among Northern liberals, would 

properly balance the ticket. But, as was his custom, he kept everyone 

in suspense while he dangled the prize before other men. Among them 

was Senator Eugene McCarthy, who recognized what was happening 

in time to withdraw his name. President Johnson would later pay for 
the fun he had with McCarthy. At the time, though, everything seemed 

to be breaking his way, and he looked forward to the nominating con¬ 
vention in Atlantic City with pleasure. 

Where the Republican convention had been bizarre, the Democratic 

convention was, with a few exceptions, merely sordid. Atlantic City, 

a sleazy resort town, was the perfect setting for it. Lyndon John¬ 

sons shameless manipulations degraded the affair. Mostly, however, 

the convention’s moral tone was established by its treatment of the 
Mississippi Freedom Democratic party. The mfdp was one product 

of the great effort then going on to politicize black Mississippians. 

Unlike the racist regular party delegation, it was integrated. And it 

could properly claim to be the only delegation from Mississippi loyal 

to the national party. Its members, Mrs. Fannie Lou Hamer in par¬ 

ticular, had suffered much to reach that moment of truth in Atlantic 

City. Most Democrats outside the South accepted the righteousness of 

their case in principle. The problem was how to implement it, for disci¬ 

pline had never before been exerted in a Democratic convention against 

those Southerners who so regularly deserted the ticket during election 
years. It was finally decided to give the mfdp two delegate votes at 

large, and to deny racist delegations a seat at future conventions. No 
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one contributed more to this arrangement than Hubert Humphrey. Most 

Democrats were quite satisfied with it, though not of course the mfdp. 

When the frustrated mfdp delegation attempted to take its seats on the 

floor anyway, others were aghast Theodore White wrote later that the 

delegation “stained” its honor by this act. What few appreciated was 

that many black Americans regarded this refusal to seat the mfdp as 

final proof of the system’s perfidy. While black militancy was nour¬ 

ished from many sources, no other event contributed so much to it. 

Lyndon Johnson was nominated by acclamation and made a dull 

speech. Hubert Humphrey received the crowds benediction and gave 

a lively one. “Only an ebullient idealist like Humphrey,” I. F. Stone 

wrote, “could show such extremism in the pursuit of moderation.” Stone 

described the elements which made Humphrey, once thought a dan¬ 

gerous liberal, such a perfect choice for Vice-President. “It’s not just 

that the rich like Lyndon and the poor like Hubert. Its that they’re 

turning into Siamese twins. Johnson, the faithful Janissary of the oil- 

depletion millionaires, is crusading against poverty, while Humphrey, 

the darling of Americans for Democratic Action, is chucking chairmen 

of the board under their double chins. While the twin on the left moves 
right, the twin .on the right moves left. How can poor Goldwater out- 
maneuver this dazzling political choreography?” 

On its last day the convention honored President Kennedy. When his 

brother Robert took the stage the applause lasted twenty-two minutes. 

He gave a moving tribute to their fallen leader, ending with these words 
from Romeo and Juliet: 

... when he shall die 
Take him and cut him out in little stars, 
And he will make the face of heav’n so fine 
That all the world will be in love with Night 
And pay no worship to the garish Sun. 

As if this were not enough, a filmed biography of the late President was 
shown. And, says Theodore White, “we all wept ” 

In the meantime, Barry Goldwater was busily completing his ruin. 

Earlier he had urged that nato commanders be given control of tactical 

nuclear weapons. Wanting to help the public overcome its unseemly 

fear of atomic bombs, he coined the phrase “conventional nuclear weap¬ 

ons to put them in a more homely light. No doubt this was a further 

effort to make “nukes,” as he liked to call them, socially acceptable. But 

it only confused the public. Which weapons and which commanders, 

they asked? Goldwater didn’t really seem to know. Remarks like this 

gave the Democrats rich opportunities which they did not fail to ex¬ 

ploit President Johnson set up what was called the “anti-campaign,” a 

small group of Washington intellectuals who made “blade propaganda” 
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out of Goldwaters looser expressions. The Democrats came up with in¬ 

numerable variations on Goldwaters themes, including the slogan, “In 

Your Heart, You Know He Might” (a takeoff on the GOP motto “In 
Your Heart, You Know He’s Right”). Doyle Dane Bembach, the Demo¬ 

crats’ advertising agency, also took advantage of Goldwater’s vulner¬ 

ability. One of their TV ads (known as the Daisy Girl spot) had a little 

girl picking petals from a daisy that dissolved into a mushroom-shaped 

cloud. Another had a girl eating an ice cream cone while a motherly 

voice talked about Strontium 90 and pointed out that Goldwater had 

voted against the test-ban treaty. Still another merely showed two hands 
tearing up a social security card. 

If the Democrats went too far sometimes, it was because Goldwater 

invited them to. He not only said ridiculous things, he allowed every 

kind of nonsense to go out over his signature. His battery of ghost writ¬ 

ers had churned out thousands of speeches and three books over the 

years, some of which Goldwater seemed not to have read. He was, as 

Richard Rovere put it, “a casual student of his own works.” Once he did 

attempt to get some kind of information-retrieval system that would en¬ 

able him to review by subject everything said in his name. The effort 

was hopeless, so Goldwater had no choice but to deny the more embar¬ 

rassing parts of his corpus. Still, by mid-October he was so far behind in 

the polls that the GOP canceled its polling service. Who needed more 

bad news? Later Goldwater was to say that he knew the election was 

lost in August, and ought to have known it sooner. Mostly, of course, 
he should have known better than to run at all. 

If Goldwater gave the President every advantage, Lyndon Johnson 
improved on them. Afterward some writers were to accuse him of going 

for political overkill, as if that were unsporting. But vanity apart, Presi¬ 

dent Johnson had two good reasons for wanting to run up the biggest 

margin possible. He intended to discredit Goldwater’s land of conserva¬ 
tism so thoroughly that the Republicans would never be tempted by it 

again. And he meant to carry a congressional majority with him big 
enough to build the Great Society. Time will tell if he accomplished the 

one; the wave of legislation that roared through Congress in 1965 proved 

the other. By September nothing was left to do except the President’s 

own campaigning. Everything was running smoothly, only his personal¬ 

ity remained a problem. Even at the peak of his glory unfriendly people 

continued to exploit his rough edges. He always felt their jabs were the 

product of malice or misunderstanding; if they knew the real Lyndon 

they would behave differently. At one point a senior adviser tried to 
set him straight. Mr. President, he explained, you are just not a very 

likable man. This information seems not to have helped the President 
much. 
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When Johnson hit the campaign trail in September, a surprising thing 

happened. Though he was no more lovable than before, vast crowds 

turned out to cheer him. Goldwater had so terrified the people, and 

President Johnson was running the government so masterfully, that they 

took to him, warts and all. He was, as he often pointed out, the only 

President they had. He had maintained the continuity of power when 

John F. Kennedy was killed, then used his skill and the martyred 

Presidents memory to get things moving again. Come, let us rea¬ 
son together, he said, bringing harmony out of discord. And when the 

spectre of Goldwaterism darkened the land. President Johnson dispelled 

it with his bright confidence and radiant promises. The great throngs 

that came out to see him turned him on, and the President, a mighty 

campaigner to begin with, surpassed himself. He would stand up in his 

auto and urge the crowds to “come down an* hear the spealdn*.** When 

they got to the meeting place none knew which Johnson would confront 

them, for the President had an extensive repertoire to draw on. Theo¬ 

dore White gave names to them. “Mr. President** was the statesman. At 

his convention he had been “Imperial Lyndon,” arrogantly surveying 

his dominions, but on the trail he was more apt to be “Kindly Lyndon,** 

with a heart as big as all creation. “Fair-Shares Johnson” would see to 

an equitable distribution of the wealth. “Ole Doc Johnson** had a cure 

for whatever ailed you. Lonely Acres Johnson9* was a careworn figure, 

weighted down by the burdens of his office. “Sheriff Johnson,** steely 
eyed and firm of jaw, was determined to see Justice done. 

These were not merely poses. Each showed one aspect of an infinitely 

various and complex man. And though President Johnson tailored him¬ 
self to fit the occasion, he rarely pandered to local prejudice. Sometimes 

he did the opposite. His best speech on integration was given in Mew 

Orleans to an audience that largely opposed it He explained how rac¬ 
ism was the curse of the South, the chief reason for its backwardness, 

and the main obstacle to its advance. The President concluded with an 
anecdote told to him by Speaker Sam Rayburn. When Rayburn was a 

} oiiQg man he visited a Texas Senator who had been bom in Mississippi. 

The Senator spoke to Rayburn of its poverty and degradation, and said 
that if he weren’t so old and tired he would like to go back and speak 

the truth for once. “Poor old state, they haven’t heard a real Democratic 

speech in thirty years. All they ever hear at election time is nigra, nigra, 

mgra.” Altogether a remarkable address to be given in that time and 
place by a candidate for public office. The President’s hatred of racism 
was the best part of him, and a point on which he never wavered. Him¬ 

self as much a Southerner as a Westerner, he knew firsthand the price 

Southerners paid for their prejudice, how It was used to divide them, 
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destroy their best leaders, and pervert their finest instincts. When he 

was still a regional politician Lyndon Johnson had been forced to com¬ 

promise with it. But once he became a national leader he never stopped 

trying to make clear to his own people their folly. Perhaps only a few 

were converted, yet some must have respected, however grudgingly, a 

man who told them the hard truth in such familiar accents. And many 

who would never admit it, even privately, must have known in their 

hearts that he was right. 
The Deep South remained hostile, though the Presidents wife was 

politely received in most places during her Southern swing on the Lady 

Bird Special. But in the North Johnsons crowds became, if anything, 

more rapturous. Even New England, the very antithesis of all that Lyn¬ 

don Johnson embodied, was won over. In some places more people came 

out to see him than had rallied to John F. Kennedy, their native son. 

Providence, Rhode Island, with a population of 208,000, saw half a mil¬ 

lion people line his parade route. Nothing like it had ever happened 

before. In retrospect it was clear that Goldwater’s campaign had been 

doomed from the start. Probably even his election would not have been 

the disaster everyone predicted. Yet in the strange atmosphere of those 

days the Goldwater threat made President Johnson seem messianic. He 

played the part beautifully. No one who saw him then will ever forget 

bis commanding presence, what comfort was taken from his homely, 

reassuring phrases. Everyone knew those great hands would never press 

the button. Against the background of Goldwater s negative polemics, 

the Presidents consensus shone ever more brilliantly. In Providence he 

climbed up on his car, grabbed a bullhorn, and shouted out, “I just want 

to tell you this—we’re in favor of a lot of things and we’re against 

mighty few.” That was what the people came to hear, and that was what 

be gave them. 
In November President Johnson got 61 per cent of the popular vote 

and carried all but six states. 43 million people voted for him, as against 

27 million for Goldwater. Twenty-eight Democratic Senators and thirty- 

seven new Congressmen were borne along on the tide, giving the party 

buge majorities in each house. Many said in print that the GOP would 

pay for this ideological binge with its life. Such obituaries were prema¬ 

ture. Though few noticed it then, the party did well enough in the South 

to become, for the first time in its history, a national party. The key 

event was George Wallaces decision not to campaign as a third candi¬ 

date. He ran strongly in several Democratic primaries, then withdrew 

in Goldwater’s favor so as not to split the conservative vote. Had he 

continued he would surely have carried the five Southern states that 

ultimately went Republican. As it was, the conditions for a Republican 
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comeback were established. Four years later Nixon would carry the Up-* 

per South and outpoll Humphrey in many of the states that went to 
Wallace. 

P 
In 1964, though, with the opposition in eclipse and the President fully 

in command, the question was. What would the Great Society be like? 

It was already clear that welfare liberalism would prevail at home. It 

was not so easy to tell what the Presidents foreign policy would be. The 

signs were there, but Goldwater kicked up so much dust that few could 

see them. Goldwater’s prescription for Vietnam was drastic enough to 

enable President Johnson to run as the peace candidate even while wag¬ 

ing war. The temptation to have it both ways was irresistible. No doubt 

President Kennedy would have succumbed to it too had he lived. Gold- 

waters proposals for nuclear defoliation and instant victory alarmed 

women especially, and women normally voted for Republican presiden¬ 

tial candidates. In 1964 a majority of them voted Democratic for the 

first time. The Johnson strategy paid off handsomely in that respect. 

Meanwhile, conditions in Vietnam deteriorated as coup followed coup 

in Saigon. Six thousand more Americans were sent over to no avail. 

Escalation was the obvious response. Nearly all the Kennedy men still 

in office urged President Johnson to raise the ante in Vietnam. At the 

same time, for political reasons he could not seem to be doing so, nor 

even to be entertaining the prospect. These conflicting imperatives led 

to the famous “credibility gap.” They would have been as compelling 

for President Kennedy as they were for President Johnson. The chief 

difference was that Lyndon Johnsons predecessor would surely have 

handled the play more cleverly. The Kennedy administration was no 

more truthful than Johnson’s, yet it did not suffer from a credibility 

gap. (One Kennedy appointee even spoke of the public’s “right not to 

know.”) Charming people are always more believable than oafs. The 

good con man makes theft a pleasure, even for his victims. Johnson, 

though devious, lacked panache. So the people he misled never forgave 

him for it. And he compounded his future difficulties by going so much 
further than he needed to. 

Thus all through 19^4 official cheerfulness on Vietnam was carried to 
the point of mania. In February both Rusk and McNamara asserted that 

ffie South Vietnamese could fight the war by themselves. In March, Tay¬ 

lor and McNamara went to Vietnam and declared that General Khanh, 
the current dictator, was a “truly remarkable” national leader. In May 

the Secretary of Defense said again that American strength in Vietnam 
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was not likely to increase. In June, when Ambassador Lodge resigned to 

join the stop-GoIdwater movement, he said the war was “on the right 

track.” Finally, in language reminiscent of Franklin Roosevelts under 

similar circumstances in 1940, the President said, “We are not about to 

send American boys nine or ten thousand miles from home to do what 

Asian boys ought to be doing for themselves ” These were not outright 

lies. There remained hope for divine intervention. Rut they were dis¬ 

ingenuous remarks at best, and plainly dishonest before long. The day 

was to come when people would take for granted that any official state¬ 
ment on Vietnam was false. 

The Gulf of Tonkin affair was costly too. On August 2, with the presi¬ 

dential campaign barely underway, North Vietnamese torpedo boats 

allegedly struck at U.S. destroyers patrolling the Gulf of Tonkin. Two 

days later this perfidy was supposedly repeated. The President then 

ordered a retaliatory attack that wiped out the drvn navy, or the better 
part of it anyway. He also asked Congress for a resolution endorsing 

this and any other steps he might take. The President easily obtained 

his blank check. But even then the Gulf of Tonkin affair aroused suspi¬ 

cion. When I. F. Stone went to New York to cover the UN Security 

Council debate over it, newsmen were cynically recalling Ambassador 

Stevenson’s statement four months earlier that the U.S. disapproved of 

“retaliatory raids, wherever they occur and by whomever they are com¬ 

mitted.” During the brief congressional debate Senator Wayne Morse 

asked why the tiny North Vietnamese fleet dared attack the worlds 

strongest navy. Morse pointed out that on July 31, when the South Viet¬ 

namese navy shelled Northern territory, U.S. vessels were in attendance. 

If they were providing cover for aggression against the drvn, then the 

Northern response was purely defensive. Senator Fulbright answered 

that it was merely a coincidence that U.S. naval ships were around dur¬ 

ing the bombardment. When Senator Gaylord Nelson attempted to 

amend the resolution to rule out further escalation, Fulbright assured 
him that no further action was contemplated. 

The governments case was even weaker than Morse suspected. The 

administration never proved that the alleged drvn attack took place. 
The American warships in question sustained no damage. The drvn 

torpedo boats they allegedly sank with counterfire left no debris. The 

“battle” was guided entirely by radar sightings so unreliable that one 

U.S. destroyer nearly fired on its sister ship. Though Hanoi freely admit¬ 

ted pursuing American vessels that had violated its territorial waters 

on August 2, it denied making any later assaults. No serious evidence 

to the contrary has ever been put forward. Senator Fulbright came to 

believe that he had been gulled by the President into sponsoring a reso¬ 
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lotion susceptible of unlimited abuse. No other incident tried the Con¬ 

gress’s faith in President Johnson so severely. He never enjoyed the full 

confidence of its liberal members again. 

Whatever the actual facts, the Gulf of Tonkin affair became a dry run 

which showed military escalation in Vietnam to be a politically viable 

policy at home. And, since the excuse for it was so feeble, it suggested 

that almost any pretext would do. The President was free after his re- 

election to take whatever action he pleased. He knew it. Before long the 

country would too. 
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PROFILE: 

Ralph Nader 

On September 9, 1966, President Johnson signed the Highway 

Safety Act and the Traffic Safety Act. They allocated large sums for 

state and local traffic safety programs and applied safety standards to 

vehicle manufacturers. Afterward a distinguished body of interested 

figures lined up to shake the President's hand. Among the last to file by 

was a tall, dark, intense-looking lawyer. There is no evidence that the 

President recognized him, but Ralph Nader had done more to secure 

those bills than anyone. His book, Unsafe at Any Speed, had 

generated public support for auto safety. His research and lobbying 

had been indispensable to its congressional advocates. 

Nader was one of the age's most remarkable men. He did not own 

a car, nor was he an expert on automotive affairs, but rather a graduate 

of the Harvard Law School who wanted to make a career of 

defending the public interest. There was no one else like him at the 

time. Lawyers of good conscience either went into government or 

politics, or tried to turn their private practice to the publics advantage. 

No one had ever thought of making a practice out of representing the 

public. Where was the money to come from? The public interest 

was a concept, not an institution with funds and resources. Nader 

solved this problem by creating his own support. Unsafe at Any Speed 

made a lot of money, and he used it to further his work. He lived 



in a rooming house and spent practically nothing on himself. This 

became evident when General Motors put a private detective on his 

trail in hopes of uncovering dubious vices and practices. But Nader s 

life was so austere nothing could be found against him, nor could he 

be entrapped. He found out what was going on and told Congress. In 

consequence the president of GM was called before a Senate 

committee where he apologized. This satisfied the committee but not 

Ralph Nader. He sued GM and two detective agencies for $26 million. 

(They later settled out of court for nearly half a million.) 

The publicity, the indignation, and the congressional hearings which 

attended these proceedings made the two safety bills into law. They 

also established Nader s reputation as a public-interest specialist. 

He went on to investigate other abuses and outrages. And he began to 

get help. A little foundation money came his way, as did student 

volunteers. He put them to work on his investigations, and “Nader’s 

Raiders” became a familiar sight in Washington. He also inspired 

young people to become lawyers like himself. Before Nader, altruistic 

youths had scorned the law. Nader showed them that the legal sword 

cut both ways. This created opportunities for the talented young who 

wanted to move beyond protests and demonstrations which, though 

worthy in themselves, were not enough to build a life on. Thereafter, 

the corporations’ ramparts had to be continuously strengthened. To 

leave a gate unguarded was to risk finding Nader’s Raiders pouring 

through it Being a captain of industry was never quite so much fun 

again. 

Still, the corporations gave ground slowly. The auto industry was a 

case in point. The gasoline-powered automobile was the country’s 

pride and its curse. Americans loved their vehicles beyond reason. 

Though the cars changed but little over time, it was the dream of most 

adult males to have a new one every year. Most autos were much 

alike, whatever the make or price, but men developed brand loyalties 

anyway. It was hard to see why. They all got bigger, faster, and more 

expensive. Still, marginal differentiation, as social scientists call it, 

was something Americans were bred to. Even as children they learned 

to distinguish between virtually identical products and to think these 

differences important. Thus while in many areas, cars among them, 

product variety diminished, consumer enthusiasm appeared not to. A 
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car by any other name was still a Chevrolet Few Americans seemed 

to mind. 

An encouraging minority did buy foreign cars, many of which (the 

robust Volkswagen, for example) remained distinctive at a time 

when even European and Japanese vehicles were coming to resemble 

American ones. Foreign cars were socially more desirable because of 

their size. Most were small, hence they did not clog the streets as 

American cars did. Their tiny engines did not pollute the air so badly. 

They used less of the earth’s irreplaceable resources. But their virtue 

was their defect too. Because of their light weight they were even 

more dangerous to passengers than U.S. autos, and American cars, as 

Nader pointed out, were rolling death traps. Bumpers could not 

withstand an impact of three miles per hour. Head-on collisions at 

speeds as low as twenty-five miles per hour were often fatal. Much had 

been done to make highways safer; the cars themselves were ignored. 

Thus in 1965 nearly fifty thousand Americans died of the automobile. 

It was the principal cause of death for people under thirty-five years 

of age. Half of all adult Americans could look forward to being 

injured by one at some point in their lives. 

The manufacturers were to blame, of course. If they had spent as 

much on safety as on styling ($700 per car), many thousands more 

would be alive today. But the public was guilty too. Once the Ford 

Motor Company had launched a safety campaign that failed utterly. 

Market research showed that by stressing safety, Ford discouraged 

buyers. In purchasing a car people also bought an image of 

themselves. Men wanted power and status, women looked for luxury. 

Nobody wanted to be reminded that his life was at stake when 

driving. When seatbelts were installed in all new cars, people could 

not be made to use them. They were too awkward or uncomfortable, it 

was said. Mostly, no doubt, they announced one’s mortality. 

The manufacturers’ greed and the consumers’ weaknesses combined 

to make America a victim of its transportation system. Cars polluted 

the air, wasted resources, jammed the cities, and decimated the 

population. When existing roads became inadequate, larger ones were 

built. These encouraged more people to buy and drive cars. Hence 

more land was taken from productive use and turned into freeways 

and parking lots. The more people drove, the more public transit 
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decayed, making people even more dependent on automobiles. It was 

as if the country were addicted to the motor car and required ever 

larger doses of it That the cars themselves became more lethal 

was only one part, though an important one, of the total problem. 

Lewis Mumford and other social critics had been complaining of it for 

years. But not until 1966 did the government take notice of them. 

Then, thanks to Ralph Nader, Senators Ribicoff and Nelson, the 

governments own purchasing agent—the General Services 

Administration, which began specifying safety items for the cars it 

bought—and others, the problem was confronted. 

Even so, veiy little happened. Cars did become slightly less 

dangerous. They did not pollute the air quite so much. Money was 

spent to improve public transit services, though it was hard to get 

people to use them. A few high-speed commuter lines showed it could 

be done if a big enough investment was made. Few private firms 

were willing to do so. The government moved sluggishly in this area, 

partly because of the cost. Another reason was the huge existing 

investment in roads, cars, and the network manufacturing and 

sustaining them. If auto use did decline, so would profits and 

employment, it was feared. In a way, automobiles were central to the 

national economy precisely because they were so costly and wasteful. 

Public transit was cheaper, safer, and more efficient, but however 

widespread it became it could never, for just those reasons, puff up the 

economy as autos did. American prosperity was based on waste— 

disposable containers, annual model changes, and planned 

obsolescence. Even a change from internal-combustion engines to other 

forms of automotive power would threaten it The very fact that 

electric- or steam-powered automobiles would be simpler and cheaper 

to operate told against them. No manufacturer wanted to make 

propulsion systems that would earn him less money. And even if by 

some miracle a suitable vehicle were devised, how could people be 

induced to use it? Over and over again consumers had shown that 

what they wanted in a car was size, power, and luxury. To be 

competitive other types of autos would have to be Just as big, fast, and 

costly as the present ones. 

So at the decade s end the transportation problem still seemed 

insoluble. Commuter lines improved in a few cities. Popular opposition 
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and rising costs slowed the pace of urban freeway construction. The 

Penn Centrals Metroliner showed that good passenger train service 

paid, at least in the densely populated Northeast corridor. But the 

automobile continued its deadly work. People could not be weaned 

from it by even the most ingenious experiments. In Flint, Michigan, 

the federal government spent $1.6 million over a three-year period for 

a “maxicab” service that transported workers from home to factory at 

low rates. The maxicabs offered coffee, music, newspapers, and other 

amenities. Even so, only 320 people a day used them, half the number 

needed to show a profit. In Brave New World Huxley’s characters 

speak of living in the time of Our Ford. But they had, at least, freed 

themselves of his machines. Those who lived in the world Ford 

actually made were not so fortunate, though in their way they 

worshiped him too. 

None of this discouraged Ralph Nader. He was the kind of reformer, 

once common in America (Florence Kelley, Jane Addams, Paul 

Kellogg, and so on) but latterly quite rare, who signed on for life. He 

went on living in a drab furnished room and created a reform 

industry. There were nine Naders Raiders in 1968, one hundred in 

1969. Another of his operations was called simply “Auto Safety.” It 

continuously monitored the automobile industry and relevant federal 

agencies, putting the heat on them where it could. A third was The 

Center for the Study of Responsive Law, which with a staff of six 

lawyers and one political scientist pushed forward Naders concept of 

the public-interest law firm. It would do for the public what the great 

Washington firms did for private interests. Then there was the 

“Nader network,” a largely secret corps of experts that Nader 

could call on for help. They made possible those detailed 

reports on coiporate outrages that Nader used so effectively. 

And Nader s impact was multiplied by those who studied under him 

and then went off on their own, like the group that tried to get GM to 

put public-interest representatives on its board of directors in 1970. 

No one could remember when a single man had had such impact on 

the corporate society. If the country could be saved it would be by 

people like him. 
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5 THE DESPERATE 
YEARS BEGIN 

■ * ltodon Johnson started his first full term as President 
m 1965, almost no one guessed what lay ahead. The war in Vietnam was 

small and distant. To most people. Watts only stood for units of elec¬ 

tricity. President Johnson had handled the succession crisis brilliantly 

suppressed the Goldwater rebellion, and squeezed a tax cut and a civil 
nghte bill out of Congress. Now that he had a liberal majority, what 

might he not accomplish? These expectations were well founded. John- 

*ms performance in 1965 and into 1966 refuted those who feared that 

the constitutional process was obsolete. Every modem President had 

been frustrated by Congress in domestic matters. Even Franklin Roo¬ 

sevelt had found it responsive only for a time. In foreign affairs, where 

the separation of power no longer applied. Presidents usually got then- 
way, but in domestic matters only rarely. 

Congressmen felt obliged to see the public interest much as the folks 
back home in Middle America did. Middle Americans would pay taxes 

f!ITflcnd f01;rhat benefited tiem Meetly, but for little else. A pow- 
erfu! lobby could overcome this where deep feelings were not amused. 

ence e special-interest legislation benefiting growers, shippers, mu- 

f mf- But die needy were, by definition, power- 
ess Those whospoke for them had also to challenge the general feeling 

that the poor d^erved no more than they got. The Protestant Ethic 

n^er really died among Middle Americans, who continued to think 

foeir prosperity, however slight, the reward of virtue, and other’s pov- 

^of vice- To overcome these views, and 
the locally onented federal system that enshrined them, required not so 
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much a President as a magician, it was thought. Lyndon Johnson did 

not agree. In 1964 he had task forces make policy recommendations in 

fourteen areas. These were distilled into a single volume of legislative 

proposals. Knowing that he would never again be as strong in Congress 

as he was now, the President moved quickly to implement them. 

In October 1965 he presented a glass case containing fifty pens to the 

White House press corps. Its plaque read: “With these fifty pens Presi¬ 

dent Lyndon B. Johnson signed into law the foundations of the Great 

Society, which was passed by the historic and fabulous first session of 

the Eighty-ninth Congress” There was some hyperbole here, but not 

much. The list of bills included trivia like the silver coinage act. It also 

contained the bills that established Johnsons place in history. He got 

federal aid for public and parochial schools by tying the bills to his war 

on poverty. When Selma blew up he was irritated by the Negro leader¬ 

ship at first Confrontation politics was not his style. But he seized the 

chance given him nonetheless. On March 15, 1965, he went personally 

to Congress and made the best speech of his presidency. He talked about 

the Mexican-American children he had taught thirty-seven years before. 

He invoked the American dream. He ended by quoting the civil rights 

movement's anthem “We Shall Overcome”—and so the Congress did. 

Voting rights were secured, as were immigration reform, federal schol¬ 

arships for college students, anti-poverty programs, and a new Depart¬ 

ment of Housing and Urban Development. There were bills to fight 

cancer, heart disease, strokes, air pollution, water pollution, roadside 

billboards, and auto junkyards. Among the best was Medicare. 

America was the only developed country without some kind of na¬ 

tional health program. This was because the American Medical Associa¬ 

tion had as strong a lobby as any in Washington. Organized physicians 

used their monopoly of health care to restrict competition, maintain high 

piecework rates, and keep laymen out of medical affairs. The AMA in¬ 

veighed ceaselessly against the notion that health care was a right. Its 

press releases depicted physicians as veritable Robin Hoods, robbing 

the rich to help the poor. They did indeed soak the rich, and the middle 

classes too, but this didn't seem to do the poor much good. The AMA 

was probably not the most sinister organization going, but many thought 

so because it held to ransom the very stuff of life. Medicare was the 

AMA s first defeat If President Johnson had done nothing else he would 

still be remembered for that. It was not a perfect bill. It helped only the 

old, and then in a cumbersome and limited way. In obedience to the 

great payoff principle it was made acceptable to physicians by giving 
them control over fees. Many scandals resulted. 

These defects hardly mattered. The AMA's mystique was damaged. 

The aged got immediate relief. Everyone could look forward to a time 
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when health care would be a matter of right, when serious illness would 
not lead to bankruptcy, and when the American health delivery system 
would be as good as Western Europe s. And, thanks to a little-noticed 
rider called Medicaid, funds were soon available for the states to help 
poor people not covered by Medicare. Even the abuses were helpful. 
Profiteering physicians drove the costs up, creating pressure for reform. 
Congress thought of limiting fees, a first step toward public supervision 
erf the health industry. After President Nixon took office he announced 
that the country faced a medical crisis. Reform began at last to seem 
inevitable. If so, that would be because Medicare and Medicaid showed 

ow great the need was, and how unfit the medical establishment was 
to meet it. 

Things did not go quite so well for President Johnson in 1966. As 
expected. Congress got harder to manage. This happens to every ad¬ 
ministration, no matter how shrewd. Time and events whittle away its 
majority. More important, the war in Vietnam began costing real money. 
Since the government s policy hinged on making the war painless, infla¬ 
tion resulted. To keep the war from being inflationary required tax in¬ 
creases, or lower expenditures at home, or price and wage controls, or 
some combination of all these. But any of them would make the war 
unpopular. So the administration gambled on a short war and did noth¬ 
ing. In the early sixties consumer price increases averaged only 1.2 per 
cent a year. After escalation of the war in 1965 they rose by 3.7 per cent 
m twelve months. When the President failed to act, the Federal Reserve 
raised mterest rates on loans to member banks. Johnson grumbled at 

s. His solution, such as it was, involved delays in projected tax cuts 
and speedups in corporate tax collections. The Tax Adjustment Act of 
1966 was supposed to remove I4.8 billion from circulation. Increased 
»cial security levies would take $5 billion more. This scheme failed, 
food prices went up causing short-lived consumer revolts. Corporations 
planned to spend 16 per cent more than the previous year on plant 
expansion President Johnson called one hundred business leaders to¬ 
gether and got them to reduce their expansion plans by 10 per cent. But 
tfiough most kept their word, and the Federal Reserve Board pushed 
mterest rates up, these efforts failed too. Interest rates were the highest 
m nearly forty years. The Treasury found itself paying 6 per cent on 
government bonds, an extraordinary rate for these safest of all securities 
Ihe increase m wages, prices, and capital investments continued. 

The President soldiered on. “Inflation need not be the price of social 
progress, nor should it be the cost of defending freedom,” he told Con- 

lSPmt &e 0806 °f EconomicOpportunity, Johnson’s main 
weapon m the war on poverty, had its budget increased slighdy. Yet 
this war did not seem to be going well either. Under Sargent Shriver the 
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OEO supported a staggering variety of programs—Head Start for pre¬ 

schoolers, a Job Corps for dropouts, Upward Bound for college students, 

a domestic peace corps (vista), a Neighborhood Youth Corps, and a 

Community Action program featuring neighborhood centers, among 

others. The results were not impressive. For one thing, $1.6 billion, how¬ 

ever carefully expended, didn’t go far toward meeting the needs of 

thirty or forty million poor people. And some of it was wasted. Much 

of the criticism given OEO was partisan or captious. Conservatives 

hated to spend any money on poverty. They especially disliked OEO’s 

attempt to involve the poor. “Maximum feasible participation” was 

the programs aim. Conservatives found it bewildering, perhaps im¬ 

moral. The poor sometimes bit the hand that fed them. The Missis¬ 

sippi Head Start program was so bumptious that Shriver denied its 

request for more money, charging it with conflicts of interest, nepo¬ 

tism, payments to people outside the state, and misuse of government 

automobiles. Admirers of the Mississippi Group for Child Development 

thought its main offense was irritating the state’s two powerful Demo¬ 
cratic Senators, Stennis and Eastland. 

In fact, many errors were made. The programs were often hastily as¬ 

sembled. Sometimes they were based on false principles, as was Head 

Start. Though a fine program, it assumed that intensive training for im¬ 

poverished preschoolers would carry over into their school years. Gen¬ 

erally that didn’t happen. In a few more years evidence would accumu¬ 

late that the disadvantaged, once out of the program, tended to fall 

behind again. But the main problem was always money, OEO had $50 

million to help 150,000 migrant workers, $32 million for over 200,000 

reservation Indians. Sargent Shriver, who headed the war on poverty, 
put the best possible face on things. “I think we’ve turned the comer 

and are on our way,” he said. But as in that other war, where the comer 

was always being turned too, victory stayed out of reach. 

& 
The disaster began on February 7, 1965, when fighter-bombers from 

three U.S. aircraft carriers attacked what was described as a Viet Cong 

staging area near Dong Hoi, North Vietnam. The raids were ostensibly 

in retaliation for a VC attack on American installations at Pleiku. But 

they proved to be only the first of many during the next three years. 

When they ended. President Johnsons career lay in ruins, as did much 

of Vietnam. They destroyed the Great Society and made Richard Nixon 

President. They divided the country as nothing had since the struggle 

over American entry into World War II. The administration insisted 
then and later that only the gravest reasons pushed it to such desperate 
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actions. The raids and the troop buildup that accompanied them were 
essential to sustain faith in American commitments elsewhere. Escala¬ 
tion was needed to repel North Vietnam’s invasion of the South. If South 
Vietnam went communist, other Asian states would fall like dominoes. 
Negotiations were impossible, any peaceful settlement would be another 
Munich. The raid on Pleiku, and the “aggression from the North” even 
more, was, as Secretary McNamara put it, yet another “test of will.”® 
Should the U.S. flunk it, China and/or Russia would be emboldened to 
fresh adventures. The communist theory of world conquest through 
“wars of liberation” had to be disproved. At the very least, the innocent 
people of South Vietnam must be saved from a bloodbath such as fol¬ 
lowed communist victory in the North. Their right to determine then- 
own destinies became America’s moral responsibility. 

If all this made little sense at the time, it made less later. Far from 
sustaining confidence in American commitments, escalation undermined 
it. The price was so great that few believed America would pay it an¬ 
other time. When President Nixon took office he proclaimed the Guam 
or Nixon doctrine which was taken (wrongly perhaps) to mean never 
again. President Nixon might indeed launch such a war of his own 
sometime, somewhere, but only the rashest ally could count on that. 

There was no invasion from the North. Men trickled down from it, 
but they were mainly displaced Southerners rejoining old comrades 
from the Viet Mink The National Liberation Front, a communist-dom- 
inated political coalition which sponsored the VC, got little material 
help from outside. The State Department white paper justifying the 
raids admitted that of 15,000 weapons taken from the VC to date (Feb¬ 
ruary 27, 1965), only 175 were manufactured in communist countries. 
In the same period the VC had captured 27,000 arvn weapons. These, 
together with what it made itself, were quite enough to sustain opera¬ 
tions. Only afterward did North Vietnam send in troops and supplies 
on a large scale. Escalation thus provoked the invasion it was supposed 
to deter. 

The domino theory was just that, a theory. There was no evidence to 
support it, only faith. Cuba had gone communist without toppling the 
dominoes around it In Indonesia later, communism would be destroyed 
without U.S. help, and without much effect on other countries. To all 
but Cold War metaphysicians it seemed obvious that each country had 
to be judged on its own terms. Solid political structures would survive 
(barring outright attack on them, which was not at issue), rotten ones 

^ w^w^®ot so easy as it seemed. North Korea was also 
Ae ^Cade' 01106 if even captured a U.S. naval vessel, the 

ruebk), on the high seas. This was not a test of will, only piracy, so President Tohn- 
son let it go unpunished. Ordinaiy people found distotion Wd toS 
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might not. Laos and South Vietnam could hardly stand on their own 
feet, regardless of what North Vietnam did. Cambodia was doubtful. 
The rest of Southeast Asia had a good chance of surviving, especially if 
the war ended soon. The longer it lasted, the greater the risk that other 
states would be drawn into it. 

The Munich syndrome and the test-of-will hypothesis were equally 
fanciful. Ho Chi Minh was not Hitler. South Vietnam was not Czecho¬ 
slovakia. The world arena was not a schoolground where boys dared 
each other to fight, though Washington seemed to think so. If it were, 
the U.S. would be the school bully for beating up North Vietnam which, 
even if provocative, was so much smaller. Nor was it dear who was 
testing whose will. Washington kept talking about the war as if China 
were fighting it. But though involved, China was not a combatant. Es¬ 
calating the war only made Chinese involvement greater. Pounding 
North Vietnam made it more, not less, dependent on China. The chances 
of a reunified, independent Vietnam becoming a buffer between China 
and Southeast Asia, good at first, declined. And to Hanoi it must have 
seemed that the U.S. was testing its will with the bombing raids. 

As China and Russia were so little engaged in Vietnam to begin with, 
it was never clear why bombing the North was supposed to discourage 
them. Invading North Korea had not kept China from rising to its sup¬ 
port. Why should China react differently to events in Vietnam? The 
spectacle must, at the very least, have inspired mixed reactions in Mos¬ 
cow. Escalation was so irrational as to seem a land of madness. True, the 
powerful and insane do command a certain respect. Russia might well 
have been moved to greater caution. Yet it had been cautious anyway 
in Southeast Asia, and got progressively more adventurous in the Near 
East. So it was hard to see what lessons it learned from the war in Asia. 
Some believed that Russia welcomed American involvement there. It 
was costly in men and lives, destructive of America's standing in the 
world, and a political cancer at home. In the event, no one really knew 
what either country thought. To say that by making war in Asia the U.S. 
was preventing war elsewhere was to call upon Americans for still more 
of that blind faith upon which the country’s foreign policy increasingly 
depended. 

Nor did escalation show that wars of liberation wouldn't work. The 
VC and the North Vietnamese were bombed more heavily than Ger- 
many and Japan had been in World War II. They were pitifully weak 
compared with the United States, Yet they kept on coming. As Henry 
Kissinger pointed out later, in a guerrilla war “the guerrilla wins if he 
does not lose. The conventional army loses if it does not win." So it was 
in Vietnam. Of course the enemy suffered terribly to accomplish this. 
Who knows but that somewhere a potential uprising might be deterred. 
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not for fear of losing, but for fear of what it would cost to win? On 
the other hand, who knows but that threatened countries, viewing the 
wreckage in South Vietnam when the big guns and bombers had done 
their work, might not think twice about asking for that kind of help?* 

The humanitarian excuses were most pitiful of all It was said that the 
VC committed atrocities, especially by murdering government officials, 
while the North Vietnamese were even worse. After partition in 1954 
they slaughtered dissidents by the thousands. This was a lie. There was 
no slaughter after partition because most dissidents had left. Many were 
slain in a peasants* revolt later, though the policies that produced it 
were then reformed. Which is not to excuse the communists, only to say 
that they weren't habitually bloody-minded as charged. If Vietnam was 
reunited the law-abiding Southerner would have little to fear.f It was 
true that the VC committed atrocities and murdered their enemies. So 
did the U.S. and the South Vietnamese. American troops butchered ci¬ 
vilians at dose quarters in My Lai and elsewhere. Project Phoenix, a 
program for assassinating suspected rebels, was organized by the U.S. 
and executed by Saigon with such enthusiasm as to claim perhaps more 
lives than the VC did. The difference between the two sides in this re¬ 
spect was that the VC needed popular support and Saigon didn’t. For 
the NLF to govern and the VC to fight, a degree of acceptance was re¬ 
quired. This made them careful about whom they killed. Saigon had no 
popular support to lose, so whom it killed was of no great moment. 
Moreover, the arvn and American forces shelled and bombed vast areas 
indiscriminately. It was thought less reprehensible to kill civilians at 
long distance than by hand. Hundreds of thousands died this way. The 
distinction eluded the dead no doubt, perhaps also those whose “mind 
and heart the government proposed to win. Such random slaughter did 
not leave the allies (as the U.S. and its client state forces were quaintly 
called) with much to be morally superior about. 

# Alas, this was a forlorn hope. When in 1970 Prince Sihanouk of Cambodia was 
overthrown, his military successors asked for U.S. aid. American troops invaded the 
border zones where the VC hid out. Tins forced them to disperse and they soon occu¬ 
pied half die country. As in Vietnam, the U.S. began indiscriminate bombing raids. 
The country s rain seemed assured. It was worth the price to the country’s new 
leaders if it kept them in power. South Vietnam was destroyed because it might go 
communist; Cambodia because it was neutralist There appeared no limit to what 
Indochinese militarists would do to gratify their ambitions, nor to what America 
wuld do in support of them. No one asked the peasantry which ideology, if any, 
they wished to die for. They died just the same. 

f Of course the Saigon regime and its followers would have to be evacuated as 
m ms4* Honor would compel the U.S. to admit and resettle all refugees who wished 
to emigrate, preferably in those American communities where support for the war 

ad been highest. This would provide numerous opportunities for patriotic citizens, 
es£MjctaIly in the South, to display those benevolent feelings for the Vietnamese that 
justified America’s war policy. 
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The U.S. kept insisting too that it was in Vietnam to preserve the peo¬ 

ple’s freedom of choice. This also was false. American policy was to pre¬ 

vent the Vietnamese from choosing wrongly. The U.S. sustained Presi¬ 

dent Diem’s decision not to allow a vote on reunification in 1956 for 

fear that Hanoi would win. Every regime from then on jailed its critics 

and suppressed its opposition. America kept saying that freedom of 

choice was all it wanted in Vietnam. The less of it there was, the louder 

Washington invoked it. Most Southerners seemed to want a neutralized, 

Buddhist state. What they got was a pro-Western military dictatorship 

operated by Roman Catholics and displaced Northerners. The worst 

fears of what a communist victory would mean for South Vietnam were 

less than what American intervention actually produced. In the name 

of liberty and life, America gave it tyranny and death. 

What then were the true reasons for American involvement? Strictly 

speaking, there weren’t any. American policy in Indochina was not a 

considered one in the sense of people weighing the pros and cons of this 

step or that. The original commitment was slight and tentative. It was 

made mostly from habit. In those days whoever asked for help against 

communism got some. Aid was given with little thought at first, then 

increased out of sheer momentum when conditions worsened. At some 

point the process came to be seen as irreversible. This may have been 

when President Kennedy sent the first troops, more to impress Russia 

than North Vietnam it will be recalled, or perhaps when President John¬ 

son was given a free hand by the Tonkin Gulf resolution. The point was 

reached because each step taken forced another. If the communists won, 

all the aid previously given would have been wasted, and the careers of 
those responsible damaged. 

This last was especially important. Washington did not wish to be 

politically embarrassed by a defeat, however minor. Everyone with a 

stake in the policy was determined to preserve it, and the worse things 
got the more determined they became. One way they showed this was 

by denying reality. When the arvn was beaten at Ap Bac, it claimed 

victory and Washington agreed. President Kennedy asked the New York 

Times to recall David Halberstam not because he lied, but because he 

didn’t. Those who spoke the truth, like Colonel Vann, were ruined. 

Those who denied it got promoted. Higher echelons could not admit 
error, lower echelons could not report it. The bigger a man was, the 

greater the pressure to tell him what he wished to hear. Thus while for 

years each Saigon regime was weaker than the last, each was described 

as stronger. Every new pacification device was hailed as the ultimate 

weapon. Few minded, or even remembered, that the same was said of 

all the earlier plans before they collapsed. Military and political solu¬ 

tions failed alike. But as military actions required less thought and had 
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more advocates, failure did not discredit them. Political setbacks en¬ 

couraged despair; military defeats led to escalation. Americans paid lip 

service to political reform while putting their money into weapons. Ev¬ 

eryone agreed that guerrilla warfare was more political than military. 

Chairman Mao and President Ho were politicians of genius, not great 

soldiers, it was freely admitted. Yet being ill-equipped for political ac¬ 

tion the U.S. met each new crisis with a military response. These bought 

time. The time was always wasted, so each crisis was graver than the 

last. This was because politics were neglected, and also because the 
military buildup was wrongly done. 

The U.S, Army talked a good counterinsurgency game but played a 
had one. American generals remained fixated on Korea. Though they 

liked jumping out of airplanes, and recognized in theory the need for 

counterinsurgency tactics in Vietnam, they kept ordering more heavy 

equipment and calling for bigger battalions. This was the easiest course 

to take. The American Army, and the arvn even more, were unprepared 

for guerrilla war, and conventional forces were best for repelling an in¬ 

vasion from the North. The generals wanted to make South Vietnam so 

strong that American troops would not have to become involved in yet 

another squalid Asian land war. The means used defeated the ends. The 

arvn, though heavily armed (became heavily armed}, could not cope 

with an insurgency. This was clear by the end of 1964. But instead of 

confessing their own error and the arvns incapacity, the generals 

blamed everything on North Vietnam. If only the infiltration routes were 

bombed and the drvn made to pay for its sins, Saigon would prevail. 
Hence the bombing raids. When these failed to work a miracle, nothing 

remained but to pull out or go in in strength. Retreat was unthinkable. 

So the generals got what they dreaded most, another Asian land war to 
be fought under even worse conditions than before. 

Though needed to save military face. President Johnson had other 
reasons for ordering the bombing raids. As an old Cold Warrior he 

naturally subscribed to its metaphysics. All the nonsense about Munichs, 

dominoes, and tests of will came easily to his Bps. His chief advisers 

were like-minded. Secretary Rusk had, with General MacArthur, called 
for total victory over China in 1951. He was still warning against the 

Sino-Soviet Bloc* long after it had collapsed. The President was urged 

on by strategists and crisis managers eager to practice their professions. 

He feared withdrawal would strengthen rightists and blow the Demo- 
oats out of office as in 1952. He did not wish to become the first Presi- 

dent to lose a war.* Bombing was his natural response to bad news from 

KoreSf lts Two, the War of 1812 and the 
hd ^ dniws at lt was «ver entirely clear why having a per¬ 

fect record was so important anyway. Would losing one matter less if there wIs a 
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Vietnam. He did not want to commit troops until everything else had 

been tried. Even the largest raids hazarded few lives compared to what 

ground action would take. This calculation was as much political as 

moral. Bombing meant the random slaughter of Vietnamese, civilian 

and military alike. As luck would have it, the Vietnamese did not vote 

in American elections. It didn't hurt Democrats much to kill people in 

a small distant country. But it would go hard with the party if American 
boys began to die there. 

Then too, President Johnson shared the general faith in air power. 

North Vietnam was so underdeveloped that there was little in it worth 

hitting. Even if “bombed back to the stone age,” as General LeMay 

said, the drvn's capacity to fight would not be much impaired, nor, as 

the experience of Germany and Japan in World War II suggested, its 

will to resist diminished. The U.S. had enjoyed complete air supremacy 

over North Korea, flattened every structure of note, and still failed to 

win though it also had a great army in the field. There was little reason 

to think that bombing alone would do in Vietnam what greater force 

had not accomplished in Korea. Yet the air-power mystique flourished 

all the same. Perhaps this was because the Air Force had such good 

propagandists, mostly on the outside. More likely it was a consequence 

of the American faith in technology, that reverence for machines which 

is so salient a national trait. Then too, people naturally like to do what 

they are good at. In war, what Americans do best is aerial bombing. It 

was pretty much an irrelevant skill in Vietnam. This fact discouraged 

few in Washington, and as President Johnson had nothing else at hand 

when he decided on escalation, there was all the more reason to use it. 

So the raids began, and when they failed, as they had to, the troop 

buildup that followed brought the war home to Americans. 

The raids were launched amidst the usual fakery. “We seek no wider 

war,” President Johnson said after widening it. “Whether or not this 

course can be maintained lies with the North Vietnamese aggressors.” 

The Soviets replied in kind. Premier Kosygin announced, “We sternly 

declare that the Soviet Union will not remain indifferent to the destiny 

of a brotherly Socialist country and is ready to give .. . all necessary as¬ 

sistance if aggressors dare to encroach upon the sovereignty of the 

Democratic Republic of Viet Nam.” By then the great powers not only 

followed the same policies but used the same language to obscure them. 

When either committed aggression, the victim was to blame. Cuba and 

North Vietnam were at fault for making the U.S. attack them. Czecho- 

precedent? If so, that might be a good reason for accepting defeat. Then, perhaps, 
the reality principle would overcome the sporting principle. Yet it seems unlikely 
that Johnson (or Nixon later) would have felt much different about being the sec¬ 
ond President to lose a war than he did about being the first. 
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Slovakia and the Dominican Republic were invaded later by Russia and 
the U.S. respectively for their own good. Each side gave the same empty 
warnings when unable to deter the other. Russia could not keep the U.S. 
from attacking North Vietnam, however stem its promises. America 
could not stop Russia from invading Czechoslovakia, though the mili¬ 
tary was alerted and equally stem warnings issued. This disproved the 
theory, held by intellectuals in both countries, that since the two coun¬ 
tries were coming to resemble each other convergence would lead to 
peace. There was indeed little difference between their foreign policies, 
but peace stayed as distant as ever. Their domestic policies did not con¬ 
verge at all. Russia remained a closed society, America a relatively open 
one. The convergence theory was, therefore, partly false and wholly 
pathetic. Those who drew comfort from it showed only how desperate 
they were. 

Though the bombing raids were born of panic and muddle, they were 
naturally attributed to calculation. Elaborate planning was said to lie 
behind them. Perfect control was supposedly exercised throughout. Yet 
the raids began when Premier Kosygin was visiting Hanoi. Their targets 
included, as Harrison Salisbury among others would later report, schools, 
churches, and hospitals. A number of raids took place even as peace 
feelers were being extended. If the raids were precisely orchestrated, as 
claimed, they seemed intended to avert a settlement. If not, then the 
fighting continued from sheer maladroitness. Neither explanation en¬ 
couraged faith in the governments ability to secure peace. Rut the latter 
was no doubt preferable to the former. A democracy is healthier when 
it goes to war by accident rather than design. Popular confidence sur¬ 
vives ineptitude better than malice—up to a point anyway. What would 
finally cost the administration so dearly was precisely the feeling, in¬ 
spired by repeated errors, and even more by their denial, that bad faith, 
not human frailty, was at work. 

w 
The President was encouraged In his folly by the Dominican crisis. He 
practiced gunboat diplomacy then and got away with it Afterward, 
bullying North Vietnam seemed an even better idea. Though few recall 
it now, the Dominican affair was a triumph for the Johnsonian system 
(which is probably why it was forgotten—Johnson was one of those 
Presidents whom people remember for their failures). In a sense the 
Dominican intervention hardly requires explanation. The U.S. had been 
dominant in the Caribbean for so long that people naturally expected 
it to overthrow unfriendly governments and sustain cooperative ones, 
lately American power had grown so great that direct intervention was 
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seldom needed. Thus when the CIA overturned an unfriendly Guate¬ 

malan regime in 1954 the stroke was made to seem indigenous. Cuba 

got the same treatment in 1961, if less successfully. But whether gloved 

or not, the mailed fist was always there. The use of it declined somewhat 

when the Alliance for Progress was unveiled. But immediately after 

President Kennedy's death Thomas C. Mann, a veteran of the Guate¬ 

malan coup, was appointed Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-Ameri¬ 

can Affairs. In choosing so unrepentant an imperialist. President John¬ 

son showed rebellious Latins what they could expect from him. 

The Dominican Republic offered an especially complex challenge to 

American power. When its odious dictator, Rafael Trujillo, was de¬ 

stroyed in 1961, Washington was not displeased. His crimes were so 

monstrous they made even the State Department uneasy. To show good 

will President Kennedy sent a benevolent journalist, John Bardow Mar¬ 

tin, as ambassador to the newly liberated Republic. Though he meant 

well, Martins job was more proconsular than ambassadorial. When dis¬ 

couragement led him to consider resigning, he decided against it for 

fear of injuring President Kennedy. “We would hold this place for the 

President, our President/' he wrote later. What made holding the coun¬ 

try for Washington particularly trying was its leading citizen, Juan 

Bosch. Bosch was not only the foremost living Dominican but a chief 

spokesman in Latin America for that democratic revolution which the 

U.S. was ostensibly committed to advance. A quarter-century in exile 

and a lifetime spent in Caribbean politics had not made Bosch an easy 

man to deal with. All the same, Martin helped secure a free election in 

1962 which put Bosch in power. After seven months he was overturned 

by a military coup. The U.S. withheld recognition for a time to no effect. 

The golpistas hung on. Sporadic guerrilla fighting broke out. So Wash¬ 

ington backed down and recognized the military junta. Martin was not 

much interested in holding the country for President Johnson and re¬ 
signed soon afterward. 

Despite the bankruptcy of American policy there, the democratic im¬ 
pulse survived in the Dominican Republic. On April 24, 1965, an odd 

coalition of democrats, radicals, and junior military officers launched 
a countercoup to restore constitutional government under Bosch. At 

first it went badly, and the rebels asked Ambassador William Tapley 
Bennett to mediate. He refused. Then the military began to crumble. 

The embassy panicked and asked President Johnson for American troops 

to back it up and avert “another Cuba/' Washington complied by stages. 

On April 28 the President announced troop landings to protect the em¬ 

bassy and evacuate foreign nationals. Later a cease-fire was enforced 

which kept the military in power and the constitutionalists out. 

All this was rationalized in the most extraordinary way, as Theodore 
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Draper has shown. When American troops landed the junta’s overthrow 
had been all but accomplished, and with little bloodshed. Most of the 
fighting took place afterward when the military, encouraged first by the 
U.S. military mission and then by the troop landings, made a comeback. 
President Johnson defended the intervention by charging that the rebels 
beheaded fifteen hundred people. The embassy said a thousand bodies 
were lying about when the American troops arrived. In one account 
President Johnson had Ambassador Bennett phoning him to ask for 
Marines while personally under fire. None of this was true. There were 
no mass executions. The embassy was never hit Although some five 
thousand foreigners were evacuated, there was little reason to think 
them in danger.® 

When this became evident the government fell back on another line. 
The countercoup was organized by good Boschistas, it admitted, but 
they lost control to Castroites. At first the President couldn’t name these 
sinister elements, but Bennett came up with a list, though it was fre¬ 
quently revised. It finally had seventy-seven names which newsmen 
checked out. Three were allegedly communist sympathizers whom 
Colonel Francisco Caamano Deno, the leading rebel, supposedly named 
to Ms provisional government The reporters discovered that these men 
were not communists. Caamano had not appointed them in any case. 
Other names included people who were in prison or out of the country 
when the revolt began. Still others were well-known anti-American na¬ 
tionalists with no communist associations. James Nelson Goodsell con¬ 
cluded that 40 per cent of those named couldn’t possibly have played 
any part in the uprising. The administration was not consistent even 
in its red-baiting. Ambassador Bennett later gave a speech saying that 
thank to prompt action “the Communists were prevented from taking 
over, which hardly squared with the administration’s earlier contention 
that they already had. 

This scarcely mattered at the time. By June order was restored and an 
mter-American occupation fora, provided mainly by friendly dictators, 
established. Another outbreak of violence was put down in October. The 
next year elections were held and Joaquin Balaguer, a former Trujillo 
man acceptable to die U.S., became president. The election was free 
enough, no doubt The CIA had sufficient confidence to pay the expenses 
of impartial witnesses (unbeknownst to them, of course) who attested 
to that fact. But as the Dominicans believed that the purpose of Ameri- 

ahonSw at ^ wrote a whimsical column 
IaSt toimst wk) was from leaving by the Marines 

$0 they would have someone left to protect Buehwald was told later by a friend in 
tibensiA that tbs was almost literally the case. What to do when there were no more 
evacuees worried government propagandists a lot 
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can intervention had been to keep Bosch out, there was not much point 
in voting for him again. He got half a million votes nonetheless. After¬ 
ward Bosch left the country, his faith in democracy destroyed. At the 
decade’s end he was calling for a “dictatorship with popular support” 
in the Dominican Republic.0 

Though it left the Dominican Republic in shambles, President John¬ 
son s policy was a great success at home. Jingoism is always popular 
when cheap. Anti-communists were heartened by the show of force. 
Imperialists were assured that America would always rule the waves, 
Cuba notwithstanding. And the subsequent effort to give the U.S. gun¬ 
boat a democratic and international superstructure comforted many. 
Few Americans could support aggression without some queasiness, but 
a little soothing syrup from Washington set them right in most cases. 
Not that President Johnson got away with it entirely. Some who had 
gone along until then, notably Senator Fulbright, turned against him. 
The credibility gap widened. All the same, it was a famous victory, 
though cynics were reminded of those American victories in Cuba that 
preceded Fidel Castro. 

Though slight at first, opposition to the war in Vietnam started immedi- 
ately upon its escalation. The teach-ins were the peace movement’s first 
response. They began at the University of Michigan on March 24,1965. 
A faculty group had planned a one-day moratorium during which pro¬ 
fessors would speak on the war instead of teaching. This caused a great 
flap, and the anti-war group decided a moratorium would do more harm 
to the University than to the war party. They decided to have an all- 
night meeting instead. More than three thousand students attended the 
marathon seminar. The idea was contagious. Before long almost every 
large university, and many small ones, held teach-ins. Berkeley s was, 
of course, the most spectacular. It went on for two days. Twelve thou¬ 
sand students heard Dr. Spock, Senator Gruening of Alaska (the first 
Senate dove), Norman Thomas, Norman Mailer, I. F. Stone, Isaac 
Deutscher, Felix Greene, and countless others denounce the war. En¬ 
tertainment was provided by people like Dick Gregory, folk singers Phil 
Ochs and Malvina Reynolds, and a satirical group called The Committee. 

* John Bartlow Martin underwent an even stranger conversion. President Johnson 
sent him to Santo Domingo when the trouble began. He used his credit with the 
democrats to complete their ruin. Then he wrote a magazine article exposing un¬ 
savory administration tactics. Finally, in his book he defended its Dominican policies 
while saying that henceforth America should align itself with the revolutionary and 
not the reactionary elements in Latin America, even if some were red. He made no 
effort to reconcile this principle with the opposite one he had defended earlier. 
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Mailer was so overwhelmed that he dedicated his next book to "Lyndon 
B. Johnson whose name inspired young men to cheer for me in public.” 
The teach-ins were not confined to multiversities. Marist College in 
Poughkeepsie, New York, a Catholic school for men, had the radical 
Jesuit priest Father Daniel Berrigan, Staughton Lynd of Yale, and the 
venerable A. J. Muste speak against the war, while it was defended by 
such as Henry Cabot Lodge. 

At first the administration ignored the teach-ins, hoping they would 
go away. They raised problems because even then it was hard to get 
qualified people to defend the war publicly. Secretary of State Rusk 
finally took notice, blaming teach-ins on "the gullibility of educated 
men. That didn t help much, so in May the administration dispatched 
a three-man "truth team” to carry its message through the Midwest It 
was booed at the University of Iowa and shouted down at the University 
of Wisconsin. Some campuses listened to it, though, and its leader de¬ 
scribed the tour as exhilarating.” The experience was not repeated, 
however. On May 15 the movement reached its peak with a National 
Teach-in at the Sheraton Park Hotel in Washington. McGeorge Bundy, 
who had declined many earlier invitations, was to defend the administra¬ 
tion, but the Dominican crisis called him away. He was replaced by 
Robert Scalapino, an academic hawk from Berkeley. The anti-war panel, 
virtually a Who s Who of distinguished Asian scholars, made quick work 
of him. Later, on June 21, Bundy did surface in a televised exchange 
with Hans Morgenthau, the country’s leading academic authority on 
foreign policy. Bundy tried to discredit Morgenthau by showing he had 
erred before on other matters, as if infallibility were the test of legiti¬ 
mate criticism. Yet later when Bundy became a dove he spoke against 
the war, even though one of its architects. 

In the teach-ms and his many articles, Morgenthau stressed certain 
points repeatedly. He thought the war was based on a false relationship 
between prestige and public opinion. It had hurt France to abandon 
Indochina and Algeria. But afterward France’s prestige was greater. 
The Bay of Pigs injured the U.S., but not for long. The fear of a tempo¬ 
rary shift in public opinion was leading Washington to pursue a war 
that would be much more harmful to its standing in the long run. Already 
many around the world were questioning both its wisdom and morality. 
Their number could only increase. Morgenthau feared that by personal¬ 
izing the war Rusk, McNamara, Bundy, Rostow, the President, and 
othere had so committed their own prestige as to make withdrawal im¬ 
possible. His attack hurt because he was not a pacifist He had supported 
most American Cold War policies up to then. His name was synonymous 
widi hardheaded realism in foreign affairs. {American Realpolitik was 
in fact often called the Kennan-Morgenthau school” after its two most 
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distinguished advocates.) It was precisely for its ineffectiveness that he 

opposed the war. Wickedness, he insisted, did not pay off in the long 

run. It loses a country friends abroad and loyalties at home. It ought 

not to be practiced except when nothing else will save the state. Viet¬ 

nam was not such a case. The risks run there were greater than any out¬ 
come, however happy, could justify. 

The teach-ins did not change the government’s policy. They did make 

Washington more defensive. And they goaded the President into further 

prevarications. On April 7 he announced himself ready for "uncondi¬ 

tional discussions” with North Vietnam. While announcing a massive 

troop buildup on July 28 he said: 4T have stated publicly and many times, 

again and again, America’s willingness to begin unconditional discus¬ 

sions with any government at any place at any time.” Two weeks later 

the Manchester Guardian reported that Washington had already turned 

down at least two overtures, the most recent one in September 1964 when 

Ho Chi Minh agreed to a secret meeting between representatives of both 

countries. The U.S. rejected this bid for fear Goldwater would leam of it. 

After the election U Thant, Secretary General of the United Nations, 

tried to arrange talks. Hanoi agreed; Washington did not. 

Ambassador Stevenson was so depressed by this news that he told 

Eric Sevareid of CBS, shortly before his death, that he considered re¬ 

signing. U Thant hoped for a cease-fire in Vietnam. Hanoi was inter¬ 

ested, but the U.S. would not hear of it. At this time Hanoi insisted that 

the air war against it must be stopped before negotiations began. It also 

demanded a place for the NLF in whatever new government was formed 

in Saigon. The U.S. would not end the bombing without proof that in¬ 

filtration from the North had stopped. And President Johnson wanted the 

NLF disarmed before a political settlement was reached. The U.S. saw 

negotiations as a way of winning in conference what it had failed to gain 

in battle. If the NLF would only surrender first and talk later, all would 

be well. Though many Americans thought this reasonable, the drvn and 

the NLF did not. But then, they were not expected to. The administra¬ 
tion’s fictions were strictly for public consumption. 

The teach-ins also made dissent respectable. Before them many people 

who disliked the war were afraid to say so. Joe McCarthy, even in the 
grave, still scared them. Most teach-ins were organized by a handful of 

students and faculty. Yet when they struck at the king and lived, others 

were encouraged to do likewise. Not that they weren’t red-baited. Sena¬ 

tor Dodds witch-hunting subcommittee put out a report calling the 
teach-ins a commie plot. But the old magic no longer worked. Most 

school administrations ignored the report, some even refuted it. The 

most celebrated incident took place at Rutgers. During a teach-in Pro¬ 

fessor Eugene Genovese, a Marxist historian, said that he "welcomed” a 
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Viet Cong victory. Naturally the New Jersey legislature demanded his 

head, or at least his job. They got neither. The University protected his 

right to be foolish in public, though reluctantly. He resigned later, much 

to its relief, but went on to have a brilliant academic career. In the Mc¬ 

Carthy era he would have been fired outright, and probably blacklisted 
as well. 

While the teach-ins* ultimate effects were far from negligible, they did 

not stop the war. Instead it got worse. This made the anti-war movement 

more outraged and desperate, especially its left wing. Leftists began to 

carry VC and drvn flags in demonstrations. “Hey, hey, LBJ, how many 

kids did you kill today?” they chanted. One short-lived organization, the 

May 2nd Movement, collected blood for the NLF. In Berkeley the Viet- 

nam Day Committee made several attempts to block troop trains. Dur¬ 

ing the October 1965 peace demonstrations it marched on Oakland and 

was attacked by both the police and motorcycle hoodlums. When the 

VDC planned another march for November 20, the HelFs Angels prom¬ 

ised to destroy it entirely. Sonny Barger, their leader, declared the 

peaceniks” to be full of chickenshit Allen Ginsberg, a beat-generation 

poet turned guru, wrote a long poem asking them not to beat up the 

marchers. It was read with appropriate solemnity at San Jose State 

College on the 15th before an audience of students and Angels. More 

orthodox figures made the same request. On the 19th the Angels, who 

had become quite pompous and corny (for them) about their reputation, 

called a press conference. Barger announced they had decided not to 

attack the marchers for the sake of public order, and to avoid generating 

sympathy for this mob of traitors.” He also read a telegram they had 

sent to President Johnson offering to serve behind the lines in Vietnam.* 

Individual actions were sometimes even more striking. Following the 

Buddhist monks example, two men burned themselves to death in pro¬ 
test against the war. One, Norman Morrison, a Quaker, did so on the 

steps of the Pentagon. He was soon forgotten in America, though not in 

North Vietnam. Others took the less drastic step of burning their draft 
cards. In the manner of symbolic gestures, these acts were thought espe¬ 

cially atrocious. One of the peculiar features of nationalism is that while 

death and mutilation leave its practitioners unmoved, flag desecrations 

The President ignored them, mores die pity. Not only would it have gotten 
ttem out of Oakland, but the war would have gained a touch of redeeming panache. 
At tte same time, of course, its true nature would have been exposed, wych is prob¬ 
ably why he turned them down. As Norman Mailer observed at Berkeley, m Viet¬ 
nam the ideology of the communists was being opposed by the spirit of the Cosa 
NcKto. Still, the thought of a gang erf drag-crazed motorcycle freaks screaming up 
the HoChi Mmh Trail was a stirring one. And they would have it right in with the 
other freedom fighters” in Vietnam (CIA assassins. Green Berets, Chinese merce¬ 
naries, Montagnard tribesmen, and the like). 
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and the like inflame them. Accordingly, when pacifists started burning 
draft cards Congress passed a law making it a federal offense ($10,000 
fine or five years in jail) to knowingly kill or wound a Selective Service 
card. David J. Miller, a Catholic pacifist, was the first one arrested under 
the law. He went to prison for this, and so did others who followed his 
example. Young men kept on burning their draft cards anyway. 

The administration survived these experiences, some of which did 
peace more harm than not. But opposition was building up in weightier 
quarters too. The dissenting academy had already been heard from. The 
cultural community now expressed itself. The White House Festival of 
the Arts provided the occasion. President Johnson envied his predeces¬ 
sors skill at cultural politics, and, prodded by Eric Goldman, decided to 
have a try at it. On May 27 the festival was announced in the New York 
Times. Six days later the Times carried an open letter from the poet 
Robert Lowell politely declining to attend out of his “dismay* at the 
Presidents foreign policy. This provoked a crisis of conscience among 
other artists. Saul Bellow and John Hersey wrote letters agreeing with 
Lowell but explaining why it was still a good idea to attend. Dwight 
Macdonald and others sent the President a telegram supporting Lowell. 
Macdonald, a left-wing political journalist turned film critic, decided to 
go nonetheless. He could at least record the event, and, perhaps, subvert 
it too. “On these terms,” he wrote later, “I sacrificed, and not for the first 
time, consistency, and possibly even good taste, in the interest of a 
larger objective.” 

The festival went off on schedule and was gratrfyingly offensive. John 
Hersey, who read from his book Hiroshima, began by saying that it was 
especially relevant to the present with its dangers of “miscalculation, 
of accident, of reliance not on moral strength but on mere military power. 
Wars have a way of getting out of hand.” The President welcomed his 
guests but did not move among them. He told a reporter that “some of 
them insult me by staying away and some of them insult me by coming.” 
Macdonald circulated a petition endorsing Lowells position. Few 
signed it; not that many disagreed, but they thought it rude or tasteless, 
or impolitic. Macdonald was undismayed. Lowells letter had done its 
work. “Rarely has one persons statement of his moral unease about his 
governments behavior had such public resonance. I think it was because 
the letter was so personal, so unexpected and yet so expressive of a wide¬ 
spread mood of ‘dismay and distrust/ ” 

The Johnsonians never realized, until it was too late, and sometimes 
not even then, what the protest was about. Governors are always self- 
righteous, and all the more so when embarked on dubious adventures. 
Few appreciate that there are other standards beside their own. Presi¬ 
dent Johnson was better than most. His career was based as much on 
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empathy as cunning. He understood that a consensus is not built by 

force. But the early attacks on his war policy came from those he least 

understood—the young, the intellectual, the cultivated. They had been 

the most critical of him for his want of grace, wit, and sophistication. 

He had just about given up on them anyway. Their response to the war 

completed his alienation. They would pay heavily for having been so 

snobbish. But Johnson would pay too. What he did not quite grasp then, 

though he would later, was that it took more support to govern than to 

win elections. Every time he escalated the war, polls showed that a ma¬ 

jority—the silent majority, some would call it—supported him. But the 

silent majority, being silent, was of little use in a crisis. If the outraged 

minority were numerous enough, or properly placed, they could make 

things nearly impossible for a government. It was no use trying, as did 

Johnson and after him Nixon, to rouse the silent majority. In politics it is 

not the inert many but the volatile few who count. This was especially 

true in the Democratic party, where liberals and intellectuals were most 

active. As propagandists, fund-raisers, and precinct-workers they were 

indispensable, so they had power in the party far beyond what their 

comparatively small numbers suggested. When they turned on President 

Johnson he was finished as party leader. He understood then that there 

was no point in going on, even if, as was likely, he gained re-election, 

for he could not govern. He appreciated that the war had lasted too long, 

cost too much. But he never saw that the resistance began with people 

who resented having foreigners slaughtered in their name. Lyndon 

Johnson was the first President sine® Herbert Hoover to be turned out 
for moral obtuseness. 



PROFILE: 

The City 

Among America’s principal institutions were Iier cities. Most 

people lived in or near them. Most great national enterprises depended 

on them. In the sixties they deteriorated rapidly. Pollution and 

congestion affected the great ones. Essential services decayed. But what 

worried city residents was the rising crime rate. At the decades end law 

and order became an obsession. Yet the more people demanded civil 

peace, the less of it they got. At first liberals doubted that the rise in 

crime was real. The FBI announced new increases annually, but it was 

hardly an impartial source as its budget depended on crime and 

subversion. Then too, even if honestly done, the FBI’s methods of 

recording and reporting crimes were subject to change, and the local 

sources it relied on were even less consistent Crimes varied over time, 

making comparisons difficult In 1962 there were 461 bank robberies, a 

27 per cent increase over the previous year. Yet in 1932 there had been 

609 holdups at a time when there were 5,300 fewer banks to rob. And, 

though crime seemed to be up, the prison population was going down. 

In 1963 the gross number of inmates declined in twenty-seven prison 

systems, and in thirty-two more the ratio of inmates to the whole 

population fell off. In 1939 the national rate of imprisonment was 137.6 

inmates per 100,000 of population. By 1964 it was down to 118.3 per 

100,000. 
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Many Americans concluded from this that criminals were being too 

lightly punished. Stiffer penalties would ease the crime rate. Still, 

American sentences were already as severe as any in the Western 

world. Only 150 Englishmen each year were sentenced to five years or 

more in the penitentiary. In the U.S., with less than four times the 

population, more than fifteen thousand criminals received comparable 

sentences annually. Some believed that more executions would reduce 

the homicide rate. But in 1964 a third of all murders were committed 

by someone in the victim s family, and half by a friend. Thus an 

American was three times as likely to be killed by a friend or relative 

as by a stranger. Stronger penalties were of little use in preventing 

these crimes of passion. More and more states recognized this, and 

executions became less common—sometimes by executive moratorium 

and, less often, by the abolition of capital punishment, as in New 

York.® This was a point gained for civilized values. But it left the 

larger problem of private violence untouched. Cities became 

progressively more dangerous to live in. Liberals called for new wars 

on poverty to destroy the social basis of crime. Conservatives 

demanded more law and order, meaning, usually, police repression. 

Both methods were tried, often at once, to little effect Like poverty, 

crime defeated the best efforts of Americans in the xgfio's. Maybe 

the problem was insoluble. Or, perhaps, for all the screaming about it, 

people Just didn t try hard enough. Many bought guns (hence the 

increase in accidental shootings } and dogs. Yet these were no 

substitute for an effective public policy—whatever it might be. In its 

absence, things simply got worse and worse. Was the day coming 

when every well-dressed man would wear a sidearm as in the Old 

W est, and no lady go abroad unescorted? Few were prepared to bet 

against that possibility. The Great Society was a marvelous idea, but 

many Americans would cheerfully have settled for a safe one. 

Even if there had been no rise in crime, and no fear of riots, city 

life would still have been unpleasant, even dangerous. New York City, 

* N° state took he most obvious step to reduce homicides. Murders were 
uraaJJy committed with the nearest weapon at hand. If that weapon was a knife 
toe victim s chances of survival were six times greater than if a gun was used 
Stemgent gun-control laws would probably lead to fewer attacks with guns and more 
with knives. Fewer victims; would die in consequence. Such laws would,-of course, 
have been imthinkahle and un-American. 
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being the largest, showed this most clearly. In 1955 a municipal board 

had proudly announced that “New York City is assured a plentiful 

supply of the finest water for the rest of this century” Ten years later 

there was not enough to permit residents to wash cars, sprinkle lawns, 

or fill swimming pools. Restaurants served drinking water only on 

request. The immediate cause of this shortage was a predictable 

decline in rainfall. Bad planning did the rest. Water was still largely 

free in New York. In consequence, eight million New Yorkers wasted 

as much water (300 million gallons daily) as seven million Londoners 

used. Mayor Wagner opposed water meters on the grounds that free 

water was crucial to the citys “social philosophy.” The Hudson was 

full of water, but the city had abandoned its only pumping station on 

the river fifteen years before. And so it went. Next year the rains came 

and everyone forgot about water. In due course another drought would 

probably refresh their memories, no doubt as uselessly as before. 

Hard-pressed New Yorkers suffered a more novel inconvenience in 

the fall of 1965. On November 9 the Northeast lost its electric power. 

The blackout started at Niagara Falls and reached New York at 

5:28 p.m. Everything without an auxiliary power source stopped 

functioning. Hospitals and radio stations kept going, saving lives and 

preventing panic. All else stopped. The consequences were not nearly 

what they might have been. A bright moon helped the planes aloft 

and none crashed. Emergency safety measures worked on trains, 

subways, and elevators, though countless thousands were trapped in 

them for varying lengths of time. In the Empire State Building firemen 

had to break through a wall to rescue passengers in one stranded 

elevator. “Are there any pregnant women in this car?” asked one. 

“We’ve hardly even met,” was the answer. This was typical. New 

York can take it, was the prevailing mood. Commuters slept in train 

stations, department stores, and armories (opened by Governor 

Rockefeller for the emergency). Telephone service continued, which 

helped everyone stay calm. Even New Yorkers’ habitual nastiness, 

always so noticeable to visitors, declined. They were mostly cheerful 

and cooperative throughout, showing that there is nothing like a good 

disaster for bringing people together. Fortunately, this new spirit was 

not severely tried. The next day power was restored. Not much came 

of this, though nine months later New York hospitals noted a sudden 



boom in babies. In the future if a population shortage threatened, the 

authorities would know what to do. 

On investigation it turned out the blackout was caused by a tiny 

relay that had not been reset for the higher power loads generated 

since 1963. At 5 p.m. on Tuesday, November 9, electricity was flowing 

to Toronto over six power lines from the Sir Adam Beck No. 2 

distribution station in Queenston, Ontario. At 5:15 the power surged 

slightly, activating the mis-set relay. It tripped a circuit-breaker, 

cutting out one line and transferring its power to the other five. These 

lines instantly became overloaded and were cut out by their own 

relays. Unable to go north, this river of power automatically surged 

southward into the connecting U.S. power grid, activating more relays 

along the way. The northern regions denied power sucked current 

from the south. The huge drain called more relays into action. This 

cascade effect shut down the entire northeastern grid system. 

Who was to blame? Sir Adam Beck No. 2 station was guilty in the 

first instance. But the power outage would have been localized 

were it not for the gnd s inadequacies. There was simply not 

enough power on hand to compensate for the Initial losses. For one 

thing, the grid was not big enough. Then too, while power companies 

in the Northeast had correctly estimated their long-term needs, they 

had not provided for them. There was, of course, no shortage of excuses 

for this* Yet the truth was dear enough. The companies were unable 

or unwilling to provide enough power, but were strong enough to keep 

*e federaI government from doing so. Private power, though 

inadequate, was essential to the American way. Public power, though 

necessary, was sodalistic and morally enfeebling. No more great 

blackouts took place in the sixties, but the imbalance between 

demand and capacity' got worse. It was hard not to think that fresh 

disasters awaited the region, especially long-suffering New York City. 

New Yorkers still found things to cheer about Pope Paul’s visit was 

one. John Lindsay’s election as mayor another. Paul paid die city a 

fleeting visit on October 4,1965. His main purpose was to address 

»J^^iDgenQOUS °ffered ** C^olidated Edison of New York. It 
Mounlain- Conservationists, fearing it 

woiUd nun Storm King, blocked the dan. Thus, Con Ed implied, the blackout was 
really the conservationists’ fault Little wonder ihat Con Ed w^thTmit Z^pdar 
power company in die Moriieast, scorned even hy TV comedians. P 



the United Nations. There, in the spirit of Pope John, whose great 

encyclical Pacem in Terris had committed the Roman Church, he 

spoke for peace. “Jamais plus la guerre ” he cried out. “No more war, 

war never again.” He also talked privately with Secretary General 

U Thant and President Johnson. He said mass in Yankee Stadium. 

And he visited the World’s Fair. All day long the cheering never 

stopped. Millions saw him live, and millions more on TV. He was the 

first reigning Pope to visit North America, which was gratifying. He 

gave a ringing endorsement to the United Nations, which was better 

still. It was one of the brightest days many Americans could remember. 

The New York mayoralty campaign was less edifying, though 

perhaps more important. One of the curious features of American life 

is that no matter how vile the public job, someone can always be found 

to take it. Being mayor of a large city used to be good for fun and 

profit. In those days people were happy if graft was kept at reasonable 

levels and basic services maintained. Now the problems were worse 

and the demands greater. Yet there was not much mayors could do. 

The state governments discriminated against them. The federal 

government, which alone had the power to help them, was preoccupied 

with the arms race, the space race, and other costly diversions. New 

York City was in such bad shape that many doubted it could be saved 

at all. Mayor Robert F. Wagner had managed to hold things together 

for three terms, but the strain told. In 1965 he decided not to run 

again. His system was condemned by Congressman Lindsay for its 

reliance on “power brokers,” a phrase that hardly did justice to the 

incumbent s complex style. What it involved was a series of exchanges 

by which Peter was forever being robbed to pay Paul, one problem 

solved at the expense of another. When the transit workers threatened 

to strike for higher wages, Wagner would give way. Then fares would 

be raised, making it harder for the people who most needed public 

transportation to use it Other public employees would be encouraged 

to ask for more money. If they didn’t get it they might strike. If they 

did the cost of doing the city’s work went up. This meant more taxes 

which drove out businesses thus reducing the tax base. There was no 

escaping the vicious cycle in which city government was locked. Help 

had to come from outside. Lacking it, all the mayor could do was 

continue his juggling act and pray. 



Why did John V. Lindsay want to inherit this situation? Though a 

Republican in an overwhelmingly Democratic city, he had a safe 

congressional district and a brilliant future. The odds against his 

winning a city-wide election were great, the chances of accomplishing 

much if he did slight. One reason might have been that there was 

nothing else to run for. Rockefeller seemed likely to go on forever as 

governor. Both U.S. Senators (Robert Kennedy and Jacob Javits) 

were immensely popular. Still, Lindsay was only forty-three. He could 

afford to wait for something better to turn up. That he didn’t, and 

chose instead to take on the roughest job around, was one measure of 

the man. He ran as a fusion candidate on both the GOP and Liberal 

tickets. Against him the Democrats, puffed up with overconfidence, 

nominated an obscure machine politician, Abraham D. Beame. 

The Conservative party chose William F. Buckley, thus lending 

dramatic interest to the race. Like Lindsay, Buckley was tall, rich, 

handsome, and a Yale graduate. Otherwise they had little in common. 

Buckley was the country’s best-known conservative intellectual. 

Urbane, witty, sometimes eloquent, he had been a fierce and 

intemperate controversialist for many years. With his gifts he might 

have been a great scholar, writer, or politician. Instead he spent his 

life protecting wealth, privilege, and traditional religion with an 

elegantly baroque prose. This put him in odd company indeed, for one 

of the chief rules of the Establishment is that, outside the South, 

those who possess high status do not defend it. Or rather, they keep 

their position by invoking its opposite. Hence rich men supported the 

war on poverty, intellectuals called for more open universities, 

officeholders demanded broader democratic practices, and monopolists 

extolled competition. None of them lost anything by this. Quite the 

contrary. It cost little and paid rich dividends in public esteem and 
acceptance. 

Since there was room for everyone in this great consensus, those who 

chose to remain outside it were abnormal by definition. The militant 

right especially was full of freaks—Minutemen, John Birchers, 

of but "■* sometimes a crucial bloc 
Yoric. It usually supported reform Democrats rather than running its 
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anti-Semites, racists, and what all. There were scarcely any real 

intellectuals among them, and though Buckley tried hard to 

give his journal, the National Review, a distinguished tone, 

it was uphill work. So he was surrounded by a motley band of 

ex-communists, unreformed Catholics, neo-colonialists, and Social 

Darwinists. And he found himself propounding the merits of strange 

people and places—the province of Katanga, the late Senator Joe 

McCarthy, Taiwan, Papal infallibility, and many, many more. The 

National Review lived in a strange, perfervid world, menaced by 

bizarre threats from the left (Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., for example). It 

believed the innocuous liberal organization Americans for Democratic 

Action to be stronger and more wicked than the Mafia. 

Yet if the National Review seemed absurd, Buckley himself didn’t 

He was a powerful debater, entirely free of scruple, sentiment, or a 

debilitating regard for fact He played to win, and usually did.* Arid 

polemics did not absorb all his time. A few years before he had helped 

organize the Conservative party in New York City, and already it was 

making itself felt in the real world. Buckley’s candidacy gave it another 

boost, though he didn’t even live in the city and said what he felt 

from the beginning, thus showing himself unfit for public office. He 

had, in a way, the best platform of any candidate. He was the only one 

to come out for universal water metering (and a sliding scale of 

charges during droughts), the only honest way of ending water 

shortages. His transportation program was magnificent by past 

standards. It involved auto tolls and a good deal of experimentation 

in regulating car and truck traffic. Best of all was the Buckley Bikeway, 

a proposed bicycle path that would run above Second Avenue from 

ist to 125th Streets. The most vicious plank called for police repression 

of undesirables, but Buckley was made to pay for that. Both the press 

* His most famous debates were with Norman Mailer, his opposite number on the 
left. Afterward each would write an account explaining his victory. Mailer’s were 
the best, since he was incomparably the better writer, but not the most accurate. 
Buckley almost always beat him because, while Mailer was struggling earnestly for 
the truth, Buckley wished only to cut him up. Mailer was vulnerable in so many 
ways that this was easy to do, though it proved nothing except who was most 
ruthless—and everyone knew that already. In 1968 during the national political 
conventions, Buckley was paired on TV with the novelist Gore Vidal, an even more 
cutting and poisonous wit. Vidal made mincemeat of him. 
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and the candidates vilified and misquoted him to an extraordinaiy 
degree.* 

This made for a lively campaign. Buckley had no chance to win 

himself, but in a close race the votes he gained at the expense of one 

candidate might elect the other. There was considerable doubt as to 

whom he would infure most. Lindsay suffered from being shown up by 

him on television. Beame lost normally Democratic white ethnic bloc 

voters who thought Buckley would be harder on the blacks. Polls 

showed Lindsay and Beame to be running even, with Buckley expected 

to get 18 per cent of the vote. As it turned out, Lindsay got 45.3 per 

cent, Beame 41.3 per cent, and Buckley, because of last-minute 

defections, 13.4 per cent. What happened, apparently, was that a 

crucial number of voters who wanted change were scared of 

Buckleyism and, since Beame represented business as usual, were 

stuck with Lindsay. All the same, it was Buckley s finest hour. His 

campaign was divertingly candid, his platform ingenious. The 

Conservative party grew. Now the question was, would Lindsay, a 

minority mayor with an unstable fusion organization, be able to govern 

the city? Most people thought not, but with New Yorkers hope springs 

eternal. Why else would they live in so trying a place? 

Lindsay was hardly elected when on January x, 1966, the transit 

workers struck. New Yorkers had at times gone without water, 

electricity, newspapers, and taxicabs the year before. But nothing hurt 

it as much as this strike. Over three million workers used the city’s 

buses and subways daily. Without them the city could barely function. 

Mayor Lindsay walked to work as an example. Others pressed bicycles, 

roller skates, and even horses into service. Most tried to drive in. On 

January xo, the worst day of the strike, 850,000 cars crept through 

Manhattan. Things would have been worse still if many had not 

simply stayed home. On the first day xo per cent of Manhattan’s 

department stores failed to open. Businesses that did reported absentee 

rates of from 25 to 90 per cent A fifth of the wage earners in Harlem 

could not get out of the ghetto. City stores lost a billion dollars in sales, 
it was believed. 

mUCh ?-iOUS horr^r at m bis book The Unmaking of a 
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The transit workers often threatened to strike, but had not done so 

before as Mayor Wagner and union head Mike Quill invariably settled 

the matter between them. This time Mayor Wagner left the problem 

to his successor. But John Lindsay had expressed a high-minded 

contempt for the old ways. He preferred conventional bargaining 

techniques. Mike Quill, a quick-tempered ex-radical, was insulted, 

especially when Mayor Lindsay announced that negotiations were not 

being conducted in good faith, hence the strike. Quill, who called on 

the mayor to show less profile and more courage, had asked for the 

moon to start with as usual. Among his demands were a four-day work 

week, a 30 per cent pay raise, six weeks of annual vacation, and other 

benefits that would cost the city an estimated $680 million in the next 

two years. When the court issued an injunction against the strike, Quill 

tore it up on camera and, on January 4, went defiantly to jail. After a 

series of sixteen-hour bargaining sessions, the union settled on January 

13 for a staggered 15 per cent wage increase and fringe benefits 

amounting to between $52 and $61 million. The terms were about 

what the union would have gotten without a strike from the old 

administration. Mayor Lindsay learned a valuable lesson, the first of 

many such. 

The transit strike was followed by a newspaper strike that forced the 

Herald Tribune to merge with the World-Telegram and Sun and the 

Journal-American. Many jobs were lost. Later this hybrid failed too, 

throwing even more people out of work. Nor did the reduction of city 

newspapers to three—the Times, Daily News, and Post—raise spirits. 

Mayor Lindsay tried to cheer New Yorkers by calling the metropolis 

Fun City. This was received sardonically, especially when the garbage 

men went on strike in 1967, turning Fun City into Fungus City. 100,000 

tons of rubbish piled up on city streets and sidewalks. Trash fires 

increased by 700 per cent during the nine-day walkout. Under pressure 

from the state, Lindsay finally agreed to accept arbitration, which gave 

the workers much of what they asked for. Lindsay wanted to keep 

taxes down, but in his first two years of office had to grant wage hikes 

totaling $300 million, and even so teachers, transit and welfare workers, 

sanitation men, and others went on strike. The teachers increasingly 

wanted not only more money but more power. Their militancy led to 

the Ocean Hill dispute that so demoralized liberal blacks and whites 



alike. Lindsay had more responsibility than power where many of 

these were concerned. Even if he had made no mistakes things would 

still have gotten worse. Much of the decay was entirely beyond his 

grasp. He could do nothing to make the power companies increase 

their capacity. Nor was there much he could do to prevent telephone 

service from falling off. As the mail service was deteriorating too, the 

movement of business and industry out of the city increased, leaving 

fewer taxpayers to support the rising cost of public services. The 

soaring crime rate led people to buy dogs for protection. These Animals 

had a habit of defecating In public, further degrading the environment. 

Lindsay did have his successes. There were no great riots in New 

York as elsewhere. This was at least partly because Lindsay did all he 

could to ease tension, down to and including walking the streets of 

troubled neighborhoods. No mayor ever worked harder or took more 

abuse, from Made militants, white bigots, and disgruntled liberals who 

expected miracles and would settle for nothing less. Surprisingly, 

lindsay kept Ms temper and even Ms sense of humor. More surprisingly 

still, he ran for re-election in 1969, even though he lost the Republican 

primary to an aloof conservative. State Senator John Marchi, and had to 

run on the Liberal ticket alone. His chances of re-election seemed slight 

at this point. He had offended the silent majority of Democratic voters 

in many ways. The wMte working class resented Ms attentions to racial 

minorities. The Jews were still unhappy about Ocean Hill. The borough 

of Queens thought its snow was removed too slowly. There was no end 

to the agonies of life in New York, all of wMch were invariably blamed 

on the mayor. His fete seemed sealed even before Norman Mailer 

announced his candidacy, thus cutting into what remained of Lindsays 

constituency on the left. 

Fortunately for Lindsay, the Democratic death wish was still at 

work. Urn Democratic candidate Mario Proeaccino was inept to the 

point of absurdity. Speaking to Negro voters he proclaimed his heart to 

be as black as theirs. He called for law and order at every turn. 

Commence obliged Arthur Goldberg ami other prominent liberal 

Democrats to disown him. Few liberals defected to Mailer.* Lindsay 

At another time Maller might haw done better. His running mate Jimmy 
Br^^s a colorful and beloved New York journalist He was also the only 

mw-ntiw TW ^^^gentsia. Thar program was very 
ve. They wanted to make New York City the hfty-first state so as to stop 
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had armies of volunteers and bags of money. After a long uphill fight 

he outpolled Procaccino by 160,000 votes. New York was saved, for the 

moment. Racism was held at bay. Poverty, pollution, and congestion 

continued. Whether the city would ultimately survive remained 

doubtful. 

the tax drain to Albany. Once a month they meant to have a “Sweet Sunday” when 
automobiles would be banned from Manhattan. Mailer campaigned hard, drunk 
or sober, but it was no use. The Jews thought Mailer too deracinated. Lindsay was 
more like what they wanted their sons to become. The white working el ass preferred 
law and order to Jimmy Breslin. Liberals feared Procaccino more than they liked 
Mailer. They didn’t actually like Lindsay all that well, but he seemed the only 
realistic alternative. 
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6 FROM CIVIL RIGHTS 
TO BLACK POWER 

T 
.. .. Ahough it was often called the Civil Rights Revolution (or 

r 6 "e^o*uti0I1)> ^ere were few revolutionaries in the movement 
r . ■ equality. Most blacks asked only for what most whites 

already had. This seemed startling for two reasons. First because the 

raaal double standard was so old and well established that people 
thought it part of the natural order. What God had done mere man 

could not undo. Negroes (and Indians and Spanish-spealdng people) 

occupied those stations in life appropriate to their talents. This was not 
a matter of prejudice but of justice, for in a free society everyone moved 

to exactly the level his abilities warranted. The Negro’s inferior place 

was a consequence of his inferior attributes. Then in 1954 the Supreme 

Court we Jened these assumptions. Brown v. Board of Education held 
tot fee Constitution protected all Americans equally, regardless of 

t .OISt ^ec^ared that Negro inferiority was not congenital 
but mduced. In attacking segregated schools the Court also struck at the 
atbtudes justifying segregation. This shocked not only the South but 

other parts of fee country too-though somewhat later. It opened the 
way tor a mass civil rights movement. 

ab°Ut ^ Negr0eS’ emerSence was fee non- 
v^dent ethic they developed. This was so contrary to American customs 
as to be almost revolutionary. Though mainly Christian, Americans did 

not practice turning fee other cheek and loving their enemies. They be- 
hev ed m self-defense. They also believed, less firmly, in obeying the law. 

elf-defense and respect for law did not go together very well, since to 
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invoke the one was sometimes to violate the other. But this did not 

trouble many. People were used to applying one principle at a time 
as needed. 

Under Martin Luther King, Jr., the civil rights movement defied both 

these precepts. Bights workers did not obey the law, neither did they 

defend themselves. Both these responses were un-American. So was their 

insistence on redeeming the oppressor through love. People hate those 

they have wronged, and all the more so when that hate is met with love. 

Hence the beatings, murders, and other savageries which rights workers 

experienced after the Montgomery bus boycott of 1955. Dr. King had 

formed his ethic before going to Montgomery, by reading Ghandi, Tol¬ 

stoy, Thoreau, and the Bible. It was ideally suited to Southern condi¬ 

tions. Being devoted to the Bible, Southern blacks grasped the idea of 

nonviolence readily. And as they were so heavily outnumbered, and even 

more outgunned, nonviolence was the obvious response. It is what the 

weak use to turn the oppressor’s strength against him. White Southerners 

were slow to understand this. At first they met nonviolent demonstra¬ 

tions with force. This produced martyrs, strengthened the movement, 

and won outside support. Later the white South turned to more subtle 

tactics which worked better. But in the late fifties and early sixties guns 

and clubs were the usual response to nonviolence. The civil rights move¬ 
ment thrived on them, though at a great human price. 

After Montgomery, the next great step was taken on February 1, i960, 

when four Negro college students sat down at a whites-only lunch coun¬ 

ter in Greensboro, North Carolina, and asked for service. There had been 

sit-ins before with few results. But this one captured the public imagina¬ 

tion and it was followed by countless others. At the years end perhaps 

seventy thousand blacks and whites had staged sit-ins in more than a 

hundred communities. They would lead in time to the wholesale de¬ 

segregation of public facilities throughout the South. They would also 

produce the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (sncc, pro¬ 
nounced Snick). 

Most Negro leaders endorsed nonviolence, out of enthusiasm or calcu¬ 
lation, but a few did not, notably the Black Muslims. This curious sect 

had been founded in Detroit in the i93o’s and was led by one Elijah 

Poole, called Elijah Muhammad. “The Lost-Found Nation of Islam in 

the West” numbered about thirty thousand in 1959 when a television 

documentary entitled “The Hate That Hate Produced” won it many new 

members. Black Muslim theology derived from Islam, black folkways, 
and the Protestant Ethic. Muslims believed that the black race (“Negro” 

was thought a slave term) had once been the only race. But a mad sci¬ 

entist named Yakub had rebelled against Allah and invented the white 
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man, or devil. Someday he would be destroyed. In the meantime the 

strategy for American blacks was to organize a separate state 
or their own. 

Though their theory was based on hatred, the Black Muslims were not 

usually violent or anti-social. On the contrary, they attracted desperate 
young blacks who would otherwise have ended up in jail or worse. Many 

who joined were convicts like Malcolm Little, who as Malcolm X be¬ 

came the Nation s chief spokesman. Black Muslims avoided tobacco, al¬ 

cohol narcotics, and “soul food” (another relic of slavery). They were 

gal and industrious and where possible founded their own schools 
and businesses. They never got in trouble with the law, except when 

harass«I by it. This happened fairly often in the early sixties. People 

fear what they do not understand, particularly when it is armed, disci- 
phned, and hostile. When their mosques were raided by the police. Black 

Muslims sometimes fought bade, as the Panthers would later. This fright¬ 

ened people even more. Negro leaders, committed then to peace and 

?Ie'J*“5? S’ *<* pitch. It tamed at time, at 
hating the Black Muslims was all that evety race, creed, religion, and 

section of the country had in common. 

Ht?^eIphaS 3 public iudgment ^ 30 mistaken. Whatever their faults, 
rdvtf WBre1tn,e Separatists who wanted only to be left in peace. 

subriiL^^t— &em Iess mid the violence 
shaded. The Nation s potential for growth proved to be very slight. Its 

were too austere for most blacks. Its devotion to self-help and 
g spe of work was not only inappropriate but anachronistic. Its rigid 

attJ^T6’ ty &e I)arainiIitaiy Fruit of Islam, was equally un- 
attmcbve And by remaining aloof from the civil rights struggle it alien- 

suS^fh^W ° t*' Muiammad’s Ieadership suffered when he failed to 
converts in prison with legal and other forms of aid. 

and wfs SZT Hketimlost faitkEven Malcolm X despaired 
SfkTE f°r questioninS the official line. When he left he 
S°L*e ^°°s ftt him. Later, when people learned that 

SKrt S“0t praCtice sexual austerities he preached 
Si vxtomrles were long gone and only 

thourfftof^ F^V found Ae Nation s decline comforting 

"" ”***** by Bkck I** which wJ 

daS* w5i' l6SS atteDti0D the Muslims in those 
toc^S-n He>1104 they, foreshadowed what was 

d ^ hfd °f *e — chapter in Monroe, 

he ^ tWfed by l0cal Ku ^ux Klan 
g ^ dub of ^ members and got it chartered by the 
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National Rifle Association. This was partly to get the free ammunition 

provided NRA members by a grateful government, partly also, no doubt, 
a tribute to both groups* joint faith in self-defense. When the in at* or¬ 

ganized a motorcade against one naacp members house, the dub drove 

them off with gunfire. White Monroe’s enthusiasm for vigilante action 

declined thereafter.* Later Williams was able to get two Negro boys 

aged seven and nine freed from the state reformatory where they had 

been sent for long terms after one was kissed on the cheek by a little 

white girl. Williams went on leading sit-ins and protests until the sum¬ 

mer of 1961 when he was charged with kidnaping and driven into exile 
for eight years. 

Everyone but his followers was relieved at this. He had deeply em¬ 

barrassed the naacp. It was bad enough that he rejected the nonviolent 

ethic, worse still that he did so with such success. His was the only armed 

naacp chapter and, for its size, the most effective. While he lasted, Wil¬ 

liams was a standing challenge to the naacp s way of doing business. 

He was a threat to the Congress of Racial Equality also, core was more 

aggressive than the naacp, but also more dedicated to nonviolence as a 

way of life. A group of its Freedom Riders were in Monroe when Wil¬ 
liams was indicted. His ideas had a lasting effect on them. Some would 

later help take core beyond nonviolence. Of course Williams’s experi¬ 

ence could be read both ways. Those who opposed armed militancy saw 

his destruction as proof of its uselessness. Those who favored it argued 

that his years of success showed its worth. To them his being run out 

of the country on what was either a frame-up or a technicality was only 

one unfortunate detail in an otherwise satisfactory pattern. Williams first 

took the path more disillusioned blacks would follow later, even to 
becoming a third-world-style revolutionary. 

At the time Williams’s case seemed freakish. Most militant blacks 

were still nonviolent, and in the Freedom Rides were performing their 

most striking feats, core organized the rides to test the racial policies 

of Southern bus terminals and forced the administration to reform them. 

On May 15, 1961, nine Freedom Riders were attacked near Anniston, 

Alabama, and their bus burned. Another band went on to Birmingham 

where two more were beaten. On May 20 at least another twenty were 

injured when their bus was attacked by a mob outside Montgomery. 

They included several reporters and John Seigenthaler of the U.S. Attor¬ 

ney Generals office. Four hundred federal law officers were sent to Ala¬ 

bama to insure order. Two days later Alabama National Guardsmen 

with fixed bayonets scattered a mob bent on attacking a meeting where 

* Whites finally nailed the naacp member, a physician, more deviously. Though 
a Roman Catholic, he was sent to prison for allegedly performing an illegal abortion. 
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Martin Luther King was to speak. On May 28 Attorney General Ken¬ 

nedy asked die Interstate Commerce Commission to end the segregation 

of interstate buses and facilities. On November 1, 1961, the ICC banned 

segregation on all interstate buses, trains, and terminals. A thousand 

people were involved in the rides that made this possible. It cost core 

$3°Gj°oo hi legal fees alone. The human costs to those beaten and im¬ 

prisoned were beyond calculation. But they made core an important 

civil rights organization. Its budget in 1962 was $750,000, three times 
what it had been the previous year. 

gore and its allies won the struggle to integrate public facilities be¬ 

cause Robert Kennedy was the Attorney General. His office was the only 

important one in Washington deeply committed to civil rights. He alone 

of the administration s great figures had dose Negro friends. Even so, his 

emotions were not uncomplicated. After the University of Georgia was 

integrated in 1961, despite student rioting, he spoke at its law school and 

remarked in the world-wide struggle, the graduation at this university7 

of Charlayne Hunter and Hamilton Holmes will without question aid 

and assist the fight against communist political infiltration and guerrilla 

warfare. A dubious proposition, though one he would later outgrow. 

Kennedy was devoted to racial equality but not to the means used to 

advance it. His famous meeting with James Baldwin and other Negro 

spokesmen left both sides angry and baffled. As Attorney General, Ken¬ 

nedy naturally had doubts about civil disobedience. As a Democrat he 

wanted to strengthen the party while avoiding a white backlash. The 

administration saw voter registration, not civil disobedience, as the key 
to blade freedom in the South—and to its own future there. It aided the 

effort in various ways and tried, without much luck, to protect those 

working for voter registration. The Voting Rights Act of 1965 did so 

more effectively. The administration was right to emphasize the ballot. 

The more benign Southern racial climate after 1965 was partly caused 

by black votes. Yet had it not been for the pressure generated by civil 

disobedience there might have been no voting rights act So one hand 
washed the other, however reluctantly at times. 

After the Freedom Rides there were too many incidents to summarize 
fairly. The Universities of Mississippi and Alabama were integrated the 

one violently and the other peacefully, even though Governor Wallace 

of Alabama had promised to bar school doors personally if need be. He 

did block the door, but only to make a speech. President Kennedy was 

nutated anyway and gave one of his best TV talks, asking: “Are we to 

say to the world—and much more Importantly, to each other—that this 
is the land of the free except for the Negroes; that we have no second- 

class citizens, except Negroes; that we have no class or caste system, no 
ghettos, no master race, except with respect to Negroes?" The movement 
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pressed forward though churches and schools were bombed and rights 

workers beaten and killed.* Dr. Kings Southern Christian Leadership 

Conference staged a great drive in Albany, Georgia, which failed as the 

local power structure mixed force with cunning for a change. He did 

better the next year in Birmingham, Alabama, which became a mile¬ 

stone in the history of civil rights. The lame-duck city government re¬ 

sponded to black demands with force. Thousands of schoolchildren were 

arrested. Chief Bull Connor became a household word, especially for 

using police dogs, cattle prods, and fire hoses against the protesters. 

Black homes were bombed and blacks rioted in response. Some 2,500 

persons destroyed six stores, an apartment house, and many automobiles. 

The crisis passed thanks again to federal intervention. The administra¬ 

tion pulled all the strings it could. National business leaders (including 

even Roger Blough) talked sense to their opposite numbers in the South. 

Civil rights actions in Cambridge, Maryland; Greenwood, Mississippi; 

and Selma, Alabama, during 1963 were more inconclusive, though 

Selma elevated Sheriff Jim Clark to the racist hall of fame. 

The main event that year for rights workers was the great March on 

Washington for Jobs and Freedom on August 28. It was organized by 

Bayard Rustin and A. Philip Randolph to help the administrations civil 

rights bill. Rustin, its principal architect, was a moderate black socialist. 

Randolph was president of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters. 

Though a small union, it was the only one with a black leader. Randolph 

was, therefore, the country's symbolic black trade unionist (as Ralph 

Bunche was the symbolic diplomat and Robert Weaver the symbolic 

federal bureaucrat), without whom no labor function was complete. 

He and Rustin meant to remind the government of its unmet obli¬ 

gations to blacks. But their proposal aroused such enthusiasm that 

its original character was lost. The years of struggle leading up to 

Birmingham had inspired whites as well as blacks. The march gave 

them a chance to say so comfortably. It offered the appearance, at 

least, of action, and the assurance of security. The price of admitting so 

many prominent whites was a mellower tone. John Lewis of Snick had 

to modify his speech so as to exdude passages like: “We will march 

through the South, through the heart of Dixie, the way Sherman did. 

We shall pursue our own "scorched earth' policy and bum Jim Crow to 

the ground—nonviolently." What began as a protest ended as a celebra¬ 

tion. President Kennedy blessed a delegation of rights leaders. Hubert 

* The most prominent of these was Medgar Evers of the Mississippi naacp. 
Evers s murder had, for Mississippi racists, the unpleasant effect of bringing his 
brother Charles back home. Charles Evers proved to be as dedicated as and even 
more resourceful than his brother. Before the decade ended he would become the 
first black mayor of a Mississippi town since Reconstruction. 
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Humphrey, one of fifteen U.S. Senators who participated, said that the 

march would probably change few votes in Congress, but was a good 

thing for the country anyway. 200,000 people heard Dr. King’s most 

famous address which included the refrain “I have a dream” and ended 

with the words that would one day mark his grave: “Free at last, free 
at last, thank God Almighty Tm free at last.” 

Everyone but racists enjoyed the march. The New York Times liked 

its discipline. Time magazine and the Philadelphia Inquirer called it 

a triumph. Russell Baker of the Times described it as a “vast army 

of quiet, middle-class Americans who had come in the spirit of a church 

outing. Which was exactly the problem. Who could object to a church 

outing? Who had ever been moved to action by one? The march had its 

uses. Negroes saw they had many friends. Politicians endorsed the cause. 

But mass had been bought at the expense of point. Congress failed to 

respond. Worse still, the country gained a false sense of where civil 

rights was going. The march suggested that nonviolence was more pop¬ 

ular than ever. In fact, it was already declining. The march was not Just 

another step along the upward trail; it was almost the highest moral 

point nonviolence would reach. Its organizers wanted to impress every- 

one with the hour s urgent needs. People were tranquilized instead. 

Hie rioting in Birmingham was one early sign that black patience was 

wearing thin; the argument in Snick over nonviolence was another. The 

Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee had concentrated on voter 

registration in Mississippi and Alabama. It organized a “freedom ballot” 

campaign to show how blacks would vote if enfranchised. Despite the 

usual intimidation, some eighty thousand Negroes cast freedom ballots. 
This was a good turnout given the circumstances, but many in Snick 

were dissatisfied. Symbolic votes were not reward enough for the risks 

run. At Selma and Greenwood they had won much favorable publicity. 

Celebrities came to see and be seen. But when they left, the danger was 

as great as before. The Justice Department didn’t help rights workers 

much. The FBI, most activists thought, was against them. It would do 

nothing to protect their lives, much less their rights. J. Edgar Hoover 
denied these charges, as was only to be expected from a man who called 

Martin Luther King “the most notorious liar in the country.” In Novem¬ 

ber 1963 thirty-five Hack and seven white Snick organizers met in Mis¬ 

sissippi to plan next years Freedom Summer. For the first time black 

organizers asked that white roles in Snick be limited. Some wanted 

whites to leave Snick entirely and combat racism in their own commu¬ 

nities instead. Bob Moses, one of the founders and a legend in his time, 

led those blacks who still believed in integration. They intended Snick 

to exemplify the color-blind society of the future. This argument pre¬ 
vailed. Snide would give integration one more chance. 
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A handful of insiders knew that nonviolence was running out of time. 

In 1964 Howard Zinn, a radical white academician, wrote a book, 

SNCC: The New Abolitionists, calling for presidential action to save 

the movement. James Baldwin wrote a more powerful tract that gained 

a wider audience. The Fire Next Time was a great work of proph¬ 

ecy, such as comes along occasionally to give nations a second chance 

(though, generally, they decline to take it). Baldwin was a black nov¬ 

elist and essayist who still had a foot in each camp. As an American 

he believed in the promise of American life; as a Negro he shared the 

black man’s rage. The tension between his American sensibilities and 

black emotions gave The Fire Next Time a unique power. The bal¬ 

ance was a delicate one, though, and he was not to keep it for long. 
Time was running out for him too. 

In the book, drawing on his own life, Baldwin showed the perils of 

black life and the failure of Christianity to improve it. Once a boy min¬ 

ister, he had come to agree with Elijah Muhammad that the “white 

mans heaven is the black man’s hell.” But he didn’t think Muhammad 

had the answer, nor Martin Luther King either. Whites admired non¬ 

violence as a way of saving their lives and property, not for its own 

sake. It was their fear of black violence that opened the door to change. 

“The Negroes of this country may never be able to rise to power, but 

they are very well placed indeed to precipitate chaos and ring down the 

curtain on the American dream.” That was the threat. The promise was 

that the country might yet be redeemed. 'The price of this transforma¬ 

tion is the unconditional freedom of the Negro: it is not too much to say 

that he, who has been so long rejected, is the key figure in his country, 

and the American future is precisely as bright or as dark as his. And the 

Negro recognizes this, in a negative way. Hence the question: Do I 

really want to be integrated into a burning house?” And so, he con¬ 

cluded, “if we do not dare everything, the fulfillment of that prophecy, 

recreated from the Bible in song by a slave, is upon us: 'God gave Noah 
the rainbow sign, no more water, the fire next time.’ ” 

In 1964 that prophecy began fulfilling itself. Even before the ghetto 

riots things got uglier. In February 464,000 black students boycotted 

the New York public schools. They wanted an immediate end to “de 
facto” segregation caused by residential segregation. Busing was the 

only way to do so. This meant that black students would be transported 

to white schools and vice versa. The white lower middle and working 

classes took this badly. They feared school integration would mean 

housing integration and falling property values. Or, at the very least, 

that integrated schools would retard their children’s education. As 

Americans they had too much at stake in their schools to allow this, 6ven 

though the actual risk was slight Education was seen as the chief ele- 
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ment in upward mobility. Parents who had done poorly in life attrib- 

uted it to their defective schooling. Their own children would go longer 

and do better. This was why white parents resisted integration so 

fiercely, and why black parents struggled for it They too believed edu¬ 

cation had magical powers. If integrated schools made for better stu¬ 

dents, blacks would do a lot to get them. In New York and other North¬ 

ern cities there were many battles over school desegregation during the 

next few years. Integrationists lost most of them. After a while Negro 

activists went in for separatism and Blade Power. The pressure for inte¬ 

gration declined. At just that point courts began ordering school dis¬ 

tricts, North and South, to integrate. These orders came long after they 

were needed. Black rage and white baddash had gone too far. It was 

too late to appease black militants or forestall white reactions. In the 

North, especially, the failure to secure integrated schools in time had 
disastrous consequences. 

There were other signs of the worsening public temper in 1964. New 

York had ghetto rent strikes, core threatened to block traffic on the city’s 

bridges, and did so at least once. When President Johnson opened the 
World's Fair on April 22 he was picketed and booed. Some three hun¬ 

dred demonstrators, including James Farmer, then head of core, were 

arrested for demonstrating against hiring policies at the New York fair 
grounds. In that same month a white minister in Cleveland was crushed 

to death while protesting at a school construction site. San Francisco 
militants attacked hiring policies at supermarkets by filling up shopping 

carte with goods and abandoning them. Adam Clayton Powell saw these 

as signs that the "black revolution” was moving into a new phase. The 

first phase in the South had been concerned with middle-class status 
issues like the right to sit up front in a bus or down in a restaurant. The 

next stage would be Northern, proletarian, and rough. It would be con¬ 
cerned with “gut” issues like who gets the money. 

The nonviolent drama had to be played out first Even while Southern 
Senators filibustered against the civil rights bill, the Mississippi Summer 

Project was organizing. When their filibuster was broken on June 10 

after seventy-five days, the nonviolent battalions were already filtering 

down to Mississippi from their staging area in Oxford, Ohio. Freedom 

Summer was conceived by Snick but sponsored by the Council of Fed¬ 

erated Organizations which included other civil rights groups and the 

National Council of Churches. Its thousand white volunteers, together 

with Snicks field force, concentrated on voter registration. By the end 
of July some forty thousand Negroes had been organized in the Missis¬ 
sippi Freedom Democratic party. Roughly thirty Freedom Schools were 

operating in nineteen counties. In the fall one hundred black first-grad¬ 
ers attended integrated schools. Fifteen people were murdered during 
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he Freedom Summer. Most of the killings attracted little notice un¬ 

til August 4, when the bodies of James Chaney, Andrew Goodman, 

and Michael Schwemer, missing since June, were discovered in an 

earthen dam near Philadelphia, Mississippi. In December the FBI ar¬ 

rested twenty-one persons for slaying them, including Sheriff Law¬ 

rence Rainey of Neshoba County. The country was appalled, but that 

did not help the dead, protect the living, nor materially advance the 

cause. 

Though its finest hour. Freedom Summer gravely wounded the non¬ 

violent movement Militant blacks turned against it for many reasons. 

The strain of repaying hate with love was greater than many could bear. 

To walk unarmed in the valley of death was an unnatural act for Ameri¬ 

cans. Nonviolence did not keep blacks from feeling rage, only from ex¬ 

pressing it. Being unable to fight the enemy they fought one another, as 

a physician who treated them later confessed. In time the militants 

would draw up elaborate balance sheets proving that nonviolence was 

unproductive. But nonviolence did work, even if at too high a price. 

Black hostility was not more effective than nonviolence, only more 
gratifying. 

Race relations within the movement were never as smooth as adver¬ 

tised. Blacks required white help, but some resented both the need and 

those who met it. They were quick to detect white moral pretensions. 

They felt whites traded on their skin, though perhaps unconsciously. 

Whites could drop out anytime they wished, but a black was still a 
black even when inactive. The double standard meant that whites 

were more newsworthy. Of all the Negroes killed during Freedom 

Summer, only James Chaney received national attention, and he be¬ 

cause two white youths were murdered with him. Whites generated 

useful publicity this way, but at the cost of wounded black feelings and, 

it was thought, inflated white egos. Sex was a problem too. Interracial 
copulation was supposedly evidence of color-blindness. But it was rarely 

as simple as that. Some white girls believed in the myth of Negro sex¬ 

uality. The movement let them satisfy the claims of lust in the name 

of idealism. There were blacks happy to oblige, but they disliked the 

stereotype even while exploiting it People want to be loved for them¬ 

selves, not for what they embody. Some blacks went further and de¬ 

manded sex as proof of white commitment. This led others to think they 

were in the movement chiefly “to ball white chicks,” as was said. Black 

women naturally resented these affairs. Joining in did not make things 

much easier for them. White sexual relations with black females had 

always been a mark of their oppression. The movement encouraged mis¬ 

cegenation but could not wipe out the memories it recalled. Hence, 

though interracial sex was meant to be therapeutic, it often had the 
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opposite effect. Not surprisingly, when blacks turned hostile miscege¬ 
nation was an early target. 

Black writers were among the first to go in for separatism and racial 

hate. In i960 Le Hoi Jones was a fairly typical Negro writer. In 1961 he 

was already sneering at “white liberalism,” though it was not yet the 

fashion to do so. In 1963 he was still calling himself a Negro while at¬ 

tacking Marim Luther King as an Uncle Tom. When the novelist Philip 

Roth criticized his play Dutchman, Jones called him a racist. Later Jones 

moved to Newark, divorced his white wife, and organized a community 

Black Power organization. This did show sincerity. Jones became a 

real force in the community. But it was nonetheless a morbid sign of 

the times. Abusing white liberals seemed to many an agreeable sub¬ 

stitute for social action, especially when the whites paid for the priv¬ 

ilege, as some always would. It was easier to revile critics than to 

answer them. Even the best Negro writers found this pose tempting. 

James Baldwin followed The Fire Next Time with a play, Blues for 

Mr. Charlie (1964), which attributed anti-Negro feeling to sexual envy. 

Robert Brustein called it an “inflammatory broadside of race hatred 

which will profit nobody but the author,” and a work of “provocation 

rather than conviction.” The hostility and racial chauvinism of some 

black intellectuals undermined their collective influence. Those who did 
not take a violent line were drowned out. Those who did were discred¬ 

ited. They inflamed black tempers and white guilt feelings. Yet they 

shrank from the conclusions their rhetoric pointed toward, as well they 

might. It remained for the desperate young to become arsonists and 
bombers. 

Malcolm X was an important exception. As other black intellectuals 
became more violent and irrational, he grew less so. In his youth Mal¬ 
colm little was a petty criminal who hustled his way to prison. There 

he became a self-made intellectual and a Black Muslim. He rose rapidly 

in the movement and became its chief spokesman. In 1963 he was driven 

out, nominally for a tactless remark upon President Kennedy’s death 

about chickens coming to roost, actually because his popularity threat¬ 

ened Elijah Muhammad. Then too, he was increasingly unhappy with 

the Nations isolation. Though no integrationist, he felt the Muslims 

could not ignore a movement so popular among the young. He wanted 

a popular front while Muhammad cared only for doctrinal correctness. 

Malcolm also came out more plainly for violence than Muslims were 

supposed to. After leaving the Muslims he went to Africa and became 

an orthodox believer in Islam. He made a pilgrimage to Mecca and 

learned there that Islam made all men brothers. African socialists taught 
him that capitalism, not color, was what kept the black man down. Thus 

he shed the prejudices that made blade separatists so ineffectual. He 
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returned to America and established the Muslim Mosque, Inc., to prop¬ 

agate the true faith, and a secular auxiliary, the Organization of Afro- 
American Unity, to advance his political ideas. 

His work had hardly begun when, on February 21, 1965, he was shot 

to death, probably by disgruntled Black Muslims. There was a good deal 

of solemn moralizing in the press at this. It had always treated him as a 

mad dog anyway. His crack about chickens coming home to roost was 

recalled. It was duly noted that those who live by the sword shall perish 

by it. Only after his autobiography was published and a new genera¬ 

tion of militants emerged was his importance understood. Black extrem¬ 

ists would revere him posthumously. He was the first black revolution¬ 

ary. He believed in guns. He put the honky down. This was true enough 

so far as it went, but there were better reasons for remembering Mal¬ 

colm X. Though a brilliant speaker, skilled dialectician, and charismatic 

figure, he was first of all a man of character. He did not have to wear 

African clothes, leather jackets, or dark glasses to make his point. He 

was what the people who admired him would call straight, a quality 

they scorned in others. At his death he had outgrown most of the affec¬ 

tations they were just assuming. With his gifts and new-won flexibility 

he could have gone anywhere, become anything. He might have even 

led the rebellious young blacks to less self-defeating positions than those 

they later occupied. Like Martin Luther King, though in a different way, 

he was indispensable. His murder was another reason why the sixties 
turned out so badly. 

The impact of Malcolm’s death was further muffled by events in Ala¬ 
bama soon after. Dallas County was not the worst in Alabama’s Black 

Belt. Snick and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference had got¬ 

ten 325 Negroes registered to vote out of some fifteen thousand eligibles. 

In neighboring Lowndes and Wilcox counties not a single Negro was 

registered, though they constituted a larger percentage of the whole 

population than in Dallas County. But Dallas County was especially 

attractive to rights workers because of its sheriff, James G. Clark, Jr. 

“Bull Connor gave us the civil rights bill,” observed one of Dr. King’s 

aides, “and Jim Clark is going to give us the voting rights bill.” They had 

judged their man correctly. Elsewhere, notably in Montgomery, smooth 

officials blocked voter registration without seeming to. This was not Jim 

Clark’s style. When blacks protested and demonstrated in Selma, the 

county seat, he arrested them (more than 3,400 in all). This attracted 

outside support, but not enough. King spent five days in jail. Congress¬ 

men visited the scene. Nothing seemed to capture the public imagi¬ 
nation. 

Then a protester was shot to death in nearby Perry County. Rights 
leaders capitalized on this by organizing a protest march on Selma for 
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March 7,1965* On Black Sunday” six hundred blacks and a few whites 

walked through Selma and onto the Edmund Pettus Bridge. Jim Clark 

was there to meet them with a line of state troopers. His men attacked 

the marchers with dubs and tear gas. Selma was in the public eye at 

last Dr. King called on the nations dergy to rally round and some 

three hundred did. They were joined by other white sympathizers. The 

marches and meetings went on. On March 9 the Reverend James J. Reeb 

was clubbed by racists and died soon after. On the 15th President John- 

son proposed a voting rights bill to Congress. That same day James 

Forman led a small march in Montgomery which was scattered by a 

police charge. After some wrangling with the courts, permission was 

granted for a march from Selma to Montgomery. President Johnson 

federalized elements of the Alabama National Guard. On March 21 the 

great march began. 3,200 people, led by Dr. King and Ralph Bundle of 

the UN, walked the first seven miles. Thereafter the court permitted 

only three hundred to continue. It took them four days to cover the fifty 

miles to Montgomery. When they entered the city, protected by an over¬ 

whelming show of military force, 25,000 people joined them. They gath¬ 

ered before the old state capitol, once the Confederate government’s 

seat, to sing and cheer. Dr. King gave one of his best speeches. After- 

wmrd Mrs. Viola Liuzzo, a Detroit housewife, was shot to death in her 
car. She had been ferrying marchers back to Selma from Montgomery. 

The chain of events that make Selma a part of history was now finished. 

Tens of thousands had taken part in them. Millions had seen them on 

television. Three rights workers were killed. The voting rights bill 

passed. It was a great victory for the nonviolent, integrated civil rights 
movement—the last such. 

On August 11 looting and rioting erupted in Watts, a section of Los 
Angeles. The next morning Chief William H. Parker of the L.A. police 

made light of the violence. An aide said, “It was just a night to throw 

rocks at policemen.” Five days later thirty-four people were dead, four 

thousand more under arrest, and much of Watts in ashes. Stores had 

been looted and burned. Firemen who tried to save them were driven 

off by snipers. It took fourteen thousand National Guardsmen to restore 

order. There were many explanations put forward at the time. Chief 

Parker blamed civil rights workers and nameless conspirators; Mayor 

Samuel W. Yorty blamed the communists. As this suggests, Los Angeles 

was badly served by Its officials. It was one of only two major cities in 

the U.S. without an anti-poverty program that summer. (Chicago was 

the other, and it had a riot too, though a smaller one.) Its five-thousand- 

man police force had no more than two hundred Negro officers. Chief 
Parker opposed gang work, so little was done by police to help poten¬ 

tial juvenile delinquents. And because Chief Parker was feuding with 
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J. Edgar Hoover Los Angeles had the only major police force whose 
members received no training at the FBI National Police Academy, 

then the only agency training policemen to control riots. To their in¬ 
stitutional defects the L.A. police added a dash of bigotry. Officers 

in Watts called their nightsticks “nigger knockers.” They liked to say 
to one another, “lsmft,” which meant “Let’s shoot a motherfucker 

tonight.” Chief Parker supported his men, and Mayor Yorty supported 

the chief. With this encouragement, the police tended first to provoke 

violence, then to overreact to it. 

In addition to police brutality and official neglect, even contempt. 

Watts suffered from other problems. It was more attractive than most 

ghettos, as visitors nevfer failed to notice (in California even the slums 

were better), but it was still a ghetto. It had no hospital. Between 1959 

and 1965 median income in South Los Angeles had dropped by 8 per 

cent. In Watts 30 per cent of the adult males were unemployed. Many 

who had jobs lacked autos and were condemned by the city’s shoddy 

and expensive public transit system to spend dollars and hours each day 

getting back and forth to work. Yet elsewhere in California there were 
more cars than families. Hence, while L.A. as a whole was booming (de¬ 

partment store sales were up 10 per cent in 1964), blacks were worse off 

than before. This does not explain why other ghettos with similar prob¬ 

lems failed to riot But these conditions made the Watts riot possible, 

even if they didn’t cause it. 

While the riot’s origins remain obscure, its consequences were not. 

Watts finally got some anti-poverty money. Many types of volunteer 

efforts were launched. The novelist Budd Schulberg established a writ¬ 

ers workshop in the ghetto. Businessmen provided capital to start a 

baseball bat factory (manufacturing the “Watts Walloper”). Commu¬ 

nity self-esteem grew. Each year thereafter local people organized a 

festival to celebrate the uprising. Polls taken later showed that more 

Watts residents believed it to have been helpful to “the Negro cause” 

than damaging. Ghetto children reflected this by proudly singing on 
outings, “We are from Watts, mighty, mighty Watts.”* These were real 

* Follow-up studies made it harder to explain the riots. Some experts thought 
that newcomers to the city were responsible. But most rioters turned out to have 
been in Los Angeles for at least ten years. Others believed that lower-class poverty 
and isolation from white society were crucial. Yet a study made by two ucla sociol¬ 
ogists, Raymond J. Murphy and James M. Watson, found that people in the best and 
worst neighborhoods of Watts were almost equally involved (25.6 per cent of their 
respondents from the worst areas and 18 per cent from the best areas participated in 
the riots). Comparative affluence eased black resentment only slightly. Middle-class 
blacks, with some notable exceptions like the comedian Dick Gregory who was shot 
while trying to disperse a mob, were not much of a moderating force. Neither group 
blamed its problems on the police. They were keenly resented, but more as a sym¬ 
bol of oppression than a cause of it. 
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gains; the question was, were they worth the price? Thirty-four died 

that community morale might improve. New jobs were created, oth¬ 

ers were lost as many bumed-out stores never reopened. Watts did 

not get adequate transportation. People became more conscious of 

Watts s needs, yet those needs remained almost as great as ever. The 

police did not get any nicer, nor were Mayor Yorty’s sensibilities refined. 
Chief Parker died a few years later, unrepentant to the end 

In a real, if slightly more distant way, Watts had a poisonous effect 

on tlie public temper. The white backlash was Increased by it (and the 

other riots that followed). Police departments everywhere equipped 

themselves with heavy weapons. Private citizens armed themselves in 

powing numbers. A few joined white terrorist organizations like the 

Minutemen. More formed gun clubs. Even middle-class housewives 

were to be found taking pistol lessons. White vigilantism did not in¬ 

crease to the degree these developments suggested. But in politics the 

backlash became important. Amiable Governor Pat Brown of California 

was ruined politically by white resentment of rioting blacks (and col¬ 

lege students). The next year conservative Ronald Reagan beat him 

easily. Nor was Brown the only liberal officeholder to go down. Law and 

Order, the popular way of describing black repression, got Mayor Yorty 

re-elected a few years later. In 1969 it elected a mayor in Minneapolis, 

a city with no riots and few blacks. This is not to say that the riots were 

tatal to black ambitions. Some gains were made despite them. It was 
upnill work all the same, and needlessly so. 

The riots had other negative effects. They encouraged some race lead¬ 
ers to practice blackmail. If we don’t get what we ask for someone’s 

going to bum the city down, they would say. Baldwin’s The Fire Next 
l tme had been a prophecy and a warning. Now it was both a reality 

and a threat. “Freedom Now” or “Bum, Baby, Bum” (the arsonist’s bat¬ 

tle cry) were supposedly the only alternatives. Sometimes this worked 

and sometimes it didn’t. Either way it contaminated the public atmo-’ 

sphere. And even when it did work it was stiff self-defeating. Riot pre¬ 

vention became the test of effective policy. When riots took place the 
policy, however fine, was discredited. Thus official decency was condi- 

honal on the good behavior of an entire race, and justice hostage to un¬ 
controllable events. Watts and its successors also contributed mightily 

to the growing cult of violence among militants of both races. To them 

the disturbances were not riots but uprisings or even rebellions, preeur- 
rnrs of the revolution. Revolutionary fantasies were in the air even be¬ 

fore Watts. After it they became commonplace. Gandhi, Ihoreau, and 

planned to bk^up^ Statue^f SfvShtojS Lftf 
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Martin Luther King were replaced by Fidel Castro, Chairman Mao, 

and Ho Chi Minh as minority culture heroes. Looting and arson became 

revolutionary gestures, streetfighting the ultimate radical expression. A 

kind of madness was rising, and the thirty-four who died in Watts were 
only its first victims. 

More immediately disconcerting was the emergence of Black Power. 

It started, oddly enough, during a nonviolent march organized by James 

Meredith. Little had been heard of Meredith since he graduated from 

Ole Miss and moved to New York. But on June 5, 1966, he began walk¬ 

ing from Memphis to Jackson, Mississippi, a distance of 225 miles. His 

idea was to show courage and inspire it in other Negroes. “Its the silliest 

idea I ever heard of,” said one civil rights worker. But Meredith pressed 

on with a small entourage of admirers, FBI agents, and local police. On 

the second day he was warned of a white man waiting down the road 

to shoot him. Meredith shrugged it off, as well he might have with all 

those lawmen on hand. At 4:15 p.m. Aubrey James Norvell, forty-one, 

a quiet Christian man according to neighbors, popped up from the road¬ 

side and put two barrels of birdshot into Meredith before anyone could 

respond. Meredith was not badly hurt. His march now became an 

event all the same. Dick Gregory joined it, so did Martin Luther King, 

Floyd B. McKissick of core, and Stokely Carmichael of Snick. King 

hoped to get publicity for new federal legislation. Carmichael wanted 

to spread news of the Lowndes County (Alabama) Black Panther party 

organized by Snick that year. A struggle for power resulted. Snick won. 

When the marchers reached Jackson they excluded the naacp for having 

been insufficiently bellicose. (“It’s all right” said Charles Evers, field 

director of the Mississippi naacp, “Ill be here when they're all gone.” 
And so he was.) 

Snicks rhetoric got meaner as the march went on. At Canton, Mis- 

sissippi, the marchers tried to set up tents in a schoolyard and were 

stopped. They massed, 2,500 strong, to shout defiance. “The time for 

running has come to an end,” said Carmichael. But when state patrol¬ 

men attacked them with clubs and tear gas they ran just the same. After¬ 

ward John Lewis, former chairman of Snick, got up to say, “Fellow 
freedom fighters. The whole man must say no nonviolently, his entire 

Christian spirit must say no to this evil and vicious system.” Hardly any¬ 

one paid attention. They were listening now to Stokely Carmichael. 

“Black Power. Its time we stand up and take over. Take over. Move on 

over, or well move on over you.” Worse was to come, but to nonviolent 

leaders this was quite bad enough. Some, like John Lewis, dropped out. 

Others tried to define Black Power, a singularly elusive concept, in ways 

erty Bell. They included members of a Black Liberation Front and French-Canadian 
separatists. 
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that would make it seem less incendiary. Martin Luther King called it 

“an appeal to racial pride, an appeal to the Negro not to be ashamed of 

being blade, and the transfer of the powerlessness of the Negro into 

positive, constructive power.” Many rejected Black Power altogether. 

Roy Wilkins of the naacp called it “the father of hatred and the mother 

of violence.” To A. Philip Randolph it was “a menace to racial peace and 

prosperity. No Negro who is fighting for civil rights can support black 

power, which Is opposed to civil rights and integration.” This last was 
an especially sore point Whatever eke it might mean, Black Power 

threatened integration. Carmichael saw integration as a denial of black 

culture and a way of siphoning the most talented elements out of the 

black community. It implied that white was good, black inferior, that 

the only means for blade advancement was through white channels. In¬ 

tegration was emasculating. Black Power would win the Negro’s free¬ 
dom while preserving his cultural integrity. 

This posed countless problems. For a decade the whole civil rights 

program had aimed at Integration. If little had been gained, it was not 
for want of trying. Most blacks could not simply abandon what had been 

so laboriously secured. Yet even though Black Power advocates were 

few, by raising foe cry they made integration even harder to get. Black 

Power was thought to have some connection with the summer s violence. 

There were no more Wattses in 1965, but by August assorted small riots 

had taken seven lives, injured four hundred, and produced three thou¬ 

sand arrests. Because whites believed Blade Power was at fault, their 

own tendency to respond in kind grew. This was most noticeable in Chi- 

cago, where Dr. King and his sclc were working for open housing. 

Whites met his demonstrations with missiles and assaults. They raised 
signs appealing to White Power. (Later, in Milwaukee and elsewhere, 

this would Ire reined into demands for ‘Polish Power” and the like.) On 
August 5 King himself was stoned. 

Even so, most Negro activists still favored integration. Black children 

mmtxmed to risk everything by attending white schools in the South. In 
the North busing remained controversial. The problem was illustrated 

most dramatically in East Harlem that fall when parents boycotted a 

brand^ew intermediate school solely on account of its racial composi¬ 
tion The school board had spent $5 million to make IS 201 a model of 

its tod Instead of winning cheers It got pickets, demonstrations, and a 

bnrf teachers ^ strike. The children finally went back to school, but the 

proMem remained. What was to be done? Without going over to Black 

Power, some Negro leaders began to think differently about school in- 

B* CIark* &e member of New York 
Steles Board of Regents, was one. Though his work had helped inspire 

foe Supreme Courts desegregation decision in 1954, he now wondered 
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if the best course wasn’t to improve the segregated schools which black 

children would attend for many years more. 

A kind of convergence took place. Young militants turned away from 

integration on principle, more moderate leaders gave up on it, to a 

degree, in practice. Militants made virtues of poverty, isolation, and 

uniqueness. Moderates, with some pain, recognized their persistence. 

This did not happen overnight. But during the next few years moderates 

began using words like “black” and “community” that had neo-separatist 

implications. Most did not accept the Black Power mystique with its 

emphasis on armed self-defense and the peculiar virtues of black folk 

culture. “Soul food” and “soul music,” the attributes of this style of life, 

never appealed to them much, nor did “natural” hair styles, sunglasses, 

and African clothing. The distance between moderates and militants 

lessened all the same. This accommodation eased tensions among Ne¬ 

groes. It did not keep relations between the races from deteriorating. 

Black Power stimulated white resistance and, perhaps, black riots. 

Blacks rioted because whites were not doing enough. The riots made 

whites want to do even less. Black resources were not adequate to black 

needs. Militance alienated the white allies Negroes needed if conditions 

were to improve. Things therefore worsened, making black militants 
even angrier. 

w 
The House of Representatives did not improve matters by unseating 
Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., on March i, 1967. For years he had been the 

most powerful Negro Congressman, and probably the most flamboyant 

man in the House. If chastity, sobriety, and fiscal integrity were require¬ 

ments for membership, the House would have been a smaller body than 

it was. At least fifty other Congressmen had relatives on their payrolls. 

Most took sightseeing “junkets” at public expense. Had Powell sinned 

quietly in the approved fashion, few would have complained. But he 

went too far. His estranged wife did not work for him, yet he put her on 
the payroll so as to pocket her salary. He hired beauty queens as staff 

members and traveled openly with them. When convicted of libel in 
New York, he refused to settle up and avoided arrest by avoiding New 

York. Constituents who wished to see him had to go to Washington, or 

to his retreat on the island of Bimini. This gave his numerous enemies 

in Congress their chance. First the House Democrats took away his 

chairmanship of the Committee on Education and Labor. If he had 

eaten crow at this point they would probably have gone no further. But 

instead of recanting he denounced them as racist conspirators. Only two 

men had been excluded from Congress before, one for bigamy and the 
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other for resisting American entry into World War I. Powell became 

the third, though whether he was punished for arrogance or black¬ 

ness was never quite so clear as his friends believed. He later got the 

courts to reinstate him and, after paying the New York judgment, re¬ 

sumed his seat. But his chairmanship was gone for good, and his power 
with it 

Powell's ouster made Stokely Carmichael, angry young chairman of 
Snick, angrier still. In his speeches at black colleges that spring he was 

more inflammatory than ever. Carmichael was a superb orator, as events 

soon demonstrated. He spoke at Nashville on April 7 and 8. The second 

night students at Fisk University rioted, crying ‘‘Black Power.” One 

black student was wounded, ten policemen and seven more students in¬ 

jured by missiles. There were fifty arrests. At Mississippi's Tougaloo 

College he spoke proudly of the “Nashville rebellion.” In Alabama he 
said. To hell with the laws of the United States.” In Houston he simi- 

larly encouraged the students at black Texas Southern University. A 

month after his Mississippi tour black students at Jackson State rioted 

for several days. One man, a truck driver, was killed. Four days later a 

gunfight between black students and police at Texas Southern ended 

after one policeman had been killed, and three policemen and one stu¬ 

dent wounded. 488 students were arrested, fifteen suspended or expelled 

from the university. These were among the first fruits of Black Power. 

Carmichael went on urging black students to “fight for liberation by any 
means necessary.” 

On July 13,1967, the next wave of ghetto riots began in Newark, New 

Jersey. It apparently started after police beat up a Negro cab driver. 

Vandalism and arson followed. The police began using live ammunition 
the next night and killed five people. On the third day National Guards¬ 

men were ordered in, though the violence appeared to be subsiding. 

Over the weekend they and the police killed twenty more. The riot was 

explained as a consequence of Newark's exceptionally high rate of un¬ 

employment and unresponsive government. Blacks composed 52 per 
cent of the population and experienced four times as much unemploy¬ 

ment as the national average. They were underrepresented in what was 
a notably corrupt city administration. 

The Detroit riot was not so easily accounted for. Unemployment was 

low and wages for unskilled industrial workers the second highest in the 

counriy Nearly 60 per cent of Negro families owned cars, 45 per cent 

owned their homes. Mayor Jerry Cavanagh owed his job to black voters 

and had responded energetically to their problems. Detroit had gotten 
severd hundred million dollars from the federal government for anti¬ 
poverty and urban renewal programs. It had a riot all the same. The 

violence began on July 23,1967, and lasted until July 29. When it was 
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over, forty-three people were dead, hundreds more injured, and seven 

thousand under arrest. Damage was estimated at a quarter of a billion 

dollars. Thirteen hundred buildings were destroyed, a thousand of them 

stores that would probably not reopen. Five thousand people were 

homeless. Several thousand who had worked in the ruined stores were 

jobless. As in Newark, most of the deaths were caused by National 

Guardsmen. The police did not kill many (though several were charged 

with murdering three youths- in the Algiers Motel). The paratroopers 

who pacified one sector killed fewer still. They did not use machine guns 

or larger weapons. When fired upon they evacuated the building first, 

then dug the sniper out by hand. Guardsmen were frightened, badly 

trained, and undisciplined. They fired on everything that moved or glit¬ 

tered. Yet for want of anything better, governors continued to call them 
out for riot duty all through the decade and after. 

Being more inexplicable than most, the Detroit riot generated even 

fewer positive responses. President Johnson and Governor Romney 

quarreled over who was most to blame for not suppressing it quickly. 

People called for vast new anti-poverty programs. The President ob¬ 

served that fifteen or twenty urban bills were pending in Congress as 

it was. There was no more money available anyway, thanks to the war 

in Vietnam. Johnson did appoint a special commission chaired by Gov¬ 

ernor Otto Kemer of Illinois to study the riots. When the commission 

turned in a report the next year he would ignore it. Congress was even 

less helpful. The Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

launched one probe, huac another. When the administration asked Con¬ 

gress for $40 million to exterminate city rats the House laughed the bill 

away. "Why not just buy some cats and turn them loose,” one legislator 

suggested entertainingly. Another House wag urged his fellows to "vote 

down this rat bill rat now.” As no one could show that rats were com¬ 

munist-inspired, the bill might have perished. But the Houses's comedy 

routine got bad reviews, which so embarrassed it that some rat control 

money was appropriated later. The urban crisis continued, without, it 

was true, much resistance from Congress, but also without further dis¬ 
plays of legislative wit. 

People who believed in democracy were disappointed by the govern¬ 

ment. Extreme radicals of both races were not. Tom Hayden, a founder 

of Students for a Democratic Society, announced that the Newark riot 

was a revolutionary consciousness-raising experience, and the rioters 
were "people making history.” H. Rap Brown, the new chairman of 

Snick, said the riots were a “dress rehearsal for revolution,” and cheer¬ 
fully advised that “violence is as American as cherry pie.” Brown was 

no summer soldier. He personally went to Cambridge, Maryland, while 

the Detroit riot was on and helped start another there. When not incit- 
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mg people to riot he enriched the national vocabulary by calling Presi¬ 

dent Johnson a “mad wild dog” and a “white hunky cracker.” (Hunky, 

or more often “hanky,” was the favorite black militant epithet that year. 

It would later be replaced by “pig.”) Though Brown was the top black 

extremist of 1967 (Carmichael had been No. 1 the year before; Eldridge 

Cleaver succeeded Brown in 1968), he was not alone. At a Black Power 

conference held in Newark after the riot, a thousand militants approved 

resolutions calling for a separate black nation, and a black militia. The 

right of black people to revolt was upheld. By this time Black Power had 

become so diffuse that it no longer required a headquarters, which was 

a good thing for it as Snick was fading fast When it turned from civil 

rights to Black Power, donations fell off. Then it condemned Israel for 

conquering Arabs “through terror, force, and massacre.” American Jews, 

who contributed heavily to Snick as to other civil rights groups, took 
this poorly, core declined also, especially after deleting the word “multi¬ 
racial” from its constitution. 

Nothing much was done to stop the riots. They ended, all the same. 

(The major ones anyway. Rioting itself became part of the American 

way of life.) How was this paradox to be explained? To begin with, the 

great riots were all clearly spontaneous. No one knew why they began 

or why they ended. like some mysterious natural phenomenon, they 

started abruptly and stopped the same way. To the degree that con¬ 

scious thought was involved, the riots* lessons were easily drawn. The 

blacks rioted and the blacks paid. Very few whites died, scores on scores 

of Negroes did. Some white businesses were destroyed, many more 

blade homes and shops went up in flames. When white stores were 

burned out they were not usually rebuilt, so black jobs were lost on top 

of everything else. Some conscience money drifted into the ghettos after- 

ward. It was small change compared to what was lost. Black morale 

improved sometimes; black circumstances worsened. White reprisals 

grew in severity. H. Rap Brown was silenced by the courts and dropped 

out of sight Stokely Carmichael left the country for a time. Le Roi Jones 

remained at large with difficulty. The police, equipped now for combat 

operations, began exterminating the Black Panthers. Racial violence was 

50 deady ^profitable that aspiring black rioters were, perhaps, de¬ 
terred. Or perhaps not. The riots may well have been so impulsive that 

such calculations played no part in ending them. At any rate, they did 
stop, to the relief of all but the lunatic fringe of both races. 

^ie ^ots ^ m* ^arm black-white relations as much as might have 
be«i supposed. In the fall, white backlash movements were put down 

in Boston and Cleveland. Boston was especially significant. Though it 

had only eighty thousand Negroes, it was a center of white unrest for 

many reasons. 45 per cent of the registered voters earned less than 
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$6,000 a year. 35 per cent had not finished high school The more pros¬ 

perous were moving to suburbia, leaving the city with fewer people (the 

population had declined by 23 per cent in the previous two decades) to 

meet graver problems. The poor whites lived mainly in ethnic ghettos, 

threatened by the growing blaek minority on the one hand and the city’s 

decay on the other. The school systems, which poorer whites thought 

the key to their childrens future, were in desperate shape. In 1963 the 

Harvard Graduate School of Education said that seventy-one of the 

two hundred schools in Boston should have been abandoned. But in¬ 

stead of building the fifty-five replacement schools it called for, the city 

put up only four. At the same time black pressure for school integration 

mounted. 

This was where Louise Day Hicks came in. A lawyer herself, and the 

daughter of a judge, she emerged in the sixties as the lumpen-bour¬ 

geois’s white hope. As a member of the Boston School Committee in 

1963, she led the fight against school integration. She was re-elected that 

year gaining 73 per cent of the votes cast, becoming the city’s biggest 

vote-getter. In 1965 she fought busing and once more was re-elected at 

the top of the list. She now aimed for the mayor s office. South Boston 

was still mainly Irish, resentful that others prospered while it did not, 

conservative, fearful of both the blacks and the white establishment that 

was thought, with reason, to worry more about Negroes than poor 

whites. Her position there was solid. Mrs. Hicks was no raving bigot, 

but she did represent the defensive, backward-looking spirit of South 

Boston. Kevin White, the Massachusetts Secretary of State, ran against 

her. They could hardly have been more different. Mrs. Hicks was dumpy 

and middle-aged, with a tight little mouth and chin (she looked rather 

like a female Hubert Humphrey, in fact). White was handsome, young 

(thirty-eight), well educated, and backed both by the financial com¬ 

munity and by younger liberals. He won, getting 53 per cent of the 

vote, and went on to become an outstanding mayor. All the same, Mrs. 

Hicks had done very well for a woman (who appealed especially to 

other women, a rarity in politics) with no money or established orga¬ 

nization. She was down but hardly out. If things did not improve in 

Boston she would be around to ride the backlash into power. 
Cleveland was rather different. The Democratic candidate for Mayor 

was Carl B. Stokes, a Negro who had won the primary despite the ma¬ 

chine’s opposition. While Cleveland voters were overwhelmingly Demo¬ 

cratic, this did not insure his election. No Negro had ever been elected 

mayor of a great city. The backlash ran strongly in Cleveland, a city 

whose ethnic minorities had never melted, and who, as in Boston, feared 

and resented the blacks, and all the more so as Negroes comprised 

nearly a third of the population. Stokes’s Republican opponent, Seth C. 
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Taft of the famous Tafts, would normally have stood little chance in a 

place where Democratic registrations outnumbered Republicans 5 to 1. 

Rut as the only alternative to a black mayor his position was greatly 

enhanced. Taft ran a very upright campaign. He neither so.ught nor 

wanted the racist votes. He got them anyway. 80 per cent of the city’s 

white voters cast their ballots for him. But a crucial minority voted for 

Stokes, who slipped in by 1,644 votes out of nearly 260,000 cast. As in 

Boston, the lesson seemed clear: there was still the promise of a racial 

settlement in America. But there was not much time left to redeem it. 

On March 2, 1968, the National Advisory (Kerner) Commission on 

Civil Disorders reported to the President. It blamed the recent violence 

on white racism and called for the usual "massive” programs to allay 

black discontent. President Johnson called it a "good report by good 

men of good will,” but added that “they always print that we don’t do 

enough. They don’t print what we do.” Then he buried the report—an¬ 

other reason. It was said, why Robert Kennedy sought the presidency 

that year. A month later more rioting took place after Martin Luther 

King, Jr., was assassinated on April 4. Though shocking to the country it 

was no surprise to King. His life was always in danger and he spoke of 

death more than once, notably in a prophetic address given the night be¬ 

fore he was slain. His life had been threatened that very day, but, he 

said, “It really doesn’t matter with me now, because I’ve been to the 

mountain top, and I don’t mind.” Then with more emotion than was 

usual, he concluded: “I just want to do God’s will. And he’s allowed me 
to go up to the mountain and I’ve looked over and I’ve seen the Prom¬ 

ised Land. I may not get there with you. But I want you to know tonight 
that we as a people will get to the Promised Land.” 

King was in Memphis, Tennessee, almost by accident. The sanitation 

workers (AFL-CIO), 98 per cent of them black, had been on strike for 

months. A week earlier King had led them in what was supposed to be 
a peaceful march that had ended in violence and the death of a seven- 

teen-year-old Negro boy. Though he was busy planning the Poor Peo¬ 
ple’s March on Washington, he came back to Memphis to recover the 

moral ground lost earlier. On his second day there King was shot to 

death by a sniper on the balcony of his motel.* President Johnson went 

on television to call for public order. “1 ask every American citizen to 

* an escaped convict, James Earl Ray, was identified as his killer and ar¬ 
rested in London, England. He declared himself innocent at first. At his trial he 
pleaded guilty, then, after being sentenced to life imprisonment, changed his mind. 
To date his bids for a second trial have failed. Many people, Martin Luther King, Sr., 
among them, still believe he was, if guilty, part of a conspiracy. 
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reject the blind violence that has struck down Dr. King, who lived by 

nonviolence.” This had little effect, perhaps because the Vietnam War 

had undermined Johnson’s authority as a foe of violence. He further 

designated Sunday, April 7, as a day of mourning and ordered the Amer¬ 

ican flag flown at half-staff over federal installations. Rioting erupted 

anyway, especially in Chicago and Washington, D.C. When it was over, 

forty-six persons were dead, all but five of them Negroes. One hundred 

towns and cities had suffered from arson or looting or both. 21,000 fed¬ 

eral troops and 34,000 state guardsmen had been called out in the larg¬ 

est military deployment for a civil emergency in modem times. 

While the cities burned, preparations for King’s funeral went for¬ 

ward. A host of notable Americans,'including all the serious candidates 

for President except Richard Nixon, attended it. Martin Luther King 

gave his own eulogy. The climax of his intensely moving funeral were 

his recorded thoughts on the subject. A few months before he had said 

that when buried he didn’t want a long eulogy or a list of prizes and 

awards. "I want you to say on that day that I tried to love and serve 

humanity. Yes, if you’re going to say that I was a drum major, say that I 

was a drum major for justice. Say that I was a drum major for peace.” 

150,000 people saw him laid to rest at Morehouse College in a tomb in¬ 

scribed with these words from an old slave song: "Free at last, free at 

last, thank God Almighty I’m free at last.” But of course Martin Luther 

King was free a long time before then. He liberated himself. And be¬ 

cause he was free, countless others were too. For King, the means used 

were as important as the end sought. He got the Nobel Peace Prize for, 

in the terms of the award, having done the most "for the furtherance of 
brotherhood among men and to the abolishment or reduction of stand¬ 

ing armies and for extensions of these purposes.” He never gave up on 

nonviolence, as did so many of his followers, black and white alike, but 

he began to feel that time was running out. He had described the Poor 

People’s March as a "kind of last plea for the nation to respond to non¬ 

violence.” If it failed, "I would say to the nation, I’ve done my best.” 

His best was very good indeed, but, as events were soon to show, it was 

not good enough, nor was any man’s. His birthday will no doubt be¬ 

come a national holiday, and, like his predecessors, he will be honored 

to the degree that his teachings have been ignored. 
At the end King’s popularity had declined. Black militants called him 

"de Lawd” and made fun of his traditional speaking style. Hawks, in¬ 

cluding former allies in government and the labor movement who sup¬ 

ported nonviolence at home but not abroad, turned against him when 

in 1967 King began attacking the war in Indochina. Already the North¬ 

ern white backlash was reducing his effectiveness, as demonstrated by 

the failure of his open-housing campaign in Chicago the preceding year. 
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The Poor People’s Campaign was a resounding flop. The Reverend 

Ralph Abernathy, Kings long-time associate who succeeded him as 

head of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, lacked charisma. 

But the campaign failed chiefly because nonviolence was in retreat. The 

Poor People (mostly black but including other minorities) established 

themselves in “Resurrection City” by the Lincoln Memorial's reflecting 

pool at the end of April. The wettest spring in years discouraged many. 

The campaign’s lack of drama and its inability to secure visible gains 

disheartened others. Only about five hundred stayed on in the little set¬ 

tlement of plywood tents. Solidarity Day, June 19, went off fairly well. 

Fifty thousand people participated in what was supposed to be a re¬ 

enactment of the great March on Washington of 1963. They booed Vice- 

President Humphrey and cheered Senator McCarthy. Then most went 

home. A handful of defiant ones, including Ralph Abernathy, were Jailed 

for refusing to evacuate Resurrection City when their camping permit 
expired. 

The dismal end of Resurrection City was part of the general worsen¬ 
ing of race relations that continued through 1968. The armed services 

began to reflect this. There were ugly racial incidents at many installa¬ 

tions, especially in Vietnam. While only 12 per cent of American forces 

in Vietnam were black, Negroes made up 20 per cent of the fighting 

forces and 25 per cent of the elite combat units. Many felt discriminated 

against in other ways. There were incidents at bases in both Vietnam 

and the U.S. The worst was a race riot at the Long Binh Detention 

Center outside Saigon. This was a prison compound with 720 prisoners, 

over half of them black, living in facilities designed for four hundred. 

One night in August after a pot-pill party, black prisoners attacked 

white prisoners, overcame the prison guards, and set fire to the build¬ 

ings. One white prisoner was beaten to death, sixty other men were in¬ 

jured including the stockade commander. When the guards restored 

order they herded 220 black prisoners into a barbed-wire enclosure and 

waited for them to surrender. A few held out for as long as three weeks. 

At first the military was able to suppress the news of these events. It 

continued to pretend that black servicemen were entirely happy with 

their well-advertised opportunities. As unrest spread to installations in 
the U.S., this became harder and harder to do. 

Equally disheartening was the news from New York. There, for 
one thing, the welfare system was breaking down. In i960 the State of 

New York predicted that by 1970, 700,000 people would be receiving 
welfare at a cost of $537 million. By the end of 1968 a million people 

were on the rolls in New York City alone. In 1965 the welfare population 

was growing by about five thousand people a month. In 1968 the growth 

averaged twenty thousand a month. Fifty thousand people were added 
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in August. A quarter of the city budget was now spent on welfare. Even 
so, it was far from adequate. New York gave a family of four $278 a 
month. This still kept them below the poverty line, yet it was a hand¬ 
some stipend compared to what the Southern states—from which most 
of New York s welfare population was drawn—offered. Mississippi esti¬ 
mated that the minimum subsistence for a family of four amounted to 
$201 a month. A family getting Aid to Dependent Children in Missis¬ 
sippi actually received $55 a month. This was one reason why New 
York, which paid 100 per cent of estimated subsistence needs, attracted 
the indigent. Another was that while New York City had recognized the 
right of needy people to public assistance, it had never publicized that 
fact before. When Mayor John Lindsay came in the policy was changed. 
People were made aware of their rights. Relief agencies were encour¬ 
aged to be more generous. In consequence, the Aid to Dependent Chil¬ 
dren rate of acceptance rose from 66.5 per cent in 1965 to 81.4 per cent 
in 1968. Then too, the poor became more militant, encouraged by store¬ 
front welfare information centers—many operated with federal money 
as part of the war on poverty. If things continued at that rate, half the 
city would be on welfare by 1980. As it was, one of every eight New 
Yorkers was on welfare. For children the rate was one in five. New York 
had one-seventh of all the substandard housing in America. A half-mil- 
lion people lived in public housing, yet 135,000 more families remained 
on waiting lists. Mayor Lindsay asked the federal government for $5 
billion a year for five years to meet the crisis. This was a fair claim, as 
New York's welfare crisis was mainly a result of the failure of other 
areas, especially in the South, to do their part. Of course he didn't get 
the money. 

The school crisis was almost as bad and even more baffling and pro¬ 
vocative, especially where the Ocean Hill experimental school district 
was concerned. Everyone agreed that the struggle was generated by 
earlier failures. In 1954 the Board of Education ringingly endorsed the 
Supreme Court's desegregation order. Yet by 1966 the number of pre¬ 
dominately Negro and Puerto Rican schools had increased from 118 in 
i960 to 201, while the number of white schools was down from 327 to 
237. If the Puerto Ricans, who were more dispersed than blacks, were 
excluded, the picture was even worse. There were several reasons why 
integration failed. Residential segregation increased, and this naturally 
affected the schools. But one big reason was the school system's persis¬ 
tent refusal to integrate. When pressured by civil rights groups it de¬ 
veloped an open-enrollment plan, which was not actively promoted and 
accomplished little. In 1964 and 1965 the school board, after a series of 
protests and school boycotts, advanced more ambitious plans, including 
busing. These were not implemented either. The confidence of black 
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people in the systems good will accordingly declined. The New York 

schools failed to integrate because white parents objected. But the 

schools were also handicapped by their own fantastic bureaucracy. A 

million children were enrolled in New York's public schools, more than 

the total population of most American cities. To cope with them a cen¬ 

tral structure of great complexity had grown up. Everything was di¬ 

rected from school headquarters at no Livingston Street. The result was 

stagnation, frustration, and inefficiency under the best of circumstances. 

Under stress the system hardly moved at all. Then too, there were few 

blacks in the system. Most New York teachers were trained by the city's 

public colleges, only 3 per cent of whose enrollment was black. Conse¬ 

quently only about 10 per cent of public school teachers and almost no 

principals and supervisors were Negroes. Hence blacks had little lever¬ 

age within the system, while the pressure they exercised outside it only 

heightened its natural resistance to change. 

The rise of separatist impulses after 1965 seemed to offer a way out. 

The school system couldn't give black people integration, but local con¬ 

trol was another matter. Everyone disliked the central bureaucracy. 

Mayor Lindsay was an advocate of decentralization. Frightened whites 

who had fought integration ought to find decentralization (in one sense 

an assurance of continued segregation) agreeable. And in the later six¬ 

ties citizen participation, local control, popular democracy, and such 

notions were endorsed by radicals and conservatives alike. Even the 

teachers' union was enthusiastic, and when the Ford Foundation agreed 

to help pay the costs for a demonstration district to see if decentraliza¬ 
tion would work, it suggested Ocean Hill. 

The United Federation of Teachers (AFL-CIO) already had a 

teacher-parent joint action group in the district, a decaying area be¬ 

tween the slums of Brownsville and Bedford-Stuyvesant. * Less than a 
third of the adult residents had completed high school. More than half 

the households subsisted on less than $5,000 a year. Only two-fifths of 

the population had lived in Ocean Hill as long as five years. About 70 

* Yhe Ocean Hill fight was so intense because black militancy met teacher mili¬ 
tancy head-on. Teachers always used to he easily pushed around, but in the sixties 
many, especially in New York and other large cities, joined the American Federa- 
tion of Teachers. (The UFT was the local affiliate.) It was a real union, not a com¬ 
pany union like die old National Education Association. When the AFT got tough 
it got results. Thfc forced the NEA to do likewise. It too began authorizing strikes 
(called sanctions ) and walkouts. The status of teachers rose rapidly in conse¬ 
quence. Their pay increased—always a mark of community esteem—and people re¬ 
spited them more, however grudgingly, as they did teamsters and other hard- 
boiled trade unionists. Teaching became a more desirable profession, and the quality 
of new teachers improved strikingly. When the teacher shortage ended in 1969 they 
were ready for it School boards would no longer be able to take advantage of them 
neither would anyone else. Mostly this was to the good, except where the inter¬ 
ests of teachers and other militants seemed to clash, as in Ocean Hill. 
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per cent of the'residents were black and 25 per cent Puerto Rican. But 

the union was not the only educational force in Ocean Hill. Another 

group, led by a white worker priest, Father John Powis, was working 

for community control of the schools. Both elements were represented 

on the planning council that set up the Ocean Hill Demonstration Dis¬ 

trict. The planning council, without the consent of the New York Board 

of Education, then created a governing board of parents, teachers, and 

others to make policy for the eight demonstration schools. Ocean Hill 

got going in the fall of ig6/ and was immediately confronted with the 

city-wide teachers’ strike. Local efforts were made to break it Teachers 

were harassed. Roving militants came in to cross picket lines and teach 
classes. 

The UFT retaliated by forbidding union teachers to sit on the govern¬ 

ing board, and joined with the Council of Supervisory Associations (the 

principals union) to have the newly, but also illegally, appointed Ocean 

Hill principals ousted. In November all the eighteen assistant principals 

aPP^e(J transfer out of the district. Hostilities between union teach¬ 
ers and parents and students became more intense. After Martin Luther 

Kings murder a number of teachers were assaulted. Vandalism, arson, 
and other abuses were commonplace, especially in the new intermediate 

school, IS 55. The teachers got angrier. The governing board became 

more radical. Things got worse when the governing board tried to get 

rid of' nineteen teachers and administrators. Some agreed to accept 
transfers, but ten held out. Various complex deals and maneuvers were 

attempted. All failed. When school opened in the fall, the UFT staged 

four strikes in succession to support the ten. There was some violence. 

At times as many as a thousand police were needed to keep order. Some¬ 

times the schools had to be closed. In November complicated negotia¬ 

tions between the union, Supervisor Rhody McCoy, the Board of Edu¬ 

cation, the mayor, and the State Education Department resulted in an 

interim settlement. It called for the State Supervisory Commission to 

oversee the entire city system with a special state trusteeship for Ocean 

Hill. The governing board lost four of the principals it wanted and was 

itself suspended. Its members were barred from visiting the schools. 

Observers from the State Education Department were given authority 

to countermand the local supervisors orders. Any school where union 

teachers were harassed would be closed immediately. According to Mar¬ 

tin Mayer, this meant that the mayor was prepared to risk even a race 

riot to prevent another teachers’ strike. The enraged Ocean Hill govern¬ 

ing board walked out of the negotiations with Father Powis, allegedly 

calling out, “Hey, baby, now we bum down Brooklyn,” to which Whit¬ 

ney Young of the Urban League is supposed to have replied, “Its a pity 

... there are only 2,000 blacks you can get killed in Ocean Hill.” 
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The affair was disastrous for the city, The very white parents whom 
decentralization was supposed to placate now turned against It, Tim 
union, an early advocate of the Idea, did so also, and lobbied in Albany 
to block legislation that would have aufborlzed it, Black militancy in 
Ocean Hill became more intense, Anti xemltixm appeared, The UKT 
was mainly Jewish, All ton of the Ocean Hill teachers who resisted turns 
fer were Jews, On© black teacher read a poem on radio station wum 
dedicated to union head Albert 8hunker that began *TIey, Jew boy, with 
that yarmulka on your bead/You paledaeed Jew boy f wish you were 
dead/" A sentiment with which his host, Julius Lester, did not agree, In 
consequence, wbax, an independent, llslener*supporied radio station, 
one of three such in the unique Pacifica system, was picketed. Mayor 
Lindsay was faced with the possible loss of the Jewish vote essential 
to his re-election, While trying to explain himself he was booed down 
in a synagogue. Polls taken among Negroes suggested later that black 
anti-semitIsm was really negligible, But the fear of It, fanned by the 
UFT, once a leader in the civil rights struggle, was not, 

The most sinister motives were attributed to everyone involved, Jason 
Epstein, a well-known book editor, accused the union of resisting de¬ 
centralization for fear that Its white members would count under the 
authority of largely black governing boards. And he further charged 
that Martin Mayor's account of these events was colored by Mayer's 
conviction that the gentile establishment was expressing its residual 
antksemitism by encouraging militant blacks to attack Jewish fmfftte 
tlons as well as individual Jews, Old friends divided on the question, 
Dwight Macdonald wrote a furious letter to the Atom York Bmdow of 
Booh saying that Michael Harrington, whose Tim Otlmr Amorim he 
had made famous, had tricked him into supporting the UKT, Harrington 
replied, in effect, that Macdonald had been duped by the Katablfshrnent, 
Harrington believed that the Ford Foundation-Urban Coalition Board 
of Education axis meant to use Black Power to strengthen the status quo, 
Community control really meant “black control of black misery and 
white control of the nation's wealth/1 The degree of verbal overkill lie 
volved can hardly be exaggerated, Macdonald called Albert Sltanker a 
racist demagogue. Jason Epstein compared Ocean Hill to Palestine dur- 
mg the British mandate and called on the imperialists to evacuate it. 

The fight over Ocean Hill damaged everyone—the mayor, the union, 
the school board, the liberal establishment, and the district, ft further 
divided an already polarized city. About the only comfort to be drawn 
from it was that things did not turn out quite so badly as might have 
been expected. There was no race riot. Brooklyn was not burned clown, 
The experiment survived, in a truncated fashion, as did Superintendent 
McCoy, And a year later, when an election was held to determine who 
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The affair was disastrous for the city. The very white parents whom 

decentralization was supposed to placate now turned against it. The 

union, an early advocate of the idea, did so also, and lobbied in Albany 

to block legislation that would have authorized it. Black militancy in 

Ocean Hill became more intense. Anti-semitism appeared. The UFT 

was mainly Jewish. All ten of the Ocean Hill teachers who resisted trans¬ 

fer were Jews. One black teacher read a poem on radio station wbax 

dedicated to union head Albert Shanker that began “Hey, Jew boy, with 

that yarmulka on your head/You pale-faced Jew boy—I wish you were 
dead.” A sentiment with which his host, Julius Lester, did not agree. In 

consequence, wbai, an independent, listener-supported radio station, 

one of three such in the unique Pacifica system, was picketed. Mayor 
Lindsay was faced with the possible loss of the Jewish vote essential 

to his re-election. While trying to explain himself he was booed down 

in a synagogue. Polls taken among Negroes suggested later that black 

anti-semitism was really negligible. But the fear of it, fanned by the 
UFT, once a leader in the civil rights struggle, was not. 

The most sinister motives were attributed to everyone involved. Jason 

Epstein, a well-known book editor, accused the union of resisting de¬ 

centralization for fear that its white members would come under the 

authority of largely black governing boards. And he further charged 

that Martin Mayers account of these events was colored by Mayer’s 

conviction that the gentile establishment was expressing its residual 

anti-semitism by encouraging militant blacks to attack Jewish institu¬ 

tions as well as individual Jews. Old friends divided on the question. 

Dwight Macdonald wrote a furious letter to the New York Review of 
Books saying that Michael Harrington, whose The Other America he 

had made famous, had tricked him into supporting the UFT. Harrington 
replied, in effect, that Macdonald had been duped by the Establishment. 

Harrington believed that the Ford Foundation-Urban Coalition-Board 

of Education axis meant to use Black Power to strengthen the status quo. 
Community control really meant “black control of black misery and 

white control of the nation’s wealth.” The degree of verbal overkill in¬ 

volved can hardly be exaggerated. Macdonald called Albert Shanker a 

racist demagogue. Jason Epstein compared Ocean Hill to Palestine dur- 

^Bntish mandate and called on the imperialists to evacuate it. 
The hght over Ocean Hill damaged everyone—the mayor, the union, 

Ae schoo1 board the liberal establishment, and the district. It further 
divided an already polarized city. About the only comfort to be drawn 

tom it was thatthings did not turn out quite so badly as might have 

been expected. There was no race riot. Brooklyn was not burned down. 

Tbe Mpwunent survived, in a truncated fashion, as did Superintendent 

y. nd a year later, when an election was held to determine who 
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should represent the district’s teachers’ aides, people drawn mainly 

from the community, the UFT won. Though the bitterness was real, it 

was apparently not so intense as had been feared. The school system 

might yet be saved, though no one quite knew how. 

w 
Black news was still chiefly bad news in 1969. The energies loosed by 

civil rights churned on. But division, violence, and confusion still reigned 

supreme. And the rise of Richard Nixon meant that the federal power 

could no longer be counted on. Analysis is hardly possible when chaos 

is king. So it was all that year. There were only a few things that people 

could agree about. One was the future of the Black Panthers. They did 

not appear to have any. 

At the year’s end the Panthers claimed to have had twenty-eight mem¬ 

bers killed by the police. Even if that total was smaller, the heat was 

clearly on them. Among their leaders, Huey P. Newton was in prison 

for manslaughter and Bobby Seale on a charge of murder. Eldridge 

Cleaver was in exile. David Hillard was free on bond pending his trial 

for threatening the life of President Nixon. Bobby Hutton had been 

killed the previous year. The locals were equally burdened. In Denver 

two Panthers were held in lieu of $200,000 bail for flight to escape prose¬ 

cution. In April twenty-one Panthers were arrested in New York for 

conspiring to blow up various things including a police station and the 

Bronx Botanical Gardens. In May twenty-eight Panthers were arrested 

in New Haven for the kidnaping and murder of a party member. Enor¬ 

mous bails kept most in jail. In Illinois the party chairman got four years 

for allegedly stealing $71 worth of ice cream bars. Spiro Agnew called 

the Panthers a “completely irresponsible, anarchistic group of crimi¬ 
nals.” J. Edgar Hoover said they were the single biggest threat to the 

country’s internal security. The Justice Department set up a special task 

force to suppress them. No sensible person doubted that federal and 

local authorities were conspiring to destroy the Black Panther party. 

This was clear even before the mayor of Seattle admitted blocking a 

federal agency’s effort to raid the Panthers in his city. Two Chicago 

Panthers were killed in especially cold blood. Police caught them sleep¬ 

ing and shot them to pieces. Charges were later dropped against the 

survivors, tacit admission that the police were at fault. 

Why were the Panthers singled out for special treatment, though only 

one of many black nationalist groups? They were, for one thing, the most 

visible. Their old habit of making armed displays (since abandoned) 

drew attention. So did their willingness to shoot when attacked. Forti¬ 

fying their headquarters was provocative too, even though clearly in 
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self-defense. People are not supposed to defend themselves against the 

police. All these acts of bravado were enough by themselves to explain 

why the police wanted them dead. 

A further reason was the Panthers" developing ideology. Ordinary 

black racists to begin with, they soon became self-consciously revolution¬ 

ary. They quoted from Marx, Frantz Fanon, and other authorities. And 

they put what they learned into practice. Revolutionary discipline was 

imposed in the bolshevik manner. Efforts were made to secure allies. 

This meant working with parallel organizations like the Young Lords 

and the Young Patriots. The Lords were Puerto Rican streetfighters who 

became radicalized. Their leader in Chicago, Cha Cha Jiminez, was 

inspired by reading Eldridge Cleaver to politicize his followers. The 

Young Patriots were poor whites, mostly from Appalachia. The three 

groups managed to combine “the ambiance of *West Side Story" with 

the theory and discipline of the National Liberation Front,"" the New 
York Times said. The Panthers were ideological and stylistic leaders. 

Their habit of wearing berets and shouting “Right on"" at suitable in¬ 

tervals was quickly adopted. So was their vaguely Marxist-Leninist 

analysis of American society, and their opposition to “cultural national¬ 

ism."" Going African, in appearance at least, was scorned by the Pan¬ 

thers. Nor did they have any faith in black capitalism, the Nixon ap¬ 

proach to racial betterment. Huey Newton wrote, “There can be no real 

black capitalism because no blacks control the means of production. All 

blacks can do is have illusions."" Black capitalism was merely “the estab¬ 

lishment’s way to draw the teeth from black power."" The Panthers 

hoped to go beyond ethnic organization. In the short run Black Power, 

Brown Power, and such were useful ways of developing a higher social 

consciousness. In the end they wanted a general revolution by, as they 
thought, the exploited majority of Americans. 

The Panther critique of palliatives like black capitalism was impres¬ 
sive. So was their ability to rise above racism and cultural chauvinism. 

They were good at spotting internal contradictions in the American 
system. Inevitably, they were less sensitive to their own. If the pig power 

structure was as bad as they said, then open threats to destroy it invited 

retaliation. They made the threats, yet seemed surprised at the response. 

Their style and poise made them attractive in the ghetto but outraged 
the police who were so much more powerful than they. Their ideology 

was their best claim to respect, but it gave the authorities a license to 

hunt them. Like the radical Weathermen, they were damned if they 
did and doomed if they didn’t. To give up their style and political phi¬ 

losophy would be to stop being the Black Panther party. To retain them 

was to die. It didn’t say much for the American way of life that it could 

only be saved by killing the Panthers. Yet that was how people felt. 
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The Black Panther experience was doubly tragic: first because they were 

blind to the fact that you can't make a revolution in a country where 

most people support the government; second because the government 

couldn't see that either, and persisted in treating a head cold as an 
epidemic. 

The Panthers were only a very small part of the black scene in 1969, 

though among the most publicized. Black action was now so widespread 

as to defy summary. Every large city and many small ones had black 
freedom organizations. Scarcely any area of urban life was neglected by 

them. Some black enterprises were more conservative than not, a fact 

sometimes hard to grasp for the extravagant language with which they 
were advanced. 

Take core for example. James Farmer was considered terribly mili¬ 

tant when he organized the Freedom Rides. He was replaced by the 

seemingly more radical Floyd McKissick. Farmer dropped from sight 

and emerged years later as a subcabinet officer in the Nixon administra¬ 

tion. Then McKissick left core to promote black capitalism, assisted by 

the Chase Manhattan Bank and other institutions. Little was heard of 

core thereafter. The matter of James Forman was even stranger. He be¬ 

gan as a Freedom Rider, went on to be executive director of Snick, and 

then became minister of foreign affairs for the Black Panthers. In 1968 

he resigned to lead the Black Economic Development Conference which 

aimed to shake down religious bodies. As the churches had exploited 

blacks for so long, Forman believed half a billion dollars in reparations 

was only fair. He broke into church services and demanded cash on the 

barrelhead. 

Others followed his example, or bettered it in the case of one Phila¬ 

delphia group which desecrated communion elements in a fit of idealism. 

Some denominations released funds to blacks on this basis, though 

rarely to Forman himself, and never as reparations. More benign formu¬ 
las for admitting white guilt were easily come by. Forman was thought 

a terrific radical. His "black manifesto" was so revolutionary that it had 

to be suppressed. All the same, blackmail was not such a radical act 

And, propaganda apart, it was not put to remarkably left-wing uses. 
Paying up apparently made some religious leaders feel better. It did not 

have an equally cheering effect on moderate blacks. After the Episcopal 

Church gave Forman $200,000, Roy Wilkins of the naacp noted dryly 

that this showed him the error of his ways. No denomination had ever 

given groups like his that much money, obviously because they asked for 

justice instead of demanding revolution and black domination. 
The rage for Black Studies was equally perplexing. At first the de¬ 

mand for college courses on black histoiy and culture seemed simple 
enough. Blacks made up more than 10 per cent of the population and 
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they had reason to expect instruction on subjects peculiar to them* Yet it 
soon was evident that many did not want academic courses but a com¬ 
bination of propaganda and activist training* To those were added da* 
mands for control over faculty and curriculum. Some wanted segregated 
facilities too. Black militants dominated 59 per cent of the %\\% campuses 
that experienced protests in the first six months of 1989. 78 par cent of 
them involved no violence or property destruction. Separatist or segre¬ 
gationist demands appeared in only 13 per cent of the protests. But they 
got the most attention, and often the best results.* The eruptions at San 
Francisco State College and Cornell University showed how this process 
worked. 

San Francisco State's experience was the saddest Like all the Cali¬ 
fornia state colleges, it was fearfully short of money, (Although rich, 
California was thirty-third among American states in its per capita sup¬ 
port of higher education.) Yet it had a superior faculty and a bright, 
diverse student body. And it was more open to innovation than com¬ 
parable institutions. But at a time when other schools were increasing 
their black enrollments, San Francisco State's was declining**—mostly 
because admission requirements had grown stricter. The minority stu¬ 
dents who did get In were far more militant than before. Tensions grew 
so in consequence that even liberal presidents had trouble coping. Presi¬ 
dent Robert R. Smith resigned in September 1968 after a black instructor 
urged students to bring guns on campus and Smith was told to suspend 
him. The militants threatened him if he did, the regents if he didn't. A 
violent student strike followed, lie was succeeded by the well-known 
semanticist S. I. Hayakawa, who took a hard line, lie brought city police 
on campus to enforce order. More violence resulted, The tumult went on 
for months before the striking students and teachers were subdued* By 
then the student government had been gutted and many experimental 
programs ended or curtailed. Nathan Hare, head of the Black Studies 
department, was fired, but remained its guiding spirit m chairman-in- 
exile. Some of the best faculty resigned, There was less money than 
before for the rest to manage with. The Black Studies department be¬ 
came a center of extremist agitation. Hare announced that*it "will soon 
blossom to become the most meaningful and relevant institution in edu¬ 
cating black people to the contradictions and gross hypocrisy that 
prevail in this oppressive country." It violated all the rales of academic 
propriety, but Hayakawa was afraid to discipline it for fear of more 
violence. Meanwhile, the Association of Western Colleges was threat- 

According to the Urban Research Corporation of Chicago, black demands were 
twice as hkely to be granted as other kinds, And, as a rule, the more violent a pro¬ 
test the more likely it was to succeed. So campus radicals were right to my that 
coercion was better than negotiation—up to a point anyway. 
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ening to take away San Francisco State’s accreditation if Black Studies 

was not brought under control. Hayakawa had more latitude than most 

college presidents. His intemperate language endeared him to Governor 

Reagan and the silent majority. Polls showed him to be the state’s most 

popular Democrat. Conservatives everywhere acclaimed him, though 

he was still nominally liberal. San Francisco State itself was degraded 

anyway. Minority enrollments did not go up. A thousand students got 

to take courses approved by the Black Panthers, to what useful purpose 

no one else could guess. Radical students wrote a million words describ¬ 

ing this revolutionary triumph.* 

The best-publicized black protest was at Cornell. Here it was the 

University’s success at recruiting spirited black students that led to 

trouble. When President James A. Perkins came to Cornell in 1963 there 

were few blacks enrolled. He established a Committee on Special Edu¬ 

cational Projects to recruit them. Soon enough were on campus to form 

an Afro-American Society. When black coeds wanted a dormitory of 

their own they got it. When Negroes asked for a Black Studies program 

the University promised to establish one. In January 1969 it set up a 

black center with a budget of $175,000. But black demands stayed ahead 

of the University’s ability to respond. Militants wanted a separate de¬ 

gree-granting college. To show their zeal for it, some ran across table 

tops in a dining hall during mealtime. Later a group barricaded them¬ 

selves in a campus building. They were finally negotiated out and 

emerged with guns in hand. Pictures of them festooned with rifles and 

ammunition belts were shown around the country. The University itself 

was paralyzed and Perkins forced to resign. (He may have been lucky 

at that. The President of Swarthmore College died of a heart attack dur¬ 

ing a confrontation with the black students he had helped bring on 

campus.) The militants did not get their college, though the Black Stud¬ 

ies program was continued. 

No one knew what to make of this. Scores of colleges and universities 

rushed to install Black Studies programs out of fear or enthusiasm. Few 

were able to recruit enough black scholars to man them. Those that did 

often had to raid black colleges. This led Vincent Harding, chairman of 

the history department at Spelman College, a black school in Atlanta, 

to call Black Studies a racist plot. In the guise of integration Northern 

schools were drawing off the best professors from impoverished black 

colleges. Thus higher education got it both ways. Colleges were racist 

* At lesser institutions black students often got short shrift for protesting. The 
Wisconsin State University at Oshkosh summarily suspended nearly a hundred 
black students after a sit-in. Few of them were reinstated. At Ferris State College 
in Michigan, when black students occupied a campus building after being beaten 
by white students, state policemen broke down the doors and hauled them off to a 
makeshift jail in the local armory. 
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if they didn’t establish Black Studies, but also if they did. The concept 

of Black Studies remained doubtful. Many Negro leaders (Bayard Bus- 

tin, Roy Wilkins) opposed Black Studies. They thought blacks could 

take courses in the field without harm, but what did they gain from 

schooling that produced no marketable skills? What blacks needed were 

degrees in medicine, law, and other useful fields. Black Studies was a 

luxury that oppressed minorities could not afford. Such majors traded 

off short-term emotional gains for long-term occupational disadvantages. 

And, they might have added. Black Studies cost money that might better 
go to scholarships. 

All the same, it was clear that the demand for Black Studies would 

continue (although the University of California at Riverside dropped 

its program). Other ethnic groups copied the blacks. Even if minority 

students could be convinced that ethnic studies were nonproductive, 

they would probably want them anyhow. It was reassuring to have a 

warm place to hole up in at the alien, white-dominated university. And 

at a time when so many things semed hard to get, ethnic studies was 

something that, for better or worse, could be had. Universities want to 

be fashionable. The very fact that Black Studies was modish made them 

desire it. There was a good case to be made for ethnic studies as a sub¬ 

ject of academic inquiry, especially as universities already offered 

courses in every field of human interest from swimming to brake-lining. 

Blacks rightly questioned why it was proper to offer credit for the theory 

and practice of basketball while denying it for the theory and practice 

of ghetto organizing. So, for good reasons and bad. Black Studies grew. 

Perhaps one of the first signs of racial equality would be its decline. 

Once Negroes were as satisfied as, say, Irish Americans, then Black 

Studies would take its place with Gaelic studies. Hasten that blessed 
day, the universities could only murmur. 

Though less publicized, the high schools’ problems were perhaps 

more severe. Racial clashes grew in number and severity and reached 

further down the grades. School boycotts became commonplace. "In¬ 

tegrated (actually changing) schools saw more racial polarization 

than ever. Interracial contacts declined, fist fights increased. Most of the 

conflicts were produced by black militancy, according to Alan F. Westin 

of Columbia University. He monitored eighteen hundred local news- 

papers and found that demands for black cheerleaders, "soul food” in 

cafeterias, honor to Malcolm X, and such were the usual causes. Most 

secondary schools were dominated by white middle-class values. It was 

hardly unreasonable for blacks to want their culture recognized in 

schools where they were numerous. But as their efforts were invariably 

resented, and sometimes resisted, trouble often followed. 1969 was the 
most violent year yet. Most observers thought that worse was to come. 



FROM CIVIL RIGHTS TO BLACK POWER 

Militancy was still rising, so was the proportion of blacks in many 

schools. 
Another source of trouble was in the building trades. These unions 

were among the best paid and most conservative in the country. Ad¬ 

mission to them was jealously guarded. Members looked after their 

relatives first and Negroes last (with some notable exceptions like the 

New York Electrical Workers, who accepted a thousand apprentices in 

the early sixties, two hundred of them black and Puerto Rican). The 
result was that most trades had only a few blacks. In 1969 the first major 

efforts to desegregate these unions produced boycotts in Pittsburgh and 

white counterprotest marches in Chicago. The Nixon administration 

finally adopted what was called the Philadelphia Plan. It established 

racial quotas for construction work forces that contractors and unions 

alike were obliged to meet. The AFL-CIO condemned this approach but 

came up with no alternative of its own. Harvard University won some 

glory by becoming the first big enterprise requiring builders to meet 

racial quotas as a condition of their contracts. But the issue remained 

explosive, especially as the economy slackened. It was hard enough to 

get blacks a thin slice of a fat pie. If the pie shrank, more violence might 

be expected. 
At the decade’s end Negroes were better off than before. In i960 non¬ 

whites earned 52 per cent as much as whites, in 1968, 63 per cent. In 

i960, 39 per cent of nonwhite youngsters completed high school, in 

iq68,58 per cent. In the same period the number of nonwhites in crafts¬ 

men and foremen” job classifications rose 57 Per cent while the number 

of such jobs increased by only 12 per cent. Nor were blacks unaware of 

this. According to the Gallup poll the percentage of Negroes satisfied 

with their work rose from 54 to 76 per cent. They were more satisfied 

with their income and housing too. Much remained to be done. 12 per 

cent of the entire population still lived below the poverty line (as 

against 22 per cent in i960). The line itself was probably set too low. 

The distance between black and white median incomes was still too 

great, except among young families in the North. Housing worsened in 

the late sixties as inflation and tight money depressed the home-building 

industry. All the same, it was a decade of remarkable progress for blacks. 

The figures showed that. So did the rise in black pride and confidence. 

There were never so many public and private efforts focused on a single 

problem, even in the South. Whites who murdered blacks were begin¬ 
ning to be convicted, not only in the border states but in Mississippi as 

well. When the courts ordered Southern school systems to desegregate 

immediately at the decade s end, most complied, however gracelessly. 

There was surprisingly little violence. % 
All this should have occasioned much rejoicing but didn t. One reason 
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was that progress aroused expectations that exceeded the country’s 

ability to respond. Gains were measured against what remained to be 

done, not what had been accomplished. As the GaUup poll showed, 

morale did in fact improve. But few could see this because militant 

blacks were so firmly committed to an angry style. They believed only 

confrontation politics paid off. No one doubted that without it Negroes 

would have been in reduced circumstances. But it made whites angry in 

return. Like all men they wanted to be complimented for doing the 

right thing, even under pressure. When instead more was asked of them, 

some rebelled. Many felt threatened. Others were hurt when blacks 

seemed to reject them. Black militancy was abrasive enough. Black sep¬ 

aratism was more trying still. And it offended precisely those whites who 

were most eager to help. Governor Lester Maddox of Georgia didn’t 

care if Negroes demanded separate facilities. That was what he wanted 

too. But Northern liberals had staked a lot on integration and many took 

its decline personally. The ghetto uprisings of the mid-sixties offended 

more. So did what appeared to be the general increase of black violence, 
whether criminal, political, or merely verbal. 

These reactions were understandable, perhaps even inevitable. During 
the civil rights movement’s great days blacks were promised much more 

than they got. Much of what they did get in the way of laws and poverty 

programs accomplished little. They had reason to feel disappointed, if 
not betrayed as some did. The bitterness they always felt deepened. 

The early rights movement had generated unreasonable expectations 

among white liberals too. They thought Negroes would go on turning 

the other cheek and loving their enemies indefinitely. Many liberals 

secretly felt that the blacks had let them down by not remaining saints 

and martyrs. Separatism and Black Power made it easy for them to 

turn away from civil rights. But though natural, these feelings were 

extremely ominous. Many of the gains Negroes made resulted from the 

boom which ended in 1969. Unemployment then began rising. The GNP 
leveled off. Inflation rose. If a recession came, much of what had been 

won would be lost. Police repression of the Black Panthers might spread 
to other militants. President Nixon was busy courting the South. Gov¬ 

ernment officials who showed too keen an interest in civil rights were 
fired or squeezed out. 

Thus, despite all the real progress since 1960, race relations got worse. 
Black rage grew, so did white apathy and the white backlash. There 

was no going back where Negroes were concerned. There seemed no way 
to go ahead either. It did not take a Jeremiah to see in this a recipe for 
fresh disasters. 



PROFILE: 

Women’s Liberation 

One movement of the late sixties that ran against the grain was 

women's liberation. Where the counter-culture was hedonistic, the 

women s liberation movement was Calvinistic in the sense of being 

disciplined, angry, and worlc-oriented. The resurgence of feminism took 

most Americans by surprise. After all, women already had all the 

rights men did, and privileges they didn't, it was thought. In fact the 

relative position of women had been deteriorating ever since the old 

feminist movement died out. Though more women went to college 

than in 1920, they made up a smaller percentage of the undergraduate 

population. The proportion of women earning graduate degrees was 

smaller than in 1930. More women worked, but still mostly at the 

worst jobs. White women earned less on the average than black men, 

black women least of all. Despite Title VII of the Civil Rights Act 

of 1964 which prohibited certain discriminatory practices, women 

continued to earn less than men with the same training and experience. 

Yet until the late sixties women did not protest. This helped persuade 

everyone, themselves included, that women really were as well off 

as people hoped.* 

* It was hardly in the male interest to sustain these illusions, for the economic 
discrimination against women hurt nearly everyone. In the North black poverty was 
concentrated in families headed by women. 56 per cent of black families with 
incomes under $3 000 fell in this category in 1968. Conversely, middle-class affluence 
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Then, without much fanfare, things began to change. In 1961 

President Kennedy appointed a committee to investigate the status of 

women. Many states followed suit The uneasiness thus betrayed was 

heightened by the publication of Betty Friedan s famous polemic The 

Feminine Mystique a few years later. Mrs. Friedan forcefully pointed 

out the discrepancies between what was claimed for women and what 

they actually enjoyed. She attributed their continuing subordination to 

the propaganda of educators, womens magazines, and others who 

successfully brainwashed women into thinking that domesticity plus 

sex plus consumption equaled happiness. At first Mrs. Friedan was 

considered eccentric. But soon the charges she made were widely 

endorsed. Her own National Organization for Women (NOW) 

was one result By the end of the sixties there were many feminist 

groups, mostly local 

One of the peculiarities of modem history is that feminism is always 

thought ridiculous. The old feminist movement, while a mighty social 

expression that lasted nearly a century and involved millions of women 

at its peak, struggled against ridicule to the end. The new feminism 

encountered it at the beginning. One way to avoid being made fun of 

was to use different terms. Thus few women called themselves 

feminists in the old way, nor did they call for emancipation. Womens 

liberation became the accepted term. It covered a multitude of 

tendencies. NOW was often compared with the naacp. It appealed to 

a broad range of people, especially older business and professional 

women. It preferred to work through established institutions. 

Other feminist groups spun off from the New Left. Sometimes they 

functioned as womens auxiliaries. Other times they aimed at 

correcting abuses within the movement as well as outside it. New 

Leftists did not automatically shed their masculine prejudices by 

becoming revolutionaries. Sometimes they were even worse than the 

average man. The prestige of third-world liberators led many to 

exaggerate traditional masculine traits. This spurious machismo was 

most readily expressed against movement women. Some, especially at 

first, did accept the Earth Mother role this cast them in. Increasingly, 

was also a function of feminine employment In 1955,53 per cent of all families 
with incomes of between $12,000 and $15,000 had working wives. Equal pay for 
equal work would go a long way toward abolishing poverty. It would also do a lot 
for middle-income families, who had the largest proportion of working wives, 
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though, they didn’t. During the Columbia rising, when assigned 

housekeeping duties women rebelled and, under the slogan “Free 

women do not cook,” forced an equitable division of revolutionary 

duties. The most advanced came to feel that womens needs were so 

unique that they could never be satisfied in a male-dominated 

movement, however well intentioned. But they clung to New Left 

rhetoric and tactics all the same. Thus they produced in wuch and 

elsewhere a guerrilla theater of their own. It was this tendency that 

first brought womens liberation national publicity. In 1968 a group 

of them picketed the Miss America pageant in Atlantic City with 

signs reading “Miss America Sells It” and other indelicacies. This was a 

tricky kind of protest. Though meant to be funny as well as tough, it 

exposed feminists to more of the same ridicule that had always been 

so debilitating to them. They could never be sure whether people were 

laughing at them or with them. All the same it did get publicity, 

which is one thing struggling movements usually need. 

Some of the attention was unwelcome. Feminists are always thought 

to be more sexually accessible than other women. This is rarely the 

case. But in taking up sexual issues they expose themselves as more 

timid women do not. Liberated women strongly attacked abortion 

laws. This was in the great feminist tradition. Emancipated women 

always wanted to control their bodies. Hence they supported 

contraception early on, and sometimes easy divorce. Legalizing 

abortion was another step in the same direction. Feminists regarded 

it as a defensive measure. But prurient males saw it as a preliminary 

to sexual license. A few women wanted to do away with the concept 

of illegitimacy so that unwed mothers would not be discouraged or 

discriminated against. This too incited lust. 

Militant feminists were, and always had been, more suspicious of 

sex than not. While some practiced, or even advocated, free love, 

most didn’t. More than that, they tended to view heterosexual relations 

as inherently exploitive of women. Men and women shared the 

pleasure, but women alone paid the price. The most extreme wing of 

the women’s liberation movement put this line into practice. Though 

often attractive, they stopped dating men. Some even uglified 

themselves in protest against the exploitation of feminine charm. 

A few stopped wearing bras on the mistaken theory that it would 
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reduce their sex appeal. And they raged against the entire male sex, 

to the point, in some cases, of advocating lesbianism. This was only to 

be expected. Like all oppressed groups, women were full of 

suppressed anger. How could it be otherwise when they were at once 

discriminated against and patronized? Though equal in theory, they 

were exploited as workers, housewives, and consumers while being 

assured that the treatment they got was exactly what their own 

natures entitled them to. At the same time as men suppressed them— 

perhaps because of it—men resented their complaints. 

The violent abuse that feminists everywhere encountered was all out 

of proportion to what they did. Liberal men like David Sussldnd 

invited them on television programs for the sole purpose of insulting 

them, so it seemed. Everyone with the slightest experience in these 

matters was struck by how much sheer bigotry men (and brainwashed 

women too) were willing to express. In fact, among ordinary 

middle-class people anti-feminism seemed the only remaining 

respectable prejudice. It was once socially acceptable to hate Jews, 

Negroes, immigrants, and the like. That was no longer true. Even 

anti-Catholicism, the “anti-Semitism of the intellectuals” as it used to be 

called, had become contemptible. Only the hatred of women ( and 

homosexuals) remained. Liberals felt free to comment openly on 

women's mental and emotional inferiority, and invariably did when 

feminism came up. Such men commonly denied being sexual bigots on 

the grounds that they didn't hate women as such, only those who didn't 

know their place. The wonder was not that so many women were hostile 

to men, but that so many were not—openly at least. (In fact, there 

were plenty of ways for traditional women to express resentment, if 

unconsciously, hence the vast folklore concerning nagging wives and 

mothers.) 

But while women had much to be angry about, and there was some 

value to admitting it, hate could be self-defeating. It didn't do anyone 

much good when militants disrupted Senate hearings on the 

birth-control pill, calling it a plot against women. Nor did prohibiting 

sexual relations with men make for a healthier society. In the long run 

what was needed was an integrated social order. Sealing people off in 

sexual ghettos, even voluntary ones, only compounded existing 

problems. Hate the sin not the sinner, Christianity instructs, and it is 



good advice for radicals too. Mainly, however, extremism was 

dangerous to its practitioners. In the past, feminists on the lunatic 

fringe had done more harm to themselves than to anyone else. 

Self-indulgence is self-destructive of any radicalism, especially under 

modem conditions. Women's liberation got a lot of coverage in 1969. 

Publicity of a sort the original feminists spent generations to secure 

could be had practically for the asking. And that was precisely the 

danger. The hothouse growth the media promoted had a deadly effect 

on many movements in the sixties. Nobody one day, a celebrity the 

next, and nobody the day after'was a common cycle. Whatever 

became of Mario Savio, H. Rap Brown, Stokely Carmichael, 

and all the rest? Drunk with the sense of power today, 

stripped of it tomorrow—the media giveth and the media taketh 

away. Into the pop culture ashcan they went along with yesterday s 

TV serials. For feminism to avoid becoming just another nonreusable 

instantly obsolete commodity like the sensations that preceded it 

would take some doing. 

One reason feminism was always taken lightly was that to take it 

seriously opened up dreadful possibilities. What if feminine equality 

was incompatible with marriage and the family? Nobody could be 

sure it wasn't. That was why even moderate feminists had always 

been viewed by some as potential homewreckers. To confront the 

woman question squarely meant taking risks. Feminism might well 

be the most truly radical proposition of them all, one that threatened 

to reach into secret and intimate places which politics had scarcely 

touched before. Hence, along with all the other problems they had to 

deal with, liberated women had to confront this widespread, if seldom 

admitted, anxiety. And they had to resist the other pathologies to 

which radical movements were prone in the sixties. They all 

succumbed to sectarianism, fissioning, rhetorical extravagances, 

posturing, and obsessiveness. But if liberated women could avoid 

imitating them they might go far indeed. 



7 TWO CULTURES 

When the cultural history of this decade is written, art 
historians are likely to say that most of it was based on what had gone 

before. Music, architecture, the dance, poetry perhaps, and literature, 

were chiefly concerned with ideas and modes developed earlier. 

Drama, painting, and sculpture attracted the most attention, though 
critics rarely agreed on what the new forms of expression meant. 

Cultivated people used to feel that there was a clear line between 

high culture and popular culture. True, there were grey areas of inse¬ 
curity, Some media ignored these distinctions entirely. Perhaps they 

were false from the start But given the great rate of cultural change 

in modem times, it was a comfort to believe there was a difference be¬ 

tween the two cultures which one need not be expert to appreciate. In 

the i960 s this simple faith, already badly strained, collapsed. The re¬ 
sulting inability to distinguish between art and entertainment was one 

of the two most important cultural facts of the lgGo’s. The other was the 

growth of what became known as the counter-culture. It was related to 
the first in that critical standards had to blur if what the counter-culture 

did was to be called art. And, as morality followed art, the old moral 

values had to give way if the new standards were to be called virtuous.* 

SbhoMy; standards chafed too, though less conspicuously than artistic ones. 
ex^lt third edition of Websters New Intema- 

°Ut 111 196l‘ Xt was based on the 
Should be descriptive and not prescriptive/’ Webster s 

Tted did not Resume to judge, only to describe. Dwight Macdonald pointed out 

£?™^hes ^langUage not Meeting to errors if they 
common enough. While adding some words not present in the first edition 
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V* 
In the 1940's and i95o's the abstract expressionists had made New York 

the world capital of serious painting. Though most people disliked non- 

representational work—which was why Andrew Wyeth was the single 

most popular American painter of modem times—critics and patrons 

admired it. Abstract expressionism continued to thrive during the sixties, 

judging by the price of major works which kept going up, but public 

attention was diverted by fresh novelties. An early example of these were 

the “happenings" that began in 1959. They were inspired partly by the 

Dadaist movement of the 1920 s. Dada had been a violent, nihilistic pro¬ 

test. It was the first art form to use the “found environment,” that is, 

streets, factories, and the like, instead of establishing its own context as 

in traditional art. But whereas Dada was based on outrage, both given 

and received, happenings tended toward the merely cute. They drew a 

little on surrealism, and on the Gutai, a group of Japanese artists in 

Osaka who put on a Dada-like presentation in 1957 that involved splash¬ 

ing water and paint around. They were influenced also by John Cage, a 

composer whose effect on a variety of post—avant-garde movements was 

incalculable. 
The happenings were made by artists who reflected these earlier ex¬ 

periences. The first important one was staged by Allan Kaprow, then an 

art historian at Rutgers, and was called 18 Happenings in 6 Parts, It had 

a more elaborately detailed script than most later efforts and took place 

in several different rooms at once. Even the audience had to behave in 

prescribed ways. It was followed in the next several years by many 

others—several artists for a time did nothing but stage happenings. 

Some were largely improvised, others followed formal scripts. Sites 

ranging from parking lots to stages to hotel courtyards were used and a 
great variety of equipment called into play. The most engaging happen¬ 

ing was created by the Swiss artist Jean Tinguely. His Homage to New 
York, a self-destroying work of art, was set in motion at the Museum of 

Modem Art on March 17, i960. It was twenty-three feet long and 

twenty-seven feet high and consisted of eighty wheels, a bathtub, a toy 

wagon, old bottles, and other junk, and was powered by fifteen motors. 

While sawing, beating, and burning itself to death, this assemblage of 

scrap also made music of a sort, did abstract paintings, and even repro¬ 

duced itself when a segment detached from the parent machine and 

moved about under its own power. Most happenings, however, involved 

of 1934, it dropped many more. This meant that half the words in the English lan¬ 
guage were lost between 1934 and 1961. Lexicography, once a barrier to the decay 
of language, now contributed to it. 
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human actors assisted (or overwhelmed) by various artifacts. They 

amused and irritated people for several years and then faded as a vogue, 

though people went on staging them. 

At the time, happenings seemed related to the plastic arts. Most of 

their creators were, or had been, painters or sculptors. John Canaday 

thought the happenings were a reaction against purely abstract art, 

which had become wearisome. The happenings and other neo-Dadist 

expressions better satisfied the publics need for a chic new art form. Pop 

art did this even more satisfactorily, however, and soon eclipsed the 

happenings. Later events demonstrated that the happenings were more 

theatrical than not. They were part of a tradition of attempted escapes 

from formal theater s restrictions. But happenings were not done by pro¬ 

fessional theater people, which meant that they never became truly af¬ 

fecting or dramatic. They relied chiefly on technical effects, yet their 

technology was inadequate to the demands made on it. Some day, no 

doubt, machines will exist capable of doing what the happenings aimed 

at. The light shows, guerrilla theater, and other unconventional dramatic 

forms of the late sixties were foreshadowed by the happenings. They 

also probably better suggested how advanced technologies would be 
used for aesthetic and entertainment purposes in the future. 

Pop art as such hit its stride in 1963. Admirers were quick to establish 

its pedigree. Picasso's Plate with Wafers (1914) was an early precedent, 

Stuart Davis's Lucky Strike (1921) another, Davis's 1924 depiction of a 

disinfectant bottle, Odol, was even more prophetic. The Dadaist rela¬ 

tionship was so clear that pop art was often called neo-Dada. But like 

the happenings, pop was Dada without rage or politics. It also owed 

something to abstract expressionism, which it aimed to go beyond by 

developing a less restrictive and more monographic style. Hilton Kramer 
called the formula “de Kooning plus Duchamp," which seems about 

right, though much pop was hard-edged and realistic. Robert Rau¬ 

schenberg was probably the mode's originator. His first successful ob¬ 

ject work. Bed (1955), consisted of a real quilt and pillow. The quilt 

went on a stretcher and the pillow over it, then other designs and ob¬ 

jects were added. At about the same time Jasper Johns was moving 

in the direction of his most celebrated work, Painted Bronze (i960). 

It was a casting of two Ballantine Ale cans, with the labels painted 

on. One had been opened. Another milestone was Jim Dine's Green 

Suit (1959), the first of his large collage-paintings in which actual ob¬ 
jects became part of the design. 

Pop objects and their creators received great publicity and correspond¬ 

ingly huge fees, not only from collectors and museums but from busi¬ 

nesses as well. Demand stimulated output. Andy Warhol was one who 

early accepted the logic of this situation. At first he painted his soup 
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cans and such. Then he began silk-screening them. At the end he simply 

made designs which his assistants executed over and over in a cavernous 

loft aptly named The Factory. 
Early success did not turn Warhol’s head. He continued to live with 

his mother and to dress (in dark glasses and leather jackets) as before. 

Reporters were invariably struck by his sweet disposition. Although 

nicer than most, he was not unique among pop artists in this respect. As 

a group they had largely avoided the long period of struggle and frus¬ 

tration through which the abstract expressionists had gone. Most of 

them were in or near their fifties before they began making big money. 

But Jasper Johns was living off his work at the age of twenty-nine, and 

in another five years was getting as much as $30,000 for a single piece. 

Other pop artists, junk sculptors, and the like did as well. Adversity was 

supposed to build character, yet obviously it did the affections little 

good. Abstract expressionists tended to be rough, abrasive characters, 

suspicious of others, resentful of the young artists who won so easily 

what they had battled to acquire, and cynical about the commercial 

context in which they functioned. Pop artists resembled their work in 

being comparatively open, flexible, tolerant, and accepting. The media 

liked them because they were good copy, businessmen because they 

were easy to merchandise, the jet set because they were comfortably 

fashionable, and the young because they were facile and undemanding. 

All the same, pop art was as troubling for moralists as for aesthetes. 

In the past art had been thought to be both decorative and uplifting. 

Modem art, beginning in America with the so-called Ashcan School, and 

especially with the great Armory Show in 1913 which introduced cubism 
and other advanced European schools to this country, was once resented 

for being neither. But in time cultivated people accepted each succes¬ 
sive avant garde as embodying moral insights more pertinent or valuable 

fhfm what it displaced. Abstract expressionism, for example, was valid 

because it was complex, irrational, and freely expressive—like modem 

life. Since authority was everywhere being discredited, an art form that 

permitted, indeed demanded, that each man draw his own conclusions 

from it compelled respect. Pop art could make no such claim. A limp 

telephone might be witty or teEing, but it could not nourish the spirit. 

Yet while the old notion that art should be elevating no longer carried 

weight, the moral function of art had become increasingly urgent. For 

many in the twentieth century, artists and writers had replaced priests 

and ministers as dispensers of truth. The cult of art (like the cult of 

psychoanalysis) was based on man’s need for moral security in an un¬ 

certain time. Abstract expressionism met this need, for some anyway; 

pop art did not. Pop did not kill off the cult of art. There was still much 

to venerate. But it did create a moral vacuum and enabled the cynical. 
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the posturing, or the merely addled to flourish as never before. It also 
provided the counter-culture with useful excuses. When everything be¬ 
came potentially a work of art, and everyman an artist, anyone could 
claim to be living for truth or beauty without having to prove it. So the 
collapse of agreed-on standards in art permitted a similar erosion in life. 

The most conspicuous development in literature after i960 was the tri¬ 
umph of sexual freedom. An early sign of this was the surfacing of 
erotic literature. In i960 federal courts ruled that D. H. Lawrence’s 
novel Lady Chatterley s Lover (1928) was not obscene. The Post Of¬ 
fice s long struggle to keep Americans from reading it was abandoned. 
Few serious people doubted that Lady Chatterley, though imperfectly 
realized, was a work of literature. But its sexual passages were so ex¬ 
plicit that obscenity now became entirely a matter of context. Mate¬ 
rial which of itself was clearly pornographic by older standards ceased 
being so if properly presented. And the Supreme Court confused the 
issue even more. On the one hand, a work was acceptable if it did 
not violate "prevailing community standards * on the other, if it had 
redeeming social or aesthetic importance. Few books on sex failed to 
offend Middle America. Few were entirely without social significance. 
In practice the Supreme Court’s rules could not be applied, and very 
quickly the remaining barriers against erotic literature fell. First Lady 
Chatterley and Henry Miller s long-suppressed Tropic of Cancer ap¬ 
peared. Their publishers fought many good fights on every level of 
government to distribute them. Enough were won to make feasible 
the release of other literary efforts long thought too stimulating for 
public consumption. The next step was the publication of books like 
The Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure (Fanny HUl) and Frank Har¬ 
ris s autobiography My Life and Loves. There was something to be 
said for both of these. Fanny HUl, an eighteenth-century tour de force, 
managed to be erotic without using obscene or even coarse language. 
In its way it was a triumph of delicacy. Harris’s book was more earthy 
and more important He had figured prominently in tum-of-the-century 
journalism and literature. He was also a persistent and ingenious wom¬ 
anizer. Hence his memoirs contained much interesting, if unreliable, 
gossip about men of letters, together with fascinating, and rather more 
creditable, information on the sexual underground of his time. 

Once these books were allowed, literary pornography all but disap¬ 
peared as a legal concept No sexy book was so dismal or meretricious 
that a redeeming spark of social or moral illumination could not be 
found in it. In a few years everything from the Marquis de Sade on down 
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was freely available. The hue and cry against pornography continued, 

but, where the written word was concerned, to little effect College book¬ 

stores automatically put the latest Victorian pornography from Grove 

Press on their shelves. One Ivy League bookshop thoughtfully grouped 

the most salacious work of every publisher together on a single rack, 

blandly labeled "Dirty Books.” Middle America saw this new freedom 

as yet another expression of moral decay. Small towns and cities went 

on censoring books, the Supreme Court notwithstanding. But elsewhere 

the fight was lost. The functional excuse for censorship had always been 

that pornography led to self-abuse and sex crimes. Even if God didn’t 

require its suppression, public health and safety did. Many now dis¬ 

puted this. Some argued that masturbation was tolerable, even desir¬ 

able. The link between pornography and sex offenses was denied. For 

one thing, there was no proof of it. On the available evidence one could 

as easily argue the reverse and say that pornography offered a harmless 

way of discharging frustrations that might otherwise be a problem. From 

this perspective, pornography as such was socially redeeming. Denmark 

legalized pornography of all sorts at the decade’s end with no apparent 

ill effects. No one was surprised when under free-market conditions the 

products’ quality improved. Many were when the volume of sales inside 

Denmark declined. Few Americans were prepared to examine the ques¬ 

tion on its merits. Yet as plays and movies became progressively more 

explicit in the sixties, who could say that the Danish solution would never 

be applied here? 

W 
Theatrical developments in the sixties paralleled those in other arts. 

Structure became less important and sex more so. The cult of youth, 

romanticism, the preference for instinct and spontaneity, the urge to 

propagandize flourished. Some found these tendencies amusing, even 

important, but few serious critics did. Those who once expected the 

avant-garde theater to redeem the commercial theater were especially 

depressed. Most had long since given up on Broadway with its glossy 

musicals and comedies. What was called Off Broadway had higher aims, 

and sometimes met them. It depended heavily on foreign playwrights 

(Anouilh, Genet) and a few native talents such as Edward Albee. The 

Living Theater was a radical company that in The Connection (i960) 

and The Brig (1963) was impressive. There were some great moments 

as when the American Place Theater performed Robert Lowells Old 

Glory in 1964. It was, perhaps, the most original American work of 

the decade. 
Even so, when Robert Brustein collected his theater reviews for the 
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years 1959-65 he called the book Seasons of Discontent. Already it 

seemed to him Off Broadway was alternating between what was safe 

and what was sensational. Some plays exploited Negro protest themes 

(in 1964 alone these included Blues for Mr. Charlie, The Blacks, In 

White America, and Dutchman), others repeated the tired formulas of 

commercial theater. The Lincoln Center Repertory Theater typified the 

latter. It opened in 1964 amidst great fanfare as a subsidized alternative 

to Broadway. Lincoln Center was supposed to have Broadway’s profes¬ 

sional virtues but not its timid box-office orientation. Yet critics found 

Lincoln Centers first season to be not so much a challenge to Broadway 

as an echo of it. They were all the more certain when Elia Kazan de¬ 

fended his first offerings by claiming that two were hits. Later the group, 

under new management, would do better, though not enough better to 
justify its pretensions. 

As Off Broadway grew more like the real thing, its place was filled by 

what was inevitably called “Off Off Broadway” (or, by Brustein, the 

Third Theater). But it too suffered from the same vices as Off Broad¬ 

way, modishness in particular. Vogue followed vogue, theater of the 

absurd one year, theater of cruelty the next. In the late sixties counter- 

cultural values became dominant—nudity, sexual perversion, spontane¬ 

ity, anti-Establishmentarianism, and the like. One of the earliest and 

most successful attempts to make the counter-culture pay was a musical 
called Hair. It was first produced Off Off Broadway by the La Mama 

troupe, a penniless avant-garde company. Inspired by the hippie phe¬ 

nomenon, it was billed as the first tribal-love-rock musical and won at¬ 

tention particularly for a scene in which performers of both sexes dis¬ 

robed. It moved to Broadway, made a mint, and inspired countless 
imitations. 

Hair did not have especially lofty aims. It advanced the usual propa¬ 

ganda of the youth culture, but in a cheerful, entertaining way. Other 

works were more ambitious. Tom O’Horgan, its director, also brought 

forth a play called Futz about a farmer who loved his pig. This provided 

the occasion for wild scenes where actors stood on their heads, climbed 
on each others’ backs, droned inaudibly when they were not shouting, 

and mimed various sexual acts. Playwright, script, plot, and speech itself 

receded. Improvisation, audience participation, bare flesh, and obscene 

language prevailed. Sometimes this approach was critically successful, 
as in Big Time Buck White, which was written and first performed in 

Los Angeles. It did well because improvisation and audience participa¬ 
tion were appropriate to a play centered on a meeting of black radicals. 

But mostly sensation took the place of craftsmanship. Only hard-core 
partisans of the counter-culture admired Futz. 

Dionysus in 6g attracted wider audiences, perhaps because better 
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done, maybe because of its grandiloquent claims. About 40 per cent of 

the dialogue was from Euripides, the balance was supplied by Richard 

Scheduler, a draifia professor at New York University and leader of the 

Performance Group which staged it. The audience sat around on the 

floor and climbed up on wooden structures representing the towers 

of Thebes. Sometimes they participated in the show. One character, 

Pentheus, always selected a girl from the audience to make love to, and 

went as far with her as she and the law permitted. The play changed 
constantly. Sometimes the members of the cast disrobed. It was a finan¬ 

cial success even though critics were divided. John Simon called it 

“group therapy for actors” and notable for had diction and worse 

odors.” Robert Brustein and Walter Kerr felt the same way, but Clive 

Barnes, a determined friend of the new, liked it and so did the more 

traditional Harold Clurman. 
The main feature of Dionysus in 6q was not nudity but the ethic it 

embodied. Schechner, who received a doctorate from Tulane University 

and edited the Drama Review for six years, was the new theater s lead¬ 

ing ideologist. He saw the drama as a “visual-verbal participatory game” 

as well as a form of communal celebration. The Polish playwright Gro- 

towski was said to have inspired him with a sense of religious dedi¬ 

cation to the theater. Schechner s enthusiasm for group therapy was all 

his own. The Performance Group worked constantly at removing their 

hostilities and aggressions. They had an encounter group session guided 

by trained leaders once a week. The result was not so much a theatrical 

company as a way of life. 
The Living Theater went even further. It had been organized by 

Judith Malina and her husband Julian Beck in the 19S0 S as 3X1 avan^ 
garde theatrical company which expressed its radicalism mainly in aes¬ 

thetic terms. As the McCarthy era gave way to the new age, the Becks 

grew more political, participating in sit-ins and anti-bomb protests. Their 

plays became more deliberately polemical too. Then, for obscure and 

doubtlessly political reasons of its own, the federal government closed 

down the Living Theater for nonpayment of taxes. After much harass¬ 

ment the Becks went to court and staged an impromptu drama featur¬ 
ing truth and beauty versus the military-industrial complex, with their 

troupe serving as Greek chorus. The Becks got short jail sentences, after 

which the whole company left for Europe. Having been politicized by 

the Internal Revenue Service, they began living together as a tribe or 

commune, and solved, as they thought, the problem of how to fuse art 

with propaganda. Their performances involved radical declarations, a 

minimum of dialogue, personal encounters with the audience, and the 

sexual revolution. 
In 1968 they came back to America and took their most famous work, 
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Paradise Now, on tour. It began with the troupe protesting against cloth¬ 

ing, drug laws, and other forms of repression. Then the performers par¬ 

tially undressed and tried to coerce and seduce the audience into join¬ 

ing them. Any kind of audience response, hostile or friendly, became 

part of the play. At most performances a few audience members were 

moved to strip, sometimes completely, and join the “flesh pile.” Though 

critics admired the Becks1 courage and dedication (by the end of 1968 

they had been arrested fifteen times and had had four theaters closed by 

four different federal agencies), they disliked the Living Theater’s new 

style. Clive Barnes of the New York Times applauded it because the 

young did, and because the troupe, though bad actors, were “physically 
as highly tuned as dancers ” 

Richard Gilman thought Paradise Now exhibited “everything flaccid 

and indulgent and embarrassing about their work.” At one point Beck 

cried that there were fifteen hundred prisoners in a nearby jail. “ We’re 

going to march on the jail and free them later tonight, who will march 

with us?’ Of course no one marches, of course the prisoners remain. 

Easy, irresponsible, outrageous.” It seemed to Gilman that instead of 

freeing the theater from artifice and unreality, the Living Theater had 

merely substituted its own conventions while arrogating to itself much 

unearned moral increment. The players wanted to have it both ways, 

“to be a theater of public and political use and at the same time to be a 

community in search of its own salvation” “Its not a show, it’s the real 

thing,” a member of the group shrieked during Paradise Now. “No, its 
not the real thing, its a show,” Gilman concluded. 

Of all the critics Robert Brustein, later dean of the Yale drama school, 

was probably most depressed by the Living Theater. Indeed, he had 

been discouraged about the theater in general since 1965 when he wrote 

(of Le Roi Jones, Edward Albee, and William Hanley): “What results 

is less an artistic quest than a fashionable posture or personal exhibi¬ 

tion, with the playwright producing not masterpieces but conversation 

pieces. This, to be sure, is the characteristic art of our time. Now that 

the cultural revolution has become an arm of big business, the mass 

media, and the fashion magazine, values have all but disappeared from 
artistic creation, and a crowd of hipsters and their agents are cynically 

exploiting the fears and pretensions of a semi-educated public. Must we 

choose between a discredited Establishment and a careerist avant garde? 

Are the only alternatives to be between the collapsed idealism of the old 
and the secret cynicism of the new?” But things deteriorated even more 

rapidly than Brustein feared. He had admired the Living Theater before 
it went into exile, and he saw the new theater as a promising movement. 

Given its radical and anti-war flavor he thought it in danger of suppres- 
sion. But to his surprise it flourished. “This development,” he wrote early 
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in 1969, "paralleled a failure of nerve among the middle classes, as the 

forces of conventional culture seemed to grow guilty and weak before 

the culture of the young, and the American avant garde, for the first 

time in its history, became the glass of fashion and the mold of form.” 

The Third Theater accelerated the growth of callowness, sloppiness, 

and arrogance—as had the Black Power and New Left movements. 

"What once seemed daring and original now often seems tiresome and 

familiar; stereotyped political assertions, encouraged by their easy ac¬ 

ceptance, have replaced instinctive, individual dissent. Increasingly 
the Third Theater was noteworthy for its anti-intellectualism, sexual 

obsessiveness, massacre of language, noisy attention-getting devices, 

and its indifference to artistry, craft, and skill. Its mindless tributes 

to love and togetherness were "not adversary demands upon the Amer¬ 

ican character but rather the very qualities that have continually de¬ 

graded us.” 
The Living Theater, Brustein was sorry to say, not only reflected this 

change but helped advance it, "The company had become a self-generat¬ 

ing and self-perpetuating organism whose existence was more important 

than any work it performed; and it was infused with a sense of mission 

that was less theatrical or even political than religious and evangelical. 

It made meretricious appeals to free prisoners and stop the war, but 

whenever things threatened to get out of hand it retreated into its the¬ 

atrical function. The audience was never allowed to change the tone or 

flow of the performance. It spoke constantly of love though bristling 

with aggression. "The company had now taken on the very authoritarian 

qualities it had once denounced; the very repressiveness that had driven 

it from the country four years before.” This was bad news for the theater, 

and even more for the country. The young loved these performances. 

"This extraordinary generation, upon whom so much praise and atten¬ 

tion have been lavished, cannot help but inspire feelings of respect 
hut my respect is becoming mixed with great apprehension. At once so 

vital and idealistic, and so childish, irrational, and overindulged, it now 
seemed bent on replicating the worst aspects of radical culture in the 

1930’s. Brustein saw the same "abuse of truths that do not serve political 

ends, the same contempt for writers who do not try to change their 

times, the same monolithic modes of thought, the same assaults on any 

expression that is not a form of consent.” And their elders, who should 

have known better, encouraged the young in their follies. 
Brustein concluded: "We honor the young because without them there 

is no future. But there will surely be no future either unless the more 

extreme of our young can cease from trying to annihilate the past. With 

our civilization tottering, the temptation is strong to release our hold on 
reality and credit the most fantastic flights of absurdity simply because 
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they signify change. But the more radical inventions of the new genera¬ 

tion are nothing if they proceed from the same violent and mindless 

sources that originally brought our civilization to this terrifying junc¬ 

ture. We fail the future when we surrender what we know and value 

for the sake of fashion and influence, and we fail the theater when we 

countenance the rejection of language, form, and accomplishment in 
favor of an easy culture” 

Yet worse was to come. In March 1969 the Theater of Ideas, a forum 

of the New York intellectual establishment, organized a symposium 

called “Theatre or Therapy.” It featured Julian Beck and Judith Malina 

of the Living Theater, and, among their critics, Brustein and Paul Good¬ 

man. Brustein wrote his remarks out in the expectation of being heckled. 

He was, but managed to finish anyway. Judith Malina spoke briefly after 

Goodman, then the Living Theater company, leaping and screaming, 

took over the hall. The audience screamed back. Goodman tried to re¬ 

establish communications, but that failing he left. One actor took a 

woman's purse and emptied it on the floor. Another woman said to 

Beck, “Today I feel more hate than I have ever felt in my life. I’m going 

home now. I’m going to write a poem about the hate I feel for you.” 

Richard Scheduler of the Performance Group called for five minutes of 

meditation “to think about the beautiful thing that’s happening here.” 

It was too noisy to think though. Norman Mailer tried vainly to still the 

tumult. Judith Malina regained the microphone and declared everything 

that had gone on to be beautiful and good as well as spontaneous and 

authentic. Stanley Kaufimann, the critic, rose up at this to shout, “You’re 

lying. The whole thing was phony! You brought your stooges here to¬ 

night and staged the whole dismal affair.” Miss Malina replied that on 
the contrary it was only freedom at work. Another audience member 

asked, *What about our freedom? We weren’t allowed to have what we 
paid for. Your freedom is our repression!” Beck proclaimed disruption 

to be the wave of the future. The audience finally dispersed, having paid 

fio each for the privilege of being abused, and, unlike the Off Off 
Broadway audiences, not enjoying it a bit. 

Though many felt that creative ferment could hardly go further, it 

did. The Playhouse of the Ridiculous explored yet another possibility. 

The New York Times began a story on it as follows. “Jackie Curtis, 21, 

5 feet 11 inches, gender male, riot a boy, not a girl, not a faggot, not 

a drag queen, not a transsexual—just me, Jackie,’ grooving down St. 

Marks Place in mim-skirt, ripped black tights, clunky heels, chestnut 

curls, no falsies (Im not trying to pass as a woman’), Isadora scarf 

gallantly breezing behind her, is the newest playwright to make the Off 

Off Broadway scene. Her first play, ‘Heaven Grand in Amber Orbit,’ a 
rock musical written last year on a train on the way home from the 
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Pornography Festival at Notre Dame where she starred in Ronald 

Tavel’s ‘Lady Godiva,’ is being performed by the Playhouse of the 

Ridiculous at the Gotham Art Theater” Any reader who thought this 

a put-on was soon disabused. Jackie was real, so was the Playhouse of 

the Ridiculous. It specialized in nonplays, a pastiche of Shakespeare, 

Aeschylus, old movies, grand opera, commercials, and what all. John 

Vaccaro, founder and director of the Playhouse, used it to project his 

bedlamite view of the universe. The stage resembled an animated Bosch 

painting with perpetual sexual motion.” Sex was shown in so many ways 

at once as to lose not only all meaning but most other attributes too. 

It also showed up “the ‘radical* sexual pieties of other New Theater 

groups—the salvation-through-orgasm faith of the Living Theater, and 

the Performance Group*s concept of purification through group grope 

as merely the latest packaging of the power-of-positive-thinking for the 

hip market.” The Playhouse specialized in thalidomide humor. Its 

players were troll-like creatures, notable for their “buoyant nihilism. 

However weird, the Playhouse was most remarkable for having gone 

beyond what were already the cliches of pomo-political theater. Whether 

separately or together, pornography and politics dominated the experi¬ 

mental” theater in 1969 even more than in 1968. In Sweet Eros a girl 

was kidnaped, stripped, tied to a chair, and lectured at by her ab¬ 

ductor. The female lead, an actress named Sally Kirkland who special¬ 

ized in these parts, had no understudy. And little wonder, as she had 

to sit in the nude on a drafty stage for forty minutes without saying a 

word. Art demanded much of other new-wave performers also. In one 

play, The Young Master Dante, the star got sick and his understudy had 

to go on unprepared. Walter Kerr thought it one of the really mem¬ 
orable events in recent theatrical history, for the hero had to take off all 

his clothes while holding a bulky script in one hand. He seemed pleased 

to reach the big castration scene in which he had no dialogue. In 

Rochelle Owens’ Belch, a boy had his loincloth snatched away while 

he was busy strangling himself. In Geese two nude men made love to 

one another; so did two nude women. What did all this strained, por¬ 
tentous disrobing amount to, Kerr wondered? Was it “the last Puritan¬ 

ism? The ultimate, utterly candid exposure of sex for the ghastly thing 

it is?”* No it wasn’t. Che was. Che was the decade’s last word in pomo- 

political theater. It had four characters: Che himself, the American 

President, a nun, and a woman known as Mr. Fong. The President was 

naked throughout except for his Uncle Sam hat. The nun was mostly 
nude too. Che was clothed, though he took his penis out at times to illus¬ 

trate a philosophical point or advance the action. The actors touched 

* Helen Hayes said: "We had nudity on the stage in my youth, you know. In the 
Ziegfeld Follies: Rut it was beautiful nudity. Now it’s sort of grubby.” 
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each others* privates and mimed sex acts. They were all arrested for lewd¬ 

ness, obscenity, and consentual sodomy. Attorney William M. Kunstler, 

soon to become a household word because of the great Chicago Con¬ 

spiracy Trial, defended Che for its redeeming social value. Richard Gil¬ 

man thought the worst thing about this pathetic spectacle was that the 

actors only pretended to commit sex. ‘There is never the slightest sug¬ 

gestion in this most anaphrodisiac of events that anyone is being aroused; 
nothing rises or flows, nothing leaps or trembles. The sad, unlovely, un¬ 

believably inept performers, young persons reeling up to the frontier, 

wander zombi-like through all the proceedings, zonked, most probably, 

on add as real persons, and, as performers, flattened by the sheer im¬ 

probability of what they are being called upon to do/’ 

It was all very liberating, no doubt But few believed that art gained 

much in consequence. When Sir Noel Coward visited New York he went 

to see Ok! Calcutta!, a nude review. He announced beforehand that 

he didn’t expect to be impressed much. He had seen plenty of naked 

people in his long life, and still thought suggestion better than state- 

ment Yet so long as depicting sex was hedged about with thrill-produc¬ 

ing restrictions, the theater would continue to exploit it. There was some 

reason to think allowing sexual intercourse in public might be a good 
thing, if only to have it done with. Once all the taboos were broken and 

the novelty diminished, the theater might then return to its proper busi¬ 

ness. It might anyhow, for nude theater was not very profitable once the 
initial, shock subsided. Oh! Calcutta! alone made big money. 

w 
Films changed radically during the sixties also. This was of greater mo¬ 

ment than theatrical changes, if only because movies had a larger audi- 

ence. When the decade opened Hollywood was still trying to compete 
with television. Movie houses were closing and profits going down. Most 

studios appreciated that movies would have to offer something that TV 

couMn t Epics seemed one answer. Wide-screen fables with casts of 

thousands were too expensive for TV, and too grandiose for the small 
screen anyway. A remake of Ben Hut earned huge profits and was fol¬ 
lowed by movies like Solomon and Sheba, Exodus, The Alamo, and 

Spartacus. Most were as dismal and none so lucrative as Ben Hut. The 

industry did not alow for the fact that its audience was changing. An 

early hint of this was provided by the success of pictures like The Apart- 

ment, Butterfield 8, and Elmer Gantry. While not particularly distin¬ 

guished (though Burt Lancaster was splendid as Elmer Gantry), they 
cost less to make than epics and were often more profitable. They were 

al adult films, meaning more mature or controversial, or at least racy. 
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than television dared to be. Though not especially sexy by later stan¬ 

dards, they went as far as the censor allowed. 

The most striking example in this vein was a foreign picture, Never 

on Sunday, which was cheap, meretricious, and enormously profitable. 

It was made by Jules Dassin, who as one of the notorious "Hollywood 

Ten” had refused to testify before Congress during the McCarthy era 

and was blacklisted by the industry. Some of the ten were kept on to 

work under false names at greatly reduced prices. Others like Dassin 

went to Europe. Never on Sunday was his revenge. It used the reliable 

old "whore with a heart of gold” formula, which made it an adult pic¬ 

ture. Actually, the theme was only a pretext for an attack on American 

values as personified by a tourist in Greece. Whether its smirking ap¬ 

proach to sex or its crude anti-Americanisms were more pernicious could 

hardly be determined. Yet the film was thought witty and daring and 

made a bundle. Thus Dassin swept the board. He beat the Hollywood 

moguls at their own game—the mass merchandising of bad taste—de¬ 

fied their efforts to ruin or exploit him, retained his left-wing prejudices, 

and was applauded for doing so, even by the critics. The film was indeed 

a tour de force, though not for the reasons then given. And, considering 

the type of men who ran Hollywood in those days, its success was al¬ 

most merited. 
The profits earned from adult pictures, together with the failure of 

such gimmicks as three-dimensional movies, guaranteed that in the fu¬ 

ture films would be sexier than ever—Bosley Crowther and the Legion 

of Decency notwithstanding. Crowther, though he was for most of the 

decade principal film critic of the New York Times, resisted the indus¬ 

try’s growing sophistication. The adult pictures of i960 inspired a vin¬ 

tage Crowtherian protest against "the tendency of producers, made evi¬ 

dent in any number of recent films, to go for licentious stories and/or 

inject extreme and gross sex details in their works.” The Legion of De¬ 

cency, an organization that rated films as to their conformity with Ro¬ 

man Catholic moral standards, handed out its once feared condemna¬ 

tions more often. The Vatican called for an end to "degrading spectacles 
in motion pictures, and the National Council of Churches denounced the 

tendency toward more sex and gore. None of this had much effect. 
In 1961 a rash of "nudies” broke out. These were low-budget "sex¬ 

ploitation” films which got progressively gamier. Orthodox morality did 

not give way all at once. The Supreme Court upheld the right of com¬ 
munities to censor movies. The University of Illinois fired an assistant 

professor of biology for saying, in a letter to the school newspaper, that 

premarital intercourse led to better marriages. The American Civil Lib¬ 

erties Union rose glumly to his defense in vain. Despite successful rear¬ 

guard actions of this type, the trend continued. 
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Hie mass media not only got sexier but more political also. John Le 

Carres novel The Spy Who Came In from the Cold was a great success 

though it showed the espionage establishments on both sides of the Cold 

War to be equally vile. Nevil Shute’s widely read On the Beach had hu¬ 

manity extinguish itself through nuclear war. Films brought the same 

messages to larger audiences. The novel Fail-Safe (accidental war again) 

became a movie; so did Seven Days in May, a fantasy concerning an 

abortive military coup in Washington. The most powerful of all was 

Stanley Kubricks Dr. Strangelove, or How I Learned to Stop Worrying 

and Love the Bomb. Kubrick, perhaps the greatest American filmmaker 

since Orson Welles, had earlier made Lolita, a masterpiece of black 

comedy and even pathos. After Strangelove would come his awesome 

2001. Strangelove owed something to both of these. It employed black 
humor techniques and used technological effects to reach for higher lev¬ 

els of reality than films commonly aimed at. 

So great a work defies summary, but the plot must be outlined to un¬ 

derstand the reactions to it. Accidental war threatens the super-powers 

when Air Force General Jack D. Ripper (Sterling Hayden) sends his 

bomber wing to attack Russia. He expects this will force America to 

launch a pre-emptive strike against the Soviets, whom he blames for 

poisoning the worlds water supplies so as to contaminate mans “pre¬ 
cious bodily essences.”* Instead President Merkin Muffley (Peter Sellers) 

gives American military secrets to the Russians so that they may shoot 

the bombers down, over the protests of General Buck Turgidson (George 
C. Scott) who suspects a commie trick. But one of the planes does get 

through, triggering a Russian Doomsday Machine that will make the 

earth uninhabitable. At this point Dr. Strangelove (Peter Sellers again), 

an unregenerate ex-Nazi scientist, devises a plan to save the military- 

industrial elite by building huge bunkers in mine shafts before radio¬ 

activity eliminates life above ground. There, aided by nubile females 
who will greatly outnumber them, the leaders will rebuild the Gross 

National Product to prewar levels. Certain that the Russians must have 
similar plans. General Turgidson urges the President not to allow a 

mine-shaft gap.” The film ends with a beautiful sequence of thermo¬ 
nuclear explosions. 

This brilliantly written, acted, and directed picture did not appeal 

much to patriotic Americans. Bosley Crowther, who viewed it twice, 

thought the movie subversive. Lewis Mumford saw it differently. Call¬ 
ing it the first break” in the nation’s “cold war trance,” he went on to 

say: "What has masked the hideous nature of our demoralized strategy 

This was a common delusion at the time. Extremists in America considered 
fluoridated water part of the international communist conspiracy. As they were often 
able to prevent its use, untold millions of dental cavities resulted. 
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of total extermination is just the fact that it has been the work of other¬ 

wise well-balanced, responsible men, beginning with Henry L. Stimson. 

What the wacky characters in Dr. Strangelove are saying is precisely 

what needs to be said: this nightmare eventuality that we have con¬ 

cocted for our children is nothing but a crazy fantasy, by nature as hor¬ 

ribly crippled and dehumanized as Dr. Strangelove himself. It is not this 
film that is sick: what is sick is our supposedly moral, democratic coun¬ 

try which allowed this policy to be formulated and implemented with¬ 

out even the pretense of open public debate.” It was hardly odd to find 

Mumford saying this. What was unusual was to find such pillars of the 

Establishment as Time and Life magazines, faithful soldiers in the Cold 

War though they were, agreeing in part. Dr. Strangelove was not only 

a cultural triumph but a political, even a psychological, one. It showed 

what the country’s “defense” policy was really like. Many went on be¬ 

lieving that the film was crazy and the government sound. But others 

had their vision changed for good, especially after the Indochinese war 

drove the point home again. 
In the mid-sixties movies were sexier than ever. The star system 

peaked out. As big names were thought the best insurance against fail¬ 

ure, they commanded as much as a million dollars a picture plus a share 

of the profits. Curiously enough, one of the most compelling stars in this 

period, Humphrey Bogart, was no longer alive. Yet his films were re¬ 

vived again and again with much success. The Brattle Theater in Cam¬ 

bridge, Massachusetts, which was thought to have begun the phe¬ 

nomenon, held annual Bogart festivals so popular they needed no 

announcements. The audience for these films was too young to remem¬ 

ber Bogart. They saw his wartime pictures, like Casablanca, out of con¬ 

text. As he died in 1957 many had not even seen his last movies when 

they were new. The striking thing about the Bogart revival was its moral 

seriousness. It was not just a pop culture fad (like the passion for Busby 

Berkeley musicals a bit later). Nor was it aesthetic in the manner of 

the Charlie Chaplin cult. The young admired Bogart for a style that was 

also a moral code. In life, as on the screen, he was a good man who 

suspected the appearance of goodness. He despised pretense. When 

dying, he was said to have remarked, “What’s everybody whispering 

about? I’ve got cancer. For Christ’s sake, it’s not a venereal disease.” 

He maintained this special tone throughout his last year. He entertained 

visitors martini in hand, though too weak to drink it. On retiring he 

always kissed his wife, the actress Lauren Bacall, and said, “Good night.” 

The night he died Bogart put his hand on her arm and said, “Good¬ 
bye, kid.” 

His films were informed with this same emphasis on style as a moral 

statement. Peter Bogdanovich described the essential Bogart character 
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as “a man who tried very hard to be bad because he knew it was easier 

to get along in the world that way. He always failed because of an innate 

goodness which surely nauseated him. Almost always he went from 

belligerent neutrality to reluctant commitment.” Bogart played men 

who lived in a time when the old verities no longer applied. Scoundrels 

waved the Bag and flourished; decent people went under. Bogart’s char¬ 

acters wanted to be smart and cynical, but were defeated by their in¬ 

tegrity. So, with a dour wisecrack, conceding nothing in principle, they 

obeyed the dictates of honor. That is what Bogart’s life and work were 

all about, how to live with dignity in hard times. Bogart’s admirers were 

attracted chiefly by Bogart’s ethics. In his tough, flippant way, what 

Bogart said to them was that the world was a bad place and getting 

worse. No man could live in it exactly as he pleased. Yet he could still 

be a man, accepting life and death for what they were without giving 

way before them. If willing to pay the price he could live, and die, 

with honor. 

In admiring Bogart the young showed their need for a believable 

heroism. Yet this does not wholly explain the Bogart phenomenon. As 

man and actor Bogart was sophisticated and stoical, a mature figure who 

lived with his back to the wall, morally speaking. These are not attri¬ 

butes that commonly attract the young. They are thought of (especially 

by themselves) as “idealistic,” meaning endowed with absurdly high, 

but temporary, moral aspirations. They like dash, romanticism, and sim¬ 

ple answers. Their feelings toward Bogart (as later for Eugene McCar¬ 

thy) hardly squared with their other tastes. Perhaps Bogart appealed 

only to a discriminating minority. Or perhaps the young are more com¬ 
plex than is thought In either case, their enthusiasm for Bogart, though 

it tapered off after the middle sixties, was one of the period’s more en¬ 
couraging vogues. 

Three years after Dr. Strangelove a film appeared, from outside the 
star system, that showed another side of the American character. Bonnie 

and Clyde’s director, Arthur Penn, was not yet well known. Warren 

Beatty, who played Clyde and produced the film, was not a big star. 

The picture was introduced with little fanfare but soon became the sub¬ 

ject of controversy. Though based on a gang of actual bank robbers, it 

took liberties with historical fact. It was too violent by far. Pauline Kael 

analyzed the public reaction with the care it warranted. First off, she 

asked, why do people criticize a fictional work for being inauthentic? 

I would suggest that when a movie so clearly conceived as a new ver- 
sion of a legend is attacked as historically inaccurate, it’s because it 
shakes people a little.” 

In life Bonnie and Clyde were not beautiful people like Faye Dun- 
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away and Warren Beatty. But if the leads had not been beautiful the 

audience would not have been attracted to them, and their deaths would 

have been less affecting. Then too, people, though not so many as before, 

did not see the film as an aesthetic medium. “To ask why people react 
so angrily to the best movies and have so little negative reaction to poor 

ones is to imply that they are so unused to the experience of art in movies 

that they fight it.” People objected to all the killing, “but the whole point 

of Bonnie and Clyde is to rub our noses in it, to make us pay our dues 

for laughing. . . . Suddenly in the last few years, our view of the world 

has gone beyond ‘good taste/ Tasteful suggestions of violence would at 
this point be a more grotesque form of comedy than Bonnie and Clyde 

attempts.” Actually, what was objected to was not the violence itself— 

many films were more sanguinary—but the way it was presented. The 

principals were gorgeous and the supporting players warm, funny, and 
endearing. The movie was full of comic episodes, but the violence under¬ 

lying them always came up to jolt the audience. The gang knocks over a 

bank in a hilariously contrived way with banjos whanging away on the 

sound track and quaint old cars buzzing about. Suddenly a man jumps 

on a running board to stop them and is shot in the face. As the film un¬ 

winds the comic episodes become fewer. One member, already horribly 

wounded, dies in a gun battle, another is captured, and a third turns 

traitor. Bonnie and Clyde are ambushed and in slow motion a thousand 

bullets tear them apart. 
By involving the audience so deeply in these characterizations the 

film, as Miss Kael pointed out, “puts the sting back in death ” Hence, 

though ostensibly not even about the 1960s, Bonnie and Clyde rendered 

the spirit of the age more finely than any other picture, except perhaps 

Dr. Strangelove. It was one of those very few works that posterity could 

use to judge the era fairly. 

w 
Another influence on films, and even more on the counter-culture, were 

the underground movies of the late sixties. Cheap, experimental film- 

making had been going on for years. But in the sixties it acquired a 

special cachet, thanks especially to Andy Warhol and Norman Mailer. 

As a pop artist Warhol was remarkable chiefly for his organizing and 

merchandising skills. In The Factory his assistants turned out pop arti¬ 

facts wholesale that retailed for astonishing prices (as much as $1,300 

for a single Brillo box). In the mid-sixties he brought these gifts to the 

film world. The Factory became a studio producing a movie a week. 
Only one. The Chelsea Girls, was a commercial success, but it paid for 
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all the others. On an investment of $1,500 it returned a million and a 

half dollars by the end of 1968.* Though his films verged on the pomo- 

graphic (in 1969 his Andy Warhols Bine Movie—perhaps his best, 

certainly his funniest picture—was banned in tolerant New York for 

depicting a real sex act), and he was surrounded by a large and bi¬ 

zarre entourage (including his famous superstars like Viva, Ultra Vio¬ 

let, and Ingrid Superstar herself), he lived with his mother and went 

to mass every Sunday. Such a man was clearly not to be judged by 

conventional standards, if at all. Stephen Koch suggested that Warhol 

was the climax of the traditional attack on men of action. With him 

passivity was carried to machine-like lengths. He admired machines. In 

a sense he was a machine, that is to say, a celebrity, the ultimate human 

object. He once said that "in the future everybody will be world-famous 

for at least fifteen minutes.” Warhol himself was famous chiefly for be¬ 
ing famous. 

In a strange way, Nonnan Mailer seemed WarhoFs mirror-image. Ac¬ 

tive, masculine, a true genius, the novelist also became a filmmaker 

(and confessed his debt to Warhol). Beyond the Law, his second pic¬ 

ture, was released in 1968 and became the first to win some critical 
approval. It was a fictional documentary concerning one night in a 

precinct house. Mailer himself played Police Lieutenant Francis Xav¬ 

ier Pope. The cast included professional actors like Rip Tom and 
Beverly Bentley (his fourth wife), friends, and assorted notables. Be¬ 

yond the Law embodied his theory of feedback. "Feedback is when 
you re watching the koolde girl and the doctor in Tetulia/ you’re also 

aware that they’re Julie Christie and George C. Scott. . . . Feedback 
has become the condition of our lives. . . . Weve passed the point in 

our civilization where we can ever look at anything as art work. There 
is always our knowledge of it and of the making of it.” 

Feedback was the governing principle in the world the media made. 

Beyond the Law brought it to a culmination of sorts. Norman Mailer the 

celebrity played a part in a film about people who were really celebrities 

that was produced and directed by the celebrity Norman Mailer. The 

* Warhol had other sources of income too. When Valerie Solanos shot him in 
June 1968 he improved the occasion by dictating a novel, called a, while still hos¬ 
pitalized. Solanos was a hit player in one of his movies, who thought Warhol was 
frustrating her genius. She had also founded an ultrafeminist organization, scum 

(Society for Cutting Up Men), so her act, however irrational, was not without prin¬ 
ciple. scum s manifesto began: “Life in this society being, at best, an utter bore and 
no aspect of society being at all relevant to women, there remains to civic-minded, 
responsible, thrill -seeking females only to overthrow the government, eliminate the 
money system, institute a complete automation, and destroy the male sex.” She 
meant to end Warhol s career but only succeeded in adding a new dimension to it. 
All the same, he confessed later that being shot had dimmed his view of human 
nature. 
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result was a kind of boxes-within-boxes effect that both satirized and 

embodied the American way. And, as usual with Mailer, one could not 

always tell what was meant and what was mocked. Even his role as film¬ 

maker, to which he devoted great hunks of time and talent, was suspect. 

"Since IVe been a sort of notorious—if you will—character all these 

years, it was inevitable that I should make movies. I wouldn't be fulfill¬ 

ing my duty as a .. . public character if I didn't.” But neither, in a way, 

would he have been fully discharging his prophetic and aesthetic obli¬ 

gations. For by this time movies had gotten a long way past entertain¬ 

ment. To the young especially, movies carried moral and artistic charges 

that other institutions had formerly borne. 
Though few doubted that films could be great, some critics, like Rich¬ 

ard Schickel, wondered if movies were really the central art form of 

modem times as many claimed. For one thing, Schickel asked, who 

went to movies? Half the audience for them was under twenty-four 

years of age, three-fourths was under forty. The regulars who went once 

a month or oftener were mainly college students or recent graduates. In 

1948,3.1 billion movie tickets had been sold. Since 1963 the annual audi¬ 

ence had stabilized at about 1.1 billion. The industry prospered by rais¬ 

ing ticket prices and selling films to television. The movies were, by 

comparison with TV, more a specialized than a mass medium, and 

the social class they appealed to was 'less sure of itself, less intensively 

educated, more panicky about its status than any we have ever known.” 

It was precisely its weaknesses that drew this class to motion pictures. 

Movies were easy to consume. Unlike a major novel, a film could be 

absorbed in a few hours. Movies required little technical knowledge to 

appreciate, so people who found painting, sculpture, or the dance too 

demanding naturally liked them. They were, Schickel thought, ideal for 

the "half-baked intellectuals” generated by the population and educa¬ 
tion explosions. And, it might be added, as the tools for filming them 

got simpler, it was never so easy to make the transition from viewer to 

producer. A little equipment and a few hundred dollars was all one 

needed to film an underground movie. 
Like rock music, films answered young peoples' need for ethical reas¬ 

surance. Though the churches made extraordinary efforts to attract 
them, no jazzed-up worship service was half so agreeable as The Gradu¬ 

ate, for example. This thin, though funny, picture became 1968's most 

popular movie. More than that, it was almost holy writ for many stu¬ 

dents who identified with the befuddled anti-hero's efforts to find him¬ 

self. As films became more moral they also got dirtier, that is to say, sex 

became more explicit. The youthful audience demanded it, and thanks 

to liberalized court rulings, filmmakers were able to respond. The re¬ 

sults were mixed, on the one hand a rash of cheaply made "skin flicks,” 
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on the other a handful of beautifully expressive pictures that could not 

have been made before. Naturally, the mothers of America protested, 

especially in the provinces. Their fear that youthful morals would be 

ruined by the sight of, for example, Jane Fonda peeling off her garments 

in the science-fiction sex spoof Barbarella (in free fall yet) was genuine, 

if absurd. To solve this problem the Motion Picture Association in 1968 

developed its first effective rating system to specify particular audiences 

for films. The MPA believed that most pictures would be voluntarily 

submitted for rating, and that most theaters would cooperate. In this 

manner it hoped to avoid legal censorship. Surprisingly enough, the 

scheme worked out pretty well, at first anyway. Legal censorship was 

averted, even though by the decade’s end commercial films showed 

everything except closeup shots of sexual intercourse (and stag film 

theaters in Los Angeles went all the way). This was important to the 

industry because there was money in high-quality sex films. If the grind- 

house sexploitation” pictures were suppressed, little would be lost. 
Blow-up made vastly more money than Moonlighting Wives, and Belle 

du Jour was a great success while Orgy Girl went nowhere, as Stanley 

Kauffmann pointed out. ‘The paperbound publishers long ago found 
out that the really big money is in what they call literary pornography’ 

more than in sleazy junk—not only because it is more defensible in court 

but because more people feel comfortable about buying it and because 

(the valid aesthetic argument) it is better done and thus more satisfy- 

ingly erotic.” Hence it was vital to keep the backlash against skin flicks 

from sweeping away the quality sex films. At the decade’s end this 
seemed to have been accomplished. 

In 1969 the young and their counter-culture dominated movies, as 
viewers and, increasingly, as filmmakers too. A whole series of expen¬ 

sive films bombed; a cluster of cheaply produced, youth-oriented pic¬ 

tures did well. The studios that produced extravaganzas like Star and 

Doctor Dolittle lost money. Only a few ended in the black, usually for 

special reasons. Walt Disney’s company monopolized what remained of 

the family comedy market. United Artists prospered thanks to its low 

overhead. These were exceptions. While the studios were losing millions 

on large-budget, big-name pictures, small-budget films were turning a 

handsome profit Young Peter Fonda’s Easy Rider cost a half-million 

dollars to make and earned many times that back.* Alice’s Restaurant 

cost several million, still a pittance by Hollywood standards, and did a 

fabulous business. Suddenly, independents who had been struggling 

* The record for multiplication was probably held by Russ Meyers Vixen. This 
socially unredeeming pom flick was expected to gross $6 million on an investment 
of $72,000. A genius at titillation, Meyer was thereafter given a fat contract by 20th 
Century-Fox. Pop culture fanciers were eager to see if his special talent would sur¬ 
vive the big time. 
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along on peanuts found people clamoring to finance them. What that 

meant for the industry was hard to say. Lack of money was a handicap, 

yet it also provided a kind of discipline for filmmakers. Who could say 

what easy money would do to their judgment? For better or worse, the 

major studio system collapsed, thanks partly to foreign competition, as 

did the star system. 
There was much to admire about the new films. Some were excellently 

made. Others were morally instructive. Alice's Restaurant (directed by 

Arthur Penn) was anti-war and pro-youth, but in a fresh way. It starred 

Arlo Guthrie, son of the great folk singer and composer Woody Guthrie, 

and a singer and composer and counter-culture folk hero in his own 

right. The title was derived from a real incident, memorialized by Arlo 

in a talking blues composition (an idiom perfected by Woody) of the 

same name. He had been arrested for illegally dumping trash and was 

later refused by the draft on account of it. Both the song and the film 

made much of the curious fact that having been a litterbug disqualified 

Guthrie for killing people in Vietnam.* Most of the new films ad¬ 

vanced counter-cultural values, yet few were as self-serving as the new 

theater. Some even managed a little introspection. Easy Rider cele¬ 

brated dope, crime, sex, physical mobility, and such almost to the end. 

But the last line in the film was uWe blew it.” Last Summer matched 

youthful truth against adult lies until its violent conclusion showed cor¬ 

ruption was in the young too. Whatever their faults—and few of these 

pictures were so perfectly realized as Bonnie and Clyde or Dr. Strange- 

love—they showed again that the film as a medium was still effective. 

People would go on debating its aesthetic limits. But whether it was too 

easily absorbed for a fine art was probably irrelevant. At their best mov¬ 

ies were so variously exciting as to warrant attention. Many bad and 

false pictures were made. But what was good redeemed what was not. 

The film industry kept on surprising people; that was probably the best 

thing about it. 
Only the skin flick failed to surprise. Films were not far behind the 

theater in exploiting nudity. The most striking example of this in 1969 
was a Swedish picture, I Am Curious (Yellow). It dealt with the life and 

loves of a Swedish hippie in search of truth, and demonstrated how 

difficult life in a country with no serious problems could be for a radical. 

There was so much nudity and simulated lovemaking in it that many 

doubted it would ever be shown in America. The customs did indeed 

seize it. A U.S. District Court declared it smutty. But this judgment was 

* Life surpassed art in other ways too. The officer who arrested Guthrie out of 
hippie-hatred was made famous by the song, played himself in the film, and was 
reconciled with the counter-culture. Alice herself, who had run a bohemian bistro, 
profited even more. She wrote a cookbook and licensed a chain of “Alice’s Res¬ 
taurants.” 
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overturned on appeal and the film was widely shown thereafter without 

much fuss (except in the suburbs where moral mothers rose up against 

it). The trial was grotesque as usual. The jurors ranged from thirty- 

two to sixty-eight years of age. The most cultivated was an editor of 

Readers Digest Condensed Books. Yet the film was aimed at young 

people and intellectuals. Given a jury composed of people who would 

not go to such a film anyway, the verdict was never in question. When 

the higher court approved it and people could judge for themselves, 

it was hard to see what the fuss was about. Most didn’t think it a 

very good film and imagined that the expert defense witnesses had to 

strain some to uncover its redemptive merits. On the other hand, it was 

clearly not pornographic either. Thanks to the publicity, no one who 

went to it could claim to have had his morals impaired thereby. Pre¬ 

sumably the jury had sustained damage, however. This prompted the 

critic John Simon to suggest that hereafter all dirty movies be viewed by 

one person who would sacrifice himself for society. When he was totally 

corrupted he could be deported (to Sweden, no doubt, or perhaps dis¬ 
posed of like radioactive waste). 

After I Am Curious a wave of culturally pretentious skin flicks satu¬ 

rated the market. Although the silent majority gnashed its teeth in rage, 

little attention was paid it. The rating system protected the ignorant. 

The Nixon administration promised a war on smut yet did not immedi- 

ately launch one. The silent majority was vocal enough for once to win 

pledges, but not enough to get action. Even if it did, few believed films 

would change much. Raquel Welch might be dressed more heavily, but 

there was no family audience to speak of for moving pictures any more. 

For the industry to survive it would have to go on dealing with subjects 

that interested the young, sex among them. If Middle Americans wanted 

wholesome films they would have to start going to movies again. Most 
still thought that too great a sacrifice. 

w 
As the line between high and popular culture eroded and ceaseless 

change became everywhere the rule, some critics advanced theories that 

attempted to account for these novelties and provide a framework for 

judgment. Susan Sontag, the most celebrated younger critic of the six¬ 

ties, largely abandoned the old aesthetics. She spoke instead of “taste” 

and sensibility as guides to understanding. Her best-known essay. 

Notes on Camp” (1964), shows how she meant this to be applied. What 
took fifty-eight notes for her to define can hardly be summed up in a 

few words. But, briefly, she said that one way of recognizing camp was 

when a thing was so bad that it became, in a way, good, like old comic 
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strips and depression-era musical comedies. Camp focused on style at 

the expense of substance. Senator Dirksen was a camp politician. Camp 

was exaggerated (Jayne Mansfield) or androgynous (Greta Garbo). 

Camp was innocent and, indeed, sincere. Self-conscious camp was 

merely “campy,” and rarely as satisfying. The big hit of the 1965-66 TV 

season was Batman, a tongue-in-cheek takeoff on the comic strip that 

was deliberate and, therefore, campy. 
Though Miss Sontag stayed close to books, films, and the usual stuff 

of culture, her net was large enough to include almost any man or arti¬ 

fact. Nothing that was human, or made by humans, was alien to her 

philosophy. Marshall McLuhan carried this tendency even further. He 

wrote more about the media than anything else, particularly television, 

but like Miss Sontag he was interested in the whole of modem culture, 

especially its physical manifestations. Understanding Media (1964), his 

most famous book, is about artifacts and ideas as well as modes of com¬ 

munication. McLuhan thought that the old intellectual and aesthetic 

standards had been nullified by the mass media. As he said over and 

over, “The medium is the message.” Content no longer mattered, only 

the experience of seeing and hearing. I Love Lucy could go forward un¬ 

ashamedly; so could James Bond.* 
McLuhan had a simple theory that historical change was caused by 

new forms of communication. Thus the printing press created individ¬ 

ualism, privacy, specialization, mass production, and nationalism. This 

was the theme of his earlier book, The Gutenberg Galaxy. Tribal man 

had used all his senses in a healthy way. Gutenberg man depended 

mainly on his eyes, leaving the other senses to atrophy. But the new 

electronic age was changing all that. The mass media created a new 

primitivism. As the British philosopher Anthony Quinton put it, expli¬ 

cating McLuhan while attacking him, the new men of the future are our 

children with their sense-ratios altered by TV-watching, “dedicated to 

‘cool/ participative enjoyments like the frug [a dance craze of the pe¬ 

riod], and altogether alienated from the Gutenberg assumptions of tra¬ 

ditional instructional schooling. That is why we get on with them so 

badly. The coming society will be appropriate to this type of human 

being. It will be a global village/ a unitary world of neo-tribesmen, sunk 

* 1965 was the peak year for James Bond movies. His spy thrillers like Dr. No 
and Goldfinger had created a vast market for Bond-associated products. They were 
now sold in seventy countries. Frenchwomen could have gold underwear that would 
make them “fit for James Bond.” American boys could buy a Bond transistor radio 
that converted to a toy rifle. The Bond films made Sean Connery rich, famous, and 
disgusted. Connery was an excellent actor (his portrayal of the manic poet Samson 
Shillitoe in A Fine Madness being especially memorable). Yet none of his other parts 
earned him a fraction of what he got from the mechanical Bond role. The publicity 
attending it was so loathsome he stopped speaking to reporters entirely—a typical 
artistic experience in the age of high mass consumption. 
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in their social roles and fraternally involved with one another in a way 
that excludes what their forebears would regard as individuality." 

Though ostensibly neutral and speculative about it—“I’m just sending 

out probes,” McLuhan would say to critics—he favored the coining or¬ 

der. McLuhan had been trained as an English scholar, but at some point 

he decided that the traditional culture was doomed by popular culture 

and its mechanisms. So instead of bucking the tide like most scholars, he 

went with it He showed contempt for pop culture all the same. By re¬ 

fusing to admit the aesthetic merits of any part of it, he reduced the 

whole to a dead level of uniformity. It was neither good nor bad, it was 

just there, a fact to be reckoned with, not a subject to be judged. He 

continued to see art and the media as distinct, even hostile, elements. 

His reverence for traditional art was obvious and disarming. His disdain 

for the media was largely ignored. The young believed that rock music, 

underground movies, pop art, and such were beautiful. Still, to go all 

the way with McLuhan would be to deny even the possibility of a media 

aesthetic, so they didn’t, though many pretended to. McLuhan satisfied 

many tastes. Pop culture buffs were enchanted by his lore. Businessmen 

were assured that the trash they produced did not harm the media ex¬ 

perience. The viewer s senses were enriched as much by The Beverly 

Hillbillies as by a stunning production of Death of a Salesman. Simi¬ 

larly, young consumers took heart from the same message. They were 

not wallowing in cultural garbage but rather developing new sense- 

ratios appropriate to the electronic era. Parents were relieved of guilt 

too. Their children were different because of the media, not from any 
failings of their own. 

McLuhanism as a system was absurd. Critics frequently pointed this 
out. He was dogmatic, contradictory, undocumented, and so on. They 

were right but irrelevant. People liked McLuhan not because he was 
coherent but because he was needed. They had to cope with the new 

technology. McLuhan showed them how. Amazing things are going on, 
he said, and more amazing things are coming. They are not bad in them¬ 

selves, and their shock can be absorbed if one is prepared for them. 

Understanding Media was a survival kit for squares, a license to groove 

for the “switched on.” In this sense McLuhan was the first philosopher 

of pop. He was stylish, apolitical, exaggerated, patronizing of both the 

past and present, contemptuous of his materials, and, of course, quite 

fun. But, like the taste for camp, his vogue was too fragile to endure. The 

mid-decade’s enthusiasm for McLuhanism faded as things got more baf- 
fling still. Sterner philosophies were called for then, though they were 
not forthcoming simply because needed. 

Perhaps the most useful attempt to make sense of all this was 33wight 

Macdonald s famous essay on mass culture written just when the new 
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era was beginning* To him mass culture (masscult) was mere Tdtsch, 

that is to say, art predigested for the spectator. It avoids what is difficult 

in real art and goes directly to what is pleasant. Further, it "includes the 

spectators’ reactions in the work itself . . . it does his feeling for him.” 

This “Law of the Built-In Reaction” is based on exaggeration mainly. 

Thanks to it sentiment becomes sentimentality, the modem modernistic, 

and art arty. Masscult is not just unsuccessful art; it lacks even the pos¬ 

sibility of being good. It is anti-art. It claims to entertain but only dis¬ 
tracts. Unlike folk art, which grew from below, masscult is fabricated 

from above. Folk art satisfied the popular taste, masscult exploits it. The 

best thing, in Macdonald’s view, would be to abolish masscult alto¬ 
gether. Since that was plainly impossible, the only alternative was to 

draw a sharp line between high culture and mass culture. 

A relentless war against midcult, the bastardized by-product of the 

unholy union of high and mass cultures, was especially needed. (Exam¬ 

ples of midcult were the Saturday Review, Hemingway’s The Old Man 

and the Sea, Thornton Wilder’s Our Town.) Midcult was especially in¬ 

sidious because it debased and absorbed the avant garde. Midcult’s his¬ 

torical predecessor as kitsch for the elite was academicism. But academ¬ 

icism was culturally less dangerous because it opposed, and thus failed 

to dilute, avant-garde art. And by educating people’s taste it enabled 

them to go beyond the academy to the avant garde. Midcult was a cul¬ 

tural dead end, yet it was spreading everywhere. Max Lemer and Vance 

Packard debased scholarship. Action painting mistook absurdity for ex¬ 

perimentation. Dada had satirized the academic culture of its day, now 

artists were offering it as serious work. A "Ztxmpen-avant-garde” had 

come into being. 
Many serious people found mass culture threatening. Some even ac¬ 

cepted Macdonald’s definitions of what was art and what was not. It was 

clear that high culture and popular culture were interpenetrating one 

another. Soon pop art offered a striking example of this, rock music an¬ 

other. Yet did it follow that cultural miscegenation was always harmful? 

Most pop art was junk, but most attempts at high art were pretty bad 

too. And if one admitted that in Claes Oldenburg and a few others the 

genre had produced real masters, was it not then an authentic art form? 

And what did it matter if others were really slick frauds? The people 

who paid inflated prices for their products could afford it. Those who 

imitated them hurt no one but themselves. The introduction of com¬ 

mercial techniques into the art world (annual model changes, lavish PR 

campaigns, fashion exploitation) was disagreeable. Yet some artists 

made it without pandering to fashion. And pop art was not without 
redeeming social values. It made a true statement about the deterio¬ 

rating human environment. That it also repeated itself tiresomely did 
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not make the statement less true. One might even say that it was 

something like a folk art for the industrial age. Even if it was pure 

Idtsdi, the threat it posed to art remained undear. High culture survived 

pop and later fads. They simply made it harder to identify. 

Indeed, the confusion between high art and mass culture was a tribute 

to the latter s vitality. Whatever its aesthetic merits, pop culture was 

certainly stimulating. It often said things with such power and moral 

force as to defy categorization. Was Dr. Strangelove a commercial prod¬ 

uct or a work of art? Did it matter? And what about Dylan songs like 

“The Times They Are a-Changing” and “Blowing in the Wind,” or John 

Lennon’s rolling line, “All we are saying is give peace a chance,” which 

became the anti-war movement’s anthem in 1969? Dr. Strangelove was 

certainly not tastdess or predigested. People laughed through it, but not 

easily. Every joke pulled the audience several ways, making for an ex¬ 

traordinarily complex experience. If that was not a function of art, what 

was? Even “All we are saying,” while simple, was simple in the manner 

of “We Shall Overcome.” And, finally, what about Humphrey Bogart? 

Bogarts films were produced by the Hollywood kitsch mill. Yet they 

were, if not beautiful, morally compelling. And compelling precisely be¬ 

cause the effect was a consequence of form following function. Mov¬ 

iegoers inferred Bogarts sense of honor from his style, not from his 

declamations. His style, in turn, was made up of many small things— 

expressions, bits of business, directorial tricks, professional expertise, 

and such. Was this art or artifice? Once more, did it matter? 

Which is not to dismiss Macdonald’s views. For one thing, he wrote 

the essay “Masscult and Midcult” when the popular culture was at a 

low ebb. Ten years later it would seem much different. After the Beatles 

and Dylan, Dr. Strangelove and Bonnie and Clyde9 guerrilla theater and 

black theater, and the rest, mass culture was not so easy to dismiss as 

before. The returns were not yet in. Macdonalds worst fears might still 

be realized. AH the same, mass culture showed itself in the sixties to be 

more fertile and full of possibilities than anyone in i960 could have sus¬ 

pected. It remained largely monotonous and sometimes dangerous, of 
course. The Bogarts were rare, the merchants of schlock and sensation 

numerous. Self-indulgence was on the rise. Craftsmanship declined. 
The invasion of high culture by pop culture promotion techniques (the 

“hype,” as it was called) destroyed avant-garde art as a concept, though 

it had still seemed viable to Macdonald as late as i960. He worried lest 

midcult deaden people’s aesthetic senses so that they would be unable 
to properly value high art But the hype made the new as marketable as 
the old, thus eliminating the avant garde. Yet if Macdonald was look¬ 

ing the wrong way as the sixties opened, his fears were not unjusti¬ 

fied, Art was threatened, not from the flank, as he thought then, but 
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from below. Pop culture's rude surge would soon break through in many 
places. The kinds of distinctions Macdonald hoped to establish would 

be needed more desperately than even he guessed, especially when the 

counter-culture began gearing up. 



PROFILE: 
Sports 

In the sixties, even more than before, Americans liked to spend 

money on sports. Activities once reserved for the wealthy—boating 

and siding especially—were now enjoyed by plumbers and secretaries. 

Spectator sports benefited most Television was crucial here. TV 

networks offered professional leagues package deals for telecasting 

rights amounting to tens of millions of dollars. The leagues, in turn, 

adjusted their schedules and made other concessions to insure a 

profitable season.* 

As the stakes went up, so did player demands. Strikes, once unheard 

of, were now commonly threatened, usually just before the season’s 

start. In baseball history only Babe Ruth and Ted Williams had 

earned $100,000 a year; now several players made as much. Johnny 

Bench of Cincinnati vowed to become the first $100,000 catcher. Wilt 

Chamberlain and Bill Russell in pro basketball, Bobby Hull in hockey, 

and tennis players like Rod Laver also cracked the magic figure. No 

professional golf tournament could offer less than $50,000 in first-prize 

money and still be thought major. 

The age of athletic entrepreneurship began in 1964 when the New 

York Jets of the American Football League gave Joe Namath a 

$400,000 contract. This was an early high point in the struggle 

* Marshall McLuhan thought football especially well suited to TV because of its 
explosive rhythms. He called it the electronic game. 
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between the two professional leagues for college talent. Namath had 

been a great quarterback for the University of Alabama. The Jets 

hoped to lure New York fans away from the established Giants of the 

National Football League and give the newer AFL some glamour. 

Namath did the trick. He became an overnight celebrity, as much for 

his colorful social life among the Beautiful People as for his play. 

He rented a luxurious apartment in New York City, grew long hair, 

bought a shaggy fur coat, and various businesses. One investment in a 

New York bar got him censured by Commissioner Pete Rozelle, 

inspiring tearful histrionics from the star. Later “Broadway Joe” turned 

to movie acting and thought of abandoning sport for art. Football fans 

and film critics alike hoped he would stick with the game. 

Namath was one of several superstars in pro football (“main men, 

their teammates called them). Even less celebrated players earned 

more money and showed more style than before. But the game itself 

became more routine and predictable. This showed the influence of 

Vince Lombardi, coach of the Green Bay Packers and easily football’s 

most impressive personality in the sixties. As a lineman at Fordham 

in the thirties Lombardi had been one of the famous “Seven Blocks of 

Granite.” Later he was an assistant coach for the New York Giants. 

When he came to the Packers as head coach in i959> ^his 
once-legendary team was in last place. He made Green Bay world 

champion in three years. Eventually Lombardi won five world 

championships in nine years. His sharp eye for talent helped, but 

mainly Lombardi counted on drive and discipline to make his teams 

great. His game plan was not complex: Lombardi thought the best 

way to break an opponent was to attack his strength, not his weakness. 

The Packers’ elan and professional integrity were such that even in 

defeat they played with distinction.* Lombardi’s plays were simple, but 

executed with perfect efficiency. The “Green Bay Sweep, an orthodox 

run off tackle, became the most feared maneuver in pro football. 

Lombardi’s players worshiped him. It was strange to hear huge 

* Mostly they won though. The 1967 championship game, played in subzero 
weather at Green Bay, showed why. The Dallas Cowboys led Green Bay 17 to 14. 
With only seconds to go the Packers had the ball, fourth down on the Dallas 
one-yard line. The safe thing was to kick a field goal and send the game into 
sudden-death overtime. Instead Green Bay went for the touchdown, the players 
knowing that if they failed they would lose the game and about $2,700 apiece. They 
made the touchdown. 



athletes like all-pro guard Jerry Kramer talk about 'love” being 

important to the Packers' success. Others thought Lombardi a 

martinet, or worse. He was so intolerant of injuries that players feared 

to ask for rest short of a broken leg. Yet it was hard to argue with a 

man who demanded the best from everyone. "He treated us all the 

same,” said Henry Jordan, a Packer lineman, "like dogs.” When 

Lombardi died of cancer in 1970, after having gone to the Washington 

Redskins as coach and part-owner, he was eulogized beyond belief, 

and not just by fans. Partly this was because athletics was more 

important to the national sense of well-being than ever before. As 

basketball star Oscar Robertson put it, "Sports is the only thing this 

country holds sacred.” If not quite true, there was truth here. In an age 

marked by fakery, hedonism, and contempt for work, sport was one 

of the few areas in which hard work and ability were still pre-eminent 

and unmistakable. Lombardi was revered because Green Bay 

exemplified those traits, even more because he spoke directly to them. 

On the banquet circuit and elsewhere he explained that the Packers 

were great precisely because of their disciplined will to power. There 

was, he insisted, no higher social goal than victory properly arrived 

at. He was one of the few celebrities who dared any longer to take 

such a line, and was especially mourned by people nostalgic for lost 

values. There was something pathetic about all this. Lombardi was a 

splendid coach with old-fashioned standards. That because of them 

he became a culture hero showed too the bankruptcy of a tradition 

once championed by men like Theodore Roosevelt, and more recently 

echoed by John F. Kennedy. Sport used to seem a metaphor for 

such virtues as drive, ambition, respect for standards, and individual 

excellence. Mow many thought it their last resort. 

TV stimulated a great expansion of professional sports. More teams 

meant more stadiums to fill. Better still, they meant more 

games to sell on television. In consequence the American Football 

League began competing with the NFL in i960; an American 

Basketball Association was founded in 1967 alongside the NBA; and 

so on. Virtually all these "expansion” teams found the going rough as 

they were stocked initially with players the established teams could 

afford to lose. 

Mo expansion team was more inept or beloved than baseball's New 
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York Mets. When the Giants and the Dodgers went West in 1958, 

New Yorkers had only the aristocratic, seemingly invincible Yankees 

to admire. Many found them hard to identify with. In 1962 the Mets 

opened their first season with Casey Stengel as manager. Having 

been cruelly fired by the Yankee organization which he had led to so 

many victories, Stengel was not eager to take the field again, but 

Mrs. Joan Payson (nee Whitney), the Mets’ owner and an avid 

baseball fan, talked him into it. “It’s a pleasure to be managing the 

New York Knickerbockers,” Stengel told reporters. 

In their first season the Mets tied a National League record by losing 

the first nine games, then went on to establish an all-time record by 

losing 120 of 160 games. Yet while their record failed to improve with 

time, attendance did. Some believed the Mets’ following came from 

novelty-seekers jaded by Yankee victories. Others thought Mets fans 

had developed a taste for comedy. Recalling his experiences at 

Mets games, Roger Angell wrote: “Amid deafening pleas of ‘Let’s go, 

Mets!,’ I suddenly understood why Met fans have fallen into the habit 

of permanent shouting. It was simple, really: Supporters of a team 

that is batting .215 have no heroes, no mighty sluggers, to save their 

hopes for. The Mets’ rallies fall from heaven, often upon the bottom 

of the batting order, and must be prayed for at all times.” Once when 

Casey Stengel relieved a pitcher, the man protested, “I’m doing the 

job, Casey. What else can I do?” “You could strike them out,” Casey 

told him. “You know we can’t catch grounders.” 

The Mets finished last in five of seven years until 1969. The turnover 

among players was enormous. George Weiss, the general manager 

who also was a former Yankee boss, hoped eventually to build a 

winner through a strong farm system. He stayed largely with younger 

players and paid special attention to pitchers. In 1969 the Mets 

suddenly had the strongest pitching in the league. Tom Seaver, in fact, 

was thought to be the best in all baseball. And the rest of the team, 

though not distinguished, was doing just well enough at bat and in the 

field to win. Still, as late as August 15, with only about six weeks of 

the season to play, the Mets were in third place, nine and a half 

games behind the Chicago Cubs. In a flurry, they won thirty-eight of 

their last forty-nine games, caught and passed the Cubs, won the 

Eastern Division title, beat the Atlanta Braves three straight in a 
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playoff for the National League pennant, and took four of five game* 

from the Baltimore Orioles to win the World Sorias. 

At the end of a decade of general misery, the Mels' "Impossible 

dream” was taken as a sign of hope and a victory for the common man 

over large impersonal forces. Isaac Stern, the violinist, thought that 

"if the Mets can win the Series, anything can happen—even peace.*' 

New Yorkers went wild. They tore up tins sod in Shea Stadium 

and then shut down the city with demonstrations of joy. 

The Mets’ success marked the resurrection of haseball’s popularity. 

At the start of the sixties many had thought baseball too old-fashioned, 

too slow a game to compete with pro football as America's No. 1 

spectator sport. Even more than Vince Lombardi, the Mots showed 

that Americans love not just winners but heroes, Outside of sports, 

there were few to cheer for in the sixties. 



8 THE 
COUNTER-CULTURE 

C^oxjnter-cultuhe as a term appeared rather late in the 

decade. It largely replaced the term “youth culture,” which finally 

proved too limited. When the sixties began, youth culture meant the 

way adolescents lived. Its central institutions were the high school and 

the mass media. Its principal activities were consuming goods and en¬ 

acting courtship rituals. Critics and students of the youth culture were 

chiefly interested in the status and value systems associated with it. As 

time went on, college enrollments increased to the point where colleges 

were nearly as influential as high schools in shaping the young. The 
molders of youthful opinion got more ambitious. Where once entertain¬ 

ers were content to amuse for profit, many began seeing themselves as 

moral philosophers. Music especially became a medium of propaganda, 

identifying the young as a distinct force in society with unique values 

and aspirations. This helped produce a kind of ideological struggle be¬ 

tween the young and their elders called the “generation gap.” It was the 

first time in American history that social conflict was understood to be 

a function of age. Yet the young were not all rebellious. Most in fact 

retained confidence in the “system” and its norms. Many older people 

joined the rebellion, whose progenitors were as often over thirty (where 

the generation gap was supposed to begin) as under it. The attack on ac¬ 

cepted views and styles broadened so confusingly that “youth culture” 

no longer described it adequately. Counter-culture was a sufficiently 

vague and elastic substitute. It meant all things to all men and embraced 
everything new from clothing to politics. Some viewed the counter-cul¬ 

ture as mankind’s best, maybe only, hope; others saw it as a portent of 
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civilization s imminent rain. Few recalled the modest roots from which 

it sprang. 

Even in the 1950s and very early sixties, when people still worried about 

conformity and the silent generation, there were different drummers to 

whose beat millions would one day march. The bohemians of that era 

(called "beatniks” or "beats”) were only a handful, but they practiced 
free love, took drags, repudiated the straight world, and generally 

showed which way the wind was blowing. They were highly publicized, 

so when the bohemian impulse strengthened, dropouts knew what was 

expected of them. While the beats showed their contempt for social 

norms mostly in physical ways, others did so intellectually. Norman 

Mailer, in "The White Negro,” held up the sensual, lawless hipster as a 

model of behavior under oppressive capitalism. He believed, according 

to "The Time of Her Time,” that sexual orgasm was the pinnacle of hu¬ 

man experience, perhaps also an approach to ultimate truth. Norman O. 

Browns Life Against Death, a psychoanalytic interpretation of history, 

was an underground classic which argued that cognition subverted in¬ 

tuition. Brown called for a return to "polymorphous perversity,” mans 

natural estate. The popularity of Zen Buddhism demonstrated that oth¬ 

ers wished to slip the bonds of Western rationalism; so, from a different 
angle, did the vogue for black humor. 

The most prophetic black humorist was Joseph Heller, whose novel 

Catch-22 came out in i960. Though set in World War II the book was 

even more appropriate to the Indochinese war. Later Heller said, "That 

was the war I had in mind; a war fought without military provocation, 

a war in which the real enemy is no longer the other side, but someone 

allegedly on your side. The ridiculous war I felt lurking in the future 

when I wrote the book.” Catch-22 was actually written during the Cold 

War, and sold well in the early sixties because it attacked the percep¬ 

tions on which that war, like the Indochinese war that it fathered, grew. 

At the time reviewers didn’t know what to make of Catch-22. World 

War II had been, as everyone knew, an absolutely straightforward case 

of good versus evil. Yet to Heller there was little moral difference be¬ 

tween combatants. In fact all his characters are insane, or carry normal 

attributes to insane lengths. They belong to a bomber squadron in the 

Mediterranean. Terrified of combat, most hope for ground duty and are 
free to request it, but: "There was only one catch and that was Catch-22, 

which specified that a concern for one’s own safety in the face of dan¬ 
gers that were real and immediate was the process of a rational mind. 

Orr was crazy and could be grounded. All he had to do was ask; and as 
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soon as he did, he would no longer be crazy and would have to fly more 

missions. Orr would be crazy to fly more missions and sane if he didn’t, 

but if he was sane he had to fly them. If he flew them he was crazy and 

didn’t have to; but if he didn’t want to he was sane and had to.” 

The squadron’s success depends more on having a perfect bomb pat¬ 

tern than hitting the target. Milo Minderbinder is the key man in the 

Theater, though only a lieutenant, because he embodies the profit mo¬ 

tive. He puts the entire war on a paying basis and hires the squadron 

out impartially to both sides. At the end Yossarian, the novel’s hero, re¬ 

solves his dilemma by setting out for neutral Sweden in a rubber raft. 

This was what hundreds of real deserters and draft evaders would be 

doing soon. It was also a perfect symbol for the masses of dropouts who 

sought utopian alternatives to the straight world. One day there would 

be hundreds of thousands of Yossarians, paddling away from the crazed 

society in frail crafts of their own devising. Catch-22 was not just black 

comedy, nor even chiefly an anti-war novel, but a metaphor that helped 

shape the moral vision of an era.* 
Although children and adolescents watched a great deal of television 

in the sixties, it seemed at first to have little effect. Surveys were always 

showing that youngsters spent fifty-four hours a week or whatever in 

front of the tube, yet what they saw was so bland or predictable as to 

make little difference. The exceptions were news programs, documen¬ 

taries, and dramatic specials. Few watched them. What did influence 

the young was popular music, folk music first and then rock. Large-scale 

enthusiasm for folk music began in 1958 when the Kingston Trio re¬ 

corded a song, “Tom Dooley,” that sold two million records. This opened 

the way for less slickly commercial performers. Some, like Pete Seeger, 

who had been singing since the depression, were veteran performers. 
Others, like Joan Baez, were newcomers. It was conventional for folk 

songs to tell a story. Hence the idiom had always lent itself to propa¬ 

ganda. Seeger possessed an enormous repertoire of message songs that 

had gotten him blacklisted by the mass media years before. Joan Baez 

cared more for the message than the music, and after a few years de¬ 

voted herself mainly to peace work. The folk-music vogue was an early 

stage in the politicalization of youth, a forerunner of the counter-culture. 

This was hardly apparent at the time. Folk music was not seen as mor¬ 

ally reprehensible in the manner of rock and roll. It was a familiar genre. 

9 Lenny Bruce was a more tragic harbinger of change. He was a successful night 
club comedian who created an obscene form of black comedy that involved more 
social criticism than humor. Bruce was first arrested for saying ^motherfucker” on 
stage in 1962. Later he was busted for talking dirty about the Pope and many lesser 
offenses. He may have been insane. He died early from persecution and drug abuse, 
and then became an honored martyr in the anti-Establishment pantheon. He was 
one of the spiritual fathers of the yippies. 
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Folk was gentle music for the most part, and even when sung in protest 

did not offend many. Malvina Reynold’s “What Have They Done to the 

Rain?” complained of radioactive fallout which all detested. Pete See- 

ger’s anti-war song ‘Where Have All the Flowers Gone?” was a favorite 

with both pacifists and the troops in Vietnam. 

Bob Dylan was different. Where most folk singers were either clean- 

cut or homey looking, Dylan had wild long hair. He resembled a poor 

white dropout of questionable morals. His songs were hard-driving, 

powerful, intense. It was hard to be neutral about them. “The Times 

They Are a-Changing” was perhaps the first song to exploit the genera¬ 

tion gap. Dylans life was as controversial as his ideology. Later he 

dropped politics and got interested in rock music. At the Newport Jazz 

Festival in 1965 he was booed when he introduced a fusion of his own 

called “folk-rock.” He went his own way after that, disowned by the 

politically minded but admired by a great cult following attracted as 

much, perhaps, by his independent life as by his music. He advanced 

the counter-culture in both ways and made money too. This also was an 

inspiration to those who came after him. 

Another early expression, which coexisted with folk music, though 

quite unlike it, was the twist Dance crazes were nothing new, but the 

twist was remarkable because it came to dominate social dancing. It 

used to be that dance fads were here today and gone tomorrow, while 

the two-step went on forever. Inexpert, that is to say most, social dancers 

had been loyal to it for generations. It played a key role in the tradi¬ 

tional youth culture. Who could imagine a high school athletic event 

that did not end with couples clinging to one another on the dimly lit 

gym floor, while an amateur dance band plodded gamely on? When in 

1961 the twist became popular, moralists were alarmed. It called for 

vigorous, exhibitionistic movements. Prurient men were reminded of the 

strippers bumps and grinds. They felt the twist incited lust. Ministers 

denounced it. Yet in the twist (and its numerous descendants), bodies 

were not rubbed together as in the two-step, which had embarrassed 

millions of schoolboys. Millions more had suffered when through awk¬ 
wardness they bumped or trod on others. The twist, by comparison, 

was easy and safe. No partner was bothered by the other’s maladroitness. 

It aroused few passions. That was the practical reason for its success. 

But there was an ideological impulse behind it also. Amidst the noise 
and tumult each person danced alone, “doing his own thing,” as would 

soon be said. But though alone, the dancer was surrounded by others 

doing their own thing in much the same manner. The twist celebrated 

both individuality and commonality. This was to become a hallmark of 

the counter-culture, the right of everyone to be different in much the 
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same way. The twist also foretold the dominance of rock, to which it 
was so well suited. 

No group contributed more to the counter-culture than the Beatles, 

though, like folk music and the twist, their future significance was not 

at first apparent. Beatlemania began on October 13, 1963, when the 

quartet played at the London Palladium. The police, caught unawares, 

were hardly able to control the maddened throngs. On February 9,1964, 

they appeared on U.S. television. The show received fifty thousand 

ticket requests for a theater that seated eight hundred They were 
mobbed at the airport, besieged in their hotel, and adored everywhere. 

Even their soiled bed linen found a market. Their next recording, “Can’t 

Buy Me Love,” sold three million copies in advance of release, a new 
world’s record. Their first movie, A Hard Days Night (1964), was both 

a critical and a popular success. Some reviewers compared them with 

the Marx brothers. They became millionaires overnight. The Queen 

decorated them for helping ease the balance-of-payments deficit. By 

1966 they were so rich that they could afford to give up live perform¬ 

ances. 
For a time the Beatles seemed just another pop phenomenon, Elvis 

Presley multiplied by four. Few thought their music very distinguished. 

The reasons for its wide acceptance were hard to fathom. Most felt 
their showmanship was the key factor. They wore their hair longer 

than was fashionable, moved about a lot on stage, and avoided the class 

and racial identifications associated with earlier rock stars. Elvis had 

cultivated a proletarian image. Other rock stars had been black, or ex¬ 

ploited the Negro rhythm-and-blues tradition. The Beatles were mostly 

working class in origin but sang with an American accent (like other 

English rock stars) and dressed in an elegant style, then popular in 

Britain, called “mod.” The result was a deracinated, classless image of 

broad appeal. 
The Beatles did not fade away as they were supposed to. Beatle¬ 

mania continued for three years. Then the group went through several 
transformations that narrowed its audience to a smaller but intensely 

loyal cult following in the Dylan maimer. The group became more self¬ 

consciously artistic. Their first long-playing record took one day to make 

and cost £.400. “Sergeant Peppers Lonely Hearts Club Band took 
four months and cost £25,000. They were among the first to take ad¬ 

vantage of new recording techniques that enabled multiple sound tracks 
to be played simultaneously. The Beatles learned new instruments and 

idioms too. The result was a complex music that attracted serious in¬ 

quiry. Critics debated their contributions to musicology and argued 

over whether they were pathfinders or merely gifted entrepreneurs. In 
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either case, they had come a long way aesthetically from their humble 

beginnings. Their music had a great effect on the young, so did their 

styles of life. They led the march of fashion away from mod and into 

the hairy, mustached, bearded, beaded, fringed, and embroidered cos¬ 

tumes of the late sixties. For a time they followed the Maharishi, an 

Indian guru of some note. They married and divorced in progressively 

more striking ways. Some were arrested for smoking marijuana. In this 

too they were faithful to their clientele. 

John Lennon went the farthest. He married Yoko Ono, best known 

as an author of happenings, and with her launched a bizarre campaign 

for world peace and goodness. Lennon returned his decoration to the 

Queen in protest against the human condition. Lennon and Ono hoped 

to visit America but were denied entry, which, to the bureaucratic mind, 

seemed a stroke for public order and morality. They staged a bed-in for 

peace all the same. They also formed a musical group of their own, 

the Plastic Ono Band, and circulated nude photographs and erotic 

drawings of themselves. This seemed an odd way to stop the war in 

Indochina, even to other Beatles. The group later broke up. By then 

they had made their mark, and, while strange, it was not a bad mark. 

Whatever lasting value their music may have, they set a good example 

to the young in most ways. Lennon’s pacifism was nonviolent, even if 

wildly unorthodox. At a time when so many pacifists were imitating 

what they protested against, that was most desirable. They also worked 

hard at their respective arts and crafts, though others were dropping 

out and holding up laziness as a socially desirable trait. The Beatles 

showed that work was not merely an Establishment trick to keep the 

masses in subjection and the young out of trouble. 

w 
Beatlemania coincided with a more ominous development in the emerg¬ 

ing counter-culture—the rise of the drug prophet Timothy Leary. He 
and Richard Alpert were scientific researchers at Harvard University 

who studied the effects of hallucinogenic drugs, notably a compound 
called LSD. As early as i960 it was known that the two were propa¬ 

gandists as well as scientists. In 1961 the University Health Service made 

them promise not to use undergraduates in their experiments. Their 

violation of this pledge was the technical ground for firing them. A 

better one was that they had founded a drug cult. Earlier studies of 
LSD had failed, they said, because the researchers had not themselves 

taken the drug. In order to end this “authoritarian” practice, they 

“turned on” themselves. Their work was conducted in quarters designed 
to look like a bohemian residence instead of a laboratory. This was de- 
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fended as a reconstruction of the natural environment in which social 

"acid-dropping” took place. They and many of their subjects became 
habitual users, not only of LSD but of marijuana and other drugs. They 

constructed an ideology of sorts around this practice. After they were 
fired the Harvard Review published an article of theirs praising the 

drug life: "Remember, man, a natural state is ecstatic wonder, ecstatic 

intuition, ecstatic accurate movement. Don't settle for less.3* 
With some friends Leary and Alpert created the International Foun¬ 

dation for Internal Freedom (if-if) which published the Psychedelic 

Review. To advertise it a flyer was circulated that began, "Mescaline! 

Experimental Mysticism! Mushrooms! Ecstasy! LSD-25! Expansion of 
Consciousness! Phantastica! Transcendence! Hashish! Visionary Botany! 

Ololiuqui! Physiology of Religion! Internal Freedom! Morning Glory! 

Politics of the Nervous System!” Later the dmg culture would generate 

a vast literature, but this was its essential message. The truth that made 

Western man free was only obtainable through hallucinogenic drugs. 

Truth was in the man, not the drug, yet the drug was necessary to un¬ 

cover it. The natural state of man thus revealed was visionary, mystical, 

ecstatic. The heightened awareness stimulated by "consciousness¬ 

expanding” drugs brought undreamed-of sensual pleasures, according 

to Leary. Even better, drugs promoted peace, wisdom, and unity with 

the universe. 
Alpert soon dropped from view. Leary went on to found his own 

sect, partly because once LSD was banned religious usage was the only 

ground left on which it could be defended, mostly because the drug 

cult was a religion. He wore long white robes and long blond hair. And 

he traveled about the country giving his liberating message (tune in, 

turn on, drop out) and having bizarre adventures. His personal follow¬ 

ing was never large, but drug use became commonplace among the 
young anyway. At advanced universities social smoking of marijuana 

was as acceptable as social drinking. More so, in a way, for it was better 

suited to the new ethic. One did not clutch one s solitary glass but shared 

one's "joint” with others. "Grass” made one gentle and pacific, not surly 

and hostile. As a forbidden pleasure it was all the more attractive to the 

thrill-seeking and the rebellious. And it helped further distinguish be¬ 

tween the old world of grasping, combative, alcoholic adults and the 

tumed-on, cooperative culture of the young. Leary was a bad prophet. 

Drug-based mystical religion was not the wave of the future. What the 

drug cult led to was a lot of dope-smoking and some hard drug-talcing. 

When research suggested that LSD caused genetic damage, its use de¬ 

clined. But the effects of grass were hard to determine, so its consump¬ 

tion increased. 
Sometimes “pot” smokers went on to other drugs—a deadly compound 
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called “speed,” and even heroin. These mined many lives (though it was 

never dear that the lives were not already ruined to begin with). The 

popularity of drugs among the young induced panic in the old. States 

passed harsher and harsher laws that accomplished little. Campaigns 

against the drag traffic were launched periodically with similar results. 

When the flow of grass was interrupted, people turned to other drags. 

Drag use seemed to go up either way. The generation gap widened. 

Young people thought marijuana less dangerous than alcohol, perhaps 

rightly. To proscribe the one and permit the other made no sense to 

them, except as still another example of adult hypocrisy and the hatred 

of youth. Leary had not meant all this to happen, but he was to blame 

for some of it all the same. No one did more to build the ideology that 

made pot-smoking a morally constructive act. But though a malign in¬ 

fluence, no one deserved such legal persecution as he experienced before 
escaping to Algeria from a prison farm. 

In Aldous Huxleys prophetic novel Brave New World, drag use was 

promoted by the state as a means of social control. During the sixties it 

remained a deviant practice and a source of great tension between the 
generations. Yet drags did encourage conformity among the young. To 

“turn on and drop out” did not weaken the state. Quite the contrary, it 

drained off potentially subversive energies. The need for drugs gave 

society a lever should it ever decide to manipulate rather than repress 

users. Pharmacology and nervous strain had already combined to make 

many adult Americans dependent on drugs like alcohol and tranquiliz¬ 

ers. Now the young were doing the same thing, if for different reasons. 

In a free country this meant only that individual problems increased. 

But should democracy fail, drug abuse among both the young and old 

was an instrument for control such as no dictator ever enjoyed. The 
young drag-takers thought to show contempt for a grasping, unfeeling 

society. In doing so they opened the door to a worse one. They scorned 
their elders for drinking and pill-taking, yet to outsiders their habits 

seemed little different, though ethically more pretentious. In both cases 
users were vulnerable and ineffective to the extent of their addiction. 
Of such ironies was the counter-culture built. 

w 
Another sign of things to come was the rise and fall of Ken Kesey and 

his Meny Pranksters. Kesey graduated from college in Oregon in 1958 

and came to Stanford University. There he studied creative writing and 

absorbed the local bohemian atmosphere, which was still pretty tradi¬ 
tional. People drank wine, lamented the sad state of American culture, 

and looked to Europe for relief in the classic manner. Kesey found work 
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in a mental hospital, which was the subject of his first published novel, 

One Flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest. It enjoyed a great success in 1962. 

He also figured in medical experiments conducted at the hospital. One 

of the drugs tested on him was LSD. Soon he was moving in psychedelic 

drug circles. In 1963, with the profits from his book, he bought a log 

house and some land near La Honda, about fifteen miles from Palo Alto. 

Among the restless types who joined him was Neal Cassidy, a legend¬ 

ary figure who had been the model for Dean Moriarty in Jack Kerouacs 
famous beat-generation novel On the Road. The Merry Pranksters, as 

they became known, developed a unique life style. Sex played a part in 

it (a lean-to called the Screw Shack was added to the cabin for this 

purpose), but music and drugs more so. Everyone was also involved in 

The Movie—a continuing film record of their experiences. In the spring 

of 1964 the Pranksters bought a school bus, fitted it out with camping 

facilities, loaded the refrigerator with orange juice and acid, painted 

it in psychedelic colors, wired it for sound, and set off for the Worlds 

Fair in New York. One freaked out along the way (suffered a drug- 

induced breakdown) and was lost, but the rest made it to New York and 

then to Timothy Leary’s borrowed estate in Millbrook. Leary refused to 

see them, but the contrast in drug subcultures was strikingly demon¬ 

strated all the same. Leary’s League for Spiritual Discovery was cool 

and devotional. He was, literally, the high priest of a religious move¬ 

ment. The Pranksters were hot and crazy on principle. They visited the 

meditation rooms in Leary’s basement and promptly termed it the Crypt 

Trip. They also made fun of the Tibetan Book of the Dead, one of the 

Learyites’ most revered texts. Though a fiasco in one sense, the trip to 

New York helped define the Pranksters’ secular identity in the semi- 

mystical drug world. 
They went back to La Honda and wired it ever more extravagantly 

for light and sound. The Movie got more elaborate. The group expanded. 

Then, on April 23,1965, they entered history with the most psychedelic 

drag bust ever. The county sheriff, federal agent Wong, eight police 

dogs, and wave upon wave of cops and squad cars stormed La Honda 
and arrested thirteen unarmed drag freaks. Eventually charges were 

dropped against all but Kesey, who was tagged for possession of mari¬ 

juana. Overnight his status as a folk hero was established. In August he 

went so far as to invite the Hell’s Angels to La Honda, and to everyone’s 

amazement the visit came off nicely. There was only one gang-bang, and 

that voluntary. The Angels left without smashing everything up, even 

though high on beer and acid. It was practically an unnatural event. 

Soon after, Kesey was invited to the annual California Unitarian Church 
conference, where he seduced the young and appalled the old. An ap¬ 

pearance at Berkeley’s Vietnam Day in October was less successful. He 
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had a theory about ending the war by having everyone turn his back 

on it Hie Vietnam Day Committee thought stronger measures were in 

order. 
What really put Kesey at the center of the new culture, however, were 

the “acid tests.” These were big public gatherings with light shows, 

rock music, mad dancing, and, of course, acid-dropping. “Can you pass 

the add test?” was their motto. These were the first important multi- 

media happenings, combining light shows, tapes, live rock bands, movie 

and slide projectors, strobe lights, and other technical gimmicks. Their 

dimax was reached at the San Francisco Tripps Festival in January 

1966. It was meant to release all the new forms of expression in the cul¬ 

tural underground. Bill Graham, who had managed the San Francisco 

Mime Troupe, was its organizer. Kesey and the Pranksters gave the acid 

test The Tripps Festival was a great success. Several rock groups (The 

Grateful Dead and Big Brother and the Holding Company) proclaimed 

the emergence of a new musical genre—add rock. Graham began stag¬ 

ing such affairs regularly in the Fillmore Auditorium in San Francisco, 

Out of this came the “San Francisco Sound,” which made the dty a pro¬ 

vincial capital in the music industry. Hippie culture, with its drags, 

rock groups, psychedelic folk art, and other apparatus, was well and 
truly launched. 

None of this did Kesey himself much good. Just before the Tripps 

Festival he was arrested for possession again. To escape a stiff jail term 

he fled to Mexico. Thereafter the new culture had to do without him. 

Mexico was a bad trip and he returned a chastened man. He talked 

about “going beyond add” and gave a poorly received Acid Test Grad¬ 

uation. Many thought he was just copping out to avoid prison. Thanks 
to good lawyers and hung juries he finally got only six months at a work 

camp near his old place in La Honda. On being released he went back 

to Oregon with his family and started another novel. (His third. The 

second. Sometimes a Great Notion^ was published while he was still a 
Prankster. It is a lovely book, though not so successful as his first.) 

Kesey was not well known outside of California at the time except as 

a novelist. He owed his nonliterary folk-freak reputation to Tom Wolfe’s 

book The Electric Kiwi*-Aid Add Test, which came out afterward. Hence 

Kesey was not so much influential as archetypal. His progression from 

student to artist to addhead and crazy commune leader to jail and re¬ 

pentance was a course many would later take, in part anyway. He fore¬ 

shadowed the hippies and yippies. He also showed how hazardous the 

psychedelic drug life was. Kesey lost his freedom for a while, and only 
rime would tell what remained of his talent Yet the somber end of his 
trip did not have much effect The local media gave his revels much 

pttblidty, their denouement relatively little. Wolfe, his Boswell, added 
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to the Kesey legend by writing it up in the breathless, adulatory, highly 

colored prose of the “new journalism.” It made insanity seem romantic 
and the tawdry glamorous. Nothing contemporary was alien to it if 

sufficiently bizarre. Wolfe’s book was a best-seller. Kesey’s activities 

sold a lot of newspapers. Everyone made money from his adventures 

but Kesey himself. This moral was not lost on the folk heroes who came 

after him. A striking feature of the mature counter-culture was the 

facility with which its leading figures made deviance pay off, usually 

by writing nonbooks. Even so, their profits were small compared with 

what the rock kings made. 

w 
Though Kesey and his friends had different hopes for it, the Tripps Fes¬ 

tival proved to be a turning point in the history of rock. Bill Graham and 

other promoters took the idea and institutionalized it. Rock and light 

shows attracted big audiences for years afterward and helped launch 

counter-cultural music groups into the pop culture mainstream. Acid 

rock” and such brought deviant values to a national audience. Sex, dope, 

and anti-social notions became so common that many radio disc jockeys 

finally gave up trying to censor the music, though TV managed to stay 

pure. Radio did try to draw the line at revolutionary exhortations. Thus 

in 1968 many disc jockeys played the Beatles’ “Revolution No. 1 be¬ 

cause of its counterrevolutionary lyrics (TBut if you’re carrying a pic¬ 

ture of Chairman Mao, you ain’t going to make it with anyone any¬ 

how”) but did not play the Rolling Stones’ rebuttal which insisted that 

“the time is right for fighting in the streets.” 
But rock as an idiom was more concerned with social and sexual free¬ 

dom than politics. The Rolling Stones’ subversive appeal was more 

formalistic than not. The group’s real power derived from its sexuality. 

Mick Jagger hopped about, whacking the stage with a leather belt. Jim 

Morrison of the Doors was arrested twice for indecent exposure. More 

articulate than most rock stars, Morrison described his group s function 

this way: “A Doors’ concert is a public meeting called by us for a special 

land of dramatic discussion and entertainment.” And, further, “We make 

concerts sexual politics. The sex starts with me, then moves out to include 

the charmed circle of musicians on stage. The music we make goes out 

to the audience and interacts with them: they go home and interact 

with the rest of reality, then I get it all back by interacting with that 

reality, so the whole sex thing works out to be one big ball of fire.” Their 

listeners took the message perfectly. Morrison was famous in the rock 

underground for supposedly being able to hold an erection through a 

two-hour performance. The performers attracted young camp follow- 
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ers known as "groupies” Something like the bobby-soxers of an earlier 

day, the groupies were more obviously sensual. One legendary (per¬ 

haps mythical) team of groupies, known as the Chicago Plaster Casters, 

carried rock-phallic worship to its logical conclusion by making plaster 

casts of the performers' sex organs. 
But not all rock fans were overstimulated teenie-boppers. At its most 

pretentious the cult laid great moral responsibilities on the backs of 

rock groups. When the Beatles released a new album late in 1968 

(called simply "The Beatles”), one student critic announced that hav¬ 

ing transformed the male image and performed other great services, it 

was now their duty to "forge a cultural revolution.” There was broad 

agreement on this, but rock revolutionaries differed otherwise. Some 

thought the Beatles more truly revolutionary than the Rolling Stones, 

despite the latters' enthusiasm for streetfighting. The San Francisco 

music critic Ralph Gleason thought that "Revolution No. 1” and its 

variations proved they had sold out to the Establishment. The Stones 

were not only ideologically more correct but sexier too. The Beatles' 

defenders insisted, however, that such songs as "Why Don’t We Do It 

in the Road?” were more profoundly sexual than anything the crude 

Rolling Stones were capable of. 
To see how far the youth culture had progressed in a few years, one 

had only to compare the careers of Joan Baez and Janis Joplin. Miss 

Baez remained as delicately beautiful and as clear-voiced as ever. In 

1964 she and Bob Dylan had been the "fantasy lovers of the folk 

revival” But by 1968 her vogue was long since gone. She still sang 

in much the same manner as before. She was even more dedicated to 

peace and nonviolence. Miss Baez was a tax resister on moral grounds, 

and she married a draft resister who went to prison rather than accept 

induction. Yet neither her music nor her beliefs nor her style of life 

was "relevant” to young people any longer. The place she once occu¬ 

pied was taken by Janis Joplin, a wholly different kind of woman. Miss 

Joplin was a hard-drinking, tough-tallang, ugly but dynamic power 

singer with roots in the blues tradition. She became famous as the singer 

for a San Francisco rock band called Big Brother and the Holding Com¬ 

pany. A wild, passionate, totally involved performer, she was not much 

different as a person. Miss Joplin was what the groupies would have be¬ 

come if talented. She did exactly what she pleased, took lovers freely, 

owned a psychedelic sports car and a closet full of costumes, and, when 

her reputation eclipsed that of Big Brother and the Holding Company, 

struck out on her own. "If I miss,” she told a reporter, "I’ll never have a 

second chance on nothing. But I gotta risk it. I never hold back, man. 

I'm always on the outer limits of probability.” What was her philosophy 

of life? “Getting stoned, staying happy, and having a good time. I'm 
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doing just what I want with my life, enjoying it.** She burned her candle 
at both ends and it did not last die night 

Miss Joplin was far more candid than many rock stars. One of their 

most tiresome habits was insisting on having it both ways. They wanted 

to be rich and famous while also radical and culturally momentous. 
What made the Beatles so attractive was that having become rich 

beyond the dreams of avarice, they abandoned it. And (Lennon ex¬ 

cepted ) they did not moralize much, however seriously they took them¬ 

selves. The Rolling Stones, on the other hand, called for revolution in 

1968 and the following year made millions with a whirlwind tour of 

the U.S. As time went on, the commercial aspects increasingly dom¬ 

inated rock. Few went so far as the coalition of groups in St. Louis 

who refused demands that they offer free, or at least reduced-price, 

tickets to the needy because doing so would be contrary to the Amer¬ 

ican principle of free enterprise. But time was on their side. The evo¬ 

lution of the San Francisco Sound showed how quickly culture could 

give way to commerce. At their inception the hippie rock groups were 

products of the Haight-Ashbury subculture and dedicated to its pre¬ 

cepts. But those who prospered soon succumbed to the cash nexus. Bill 

Graham got rich from his rock palaces, the Fillmore West in San Fran¬ 

cisco and Fillmore East in New York. The Carousel Ballroom in San 

Francisco, funded by the indigenous Grateful Dead and the Jefferson 

Airplane, went broke. Before long San Francisco was only a regional 

music center, the New Rock’s Nashville, as one critic put it It was not 

so much an independent musical capital as a branch office of the music 

industry. As rock became less a movement and more a business, its im¬ 

pact, though not its popularity, declined. It seemed unlikely that rock 

would soon become a television staple. But some day its fans would 
be middle-aged, so even that possibility could not be permanently 

excluded. 

The counter-culture’s influence on fashion was nearly as great as on 

rock. Fashions began to change radically even before the hippies and 

other such groups appeared. An early sign of this was Rudi Gemreich s 

topless bathing suit for women in 1964. Designed more in fun than 

avarice, this curious garment (knitted trunks suspended from a cord 

around the neck) actually sold. Only a few gallant models really bared 

their breasts in public, yet it was clearly an idea whose time had come. 

Discotheques (night dubs featuring recorded music) were starting up, 

and they inspired customers with writhing “go-go” girls who demon¬ 

strated the new dance routines. Some of these went topless, and before 
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long, in California at least, others followed. The first thing one saw on 

leaving the Los Angeles airport was a sign reading "Topless Bowling” 

This did not mean that customers went half-nude but that cocktail 

waitresses did. Later bottomlessness was added, even in such unlikely 

places as Madison, Wisconsin. Although only performers went this far, 

as a rule, a new exposure prevailed. Rudi Gemreich raised his skirts 

three inches above the knee and introduced the no-bra bra, a wispy 

creation appropriate to the new designs. 

In London things had already gone further. Skirts were so short that 

some were calling them “mini-skirts.” Young designers like Mary Quant 

were making Carnaby Street synonymous with fashion. The “mod” 

look would soon reach New York. Bikinis were now seen on Ameri¬ 

can beaches in sizable numbers. Less abbreviated than the European 

models, they still astonished people accustomed to the reinforced swim¬ 

suits of the fifties. Before long they would be standard among girls and 

young women. The most striking thing about these changes was that 

they came from below. Fashion had always been dictated from above, 

by Parisian couturiers and other authorities. It was a monopoly of the 

rich. But in the sixties it was the young, and relatively unknown de¬ 

signers like Quant and Gemreich who catered to them, who set the pace. 

Young people did the twist first, shortened their skirts first, and made 

being “kicky” and “switched on” desirable. More expensive versions of 

their styles were then designed for the modish rich. Not since the 1920^ 

had womens clothing changed so radically. No one could remember 
when the flow of fashion had been reversed on such a scale. 

This was all to the good. Few tendencies in the sixties were entirely 

wholesome. Some were very dangerous. But the breakdown of fashion 

authority and the stylistic anarchy that followed were wonderful. While 

skirts went up, they also went down. When the ankle-length “maxi¬ 

skirt” came in, the mini did not go out. The result was that a woman 

might wear a mini-skirt under a maxi-coat, or a late Victorian top over 

either length. Hair could be long or short. Necklines might touch the 

throat or the navel. Every kind of color, pattern, and design flourished. 

Wigs of many shades followed. Even the sober eyeglass became a fashion 

accessory, being sometimes huge and dark, other times small and wire- 

framed. Not everyone made intelligent use of her new freedom. As 

always in modem times, designers liked the young and thin. Less fa¬ 

vored people could not always resist wearing styles inappropriate to 

them. But only individual bad taste or perversity was responsible for 

this. Fashion s door opened so wide that, properly worn, almost anything 

went. Never before had women such a range of garments to choose 

from. Many, particularly older ones, failed to profit from this. They 

went on wearing conventional garments whether suited to them or not. 
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It was the rare elderly woman who looked good in deep-necked, bare- 

armed evening dresses, yet few took advantage of the formal pants suits 

and party pajamas that enabled older people to be in style without ex¬ 

posing the ravages of time. It was the young, who had no need of them, 

who ordinarily wore such outfits. The ideal strategy would be to expose 

oneself when young and firm, and then cover up as needed later. For 

the first time it became theoretically possible to do this. If such free¬ 

dom persisted, women might learn to take advantage of it. 

By mid-decade even the great couturiers had accepted the new wave. 
Yves St. Laurent included utterly transparent—save for a few opaque 

bands—dresses in one collection. Other designers cut large circles out 

of their garments, usually around the midriff. In 1964 Christian Dior 

had plunged necklines below the waist. The next year armholes dipped 

also. Andre Courreges developed the first true pop-fashion line. It in¬ 

volved white boots, zombie glasses, astronaut baby bonnets, and a short, 

boxy silhouette in stark white, pastel, or checked fabrics. One critic 
thought it resembled architecture more than textiles. 

Few girls next door wore clothes that extreme. But in modified and 

low-priced versions the new styles were very popular. Mini-skirts be¬ 

came common. With them girls wore knee boots and short A-line coats. 

Boots made whips a suitable fashion accessory. Sadomasochism in dress 

was further encouraged by one firm which sold a leather or vinyl garment 

called “The Story of O” dress, after a chic pornographic novel by that 

name* Betsy Johnson developed the do-it-yourself dress, a dear plastic 

shell with separate designs to be stuck on as the wearer pleased. 

. Male clothing changed too. In 1962 Pierre Cardin introduced a male 

line to complement his clothes for women. At first his tight-waisted, 

long-jacketed suits seemed peculiar. Only the slightly precious wore 

them. The Beatles helped change that in 1964 with their Prince Valiant 

hairdos, suits buttoned to the chin, visored caps, and extravagant haber¬ 

dashery. Though they later went hippie, the original effect persisted. 

Young males began to flower. Older ones emulated them, more dis¬ 

creetly of course. Frilly, vivid clothes on the model of Carnaby Street 

appeared in U.S. department stores. Bonwit Teller added a Cardin male 

boutique in 1966. The same year fur coats for men appeared, though 

they were rare until football superstar Broadway Joe Namath bought a 

mink two years later. Ties, collars, and cuffs widened. Trouser legs 

flared and belled. Shirts got darker; ties lighter. Sideburns sprouted. 

Some styles were transient, like the all too forgettable Nehru coats of 

1968. But generally male fashions followed the womens lead. Not since 

the eighteenth century had men been so colorfully arrayed. They never 

smelled better either. By the mid-sixties American males were spending 

nearly half a billion dollars yearly on scents and beauty aids. They be- 
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came almost as gorgeous and sexy as women. Where once at parties men 

resembled penguins, they now emulated the peacock. And best of all, 

unlike so much else in the decade, no one was the worse for it. 

The rebellion against traditional fashion went in two directions, 

though both were inspired by the young. The line of development just 

described emphasized brilliant or peculiar fabrics and designs. Here the 

emphasis was on costuming in a theatrical sense. People wore outfits that 

made them look like Mongols or cavaliers or whatever. These costumes, 

never cheap, were often very costly, though not more so than earlier 

styles. They were worn by others besides the young. What they owed 

to the emerging counter-culture was a certain freedom from constraint, 

and a degree of sensuality. Though the mini-skirt became a symbol of re¬ 

bellious youth, it was so popular that wearing it was not an ideological 

statement, even if Middle Americans often thought so. 

The other direction clothing took was more directly related to counter- 

cultural patterns. This mode had two seemingly incompatible elements 

—surplus military garments and handcrafted ones. Army and navy 

surplus clothing was the first style to be adopted by young people look¬ 

ing for a separate identity. Socially conscious youths began wearing 

army and navy jackets, shirts, and bell-bottom trousers in the early 

sixties. This was not meant to show contempt for the military, for anti¬ 

war sentiment was then at a low ebb, but as a mark of ostentatious fru¬ 

gality in the high-consumption society. As these garments became more 

in demand, the price went up and more expensive commercial imita¬ 

tions appeared. Wearing them accordingly meant less, but a certain 

flavor of austere nonconformity stuck to them all the same. They re¬ 

mained favorites of dissenting youths thereafter, even though worn by 
the merely fashionable too. 

The hippies made handcrafted items popular. The implication here 
was that the wearer had made them, thus showing his independence 

and creativity. In the beginning this may often have been so. Soon, 

however, the market was so large and the people with skill and patience 

so limited that handcrafted items were commercially made and dis¬ 
tributed, frequently by entrepreneurs among the young, sometimes 

through ordinary apparel channels. Bead shops and hippie boutiques 

became commonplace. Though their products were often quite costly, 

the vogue persisted among deviant youths anyway, partly because it 

was dear that whatever they wore would soon be imitated, partly be¬ 

cause the message involved was too dear to abandon. Wearing beads, 

bangles, leather goods, fringes, colorful vests, and what all showed sym¬ 

pathy for American Indians, who inspired the most common designs, 

and fitted in with the popular back-to-nature ethic. When combined 
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with military surplus garments they enabled the wearer to touch all 

the counter-cultural bases at once. Thus these fashions transmitted, 

however faintly, signals meaning peace, love, brotherhood, noble sav¬ 

agery, community, folk artistry, anti-capitalism and anti-militarism, and, 

later, revolutionary zeal. 
This hippie cum military surplus mode also had a functional effect 

It was a great leveler: when everyone wore the same bizarre costumes, 

everyone looked alike. Even better, it gave the ugly parity with the 

beautiful for the first time in modem history. Most of these costumes 

were pretty ghastly. A string of beads or an Indian headband did not 

redeem faded blue jeans and an army shirt. Long stringy hair or an 

untrimmed beard only aggravated the effect. Yet the young called such 

outfits beautiful. In effect, aesthetics were exchanged for ethics. Beauty 

was no longer related to appearance but to morality. To have the proper 

spirit, though homely, was to be beautiful. This was a great relief for 

the poorly endowed and a point in the counter-culture*s favor. Yet it 

enraged adults. Once the association between beads, beards, and mili¬ 

tary surplus goods on the one hand, and radicalism and dope on the 

other, was established. Middle America declared war on the counter¬ 

culture’s physical trappings. School systems everywhere waged a re¬ 

lentless struggle against long hair. To dress this way in many places was 
a hostile act which invited reprisals. The style became a chief symbol 

of the generation gap, dung to fanatically by youngsters the more they 

were persecuted for it, as fiercely resisted by their elders. The progress 

of the generational struggle could almost be measured by the spread 

of these fashions. 

w 
No doubt older people would have resented the new styles in any case, 

but the way they emerged made them doubly offensive. They were 

introduced by young bohemians, mainly in New York and San Fran¬ 

cisco, whose deviant attributes were highly publicized. New York hip¬ 

pies were concentrated in a section called the East Village. (Greenwich 
Village, the traditional bohemian refuge, had gotten too commercial 

and expensive.) By the mid-sixties a sizable community of radicals, 

dropouts, youthful vagrants, unrecognized avant-garde artists, and oth¬ 

ers were assembling there and a variety of cults beginning to flourish. 

One of the odder was called Kerista. It was a religio-sexual movement 

that planned to establish a colony in the Caribbean. "TJtopia Tomorrow 

for Swingers,” its publication, the Kerista Speeler, proclaimed. Kerista 

invoked a murky, perfectionist theology revolving around sexual love. 
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Sometimes the members engaged in bisexual gropes to advance the 

pleasure principle. This sounded like more fun than it actually was, ac¬ 
cording to visitors. 

The mainstream of East Village cultural life was more formally politi¬ 

cal and artistic. The many activities of Ed Sanders suggest the range of 

enterprises generated there. He was editor and publisher of Fuck You: 

A Magazine of the Arts. A typical editorial in it began: “Time is now for 

TOTAL ASSAULT ON THE MARIJUANA LAWS. It is CLEAR to US that the COck- 

roach theory of grass smoking has to be abandoned, m the open! all 

THOSE WHO SUCK UP THE BENEVOLENT NARCOTIC CANNABIS, TEENSHUN!! 

forward, with mind dials pointed: assault! We have the facts! Can¬ 

nabis is a nonaddictive gentle peace drug! The marijuana legislations 

were pushed through in the 1930s s by the agents and goonsquads of the 

jansensisto-manichean fuckhaters’ conspiracy. Certainly after 30 years 

of the blight, it is time to rise up for a bleep blop bleep assault on the 

social screen.... But we can t wait forever you grass cadets to pull the 

takeover: grass-freak senators, labor leaders, presidents, etc.! The Goon 

Squads are few and we are many. We must spray our message into the 
million lobed American brain immediately!” 

Sanders was also head of the East Villages most prominent rock 

group. The Fugs. They sang obscene songs of their own composition, 

and created equally obscene instruments for accompaniment (such as 

the erectophone, which appeared to be a long stick with bells on it). 

Among their better efforts were “What Are You Doing After the Orgy?* 

and the memorable “Kill for Peace.” The Fugs Song Book described their 
music thusly: 

The Fug-songs seem to spurt into five areas of concentration: 
a) nouveau folk-freak 
b) sex rock and roll 
c) dope thrill chants 

d) homy cunt-hunger blues 
e) Total Assault on the Culture 

(anti-war/anti-creep/anti-repression) 
... The meaning of the Fugs lies in the term body poetry, to get at the 

frenzy of the thing, the grope-thing. The Body Poetry Formula is 
this: 

The Head by the way of the Big Beat to the genitals 
The Genitals by way of Operation Brain Thrill to the Body Poetry. 

In his spare time Sanders made pornographic movies. His most epic 
work, Mongolian Cluster Fuck!, was described in Fuck You as a “short 

but searing non-socially redeeming pom flick featuring 100 of the lower 
east sides finest, with musical background by Algernon Charles Swin¬ 

burne & the fugs. Though more versatile and creative than most, Sand¬ 

ers was typical of the East Village’s alienated young artists. Tiny papers 
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like Fuck You were springing up everywhere. All tried to be obscene, 

provocative, and, it was thought, liberating. They despised form, car¬ 

ing only for the higher morality and aesthetics it was their duty to ad¬ 

vance. Some were more political (porno-political usually) than others. 

Collectively they were soon to be known as the "underground press.” 

Several cuts above the underground press were the flourishing little 

magazines. They were avant garde in the traditional sense and aimed, 

in their way, for greatness. By 1966 there were at least 250 of these (as 

against sixty or so in the 1920s). The better financed (Outsider, Step- 

penwolf) were tastefully composed and printed; others were crudely 

photo-offset (Kayak, Eventorium Muse). The Insect Trust Gazette, an 

annual experiment, once published an issue in which the original manu¬ 

scripts were simply photographed and printed without reduction. About 

a third of the "littles” were mimeographed. There was even a little mag¬ 

azine for scientists, the Worm-Runners* Digest, edited by a droll re¬ 

searcher at the University of Michigan for people of like taste. 

Older cultural rebels contributed to the ferment. George Brecht’s 

musical composition "Ladder” went as follows: "Paint a single straight 

ladder white/Paint the bottom rung black/Distribute spectral colors on 

the rungs between.” Even more to the point was "Laugh Piece” by John 

Lennon’s future wife, Yoko Ono. It went "Keep laughing for a week.” 

Nam June Paik composed a work known as "Young Penis Symphony.” 

He was also an underground film producer and put on elaborate per¬ 

formances resembling the late happenings. One such was given at the 

Film-Makers Cinematheque using film, live music, and the cellist Char¬ 

lotte Moorman. The audience saw short segments of a film by Robert 

Breer, alternating with views of Miss Moorman, silhouetted by back¬ 

lighting behind the projection screen, playing short phrases of a Bach 

cello sonata. On completing each phrase she removed a garment. An¬ 

other film clip would then be shown. This continued until she was lying 

on the floor, completely nude, playing her cello which was now atop her. 

Miss Moorman, "the Jeanne d’Arc of New Music,” as she was called, 

appeared in other Paik compositions. She had been trained at the Juil- 

liard School and was a member of Leopold Stokowski’s American Sym¬ 

phony Orchestra. 
As these few examples suggest, the East Village gained from its prox¬ 

imity to the New York avant garde. The mature counter-culture owed a 

lot to this relationship, but even in its early stages the East Village suf¬ 

fered from the influx of teenie-boppers and runaways who were to 

spoil both it and the Haight-Ashbury for serious cultural radicals. The 

people who were soon to be called hippies meant to build alternatives 

to the straight world. Against the hostile competitive, capitalistic values 

of bourgeois America they posed their own faith in nonviolence, love. 
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and community. Drugs were important both as means to truth and ad¬ 

vancers of the pleasure principle. The early hippies created institutions 

of sorts. Rock bands like the Jefferson Airplane, the Grateful Dead, 

Country Joe and the Fish flourished, as did communal societies, notably 

the Diggers. They were inspired by the seventeenth-century commu¬ 

nists whose name they took. In practice they were a hip version of the 

Salvation Army. 

Hippies lived together, in “tribes” or “families.” Their golden rule was 

“Be nice to others, even when provoked, and they will be nice to you.” 

In San Francisco their reservation was the Haight-Ashbury district near 

Golden Gate Park. They were much resented in the East Village by the 

natives, poor ethnics for the most part. In the Hashbury, on the other 

hand, they were welcome at first Though peculiar, they were an im¬ 

provement over the petty criminals they displaced. Even when freaked- 

out in public from drugs, a certain tolerance prevailed. After all, step¬ 

ping over a drooling flower child on the street was better than getting 

mugged. Civic authorities were less open-minded. The drug traffic both¬ 

ered than especially, and the Hashbury was loaded with “narks” (nar¬ 

cotics agents). Hunter S. Thompson wrote that “love is the password in 

the Haight-Ashbury, but paranoia is the style. Nobody wants to go to 
fail” 

The fun-and-games era did not last long, perhaps only from 1965 
to 1966. The hippie ethic was too fragile to withstand the combina¬ 

tion of police surveillance and media exposure that soon afflicted it. 
The first hippies had a certain earnestness. But they were joined by 

masses of teen-age runaways. Nicholas von Hoffman observed that 
the Hashbury economy that began as a fraternal barter system quickly 

succumbed to the cash nexus. It became the first community in the 

world to revolve entirely around the buying and selling and taking of 

drugs. Marijuana and LSD were universal; less popular, but also com¬ 

monplace, were LSD’s more powerful relative STP, and amphetamines. 

Speed kills” said the buttons and posters; speed freaks multiplied any¬ 

how. To support themselves some hippies worked at casual labor or 

devised elaborate, usually unsuccessful schemes to make money out of 
hippie enterprises. Panhandling was popular, so was theft, disguised 
usually as communism. 

Bohemians, invariably deplore monogamy, and the hippies were no 

exception. As one member of the Jefferson Airplane put it “The stage is 

(Mir bed and the audience is our broad. We’re not entertaining, we’re 

making love. Though committed to sexual freedom on principle, and 
often promiscuous in fact, the hippies were not really very sexy. Timothy 
Leary notwithstanding, drugs seemed to dampen the sexual urge. And 

the hippies were too passive in any case for strenuous sex play. Con- 
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versely, the most ardent free lovers, like those in the Sexual Freedom 

League, had little interest in drugs. Among hippies the combination of 

bad diets, dope, communal living, and the struggle to survive made for 

a restricted sex life. Of course the hippies were always glad of chances 

to shock the bourgeoisie, which made them seem more depraved than 

they were. Then too, people expected them to be sexually perverse, and 

the more public-spirited hippies tried to oblige. Like good troupers they 

hated to let the public down, though willing to put it on. 
Hippie relations with black people were worse than might have been 

supposed. Hippies owed blacks a lot. Their jargon was derived from the 

ghetto. They admired blacks, as certain whites always have, for being 

more emotional, sensual, and uninhibited. But there were very few 

black hippies. Superspade, a beloved Negro drug pusher, was an excep¬ 

tion. Most hippies were frightened of blacks. “Spades are programmed 

for hate" was the way many put it. The Hashbury was periodically 

swept by rumors of impending black attacks. Some hippies looked to 

the motorcycle outlaws to protect them from black rage. This was not 

without a certain logic. Outlaws hated blacks and loved to fight. But 

they played their role as hippie militiamen uneasily. In truth they were 

more likely to destroy a hippie than defend him. 
In the end it was neither the bikers nor the blacks but the media that 

destroyed hippiedom. The publicity given the summer of love attracted 

countless thousands of disturbed youngsters to the Hashbury and the 

East Village in 1967. San Francisco was not burdened with the vast num¬ 

bers originally expected. But many did come, bringing in their train 

psychotics, drug peddlers, and all sorts of criminals. Drug poisoning, 

hepatitis (from infected needles), and various diseases resulting from 
malnutrition and exposure thinned their ranks. Rapes, muggings, and 

assaults became commonplace. Hippies had little money, but they were 

irresistibly easy marks. Hippie girls were safe to assault. They reacted 

passively, and as many were drug users and runaways they could not 

go to the police. 
So the violence mounted. On the West Coast one drug peddler was 

stabbed to death and his right forearm removed. Superspade*s body was 

found hanging from a cliff top. He had been stabbed, shot, and trussed 

in a sleeping bag. On dctober 8 the nude bodies of Linda Rea Fitz¬ 

patrick, eighteen, and James Leroy “Groovy” Hutchinson, twenty-one, 

were discovered in an East Village boiler room. They had been mur¬ 

dered while high on LSD. Though pregnant. Miss Fitzpatrick had also 

been raped. That was how the summer of love ended. Two days earlier 

the death and funeral of hippie had been ritually observed in San Fran¬ 

ciscos Buena Vista Park. But the killing of Linda and Groovy marked 

its real end. The Hashbury deteriorated rapidly thereafter. Bad pub- 
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lidty drove the tourists away, and the hippie boutiques that serviced 

them closed. Some local rock groups dissolved; others, like the Jefferson 

Airplane and even the Grateful Dead, went commercial. The hippies 

and their institutions faded quietly away. The Hashbury regained some¬ 

thing of its old character. The East Village, owing to its more diverse 

population and strategic location, changed less. 
At its peak the hippie movement was the subject of much moralizing. 

Most often hippies were seen as degenerate and representative of all 

things godless and un-American. A minority accepted them as embody¬ 

ing a higher morality. The media viewed them as harmless, even amus¬ 

ing, freaks—which was probably closest to the truth. But before long it 

was clear that while the hippie movement was easily slain, the hippie 

style of life was not. Their habit of dressing up in costumes rather than 

outfits was widely imitated. So was their slang and their talk of peace, 

love, and beauty. The great popularity of ex-hippie rock groups was one 

sign of the cultural diffusion taking place, marijuana another. Weekend 

tripping spread to the suburbs. While the attempt to build parallel cul¬ 

tures on a large scale in places like the Hashbury failed, the hippies sur¬ 

vived in many locales. Isolated farms, especially in New England and 

the Southwest, were particularly favored. And they thrived also on the 

fringes of colleges and universities, where the line between avant-garde 

student and alienated dropout was hard to draw. In tribes, families, and 

communes the hippies lived on, despite considerable local harassment 

wherever they went. 

Though few in number, hippies had a great effect on middle-class 

youth. Besides their sartorial influence, hippies made religion socially 

acceptable. Their interest in the supernatural was contagious. Some of 
the communes which sprang up in the late sixties were actually religious 

fellowships practicing a contemporary monasticism. One in western 
Massachusetts was called the Cathedral of the Spirit. Its forty members 

were led by a nineteen-year-old mystic who helped them prepare for 
the Second Coming and the new Aquarian Age when all men would be 

brothers. The Cathedral had rigid rules against alcohol, "sex without 
love,” and, less typically, drugs. Members helped out neighboring farm¬ 

ers without pay, but the commune was essentially contemplative. Its 

sacred book was a fifty-seven-page typewritten manuscript composed 

by a middle-aged bus driver from Northfield, Massachusetts, which was 

thought to be divinely inspired. Another commune in Boston, called the 

Fort Hill Community, was more outward looking. Its sixty members 
hoped to spread their holy word through the mass media. 

Some of the communes or brotherhoods sprang from traditional roots. 

In New York City a band of young Jews formed a Havurah (fellow¬ 

ship) to blend Jewish traditions with contemporary inspirations. They 
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wanted to study subjects like “the prophetic mind; new forms of spiritu¬ 

ality in the contemporary world; and readings from the Jewish mystical 

tradition.” At the University of Massachusetts a hundred students cele¬ 

brated Rosh Hashanah not in a synagogue but in a field where they 

danced and sang all night. Courses in religion multiplied. At Smith Col¬ 

lege the number of students taking them grew from 692 in 1954 to nearly 

1,400 in 1969, though the student body remained constant at about 

2,000. Columbia University had two hundred applicants for a graduate 

program in religion with only twenty openings. 
Students saw traditional religion as a point of departure rather than 

a place for answers. Comparatively few joined the new fellowships, but 

large numbers were attracted to the concepts they embodied. Oriental 

theologies and the like grew more attractive, so did magic. At one Cath¬ 

olic university a coven of warlocks was discovered. They were given 
psychiatric attention (thereby missing a great chance. If only they had 

been exorcised instead, the Establishment would have shown its rele¬ 

vance). When a Canadian university gave the studentry a chance to 

recommend new courses they overwhelmingly asked for subjects like 

Zen, sorcery, and witchcraft. A work of classic Oriental magic, I Ching 

or the Book of Changes, became popular. The best edition, a scholarly 

product of the Princeton University Press, used to sell a thousand copies 

a year. In 1968 fifty thousand copies were snapped up. Sometimes magic 

and mysticism were exploited more in fun than not. The Women s Lib¬ 
eration Movement had guerrilla theater troupes calling themselves 

witch (Women's International Terrorist Conspiracy from Hell). Dur¬ 

ing the SDS sit-in at the University of Chicago they cursed the sociology 

department and put a hex on its chairman. 
But there was a serious element to the vogue for magic. Teachers of 

philosophy and religion were struck by the anti-positivist, anti-science 

feelings of many students. Science was discredited as an agent of the 
military-industrial complex. It had failed to make life more attractive. 

Whole classes protested the epistemology of science as well as its intel¬ 

lectual dominion. Students believed the Establishment claimed to be 

rational, but showed that it was not This supported one of the central 

truths of all religion, that man is more than a creature who reasons. Nor 

was it only the young who felt this way. Norman Mailer was something 

of a mystic, so was Timothy Leary. And the most ambitious academic 

effort to deal with these things, Theodore Roszaks The Making of a 
Counter Culture, ended with a strong appeal to faith. Like the alienated 

young Roszak too rejected science and reason—“the myth of objective 
consciousness” as he called it. Instead of empiricism or the scientific 

method he wanted “the beauty of the fully illuminated personality to 

be “our standard of truth ” He liked magic as “a matter of communion 
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with the forces of nature as if they were mindful, intentional presences.** 

What he admired most in the New Left was its attempt, as he thought, 

to revive shamanism, to get back to the sanity and participatory democ¬ 

racy of prehistoric society. But he urged the left to give up its notion 

that violence and confrontation would change the world. What the left 

must do to influence the silent majority awas not simply to muster power 

against the misdeeds of society, but to transform the very sense men 

have of reality.” 

The anti-war movement was strongly affected by this new supematu- 

ralism. On Moratorium Day in 1969 a University of Massachusetts stu¬ 

dent gave an emotional speech that brought the audience to its feet 

shouting, “The war is over.” “He went into a dance, waving his arms,” a 

campus minister said. “It was the essence of a revival meeting, where 

the audience makes a commitment to Christ at the end.” The great 

peace demonstrations in 1969 were full of religious symbolism. In Bos¬ 

ton 100,000 people gathered before a gigantic cross on the Common. In 

New York lighted candles were carried to the steps of St. Patricks Ca¬ 

thedral. Candles were placed on the White House wall during the No¬ 

vember mobilization. At other demonstrations the shofar, the rams horn 

sounded by Jews at the beginning of each new year, was blown. Rock, 

the liturgical music of the young, was often played. So was folk music, 

which continued as a medium of moral expression after its popular 
decline. 

Theology reflected the new supematuralism, just as it had the aggres¬ 
sive secularism of a few years earlier. Harvey Cox, most famous of the 

contemporary theologians, published a study of the extra-institutional 
spiritual revival called The Feast of Fools in 1969. “God Is Dead” gave 

way to the Theology of Hope,” after Jurgen Moltmanns book by that 

title. A German theologian, Moltmann argued that the trouble with 

Christian theology was that it ignored the future. “The Church lives on 

memories, the world on hope,” he remarked elsewhere. Though he was 

a Protestant, Roman Catholic theologians in Germany and America 
agreed with him. Institutional churches responded to the new by ab¬ 
sorbing as much of it as they could. Church happenings, rock masses, 

light shows, and readings from Eastern mystics were used by Protestants 

and Catholics alike. The home mass gained popularity among Catho- 
lics. It gave to formal worship something of the intimate fellowship that 

the young found so compelling. Thus while church attendance declined 

from the high levels of the 1950^, this did not mean a decrease in reli¬ 

gious enthusiasm. The most striking aspect of the “religious revival” of 
the 1950 s, after all, had been the absence of devotion. Going to church 

then was more a social than a religious act. In the late sixties faith was 
expressed by not going to church. 
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There were many ways of responding to this spiritual revival. Ortho¬ 

dox churchgoers were offended by it, and even more by the efforts of 
their denominations to win the inspirited young. More flexible religious 

leaders saw it as a great opportunity. Secular radicals and educators 

were more often depressed by it. Men whose lives were dedicated to the 

pursuit of truth through reason were not about to become shamans. If 

it was true that science and scholarship had not yet brought the millen¬ 

nium, this did not seem good cause for abandoning them. 
The most surprising man to protest this new turn was Paul Goodman. 

Goodman's life and work were more nearly of a piece than most peo¬ 

ple's. He was a secular anarchist, but while hoping to wreck the old 

order, he believed that the old tools—reason, expertise, science—would 

still be needed. Hence, though he was one of the chief intellectual men¬ 

tors of the counter-culture, its growing spiritualism, indeed anti-intel- 

lectualism, disturbed him. 
Late in 1969 he wrote that this first became clear to him while giving 

a graduate seminar on "professionalism." He hoped to teach the differ¬ 

ence between careerism and fidelity to a professional calling. To his 

astonishment the class rejected the notion that there was such a thing 

as a true profession. All decisions were made by the power structure. 

Professionals were merely peer groups formed to delude the public and 

make money. "Didn't every society, however just, require experts?" he 

asked. No, they insisted; it was only important to be human, and all else 

would follow. 

Suddenly I realized that they did not really believe that there was a 
nature of things. Somehow all functions could be reduced to interper¬ 
sonal relations and power. There was no knowledge, but only the soci¬ 
ology of knowledge. They had so well learned that physical and sociolog¬ 
ical research is subsidized and conducted for the benefit of the ruling 
class that they did not believe there was such a thing as the simple truth. 
To be required to learn something was a trap by which the young were 
put down and co-opted. Then 1 knew that I could not get through to 
them. I had imagined that the world-wide student protest had to do with 
changing political and moral institutions, to which I was sympathetic, 
but I now saw that we had to do with a religious crisis of the magnitude 
of the Reformation in the fifteen hundreds, when not only all institutions 
but all learning had been corrupted by the Whore of Babylon. 

This was a strange confession from one who specialized in youth 

and its discontents, as Goodman fully realized. His most influential 

book. Growing Up Absurd (i960), dealt with generational alienation. 

But he had thought it a specialized deviance then, and was heartened 

by the new student radicals "who made human sense and were not 

absurd at all. But the alienating circumstances had proved too strong 

after all; here were absurd graduate students, most of them political ac- 
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tivists.” ‘"Alienation,” he continued, “is a powerful motivation of unrest, 

fantasy, and reckless action. It leads ... to religious innovation, new 

sacraments to give life meaning. But it is a poor basis for politics, in¬ 

cluding revolutionary politics” Mere confrontation was not the answer 

to society's ills, especially when done hatefully. Gandhi's great point had 

been that the confronter aims at future community with the confronted. 

Yet many New Leftists did not regard their enemies as members of the 

same species. “How can the young people think of a future community 

when they themselves have no present world, no profession or other job 

in it, and no trust in other human beings? Instead, some young radicals 

seem to entertain the disastrous illusion that other people can be com¬ 

pelled by fear. This can lead only to crushing reaction." 

The young knew nothing of society's institutions, how they worked, 

where they came from, what had made them what they were. For many, 

history began in 1968. “I am often hectored to my face," Goodman said, 

“with formulations that I myself put in their mouths, that have become 

part of the oral tradition two years old, author prehistoric.” They didn't 

trust people over thirty because they didn't understand them and were 

too conceited to try. “Having grown up in a world too meaningless to 

learn anything, they know very little and are quick to resent it ” The 

most important thing to the young was being together, en masse if pos¬ 

sible. At the rock festivals they found the meaning of life which, as they 

explained it, consisted of people being nice to each other. A group of 

them passing a stick of marijuana behaved like “a Quaker meeting wait¬ 

ing for the spirit." And, Goodman concluded, “in the end it is religion 

that constitutes the strength of this generation, and not, as I used to 

think, their morality, political will, and common sense.” Neither moral 

courage nor honesty was their salient trait, but rather “metaphysical 
vitality.” 

Goodman's argument was an exceptionally brave one. No one who 

had done less for the young could in good conscience have spoken so 

bluntly of them. And religion as an organizing principle for making 

sense of the serious young seemed useful. But it didn't help to distin¬ 

guish what was durable and what merely fashionable in the counter¬ 

culture. The term itself was hard to define as it embraced almost every- 

thing new and anti-Establishment, however frivolous. On its deepest 

level the counter-culture was the radical critique of Herbert Marcuse, 

Norman O. Brown, and even Paul Goodman. It also meant the New 

Left, communes and hippie farms, magic, hedonism, eroticism, and 

public nudity. And it included rock music, long hair, and mini-skirts (or, 

alternatively, fatigue uniforms, used clothes, and the intentionally ugly 

or grotesque). Most attacks on the counter-culture were directed at its 
trivial aspects, pot and dress especially. Pot busts (police raids), often 
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involving famous people or their children, became commonplace. The 

laws against pot were so punitive in some areas as to be almost unen¬ 

forceable. Even President Nixon, spokesman for Middle American mo¬ 

rality that he was, finally questioned them. Local fights against long 

hair, beards, and short skirts were beyond number. The American Civil 

Liberties Union began taking school systems to court for disciplining 

students on that account New York City gave up trying to enforce dress 

codes. It was all the more difficult there as even the teachers were mod. 

At one school the principal ordered women teachers to wear smocks 

over their minis. They responded by buying mini-smocks. 
Nor were athletics—the last bastion of orthodoxy, one might think- 

exempt, though coaches struggled to enforce yesterday s fashions. At 

Oregon State University one football player, the son of an Air Force 
officer, went hippie and dropped the sport. His coach said, “I recruited 

that boy thinking he was Jack Armstrong. I was wrong. He turned out 

to be a free-thinker." At the University of Pennsylvania a star defen¬ 

sive back showed up for summer practice with shoulder-length hair, 

sideburns down to the neck, beads, bells, thonged sandals, and a doth 

sash round his waist. He was the only man on the team to bring a pet 

dog and a stereo set to the six-day camp. After a war of nerves culminat¬ 

ing in an ultimatum from the coach, he grudgingly hacked a few inches 

off his mane. And so it went all over America. 
Both sides in this struggle took fashion and style to be deadly serious 

matters, so political conflicts tended to become cultural wars. In the fall 

of 1969 the most important radical student group at New York Univer¬ 

sity was called Transcendental Students. At a time when SDS could 

barely muster twenty-five members, five hundred or more belonged to 

TS. It began the previous semester when a group protesting overcrowd¬ 

ing in the classroom staged a series of freak-outs in classrooms. This 

proved so attractive a custom that it was institutionalized. Rock, pot, 

and wine parties had obvious advantages over political action. The ad¬ 

ministration shrewdly made a former restaurant available to TS for a 

counter-cultural center. The students welcomed it as a haven for “guer¬ 

rilla intellect” where the human spirit could breathe free. The adminis¬ 
tration saw it as just another recreational facility, which, of course, it 

was. And what dean would not rather have the kids singing out in a 

restaurant than locking him in his office? Sometimes culture and politics 

were united. When the $12 million center for the performing arts opened 

in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on September 18, 1969, six hundred students 

disrupted the inaugural concert. They rubbed balloons, blew bubble 

pipes, threw rolls of toilet paper, and demanded that 20 per cent of the 

seats be given free to welfare recipients. 
The greatest event in counter-cultural history was the Woodstock 
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Festival in Bethel, New York. It was organized on the pattern of other 

large rock festivals. Big-name groups were invited for several days of 

continuous entertaining in the open. A large crowd was expected, but 

nothing like the 300,000 or 400,000 youngsters who actually showed 

up on August 15, 1969. Everything fell apart in consequence. Tick¬ 

ets could not be collected nor services provided. There wasn’t enough 

food or water. The roads were blocked with abandoned autos, and 

no one could get in or out for hours at a time. Surprisingly, there were 

no riots or disasters. The promoters chartered a fleet of helicopters to 

evacuate casualties (mostly from bad drug trips) and bring in essen¬ 

tial supplies. Despite the rain and congestion, a good time was had 

by all (except the boy killed when a tractor accidentally drove over 

his sleeping bag). No one had ever seen so large and ruly a gathering 

before. People stripped down, smoked pot, and turned on with nary a 

discouraging word, so legend has it. Afterward the young generally 

agreed that it was a beautiful experience proving their superior moral¬ 

ity. People were nicer to each other than ever before. Even the police 

were impressed by the publics order (a result of their wisely deciding 
not to enforce the drug laws). 

But the counter-culture had its bad moments in 1969 also. Haight- 

Ashbury continued to decay. It was now mainly a slum where criminals 

preyed on helpless drug freaks. Worse still was the Battle of Berkeley, 

which put both the straight culture and the counter-culture in the worst 

possible light, especially the former. The University of California owned 

a number of vacant lots south of the campus. The land had been cleared 

in anticipation of buildings it was unable to construct. One block lay 

vacant for so long that the street people—hippies, students, dropouts, 

and others—transformed it into a People’s Park. Pressure was brought 

on the University by the local power structure to block its use, which 

was done. On May 15 some six thousand students and street people held 

a rally on campus, then advanced on the park. County sheriffs, highway 

patrolmen, and the Berkeley police met them with a hail of gunfire. One 

person died of buckshot wounds, another was blinded. Many more were 

shot though few arrested. Those who were arrested were handled so 

brutally that the circuit court enjoined the sheriff to have his men stop 

beating and abusing them. Disorders continued. Governor Reagan de¬ 

clared a state of emergency and brought in the National Guard. Five 

days later one of its helicopters sprayed gas over the campus, thus mak- 

ing the educational process at Berkeley even more trying than usual. 

Of course the Establishment was most to blame for Vietnamizing the 

cultural war. But the meretricious aspects of the counter-culture were 

evident too. If the police were really “fascist pigs,” as the street people 

said, why goad and defy them? And especially why harass the National 
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Guardsmen who didn’t want to be in Berkeley anyhow? This was hardly 

on the same order as murdering people with shotguns. Yet such behavior 

was stupid, pointless, and self-defeating, like so much else in the coun¬ 

ter-culture. The silent majority was not won over. Nor was the Peoples 

Park saved. A year later the area was still fenced in. (Though vacant. 

The University, having pretended to want it as a recreational area, tried 

to make it one. But as the students thought it stained with innocent 

blood, they avoided it.) 
The rock festival at Altamont that winter was another disaster. It was 

a free concert that climaxed the Rolling Stones’ whirlwind tour of the 

U.S. They called it their gift to the fans. Actually it was a clever pro¬ 

motion. The Stones had been impressed with the moneymaking po¬ 

tential of Woodstock. While Woodstock cost the promoters a fortune, 

they stood to recoup their losses with a film of the event. This inspired 

the Stones to do a Woodstock themselves. At the last minute they 

obtained the use of Dick Carters Altamont Raceway. It had been do¬ 

ing poorly and the owner thought the publicity would help business. 

Little was done to prepare the site. The police didn’t have enough no¬ 

tice to bring in reserves, so the Stones hired a band of Hell’s Angels as 

security guards (for $500 worth of beer). The Stones did their thing and 

the Angels did theirs. 
The result was best captured by a Rolling Stone magazine photograph 

showing Mick Jagger looking properly aghast while Angels beat a 

young Negro to death on stage. A musician who tried to stop them was 

knocked unconscious, and he was lucky at that. Before the day was over 
many more were beaten, though no others fatally. Sometimes the beat¬ 

ings were for aesthetic reasons. One very fat man took off his clothes in 

the approved rock festival manner. This offended the Angels who set 

on him with pool cues. No one knows how many were clubbed that day. 
The death count came to four. Apart from Meredith Hunter, who was 

stabbed and kicked to death, they mostly died by accident A car drove 

off the road into a clump of people and killed two. A man, apparently 

high on drugs, slid into an irrigation canal and drowned. The drug 
freak-outs were more numerous than at Woodstock. The medical care 

was less adequate. Not that the physicians on hand didn’t try; they just 

lacked the support provided at Woodstock, whose promoters had spared 

no expense to avert disaster. Oddly enough the press, normally so eager 

to exploit the counter-culture, missed the point of Altamont. Early ac¬ 

counts followed the customary rock festival line, acclaiming it as yet 

another triumph of youth. In the East it received little attention of any 

kind. 
It remained for Rolling Stone, the rock world’s most authoritative 

journal, to tell the whole story of what it called the Altamont Death 
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Festival. The violence was quite bad enough, but what especially both¬ 

ered Rolling Stone was the commercial cynicism behind it. That huge 

gathering was assembled by the Stones to make a lucrative film on the 

cheap. They could have hired legitimate security guards, but it cost less 

to use the Angels. (At Woodstock unarmed civilians trained by the Hog 

Farm commune kept order.) They were too rushed for the careful plan¬ 

ning that went into Woodstock, too callous (and greedy) to pour in the 

emergency resources that had saved the day there. And, appropriately, 

they faked the moviemaking too so as to have a documentary of the 

event they intended, not the one they got. Rolling Stone said that a 

cameraman was recording a fat, naked girl freaking out backstage when 

the director stopped him. “Don’t shoot that. That’s ugly. We only want 

beautiful things.” The cameraman made the obvious response. “How 

can you possibly say that? Everything here is so ugly.” 

Rolling Stone thought the star system at fault Once a band got as 

big as the Stones they experienced delusions of grandeur, “ego trips” in 

the argot. And with so much money to be made by high-pressure pro¬ 

motions, “the hype” became inevitable. Others agreed. The Los Angeles 

Free Press, biggest of the underground papers, ran a full-page carica¬ 

ture of Mick Jagger with an Adolf Hitler mustache, arm draped around 

a Hells Angel, while long-haired kids gave them the Nazi salute. Ralph 

Gleason of the San Francisco Chronicle explained Altamont this way: 

“The name of the game is money, power, and ego, and money is first as 

It brings power. The Stones didn’t do it for free, they did it for money, 

only the tab was paid in a different way. Whoever goes to the movie 

paid for the Altamont religious assembly.”* Quite so. But why did so 

many others go along with the Stones? The Jefferson Airplane, and es¬ 

pecially the Grateful Dead, reputedly the most socially conscious rock 

hands, participated. So did counter-culture folk heroes like Emmet Gro¬ 
gan of the Diggers. Here the gullibility—innocence, perhaps—of the 

deviant young was responsible. Because the rock bandits smoked pot 

and talked a revolutionary game, they were supposed to be different 

from other entertainers. Even though they made fortunes and spent 
them ostentatiously, their virtue was always presumed. What Altamont 

showed was that the difference between a rock king and a robber baron 
was about six inches of hair.f 

Gleason was the best writer on popular music and the youth culture associated 
with it, which he onee admired greatly. For an earlier assessment see his “Like a 
Rolling Stone,** American Scholar (Autumn 1967). 

f This Is to criticize the singer, not the song. Whatever one might think of some 
performers, there is no doubt that rock itself was an exciting musical form. Adults 
rarely heard it because rock seldom was played on television, or even radio in most 
parts of the country. Rock artists appeared mainly in concerts and clubs, to which 
few over thirty wait Not knowing the music, there was little reason for them to buy 
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If Altamont exposed one face of the counter-culture, the Manson fam¬ 

ily revealed another. Late in 1969 Sharon Tate, a pregnant movie ac¬ 

tress, and four of her jet-set friends were ritually murdered in the ex¬ 

pensive Bel-Air district of Los Angeles. Though apparently senseless, 

their deaths were thought related to the rootless, thrill-oriented life 

style of the Beautiful People. But on December 1 policemen began 

arresting obscure hippies. Their leader, Charles Manson, was an ex¬ 

convict and seemingly deranged. Susan Atkins, a member of his "fam¬ 

ily*” gave several cloudy versions of what had happened. On the 

strength of them Manson was indicted for murder. Though his guilt 

remained unproven, the basic facts about his past seemed clear. He 

was a neglected child who became a juvenile delinquent. In i960 he 

was convicted of forgery and spent seven years in the penitentiary. 

On his release he went to the Hashbury and acquired a harem of 

young girls. After floating through the hippie underground for a time, 

he left the Hashbury with his family of nine girls and five boys early 

in 1968. They ended up at Spahns Ranch in the Santa Susana Moun¬ 

tains, north of the San Fernando Valley. The owner was old and blind. 

Manson terrified him. But the girls took care of him so he let the 

family stay on. They spent a year at the ranch before the police sus¬ 

pected them of stealing cars. Then they camped out in the desert until 

arrested. 
Life with the Manson family was a combination of hippieism and 

paranoia. Manson subscribed to the usual counter-cultural values. Inhi¬ 

bitions, the Establishment, regular employment, and other straight vir¬ 

tues were bad. Free love, nature, dope, rock, and mysticism were good. 

He believed a race war was coming (predicted in Beade songs) and 

armed his family in anticipation of it. Some of the cars they stole were 

modified for use in the desert, where he meant to make his last stand. 

And, naturally, he tried to break into the rock music business. One rea¬ 
son why he allegedly murdered Miss Tate and her friends was that they 

were in a house previously occupied by a man who had broken a prom¬ 
ise to advance Manson’s career. The Manson family was thought to have 

killed other people even more capriciously. Yet after his arrest most of 

the girls remained loyal to Manson. Young, largely middle class, they 

were still “hypnotized” or "enslaved” by him. Those not arrested contin¬ 

ued to hope for a family reunion. Of course hippies were not murderers 

usually. But the repressed hostility, authoritarianism, perversity, and 

the records that showed rock at its most complex and interesting. Like jazz, rock 

became more sophisticated with time and made greater demands on the artist s tal¬ 

ent. Even more than jazz, rock produced an army of amateur and semi-professional 

players around the country. Though often making up in volume what they lacked in 

skill, their numbers alone guaranteed that rock would survive its exploiters. 
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mindless paranoia that underlay much of the hippie ethic were never 

displayed more clearly. The folkways of the flower children tended 

toward extremes. At one end they were natural victims; at the other 
natural victimizers. The Manson family were both at once. 

Taken together the varieties of life among deviant youths showed the 

counter-culture to be disintegrating. What was disturbing about it was 

not so much the surface expression as its tendency to mirror the culture 

it supposedly rejected. The young condemned adult hypocrisy while 

matching its contradictions with their own. The old were materialistic, 

hung up on big cars and ranch houses. The young were equally devoted 

to motorcycles, stereo sets, and electric guitars. The old sought power 

and wealth. So did the young as rock musicians, political leaders, and 

frequently as salesmen of counter-cultural goods and services. What 

distinguished reactionary capitalists from their avant-garde opposite 

numbers was often no more than a lack of moral pretense. While con¬ 

demning the adult world's addiction to violence, the young admired 

third-world revolutionaries. Black Panthers, and even motorcycle out¬ 

laws. The rhetoric of the young got progressively meaner and more 

hostile. This was not so bad as butchering Vietnamese, but it was not 

very encouraging either. And where hate led, violence followed. 

Adults pointed these inconsistencies out often enough, with few good 

results. Usable perceptions are always self-perceptions, which made the 

Rolling Stone expose of Altamont so valuable. This was a small but 

hopeful sign that the capacity for self-analysis was not totally sub¬ 

merged, despite the flood of self-congratulatory pieties with which the 

deviant young described themselves. The decline of the New Left was 

another. Once a buoyant and promising thing, it became poisoned by 

hate, failure, and romantic millennialism. Its diminished appeal offered 

hope of sobriety s return. So did the surge of student interest in environ¬ 

mental issues at the decade's end. These were not fake problems, like 

so many youthful obsessions, but real ones. They would take the best 

efforts of many generations to overcome. No doubt the young would 

lose interest in them after a while as usual. Still, it was better to save a 

forest or dean a river than to vandalize a campus. No amount of youth¬ 

ful nagging was likely to make adults give up their sinful ways. It was 

possible that the young and old together might salvage enough of the 

threatened environment to leave posterity something of lasting value. 

The generations yet unborn were not likely to care much whether rotc 

was conducted on campus or off. But they will remember this age, for 
better or worse, with every breath they take. 

One aspect of the counter-culture deserves special mention: its as¬ 

sumption that hedonism was inevitably anti-capitalist. As James Hitch¬ 

cock pointed out, the New Left identified capitalism with puritanism 
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and deferred gratifications. But this was true of capitalism only with 

respect to work. Where consumption was concerned, it urged people to 

gratify their slightest wish. It exploited sex shamelessly to that end, lim¬ 

ited only by law and custom. When the taboos against nudity were re¬ 

moved, merchants soon took advantage of their new freedom. Naked 

models, actors, even waitresses were one result, pornographic flicks an¬ 

other. Who doubted that if marijuana became legal the tobacco com¬ 

panies would soon put Mexican gold in every vending machine? It was, 

after all, part of Aldous Huxleys genius that he saw how sensual gratifi¬ 

cation could enslave men more effectively than Hitler ever could. Vic¬ 

torian inhibitions, the Protestant Ethic itself were, though weakened, 

among the few remaining defenses against the market economy that 

Americans possessed. To destroy them for freedom s sake would only 

make people more vulnerable to consumerism than they already were. 

Which was not to say that sexual and other freedoms were not good 

things in their own right. But there was no assurance that behavioral 

liberty would not grow at the expense of political freedom. It was one 

thing to say that sex promoted mental health, another to say it advanced 
social justice. In confusing the two young deviants laid themselves open 

to what Herbert Marcuse called "repressive de-sublimation;’ the means 

by which the socio-economic order was made more attractive, and hence 

more durable. Sex was no threat to the Establishment. Panicky moralists 

found this hard to believe, so they kept trying to suppress it. But the 

shrewder guardians of established relationships saw hedonism for what 

it partially was, a valuable means of social control. What made this hard 

to get across was that left and right agreed that sex was subversive. That 

was why the Filthy Speech Movement arose, and why the John Birch 

Society and its front groups divided a host of communities in the late 

sixties. They insisted that sex education was a communist plot to fray 

the country’s moral fiber. They could hardly have been more wrong. 

As practiced in most schools, sex education was anything but erotic. In 

fact, more students were probably turned off sex than on to it by such 

courses. The Kremlin was hardly less orthodox than the Birch Society 

on sexual matters, sexual denial being thought a trait of all serious revo¬ 

lutionaries. But the sexual propaganda of the young confirmed John 

Birchers in their delusions. As elsewhere, the misconceptions of each 

side reinforced one another. 
Still, the counter-culture’s decline ought not to be celebrated prema¬ 

turely. It outlasted the sixties. It had risen in the first place because of 

the larger culture’s defects. War, poverty, social and racial injustice were 

widespread. The universities were less human than they might have 

been. The regulation of sexual conduct led to endless persecutions of 

the innocent or the pathetic to no one’s advantage. Young people had 
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much to complain of. Rebellious youth had thought to make things bet¬ 

ter. It was hardly their fault that things got worse. They were, after all, 

products of the society they meant to change, and marked by it as every¬ 

one was. Vanity and ignorance made them think themselves free of the 

weaknesses they saw so clearly in others. But adults were vain and ig¬ 

norant too, and, what’s more, they had power as the young did not. 

When they erred, as in Vietnam, millions suffered. The young hated 

being powerless, but thanks to it they were spared the awful burden of 

guilt that adults bore. They would have power soon enough, and no 

doubt use it just as badly. In the meantime, though, people did well to 

keep them in perspective. 

The dreary propaganda about youth’s insurgent idealism continued 

into the seventies. So did attempts to make them look clean-cut. Amer¬ 

ican society went on being obsessed with the young. But all popular 

manias are seasonal. Each era has its own preoccupations. The young 

and their counter-culture were a special feature of the 1960’s and would 

probably not be regarded in the old way for very long afterward. And, 

demographically speaking, youth itself was on the wane. The median 

age of Americans had risen steadily in modem times, reaching a peak 

of thirty years of age in 1952. The baby boom reversed this trend, like 

so many others. In 1968 the median age was only 27.7 years. But as the 

birthrate fell the median age began to rise. By 1975 it would be over 

twenty-eight By 1990 it should be back up to thirty again, putting half 

the population beyond the age of trust. Their disproportionate numbers 

was one reason why youth was so prominent in the sixties. It was rea¬ 

sonable to suppose they would become less so as their numbers declined 
in relation to older people. 

Common sense suggested that work and the pleasure principle would 

both continue. Once life and work were thought to be guided by the 

same principles. In the twentieth century they had started to divide, 

with one set of rules for working and another for living. The complexi¬ 

ties of a postindustrial economy would probably maintain that distinc¬ 

tion. The discipline of work would prevail on the job. The tendency to 
“swing* off it would increase, and the dropout community too. The 

economy was already rich enough to support a substantial leisure class, 

as the hippies demonstrated. The movement toward guaranteed in¬ 

comes would make idleness even more feasible. A large dependent 

population, in economic terms, was entirely practical—perhaps, given 

automation, even desirable. How utopian to have a society in which 

toe decision to work was voluntary! Yet if economic growth contin¬ 

ued and an effective welfare state was established, such a thing was 

not unimaginable, however repugnant to the Protestant Ethic. Perhaps 

that was what the unpleasant features of life in the sixties pointed 
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toward. Later historians might think them merely the growing pains 

of this new order. A Brave New World indeed! 
A further reason for taking this view was the rise of an adult counter¬ 

culture. Americans have always been attracted to cults and such. No 

enthusiasm, however bizarre, fails to gain some notice in so vast and 

restless a country. Crank scientists and religious eccentrics are espe¬ 

cially welcomed. In the igdo's this was more true than ever, and there 

seemed to be more uniformity of belief among the cults than before. 

Perhaps also they were more respectable. The Esalen Institute in north¬ 

ern California was one of the most successful. It offered three-day semi¬ 

nars conducted by Dr. Frederick S. Peris, the founder of Gestalt therapy. 

When his book by that title was published in 1950 it won, as might have 

been expected, little attention. But in the sixties It flourished to the point 

where perhaps a hundred Gestalt therapists were in practice. As em¬ 

ployed at Esalen, Gestalt therapy involved a series of individual en¬ 

counters within a group context. Peris tried to cultivate moments of sud¬ 

den insights that produced a strong awareness of the present moment. 

Unlike psychoanalysis. Gestalt therapy was directive. The therapist di¬ 

agnosed the ailment and organized its cure in short bursts of intensive 

treatment. People were encouraged to act out dreams so as to discover 

their hidden message. The emphasis was on sensuality, spontaneity, and 

the reduction of language which was seen as more a barrier to under¬ 

standing than a means of communication. There was much role-playing, 

aggression-releasing exercises, and “unstructured interaction.” Esalen 

Itself, with its hot sulphur baths where mixed nude bathing was encour¬ 

aged, combined the features of a hip spa, a mental clinic, and a religious 

center. It brought social scientists and mystics together in common en¬ 

terprises. By 1967 Esalen grossed a million dollars a year. Four thousand 

people attended its seminars. Twelve thousand used Its branch in San 

Francisco. 
Though Esalen was the most celebrated center of “Third Force Psy¬ 

chiatry,” it was hardly alone. Encounter groups, T-groups, sensitivity 

groups all practiced variations of the same theme. So, in a more intense 

way, did Synanon. Synanon was founded in 1958 by an ex-alcoholic 
named Charles E. Dederich. It began as a way of reclaiming alcoholics, 

and especially drug addicts, through communal living and group ther¬ 

apy. It aimed to peel away the defenses that supported addiction. The 

cure was a drastic one and the Synanon ethic extremely authoritarian, as 

a treatment based not on clinical experience but actual street life would 

naturally be. Synanons most popular feature was the Synanon game, a 

land of encounter group open to outsiders. From its modest beginning 

Synanon expanded rapidly into a network of clinics and small businesses 

operated by members to support the therapeutic program. Already a 
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corporation by the decade's end, Dederich expected it to become a mass 

movement in time. Others thought so too. Abraham Maslow of Brandeis 

University declared that “Synanon is now in the process of torpedoing 

the entire world of psychiatry and within ten years will completely re¬ 
place psychiatry.” 

Esalen and Synanon got much publicity, but, though substantial ef¬ 

forts, they were only the tip of the iceberg. Beneath them were literally 

thousands of groups dedicated to better mental health through de-subli¬ 

mation, often sponsored by businesses and universities. In a sense what 

they did was rationalize the counter-cultural ethic and bend it to fit the 

needs of middle-class adults. For some, expanding their consciousness 

meant little more than weekend tripping, with, or more commonly with¬ 

out, drugs. If most didn't give up work in the hippie manner, they be¬ 

came more relaxed about it. Some thought less about success and more 

about fun. Some found new satisfaction in their work, or else more satis¬ 

fying work. The range of individual response was great, but the overall 

effect was to promote sensuality, and to diminish the Protestant Ethic. 

As with the counter-culture, an inflated propaganda accompanied these 

efforts. Ultimate truth, complete harmony with self, undreamed-of plea¬ 

sures, and the like were supposed to result from conversion. De-subli- 

mation did not mean license, of course. As the Haight-Ashbury showed, 

without self-denial there is self-destruction. The cults tried to develop 

more agreeable mechanisms to replace the fears and guilts undergirding 

the old morality. They wanted people to live more rich and immediate 

social lives, but they didn't propose to do away with restraint entirely. 

Mystic cults promoted self-discipline through various austere regimes. 

Psychiatric cults used the group as a control. One learned from his fel¬ 
lows what was appropriate to the liberated spirit 

The sensuality common to most of these groups was what the sexual 
revolution was all about. Properly speaking, of course, there was no 

sexual revolution. Easy divorce, relatively free access to contraceptives, 

and tolerated promiscuity were all well established by the 1920’s. In¬ 

sofar as the Kinsey and other reports are historically reliable, there 

had been little change since then in the rate of sexual deviance. What 

had changed was the attitude of many people toward it. In the 1960's 

deviance was not so much tolerated as applauded in many quarters. 

Before, college students having an affair used discretion. Later they 

were more likely to live together in well-advertised nonmarital bliss. 

Similarly, adults were not much more promiscuous in the sixties than 

in the forties or fifties, but they were more disposed to proclaim the 

merits of extra-marital sexuality. The sexualization of everyday life 

moved on. This was often desirable, or at least harmless, except for the 
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frightening rise in the incidence of VD after the Pill made condoms 

seemingly obsolete. 
Fornication, though illegal in most places, was not usually regarded 

as actionable. But there remained many laws against sexual behavior 

that were enforced, if erratically. Contraceptives were difficult to get in 

some places, especially for single women. Legal abortions were severely 

limited. Homosexuals were persecuted everywhere. Attempts to change 

these laws were part of the hew moral permissiveness. Few legal re¬ 

forms were actually secured in the sixties. Liberalized abortion laws 

were passed in Colorado and elsewhere to little effect. Abortions re¬ 

mained scarce and expensive. The overwhelming majority continued 

to be illegal. Contraceptive laws did not change much either, though in 

practice contraceptives became easier to get. Nor were the laws pro¬ 

hibiting homosexuality altered much. Here too, though, changes in prac¬ 

tice eased conditions. The deliberate entrapment of homosexuals de¬ 

clined in some cities. Some police forces, as in San Francisco, made more 

of an effort to distinguish between harmless (as between consenting 

adults) and anti-social perversions. 
More striking still was the willingness of sexual minorities to identify 

themselves. Male homosexuals were among the first to do so. In the 

Mattachine Society and later organizations they campaigned openly 

for an end to discriminatory laws and customs. The Daughters of Bilitis 

did the same for lesbians. Even the most exotic minorities, like the trans¬ 

vestites and transsexuals (men, usually, who wanted to change their 

sex surgically), became organized. Most of the groups were, their sexual 

customs excepted, quite straight. The creation of homosexual churches, 

like the Metropolitan Community Church of Los Angeles, testified to 

that. They hoped mainly to be treated the same as heterosexuals. But 

in the Gay Liberation Front the sexual underground produced its own 

New Left organization. Its birth apparently dated from the night of 

June 28,1969, when police raided a gay bar in Greenwich Village called 

the Stonewall Inn. Homosexuals usually accepted arrest passively. But 

for some reason that night it was different. They fought back, and for a 
week afterward continued to agitate, ending with a public march of some 

one thousand people. 
More sober homosexuals greeted this event with mixed emotions. 

They were astonished to find such spirit among the so-called street 

queens, the poorest and most trouble-prone homosexuals of all. But they 

didn’t really dig the violence. As one leader of the Mattachine Society 

(a sort of gay naacp ) put it: "I mean, people did try to set fire to the bar, 

and one drag queen, much to the amazement of the mob, just pounded 

the hell out of a Tactical Patrol Force cop! I don’t know if battering 
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TTF men is really the answer to our problem.” In any event, ,the Gay 

Liberation Front followed these events. Rather like a Homosexuals for a 

Democratic Society, the GLF participated in the next Hiroshima Day 

march that summer. It was the first time homosexuals ever participated 

in a peace action under their own colors. The “Pink Panthers” were 

mostly young, of course. But whether their movement flourished or, 

most probably, withered away, the mere fact of its existence said a lot 

about changing mores in America. 

w 
While it was difficult in 1969 to tell where the counter-culture would 

go, it was easy to see where it came from. Artists and bohemians had 

been demanding more freedom from social and artistic conventions for 

a long time. The romantic faith in nature, intuition, and spontaneity was 

equally old. What was striking about the sixties was that the revolt 

against discipline, even self-discipline, and authority spread so widely. 

Resistance to these tendencies largely collapsed in the arts. Soon the 

universities gave ground also. The rise of hedonism and the decline of 

work were obviously functions of increased prosperity, and also of ef¬ 

fective merchandising. The consumer economy depended on advertis¬ 

ing, which in turn leaned heavily on the pleasure principle. This 

had been true for fifty years at least, but not until television did 

it really work well The generation that made the counter-culture was 

the first to be propagandized from infancy on behalf of the pleasure 
principle. 

But though all of them were exposed to hucksterism, not all were con¬ 

vinced. Working-class youngsters especially soon learned that life was 

different from television. Limited incomes and uncertain futures put 

than in touch with reality earlier on. Middle-class children did not learn 

the facts of life until much later. Cushioned by higher family incomes, 

indulged in the same way as their peers on the screen, they were shocked 

to discover that the world was not what they had been taught it was. 

The pleasure orientation survived this discovery, the ideological pack- 

aging it came in often did not. All this had happened before, but in 

earlier years there was no large, institutionalized subculture for the 

alienated to turn to. In the sixties hippiedom provided one such, the 

universities another. The media publicized these alternatives and made 

famous the ideological leaders who promoted them. So the deviant 

young knew where to go for the answers they wanted, and how to be¬ 

have when they got them. The media thus completed the cycle begun 

when they first turned youngsters to pleasure. That was done to encour¬ 
age consumption. The message was still effective when young consum- 
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ers rejected the products TV offered and discovered others more con¬ 

genial to them. 
Though much in the counter-culture was attractive and valuable, it 

was dangerous in three ways. First, self-indulgence led frequently to 

self-destruction. Second, the counter-culture increased social hostility. 

The generation gap was one example, but the class gap another. Work¬ 

ing-class youngsters resented the counter-culture. They accepted adult 

values for the most part. They had to work whether they liked it or 

not Beating up the long-haired and voting for George Wallace were 

only two ways they expressed these feelings. The counfer-culture was 

geographical too. It flourished in cities and on campuses. Elsewhere, in 

Middle America especially, it was hated and feared. The result was a 

national division between the counter-culture and those adults who ad¬ 
mired or tolerated it—upper-middle-class professionals and intellectuals 

in the Northeast particularly—and the silent majority of workers and 

Middle Americans who didn’t. The tensions between these groups made 

solving social and political problems all the more difficult, and were, 

indeed, part of the problem. 
Finally, the counter-culture was hell on standards. A handful of 

bohemians were no great threat to art and intellect. The problem was 

that a generation of students, the artists and intellectuals of the fu¬ 

ture, was infected with romanticism. Truth and beauty were in the 

eye of the beholder. They were discovered or created by the pure of 

heart. Formal education and training were not, therefore, merely re¬ 

dundant but dangerous for obstructing channels through which the 

spirit flowed. It was one thing for hippies to say this, romanticism being 

the natural religion of bohemia. It was quite another to hear it from 

graduate students. Those who did anguished over the future of scholar¬ 

ship, like the critics who worried that pop art meant the end of art. These 

fears were doubtlessly overdrawn, but the pace of cultural change was 

so fast in the sixties that they were hardly absurd. 
Logic seemed everywhere to be giving way to intuition, and self- 

discipline to impulse. Romanticism had never worked well in the past 

It seemed to be doing as badly in the present. The hippies went from 

flower power to death-tripping in a few years. The New Left took only 

a little longer to move from participatory democracy to demolition. The 

counter-cultural ethic remained as beguiling as ever in theory. In prac¬ 

tice, like most utopian dreams, human nature tended to defeat it. At the 

decade’s end, young believers looked forward to the Age of Aquarius. 

Sensible men knew there would be no Aquarian age. What they didn’t 

know was the sort of legacy the counter-culture would leave behind. 

Some feared that the straight world would go on as before, others that 

it wouldn’t. 
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HelVs Angels 

Another strange feature of American life in the sixties was 

the motorcycle outlaw. There had been motorcycle gangs in California 

ever since World War II. (Marlon Brando made a famous motion 

picture about them in the fifties called The Wild Ones.) But in 1964 

and 1965 they became a popular rage, especially the gang known as 

Hells Angels. The Oakland Angels were notable, even among outlaws, 

for their ferocity. They first attracted public notice during their Labor 

Day run to Monterey in 1964. It was their custom on state occasions 

to gather in a scenic place for several days of revelry. Usually no one 

but the natives took much notice of what went on. This Labor Day 

run was different in that several teen-age girls claimed to have been 

raped by a horde of Angels inflamed by beer and rough language. The 

event was widely reported and set off a public panic of sorts. The 

media gave the Angels a great play. In November 1965 they made the 

cover of the Saturday Evening Post. The Angels relished this attention, 

though it raised problems for them and was based, they insisted, on a 

lie. The girls in question had not been raped. Bather they had 

deliberately offered their services, only, as sometimes happened, the 

girls had enough after a time and got scared when the Angels kept 

piling on. The few outsiders who knew the Angels well thought this 

had the ring of truth. They rarely attempted rape because there were 

always women volunteers to accommodate them. 



Motorcycle outlaws were a colorful, if disgusting, lot Little wonder 

that the media exploited them so. They did not ride the lightweight 

sport cycles then becoming popular. Instead they bought huge, 

obsolete Harley-Davidsons, disdained by all save themselves and the 

police. On delivery these monsters weighed seven hundred pounds and 

were so slow and bulky that the Angels called them garbage wagons. 

They were then cut down to about five hundred pounds and souped 

up to racing speed. Thus refined they were known as **hogs. The 

Angels washed themselves rarely, and their cycling costumes never. 

These garments, called “colors,” were befouled during initiation rites 

and worn thereafter to the point of disintegration. Individually they 

varied a great deal. Hunter Thompson describes an outlaw gang on a 

run this way: “It is a human zoo on wheels. An outlaw whose normal, 

day-to-day appearance is enough to disrupt traffic will appear on a 

run with his beard dyed green or bright red, his eyes hidden behind 

orange goggles, and a brass ring in his nose. Others wear capes and 

Apache headbands, or oversize sunglasses and peaked Prussian 

helmets. Earrings, Wehrmacht headgear and German Iron Crosses 

are virtually part of the uniform—like the grease-caked Levis, the 

sleeveless vests and all those fine tattoos ... and the inevitable Hell s 

Angels insignia.” 

The publicity given this small band of hoodlums had strange 

consequences. Although the Oakland Angels had no more than 

eighty-five members, they were certified as a Grade A national menace 

by the press. Hence about half the working members lost their jobs, 

fired out of hand by timid employers. Then police, who had been 

harassing them right along, did so with renewed vigor. On the other 

hand, their celebrity status brought them so much attention they 

began holding regular press conferences in the office of their bail 

bondswoman.* And for a time they won the favor of New Left 

intellectuals and thrill-seekers—partly, no doubt, because their violent 

lives appealed to the growing strain of revolutionary machismo. Partly 

too because they seemed the working-class equivalent of the New 

Lefts alienated bourgeois rebels. 

* The Angels were chronic deadbeats, but they dared not welch on debts owed 
those who alone kept them out of jail. Bail bondsmen thus became their only 
point of contact with the outside world. 
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This was a mistake. Though rebellious, the motorcycle outlaws had 

more in common with the radical right than the radical left. They 

were all instinctive fascists, insanely patriotic, and anti-communist to 

the bone. When Berkeley s Vietnam Day Committee organized a 

protest march on Oakland in 1965, the Angels attacked it. This enabled 

Lucius Beebe, a prominent local reactionary, columnist, and railroad 

buff, to compare them with Texas Bangers. His enthusiasm was not 

widely shared. Thereafter both the left and the press lost interest in 

them, and they faded from public view. Now and again they would 

crop up, harassing a demonstration here, or policing a hippie be-in or 

rock festival there. But fresh sensations came so thick and fast in the 

sixties that the merely picturesque, however degenerate, could not 

hold the publics attention for long. Still, the Angels helped make 

violence somewhat more intellectually respectable on the left. And 

attenuated echoes of their style of life were heard all around the 

country for years thereafter. They were hardly fatal to the old order, 

not so much a wound as a hangnail on its aging body. But they 

contributed something, if only a little, to its decay. 
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9 THE NEW LEFT 
COMES AND GOES 

When the sixties opened there were two schools of thought 

on the future of the left. Most intellectuals had recovered from the Mc¬ 

Carthy era. They had been public scapegoats in the early and mid- 

fifties, much as youth was to be in the late sixties, but Sputnik and the 

demand for excellence—scientific excellence, at least—rehabilitated 

them. Chastened by what they had gone through, many elevated tech¬ 

nique to idle level of principle. This convinced some of their sternest 

critics, like George Lichtheim, that intellectuals had finally come of age. 

With the decline of political passion, rationality was increasing. As the 

technical and scientific elite grew, he argued, “the area of mischief still 

open to political movements of a more primitive type" declined. It was 

no longer utopian to imagine “a wholly rational, scientifically controlled 

planetary order.” Daniel Bell gave this school a potent slogan in his 

essay The End of Ideology. 
While liberals depended increasingly on a benevolent technocracy to 

solve problems once thought political, a handful of radicals disagreed. 

H. Stuart Hughes observed that Bell’s essay came at just the wrong 
time. The Eisenhower era had seen the old fighting political faiths die 

out, but a new age was dawning as the civil rights movement, the Cuban 

Revolution, and the stirrings of radical youth around the world showed. 

C. Wright Mills put it more strongly. In his prophetic essay “The New 
Left” (October i960), he maintained that intellectuals had been misled 

by the decline of organized labor into thinking that radicalism was 

finished. But they were looking in the wrong place. Not the moribund 
labor movement but the “cultural apparatus” was the key to the future. 
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Students especially, in the American South, even in Russia, were devel¬ 

oping fresh momentum. “Let the old men ask sourly, ‘Out of Apathy— 

into what?’ The Age of Complacency is ending. Let the old women com¬ 

plain wisely about the ‘end of ideology/ We are beginning to move 

again.” 

Few agreed with Hughes and Mills. They were thought victims of 

that wishful thinking unreconstructed radicals fall back on during hard 

times. The civil rights movement was unexpected, but being concen¬ 

trated in the South it hardly seemed a portent of radicalism elsewhere. 

The major parties were more alike than ever. Many liberals felt there 

was little to choose between Nixon and Kennedy. “Burroughs Against 

IBM” was how Gerald Johnson described their encounter in the New 

Bepublic, Kenneth Rexroth accordingly declared in the Nation that he 

meant to “sit this one out,” as did Dwight Macdonald in Commentary, 

There was only one significant event in i960 that foreshadowed what 

was to come, and it seemed a fluke at the time. 

A subcommittee of the House Committee on Un-American Activities 

had visited California every year from 1951 to i960. As with the parent 

committee, these outings were not meant to produce new laws, huac 

had one of the largest budgets and poorest legislative records in the 

House. Both were tributes to the fear it inspired. Private citizens were 

afraid that resisting it would mean bad publicity or worse. Screen writ¬ 

ers went to prison for being unfriendly to it in 1947. Colleagues did not 

limit huac s budget or powers for fear of political reprisals. All the same, 

huac was in more trouble than it seemed to be. It had been most suc¬ 

cessful before 1950. After that Senator McCarthy took the play away 

from it. He was a better propagandist than anyone on huac. (Richard 

Nixon was the only member to advance his career by serving on it.) 

Worse still, the Communist party of the United States, huacs most 

reliable victim, was withering away. By i960 it consisted mainly of aging 

true believers and a corps of FBI informers, huac insisted, as did the 

FBI, that the smaller the party got the more dangerous it became. Even 

the faithful found this hard to believe, huac was reduced to harassing 

allegedly subversive schoolteachers and did so in California in 1959. 

These attentions were not well received. When the subcommittee re¬ 

turned to San Francisco the next year it met the stiffest resistance ever. 

Bay Area students were angry over the execution of Caryl Chessman 

a few days earlier.* Resentment over the subcommittee’s previous visit 

* The fight to save Caryl Chessman was the most important attack on capital 
punishment in American history. Chessman was sentenced to death for having 
forced two women to have oral relations with him. Fellation, even at gunpoint, was 
not a capital crime, but the Red Light Bandit” had moved the victims from their 
car to his, and so was technically a kidnaper. Chessman had many stays of execution, 
during which he wrote his autobiography, CeU 2455, Death Mow, and other books 
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still festered. Hostile witnesses staged demonstrations in the hearing 

room. A picket line calling for huacs abolition marched outside. 

On the second day of hearings, May 9, i960, the picket line was 

larger. Spectators, denied entrance to the hearing room, clamored for 

admittance. At 1:15 p.m. city police turned high-pressure hoses on them, 

washing and dragging them down a long flight of marble steps. A num¬ 

ber were roughed up. The next day five thousand people demonstrated 

in protest, huac and J. Edgar Hoover promptly denounced these acts as 

communist inspired. A movie was hastily assembled, called Operation 

Abolition, to support this charge. The Northern California Civil Liber¬ 

ties Union responded with its own film. Operation Correction. It re¬ 

ceived little attention compared with Operation Abolition, which was 

shown to millions in American Legion halls and such places, huac suf¬ 

fered anyway. Congress kept on appropriating large sums for it. But 

by defying huac the students had won a notable victory which fore¬ 

shadowed the radical springtime to come. 
It was, however, a bit slow in arriving. The huac demonstrations pro¬ 

duced only a short-lived student abolitionist committee. During the 

next few years students worked for civil rights. A few helped the limp¬ 

ing peace movement, mainly in the Student Peace Union which was 

founded in 1959 and had about three thousand members at its peak in 

1961-62. Students for a Democratic Society was quietly laying the 

groundwork for its later eminence. It had begun as the Student League 

for Industrial Democracy, the tiny youth wing of the social democratic 
League for Industrial Democracy.* slid became SDS in i960, but did 

not change much until the next year when Al Haber and Tom Hayden, 
both of the University of Michigan, began giving it a more activist 

flavor. Hayden wrote most of the 1962 “Port Huron Statement,” SDS s 

enabling document, which tried to show that national excesses abroad 

and anti-democratic practices at home were related. It pledged SDS to 
the creation of a “New Left,” and put special emphasis on the university 

that made him famous. He was hated by some for what was thought to be a want 
of humility. When he was executed Governor Edmund Brown cited his ‘lack of con¬ 
trition” and “steadfast arrogance” as reasons for denying him further stays. This 
seemed a blow to the cause, for people all over the world had pled for Chessman’s 
life. Even the Vatican’s official newspaper, Osseroatore Romano, called his execution 
barbaric. The setback was more apparent than real. Chessman’s enemies were so 
obviously malicious, the arguments for killing him so incompetent, and the gover¬ 
nor’s role so pathetic that states became more reluctant to impose the death penalty 
and courts to sustain it. In i960 there were fifty-six executions, in 1968 none. Even 
more than Sacco and Vanzetti, Chessman accomplished in death what he could not 
have done in life. 

* The LID was a respected but minute organization which since 1921 had been 
a reflective advocate of democratic socialism. It revived somewhat in the sixties 
when Michael Harrington, a prominent socialist writer, took charge. It was always 
anti-communist, and SDS broke away from it later for that reason, among others. 
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as a radical center. "Social relevance, the accessibility of knowledge, 

and internal openness—these together make the university a potential 
base and agency in a movement of social change.” 

SDS did not act immediately on this perception. White radicals took 

their cue from blacks, and when Snick moved off campus SDS did like¬ 

wise. Snick’s voter registration drive in the South was paralleled by 

SDS’s Economic Research and Action Project in the North, eraf aimed 

to promote self-organization among poor urban blacks and whites. There 

were perhaps fifteen such projects between 1963 and 1965, but they did 

not repay the effort invested in them, erap’s organizers had expected an 

economic crisis leading to mass unemployment, especially among the 

young. When instead the great boom continued they turned to encourag¬ 

ing participatory democracy, somewhat on the model of the Mississippi 

Freedom Democratic party, erap declined—poor whites could not 

readily be organized, blacks were going their own way—but the idea 

of community alternatives to parliamentary democracy did not. 

The chief difficulty that SDS suffered from was not strategic but con¬ 

textual. SDS had no trouble identifying problems. It did find solutions 

for them hard to come by, as was only to be expected in a movement’s 

infancy. The real obstacle, an insuperable one as it turned out, was that 

America had no left. In most developed Western nations there was an 

institutional left—the British Labour party, the German social demo¬ 

crats, a variety of socialists and communists in France, for example. 

Young European radicals commonly disdained them in the late sixties. 
They were important all the same. The organized left provided learning 

experiences, a tradition, practical support sometimes, and a constitu¬ 

ency, or at least potential constituency, that young radicals might hope 

to win. When the students of Paris rose against the government in 1968 

this was important not so much for its own sake as because it triggered a 

general strike by left-wing trade unions. The students failed to develop 

much worker support. The strikers were more interested in wage hikes 

than in overthrowing the government. In the end the students were 

repressed, the Gaullist government re-elected, and the workers bought 

off with wage increases. All the same, student radicalism continued to 

have a certain vitality in Europe, even though unsuccessful, because it 

operated in a context where left-wing politics and proletarian class 
consciousness were realities, however attenuated. 

American radicals functioned in a more unreal environment. There 

was no political left, only scattered handfuls of seemingly impotent sur¬ 

vivors from the 1930 s and a few students like the group which pub¬ 

lished Studies on the Left at the University of Wisconsin. Organized 

workers were not class-conscious. They had bourgeois aspirations for the 

most part. Many even identified with authority. At the decade’s end 
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New York construction workers would march in support of war under 
a banner reading “God Bless the Establishment.” The old left had failed 
so completely that even its memory had been suppressed. Tom Hayden 
said that to become a radical was like giving birth to yourself. SDS mem¬ 
bers found this exhilarating at first. But what it meant was that the radi¬ 
cal existed in a vacuum. He had no past, no present to speak of, no con¬ 
stituency, just hope and enthusiasm. Together with a certain historical 
momentum, this was enough to create the illusion of change but not its 
substance, especially as there was no great class to which these energies 
could be directed. The major deprived element in America with a shared 
identity and sense of grievance were the Negroes, and they, as events 
soon demonstrated, were not responsive to white radicals. SDS thought 
to remedy this by concentrating on the young, university students espe¬ 
cially. But youth and studenthood are not classes, only temporary con¬ 
ditions soon outgrown. The reality of this fact was temporarily disguised, 
however, by the studentry’s growing militance after 1964. 

w 
The University of California at Berkeley was the Bastille of the student 
revolution. It fell for a variety of reasons, none of them very dear at the 
time. It was only when student uprisings became commonplace that 
Berkeley could be understood. The events there are quickly summar¬ 
ized, though they took months to act out. In September 1964 a University 
official ordered student activists to remove their literature tables from 
a strip of sidewalk before the campus’s main gate. Radicals (and some 
militant conservatives also) used this strip because being, in appear¬ 
ance anyway, off campus. University restrictions on political activity 
were not applied to it. The ban was thought a reaction to complaints 
from local right-wingers against student action in the Bay Area, espe¬ 
cially the civil rights campaign then underway against former Senator 
William Knowland’s Oakland Tribune. Whatever the cause, it drew a 
predictable response. On September ,29 four student groups set up 
tables in defiance of the ban. Tensions rose until on October 1 campus 
police arrested Jack Weinberg, twenty-four, a graduate student and 
core activist.* Students surrounded the police car, immobilizing it 
through the night. The administration then made a deal that took Wein¬ 
berg off the hook. This was followed by a cheerful victory celebration. 

Just when the crisis seemed over, the regents of the University re¬ 
newed it. Four student leaders were called at the end of November to 
answer charges that they had committed acts of violence during the 

* He later said, “You can’t trust anyone over thirty/* thus creating the genera¬ 
tion gap. 
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October demonstration. Mario Savio, the principal spokesman of what 

was now known as the Free Speech Movement, was accused of having 

bitten a policeman on the thigh. Whether motivated by internal re¬ 

sentments or outside pressures, this attempted reprisal was a fatal error* 

On December i student leaders gave the regents twenty-four hours to 

drop their charges. When they didn’t, students took over the administra¬ 

tion building, Sproul Hall. Savio gave his famous speech indicting the 

University as a machine which treated students as raw material. "It 

becomes odious, so we must put our bodies against the gears, against 

the wheels ... and make the machine stop until we’re free.” Joan Baez 

sang “We Shall Overcome,” and a thousand people trooped into Sproul 

Hall, the doors of which had been left conveniently unlocked. While 

the students organized a free university in the building, police were 

brought up. 814 demonstrators, most of whom went limp in the ap¬ 

proved nonviolent manner, were arrested. The police seem to have be¬ 

haved with only ordinary roughness, so no one was seriously hurt. 

There were many painful bangs and bruises all the same. The students 

(590 of those arrested) and their allies were soon bailed out and brought 

home, often by faculty members. On December 3 a student strike took 

place. Perhaps more than half the University’s classes did not meet. On 

December 7 President Clark Kerr spoke to eighteen thousand people in 

the outdoor Greek Theater. When he finished, Mario Savio attempted 

to address the meeting but was dragged off by the police. This made a 

poor impression, so he was later given the stage. He then merely an¬ 
nounced another meeting to be held later. 

Next day the faculty convened and, after a wild debate broadcast to 
students listening outside the auditorium, voted to place no restrictions 

on the content of speech or advocacy. The FSM appeared to have won. 

In fact, nobody had. The chancellor was forced out, and later President 

Kerr. The new University administration was more patient and respon- 

sive, but it too failed to please the militants. From 1965 on there was no 

end to campus disturbances of one kind or another. Vandalism became 

commonplace. These circumstances helped elect Ronald Reagan to the 

governorship. He in turn did what he could to make things worse by 

harassing University officials, cutting their budget requests, and antagon- 

izing the studentry. Many distinguished professors resigned. The non¬ 

student population multiplied, turning the South Campus area into a 

hippie slum. The University of California survived, but its reputation 

did not In the fifties Berkeley had symbolized academic greatness. It 

was the best public university in the country and equal to the finest 

private universities. In the sixties Berkeley came to stand for student 

power. It remained a distinguished institution despite everything. Yet 
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to the public Berkeley meant chiefly violence, radicalism, and bohemian 

license. 
People oscillated between die general and the particular in explaining 

the FSM. One set of explanations had to do with immediate events. 

Mario Savio had participated in the Freedom Summer of 1964. Many 

students had been involved in local civil rights demonstrations, espe¬ 

cially sit-ins to make San Francisco businesses hire blacks. This had a 

radicalizing effect on many. A more specific cause was the University of 

California system. Each branch of the University was answerable to the 

central administration of President Kerr. This made for a bureaucratic 

structure so rigid and baffling that it alienated not only students but 

faculty as well. Below the top it was unclear who had authority over 

what Banning the student tables was a mistake which, once made, was 

aggravated by the University’s complex decision-making process. What 

one administrator did was overruled by another. It took time to work 

up and down the chain of command. Eventually students became less 

willing to see delay as inevitable, and quicker to blame it on deceit. 
Under President Kerr the University’s guiding principle was techno¬ 

cratic liberalism. Kerr was much admired by the Establishment for, 

among other things, his book The Uses of the University. It proclaimed 

that the age of giants was over. President Hutchins of Chicago was the 

last Captain of Erudition to run a great university. He was followed by 

Captains of the Bureaucracy like Kerr. The new man’s duty was to 
mediate among contending factions, both within and without the uni¬ 

versity. What made this difficult was that while the “knowledge indus¬ 

try” was crucial to the state (‘‘intellect has also become an instrument of 
national purpose, a component part of the ‘mffitaiy-industrial com¬ 

plex’ ”) few people understood this. Thus a university president had to 
manage a space-age growth industry while dealing chiefly with horse- 

and-buggy mentalities. Kerr himself was anything but a despot. He was 
in fact the Robert McNamara of higher education, a skillful manager of 

complex systems. Nor did he lack sympathy for the knowledge indus¬ 
try’s products. Of the students he wrote, “Recent changes in the Ameri¬ 

can university have done them little good. . . . There is an incipient re¬ 

volt against the faculty; the revolt that used to be against the faculty in 

loco parentis is now against the faculty in absentia. He also saw that 

the “multiversity” tended to exalt science and technology at the expense 

of the humanities, and even sometimes of the social sciences. 
In practice these insights did not help him much. As a captain of 

bureaucracy it was his job to manipulate people, not to lead or inspire 

them. This meant creating among students the illusion of autonomy 
while withholding the substance of it where possible. His predecessor 
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had been a traditional administrator who disliked political activity on 

campus. Kerr modified his strictures, but in ways so artful and ambigu¬ 

ous as to make little difference. Student groups like the vaguely left-wing 

slate party were driven off campus, and unpopular visiting speakers 

also. But this system depended on student compliance. When during 

the FSM controversy they refused to cooperate, it fell apart. The faculty, 

though occupying a more privileged position, had their resentments too. 

Berkeley was the only student uprising supported (for a time anyway) 

by a majority of the faculty. This was partly because the pattern was not 

yet dear, but also because student resistance mobilized faculty discon¬ 

tent 
To these particular explanations, was added the general charge that 

universities had gotten too big and impersonal and their faculties too 

remote. This view was popular among liberals, conservatives, and stu¬ 

dents alike. The New York Times, Ronald Reagan, and Mario Savio all 

endorsed it Everyone looked back to some imagined golden age when 

universities were no more than happy families writ large. But a poll 

taken on campus during the FSM fight showed that the overwhelming 

majority of students liked the university. What galvanized them was 

simply the free-speech issue. Once it was resolved there was never again 

a student majority for radical action. In truth, students at big univer¬ 

sities were attracted precisely by the combination of personal freedom 

and institutional largess that size permitted. 

In California, particularly, students good enough to go to Berkeley 

had their choice of many smaller public college and university campuses 

with excellent faculties and facilities. They went to Berkeley not despite 

its size but because of it. Later events showed that few students cared 

for the corporate life. Dormitories, fraternities, and sororities attracted 

smaller proportions of them. They straggled everywhere to live off cam¬ 

pus in ways of their own choosing. They did not want to see more of 
the faculty and staff but less of them. Where this was not true it was 

because the faculty went along with the students on most things, abdi¬ 

cating their authority and responsibility—that is to say, what made 

them professors instead of friends or lovers. The faculty-student rela¬ 
tionship is always unequal, however genially conducted, being founded 

on what one knows and the other does not. As students increasingly re¬ 

jected all authority, they had to reject the faculty too. Whether this was 

good or bad was immaterial. It was the chief fact of life at the best 

universities especially, and no amount of reviling the professoriat, or 

calling for stiffer discipline, or attempting to re-create an idealized past 
could change that. 

Most involved in the FSM struggle misread it. Militant students be¬ 
lieved they had found a lever to move the world, or at least the 
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demic world. Liberals took much student propaganda at face value. 

Feeling guilty at having neglected their students, professors were quick 

to promise a new era of student-teacher intimacy and a new age of 

academic reform. Some were attracted by the love, peace, brother¬ 

hood ethic of the students and, as men will, expected it to last forever. 

Conservatives thought the end of civilization was near at hand. Stu¬ 

dent militants reminded them of the Hitler Youth. The more optimistic 

among them felt that universities would only be Latm-Americanized, 

turned into staging grounds for revolution. All erred, though not to the 

same extent. Student activists found that power in the university was 

hard to grasp. Concessions were made to students at Berkeley, and else¬ 

where even more, but the balance of power did not tilt much. In loco 
parentis declined. The appointment of token students to university 

committees became commonplace. Professors and administrators grew 

more circumspect. No one wanted to bring on another Berkeley through 

rudeness. Student life got easier, especially as the post-Sputnik drive 

for excellence declined, and students were catered to more. 
Their lack of power spared students a greater disillusionment. Had 

they actually taken over universities they would have been disheartened 

to find how marginal they were to the power elite. Few skills taught at, 

or services rendered by, the university could not be handled in other 

ways. Later protesters drove many defense-related projects off campus 

without doing much harm to military research. Most university degrees 

had little relevance to the work graduates did; they were only mandarin 

requirements for the most part If the degree qualification were abol¬ 

ished, employers could still meet their manpower needs through in- 

house training programs and the like. Radical students attacked the uni¬ 

versity because that was where they were at, and because the university 

was especially vulnerable to them. But to justify themselves they had 

to argue that the university was a vital component of the military- 

industrial complex; that by threatening its ruin they could turn the sys¬ 

tem around. In time radical students came to see that neither was pos¬ 

sible. The rage and frustration this knowledge produced helped lead 

to the bombing, arson, and vandalism that marked student protests at 

the decade's end. 
These events weakened liberal optimism also. During the FSM and 

for some time after, liberals often took the student side. They contributed 

mightily to what became the conventional eulogy of the young as the 

best-educated, most altruistic generation in history. When the flower- 

power ethic declined and militant students adopted the language, some¬ 

times also the tactics, of Realpolitik, liberal professors were more 

discouraged than anyone. Wanting peace, they got violence. Wanting 
community with the students, they were pushed further away by the 
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counter-culture and its generational exclusiveness. Some kept on trying 

to follow the students’ lead. Others turned against student militance. 

Many feared that in their zeal to reform the university, radicals would 

destroy it. Some left-wing students talked casually of closing down the 

university for its sins. They did not care that the evil done by the univer¬ 

sity—military research, officer training—could be done anywhere, while 

the good was peculiar to it. If there were no universities there would 

be precious little support for disinterested inquiry. The search for truth 

and beauty, especially in the unpopular arts, would languish. The mili¬ 

tary-industrial complex would roll on undisturbed. 

That was what some faculty conservatives had argued at Berkeley. 

Many more would do so later. Conservatives greatly exaggerated the 

threat student radicalism posed, dismissed what was valuable in it, and 

all too often forgot that angry students were not enemies to be de¬ 

stroyed but members, however unruly, of the university community. Yet 

conservatives were more accurate about Berkeley than others. They 
were right, though often for the wrong reasons; just as liberals were 

wrong for the right reasons. This seemed cold comfort. Fearing the 
worst was not much help in preparing for it. Conservatives knew no 

more than anyone else about how to cope with the changing studentry. 

They kept on invoking past ideals when it was the present turmoil that 

mattered. They called police power to the aid of scholarship again and 
again, though the two were ancient enemies. Even when repression 

worked, as at San Francisco State, it did nothing to rebuild the house 
of intellect. 

Thus while Berkeley was a prototype of the crises to come, it provided 
no solutions to them. All the subsequent upheavals were much alike. 

Professors and administrators struggled for compromises which trus¬ 

tees and civil authorities as often as not undermined. After each uprising 

the students were more alienated than ever, the faculty more humiliated 
and dismayed. The presidents resigned. Middle Americans and their 

political representatives increasingly turned against education as such. 

Before long educators would regard the fifties as a kind of golden age, 

McCarthyism notwithstanding. The New Left made some changes in 
the universities, but mainly it produced nostalgia, resentment, and fear 

among the old, and moral arrogance and a frustrated utopianism among 
the young. 

All this was hardly apparent at first. While the tide of student protest 

rose, its targets were such that decent men could only make tactical ob- 
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jections, In 1965,114 students were arrested at the University of Kansas 

for a sit-in protesting racial discrimination in fraternities and sororities. 

At conservative Yale the same year, students demonstrated when a 

popular philosophy professor was let go. At St. John's University in 

New York City, the largest Catholic school in the country, students de¬ 

nounced campus censorship and a ban on controversial speakers. Three 

deans at Stanford University resigned during a struggle over student 
government. 

Few of these episodes were self-consciously radical. Students for a 

Democratic Society was not yet faction ridden. It had no ideology, only 

a set of elevated principles, chief among which was “participatory 

democracy.” It was the functional equivalent of anarchism. People were 

to make their own decisions. There would be no leaders as such, only 

spokesmen for the general will. There were also a few doctrinaire groups 

in the Old Left tradition. The Young Socialist Alliance carried on the 

Trotskyist line. The Communist party made a small comeback by orga¬ 

nizing the W. E. B. Du Bois Clubs. Though vaguely Marxist, they were 
hardly extreme. They attracted few members in any case. Most campuses 

with Du Bois Clubs were more amused than not when Richard Nixon, 

board chairman of the Boys' Clubs of America, denounced them as a 

red plot. He feared that innocent youths wishing only to learn paddle- 
ball would join them by mistake because Du Bois and Boys sounded so 

much alike. 
Most student activists confined themselves to doing good works lo¬ 

cally. But they did contribute significantly to the national peace move¬ 

ment in 1965. The test ban had weakened the peace movement. The 
war in Vietnam brought it back to life. This time, however, it took a 

different form. The old peace movement (sane, Womens Strike for 
Peace) was made up chiefly of adults and had no real institutional base. 

The new movement centered on the campus. Both students and pro¬ 

fessors figured largely in it, hence the teach-in. This was the early 
Vietnam War protest movement's distinctive contribution. Not that the 

movement disdained more traditional expressions. On the Saturday be¬ 

fore Easter in 1965, twelve thousand protesters staged the largest anti¬ 

war demonstration in Washington anyone could remember. In October 

fourteen thousand marched in New York City. These were insignificant 

numbers by later standards, but impressively large ones then, even if 

police estimates were high enough, which they probably weren't 
The New Left, though politically radical, was still culturally pretty 

straight. SDS was involved chiefly in community organizing. A collec¬ 

tion of radical essays, The New Student Left, which came out in 1966 

could as easily have been written in i960. A sober, academic. Studies on 
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the Left tone prevailed. Tom Hayden, his streetfighting days still before 

him, contributed one of the best pieces. But there were some signs of 

coming events, most notably the House Un-American Activities Com¬ 

mittee hearings on NLF sympathizers. The hearings were repeatedly 

disrupted. When huac called up members of the (Maoist) Progressive 

Labor party, they proudly declared themselves to be communists and 

attacked the Committee and the war. One young man wearing a Con¬ 

tinental Army uniform distributed parchment reprints of the Declara¬ 

tion of Independence. He objected so strongly to the proceedings that 

he was arrested. Even Senator Everett Dirksen remarked afterward that 

“this spectacle can do the Congress no good.” huac was gutted. After 

the i960 demonstrations in San Francisco, the Committee was reluctant 

to expose itself and seldom did. By claiming to be communists, radical 

witnesses destroyed its only important weapon. The Committee de¬ 

pended largely on the feeling, shared by members and most witnesses 

alike, that it was an awesome thing to be communist, and terrible to 

identify others as such. All through the forties and fifties this common 

agreement, backed by a frightened public opinion, led to frequent com¬ 

bats with huac which witnesses could hardly win with honor, yet dared 

not lose. A trail of wrecked lives and fortunes marked huac s progress 

in those years, mute testimony to its power. The defiant young witnesses 

of the sixties ended all that with one stroke by proudly claiming to be 

communists, especially when they weren’t (in the sense of being party 

members). Public opinion no longer gave the committee a club with 

which to beat unfriendly witnesses. Even if it had, young radicals did 

not have careers and so could not be threatened with the loss of them 

like the older generation of witnesses. So much for huac.0 

& 
Though larger than the others, SDS was still but one of several New Left 

organizations. It competed with the Du Bois Clubs, the May znd Move- 

* Another spectacle that did the government no good was the revelation by the 
muckraking Ramparts magazine in its March 1967 issue that the Central Intelligence 
Agency had been subsidizing the National Student Association. This relationship 
was maintained by successive NSA leaders as the organization always needed 
money, but especially because the NSA pursued an anti-communist policy in the 
international student movement Its support by the CIA was kept secret because the 
NSA liked to contrast its independence to the state-dominated communist student 
movements. As students everywhere lost interest in the Cold War, and in America 
became progressively estranged from their government, this connection made less 
and less sense. The NSA meant to end it in 1968, but a disaffected member told the 
story to Ramparts anyway. Investigations disclosed that the CIA subsidized some 
forty educational and cultural organizations in the same way (through philan¬ 
thropic foundations). These subsidies were withdrawn also, but too late to avoid 
embarrassing the government and further alienating the young. 
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ment, and the Young Socialist Alliance among others.* What first really 

distinguished SDS in the public eye was its campaign against die draft 
SDS had gotten into this by accident. After Black Power, the failure 

of community organization, and the war in Vietnam, nonviolence and 

participatory democracy seemed less relevant SDS organized some 

marches and rallies against the war, but this work seemed too bour¬ 

geois for many. Then, as the draft quotas went up, spontaneous reac¬ 

tions against the draft began on college campuses and SDS chapters 

were swept up by them. The national council voted in September 1965 

to launch a national anti-draft program, and, though defeated by the 

membership on referendum, the idea was so widely reported that Attor¬ 

ney General Katzenbach announced he was having SDS investigated. 

The number of chapters prompdy doubled, it was said. SDS hardly 

knew what to do with this accession of recruits, but as the chapters 

were mainly self-actuating, indecision at the top mattered very little. 

Sit-ins, draft-card burnings, and other protests became common. Some 

were directed against the Selective Service systems attempt to give 

standardized exams to college students to help determine eligibility 

for induction. Others were directed against military recruiters, and soon 

against recruiters for corporations involved in defense work, notably 

Dow Chemical, the manufacturer of napalm. 
This comparatively large and independent membership exposed more 

clearly than before the inadequacies of SDS's program, such as it was. 

After participatory democracy collapsed as a guiding ethic, many felt a 

more coherent, perhaps even traditional, ideology was needed. There 

were many would-be Lenins eager for this work. M&M had dissolved 

and its members now constituted a PL caucus within SDS. They favored 
a worker-student alliance along classic revolutionary lines. Another fac¬ 

tion .thought SDS should ally itself with the “new working class”—the 

clerks, technicians, service employees, and so on who were becoming 
more numerous and important than the production workers on whom 

Marxists relied. Still other SDSers were becoming captive to the lib¬ 

eration-struggle mystique and searched for some way to become ur¬ 
ban guerrillas or streetfighters. The campuses would be their Sierra 

Maestra, and Tom Hayden or someone their Fidel. 
To the confusion within SDS was added the complexities of a nation¬ 

wide uprising against the war, the Establishment, the white race, capi- 

• Which proves how misleading the term New Left could be. Only SDS was 
really new. The Du Bois Clubs were an offshoot of the Communist party. MaM was 
sponsored by the nominally Maoist Progressive Labor party. As Maoism‘ had noth¬ 
ing to do with American conditions, PL and the MsM were more StaHnmd than 
not, though leavened with a certain enthusiasm for third-world liberation heroes. 
The YSA was Trotskyist and, like its parent body, the Socialist Workers party, fla¬ 
vored with depression-era Marxism. 
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talism, and other odious institutions. Many insurgent groups were 

thought to have some connection with one another, but all attempts 

to organize them Into a powerful coalition failed. The National Con¬ 

ference for New Politics in 1967 showed why. The awful ghetto riots 

that year lent urgency to it, but what began in tragedy soon ended 
as farce. 

Two thousand representatives of two hundred organizations met in 

Chicago’s Palmer House over the Labor Day weekend to consider estab¬ 

lishing a third party. The organizers were mainly people of considerable 

experience in radical and pacifist causes, but most delegates seemed to 

be under thirty. What was in store for them became clear when during 

Martin Luther King’s keynote address black militants started chanting, 

Kill whitey ” Worse was to come. The black caucus presented a list of 

thirteen demands including 50 per cent black representation on all com¬ 

mittees {about a sixth of the delegates were black), condemnation of the 

imperialist Zionist war” in the Middle East (“which does not imply 

anti-Semitism,” they added), and efforts in white communities to hu¬ 

manize their “savage and beastlike” character. Conciliatory whites raised 

the obvious questions. “How are you going to appeal to liberal Jews for 

funds and support against the war in Vietnam after that ‘imperialistic 
Zionist bit? And how do you go and broaden your base among the 

whites? By .. . telling them: ‘Hey, Honkie, I’m here to humanize your 
savage and beastlike character’?” 

Nonetheless, as one conference organizer put it, “an extraordinary de¬ 

velopment took place. The walls of the Palmer House began to drip with 

guilt” The thirteen points were accepted by a 3 to 1 majority. James 

Forman of Snick mounted the stage in triumph, surrounded by color¬ 

fully dressed bodyguards. He then told the body off. Some radicals left 

the room, but according to Walter Goodman s sprightly account, “the 

remaining whites fairly tingled with pleasure under the lash of his dema¬ 

gogy. H. Bap Brown declined to appear before an integrated audience, 

thereby depriving himself of an ovation from the honkies.” The black 

caucus then demanded 50 per cent of the convention votes. It was 
granted this also, as some thought that once in charge the blacks would 

be more cooperative. Arthur Waskow, one of the founders, responded 
to this by observing that “if you castrate a man, you don’t sleep with 

him afterwards.” Only a third of the delegates took his point. There- 
after the excitement subsided. It was decided not to form a third party. 

The customary anti-war, pro-black resolutions were briskly voted. The 
most obvious moral was drawn by Bennie Davis, who said, “We are a 

movement of people with radically different needs. A super-coalition 
just makes no sense.” Blacks learned anew that there were hardly any 

limits to the self-abasement of certain liberals. Guilty, or perhaps only 
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masochistic, whites were made to do penance for their sins. Militants 

enjoyed the agreeable illusion of dominance. 

w 
Events, however, did not wait on the movements ideologists and puta¬ 

tive harmonizers. Stop the Draft Week, from October 16 to ax, was 

marked by demonstrations around the country. Draft cards were col¬ 

lected for transmission to the Justice Department. Protesters besieged 

the Oakland Induction Center for days, fighting with the police for 

control of what on Friday was a twenty-block area. Perhaps twenty 

thousand people were involved. On October 18 a sit-in against Dow 

Chemical at the University of Wisconsin was broken up by riot police 

who sustained eighteen injuries, while student casualties came to sixty. 

Stop the Draft Week was climaxed by the now legendary March on the 

Pentagon. None of this did SDS much good. Some members went the 

Marxist route, others became yippies. The Youth International party 

was a highly publicized example of the New Left's subversion by the 
counter-culture. It was not a party or an organization in any real sense, 

only a tendency given the name yippie by a handful of new bohemians. 

This was done late in 1967 when several people, including Abbie Hoff¬ 

man and Jerry Rubin, both nearly thirty, both former political activists, 

signed a manifesto calling for a “Festival of Life" in Chicago at the time 

of the Democratic National Convention, to coincide with the “Festival 
of Death" inside the convention hall. The yippies proposed to substi¬ 

tute a cultural revolution for the political rebellion leftists envisioned. 

They would overthrow the state, it appeared, by talking dirty, fornicat¬ 

ing in public, and other defiantly theatrical acts. They did indeed stage 
a Festival of Life the next year, and thousands of hippies together with 

many straights participated. But though it was followed by other yippie 

triumphs, there was no cultural revolution. It took more than obscene 

language and long hair to seize power from the Mayor Daleys. 

w 
By this time the New Left was beginning to * disintegrate, a fact masked 
for a time by the fury with which it was denounced, and especially by 

the campus uprisings which created the illusion of progress. Between 

January 1 and June 15, 1968, the National Student Association counted 
2,2,1 major demonstrations at 101 colleges and universities involving 

nearly forty thousand students. But Columbia, by far the most spectacu¬ 

lar, may stand for all the rest Several elements combined to inflame pas¬ 
sions there. One was a vigorous SDS chapter. Another was the Univer- 
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sitys pressure against the ghetto. Columbia was an important landlord 

in Harlem, and was building a lavish gymnasium on city land adjoining 

the ghetto. Though neighborhood people were to have the use of sep¬ 

arate facilities in it, militant black leaders remained dissatisfied. “This 

community is being raped” was how the chairman of Harlem core put it. 

SDS therefore merged its effort to have Columbia divorce itself from the 

Institute of Defense Analysis (a university consortium for military re¬ 

search) with black resentment against Columbia's real estate operations. 

On April 23 a mixed band of SDS and the Students* Afro-American 

Society members marched on Low Memorial Library. Repulsed by 

guards, they went to the gymnasium site shouting, “Gym Crow Must 

Go,” and tore down a section of fencing. They then occupied Hamilton 

Hall, executive center of the undergraduate college. The following day 

Hack militants seceded from the allied force. They retained Hamilton 

Hall while the whites occupied Low Library. There the young idealists 

ransacked President Grayson Kirks files, drank his sherry, and smoked 
his cigars. 

In the next few days other buildings were taken and converted into 

“revolutionary communes,” each with its own style and, sometimes, ide¬ 

ology. Against the seven hundred or so insurgents was ranged a “major¬ 

ity coalition” dominated by athletes. They surrounded Low Library to 

keep supplies out of rebel hands. When the “jocks” threw back a relief 

column, one veteran observer of Columbia football defeats said, “Its 

probably the first time Columbia has ever held a line.” Negotiations 

having failed, President Kirk ordered the police in early one morning 

(when Harlem would presumably be asleep) and the revolution was 
suppressed. The black students in Hamilton Hall surrendered peace¬ 
fully, but the other buildings were taken by storm. About seven hun- 

dred students were arrested and 150 injured. A student sympathy strike 

followed, which made it impossible to carry on, and the University 

dosed early that semester. It was another famous victory for SDS and 

its newest star, Mark Rudd, who became a television personality dur¬ 
ing these events. 

As always, the results were ambiguous. President Kirk resigned soon 

afterward. He was unpopular to begin with and, by being lenient at the 

beginning and harsh at the end, managed to alienate all shades of 

opinion. University policies were liberalized, construction of the new 

gymnasium stopped The University chapter of SDS declined as Rudd 

and seventy-two other students were suspended. It remained trouble¬ 

some the following year, but accomplished litde. The physical damage 

to University buildings was easily repaired. More permanent was the 

harm done a history instructor whose research notes and manuscripts 

were burned. SDS and its supporters bore his loss lightly. He had been 
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hostile to the protest and only got what he deserved. And, as Dwight 
Macdonald observed, you can’t have a revolution without violence 

Though Macdonald was a very old leftist, the Columbia rising thrilled 

him as much as any undergraduate. The rebels thought themselves to 

be creating a new order. Macdonald was excited by memories of an 

older one. To him the occupied mathematics building was “the Smolney 

Institute of the revolution, the ultra-Left SDS stronghold (said to have 

been liberated by a task force led by Tom Hayden in person) while 
Fayerweather was the Menshevik center”—that is, it favored a compro¬ 

mise settlement. ‘Tve never been in or even near a revolution before, 

Macdonald wrote afterward, “I guess I like them. There was an atmo¬ 
sphere of exhilaration, excitement—pleasant, friendly, almost joyous ex¬ 

citement. Everybody was talking to everybody those days, one sign of a 

revolution” (and of a disaster he might have added). Students learned 

more in those six days, he was sure, than in years of classes. 
This observation was unfailingly made after every campus protest 

But while doubtlessly true, it was certainly irrelevant. What they learned 

had nothing to do with what universities were designed to teach, and 

was accomplished at the expense of what the university did best. One 

can see why students enjoyed these protests. Defying authority in a 

good cause was fun. So were camping out for a week in university bull - 

ings, building temporary utopias, and standing guard dramatically 

against the enemy without. It was a mixture of living theater, cowboys 

and Indians, the Russian Revolution, and nursery school. Afterward, 

everyone got a good spanking for being naughty. 
This is not to deny the danger involved. Though no one was killed, 

the possibility was always there. The police did mistreat people. The 

university was hurt in ways that would not be fully known for years- 
But, fundamentally, the rebels were acting out infantile fantasies that 

were not less childish for being conducted on an adult stage, nor more 

attractive for being based on such legitimate complaints. That so ex¬ 

perienced a man as Dwight Macdonald could be swept along by them 

was, perhaps, only a further sign of how advanced the national pathol¬ 
ogy had become. The communes were merely coeducational slumber 

parties writ large. The occupied buildings were not so muchHberated 
as vandalized. Mathematics was not the Smolney Institute. There was 

no revolution.* 

• To be on a troubled campus in those days was to envy the Warden andFellows 
of Wadham College, Oxford. In reply to a set of non-negotiable demands, they 
wrote: “Dear Gentlemen: We note your threat to take what you cafl drrect acbon 
unless your demands are immediately met We feel that it is only porbng y 
know that our governing body includes three experts m chemical w^ar^twoex- 
-skilled with dynamite and torturing prisoners, four qualified marksmen 
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w 
The Columbia uprising, heartening though it was, could not keep SDS 

afloat Sectarian diversity and counter-cultural subversion had gone too 

far, as the national council meeting in October 1968 demonstrated. After 

a battle over the conditions under which they were to use facilities pro¬ 

vided them by the University of Colorado at Boulder, fratricidal war¬ 

fare broke out. The main fireworks were provided by an anarchist group 

calling itself “Up Against the Wall: Motherfuckers,” and the organiza¬ 

tion’s own Progressive Labor faction. The PL group wanted to reshape 

SDS along more traditional Marxist lines. 

The Motherfuckers hated ideology as such, feeling that an uninhibited 

mode-proletarian style of life was revolutionary enough. Their vocabu¬ 

lary was limited and obscene, though not inexpressive. One member 

characterized the PL position as less exciting than “a lukewarm fart in 

August.” Another reacted to what he felt was authoritarian rhetoric in 

this manner: “What Tm saying is its bullshit, dig it, bullshit to support 

repression anywhere. Dig. Look at Cuba, China. The German SDS had 

its conference in Yugoslavia—thats freedom? That’s bullshit, man; 

you’re all fucked up if you can support that in the cause of interna¬ 

tionalism. That’s bullshit” Hie College Press Service reported that one 

member, “a Motherfucker and the stepson of Herbert Marcuse, sug¬ 

gested that everybody in PL go home for a good fuck before they talked 

any more, and earlier dropped his pants to show one of the accoutre¬ 

ments for his program.” Another summed up the Motherfuckers’ pro¬ 

gram thusly: “What we’re trying to say is that the whole fucking strug¬ 
gle isn’t anti-imperialist, capitalist or any of that bullshit. What were 

saying is that the whole thing is a struggle to live. Dig it? For survival. 

The fucking society won’t let you smoke your dope, ball your woman, 

wear your hair the way you want to. All of that shit is living, dig, and 
we want to live, that’s our thing. Action, not this bullshit rapping.”* 

What the national council meeting did not reveal of the New Left’s 
progress, the Hemispheric Conference to End the War in Vietnam did. 

in both small arms and rifles, two ex-artillerymen, one holder of the Victoria Cross, 
fcor karate experts and a chaplain. The governing body has authorized me to tell 
you that we look forward with confidence to what you call a ^confrontation,* and, I 
may say, even with anticipation.** 

* The New Lefts developing argot, borrowed largely from the ghetto, needed 
some translation. Dig meant understand. To ‘balT* was to have sexual intercourse 
TOth, To “rap” was to discus something. Talking dirty is, of course, a common way 
erf expressing childish bravado. And it makes parents mad. The regents of the Uni¬ 
versity erf Wisconsin were so angry with the student newspaper for printing the 
unexpurgated account from which these quotations are drawn that they levied finan¬ 
cial penalties against it 
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It was held in Montreal in late November to organize further anti-war 

demonstrations. The conference was intended to be a kind of liberal 
popular front, but almost immediately it was challenged by a bizarre 

leftist coalition demanding funds to fly Black Panther leader Bobby 

Seale to Montreal. The planners had actually invited Seale, but refused 

to pay the air fare for his bodyguards—a typical example of white 

racism. At the first meeting radicals took over and declared their in¬ 

tention to reorient the conference. Not peace but victory for peoples 

liberation movements was their ambition. They proposed a new name 

for it, ‘The Hemispheric Conference to Defeat American Imperialism.9* 

Besides white radicals and black militants, the insurgent forces included 

Chicanos (Mexican Americans), Latin Americans, and Quebec separa¬ 

tists. The liberal organizers, assisted by orthodox communists, tried to 

organize a counterinsurgence movement. In the nick of time a delega¬ 

tion from the National Liberation Front arrived to oil the troubled 

waters. The steering committee was broadened and a new schedule of 

workshops on imperialism, liberation, and the like developed. A state¬ 

ment was issued expressing support for liberation movements every¬ 

where, but especially in Vietnam. The conference ended with a service, 

attended by Bobby Seale and his bodyguards, at which twenty draft 

cards were presented for burning to the NLF delegates. The NLF an¬ 

them was played and all rose with clenched fists upheld. Of course none 

of this made any difference. The war went on. Most Americans were 

unaware that such a thing as the Hemispheric Conference had ever hap¬ 
pened. It was just another piece of role-playing by the revolutionaries 

rrumquis of the New Left. But it did show how much had changed since 

the National Conference for New Politics met in Chicago the year be¬ 

fore. Then all that was required of a liberal wanting to fellow-travel 

with the left was lip service to Black Power and a blind eye for anti- 

Semitism. Now the price had been raised to include universal revolu¬ 

tion. Not surprisingly, the number willing to pay it declined. After more 

such victories the left would have no friends at all, a prospect some radi¬ 
cals seemed to welcome. The young radicals, white and black alike, 

were becoming more ultra-leftist and adventurous just as the country 

moved to the right. This made further repression inevitable. 

w 
In 1969 the New Left collapsed. It had never been very large or very 

well focused, but in the early days purity of intention covered a multi¬ 
tude of weaknesses. Partly because of their novelty, partly because of 

their obvious selflessness. New Leftists were extravagantly admired. I. F. 

Stone spoke for many in 1965 when he said of Snick, core, and SDS: 

m 
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This idealistic youth is the same youth already serving in the Peace 

Corps abroad and the poverty program at home. They are the seed 

com of a better future. They embody the strain of idealism which in 

every generation has written the brightest chapters in our American 

history. They are the spiritual sons of the Jeffersonians and the aboli¬ 

tionists/" He warned the government not to destroy that future by alien¬ 

ating them. Of course it did anyway. But more than official unrespon¬ 

siveness and the war caused what came after. Snick and core succumbed 

to Black Power. The New Left became increasingly frustrated, not so 

much because of its failure to win specific goals as from its inability to 

find constituents. The white New Left was composed largely of well- 

educated middle-class youngsters from liberal and left-wing families. 

They early saw the difficulties in using colleges to win sweeping social 

changes. At the best schools it wasnt hard to bring out students in pro¬ 

test But students were an unreliable constituency. They were transients. 
After graduation most got lost. 

SDS tried in different ways to create alliances. Many critics ranging 

from conventional Marxists to black revolutionaries like Julius Lester 

thought the white working classes suitable. As Lester pointed out, “The 

student radical is never heard talking about a rise in the price of milk, 

new taxes, real wages, or doctor bills. The student radical creates his 

own society in which money is not an overriding problem, and because 

it isn’t the student radical thinks that revolution is all about love, be¬ 

cause he has time to think about love. Everybody else is thinking about 

survival.” He advised them to get away from abstract issues like Ameri¬ 

can imperialism and into the questions most working people cared 

about. Progressive Labor operated on just this principle. PL believed 

in old-fashioned Stalinist principles like party discipline, inevitable rev¬ 

olution, and the proletariat. Its members looked and talked straight. 

They saw drugs, rock, long hair, and such as obstacles to the business of 

radicalizing workers.* But PL was working against the tide. While it 

was trying to re-Stalinize the left, young radicals were turning on to 

glamorous third-world revolutionaries like Che Guevara, the Viet Cong, 

Frantz Fanon, and the Palestinian Liberation Front. A program that 

meant assuming the drab style of American proletarians had no charms 

for them. They wanted to be streetfighters and guerrilla warriors (thus 

fulfilling [Irving] Howe’s Law: “Where there is no genuine radicalism, 

there will be ultra-radicalism ). The problem was to find an American 

* This excited admiration in strange quarters. John Roche, ex-leftist of the old 
school, a forma* presidential assistant, and an ostentatiously tough guy who taught 
at Brandeis and wrote a column regularly chastising liberals and radicals, was one 
such. He called PL the Salvation Army of the Left” for its good work in salvaging 
dope-maddened nihilists. 
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equivalent of the third-world peasantry, The blacks were already spoken 
for. The proletariat seemed hopelessly fascist, By the end of 1968 ultra¬ 
left SDS members were calling for “the re-consolidation of the mass anti¬ 
war movement under the anti-imperialist, anti-racist banner of support 
for the Vietnamese people, led by the National liberation Front, and of 
all oppressed people in their struggle against imperialism," In practical 
terms this meant a “mass" movement of alienated teen-agers and col¬ 
lege students. 

Factionalism within SDS came to a head at its annual meeting in June 
1969, SDS was badly divided by then. Groups like the Motherfuckers 
and the Crazies were almost purely nihilistic. Revolution to them meant 
dope, sex, and violent gestures. With many it was hard to say where the 
hippie influence ended and the Hell's Angels" began. At the other ex¬ 
treme were the grim dogmatists of PL organized in worker-student cau¬ 
cuses, Against them were ranged a dozen tendencies, from the National 
Office faction (itself further subdivided into things like the Klonsky- 
Coloman groupuscie) to the San Francisco Bay Area Revolutionary 
Union, Many strange events took place. There was a fight over whether 
a young man who belonged to the Chinese Red Guard should be al¬ 
lowed to speak, PL opposed him, thinking he would misrepresent the 
cult, At one point an anti-PL group known as the Action-Faction 
whipped out little red books (containing the thoughts of Chairman Mao) 
and staged a mock Red Guard rally, A black nationalist gave what he 
thought a very funny speech that referred to women’s liberation as 
“pussy power," Some leftists took women’s liberation seriously and were 
not much amused, 

The most important document was presented by a National Office 
faction and was named, after a song by Dylan, “You Don’t Need a 
Weatherman to Know Which Way the Wind Is Blowing." It called on 
white radicals to support all foreign and domestic liberation move¬ 
ments, A struggle to control the platform followed. PL won; the others 
then walked out and held their own convention. They called themselves 
the Revolutionary Youth Movement. But it too soon divided into an 
ultra-left faction known as Weatherman, and a more conventionally 
leftist wing called RYM-IL All these groups naturally claimed to be the 
only true SDS, The precise ideology and personnel of each warring sect 
made little difference, You couldn’t tell the players without a scorecard 
then; it was even harder afterward to make out who was for what. Sect 
names kept changing all the time. Many of them were derisively coined 
by the opposition anyhow. (Thus Weatherman called an RYM-II fac¬ 
tion in New York “Running Dogs," perhaps to distinguish them from 
another sect known as the Mad Dogs.) What all this meant was the end 
of SDS as anything like a coherent national movement. SDS had been 
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the pivot around which the whole New Left revolved. When it collapsed, 
the New Left did too. 

The subsequent history of Weatherman, most spectacular of the sects, 

was especially pathetic. Weathermen (who controlled the old SDS Na¬ 

tional Office, now renamed the Weather Bureau) had come to think 

that American blacks were joining the world-wide struggle against U.S. 

imperialism. The duty of white radicals was to help the anti-imperial 

struggle by opening a new front in this country, behind enemy lines as 

it were. Most working-class and middle-class whites had already been 

bought off or brainwashed by the power structure, they admitted. 

Where then was the new Red Guard to come from? From the alienated 

young was Weatherman’s answer. Dissatisfied young workers, motor¬ 

cycle outlaws, high school dropouts, street kids, rock freaks, the whole 

lumpen-youth culture was ripe for revolution. The strategy for mobi¬ 

lizing them was worked out in small Weatherman collectives. They 

decided on instant polarization as the proper mode of radicalizing 

youngsters. Tough high school kids must be shown that radicals were 

no* Apples or soft intellectuals, but gang members in their own right. 

Weathermen would accomplish this by picking fights with teen-age 

gangs, attacking high schools, and otherwise showing heart.* They went 

into training for their new roles. Once some proficiency had been 

achieved, trial runs were made. In Detroit Weathermen went to work¬ 

ing-class beaches during the summer carrying red flags. Fights resulted 

and some Weathermen, including Mark Rudd, were badly beaten. But 

they pressed on and in the fall of 1969 organized the New Red Army for 

a confrontation with the “pig power structure” in Chicago. In Pittsburgh 

seventy-five Weatherwomen tied up five uncooperative Quakers and 
rampaged through a high school shouting “Jailbreak!” This was sup¬ 

posed to catalyze the young. Twenty-six of the women were arrested. In 
Detroit more Weatherwomen, called the Motor City 9, entered an ex¬ 

amination room in Macomb County Community College and began lec¬ 
turing. Two men students who tried to leave were subdued with karate 

Hows. M the women were later arrested. The Boston collective raided 
Harvard s Center for International Affairs, beating an instructor and a 
librarian. 

AH this was by way of preparation for Chicago. When it gathered in 
Chicago that October, the New Red Army consisted of about two hun¬ 

dred Weathermen and a hundred Weatherwomen, 4,700 fewer people 

than expected. On the first day of rage, after appropriate ceremonies. 

* This showed the pernicious effect of childrens literature. The Weathermen 

ma^y yoJmg a!ways become fast friends 
&tfight Mas’ on &e street sportsmanship was not cen- 
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they set off, clad in denim, armed with clubs, and shielded by motor¬ 

cycle helmets. As the New York Times put it, “The first rock of the revo¬ 

lution went through a window of the Chicago Historical Society” They 

moved down the street shouting “Long live the victory of the people's 

war” and creating two, three, many broken windows. The windshields 

of ruling-class automobiles were shattered too. (Also some Volkswag- 

ens.) When the police formed a line they charged it Sixty Weathermen 

were arrested when police broke into a church where they were staying, 

apparently because they had earlier beaten up a police informer. On the 

last day two hundred survivors marched into the Loop and broke more 

windows. The police arrested another 103, raising the grand total of ar¬ 
rests to 290. Hardly a Weatherman was left unbooked. 

Most radicals opposed what the Weathermen did. One Black Panther 

went so far as to call their actions “Custeristic” (a reference to General 

Custers tactics at the Little Big Horn). Weathermen thought other¬ 

wise. They had shed the “white-slan privileges” that made them feel so 

guilty. The pigs had treated them just like blacks. They had shown up 

more feeble leftists. They had overcome their fears and doubts just like 

Che. Once out on bail, some went to Washington for the New Mobe's 

immense peace demonstration. They were among the few thousand who 

attacked the Justice Department and ran up the VC flag before being 

dispersed by tear gas. Attorney General Mitchell watched them from a 

balcony and told his wife later that it “looked like a Russian Revolution 

going on.” On the plane back to Chicago one Weatherman told a re¬ 

porter, “You could see the red flags waving over this huge cloud of gas. 

It looked like the Russian Revolution. Outtasight.” (Andrew Kopldnd, a 

radical journalist, was less impressed. The streetfighting in Washington 

fell way short of his exacting standards.) Thus did the fantasies of 

left and right converge. Almost the only point on which both agreed 

was that Weathermen threatened the national security. This wasn't 

much, just enough for each side to act out the same morality play. Given 

the shortage of Weathermen, though, it couldn't run for long. Soon the 

Weathermen went underground and became terrorists, as did others. In 

New York a band of New Left conspirators were arrested for planting 

bombs in office buildings. In Madison, Wisconsin, a group calling itself 

the Vanguard of the Revolution staged a whole series of outrages at 

the year s end. Draft board offices. Army Reserve and rotc installations 

were burned and vandalized. And on January 1,1970, the Badger Ordi¬ 

nance Plant at Baraboo, Wisconsin, was apparently bombed. If so, this 

involved stealing a light plane (leased by the Air Force rotc, as it hap¬ 

pened) at night, locating the plant, dropping several time bombs (which 

failed to detonate), and landing at another airstrip unobserved. A tri! - 

ute to the bombers' nerve and skill if nothing else. 
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How was the New Lefts demise to be explained? It was only a few 

years since love, peace, brotherhood, and participatory democracy 

sprang easily to the radical lip. By 1969 hate, violence, obscenity, and 

revolutionary role-playing seemed dominant There were many exterior 

developments to explain this change. Repeated failure led to bitterness 

and desperation. Third-world revolutionaries generated an irresistible 

mystique. Che Guevara had more political sex appeal than Gandhi or 

Martin Luther King. Then too, a movement wanting revolutionary 

changes could not stay democratic in a country where most people sup¬ 

ported the government. So participatory democracy gave way to revo¬ 

lutionary action. But revolutionary action could not succeed in a country 

where government monopolized the means of effective violence. Thus 

the New Left s own logic drove it to madness and despair. There was 

ample precedent for this. The most striking feature of student political 

movements is their self-destructiveness, as Lewis S. Feuer pointed out 

in The Conflict of Generations. Student movements that began in exulta¬ 

tion have repeatedly ended in martyrdom. Denied victory, young radi¬ 

cals seek death. Assassination, terrorism, and self-immolation are their 
answers to defeat 

Americans, more than most people, think they can escape history. 

When the New Left started it made much of the difference between it 
and earlier radicals. It was open, undoctrinaire, independent where they 

had supposedly been conspiratorial, dishonest, and sectarian. But in 

scarcely more than eight years the New Left recapitulated practically 

the whole history of American radicalism. To the worst features of the 

old tradition—terrorism, sectarianism—it added refinements of its own 

—romantic racial theories, obscene invective as a matter of policy, and 

so on. Even Weathermen were not unaware of this. They practiced self- 

criticism and warned against “violence-tripping” and “death-tripping.” 
But formal injunctions mattered less than group dynamics. Obsessed 

with revolutionary fantasies, more and more isolated in their communes 

from the real world. Weathermen seemed helpless before their passions. 

They hoped by becoming political criminals to shed their advantages, 

their odious white-skin privileges. But there is no perfect equality out¬ 
side the grave, as they seemed unconsciously to sense. 

Weatherman was, of course, only one small part of the New Left. Yet 

the other elements, if suffering from fewer self-inflicted wounds, seemed 

hardly more real. Progressive Labor ground out a mechanically Marxist 

line. The Crazies, Mad Dogs, Motherfuckers, and whatnot sacrificed 

everything to style, making PL seem the very model of a modem revo¬ 

lutionary movement. Most of all, the hippie-yippie syndrome, whose 

charms older people found so hard to grasp, proved fatally seductive to 

New Leftists. NojOne ever made a revolution out of dope, sex, militant 
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gestures, and dirty language. Revolutions are commonly based on dis¬ 

cipline and self-denial. The radical style was hedonistic and self-indul¬ 

gent, hence self-destructive. But in the short run it was so attractive that 

even high school students succumbed to it. Some two dozen under¬ 

ground newspapers circulated in the secondary schools of New York 

City alone. On December 2, 1968, these youngest radicals declared a 

city-wide boycott to protest an extension of the public school year. It 

was 35 per cent effective. In 1969 Dr. Alan F. Westin recorded 675 sec¬ 

ondary-school protests around the country ( and his survey was not com¬ 

plete), more than half of which concerned student power and related 
issues. One sixteen-year-old, speaking of anti-administration activity In 

his own school, told a New York Times writer, “Its beautiful. They play 

pig-hawk-Nazi and we play oppressed-dove-nigger. As soon as we can 

show white kids that in this country all students are niggers, then we 

can take to the streets.” So the means became the end. The purpose of 

streetfighting was to fight in the streets. 

Though the New Left failed at all its main projects in the 1960s, it 

had a large, perhaps permanent, effect on the studentry. At the better 

schools protest became a normal extracurricular activity. According to 

the Urban Research Corporation, there were protests on 232 campuses 

during the first six months of 1969. The New Left was involved in only 

28 per cent of these. Thus, while young radicals had invented the art, 

it was no longer unique to them. In fact, protest itself was rapidly be¬ 

coming a convention. Next to racial issues, student power was the most 

important object. For whites it was paramount. Some protests were war- 

related. But most were aimed at reducing parietal regulations (dormi¬ 
tory hours, visiting privileges, and so on) and limitations on student gov¬ 

ernment. University “governance” (decision-making) was a frequent 

target. 
Men found it hard to explain this. The destruction of parental au¬ 

thority by Dr. Spock was frequently cited. Conservatives also blamed 

liberal professors, the New Left, and other subversives. Liberals an¬ 

swered that “the students are trying to tell us something.” Feeling they 

had made a mess of things, guilty liberals were vulnerable to youth’s 

claim that it would manage them better. Conservatives ignored the for¬ 

mal content of student protesters altogether; liberals accepted it at face 

value. Everyone agreed there was a generation gap, though the causes 

of it remained obscure. 
The first attempts to measure student dissent offered another possi¬ 

bility. Some opinion surveys indicated that most youngsters (80 to 90 

per cent) agreed with their parents on most things.* This was true of 

* The polls were hardly consistent with one another. Joseph Adelson, “What 
Generation Gap?”, New York Times Magazine (January 18, 1970), summarizes 
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college students also, but with a difference. Vocationally oriented stu¬ 

dents, as everyone guessed, were more traditional, liberal arts students 

less so. Students generally disliked parietal restrictions, and for obvious 

reasons. They had been established when few attended college. Those 

who did go were physically less mature. But by the lpBo's almost half 

of those eligible for it had some kind of higher education. And they were 

at age eighteen several more years past puberty than their Victorian 

predecessors. Being more highly sexed, and more stimulated by sex¬ 

ually charged media, they were more intolerant of efforts to enforce 

chastity. And as so many went to college, it seemed unfair to students 

that they should do without the personal freedom their working peers 

enjoyed. Most schools when pressed were willing to concede this, so 
parietal regulations rapidly decayed.* 

Most of the young claimed a special maturity and, being united on 

the point, were often able to carry it. But beyond that, agreement did 

not go far. Student protesters were concentrated in the liberal arts be¬ 

cause in the late sixties enrollments grew more rapidly there than in 

scientific and technical areas. This was hardly surprising. The college 

population almost doubled in the decade. Many youngsters with no 

good reason for going to college now went anyway. Lacking clear pro¬ 

fessional objectives they naturally gravitated to the liberal arts. Motive¬ 

less, sometimes alienated, escaping the draft in many cases, they were 

predisposed to accept the radical critique of higher education. Then 

too, as pro- or proto-intellectuals, they naturally took the positions that 

American intellectuals as a class espoused. So long as these were con¬ 

cerned with off-campus issues—war, racism, poverty—their radicaliza- 

tion posed little more than public-relations problems for the universities. 

After Berkeley the focus of student protests was increasingly on cam¬ 

pus. And radicals tended more and more to attack not just the univer¬ 
sity's ties with the military-industrial complex but its very nature, rotc 

and defense research were unimportant to most universities. If abolished 

they would not be greatly missed. But when students began attacking 

university administrations and trustees for being part of, or pandering 

to, the military-industrial complex, they grew harder to deal with. So 

many studies showing there was no generation gap to speak of. But a Gallup poll 
released on May 30, 1970, showed that 61 per cent of college students described 
themselves as liberals, while an earlier poll showed that only 34 per cent of adults 
did so. This suggests that although the distance between students and adults was 
not as great as was thought, it was still growing at die decade’s end. 

• This did not mean a great increase in sexual activity, however. The Kinsey 
Institute found little more sexual experience among students in 1968 than in 1948. 
Coeducational dormitories and fraternities (serenities, some called them) became 
common. But propinquity stifled desire, or rather, an incest taboo developed among 
people living together in what had to be fraternal harmony. Sexual relations seemed 
to have become more open, hut not necessarily more frequent. 
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the grievances accumulated. Military contractors must not recruit on 

campuses. Endowments must not be invested in firms doing business 

with South Africa. Students ought to sit on governing boards and have 

veto powers over faculty appointments. Inevitably, curriculum and in¬ 

struction came under fire. Students should not have to take irrelevant 

courses (like foreign languages and sciences). Requirements as such 

should be fewer and simpler, and exams and grades too. Perhaps it 

would be best to do away with them altogether. Thus what began as an 

attack on the university's complicity in undesirable programs ended by 

attacking the university itself. 

Many protesters, lacking serious reasons for being in college, resented 

having to study. History was not so onerous as, say, engineering, but to 

people with little interest in history it was trying enough. And it wasn't 

“relevant.” That is to say, studying history did not promote peace, racial 

justice, and similar good things. If one could not expose a discipline for 

abetting the military-industrial complex, one could damn it as “elitist” 

anti-social, or irrelevant. There were plenty of other rocks lying around 

for the discontented to throw. Grades were arbitrary, unreasonable, and 

discriminatory. They impeded learning and kept out the blacks; so did 

exams, of course. Professors spent too much time doing research on ir¬ 

relevant subjects. When not wasting their time at this, they were wast¬ 

ing the students' with equally irrelevant lectures. 

These attacks were demoralizing in the extreme, even when unaccom¬ 

panied by threats or violence. Liberal education rested on a very few 

unexamined, and probably unprovable, assumptions: that learning was 

a good thing in its own right; that it could be measured by tests and 

grades with reasonable accuracy; that the mind was a muscle to be 

strengthened by difficult exercises. As there was no way to verify these 

propositions, their vitality depended on general agreement. When that 

consensus was destroyed, faculty morale collapsed. Professors had a bad 

conscience about much of what they did anyway. Most teachers lec¬ 

tured because that was the cheapest way to handle masses of students. 

Few scholars, however learned, had enough original ideas to sustain the 

many lectures they delivered each year. No one knew better than those 

who gave them how arbitrary grades and examinations were. So too 

with graduation requirements. Why should students take five courses a 

semester? Why not four, or even three? Since the universities already 

gave courses on everything from poultry management to the theory of 

basketball, why not give courses in ghetto organization, spiritualism, or 

worse? 

As most professors had to admit the need for reform, many campuses 

saw course loads reduced, pass-fail grades established, graduation re¬ 

quirements eased, and so on. Each step was invariably preceded by 
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much student-faculty committee work. Elaborate apologias were drawn 

up explaining how the proposed change would lead to fresh triumphs 

of intellect. Afterward students would pronounce the experiment suc¬ 

cessful but inadequate. New demands would then be put forward and 

the process repeated. While many of these changes were intrinsically 

desirable, getting them involved a maximum of fraud and self-decep¬ 
tion. One assertion would be countered with another. (Grades reflect 

accomplishment. Grades inhibit learning.) The threat of student ac¬ 
tion was always there to goad the faculty along. Most changes were 

made to appease students rather than to implement powerfully felt edu¬ 

cational principles. Hence students got what they wanted (sometimes), 

but in such a way as to increase their contempt for the faculty. ( Nor did 
giving way to blackmail enhance the professors’ self-esteem.) When stu¬ 

dents didn’t get what they wanted, things grew worse. Then faculties 

and administrators had to vigorously defend the dubious, for they too 

were losing confidence in the standards they were supposed to enforce. 
Even when victorious, faculties gained little from such encounters. 

The most defensible aspect of the old system was that to succeed at 

it usually required hard work. However dull or irrelevant it may have 
been, to the extent that it fostered self-discipline it gave students the 

best possible preparation for life. While the “reforms” of the late sixties 

made education more fun, they did so at the expense of the one thing 

that traditional schooling did fairly well. And there were no measurable 

compensations for what was lost. The Protestant Ethic gave way to the 

pleasure principle in college but not in life. Four years of rapping, 

marching, and glorious peer-group relationships were poor preparation 

for a world still organized along sterner lines. Some students discov¬ 

ered this, and refected the world by dropping out, turning oh, or form¬ 

ing communes. Others attempted to prolong the undergraduate expe¬ 

rience by entering graduate school, and then agitating to make it more 

like what they had known before. So the graduate schools too were 

beset with demands that the doctorate become relevant by being made 
easier to get. 

Only a minority of colleges and universities experienced these pres¬ 

sures, but they tended to be the best ones. The inadequacies of the 

poorer students, and the moral and ideological prejudices of the better 
ones, combined to make life for the faculty increasingly uncomfortable 

at such places. College was becoming a more universal experience. 

Growing numbers of young people enjoyed longer periods of irrespon¬ 
sibility. The age at which they married, took jobs, and acquired children 

and mortgages, rose. Thus, while student politicalization in a New Left 

sense waned after 1968, the colleges were not let off the hook. Student 

careerism kept declining. The pressure for a fun-filled, autonomous, rele- 
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vant student life increased. And, though often frivolous in fact, student 

demands still carried a self-consciously moralistic burden. College life 

had never been so pleasant, nor students so full of self-pity. No one 

could guess in 1969 where all this would end. Some, historians espe¬ 

cially, took comfort from the knowledge that all things come to an end. 
Others feared that they would not until colleges became playgrounds. A 

few expected that universities would go in for “tracking** as many high 

schools did. Academic work would still be offered to the academically 

inclined minority, while the rest would enjoy relevant entertainments— 

suitably disguised, of course, so as to resemble a curriculum. Nearly 

everyone agreed that the future of higher education would not be dear 

until the war in Indochina was over. So long as it and the draft went on 

there would be a despair on campus that lent urgency to even the silli¬ 

est complaints. Only peace would relieve the strain and illuminate what 

was to come. 

The New Left's passing was a relief, especially to academicians, but 

hardly a cause for rejoicing. Who could enjoy the sight of all that hope 

and passion wasted, the burning out of those young lives? Thousands 

went to jail, or into exile, or underground, or blew themselves up with 

homemade bombs. Though at the end they did much harm, it was 

mainly to themselves. And there was a reason for their madness. The 

evils they attacked were real. Poverty, war, racism, and injustice flour¬ 

ished. It was not sufficient to say, as adults did, that they always had 

and the thing to do was chip away at them little by little. That was true 

enough, but not good enough in the worlds richest country. The young 

radicals failed themselves by giving way to unrestrained emotionalism. 

But adults failed too. Because there were no institutions to link up with, 

the New Left never really got off campus. It remained a student move¬ 
ment throughout, and student movements in developed countries have 

little more than the power to disrupt. 
The New Left ended when the sixties did. SDS was gone. Other orga¬ 

nizations vanished also, or shrank in size. Subscriptions to radical and 

underground papers declined. Terrorism increased. This too was a sign 

of failure, for in developed countries terror is the weapon of despair. Not 

since the early 1920's, when the old left collapsed amidst showers of 

dynamite, had there been so many bombings as in 1970. These accom¬ 

plished little even by terrorist standards. The bombers suffered more 

casualties than they inflicted. Their greatest exploit was especially fruit¬ 

less. Sterling Hall at the University of Wisconsin was blown up and a 

young scientist killed. This was an accident, it seemed. The bombers 
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aimed to destroy the Army Mathematics Research Center and got the 

Department of Physics by mistake. Too bad, their remaining admirers 

said; still, they meant well. 

The New Lefts collapse was obscured by events like this. Revolution¬ 

ary terrorism, pseudo-revolutionary posturing on campus, fresh student 
protests (as after the Cambodian invasion in 1970) led some to think 

the New Left flourished, others to think its demise made little difference 

since trouble did not die with it. The New Left’s fate was consequential 
all the same. For many people, not all of them radical by any means, it 

was a tragedy. The New Left must answer for its failings, arrogance, 

self-righteousness, an impatience that led to adventurism first and nihi¬ 

lism later. Young radicals talked much of love, even at the end, but in 

practice this meant loving one another, plus distant subculture folk he¬ 

roes like the Viet Cong. There was not much moral credit to be gained 

from either of these. It is easy to love people like ones self, or those one 

never sees. The trick, as all good religions teach, is to love those one nat¬ 
urally dislikes. 

Still, the New Left’s main problems were not personal but contextual. 

Young radicals made many fine efforts to no avail. Things, the war espe¬ 

cially, got worse. Hus was damaging enough of itself. Worse still was 
the fact that they had nothing much to fall back on. There was no ma¬ 

ture left to offer hope for the future. Liberals were too far behind them 

politically and too weak and disorganized in any case. Functioning as 
they did in a political vacuum, young radicals had nowhere to go when 

their own attempts failed. The New Left was a victim not chiefly of in¬ 
ternal weakness but of history, and this in two ways. For one thing, the 

whole modem experience goes to prove that radicalism does not work 
in America. This being so, reasonable people accept things as they are 

(which is another reason why conditions improve so slowly). The New 

Left appreciated but did not accept this fact Young radicals instinc¬ 

tively employed Maxx’s dicta to the effect that philosophers have done 

much to understand the world; the point, however, is to change it. So 

they rejected most of Americas history and made a virtue of being alone. 

Instead of foreclosing their possibilities it opened up fresh ones, they 
argued. With no unimaginative Socialist party to dip their wings, they 
could fly as radicals never had before. This was not so much a mistake 
as an essential condition, for without it there would have been no New 
Left. 

The second way history destroyed them was by creating all those 
events and developments that had such fatal effects on young radicals in 
the sixties. The Indochinese war set up overpowering emotional shock- 

waves. Hurd-world revolutionaries offered seductive models of little 
relevance to the American scene. Hie counter-culture was even more de- 
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structive, in a way, for it created a fake sense of constituency. When 

millions of youngsters smoked dope and damned the Establishment it 

was hard for radicals not to think that they might be politicized and 

turned to good account. Radicak wasted a lot of time and effort proving 

this couldn't be done. Yet they found the counter-culture so alluring that 

it drew them in even so. The counter-culture was politically debilitating 

on the one hand, while on the other it led radicak to adopt a style that 

most Americans loathed, thus adding to their already formidable diffi¬ 

culties. It also turned them on to utopian community-building, a good 

thing of itself, but one largely incompatible with political action. 

Still, no man could be sure that the left was finished. The New Left 

was dead, the radical impulse lived on in communes and such. Radical¬ 

ism in the sixties was mostly localized anyhow, which is why a formal 

chronicle like this fakifies the experience in a way. The events described 

here really happened. They are what most people knew the New Left 

for, and what posterity is likely to remember best. Yet the New Left was 

not chiefly SDS and other national organizations, but thousands of 

young people clustered around underground newspapers and similar 

foci. No one led them in the sense of commanding their behavior, or 

even their loyalty. One reason why SDS perished was that some of its 

leaders forgot that and came to think of the national office as an in¬ 

strument of power rather than a means of getting publicity. When it was 

gone the local bodies and underground papers remained, though they 

too changed constantly. Only time would tell what would come of this 

flux. The most reasonable prediction was that, like all previous radical 

eras, this one too would fade away, most communes dissolve, the under¬ 

ground papers fail. Still, the history of the left in the 1960k was not made 

by reasonable people. 



PROFILE: 
Religion 

On June 2,1963, John XXIII died. His reign as Pope had been 

one of the shortest in modem times. Yet his four and two-thirds years in 

office were more productive than any Popes since Leo XIII. Leo had 

brought the Church into the nineteenth century; John brought it into 

the twentieth. He made the first real steps toward reconciliation with 

other Christian denominations. He convened the first Vatican Council 

in centuries. Its lengthy sessions opened the Church to changes on a 

scale unknown since the counterreformation. Pope John’s impact was 

heightened by the contrast with his predecessor. Pius XII had been 

a distant, aristocratic figure. A man of highly orthodox views, his reign 

was distinctive mainly for changes that did not take place. Pope John 

came of peasant stock and never lost his feeling for the things that 

mattered to ordinary people. Almost immediately after his election he 

abandoned the tradition of Papal isolation. He visited the Regina 

Goeli prison at Christmas, gave Communion to the streetsweepers of 

Rome, and in general conducted himself more like a parish priest writ 

large than a prince of the Church. At his death he was the best-loved 

man on earth. 

The Roman Catholic Church in America was slow to feel the 

effects of John’s reign. American Catholics were more conservative 

than any in the West. Immigrants or the sons of immigrants for the 

most part, they were led by an undistinguished hierarchy. 
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These predominantly Irish American bishops often possessed the kind 

of wardheeler s mentality to be expected from a people whose 

eminence in religion and politics was a consequence of single-minded 

parochialism. The Irish boss and the Irish bishop were cut from the 

same doth. Both were shaped by the same confining anti-Catholic 

and anti-immigrant prejudices they found in America. The result was a 

great emphasis on loyalty and conformity in politics and religion alike, 

but especially in the latter. The authority of the party leader was not 

absolute—the Pope's was. Hence the American Church, which had 

been a mission church for so many years, was like a colony of Rome in 

comparison with the freer Catholic Churches of other advanced 

countries. Not that the American faithful suffered from divided 

loyalties, as was often charged. Actually they were patriotic to a fault: 

equally devoted to Washington and Rome. Since these loyalties existed 

on different planes, American Catholics found no contradictions 

between them, whatever others might think. 

This was soon to change. Time and prosperity were producing new 

Catholic generations to whom the attitudes formed by poverty and 

discrimination were inappropriate. Anti-Catholicism itself was 

declining, even among liberals and intellectuals who dung to it long 

after they had discarded other once respectable prejudices. Pope John 

was one good reason for this. President Kennedy another. Both 

demonstrated that it was possible to be both free and Catholic. In the 

sixties politicians like the Kennedys, and Eugene McCarthy, and a 

host of nuns and clergymen dispelled fears that the growth of 

Catholicism threatened American liberty. And John F. Kennedy's 

scrupulous—overscrupulous, some Catholics thought—conduct in 

office proved to most that a Catholic President would not give special 

favors to his co-religionists. 

When Pope John died, few could have guessed what the effects 

of his reign would be. The American Church seemed as stodgy and 

defensive as ever, as was demonstrated by the refusal of Catholic 

University to allow four distinguished scholars of the Church to teach 

its students. Catholic U. was the Church's only national university. 

It was governed by the entire episcopate, and reflected the bishops' 

views in a particularly direct way. The men barred from lecturing 

at Catholic University in 1963 showed what these views were. One, 



Father John Courtney Murray, was the foremost Catholic theologian in 

America. He was unacceptable because of his liberal position on 

certain doctrinal questions. Another was barred because he favored 

substituting the vernacular for Latin in the liturgy. The University’s 

rector said the men were banned for their involvement in controversial 

issues, though conservatives spoke frequently on campus. This was 

how the Church had been run for generations. There was a tiny 

underground church.” Its existence was a well-kept secret 

The Vatican Ecumenical Council ended on December 8,1965. 

Convened under Pope John, completed under Pope Paul, it had taT»>n 

three years of planning and four years in session to reach this moment. 

The Roman Catholic Church, to which a quarter of the American 

people belonged, was never the same again. The Council’s statements 

were themselves of great importance. The Pontiff announced the 

creation of a synod of bishops to consult with him in the Church’s 

management. Birth control was handled in such a way as to sustain 

the ban on contraception while leaving the door open to future 

changes. Nuclear arms were condemned, despite the efforts of 

American prelates to have American weapons exempted. Priestly 

celibacy was sustained. Anti-Semitism was attacked and the Jews 

cleared of any blame for Christ’s death (a step irreverently described 

as “taking toe Jews off the hook”). In a conciliatory effort. Pope Paul 

moved to beatify both his immediate predecessors, the conservative 

Pius XH as well as toe liberal John XXIH. This meant they would 

probably become saints. At the Council’s end Pope Paul and the 

Patriarch Athenagoras committed “to oblivion” the mutual 

excommunications that had separated Catholicism and Orthodoxy 
since 1054. 

But though the churches were drawing together. Catholics were 

drifting apart. The consensus reached by the Vatican Council was 

more apparent than real. Already the Pope was warning against an 

excessive enthusiasm for change. He would later proclaim his 

omnipotence and infallibility in stronger terms. This did little good. 

Pope John had opened a door that Paul was helpless to dose. Apart 

from specific points at issue—derical celibacy and birth control 

especially—freedom of conscience itself was proving irrepressible. In 

toe 1960 s every change, however slight, was instantly hailed as 
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‘revolutionary” But that much-abused word did seem applicable to 

Catholicism. The Pope supervised a host of changes in doctrine, 

liturgy, and practice, but as in all revolutions, change generated an 

appetite for more change. This was not yet apparent in 1965. Soon it 

would be unmistakable. 

On July 29,1968, Pope Paul VI released his long-awaited encyclical 

on birth control, Humanae Vitae (Of Human Life), reaffirming the 

Homan Church’s ban on artificial contraception. Almost immediately it 

became clear what changes Vatican II had wrought in the Church. 

Pope Paul meant to suppress the movement among Catholics for repeal 

of the ban. Instead he undermined the Papacy itself. Many Catholics 

were especially disappointed that the Pope had not followed the 

advice given him by two separate bodies of his own choosing. In 1964 

he had appointed a sixty-member commission including laymen and 

married couples to study the issue. In June 1966 it advised that the 

regulation of birth, short of abortion and sterilization, should be left 

for married couples to decide. Worse still, from the Papal viewpoint, a 

commission of sixteen prelates which reviewed the first report endorsed 

it. The Pope finally packed a twenty-man commission with 

conservatives and succeeded in getting the advice he wanted. By then, 

however, the earlier commissions’ recommendations had become 

public, and in October 1967 the Third World Congress for the Lay 

Apostolate, an important organization of Catholic laity, recommended 

eliminating the ban on contraception. 

The ferment thus occasioned guaranteed that Humanae Vitae would 

be not only disregarded in practice but widely challenged in principle. 

In the United States nearly eight hundred theologians signed or 

supported a statement that “spouses may responsibly decide according 

to their consciences that artificial contraception in some circumstances 

is permissible and indeed necessary to preserve and foster the values 

and sacredness of marriage.” Loyal prelates counterattacked futilely. 

Philadelphia’s John Cardinal Krol warned the dissenting priests 

that they were “mounting an insurrection against God,” but few 

accepted this definition. Most laymen tacitly agreed with the 

protesting priesthood. A study released by the Urban Life Institute of 

the Jesuits University of San Francisco showed that 70 per cent of 

American Catholics approved the use^of contraceptives. Priests were 
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about evenly divided, almost exactly along age lines. The Center for 

the Study of Man at the University of Notre Dame found that 95 

per cent of the younger priests opposed the Papal encyclical, and 95 

per cent of the older ones supported it. In most dioceses a tacit 

agreement was reached by which the bishops condemned the use of 

contraceptives while individual priests advised parishioners as they 

saw fit. 

Those conservatives who attempted to press the issue found 

themselves in dangerous waters, as the case of Washington’s Patrick 

Cardinal O Boyle demonstrated. When Humanae Vitae was released, 

142. Washington priests wrote O’Boyle saying they thought it 

contradicted the guarantees of freedom of conscience expressed by 

Vatican II. The seventy-two-year-old O’Boyle was liberal on racial 

questions, but as a veteran of the American Church’s colonial era was 

a conservative on questions of doctrine and authority. He tried laying 

down the law to rebellious priests. The Association of Washington 

Priests, a kind of clerical union, responded that its members still 

viewed birth control as a matter of conscience. Cardinal O’Boyle lost 

his temper with one priest and suspended him. The priest was 

supported by some twelve hundred of his parishioners who held a 

candlelight rally in his behalf, complete with freedom songs. It was 

obvious that the old sanctions no longer worked. Young priests were 

not so easily intimidated, and they knew more about canon law and 

related matters than earlier generations had. The diocese paid their 

tuition for courses at Catholic University, now suddenly a hotbed 

of reform thought. “The worst mistake I ever made was to send you 

fellows to that university,” Cardinal O’Boyle told one dissident priest. 

The struggle over birth control was but one sign of the changes 

among American Catholics. The underground was surfacing. Young 

priests and laymen challenged many traditional beliefs. The National 

Catholic Reporter of Kansas City flourished. At a time when most 

Catholic publications were in trouble, the Reporter picked up ten 

thousand new subscribers a year for being independent. Bishop 

Helmsing of Kansas City condemned it for fostering heresy and 

scandal. But it went on reporting supposedly secret Church meetings, 

and questioning and probing all the same. 

Next to birth control, priestly celibacy was probably the main point 
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of contention between traditionalists and reformers. By the end of 

1968 it was thought that six hundred priests a year were leaving the 

clergy; perhaps as many as 15 to 20 per cent of all priests ordained 

since 1964 had dropped out. When the Gallagher Presidents Report, a 

newsletter for businessmen, surveyed a group of priestly defectors, 73 

per cent gave celibacy as their mam reason for leaving. The Church, 

which had once treated defectors as outcasts, increasingly found 

itself obliged to recognize their existence. Nuns caught the spirit too. 

Formerly the most docile and submissive of all religious groups, they 

began doffing their habits, living in slum apartments, and otherwise 

shattering the “poor little sisters” image that had characterized them 

for so long. And they were as ready as priests to defy the hierarchy. 

Even James Francis Cardinal McIntyre of Los Angeles, most 

reactionary of the great prelates, discovered this when he attempted to 

limit sisterly reformers in his archdiocese. After years of quarreling 

with him over changes in their rules and customs, most of the 

Immaculate Heart of Mary sisters voted to abandon formal religious 

life and become a secular community. About 315 of the 400 nuns 

would go on teaching and providing health and social services as 

before, but in an open community where married people and women 

who had not previously been nuns would be welcome, and where no 

one would be subject to Church discipline. Small groups of priests and 

nuns had resigned from their orders before, but this was the first time 

such a large body had left with the intention of remaining together. 

No one could know where the new ferment would lead. The old 

prelates kept the upper hand in most places. Their day seemed nearly 

over all the same. Given the great liberal majority among younger 

clergymen, it seemed inevitable that the future would bring important 

changes among the hierarchy too. This suggested that in the short 

run defections would continue to be frequent. The tendency to 

establish independent congregations of people who regarded 

themselves as Catholics while defying the Church's authority would 

probably continue. And the subservience to Rome that had once 

distinguished American Churchmen would almost certainly decline. 

Vatican II s "Declaration on Religious Freedom” had narrowed the 

distance between Roman Catholics and other Christians. The 

democratic surge within the Church made Catholics resemble 



Protestants even more. Thus, whatever else happened, the prospects 

for Christian unity seemed brighter than ever. Pope Paul could not 

undo what John had done. The American Church was not about to 

revert to its old semi-colonial status. 

The sixties were also important for Protestants, whose controversies 

were the most intense since the liberal-fundamentalist confrontations 

of the 1920s. Their theologies were taxed more strenuously than at any 

time in the twentieth century. The cause of these agitations was not 

entirely dear. Unlike the Catholic Church, which had long needed 

reforming, Protestantism was already up to date, or so it seemed. 

Although many denominations were fundamentalist, or at least 

uninterested in social problems, most influential denominations 

adhered to the social gospel. No one needed to tell Methodists, 

Presbyterians, and Episcopalians, among others, that Christians owed 

a duty to society as well as to God. They had long since accepted that 

proposition; so had their collective organ, the National Council of 

Churches. Theologically the social gospel, or variations of it, still 

prevailed. Even the vogue for neo-orthodoxy, which had lasted for 

some decades, made little difference. One could take a conservative 

view of the human condition and still work for social justice, as did 

Reinhold Niebuhr, the leading neo-orthodox theologian in America. If 

attendance proved anything, the churches were doing better than ever. 

The rate of increase was down a little from the fifties, but even so 

Americans still went to church more regularly than other peoples. * 

The growing racial crisis had not found the churches wanting. No 

other voluntary agencies gave as much help to the civil rights 

movement. Doubtless it was not enough (later the churches would be 

* Gallup surveys in 1968 showed that on Sunday 43 per cent of the adult 
population went to church, compared with 42 per cent in the Netherlands, the 
nearest competitor. In Finland only 5 per cent did. Americans were also more 
orthodox than other peoples, 98 per cent of the population claimed to believe in God, 
65 per cent m hell, and 60 per cent in the devil. The only Western country that was 
higher m any categoiy was Greece, where 67 per cent believed in the devil. 
In the United Kingdom 77 per cent believed in God and 21 per cent in the devil. 
One theory explained this as a consequence of there being no state religion in 
America. State churches seemed to discourage devotion, free competition among 
denominations to encourage it, not only in the U.S, but in places like Ireland, 
Switzerland, and Canada, where lay interest in religion also ran high. 
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severely criticized by black militants seeking * reparations*), but it was 

still a great deal. The civil rights movement would have had a far 

rougher time if the black churches in the South had not been able to 

count on money and manpower from their white counterparts in the 

North. And everywhere in the North where racial justice was pursued, 

churchmen were in the vanguard. 

Yet the more churches did, the less adequate they seemed. 

Expectations changed more rapidly than performance, and the lag 

generated further demands on both the theory and the practice of the 

churches. This contributed to the New Theology which emerged in 

1963 with the publication of a book by Bishop John A. T. Robinson of 

Woolwich, England, called Honest to God. Robinson was particularly 

occupied with the concept of "immanence,* the idea that God dwells 

in man. Its opposite is "transcendence* or the otherness of God. 

Traditional Christianity favors transcendence and posits a God who, 

while he governs the universe, is separate from it. But in recent years 

the idea of immanence had gained ground. One index of this was the 

growing appeal of Eastern pantheistic religions. Pantheism is the 

logical conclusion of immanence. Beginning with the proposition that 

God is in man, it goes on to say that God is man, and hence God is 

the physical universe. Immanence also found expression in some of the 

drug cults. Timothy Leary s League for Spiritual Discovery was an 

effort to find God through mind expansion. Drug cultists generally 

believed that "turning on* confirmed the truths of Eastern metaphysics. 

In a general way the hippies also tended toward immanence. They 

revered nature (symbolized by the flower), and though they did not 

often pronounce the name of God, sought him in it 

As time went on, science and rationalism lost ground among the 

young. The decline of interest in college science majors was one sign 

of this, a rising interest in the supernatural another. The exchange 

of science for magic was a further example of immanence at work. 

Christianity and science had been reconciled to one another by 

assigning primacy to each in its own sphere. The visible physical 

universe was the province of science, the invisible of religion. The 

young, in rejecting orthodox science and religion, rejected also this 

division. Many came to see the physical and spiritual universes as 

co-existential; there was but one reality, and the spirit dwelt in it. 
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Hence magic (or astrology) was as good a guide, and probably a 

better one, to ultimate truth as either science or religion. Here too, 

immanence replaced transcendence. Immanence became, in fact, one 

of the mitral themes of American life in the 1960’s. The religious 

enthusiasm of the era (often unrecognized as such) came to revolve 

around it. 

Bishop Robinson was one of the first to sense the new direction that 

belief was taking, and his book contributed to the change, even 

though he meant to salvage transcendence with it. Robinson borrowed 

heavily from other theologians. One of them was Dietrich Bonhoeffer, 

a German martyred by the Nazis. Bonhoeffer wanted the Bible 

demythologized and called for a “Christianity without religion.” Before 

he was killed he wrote that while man should not stop searching for 

God, he ought to function as if God did not exist. Then God would be 

no longer a cratch or an excuse, and man would be free to look for 

him among-the poor and needy. Another influence was Paul Tillich, 

who defined God as The Ground of Our Being. 

The theological ideas and social forces moving Robinson influenced 

others as well, notably the God Is Dead” theologians, some of whom 

went beyond the bishop to embrace immanence. The tag itself was 

created by Dr. Thomas Altizer of Emory University. He believed that 

Jesus Christ was indeed the son of God, and that the incarnation and 

crucifixion were real events. But there was no resurrection. In a sense, 

God died. Having been transcendent, he became immanent, a part 

of the universe though not all of it. Since then, however, God had 

grown ever more immanent, his share of the universe ever larger. Thus 

to Altizer, “Christ is the God who remains in the world. The death of 

God was the passage from transcendence to immanence,” leading to 

a new man, a new world, a new life. Because of it, man became truly 

free. In this way Altizer avoided traditional pantheism. His God was 

an evolving God, unlike the Eastern mystics whose concept of God 

was static or reactionary. 

Altizer s ideas were not unrelated to the work of Teilhard de 

Chardin, a Jesuit paleontologist who introduced the spirit of the New 

Theology into Catholic thought. Teilhard saw the universe in terms of 

an evolutionary theory based upon “the increasing complexification 

of inert matter.” In It, mankind was moving toward a new godhead 
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which he called the Omega point The incarnation was, to him, the key 

event in history. At that moment God immersed himself in creation, 

unifying it, taking direct control as it were, until, having gathered 

everything together and transformed everything, “he will dose in upon 

himself and his conquests, there rejoining, in a final gesture, the divine 

focus he has never really left" Then, as St. Paul says, “God shall be 

all in all.” What this meant, in effect, was not that God was dead, only 

the traditional view of him. Altizer, and many of the God Is Dead 

school, seemed also to be saying this. They meant that God is absent, 

or the ability to experience God is dead, or the word “God" is dead, 

thus obviating a continued search for his identity and nature. William 

Hamilton spoke of “waiting for God" as if he would one day return. 

Much of the New Theology, then, occupied the same ground as 

Bonhoeffer. Man ought to act as if God were dead, even while believing 

he was not. Generally this was taken to mean that man had become 

fully responsible for his own condition and must set about repairing it 

Most of the New Theologians and their followers believed that the 

horrors of modem life—racism, mass murder, the bomb—negated the 

moral assumptions of traditional Christianity. Science and scholarship 

increasingly narrowed its historical base. The New Theology’s function 

was to purge religion of whatever was archaic and inhibiting, to free 

the mind and spirit for fresh assaults on social injustice. These ideas 

were well received by both Protestant and Catholic activists who 

pressed with increasing vigor against everything that seemed obsolete 

and confining in their churches. 

For the most part, the proponents of God’s death were a sunny 

group, happy to have metaphysics laid to rest and man freed to get on 

with the business of reform. They got much attention for a time, and 

then in May 1969 Time magazine announced the death of the God 

Is Dead theology. According to William Braden, it had been withering 

away for several years. This was not so much because of the hostile 

publicity, though it was enormous, as because happy secularism soon 

appeared untimely. There was, it became dear, less and less to be 

cheerful about. At the same time people, mainly the young, began 

turning against secularism. They were also turning against the 

institutional churches which confused many. Polls taken among 

Americans of all faiths showed that whereas in 1957 69 per cent 
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believed that religion was increasing its influence in American life, by 

1969 70 per cent believed it was losing influence. But in fact religion, 

or at least a belief in the supernatural, was becoming more common 

among youngsters who found the secularized mainstream churches, 

whether oriented toward the social gospel or the Death of God, 

irrelevant As hippies, drug cultists, magicians, or whatever, they went 

their own theological ways. 

The combination of ghastly historical events and youthful 

enthusiasm turned professional theologians against the Death of God 

rather quickly. Harvey Coxs book The Secular City (1965) had been 

influential in promoting the Death of God. A few years later he was 

saying, “If theology can leave behind the God who Is' and begin 

its work with the God who 'will be"... an exciting new epoch in 

theology could begin” (prompting William Braden to remark that “an 

epoch in contemporary theology would appear to be about three 

years”). That exciting new epoch would be based on the Theology of 

Hope, toward which Cox led the way with his new book, The Feast 

of Fmh (1969). Avant-garde American theologians began speaking of 

God again, and also of metaphysics. The Theology of Hope was 

appealing to them not only for being timely but for being consistent 

in a way with God Is Dead. Hopeful theologians did not say that God 

Is, rather that He Is Not Yet. God awaits man in the future. The 

Theology of Hope would appeal to radicals, it was said, because like 

them It pointed away from the present and toward the future. It was 

consistent with revolutionary aspirations; indeed it was possible to 

see revolution as the coming of God. 

At the decades end it was still not clear where the Theology of 

Hope was going. Theologians, having become enamored of the new, 

might well launch another epoch tomorrow. Nor did the Theology of 

Hope have anything like the effect of God Is Dead. Radical Catholics, 

priests and laymen alike, were still moving in a secular direction. 

The young were still forming religious communes and “submarine” 

churches. These last bore names like the Ecstatic Umbrella and Alice's 

Restaurant, as if they were rock bands or discotheques. Their symbol 

combined a yellow submarine with a cross, a peace symbol, and 

the word ecumenical in Greek. The yellow submarine came from 



an animated cartoon movie about the Beatles. One leader explained, 

‘In the Beatles’ movie the submarine was the place where they loved 

each other in a groovy way and got strength to do battle with the 

Blue Meanies. It also shows that a Church has to have flexibility and 

maneuverability.” In this way the counter-culture found God. 

At the same time, however, other ex-hippies turned to pentecostal 

Christianity for spiritual relief. Pentecostalism, with its emphasis on 

mysticism, direct contact with God, and “speaking in tongues,” 

attracted youngsters who found Eastern mysticism and contemporary 

Christianity equally unsatisfying. Their theology was Bible-oriented 

but translated into the counter-cultures argot. As one convert put it, his 

thing was to rap about Jesus and warn others that drugs and the 

occult are the “sorceries” spoken of in the Bible. “I went through the 

political route, and then through the drug trip,” he told an interviewer. 

“Others get into meditation or Hare Krishna. Were all looking for 

life’s reality. Jesus said, T am the truth’—and that’s where reality is at.” 

Pentecostalism grew not only among Protestants but in the Catholic 

Church as well, with the hierarchy’s cautious blessing. 

American religious life was probably more fertile and diverse in the 

sixties than at any time since the nineteenth century. If all this did 

not quite amount to an age of faith, it certainly seemed so compared 

with the 1950’s which now looked like merely an age of churchgoing. 

The old religious revival declined; religion itself did not. The 

established churches became more secular, unchurched youths more 

religious. Anti-communism excepted, the 1950’s was a time when 

rational, scientific, and secular ideas dominated. In the sixties 

romantic, millennial, chiliastic, and utopian impulses undermined 

them. When the decade began, men proclaimed the end of ideology in 

religion as in politics, but ideology overcame in both areas nonetheless. 

Futurists assumed that scientific progress had made the supernatural 

obsolete. What the sixties showed was that even in a technetronic age, 

perhaps especially then, men still have need of God, and that if the 

established churches cannot provide for it others will. That was a 

sobering lesson indeed, though aspiring social managers paid little 

attention to it. They kept on drawing blueprints for the year 2000 as if 

nothing had changed since 1914. Then it made sense to expect the 
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future to be like the present, only more so. But after two world wars, 

Nazism, communism, and the religious excitements of recent years, 

to imagine a future dominated by reason, secularism, and the rule of 

science was to possess a faith as extravagant as, and even more 

groundless than, that of the submarine churches. 



10 TO TET AND BACK 

An innocent visitob to the United States in mid-decade 
might well have thought that the chief threat to American security was 
President Charles de Gaulle. Vietnam was to most in the government 
still a remote problem, but de Gaulle seemed very dose at hand. His 
unsolicited advice to the U.S. was annoying, his apparent opening to the 
East outrageous. In 1965 he continued to send ministers throughout 
Eastern Europe in search of trade and cultural agreements. He visited 
Moscow. Worst of all, he carried out his promise to withdraw from nato. 

On June 30,1966, American forces began leaving France. 72,000 French 
troops in Germany were taken out of nato, though they remained on 
station under a bilateral agreement between Paris and Bonn. The Amer¬ 
ican response was predictable. Ambassador to France Charles E. Bohlen 
told a House subcommittee that it was "probably the most serious event 
in European history” since World War II. Secretary Busk admitted that 
the Russian threat to Western Europe had diminished, but only because 
of the nato shield that de Gaulle was weakening. American tourism in 
France continued to decline. There were attempts in the U.S. to boy¬ 
cott* French imports. This reaction was explained by David P. Calleo 
who noted that Gaullist foreign policy "invariably appears puz¬ 
zling, idiotic, or sinister to those who cannot imagine why anyone 
except a communist would want to be independent of the United 
States.” 

The hue and cry against de Gaulle went on for several more years. 
Then it was pushed aside by the war in Indochina. By the time student 
uprisings and a monetary crisis drove de Gaulle from power, few in 
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COMING APART 

America cared much one way or another. French policy after de Gaulle 
was not greatly different, though less abrasively managed than before. 
This completed die lesson France taught America in the sixties. The 
Cold War was over in Europe for the most part. Europeans could afford 
to pursue their own interests. These were not always the same as Amer¬ 
ica’s. If Europe united, the discrepancies might become clearer and Eu¬ 
rope’s ability to exploit them greater. De Gaulle suggested what a truly 
independent Europe would be like. Accordingly, when he fell Washing¬ 
ton did not again press for a United States of Europe and British entry 
into the Common Market with its old fervor. 

Nor did nato continue to enjoy the sacred status accorded it in the 
fifties, nato had become litde more than a dumping ground for surplus 
U.S. military equipment and a cover for American nuclear weapons, 
which were never “integrated” into the European force anyway. De 
Gaulle had shown integration to be even more fragile than American ex¬ 
clusiveness made it seem. The rising costs of the Asian war turned peo¬ 
ple against keeping an expensive U.S. Army in Germany. Though few 
any longer believed in it, nato would survive, if only as a trigger to the 
American deterrent. The U.S. would go on protecting Western Europe, 
with or without nato, because it was in her interest to do so. That was' 
a solid fact. De Gaulle could not change it, nor did he mean to. What 
he did do was shake the rickety superstructure of pacts and alliances 
that years of fussing had erected. This was greatly resented by the Rube 
Goldbergs of diplomacy, but it was a service to them all the same. De 
Gaulle introduced a note of realism long missing in U.S.-European af¬ 
fairs. And, almost imperceptibly, it began doing its work in Washington 
and elsewhere. 

Such was not the case with Vietnam. Washington was now welded to 
its illusions by the blood of Americans it sent to die there. The war was 
no longer debatable. The gamble having been taken, nothing remained 
hut to see it through. Escalation proceeded by stages, separated often by 
fraudulent peace offensives. The first of these began with an informal 
Chmtmas truce observed by both sides in December 1965. Afterward 

dent Johnson grounded his warplanes and filled the air with diplo- 

Sdor toX ntTKT TLft0 P°Iand’ BeIgrade> and India- Ambas- 
*1° t0 ** ,BN ATthu* GoWberg was plucked from a vacation in the 
Bahamas and flown to Rome, where he spoke to Pope Paul and Foreign 

to pST MOrxrAfter that he was received by President de Gaulle 
TwT r 5™® Stei WUson in London- Under Secretary of State 

omas C. Mann went to Mexico City. Assistant Secretary of State 
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TO TET AND BACK 

G. Mermen Williams canvassed Africa. Hardly a capital was left un¬ 
turned during these few weeks, except, naturally, Hanoi. 

What was the point of all this furious traveling? How, indeed, could 
one find peace by looking everywhere except in Vietnam? To ask the 
question was to answer it The President was not working for peace but 
for better public relations, lie made the effort because the latest futile 
attempt to establish contact with Hanoi had become known. As was so 
often the case, it had been initiated by private citizens. In November two 
Italian professors had gone to Hanoi as volunteer peacemakers. Presi¬ 
dent Ho told them he would not insist on the removal of all American 
troops from Vietnam before negotiating. This seemed to them a con¬ 
cession, though it's not clear that Hanoi ever expected the troops to leave 
before talks began, and they rushed to tell Amintore Fanfani the good 
news. Fanfani, then sitting as president of the UN General Assembly, 
passed the information on to Ambassador Goldberg, who sent it to the 
President, who sent it to Dean Rusk. Secretary Rusk's office was already 
piled high with unopened peace bids. But as so many knew of this one, 
he had to respond to it. So he drafted a cautious letter which was relayed 
via Fanfani to President Ho. It had barely reached Hanoi when news of 
it appeared in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch The administration immedi¬ 
ately made public the exchange between Fanfani and Rusk. Whereupon 
Hanoi denounced the whole thing as just another imperialist fabrication. 

On January 31, 1986, the bombing of North Vietnam resumed. On 
February 8 a delegation of five Senators headed by the Majority Leader, 
Mike Mansfield, after thirty-five days in Vietnam reported that a year of 
Americanizing the war had changed nothing. "All of mainland South¬ 
east Asia, at least, cannot be ruled out as a potential battlefield," they 
concluded. Ornithology now dominated the politics of war. The friends 
of American intervention were called hawks, critics were doves. Sena¬ 
tor George D. Aiken of Vermont thought the country needed more owls. 
Senator Warren Magnuson of Washington proclaimed himself an Ameri¬ 
can eagle. Art Buchwald, noted social philosopher, admitted to being 
chicken. The Senate was rapidly becoming a nest of doves. Mansfield 
was uneasy about the war, Morse and Gruening had been against it from 
the first. But the weightiest criticism came from William Fulbrlght, 
chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. 

Fulbright was a most unusual Senator. The son of a prosperous Arkan¬ 
sas businessman, he had gone to the state university and then, in 1925, 
to Oxford as a Rhodes scholar. No one would have called him an in¬ 
tellectual then. Sports, campus politics, and collegiate life were his main 
interests. But Oxford had a great effect on him, as Cecil Rhodes meant 
it to. It awakened his intellect and established his taste. He went on to 
George Washington University, where he finished second in a class of 



COMING APART 

135 law students. He taught there for a time, and then at the University 

of Arkansas. In 1939 he was appointed its president; at thirty-four he 

was the youngest university president in the country. He was turned out 

by a new governor two years later. In 1942 he was elected to Congress, 

where he won immediate attention for a speech rebutting Representa¬ 

tive Clare Booth Luces attack on Vice-President Henry Wallace. In 1943 

he became nationally known for his resolution demanding international 

peacekeeping machinery after the war. The next year he was elected to 
the Senate. 

There his career was at first less brilliant than expected. He did spon¬ 

sor the student-teacher exchange program that bears his name. He was 

the only Senator to vote against appropriations for the McCarthy sub¬ 

committee in 1954. He was active in the successful fight to censure Mc¬ 

Carthy. But Fulbiight never made the Senate “dub.” His position as a 

border-state politician forced him to vote against integration and re¬ 

lated measures. As he was not a conservative in the Southern sense, this 

left him with no outside constituency to offset his weak position in the 

Senate. Then In 1959, when he was fifty-four, the seniority system made 

Fulbright chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee. Some power 

and much prestige went with the job. Though ability had nothing to do 

with his selection, Fulbright was a perfect choice all the same. Intelli¬ 

gent, reflective, an expert on foreign affairs and well known abroad 

(more so than in America probably), he was ideally suited for the work 
fortune called him to. 

What that would be was not immediately evident. Fulbrights sense 
of his committees duty had been formed in the 1940s. The great strug¬ 

gle for collective security had made a bipartisan foreign policy what the 
Senate most desired. Fulbright did too. He believed his committee 

should advise Presidents but not oppose them. As late as 1963 he still 

anticipated that the President’s authority over foreign policy would 

grow. When he thought the President mistaken he said so, but not in 
public. His subcommittees were kept on a tight rein. This position sur¬ 

vived the Bay of Pigs (which he opposed) and the Cuban missile crisis 

(which he favored). What destroyed it was the Dominican affair. When 

President Johnson invaded the Dominican Republic Fulbright sup¬ 

ported him. But he held hearings on the intervention later, and these 

changed his mind. On September 15, 1965, he gave a notable speech, 

saying: “U.S. policy in the Dominican crisis was characterized initially 
by over-timidity and subsequently by over-reaction. . . . Through the 

whole affair it has also been characterized by a lack of candor. .. . The 

administration acted on the premise that the revolution was controlled 

by Communists—a premise it failed to establish at the time and has not 
established since.” 
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For the sober Fulbright this was comparable to a diatribe. Naturally it 

inspired sharp reactions. Fulbright was always stubborn. The harder 

he was pushed, the more resistant he became. Once having broken with 

custom, he found it easier, even though under heavy fire, to do so again. 
In January 1966 his committee began its televised hearings on Vietnam. 

Retired General James M. Gavin explained his "enclave theory,” a pro¬ 

posal for de-escalating the war. George Kennan stressed Vietnam’s 

peripheral importance and urged the country to remember where its 
real interest lay (in Europe). Secretary Rusk was called up three times 

in three weeks, for as much as seven hours at a time. Fulbright grilled 

him relentlessly in his soft-spoken way. Secretary McNamara refused to 

testify except in closed session. Fulbright followed up these hearings 

with another set on China. In a kind of senatorial teach-in, leading Asian 

scholars, hawks and (mostly) doves, explored the war’s impact on Chi¬ 

nese affairs. 
No one knew if any minds were changed by these hearings, but they 

legitimized the anti-war movement. Now it was no longer a matter of 

silly housewives, peaceniks, intellectuals, and assorted freaks. The dis¬ 

senting Senators showed that men of stature and influence opposed the 

war too. The administration went on the defensive once more. It could 

pass off the teach-ins lightly. The Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 

and its expert witnesses, were not so easily brushed aside. Not that the 

administration didn’t try. President Johnson attempted to obscure die 

Fulbright hearings by hastily flying off to Hawaii for a meeting with the 

Saigon junta. That encounter generated the customary humbug. Presi¬ 

dent Johnson said, "We are here to talk especially of the works of peace. 
We will leave here determined not only to achieve victory over aggres¬ 

sion, but also to win victory over hunger, disease, and despair” The 

South Vietnamese militarists dedicated themselves to "the eradication 

of social injustice” and the building of "a stable viable economy and ... 

a better material life for our people.” Vice-President Humphrey then 

went to Vietnam bearing his own message of hope. 
The Hawaii meeting drew attention from Fulbright’s hearings as in¬ 

tended, but the Senator was not discouraged. On April 21 at the Johns 

Hopkins University he gave his most famous speech. Later it was pub¬ 

lished with his other two Christian A. Herter lectures as The Arrogance 

of Power. One of them attacked the Dominican intervention. Of the 

recent elections there he observed that "recovery from a disaster does 

not turn the disaster into a triumph.” The U.S. must leam, he insisted, 

that the growing desperation of poor peoples would create more such 

upheavals. He noted that in 1965 the U.S. proudly hailed the construc¬ 

tion of half a million new housing units in Latin America (sixty thousand 

of them with AManza help). What the government did not say was that 
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In the same year the number of families in need of housing went up by 

1.5 million. The administration pretended things were getting better 

when actually they were getting worse. The U.S. had a fortunate history, 

Fulbright went on. Thus it could not understand why less-favored peo¬ 

ple took desperate steps. When a nationalist uprising had communist 

elements, the U.S. suppressed it if possible. This was a mistake, Ful¬ 

bright argued. Communism was not of itself a repellent doctrine. What 

hurt was the fanaticism with which it was pursued. Some kinds of na¬ 

tional communism could be lived with. Attempts to suppress them only 

made matters worse, as in Vietnam. At bottom, Fulbright argued, Amer- 

ica s problems were a consequence of its great ambitions. It wished to 

set limits for the whole world to abide by. Though not entirely ignoble, 

this grand scheme led to war and oppression abroad and unrest at home. 

He urged another course, a prudent, even conservative one. On its 
behalf he invoked the names of Burke, Mettemich, and Castlereagh 

“because they believed in the preservation of indissoluble links between 

the past and the future, because they profoundly mistrusted abstract 

ideas, and because they did not think themselves or any other men quali¬ 

fied to play God.” This was a little disingenuous of Fulbright. He knew 

that such men fought the great revolution of their time, while he wanted 

America to do Just the opposite. Yet in calling them to his aid Fulbright 

was not being merely artful. He was at heart a deeply conservative man. 

Having lived through wave after wave of public feeling over foreign 

and domestic issues, he no longer trusted passion to guide men's affairs. 
As a student of history he knew that things rarely turn out as planned. 

Yesterday s enemy was today’s friend. What was heresy to this genera¬ 
tion might be the orthodoxy of another. This being so, the sensible man 

moved slowly and kept his options open. Fulbright subscribed to liberal 
principles (he would surely have voted for civil rights if Arkansas had 

let him), and was a great respecter of persons. It was his temperament, 

not his ideology, that was conservative. In another country Fulbright 

might have been recognized for what he was. But in America troglo¬ 
dytes, reactionaries, bigots, and true believers of the right monopolized 

the word comervatme. An honorable man hardly dared use the term, 

so Fulbright didn’t. Hence he was denounced by rightists for being left, 
and by leftists for being right 

What he could do he did do, and splendidly. It was as if his whole 

Mfe had been pointing toward this moment The years of study and re- 
ection, his long experience as a servant of American power abroad, tbe 

political compromises and disappointments, his naturally independent, 
even difficult, spirit now came together. Having repudiated the present 
policy, he would teach people to want another. And it was as a teacher 

not a politician, that he made his mark. His committee hearings, his Iec- 
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tures, his statements to the press all had this one purpose. Though the 

White House closed its doors to him, and his enemies sought to ruin him 

back home, Fulbright persisted. In his mannerly way he repeatedly 

called the administration to account. He was not scared by its threats nor 

deterred by its refusal to testify before him. The anti-war Senators took 

an awful beating, for whatever reasons. Morse and Gruening were 

turned out of office in 1968. Robert Kennedy was murdered. Eugene 

McCarthy later gave up his seat. Edward Kennedy was disgraced. But 
Fulbright held his place and kept the pressure on. 

Still, the war ground ahead. The lies about it mounted. Bernard Fall 

pointed out once more in 1966 how ridiculous the official U.S. figures 

were. As of January 1,1965, there were supposed to be 103,000 Viet Cong 

in South Vietnam; 40,000 more supposedly infiltrated during the year. 

The VC suffered an estimated 79,000 casualties. Thus, as of January 1, 

1966, VC strength ought to have been 64,000. In fact, the government 

announced, the VC actually numbered 237,000. How had it gotten the 

additional 173,000 men? By terrorizing them into enlisting. If so, this 

was a mighty achievement, since each original VC had to continuously 

terrorize more than two and a half armed conscripts. But anyone who 
believed that would believe anything, and did. 

Such nonsense as this produced a good deal of black humor at home. 

Buchwald feared that a bridge gap might develop in the North, for the 
U.S. had bombed so many it was running out of targets. He was reas¬ 

sured by an Under Secretary of Defense who told him that when things 
got tight the U.S. parachuted more bridges in to keep its bombers busy. 

Propaganda was another grave problem. Americans could hardly call 

the enemy "yellow bellies” as in the last war, since its allies were of like 

complexion. The press hardly ever got to photograph enemy atrocities, 

whereas the South Vietnamese made theirs distressingly available. And 

Ho Chi Minh did not resemble a blood-crazed dictator but rather a 
"starving Santa Claus.” 

Then there was the fact that complaints about the war, while a sacred 

American right, encouraged the VC and prolonged the fighting. This 

put the responsibility for ending the war on the Presidents critics. Buch¬ 

wald pointed this out to his friend Polanski. If only Polanski would shut 

up, Hanoi would negotiate. “ ‘But I don't like the way the war is going,' 

he protested. ‘No one likes the way the war is going Polanski, but the 

more you say you don't like the way the war is going the worse the war 
gets. At least that’s what President Johnson says.’ ‘But if I don’t say I 

don't like the way the war is going, how will President Johnson know I 
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don t like it? "President Johnson knows already that you don’t like the 

way the war is going/ "Who told him?’ "Probably the FBI But the im¬ 

portant thing is he doesn’t care if he knows it. What worries him is that 

Ho Chi Minh knows it.’ ‘How could Ho Chi Minh know it?’ Polanski 

wanted to know. ‘Because President Johnson keeps talking about U.S. 
critics helping Ho Chi Minh all the time.’ ” 

Less good-natured was Barbara Carson’s satire MacBird. Its hero had 

murdered his predecessor Ken-O-Dunc to gain the throne and launch the 

Smooth Society. The surviving Ken-O-Dunc brothers mean to destroy 

him. Other characters include the Earl of Warren, the Wayne of Morse, 

and the Egg of Head (Adlai Stevenson, of course). The following pas¬ 

sage indicates how Miss Carson established MacBird’s character. 

messenger: 
macbird: 

messenger: 
MACBIRD: 
messenger: 
MACBIRD: 
messenger: 
MACBIRD: 

“Beatniks burning draft cards.” 
“Jail ’em.” 
“Negroes starting sit-ins.” 
“Gas ’em.” 
“Asian peasants arming.” 
“Bomb ’em.” 
“Congressmen complaining.” 
""Fuck ’em. Flush out this filthy scum; destroy dissent. Its 
treason to defy your President. (His followers start to move 
doubtfully) You heard me! Co on, get your ass in gear. Get 
rid of all this protest stuff, y’hear.” 

This, as Dwight Macdonald pointed out, would have been inexcusable 
except that was how President Johnson actually spoke. “In sum, Mac- 

Bird is a tasteless, crude, wholly destructive satire which roughs up 

everybody and everything from Shakespeare to Vietnam . .. and which 

is extremely funny, especially at its most tasteless, crude, and destruc¬ 

tive moments.” Oddly enough. President Johnson came through, even in 

this vicious caricature, as an imposing figure. For all his faults, perhaps 

because of them, Johnson was larger than life, a kind of Texas de Gaulle. 

He tended to think of himself as more Lincolnesque than Gaullist, 
though. Before resuming the air war against North Vietnam he called 

in a band of congressional leaders and read to them of Lincoln’s ordeal 
from Bruce Catton’s Never Call Retreat. Other times he thought himself 

to be Woodrow Wilson, or even Churchill. Yet this was a harmless con- 
ceit by comparison with his role as Sheriff Johnson, the lawman of South- 

east Asia. Secretary McNamara had put in his hand the greatest mili¬ 

tary instrument ever made. He was using it to flog the very earth in 

Vietnam. In 1954 the French had less than 350 aircraft in Indochina. 
The U.S. now had nearly ten times that number, all vastly superior to 

what the French used. Bernard Fall, though he wished the communists 
defeated, was beginning to doubt that South Vietnam would survive its 
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deliverance. American planes defoliated jungle and rice paddy alike. 

The bombers tore up square miles at a time. Helicopter gunships shot 

everything that moved in enormous Free Fire Zones. 

What of Saigon itself? In thirty months the government had changed 
hands ten times. In 1966 it was run by Premier Nguyen Cao Ky who had 

held office since the previous June. Before that he was chief of the air 

force. Marshal Ky at the age of thirty-four looked like a juvenile de¬ 

linquent and acted like the fighter pilot he was. He wore flashy black 
uniforms and Jumpsuits, as sometimes did his beautiful young wife, a 

former airline hostess. Their dress was an early example of what would 
become known as unisex. Like most Saigon oligarchs Ky was from the 

North originally. Like most Northerners he was contemptuous of South¬ 

erners whom he saw as soft, lazy, quarrelsome, and characterless. For 

him the country’s heart was in the North. Hence he wished always to 
invade it. He didn’t much care for Americans either, though dependent 

on them. He sometimes hinted that American imperialism was an ever¬ 
present danger. Marshal Ky was also remarkably loose-tongued, the 

male equivalent of Madame Nhu. And he was not an absolute ruler, be¬ 

ing only first among his equals in the ruling junta. While not an espe¬ 

cially admirable figure, he did have one significant talent: the ability to 

hold power, a rare one in South Vietnam at that time. He proved it 

again in 1966. 

The Buddhists had never stopped causing trouble since Diem’s fall. 

On March 10 Marshal Ky gave them a new grievance by dismissing 
General Nguyen Chanh Thi, who commanded the northernmost corps 

area. He was a particularly loathsome individual who boasted of once 
killing eight VC prisoners to make the ninth talk. But he went easy on 

the Buddhists so they liked him. Demonstrations followed his removal, 
many directed against American power. When riots broke out the next 

month in Da Nang, where the U.S. had a great air base, Marshal Ky 
put them down. He did so again in May. Further rioting in Hue, the 

ancient capital and seat of Buddhist power, erupted in June. Marshal Ky 

once more suppressed it. When disorder threatened Saigon he used 

troops again. On June 21 they broke into the Buddhist Institute, silenc¬ 

ing that stronghold of anti-governmental agitation. Marshal Ky was too 

shrewd to think guns solved every problem, and cleverly played off Bud¬ 
dhist factions against one another. He also promised "free” elections later 

in the year. The U.S., it seemed, had finally found a winner. The country¬ 

side was still being pulverized. Of 8,500 strategic hamlets (New Life 

hamlets, they were now called) only 1,500 were really secure. The VC 

controlled vast areas by night that the government laid claim to in the 

day. But Saigon was in good hands, and that seemed enough. 
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1966 ended with 375,000 American troops in Vietnam, compared with 

181,000 at its start. President Johnson said just before Christmas that 

while "long and difficult days” were ahead, he thought the tide of battle 

had turned. Secretary McNamara, for whom hope still sprang eternal, 

announced that progress had “exceeded our expectations” and that draft 

calls might be halved in 1967. The tonnage of bombs dropped on Viet¬ 

nam was already equal to the whole amount expended on the Pacific 

Theater in World War II. Despite this, the U.S. thought that the enemy 

had added 100,000 men to his effective strength. Where there had been 

only 11,000 drvn regulars in South Vietnam the year before, now there 

were 50,000. VC strength was up from 230,000 to 287,000. All that esca¬ 

lation had done was increase casualties on both sides, while everything 

eke remained the same. Reporters who asked why, in light of this, de- 

escalation or negotiation was not attempted were answered, off the rec¬ 

ord, as follows. The U.S. could not agree to mutual withdrawal of Ameri¬ 

can and North Vietnamese forces because the VC, though outnumbered, 

would then easily overrun the feeble arvn. The U.S. could not accept a 

settlement that left the National Liberation Front intact because it was 

the only viable political force in the country. Given a free election it 

would either win outright or secure a dominating position. American 

spokesmen phrased it differently, of course. They talked of keeping the 

NLF from winning by political subversion what it could not gain on the 

battlefield. Rut whatever language was used, what it meant was that 

only U.S. intervention kept the South Vietnamese communists from 

seizing what was rightfully theirs. This did not leave much room for 
negotiations with Hanoi. 

The orvn continued to accept peace feelers anyhow, though it ex¬ 
pected little from them. Hanoi always understood the American situa- 

tion better than Washington cared to admit. It appreciated that so long 
as the U.S. thought it could win the war, serious talks were impossible. 

Rut nothing was lost by cooperating with hopeful peace seekers (a point 

Washington was slow to take), and something might one day be gained 

from them. One of the most striking examples of how this worked was 

the Mangold initiative of 1966. Marigold sprang, as peace bids always 

did in those days, from outsiders. One was Giovanni D’Orlandi, a career 

diplomat who was the Italian ambassador to Saigon and dean of the 

South Vietnamese diplomatic community. He made a habit of giv¬ 
ing asylum to the victims of government coups. In consequence, he had 

one of the few unbugged private residences of note in Saigon. No secur¬ 
ity officer cared to offend the man on whom his own life might someday 
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depend. The other moving force was Janusz LewandowsM, chief of the 
Polish mission to the International Control Commission in Vietnam. 
With the approval of their governments the two men began working on 
a plan to bring the U.S. and the dkvn together for discussions. In July 
Ambassador Lodge started meeting them. 

Delicate feelers were extended through the summer and early fall. 
In November roving Ambassador Averell Harriman became interested 
and the code name Marigold was assigned these conversations. On No¬ 
vember 14, though the principals could not know this, President John¬ 
son authorized the first bombing attacks on Hanoi. Bad weather delayed 
them for several more weeks. On the same day Lodge described the 
U.S. aims in Vietnam to D’Orlandi and LewandowsM. The latter im¬ 
mediately went to Hanoi and spoke to Premier Pham Van Dong, who 
agreed to talks with the U.S. if they were kept secret. LewandowsM re¬ 
turned to Saigon and on December 1 presented Lodge with the ten 
points which he thought summed up the American position. “It will 
never win the Mettemich Award for distinguished diplomatic prose," 
one American said of the paper (which, given State’s customary in¬ 
felicity, was a damning remark indeed). But it did accurately express 
Washingtons views. The next day Lodge told D’Orlandi and Lewan¬ 
dowsM that the ten points could serve as a basis for discussion. Lewan¬ 
dowsM suggested that the U.S. have representatives in Warsaw prepared 
to speak with drvn envoys by December 6. That very day the heavy U.S. 
raids, authorized by President Johnson several weeks before but delayed 
by the weather, took place. Lodge explained that it was impossible to 
cancel the raids for fear of breaching Marigold’s security, a point on 
which Hanoi had been adamant. 

The problem here was that only one man in the State Department 
knew about both Marigold and the plan to bomb around Hanoi (the 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs), 
and he had no authority over the war’s conduct. This, in turn, was be¬ 
cause President Johnson wanted to run the war himself. All command 
decisions had to be made on such a high level that it was hard to get any 
response to events. The main policy body was the Tuesday luncheon 
group of Secretaries Busk and McNamara, the President, his press sec¬ 
retary George Christian, Walt Whitman Rostow, and sometimes the 
Joint Chiefs and the CIA director. A provision existed for diplomatic 
reviews to coordinate bombing raids with peace feelers, but it had fallen 
into disuse. The only man in government permanently concerned with 
such overtures was Ambassador Harriman. He had a tiny staff and no 
clear mandate. Thus the government’s mode of operation nearly pre¬ 
cluded negotiations, even if it wanted them. When reporters asked later 
how it was possible for Hanoi to be bombed on the very day talks were 
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agreed on, they were told by a presidential associate that they would 

never get the inside story because it makes our government look so bad.” 

What made it look even worse were the raids of December 4. Those in 

the State Department who knew of Marigold and feared the effects of 

the first raids near Hanoi did not try to stop the next attacks either. They 

thought it was too late to work up the chain of command. They feared 

compromising Marigolds security. Rostow, and others near the Presi¬ 

dent, had no interest in the talks anyhow. They believed Ho Chi Minh 

would talk when he was ready, bombings or no. The official position was 

that Marigold had little chance to succeed, and if it did the bombings 

would not matter. The raids continued until on December 13 and 14 

Hanoi proper was bombed. Harrison Salisbury of the New York Times 

was there to report the attacks. Among other targets, the Polish Friend¬ 

ship School and the Polish, Rumanian, and Chinese embassies were hit. 

The Canadian mission to the International Control Commission was 
damaged slightly. 

Salisbury wondered why the U.S. went to such trouble for the sake of 

a few truck-repair installations with a handful of aging vehicles in them. 

But the raids were puzzling only if one attached a military significance 

to them. Once it was realized they had none, everything was perfectly 

dear. The function of the air war was to coerce Hanoi into accepting 

American peace terms. That being so, it hardly mattered what was hit 

once the few obvious military targets were destroyed. Except for the 

port of Haiphong (full of Russian and other neutral shipping) and the 

Red River irrigation system (the destruction of which would have 

killed millions by flood and famine), everything became fair game. 

Homes, churches, schools, and hospitals, as Salisbury and other wit¬ 

nesses reported, crumbled before the onslaught, not because American 
pilots sought them out but simply because they were there. 

The Hanoi raids killed Marigold. Afterward, Americans offered curi¬ 

ous explanations for its failure. Some blamed it on the Poles, others on 

Harrison Salisbury for describing how civilians had been bombed, 

though in fact the Polish Foreign Minister had told U.S. Ambassador 

Gionouski that talks were off ten days before Salisbury’s first story ap¬ 

peared in the Times. (The administration’s outrage at Salisbury’s accu¬ 

rate reporting led I. F. Stone to call it "Harrison Salisbury’s Dastardly 

War Crime. ) Worst of all, nothing was learned from Marigold. On 

April 19,1967, the U.S. proposed that both sides pull back ten miles from 

the Demilitarized Zone so that it could be truly neutralized. That very 

evening the power plants in Haiphong were bombed. And so it went. 

After Marigold, Hanoi insisted for the first time on a complete bombing 
halt as a precondition for talks. 
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Much later, reviewing these sordid events, the Times (of London) 

Literary Supplement drew the moral "that bad mechanics can destroy 

good intentions, and perhaps also that a master who does not know his 

own mind can be frustrated by a servant who does.79 This was a chari¬ 

table view indeed. After all, the main problem was not poor organiza¬ 

tion, sabotage by the hawks, or anything so mechanical. It was simply 

that the U.S. could achieve its object in Vietnam only by crushing the 

enemy. The purpose of negotiations, in the American mind, was to 

hasten that day. Since neither the NLF nor the drvn was on the verge 

of surrender, there was nothing to talk about. Washington could hardly 

say this aloud, hence the endless propaganda about liberty, self-determi¬ 

nation, and aggression from the North. Sometimes the administration 

could not even admit this to itself, which led to more confusion among 

friends than enemies. So the year ended, like the one before, in a cloud 
of lies and rumors. 

Even after the failure of Marigold all hope was not lost. On January 

3, 1967, Premier Pham Van Dong of North Vietnam told Harrison Salis¬ 

bury that only the bombing of his country prevented negotiations from 

beginning. U Thant agreed. On February z President Johnson said that 

he was still waiting for a sign from Hanoi. The drvn Foreign Minister 

then indicated through the communist journalist Wilfred Burchett that 

talks would begin when the bombing ended. He referred specifically to 

Johnson’s remarks and said, "Well, he’s had the sign.” Unfortunately, 

that was not the sign Johnson wanted. Others kept the heat on him none¬ 

theless. Pope Paul again called for peace in Vietnam. On February 8 

Premier Kosygin endorsed the drvn proposal to begin talks in exchange 

for a bombing halt. By then President Johnson had sent off a letter to 

Ho Chi Minh explaining what he meant by a sign. To begin with, the 

U.S. could not stop bombing the North because the drvn would use the 

lull to resupply their troops in the South. If, however, the drvn first 

stopped infiltrating men and supplies into the South, the U.S. would 
"reciprocate” by halting the bombing. 

While this letter was in transit the annual Tet trace occurred out of 
respect for the lunar new year. From February 8 to 11 the U.S. halted its 

bombings and, apparently, the drvn ceased infiltrating the South. All the 

same, on February 13 President Johnson announced that the drvn had 

violated the truce by resupplying its troops, and resumed the bombing 

on an even greater scale. Of course the U.S. had also used the trace to 

resupply its troops, and had put another seventeen thousand men into 

the field. Only Washington understood why it was proper for the U.S. 

to resupply during truces and wrong for the drvn. To no one’s surprise. 

President Ho rejected Johnsons letter. The real problem, as Theodore 
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Draper pointed out, was not so much the crude blackmail practiced by 

Washington as the definition of reciprocity underlying it The only way 

North Vietnam could have reciprocated for the bombing raids against it 

was by bombing the U.S. or at least South Vietnam, Being unable to do 
this, it had done the next best thing by sending troops south. But the 

U.S. then demanded that these troops, which Secretary McNamara now 

admitted had not been there when the raids began, be abandoned by 
the dkvn, after which the bombing would stop. North Vietnam was 

not to supply its Southern troops, but the U.S. would continue supply¬ 

ing its own forces while the war in the South continued. One did not 

have to be a fanatic communist to appreciate the one-sidedness of this 

proposal. The drvn was to make all the concessions and abandon its 

troops. The U.S. would then generously stop its aggression against the 

North. Hanoi's refusal of these terms was then used to justify further 

attacks on the Norths ^infrastructure.” 

On February 21, just after this latest diplomatic fiasco, Bernard Fall 

stepped on a land mine in South Vietnam. Of all the brave people killed 

there he was among the best Fall was French by birth. During the Ger¬ 

man occupation he had fought in the underground and then with the 

Free French. After the war he came to America as a student. His doctoral 

dissertation was on die first war in Indochina. His feelings about the 

endless struggle there were complex. As an anti-communist and a French 

veteran he naturally identified with the French Union forces, whose gal¬ 

lantry he celebrated in a moving book on the battle of Dien Bien Fhu. 

But he also loved the Vietnamese, sympathized with them in their long 

agony, and yearned to see them have a government worthy of them. 

Few Westerners understood the complexities of Vietnam better than he. 

No one living in America (he taught at Howard University) and writing 

for Americans was better at explaining Vietnamese conditions to them. 
When the U.S. first entered the war he hoped it would win. But as the 

awful procession of events developed he despaired of Saigon's ability to 
form a popular government. And he was increasingly horrified as the 

immense American military machine ground back and forth across 
South Vietnam, leveling the towns and jungles with ruthless impartiality. 

On one of his many visits there Fall contracted a possibly fatal disease. 

All the same, he went back again in 1967 to write yet another of the 

great books that are his monument. He was only forty when he died. 

Among the hundreds of thousands who perished in that inferno, the 
loss of a single life might seem unimportant. But Fall was truly an indis¬ 

pensable man. No one in America had his depth of knowledge on Viet- 

nam, nor combined the reporter's eye and the scholar's mind as he did. 

He was desperately missed by everyone who cared about the ravaged 
land he died in. 
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In 1967 American casualties reached the 100,000 mark. No one knew 

how many hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese had been slain. The 

country was bombed more heavily than either Germany or Japan had 

been in World War II. Gropnd operations were equally destructive. 

That year Jonathan Schell returned to Vietnam. He had previously writ¬ 

ten a New Yorker article (later published as The Village of Ben Sue), 

describing the elimination of a single community. Now he examined the 

same process on a vaster scale to show "that we are destroying, seem¬ 

ingly by inadvertence, the very country we are supposedly protecting.” 

He concentrated on two mountainous northern provinces, especially the 

province of Quang Ngai. It had been controlled by the National Libera¬ 

tion Front for years. Saigon had attempted to secure it, first with the 

Strategic Hamlet program and then with New Life hamlets. In most 

cases, once the old villages were destroyed and the peasants relocated, 

the NLF re-established control. In 1967 the Americans sent in Task Force 

Oregon to break the VC once and for all. As of August 1967 there were 

138,000 Vietnamese in the province s refugee camps. Since 1965, when 
the Marines began operating there, about 40 per cent of Quang Ngai’s 

total population of 650,000 had passed through them. About 70 per 
cent of the province’s villages had been destroyed, mostly by American 

forces. In the sectors assigned to the akvn, comparatively few 
villages were abolished. In U.S.-controlled areas 90 per cent of them 

were destroyed. As in most parts of South Vietnam, the destruction was 

indiscriminate. 

There was a certain Alice in Wonderland character to the American 
effort. When a village was destroyed for harboring communists it was 

said to be the peasants’ own fault. Yet villagers rarely had much choice 

in the matter. The U.S. could not guarantee them security against VC 

reprisals, so their lives were at hazard either way. No matter, they were 

still to blame if the Army had to kill them. Schell was struck especially 

by the American tendency to identify villagers in terms of what was done 

to them. If a village was evacuated its inhabitants were called VC sup¬ 

porters. When sent to a camp they became refugees. The dead were al¬ 

ways confirmed Viet Cong. There was a label for every occasion, but the 

event came first and the rationale afterward. Stranger still, the people in 

refugee camps got higher relief payments if they had been injured by 

the VC than if Allied actions were responsible—that is, when they were 

paid at all. Much resettlement was really just a matter of redefinition. 

Refugees would be put in camps, the camps would then be declared 

hamlets and the refugees denied a resettlement housing allowance on 
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the grounds that they were already resettled. The whole process of de¬ 

populating the countryside was called "urbanization.” 

The air war in South Vietnam was equally seamy. Large areas had 

restrictions laid on them, which the pilots habitually evaded. Generally 

they shot up what they pleased, though for some reason they continued 

to think themselves unreasonably inhibited by higher authority. Given 

a free hand they would soon put an end to Charlie, as the VC was called. 

Yet Schell didn’t see what more they could do than was already being 

done, even if their nominal restrictions were lifted. The pilots used their 

power in different ways. A certain FAC (forward air controller, a pilot 

in a light aircraft who called in the fighter-bombers) detected the VC 

by means of intuition, in which he had great confidence. One FAC 

pilot would call strikes at the sight of an unarmed man, another might 

not unless actually fired on. Schell flew on one mission where the FAC 

had two churches destroyed, explaining that the Godless VC were wont 

to fire from them. Then, perhaps thinking this not quite justification 

enough, he pointed out that the VC destroyed churches too. “They don’t 

care at all about blowing up a church and killing innocent civilians.” An¬ 

other moral quirk that the pilots had in common with domestic hawks 

was their feeling that it was ethically better to kill civilians by accident 

than to assassinate officials. At home, as in Vietnam, people who criti¬ 

cized random butchery by aircraft were always met with the rejoinder 

that the VC murdered village chiefs. There was something peculiarly 

American about this. Why was it worse to deliberately kill government 

agents (guilty men by NLF standards) than to bomb the innocent? 

Though slain without malice they were dead all the same, and in far 
greater numbers than the VC was even capable of. 

Nor did the American people have to take Schells word alone. CBC, 

the Canadian government's broadcasting network, did a documentary 

on the war called “The Mills of the Gods” which sustained the air wars 

critics. No American network had the courage to make such a film. It 
was shown in the U.S. mainly on educational TV, but millions were able 

to see for themselves how air strikes were handled. A CBC reporter 

asked one helicopter pilot why he had shot up a particular structure. 

He said that he saw footprints leading into it that showed the person 

had been running. Since only a VC would run from a gunship, the build¬ 

ing was obviously an enemy structure. What the pilot failed to say was 

that Vietnamese who did not run were often shot too. Even more illumi- 
nating was an actual strike filmed by the CBC team from an accom- 

panying jet The pilot viewed the operation as a sporting event, whoop¬ 

ing and cheering when an especially nice hit was made. He said that he 

often wished he could walk through a village afterward to see the dam¬ 
age firsthand. 
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Americans, Schell noted, were especially struck by the peasants* in¬ 
gratitude. Americans viewed the tremendous destruction as preliminary 

to the great, democratic reconstruction to come. The peasants* indiffer¬ 
ence to this prospect was baffling. So was their dumb acceptance of the 

limited aid available in the refugee camps. Americans invariably pointed 

out that military operations were only half the story in Vietnam, but it 

was the only half that most peasants ever saw. Little wonder that they 

lacked the broad vision U.S. forces thought appropriate. Still, most 

Americans grimly refused to take the point. Indeed, Schell found the 

level of self-delusion to be staggeringly high. Perhaps the best instance 

was his interview with the U.S. senior adviser for Quang Ngai province 

after its devastation. He explained what a triumph the pacification effort 

had been. That very night the VC overran Quang Ngai City, freeing 

twelve hundred prisoners from the provincial jail. Later he heard an 

important American official in Saigon say that Quang Ngai was going 
to be one of the big success stories of 1967. 

That was how it went throughout the American defense establish¬ 

ment. Ambassador Lodge began the year by saying, “I expect. . . the 

war to achieve very sensational results in 1967”General Westmoreland, 

sunny as ever, announced in July that “we have succeeded in obtaining 

our objectives.” In November he declared that “the enemy’s hopes are 

bankrupt.” Still, more of everything seemed always to be needed. In 

August, though 480,000 American servicemen were already in Vietnam, 

the President proposed to send 50,000 more. Congress was asked for 

more money—$4.5 billion in March, and then another $12 billion. Most 

congressional doves voted for these appropriations. They feared being 

accused of “letting the boys down.” It was hard to see why. If Congress 

withheld funds and the President continued to send men into combat, 

who would be to blame? Surely not the Congress. Such a thing was in¬ 

conceivable anyway. No President would for long pursue a war without 

congressional support. By refusing to vote their consciences these dissi¬ 

dent legislators made things much easier for the President. Even so, six¬ 

teen Senate' doves, including Robert Kennedy and J. William Fulbright, 

went out of their way to further placate the hawks. On May 17 they ad¬ 

dressed a statement to Hanoi proclaiming their own opposition to “any 

unilateral withdrawal of American troops” and calling on the drvn to 
negotiate. 

The hawks were not appeased. Congressional fire-eaters wanted a 

vastly expanded war effort. Strategists like Bernard Brodie were calling 

for greater coercion of Hanoi, including, perhaps, the use of tactical nu¬ 

clear weapons in Vietnam. Though the President was in fact observing 

their strictures on “graduated escalation,” and a record 4,668 missions 

were flown against North Vietnam in August, the escalation still seemed 
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too gradual to them, mainly, of course, because it wasn't working. The 

Joint Chiefs wanted to bomb yet more heavily. Admiral Sharp hoped to 

shut down the port of Haiphong, however many Russians and other 

neutrals were killed in the process. Only Secretary McNamara among 

the top leaders was losing faith. Everyone else thought a few more turns 

of the screw would do it. But McNamara told a Senate subcommittee in 

August that “nothing in the past reaction of North Vietnamese leaders 

[provides] any confidence that they can be bombed to the negotiating 

table.” Three months later he was no longer Secretary of Defense. 

McNamara was the first leading administration official to defect on 

account of the war, although he helped President Johnson make it seem 

like an ordinary resignation. Certainly his job was a killing one. He had 

held it for seven years, longer than any other Defense Secretary. But 

even then it was clear that Vietnam was responsible for his departure. 

He had once supported it so vigorously that it was called "McNa¬ 

maras War ” But McNamara finally realized that the more the drvn 

was bombed, the more the NLF was helped. He made no secret of this 

when briefing Congressmen. McNamara now believed that the war had 

to be won on the ground in South Vietnam, and that bombing the North 

was “counterproductive.” So he had to go, for the President was not 

about to shift gears. In a final display of loyalty McNamara went along 

with the fiction that his resignation was merely routine, thus robbing it 
of considerable impact. 

Loyalty was not least among the virtues that made him indispensable 

to two Presidents. He was brilliant, incredibly hard-working even by 

Johnsonian standards, and a masterful administrator. But his fidelity was 

especially prized. When he took office in 1961 he discovered that Eisen¬ 

hower had been right to say there was no missile gap. Yet when his state¬ 
ment to that effect was reversed by President Kennedy, McNamara duti¬ 

fully revived the missile gap to justify the huge increase of icrm's that 
followed. Later he admitted that in consequence Russia had followed 

suit, narrowing the U.S. lead in strategic missiles. Again, in 1967 when 
the military asked for a big anti-missile defense system, McNamara's 
first response was to oppose it. He pointed out that had President Eisen¬ 

hower not vetoed the Nike-Zeus system in 1959 the U.S. would have 

spent $13 or $14 billion for a defense system that would have been obso¬ 

lete even before completion. The proposed Sentinel ABM offered the 

same prospect. It would cost $5 billion to begin with and probably 

wouldn't work. But when President Johnson insisted, McNamara worked 
up a flimsy excuse for this latest military pork barrel. Though it would 

not do much good against a Russian salvo, he now argued, China might 
be deterred by it. Even Senator Russell thought this a fragile argument. 

The Chinese were hardly so stupid as to send their handful of missiles 
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against a country that could utterly destroy them in return. McNamara 
ate his earlier criticism all the same. 

Replacing McNamara was a difficult business. Logically, his able as¬ 
sistant Paul Nitze, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, ought to have suc¬ 

ceeded him. But Nitze was disqualified for having been right too often 
about Vietnam. In 1961 he had been against Rostow’s plan to send 

American troops in limited numbers to stiffen the arvn. Nitze described 

“Walt’s Plan Six” as like being a little bit pregnant. To protect the small 

early drafts, more troops would be needed. America would end up with 

a major investment in the land war. Then again, in 1965, when President 

Johnson decided to escalate, Nitze objected. The new commitment was 

likely to be open-ended. And he knew, from his experience in World 
War II with the strategic bombing surveys, that limited bombing ac¬ 

tually increased morale and production. Nothing short of wholesale de¬ 

struction of the cities was likely to work. Since he turned out to be right 

both times he was naturally much resented. Nor did being right qualify 

him for a job that chiefly demanded the perpetuation of past failures. 

Having gotten rid of one doubting Thomas, Johnson was not disposed 

to admit another to his war cabinet. So Clark Clifford, a Washington 

lawyer and presidential adviser who was considered hawkish, replaced 

McNamara. That was another of the President’s mistaken judgments, 
though no one suspected it then. 

w 
The anti-war movement did not let the administrations strategems go 

unnoticed. A symbol of what President Johnson had accomplished came 

in January 1967 when Dwight Macdonald changed the name of his col¬ 

umn in Esquire magazine from “Films” to “Politics.” An old radical, once 

a Trotskyite and then an anarchist, he had given up on politics when 

events destroyed the basis of his left-wing anti-communism. He had been 

attacking Stalinism since the 1930 s, but when doing so became the prop¬ 

erty of rightists and fanatic Cold Warriors, he dropped out Macdonald 

remained, as Norman Mailer would say later, America’s oldest living 

anti-Stalinist. Yet he could not fight that battle with a good heart in the 

company of such as Joe McCarthy, John Foster Dulles, and Hubert 

Humphrey. So he turned to cultural criticism. The war in Vietnam 

brought him back to politics, as it did so many others. Nonpolitical 

people were being radicalized by the war, and ex-radicals repoliticized. 

Macdonalds return was especially fitting. He had been one of a hand¬ 

ful during World War II who thought it wrong to bum Germans in the 

name of anti-fascism. Burning Vietnamese in the name of anti-commu¬ 

nism seemed to him no better. But history had changed him too. He 
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recalled that in Ms youth he had sneered at those who sought "the lesser 

evil” in complex political situations. Now he searched earnestly for it, 

along with millions of others whom Lyndon Johnson brought together. 

On April 15,1967, police estimated that 125,000 people demonstrated 

for peace in New York City, and another 30,000 in San Francisco. The 
big politicians were still lying low, but Martin Luther King, more in¬ 

fluential than any officeholder, threw his weight against the war. On 

April 4 he demanded a unilateral cease-fire and described the U.S. as 

"the greatest purveyor of violence in the world today.” Most orthodox 

civil rights leaders were not ready to go so far, nor did they wish to com¬ 

promise their movement by linking it with peace. But all around the 

country individuals were taking action in their own way. Most were still 

little known, except for Cassius Clay, heavyweight boxing champion of 

the world. Clay had been converted by the Black Muslims who gave 

him the name Muhammad Ali and made him a minister. Ali claimed to 

be exempt from the draft both as a minister of religion and as a con¬ 

scientious objector. When the government took him anyway, he refused 

induction and was subsequently convicted and sentenced to five years 

in jail and a $10,000 fine. He appealed, and years later was still free 

on bond. This ended his fighting career (temporarily, as it turned out). 

The World Boxing Association declared his title vacant, so did most state 

boxing associations. Thus did professional boxing, the most corrupt of 

all major sports, establish its patriotism. No one had known until then 

that there were political requirements for athletes. The legal justification 

for taking away Muhammad Alis livelihood remained unclear. He was 
KO’d all the same. 

Because his reasons for refusing induction were so peculiar, being 

based on Muslim doctrines, Alis gesture did not have die moral reso¬ 

nance it might otherwise have had. More notable in this sense was the 

refusal of Captain Howard Levy to train Special Forces medical corps- 

men in the treatment of skin diseases. Levy headed the dermatology 

clinic at Fort Jackson, South Carolina. He based his refusal on the 
grounds that the Green Berets were "murderers and liars and thieves" 

and that their corpsmen were really combatants in violation of profes¬ 
sional ethics and the Geneva Convention. At his court-martial the so- 

called Nuremberg doctrine, which held that soldiers had a duty not to 

commit war crimes, was raised. Levy believed that the Green Berets 

were "killers of women and children,” and felt obligated under inter¬ 

national law not to help them. The presiding officer challenged Levy’s 

defense lawyer, Charles Morgan, Jr., a Southern liberal and staff mem¬ 

ber of the American Civil Liberties Union, to produce evidence that 

atrocities were committed in Vietnam as a matter of general policy. This 
was impossible. 
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The worst thing in Vietnam was the air war, and that was not con¬ 

sidered criminal. The Green Berets did commit murder, but Morgan 

couldn't prove it (nor could General Abrams, who succeeded West¬ 

moreland in Vietnam, though he tried to later). Soldiers did butcher 

civilians, as the My Lai massacre of 1968 showed, but it hadn't hap¬ 

pened yet, and even if it had no one could prove that atrocities were a 

matter of deliberate policy. Unlike the Nazis, American soldiers did not 

record their criminal acts, even when proud of them. Levy was duly 

court-martialed and spent several years in jail. Dissension kept rising in 

the services nonetheless. Punishing GI's opposed to the war made them 

more cautious, but not less numerous or determined. 

Growing numbers of young men refused induction and went to Can¬ 

ada or to jail. Thousands more organized to stop the war. Their biggest 

single enterprise that year was called the Vietnam Summer. It was mod¬ 

eled on the Freedom Summer of 1964. Though it had failed, the Free¬ 

dom Summer was a legend among radical youths, and they remembered 

it when organizing anti-war projects in 1967. Some twenty thousand 

young people participated in the Vietnam Summer. Its national head¬ 

quarters had two hundred workers who spent perhaps a half-million 

dollars. Nominally the effort was directed by a steering committee of 

adult pacifists, liberals, and academic radicals. But increasingly real 

authority flowed from the young, activist cadre in the national office. 

Kenneth Keniston made a study of them, so we know far more about 

the psychodynamics of the national office than is usually the case with 

such movements. Keniston was more interested in sociology than poli¬ 
tics. He saw his subjects mainly as representatives of the budding youth 

culture. Still, his book Young Radicals manages some political comment 

despite itself. 
It makes clear that the summer of 1967 was a crucial turning point 

for the New Left. Some young radicals already disdained this sort of 

promotional activity. They were in the Vietnam Summer because they 

wanted to prove it wouldn't work. Not that they meant to sabotage the 

program. But they were convinced that after a fair trial it would col¬ 

lapse, thus radicalizing the participants. Others hoped it would be effec¬ 

tive. Yet they were prepared to concede in advance that it might fail and 

force them leftward. The project did fail and the young radicals did be¬ 

come more extravagant. The March on the Pentagon in October showed 

that. But ultra-radicalism was more than just a calculated response to 

the worsening situation. Keniston pointed out that “the issue of violence 

is to this generation what the issue of sex was to the Victorian world." 

While sexually freer than previous generations, they were more ob¬ 

sessed by violence. The great massacres of World War II haunted them; 

the prospect of nuclear war had shadowed their entire lives. 
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Accordingly, resisting violence had become central to their way of life. 

They had prized the nonviolent ethic of Martin Luther King so long as 

it seemed effective. They made great efforts "to overcome in themselves 

any vestige of sadism, cruelty, domination, or power-seeking in human 

relationships” But their tactics aroused violence in others which in¬ 

creased their own rage and hostility. And when the slaughter grew in 

Vietnam they began to think of American violence as so potent that only 

counterviolence would end it. Already they were citing the Jewish exam¬ 

ple in World War II. If the Jews had fought back at the start, Nazism 

might have been contained, they thought. Thus "for all his efforts to 

control violence, cataclysm, and sadism, the young radical continually 

runs the danger of identifying himself with what he seeks to control, and 

through a militant struggle against violence, creating more violence than 

he overcomes.” In this one sentence Keniston anticipated the end of the 

New Left. 
The fall showed more clearly what was ahead. In Oakland, California, 

throngs of demonstrators besieged an induction center for five days, 

stopping buses and fighting with the police. On many campuses recruit¬ 

ers for the military, the CIA, and Dow Chemical were harassed. Some 

schools were forced to cancel interviews. In December four hundred 

people were arrested across the country during four days of anti-draft 

demonstrations and sorties. But the most dramatic event of 1967 was the 

great March on the Pentagon on October 21. Anywhere from thirty to 

75,000 demonstrators crossed the Arlington Memorial Bridge, some to 

picket and demonstrate against the Pentagon, others to storm it. The 

demonstrators got a bad press for the most part. But radical anti-mili¬ 

tarists were heartened by the show of spirit. It further widened the gap 

between hawks and doves, and it inspired one of the great books of the 

sixties, Norman Mailers Armies of the Night. 

To understand this remarkable document one has to know something 
of Mailers earlier life and work. As he was the most confessional writer 

in American history, the facts are easily come by. What they mean is 

something else again. In the 1950^ Mailer was generally thought to be 

wasting himself. The critics didn’t like the novels that followed his The 
Naked and the Dead. His radicalism, though bizarre and personal, was 

considered passe. America had moved beyond ideology, but Mailer had 
not. He insisted on finding truth through better orgasms. He drank too 

much, experimented with drugs, and was frequently divorced—all signs 

of impending ruin. And he insisted on making a fool of himself in public. 

Clearly, he was not a person to take seriously, though he might once 
have been, it was agreed. In retrospect these objections, while true, seem 

irrelevant. In the fifties Mailer was simply out of phase with the times. 
An age of orthodoxy, sobriety, and self-restraint does not admire excess, 
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oven In geniuses For another, Mailer was a long time in the making. At 
the end of the sixties he was still unfinished and unpredictable. No two 
of his novels are alike. This was much resented, though critics ought to 
have been glad of the extra employment. But like most people critics 
want to have everything neatly sorted. Mailer was always having to be 
relabeled, which was bothersome. Many would have liked to write him 
off as some kind of freak. Yet his power was such that few did, to their 
secret relief probably when the sixties came. For in this decade Mailer 
flowered more brilliantly than before. 

One novel, The American Dream, was a thriller about an intellectual 
who murders his wife (Mailer had stabbed one of his) and experiences 
unusual sex and violence. It was published chapter by chapter in Esquire 
magazine as Mailer wrote it, a piece of bravado which irritated critics 
no end. Mailer compared himself to Dickens, who did the same thing. 
People thought it unbearably vain of him to take such chances in public 
anyway. His next fictional work, Why Are We in VietnamP, was not 
about Vietnam but concerned some Texans hunting big game in Alaska, 
The book featured the most elaborate and inventively obscene language 
ever used in an American novel. And because it dealt with violence it 
really was about Vietnam after all. 

But whatever posterity might think, the books that counted most in 
those years were not his novels. Beginning with Advertisements for My¬ 
self in 1959, Mailer had been developing a literary genre peculiar to 
himself. It included essays, doggerel verse, fictional experiments, and 
much self-exposure, Woven through it were his views on current prob¬ 
lems and ultimate questions. He was his own most exhaustive critic, 
sometimes finding faults, sometimes greatness in works whose merits 
escaped most others. He dissected even his worst or most ridiculous acts 
for the light they shed on the human condition. As the books piled up 
(Presidential Papers, Cannibals and Christians, Idols and Incense) it got 
harder and harder to attribute all this to mere self-esteem. Autobiogra¬ 
phy is always written because the author thinks his life the stuff of truth 
or art. But few autobiographies are genuinely instructive or illuminating, 
often because the natural desire to make one's self look good subverts 
the larger design. Mailer's first virtue was that he did not fear to look bad. 

He insulted Jacqueline Kennedy, feuded with other writers, tried to 
organize a championship boxing match, bit an actor on the ear, and 
made obscene speeches in public while drunk—the list of his follies 
seemed endless. These were often discreditable to the man (foolish, 
criminal, degrading, they were called), but they were all grist to the 
writers mill Afterward he took them up, examined them, drew out such 
morals from them that it was hard to tell where life ended and art began. 
In truth, they were all of a piece. The man was absurd, prone to danger, 
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offensive, childishly violent, and exploitive of women; so was the writer. 

The end result, the books the life made, were increasingly rich, pregnant 

with strange insights and associations. Though Mailer often seemed bent 

on destroying himself, his writing gained in force. Critics thought this a 

paradox when they recognized it at all. But with Armies of the Night 
many grasped what a few knew already, that in a strange way his life 

fed his art, that what seemed weaknesses were somehow necessary to 

his genius. 
What is in the book that made it penetrate the critical brain as his 

earlier works had not? It is written in the first person, beginning when 

Our Hero receives a call at home asking him to be in the March on the 

Pentagon. Should he take time from his labors as Greatest Living Ameri¬ 

can Novelist and self-made film producer, he wonders? After weighing 

the rival claims of honor and ambition he decides to go. Book I, “History 

as a Novel: The Steps of the Pentagon,” tells what befell him in conse¬ 

quence, Book II, ‘The Novel as History: The Battle of the Pentagon,” 

tells what happened later. In his role as historian Mailer carefully pre¬ 

sents the facts. The march was originally planned by a mobilization 

committee of adults, including the veteran pacifist David Dellinger. 

Things lagged at first, then Jerry Rubin was appointed project director. 

Rubin had been a leader of the Free Speech Movement at Berkeley and 

of the Vietnam Day there. He had status among the alienated young, so 

“to call on Rubin was in effect to call upon the most militant, unpredict¬ 

able, creative—therefore dangerous—hippie-oriented leader available to 

the New Left.” Prospects for the march improved; so did the risks. To 

mitigate these the mobilization worked out ground rules for the police 

that Mailer summed up as follows: “We, the government, wage the war 

in Vietnam for our security, but will permit your protest provided it is 

only a little disorderly. The demonstrators: we still consider the war out¬ 

rageous and will therefore break the law, but not by very much.” Ac¬ 

cordingly, speeches were made, fifty thousand people marched on the 

Pentagon, a few attacked it and were arrested or beaten or both. Mailer 

got himself jailed. That night a small band stayed on and were worked 

over by some of the 1,500 police, 2,500 National Guardsmen, 200 U.S. 

marshals, and assorted military personnel gathered for the occasion. 

Put so baldly. Armies of the Night doesn't sound like much. But Mailer 

developed this thin scenario into an elaborate, complex screenplay. The 

meeting of protesters takes on a mythic quality at his hands. The great 

dissenters were out in force—Dr. Spock, Dagmar Wilson of Women's 

Strike for Peace, Paul Goodman, and many more. Mailer meets Chaplain 

Coffin of Yale, “one full example of the masculine principle at work in 

the doth,” for the first time. In jail he finds himself with Noam Chomsky, 

a brilliant linguist then rapidly become the anti-war movement's fore- 
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Mario Savio: We 
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against the wheels ... 
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most intellectual. Dwight Macdonald was there, and so was Robert 
Lowell, a natural aristocrat and prince among men.* Mailer works his 
ambivalent relationship with these two for all it is worth, especially his 
complex feelings toward Lowell. Lowell seems always to be one-upping 
him in a mild, distinguished way. Mailer doesn’t know if he’s being put 
down or put on. Or perhaps Lowell is only the innocent-wise child he 
appeared to be. In contrast. For the Union Dead, Lowell’s mighty poem, 
is always in the back of Mailers mind, though he never speaks of it 
directly. This most powerful encounter between poetic imagination and 
the nation’s tragic past seems strangely fitted to the moment So, begin¬ 
ning with Lowell’s effect on his vain, competitive spirit. Mailer ends by 
subtly calling history to the side of art—and all in the guise of jour¬ 
nalism. 

To these mythic characterizations Mailer adds extraordinarily vivid 
descriptions of the Fugs entertaining the crowd, Ed Sanders announcing 
a grope for peace, and Abbie Hoffman, the future yippie leader, lead¬ 
ing a mass attempt to levitate the Pentagon. Of that brilliantly attired 
band Mailer says, ‘The dress ball was going into battle.” 

Two passages in particular suggest the deepest level at which Mailer 
operated. On his release from jail he said this to the press: Today is 
Sunday, and while I am not a Christian, I happen to be married to one. 
And there are times when I think the loveliest thing about my dear wife 
is her unspoken love for Jesus Christ. Some of us were at the Pentagon 
yesterday, and we were arrested in order to make our symbolic protest 
of the war in Vietnam, and most of us served these very short sentences, 
but they are a harbinger of what will come next, for if the war doesn’t 
end next year, why then a few of us will probably have to take longer 
sentences. Because we must. You see, dear fellow Americans, it is Sun¬ 
day, and we are burning the body and blood of Christ in Vietnam. Yes, 
we are burning him there, and as we do, we destroy the foundation of 
this republic, which is its love and trust in Christ.” 

Near the book’s end Mailer speaks of a few Quakers who were ar¬ 
rested, refused to wear prison clothing, and were stripped and thrown 
in the Hole. Mailer asks if in their torment they prayed for the country, 
and the men it sent to Vietnam who knew not what they did. The 
prayers are as Catholic as they are Quaker, and no one will know if they 
were ever made, for the men who might have made them were perhaps 

* Macdonald returned the compliment in Esquire, where he reviewed the book 
and the events it celebrated. He notes that when Lowell told Mailer that he was 
the best journalist in America, Mailer was annoyed. “But what neither of them could 
have realized, since the present work hadn’t been written, was that Mailer was about 
to carry journalism into literature in the way that Agee had done in Let Us Now 
Praise Famous Men: by planting himself squarely in the foreground and relating 
the whole composition to his own sensibility.” 
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too far out on fever and shivering and thirst to recollect, and there are 

places no history can reach. But if the end of the March took place in 

the isolation in which these last pacifists suffered naked in freezing cells 

and gave up prayers for penance, then who was to say they were not 

saints? And who to say that the sins of America were not by their wit¬ 

ness a tithe remitted?” 
Both these quotations are authentic Mailer, but the first seems self- 

mocking. Few reporters could have thought that Mailer really believed 

the Republic to be based on the love of God. Yet, as the second quota¬ 

tion shows, he did. The last page in Armies of the Night is a prayer 

(called “The Metaphor Delivered”) for the country's future. 
Mailer was many things—down, poet, brawler, genius perhaps—but 

mystic does not ordinarily appear on the list. Still, he was that too, 

though rarely seen as such. The one thread that seemed to bind his 

scattered acts together was the search for that truth he sometimes gave 

the name of God. That was both what redeemed and informed his ap¬ 

parent madness. Mailer veered crazily through life under full canvas, 

ballasted by his great talent, sights set on a polestar that only he could 

see. If a fool, he was a holy fool. Even his enemies, and they were legion, 

sensed the power in him. If given a choice, he was not the prophet Amer¬ 

icans would have asked for in those years. But he was what they got, and 

they were lucky to have him—though rarely grateful. 

w 
Posterity will doubtless think the March on the Pentagon remarkable 

mainly for the book it inspired. Impressive as the numbers involved 

were, neither this nor any subsequent demonstration seemed to have had 

any effect on policy-makers, which was why the extreme left turned to 

violence and terror soon afterward. The administration continued to in¬ 

sist that all was well. Maxwell D. Taylor, who had done so much to 
make the war, published an article in the New York Times Magazine 

called ‘The Cause in Vietnam Is Being Won” that appeared simultane¬ 

ously with the march. It included this astonishing statement: “Probably 

the most serious liability which we must offset is the illusion [my italics] 

that the United States is deeply divided over Vietnam and, in the long 

run, will abandon its present policy.” The customary round of assurances 

followed this march. The summer before, Dean Rusk had made clear 

that he had learned nothing from the war. He said that no aggressor 

should think that the absence of a “defense treaty. Congressional decla¬ 

ration, or a United States military presence grants immunity to aggres¬ 

sion.” Of course, few countries failed to enjoy one or another of these 

blessings. The U.S. had since World War II made security agreements 
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with forty-two countries in nato, seato, and the like. Bilateral agree¬ 

ments had been signed with others. Thirty-eight nations benefited from 

U.S. military advisory teams, and there were major American bases in 

twenty of them. But the U.S. saw its role in grander terms than even 

these figures suggested. That same summer President Johnson told 

White House visitors that America had "a whole world to guard/* 

Congress was increasingly reluctant to concede this. If it would do 

nothing about the current war, it hoped at least to avoid future ones. In 

April the Senate refused to give President Johnson what it regarded as 

a Latin American Gulf of Tonkin resolution for a meeting of hemispheric 

chiefs of state at Punta del Este. In May Congress rejected a new weap¬ 

ons system for the first time in a decade. It involved a $1 billion appro¬ 

priation for "fast deployment logistic ships'* designed to give emergency 

support to American troops anywhere in the world. The Senate Armed 

Services Committee pointedly remarked that by making U.S. interven¬ 

tion easier, the system would also make it more likely. In June Congress¬ 

men met with administration officials to discourage American interven¬ 

tion in the Middle East crisis. On July 20, i9®7j maily Senators, hawks 

and doves alike, criticized the administration for sending three U.S. 

transport planes and 150 men to the Congo. In August the Senate For¬ 

eign Relations Committee, with conservative support, began hearings 

on the general subject of American commitments abroad. 

The anti-interventionist sentiment in Congress made itself felt par¬ 

ticularly on foreign aid. Foreign aid had been losing favor for years, 

though the U.S. still provided some assistance to seventy-six countries. 

But the percentage of national wealth spent on aid was small and get¬ 

ting smaller. Japan spent a larger proportion of its national income on 

foreign aid, and so did other countries. Nor was American aid so selfless 

a program as Congress liked to pretend. Aid was usually restricted to 

purchases in the U.S., so the goods and services went overseas while the 

dollars stayed at home. As American products were often more expen¬ 

sive, recipient countries got proportionately less for the money than if 

they had been able to buy freely in the world market. Sometimes aid 

benefited American business more directly. India had insisted on dis¬ 

tributing fertilizer produced there by American companies, and also on 

setting the prices for it. In 1966 Standard Oil of Indiana refused to ac¬ 

cept such restrictions any more. To back Standard, the U.S. Agency for 

International Development put food shipments to India on a month-to- 

month basis. India with its starving millions was in no position to play 

politics with food, though America was. Accordingly, it gave way. In 

1967 AID requested $50 million for India to buy American fertilizer at 

American prices. 

Except for military aid, most support to underdeveloped countries was 
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in the form of loans. The poorer third-world countries were already pay¬ 

ing more to the World Bank in principal and interest on past loans than 

they were receiving from it in new loans. In 1965 Latin American debt 

payments equaled the total of public development loans and grants 

received that year. Between 1955 and 1964 the amount of export earn¬ 

ings that went to maintain national debts there rose from 6 to 15 per 

cent At the same time that payments on past loans ate up present ones, 

T^tin America was suffering a net loss in skilled personnel. In the dec¬ 

ade before 1964, 13,800 Argentinian engineers migrated to the U.S. 

90 per cent of all Asian students in America did not return home. The 

U.S. and other developed nations raised tariff walls against finished 

goods from third-world states, while international prices for many of 

their raw exports declined. In 1965 the UN’s Food and Agricultural Or¬ 

ganization pointed out that malnourishment in the underdeveloped 

countries was greater than before World War II. In 1966 the UN’s 

World Economic Survey revealed that third-world purchasing power 

had declined. The net outflow of interest and profit from them to the 

rich nations was increasing. 

In attacking foreign aid for its entangling possibilities, then. Congress 

chose the poorest reason for condemning it. The aid programs were bad 

because they were too few and too self-serving. Aid benefited the Amer¬ 

ican economy more than the recipients. Often it didn’t work at all. Where 

it did work its tendency was to reinforce local oligarchies. When the 

Alliance for Progress was begun much brave rhetoric was uttered about 

the “peaceful social revolution” it would inaugurate. But while the 

Afianza was supposed to generate social reform, in practice it became 

a way of bailing out distressed ruling elites. This further offended anti- 

American students, intellectuals, and left-wing politicians. Surprisingly, 

in some countries even the military, traditionally pro-American and 

richly rewarded for being so, grew restive. In Peru and Bolivia they 

would soon take power, not to crush the left or restore order but ap¬ 

parently to implement that very social revolution which the Alianza had 
failed to inspire. As foreign aid was so ineffective, even retrogressive for 

the most part, its continuing decline in the later sixties was no great loss 
to the world. Still, it might have been better to reform the aid programs 

than undermine them. But as so much else was being sacrificed to the 
gods of war, aid could hardly be exempted. 

w 
On January 31,1968, on the second day of Tet, the lunar new year, the 

Viet Cong struck at thirty-six (of forty-four) provincial capitals, sixty- 
four district towns, countless villages, and a dozen American bases. Per- 
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haps 60,000 men were involved in these assaults. Before Saigon was 
quiet 150,000 more refugees had been created and Cholon, the Chinese 

quarter, mostiy leveled. It took six hours to secure the American em¬ 

bassy alone. Elsewhere the fighting was equally savage. Ben Tie, a town 

of 35,000, was occupied by an estimated three battalions of Viet Cong. 

They were driven out after artillery and air attacks that demolished at 

least half the towns structures. “It became necessary to destroy the 

town to save it,” explained an American officer afterward. Hue, the an¬ 

cient capital of Annam, was not secured until February 25. By then 70 

per cent of its homes lay in ruins. The American military announced 

that a famous victory had been won. The invaders had lost 33,000 men. 

(Going by rule of thumb, three wounded to every enemy killed, this 

meant that the 60,000 attackers had suffered over 120,000 casualties, a 

discrepancy left unexplained by the military.) In April General West¬ 

moreland announced that “we have never been in a better relative 
position.” 

The Tet offensive demonstrated anew the poverty of official thought 

on Vietnam. The VC were supposed to be too weak to mount a major 

attack. When they did strike and were beaten off the military announced 

once more that they were now definitely finished. But it was clear that 

the NLF had never expected to seize control of the country. Only 4,500 

VC attacked Saigon. About 6,000 enemy troops occupied Hue. What the 
Tet offensive showed was that the VC was still a power, would remain 

so for years to come, and that the people of South Vietnam were not 

loyal to their government. The VC had infiltrated combat units into 

Saigon and elsewhere, and laid plans that hundreds of thousands, per¬ 
haps millions, of people had to know about. Yet the regime only learned 

of the offensive when it began. The major cities were quickly regained, 

but the pacification program in the countryside was profoundly dis¬ 

rupted. A year later many areas secured by the VC during Tet were 
still in enemy hands. In their narrow way the military, seeing the cities 

safe again, proclaimed victory. What they could not understand was 
that the U.S. had suffered a great political defeat. For years the admin¬ 

istration, while paying lip service to the political question in Vietnam, 

had relied entirely on armed force to answer it The folly of that course 

was now apparent to nearly all reasonable men, in office and out. 

Coming as they did on the heels of Tet, Johnson's narrow victory in 

New Hampshire and the prospects of certain defeat in Wisconsin con¬ 

vinced him not to run for re-election, and to call a partial bombing halt 

As always with so complex a man, the reasons for his decision were hard 

to determine. It was clear that he would lose other primaries, if not to 

Eugene McCarthy certainly to Robert Kennedy. This would not keep 

him from being renominated as he would still control the convention, 
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nor would it prevent his re-election. He said later he was sure he could 
win again, and given Richard Nixon's tiny margin of victory that was 

probably true. But it was also clear to him that he could not expect to 

govern successfully since his own party would be tom apart by then. It 

was to Johnsons credit that he did not want the presidency for its own 

sake, but for what he could do with it. The ashes of victory were hardly 

more to his taste than the ashes of defeat. 
His decision to de-escalate was more complex. Like everyone else, 

President Johnson had been astonished by the Tet offensive. He was 

even more disconcerted when General Westmoreland asked for another 

206,000 troops to make the inevitable victory more certain. Always be¬ 

fore when the military asked for more they got it. This time a funny 

thing happened. On March 18 a blue-ribbon panel convened to discuss 

the prospect. It included Dean Acheson, Douglas Dillon, McGeorge 

Bundy, George Ball, Arthur Dean, and others. They got the usual opti¬ 

mistic briefing by Dean Rusk and other high administration hawks. But 

they also heard from lower-ranking officials in the State Department, 

the CIA, and the Pentagon, without their superiors being present. For 

the first time, in many instances, the panel members got an unvarnished 

analysis of the dismal post-Tet condition of South Vietnam. The result 

was that the panel, all of whom had previously been hawks, recom¬ 

mended that the U.S. abandon its hopes of a military victory, de-esca- 

late the war, and try seriously for a negotiated settlement. 

Johnson was understandably surprised at this. And even more so when 

he heard from the junior officials. For the first time he learned what 

people close to the action really thought. Secretary of Defense Clifford 

improved the shining hour by asking the President for three things: not 

to send more troops, to Vietnamize the war as much as possible, and to 

call a limited bombing halt. Clifford's recent tour of Asia had persuaded 

him that the military's World War II tactics were not working in Viet¬ 

nam, and that other Asian states had little stomach for the war. He also 

saw that the whole middle level of the war-making bureaucracy was rot¬ 

ten with doubt. As Townsend Hoopes, Under Secretary of the Air Force, 

pointed out later, many second-echelon figures were thinking of resign¬ 

ing, perhaps in a block, if changes were not made. The war had already 

driven some from the government; it was only a matter of time before 

resignations were made specifically to protest the war. 

The Pentagons request for more troops was decisive in several re¬ 

spects. It forced a review of the entire war, the first ever to be done open- 

mindedly. It implied that the generals did not really think Tet such a 

splendid victory after all, thus discrediting them. Most of all, it forced 

the President to see that the war could not be won at a reasonable cost. 

To put several hundred thousand more men in the field meant drafting 
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200,000 troops and calling up 250,000 additional reservists to support 

them. This would cost billions and lose more votes. Worse still, experi¬ 

ence showed that to neutralize 200,000 American soldiers the North 

Vietnamese needed only to send 50,000 troops south. In addition to its 

large standing army the dbvn could draw on a pool of 200,000 young 
men who reached military age every year. For all practical purposes 

North Vietnam had an inexhaustible supply of military manpower with 

which to counter American troop increases. The alternative, bombing 

enemy supply lines, was already a proven failure. This too was a matter 

of simple arithmetic. The drvn imported about eight thousand tons of 

supplies a day. Intensive bombing might reduce this by half, or even by 

three-quarters, but the drvn’s forces in South Vietnam needed only one 

hundred tons of supplies a day. This was so little that no amount of 

bombing could prevent its getting through, by foot if need be. In effect 
then, North Vietnam was impervious to anything less than genocide— 

which was out of the question, even, perhaps, for Walt Rostow. 
Thanks to Secretary Clifford, President Johnson finally accepted, if 

halfheartedly, the logic of these figures. They were real, unlike the phony 

numbers ground out by the military—the body counts, the estimated 

casualties, the hamlets pacified, the square miles liberated—that had 

fooled McNamara for so long, though based on little more than the mili¬ 

tary’s need to impress him. No one had expected Clifford to turn the 

tide. On the contrary, he had been chosen to replace McNamara, it was 

thought, because he was a hawk and wouldn’t go over to the nervous 

nellies as McNamara seemed on the verge of doing. Clifford was alleged 

to be a legal wheeler-dealer and Washington influence peddler. Such 
men do not get ahead by offending Presidents. But while he may still 

have been a hawk when sworn in, Clifford did not remain one for long. 
He had no responsibility for past errors and so no need to defend them. 

Once he grasped the facts he worked patiently and skillfully, using 

all those conciliatory skills that made him a successful lawyer, to get the 

administration to face them. President Johnsons startling announcement 

on March 31,1968, that he would not run for re-election and was order¬ 

ing a partial bombing halt in North Vietnam was Clifford’s work more 

than any other man’s. 
Although Johnson appeared sincere about leaving the presidency, his 

enthusiasm for a negotiated settlement was less clear. The partial bomb¬ 

ing turned out to be very partial indeed, as it excluded an area extending 

two hundred miles above the Demilitarized Zone separating North and 

South Vietnam. Senator Fulbright and others, pointing out that Hanoi 

had always insisted on a complete bombing halt before opening negotia¬ 

tions, feared this was only another Johnsonian trick, a way of seeming 

to want peace without actually having to try for it. To their surprise, and 
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maybe the President’s, North Vietnam responded favorably. After much 

backing and filling on both sides, it was agreed on May 3 that talks 

would begin in Paris. This was the first real break in the long, dismal 

chain of events since the war was enlarged in 1965. Yet it did not signify 

any reduction in combat levels. The bombing went on as intensively as 

before, and was perhaps even more effective for being concentrated in 

a narrower area. American propaganda remained as belligerent and ob¬ 

tuse as ever. 

The only additional sign of American sincerity was the appointment 

of Averell Haniman to head its delegation to Paris. Harriman was by 

this time the most experienced negotiator in American history. John F. 

Kennedy had noted years before that under three Presidents Harriman 

had held as many important jobs as any American diplomat except John 

Quincy Adams. During President Johnsons administration he moved 

into a class by himself. The remarkable thing was that though he had 

served four Presidents, Harriman started from scratch with each of 

them. He was useful to Presidents because he had a talent for knowing 

the right people and studying the right subjects. He started out in 

domestic affairs with Franklin Roosevelt during the New Deal, then 

switched to foreign affairs as war impended. By 1943 he had shifted 

from dealing with the British to negotiating with the Russians. He was 

one of the first important Americans to favor a tough line with Stalin. 

When President Kennedy took office Harriman told a friend that he 

had started as a private with both Presidents Roosevelt and Truman, 

and ended up on top. He expected to do the same with Kennedy. Sure 

enough, though he seemed to have been appointed as roving ambassa¬ 

dor mostly out of charity after Nelson Rockefeller ended his political 

career, Harriman came back. In short order he received several promo¬ 

tions, negotiated the test-ban treaty and the cease-fire in Laos, became 

an expert on Southeast Asian affairs, and was a close adviser to Presi¬ 

dent Kennedy. President Johnson demoted him to roving ambassador 

again. But he too soon learned that Harriman was indispensable. In de¬ 

bate Harriman was ferocious. His friends called him “the old crocodile/’ 

but many who were bitten by him came to admire Harriman all the 

same. One political associate said of him, “The only insincere thing 

Averell ever did in his life was shake the hand of a voter.” In diplomacy 

he was not so constrained. He once replied to a Congressmans question 

with the remark, Tm glad you re not Secretary of State.” Though tough 

and outspoken, Harriman was an insiders insider. If he opposed a pol¬ 

icy he did all he could to change it. But when he could not he accepted 

the inevitable, kept his own counsel, and lived to fight another day. 

When President Johnson sent him to Paris in 1968 he was nearly 

eighty years old, somewhat deaf, but as formidable as ever otherwise. In 
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an essay on him some years before, Joseph Kraft said Haniraan had 

‘looks, health, an exciting job, and eighty million dollars. He can afford 

to thumb his nose at anybody” That was still true. But Harriman did not 

thumb his nose at the North Vietnamese. Close acquaintance with the 

Saigon regime had made him despise it—a view he hardly troubled to 

conceal. From a technical standpoint he was the best man Johnson could 

have appointed, if not the most faithful to his chiefs errors. Harriman 

did not make clear how much he disagreed with the official line until 

the administration was out of power, but it seems likely that he was pri¬ 

vately informing the President early on of the need to make real con¬ 

cessions if the negotiations were to succeed. He was tired of the war too. 

Without liking the North Vietnamese he respected them, and thought 

their case a reasonably good one. Given a free hand he might well have 

worked out a settlement and made a graceful American withdrawal 

from Vietnam possible. Even so, he moved things to the point where on 

November 1 President Johnson finally had to end the air war against 

North Vietnam entirely. So after a long and probably unnecessary de¬ 

lay, serious negotiations began. At that point something like half a mil¬ 

lion tons of bombs had been dropped on the drvn. At least nine hundred 

U.S. planes were lost over it. The chief result was that infiltration from 

the North increased, by the administration s own figures, from 12,000 

men in 1964 to more than 200,000 in 1968. Rarely had so much slaughter 

and destruction produced so few visible results. 

Nothing came of the Pads talks, apparently because the administra¬ 

tion still denied reality. The first condition for peace in Vietnam was to 

accept that the long American effort to reverse the tide of events there 

had failed. The NLF continued to be the only political organization 

with a popular following. The Saigon regime still depended entirely on 

the U.S., despite the vast quantities of blood and treasure spent to make 

it viable. It followed that to have peace South Vietnam must have a gov¬ 

ernment acceptable to the NLF, not necessarily dominated by it, but 

one to which it was a party. The Saigon regime refused to entertain even 

the prospect of such a coalition, as it had to. Even though it had rigged 

the previous election by excluding most neutral and leftist candidates, 

it had still not managed to win a popular majority. Afterward the oppo¬ 

sition leader was imprisoned. Free elections would end the generals’ 

reign, so would a coalition government. Perpetual war was their only 

means of staying in power. So long as the U.S. supported them the fight¬ 

ing would go on. The administration could not win in Vietnam because 

it was politically impossible to send the million or more troops victory 

required. And it could not withdraw as that would mean confessing er¬ 

rors that had cost hundreds of thousands of lives. For the U.S., as for 

Saigon, the only remaining alternative was eternal combat, but at a 
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more bearable (for Americans) level of intensity. That seems to be what 

Johnson had in mind, and why there was so little progress in Paris de¬ 

spite Harriman's desire to start things moving. It was the policy that 

Nixon inherited from President Johnson, and which he improved upon, 

as we shall see later. 

So the Johnson administration ended with the ashes of defeat strewn all 

around. Defeat in Vietnam { for when a small power fights a great power 

to a draw, that is the equivalent of victory for it), defeat in the war on 

poverty, and defeat at the polls. The last was probably the least serious. 

Though Hubert Humphrey was Johnson's man, in a way, the President 

had consistently damaged his campaign. He seemed to find the prospect 

of Nixon s replacing him far from repugnant. Nixon would continue his 

foreign policies. His domestic programs were hopelessly wrecked any¬ 

how. And he may have suspected that the contrast between his admin¬ 

istration and Nixons would make him look better in history's eyes than 

if he were succeeded by Humphrey. In the event, when it came time to 

relinquish his power he did so with more grace than any President in 

modem times under similar circumstances. Many stories came out of 

Washington in the twilight of the Johnson presidency on the philosoph¬ 

ical manner in which he accepted retirement. He admitted few mistakes. 

The party's division was all the Kennedys' fault, not his own—or even 

McCarthy’s. History would absolve him because of “what I did for the 

Negro and seeing it through in Vietnam for all of Asia.” Walt Whitman 

Rostow, whom many thought his most sinister adviser, was equally com¬ 

placent When asked later by the New York Times if any mistakes had 

been made, he could hardly think of one. 

Dean Rusk was equally stubborn, “a captive of the past, doggedly 

misapplying its lessons,” as the New Republic observed. Even out of 

office he kept on attacking his critics as isolationists who threatened the 

marvelous world order constructed by America after World War II. He 

and Rostow were virtually the only key Johnson men loyal to their er¬ 

rors, and the only ones to suffer for diem. Most ex-officials got good 

jobs outside the government when the Republicans came in. Rusk was 

unemployed for a time. Then he was hired, after much opposition (aris¬ 

ing, of all things, from his alleged liberalism), to teach law at the Uni¬ 

versity of Georgia. Rostow was rejected by his old school, MIT, and 

ended up helping Johnson edit his papers at the University of Texas. 

There was much hand-wringing at these reprisals, yet though exiled 

to the provinces both men got handsome salaries. For war criminals 

(which was how they were regarded by many) this was decent treat- 
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ment indeed. The only real injustice was that their partners in crime 

got off scot free. But perhaps even these mild penalties did some good. 

The trouble with warfare is that generally those responsible never have 

to pay. The innocent die but the guilty are only turned out of office, if 

that. It would not be a bad thing to have the risks divided a bit more 

equitably. 
It is still too early to sum up the Johnson presidency. As David Wise 

observed in a shrewd essay on him, there are two extreme views main¬ 

tained by serious people about Johnson. ‘To his admirers, Johnson is a 

complex, misunderstood, and noble figure who bound up the wounds of 

the nation after the tragedy at Dallas by sheer force of will, pushed more 

needed social legislation through Congress than any of Ms 34 predeces¬ 

sors, who saved freedom in Southeast Asia and then made the supreme 

sacrifice of his own political career in a bold move to win the peace. 

“To others he is a character out of a Greek Western. At first, he is the 

man in the big ranch house, elected by the largest popular majority in 

history, rich, powerful and seemingly invincible. Then, felled by hubris, 

a victim of his own tragic flaws, impaled by war, he rides off forever 

into Credibility Gap, his name to bleach in the desert with the bones of 

the Great Society beneath the merciless glare of history.” 

Most liberals were willing to admit that he was magnificent after Dal¬ 

las, during the 1964 election, and in the Great Society's glory days. Rela¬ 

tively few accepted his view of what was at stake in Vietnam. Even 

some who did thought the price too high. Most disagreement concerns 

the reasons for his fall. Eric Goldman, a professional historian who saw 

the President close up, blamed it on character defects. In his view Presi¬ 

dent Johnson was forever barred from greatness by his provincial origins 

and domineering temperament. This is, curiously enough, a point that 

Johnson himself partially agreed with. He often remarked that, having 

been raised outside the liberal establishment, he could never be Presi¬ 

dent of all the people as he wanted to. This seems unduly fatalistic. 

Johnson had many well-advertised weaknesses, but he was a man of 

many strengths as well. What did him in was not so much vanity, Texas 

homeliness, or bad diction, but several great errors—escalating in Viet¬ 

nam, taking too long to see it wouldn't pay, refusing to conciliate the 

liberal opposition in his own party, and so on. These are mistakes of a 

sort that greater men than President Johnson have made before. It is 

conceivable that President Kennedy, who was advised by the same peo¬ 

ple who urged Johnson into the war, would have acted much as he did. 

And the most serious of these mistakes was a result not of any defect 

unique to the President, but of the whole approach to foreign affairs 

that dominated public men after World War II. Believing that there 

was a Cold War wMch the U.S. must win, fearing Munichs, seeing dom- 
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inoes in every threatened backwater, the Establishment supported esca¬ 

lation in 1965. When it failed, Johnson was left to take the blame. Most 

advisers washed their hands free of blood, but there was no way the 

President could. Those many hundreds of thousands gone because of 

him—how could he say it was all in vain and still sleep at night? This 

is not to excuse the President. Men are responsible for what they do. 

Lyndon Johnson sought the power of life and death, and when it was his 

he used it brutally. But he only did what most of his highly placed critics 

would have done had they the means. The tragic flaw was not in the 

President but in the structure of national decision-making. It would re¬ 

main when he was gone. That was the chief lesson Eugene McCarthy 

meant to teach the country. His counsel was rejected because otherwise 

the American people would have to admit their responsibility for what 

had become of than. How much easier to blame it all on President John¬ 

son s character! What better way of insuring that all the bloody history 

recounted here would be for nothing! 
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PROFILE: 

Organized Medicine 

The first general session of the American Medical Association 

in 1969 began as usual with a Marine band rendering the national 

anthem. Then a group of dissenting physicians seized the podium. One 

of them. Dr. Richard Kunnes, declared that AMA really stood for the 

American Murder Association. “You re the criminals who rather than 

developing a preventive health program have prevented health 

programs. You’re the criminals, who through your monopolistic, 

exclusionary, and racist practices, have created a vast shortage of 

health manpower, resulting in a needless death of countless millions. 

Demonstrators marched down the aisles chanting “Hip, Hip, 

Hippocrates ... Up with the service, down with fees.” They made 

their points in other ways too. Some picketed with signs reading 

“Caution, the AMA may be hazardous to your health” One burned his 

AMA card. 

Afterward, business continued, but not quite as usual. James H. 

Cavanaugh, the administrations Deputy Assistant Secretary for health 

and scientific affairs, gave the assembled doctors notice. President 

Nixon, to whose Hps the dread words “socialized medicine” had once 

come so easily, was “appalled” by the national health crisis. On taking 

office he had found it worse than he thought “Revolutionary changes 

were needed. Every cherished belief must be called into question. 
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There was a special irony about Cavanaugh's remarks, for he was 

addressing the AMA only because it had defeated the nomination of 

HEW Secretary Finch's first choice for his position. The AMA had 

thought Dr. John H. Knowles of Massachusetts General Hospital too 

radical, and their lobby, as powerful as any in Washington, had blocked 

his appointment. Now they found that change was not to be escaped 

so easily. It was not just that some young doctors had been 

radicalized. Medical care had grown so scarce and expensive as to 

alarm the silent majority too. When it was only the poor who suffered, 

physicians were free to do as they pleased. But the outrage of Middle 

America, though slow to gather, was a fearsome thing. Not even the 

mighty AMA could withstand it entirely. 

The crisis was easy to measure. The U.S. once had had the fourth 

lowest infant mortality rate in the world. Now it lagged behind 

fourteen other nations. (It was seventeenth in life expectancy for men 

over sixty-seven years of age.) There were so few physicians being 

trained that America imported seven thousand a year from other 

countries, mostly poor ones, and even they were not enough. At the 

same time health costs soared. Between 1957 and 1967 they went up 

three times as fast as the general price level. In 1967 alone hospital 

prices increased by 20 per cent. In Baltimore there were only one 

hundred general practitioners to care for 550,000 slum dwellers, and all 

but ten of them were over sixty years of age. There was a shortage of 

nurses too. In New York City 75 per cent of the positions for registered 

nurses were unfilled. On weekends most of the nursing was done by 

untrained nurse's aides, with an annual turnover rate of close to 

100 per cent. 

This did not happen by accident. The AMA and its satellites liked 

things that way. The AMA had once been a progressive agency. In 

1917 it supported a compulsory national health insurance system. 

But in later years it became largely concerned with protecting the 

physician's income. The medical profession operated like a classic 

monopoly, restricting output so as to raise prices. Medical 

schools turned down most applicants, thus maintaining a high 

physician-to-patient ratio. (In 1968 the University of Chicago Medical 

School accepted 75 of 2,400 applicants.) Licensing procedures were 

designed to restrict competition further. Two-thirds of all the health 
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occupations required licenses, which the health guilds alone controlled. 

Where a guild did not set its own standards it was because of 

domination by a higher one. Thus dentists controlled the licensing of 

dental hygienists, registered nurses of licensed practical nurses. Each 

guild tended to exploit the one below it. Physicians got fees while 

nurses earned salaries. The lower the occupation, the greater the 

inequity. Self-employed physicians earned $35,000 a year on the 

average while unskilled hospital attendants made as little as $40 a 

week. 

Licensing was crucial because it was the means by which people 

were kept from moving up. It concentrated on formal training and 

ignored experience. A practical nurse could not become a registered 

nurse without taking a full course in nursing school. A registered nurse 

could not become a physician without going all the way through 

medical school. As there was no allowance made for experience, and 

no financial assistance, few ever made the jump from a lower guild to 

a higher. Worse still, like other exploited groups, the various guilds 

tended to identify with their oppressors. Nurses rarely formed unions 

or went on strike. Instead their professional association tried to 

lengthen the formal training period so as to restrict output in the 

manner of physicians. 

Medical reformers had plenty of good ideas for solving these 

problems. One was to abolish diplomas and make performance on 

standard qualifying exams the only criterion for licensing. Given the 

AMAs political power this was not likely to happen. Other reforms 

were more practical. It might be possible to have previous experience 

count toward admission to a higher guild. New paramedical 

specialities might be developed to do the routine work now performed 

by nurses and physicians. This seemed especially feasible as it would 

enable doctors to treat more patients and hence earn more money. 

Some such payoff was probably essential to any reform the AMA 

could be made to accept The AMA itself flirted with the notion of 

giving nurses more responsibility and allowing them to receive fees. 

This would raise the income of nurses and attract more recruits to the 

profession. It was doubtless utopian to imagine that more laymen 

would be put on hospital and licensing boards to give the public 

interest a voice. It might, however, be possible to expand the group 
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practice and prepaid medical-care programs already in being. Both 

lowered the unit cost of medical care and encouraged preventive 

medicine, the most neglected aspect of health service. As the decade 

ended, little had been done to reform the health industry. It was clear 

that far more pressure would have to be generated, and the AMAs 

fear of income declines assuaged, before important changes could be 

made. 

The other half of the medical crisis was the insurance question. 

Medical reforms might end the manpower shortage, but almost 

certainly costs would keep rising. Indeed, raising the pay of 

low-income health workers would probably raise medical costs even 

more. Yet health insurance was already moving beyond the reach of 

some Middle Americans—another reason for their anxiety. In 1969 

Blue Cross tried to raise its rates 50 per cent in New York. Its rates 

went up 25 per cent in Connecticut, 44 per cent in New Jersey, and 33 

per cent in Rhode Island, among other places. Given the rise in 

medical, especially hospital, costs, it was inevitable that Blue Cross 

would have to charge more. It was by far the most important form of 

hospitalization insurance available. 68 million people were directly 

insured by it, and another eighteen million through a supplement to 

Medicare. Nearly half of all Blue Cross operations involved federal 

programs of some kind. 

Blue Cross was, of course, a nonprofit agency. But while it didn’t 

pay dividends to stockholders, there was no incentive on the part of its 

operators to reduce costs. Since it paid only in-patient benefits, 

physicians had people hospitalized who could have been treated as 

out-patients if their insurance permitted. This increased hospital costs. 

So did the failure to cover preventive medicine. Blue Cross was 

controlled by physicians and hospital administrators, so it did not 

make accounting difficulties for them. When prices for hospital 

services went up. Blue Cross sought ways to reduce its own rather 

than the hospitals’ costs. Its local affiliates tried increasingly in the 

i960 s to get away from the old "community rating” system by which 

local rates were set on the entire community’s use of hospital services. 

What the affiliates wanted was "experience rating” in which low-risk 

health groups (the young, the rich) would get lower rates and 

high-risk groups (the aged, the poor) would get higher rates. This 
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would eliminate the social aspect of Blue Cross and make it a strictly 

payment-for-service operation like commercial insurance. 

Skyrocketing health insurance costs led President Nixon to appoint 

an investigating committee soon after taking office. At the same time 

Congressmen and private citizens organized campaigns for national 

health programs on a scale not seen since the 1940*5, and 

under more favorable circumstances. What would come from this 

would most likely be some kind of federal support for health 

insurance, though not a compulsory national system as laymen hoped. 

Federal support would involve federal auditing procedures, and 

probably the setting of fiscal performance standards which would 

force many administrative changes. What hospital administrators 

wanted to do was go on as before, but with government footing the 

extra bills. Their chances of getting this were good. For one thing, the 

head of Nixon’s investigating committee was none other than the 

president of the Blue Cross Association. For another, the central 

principle of American reforms, especially medical reforms, is the payoff 

principle. Just as Medicare was made acceptable to physicians by 

making it profitable for them, national health insurance would 

probably be arranged so as to maximize hospital income. Even so, it 

would probably be worth having. And once installed it might improve 

the chances of getting more economical hospital practices and socially 

desirable changes like preventive medicine and out-patient care. 

Some day American health services might be as good as England’s. 

But here, as in so many other areas, things would surely get worse 

before they got better. 
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11 1968: THE HARD YEAR 

Though hardly anyone guessed it in January, 1968 was to be 

Eugene McCarthy's year. While practically the whole Establishment 

tried to keep him from dominating it, he did so anyway. Afterward he 

would call it "the hard year.”* That year of disaster was indeed hard 

for most Americans, but especially for Senator McCarthy who ran such 

a race and bore such burdens as no man in recent memory had. He made 

it look easy, and, wanting no sympathy, got none. Yet from the first he 

was subject to strains that few politicians, hardened as they were to the 
high-risk game, could long have endured. 

It began the previous November when he proposed to campaign 

against President Johnson in selected primaries. Those who did not 

sneer, laughed. Everyone knew you couldn't deny renomination to an 

incumbent President. The last time it had been seriously attempted was 

in 1912 when Theodore Roosevelt nearly wrecked the GOP. And TR 

had been an immensely popular man. Who was Gene McCarthy to dare 

what greater men (Robert Kennedy, for example) feared to try? He 

was witty, a good speaker, and popular in his native Minnesota. But 

what were these small assets when set against the presidential power? 

As it turned out, quite a lot. McCarthy did not have a national constitu- 

ency like Robert Kennedy, or even Hubert Humphrey. He was not in¬ 

fluential in the Senate, being outside the club which ran it. In fact, he 

had probably enjoyed more weight earlier as a House member when he 

organized the liberal Democratic caucus that became known as McCar- 

• That would have been the title of his book, had his 
insisted on calling it The Year of the People. 

publishers not perversely 
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thy’s Marauders, But he alone of the major Democratic politicians who 

disliked the war believed that something could be done about it. So he 

had vision and, what was better, the nerve to act on it. When Allard K. 

Lowenstein approached him, McCarthy was ready for the call. 

As much as any one man could be, Lowenstein was founder of the 

dump-Johnson movement. A slight, intense, bespectacled man in Ms 

thirties, he was already an experienced liberal. Though passionate, he 

did not entertain extreme political views. Lowenstein had specialized in 

youth work and hated the war especially for its effect on the young. He 

decided early that President Johnson had to go if the alienated young 

were to be saved from dropping out or sliding off into the lunatic fringe. 

He began traveling around the country to focus anti-war sentiment on 

political objects. Advertisements against the war by college editors. 

Peace Corps returnees, and others sprang up behind Mm. In the sum¬ 

mer of 1967 he began urging Robert Kennedy to run for President. 
Senator Kennedy’s own staff was for it, so was Ms wife Ethel. But the 

Camelotians advised him to wait until 1972.. Only Arthur Schlesin- 

ger, Jr., and Richard Goodwin, both former special assistants to Pres¬ 

ident Kennedy, of the old official family favored his candidacy, and 

for reasons that were more moral than practical. Sorensen, Salinger, 

et ah, who in the spirit of Camelot were more interested in seizing 

power than scoring moral points, were not impressed. They persuaded 

Robert Kennedy, who was, after all, a Camelotian himself. And he 

understood that Lowenstein, John Kenneth Galbraith, and the other 

dump-Johnson leaders hoped he would run for their own purposes, not 

his. They wanted him because he had the biggest personal following of 

any available politician. Many were outside the Kennedy connection 

and so not interested in restoring Camelot In the Kennedy manner, 

Robert heeded the family loyalists and party professionals who told him 

to wait, though his instinct was to run. Lowenstein told him, "The peo¬ 

ple who think that the future and the honor of this country are at stake 

because of Vietnam don’t give a shit what Mayor Daley and Governor Y 

and Chairman Z think. We’re going to do it, and were going to win, and 

it’s a shame you’re not with us because you could have been President”* 
Lowenstein then began knocking on the doors of anti-war Senators. 

McCarthy was not his first choice, nor even his second. But McCarthy 

told Lowenstein that if no one else would go he would, because "there 

comes a time when an honorable man simply has to raise the flag.” And 

that was the whole of his reasoning and strategy for the campaign. Many 

* Robert Kennedy took his point later, and acknowledged it handsomely. He 
sent Lowenstein a note reading, ‘Tor Al, who knew the lesson of Emerson and 
taught it to the rest of us . . . ‘that if a single man plant himself on his convictions 
and there abide, the huge world will come round to him/ ” * 
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pressures had been working on him—his daughter Mary, an eloquent 

and forceful college student, his own doubts, and an arrogant appear¬ 

ance before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee by Nicholas Katz- 

enbach, the Under Secretary of State. But there were more reasons for 

staying out, not least of which was that he might look foolish. Still, 

honor could be satisfied in no other way, so he ran. As he indicated, 

however, he did not mean to run flat out in the Kennedy way. He would 

“raise the flag” and see what happened. If the anti-war sentiment was 

there waiting to be mobilized, as he suspected, he would not need to 

beat on every door in the country to rouse it If it wasn’t there, no 

amount of campaigning by him would create it. Then too, if things 

worked out the campaign would be a long one, and he didn’t mean to 

bum himself out as Nixon had in i960. In any case, whirlwind cam¬ 

paigns were not his style. As he puts it in his best-known poem, “Are 

You Running with Me, Jesus?”, which begins with a short list of famous 

joggers including Senator Proxmire: 

Fm not matching my stride 
With Billy Grahams by the Clyde. 
Fm not going for distance 
With the Senator’s persistence. 
Fm not trying to win a race 
Even at George Romneys pace. 

Fm an existential runner. 
Indifferent to space. 
Fm running here in place. 

That was how the legendary New Hampshire campaign began. Sena¬ 

tor McCarthy seemed merely to be strolling around the state, aided only 

by Robert Lowell and Paul Newman. Lowell, whose talents as a public 

speaker were considerably inferior to his poetic gifts, was there mainly 
to refresh the candidate. Newman, an articulate, politically knowledge¬ 

able man in addition to being one of the country’s most popular male 

movie stars, was more formidable. Still, the professionals reasoned, one 

swan does not a summer make. Johnson men predicted that McCarthy 

would be lucky to get 5 per cent of the vote (a figure which they revised 

upward at regular intervals thereafter). Most agreed that McCarthy’s 
vanity, and his old grudge against Johnson for keeping him on the vice- 

presidential string so long in 1964, had led him into folly. The general 

amusement was not shared by Senator Kennedy. At first McCarthy had 

hinted that his campaign was designed only to make Kennedy declare 

himself. It soon appeared Kennedy would not, and McCarthy started 

running in earnest. Kennedy naturally resented this. It was bad enough 

that he had suppressed his own desires and stayed out. But it was gall 

and wormwood to see McCarthy doing what he ought to have done. On 
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the very day that Tet, the lunar new year festival, began in Vietnam, 
Kennedy told reporters at the National Press Club that McCarthy’s cam¬ 
paign “so far has been very helpful to President Johnson.” He knew bet¬ 
ter, though most people still did not. Allard K. Lowenstein had already 
committed the First Peoples Volunteer Brigade to battle. All over New 
England the students were rallying to McCarthy’s standard. They 
poured into New Hampshire and by election day hardly a registered 
Democrat had escaped their attentions. Working with them were indig¬ 
enous liberals who meant to displace the Johnson men who controlled 
the New Hampshire Democratic party. Richard Goodwin shared their 
spirit. When he joined McCarthy’s staff he turned to another speech- 
writer and said, “With these two typewriters we’re going to overthrow 
the government.” Even before Tet the basic pattern was established. 
McCarthy made the soft sell while the students sold him harder. In¬ 
surgent liberal Democrats infiltrated the party structure. There were 
few precedents for this quiet revolution. Little wonder that the press, 
and hence the nation, was slow to grasp what was happening in New 
Hampshire. 

Then came the Tet offensive. Tet had a mixed effect on the McCarthy 
campaign. On the one hand, it made his candidacy seem real for the 
first time (to realists), and the money started coming in. On the other, 
it convinced Robert Kennedy that he had to run. He was wobbling even 
before it. His instincts, his wife, his staff kept pressing him. Just before 
New Hampshire Jesse Unruh, Speaker of the California House and one 
of the few state legislators with a national reputation, asked him to run. 
This assured Kennedy of organization support in a key state. He was 
further upset when President Johnson blandly disregarded the Kemer 
report. Then too, it was obvious that the young, a vital part of his con¬ 
stituency, were being lost, perhaps for good, while he sat on the fence. 
Tet pushed him off it. It is still unclear why he waited until after New 
Hampshire to say so. Even just before it, there was a dim chance that 
the support coalescing around McCarthy might yet be diverted to him. 
But by declaring after the New Hampshire primary he seemed an op¬ 
portunist who had let McCarthy take the risks so he could slam off the 
profit, or, in Murray Kempton’s bitter analogy, like a scavenger come 
down from the hills after a battle to shoot the wounded. Worse still, he 
leaked his intentions early, before, as one McCarthy student said con¬ 
temptuously, enough money had come in to pay their bills. Hence his 
announcement was both too late and too early. He compounded his er¬ 
ror with a further dash of Camelot hokum. Though proven wrong, the 
Camelotians still influenced him and he let Theodore Sorensen write this 
phrase into his declaration of candidacy: “At stake is not simply the 
leadership of our party and even our country, it is our right to the moral 
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leadership of this planet.” To McCarthyists, and even to his own staff, 

this was just the sort of thinking that had gotten America into Vietnam 
to begin with. 

But those, like Kennedy himself perhaps, who thought McCarthy 

would now give up his vain efforts and rally behind the only “serious* 

anti-administration candidate were quite wrong. McCarthy had done 

fabulously well in New Hampshire. He not only received 42.2 per cent 

of the Democratic votes, but 5,511 Republican ones as well. He got only 

410 fewer votes than the President. The campaign, which had seemed 

so amateurish at the time, had been very cleverly handled. His low-key, 

issue-oriented approach was exactly right for New Hampshire. His stu¬ 

dents had also appealed to the most thoughtful voters. At the same time 

New Hampshire liberals were so well organized that while Johnson got 

more votes, McCarthy got most of the national convention delegates. 

And they took over the state party organization. The same things were 

happening in Wisconsin and elsewhere. His followers had worked out 

a successful strategy, and in doing so obliged McCarthy to go all the 

way. Almost no one defected to Kennedy, though he made great ef¬ 

forts to win back the students particularly. Later he ruefully observed 

that he had the B and B— students, while McCarthy had the A stu¬ 

dents. This was about right. The best students went to McCarthy and 

stayed with him. Those who followed Kennedy were as much fans as 
political activists. 

Once Kennedy started bombing around the country the differences 

between the two men became more apparent. Kennedy descended on 

college campuses and their hot receptions turned him on. He was more 

volatile than John Kennedy had been, and audience feedback pushed 

him to the edge of demagoguery at times. He seemed to think President 

Johnson responsible for every national ill down to and including drug 

addiction. He said the administration was “calling upon the darker im¬ 

pulses of the American spirit.” Reporters took him to task for this, and 

he was more careful later. But his whole strategy hinged on exploiting 

his magnetism and glamour, and made certain excesses inevitable. His 

aides organized vast crowds, whose excitement often threatened peo- 

ples safety, children especially. He emerged from these ordeals with 

tom clothes and bleeding hands. After Martin Luther King’s death and 

President Johnson’s withdrawal, Kennedy calmed down a lot. But the 

frenzy was always there in the audience, as it had to be if he was to win. 

McCarthy never changed. Tranquil to a fault, he just kept running 

there in place, though in the end he campaigned longer and harder than 

anyone else. Wisconsin was like New Hampshire, only more so, the 

campaign even more self-supporting. Some outside students came in, 

though they were not really needed. The state’s own colleges, led by 
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the great campus of the University of Wisconsin at Madison, were 

equal to the task. Wisconsin was heir to a tradition of progressive pol¬ 

itics that found modem expression in the Democratic party. Both U.S. 

Senators from Wisconsin were liberal Democrats, and though John¬ 

son men controlled the party apparatus, McCarthyists were infiltrat¬ 

ing it. Nationally the President’s popularity was at its lowest point 

since he assumed office. Only about 35 per cent of those polled sup¬ 

ported his policies. Kennedy wasn’t on the ticket in Wisconsin, so the 

anti-administration vote would not be split. Local polls showed that 

Johnson was going to be beaten badly. 

Before that could happen the President spoke to the nation and, to 

general amazement, announced that he would not be a candidate for 

re-election. It was the most startling declaration of noncandidacy in 

American political history. Johnson didn’t want his search for peace 

hampered by politics, he said. And he thought his renunciation would 

have a unifying effect. He also limited the air war against North Viet¬ 

nam. 
McCarthy won big in Wisconsin as expected, though perhaps not so 

big as he might have if Johnson had not withdrawn. Then he went on 

to Indiana and the first direct confrontation with Kennedy. It was not 

the ground either would have chosen if he could have helped it. The 

Klan had once run Indiana, and it was still chauvinistic and provincial. 

As a celebrity, Kennedy had the best chance there. The suburbs, where 

McCarthy was most popular, were not very important in Indiana, and 

so he had the worst prospects. Afterward he was to say, "They kept talk¬ 

ing about the poet out there. I asked if they were talking about Shake¬ 

speare, or even my friend Robert Lowell. But it was James Whitcomb 

Riley. You could hardly expect to win under these conditions.” The 

ground between them was occupied by Governor Branigm, the Demo¬ 

cratic incumbent who originally ran as a stand-in for President Johnson. 

He had a well-disciplined but unenfhusiastic party machine backing up 

a naturally hokey political style. They finished in just that order with 

Kennedy getting 43 per cent of the vote, Branigin 31, and McCarthy 27. 

The press corps following Kennedy wrote a good-natured parody about 

him called "The Ruthless Cannonball” that summed things up in one 

verse: 

He has the Poles in Gary 
The Blacks will fill his haU 
There are no ethnic problems on the Ruthless Cannonball. 

Just to make certain, the Kennedys spent a great deal of money. And 

Robert took a somewhat lower road than before, citing his record as 

Attorney General to prove his soundness on the law-and-order question 

(a euphemism throughout the year for repressing blacks). As the black 
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vote was solid for him already, he could afford to flirt with bigotry a 

little. On the other hand, while playing up to Hoosier chauvinism he 

also spoke plainly to hostile medical students of their profession’s fail¬ 

ings. And he gave the best impromptu speech of his life to a black audi¬ 

ence in Indianapolis the night Martin Luther King was murdered. In a 

simple, moving way he tried both to comfort and advise them. He too 

had had a brother killed, by a white man, he reminded his stricken au¬ 

ditors. But great sorrow ought to promote rededication, not violence or 

racial hatred. And he ended by quoting from Aeschylus on tragedy’s 

effects. No doubt few listeners knew who the Greek poet was, or grasped 

exactly the burden of Kennedy’s remarks. But it was marvelously win¬ 

ning, nonetheless, especially for being so direct and unaffected. A part 

of it was shown on television, and one could see why good men loved 
him so. 

The most important thing about the Indiana campaign was not its 

outcome but what it showed the national prospects to be. Kennedy was 

still locked into a black-ethnio-teenie-bopper pattern. They made him 

look good in certain primaries, but they were too few to win a national 

election with. A detailed Gallup poll released on April 28 was particu¬ 

larly revealing. Among voters under thirty, Kennedy was favored over 

Humphrey 41 per cent to 16 per cent. But McCarthy was not terribly 

far behind as 32 per cent of them liked him best. McCarthy was ahead 

among voters aged thirty to forty with 35 per cent favoring him, 27 per 

cent liking Kennedy, and 23 per cent supporting Humphrey. He also 

was favored by voters over fifty, getting 32 per cent of them to Hum¬ 

phreys 29 per cent and Kennedy’s 25 per cent. Kennedy was ahead 

among grade-school graduates. 36 per cent of them preferred Kennedy 

while 23 per cent liked McCarthy. But among college graduates the im¬ 

balance was much greater. They favored McCarthy over Kennedy by a 

margin of 26 per cent. Kennedy was ahead with Catholic voters—36 

per cent to 29 per cent but led only slightly among trade-union fami¬ 
lies, 31 per cent to 29 per cent (Humphrey had 27 per cent). Even more 

strikingly, Kennedy had made no inroads at all into the peace vote. Peo¬ 

ple who supported the war would give McCarthy only 26 per cent of 

their votes, while among those opposed 41 per cent would go for him. 

Kennedy s support among both groups was exactly the same—28 per 

cent. Of the major Democratic candidates, McCarthy was clearly ahead 

in the country at large. College graduates and anti-war voters were the 

core of his strength, but McCarthy was also popular among older voters, 

not terribly behind Kennedy with the younger ones, and nearly even 

with him among trade-union families. He also appealed to Republicans 

and even, oddly enough, to followers of George Wallace who admired 
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him for bucking the Establishment Kennedy's problem was to create a 

popular base sufficiently broad to impress Democratic regulars. McCar¬ 

thy's was to get beyond the Democratic primaries, where the black- 

ethnic axis hurt him, into the national arena where his strength lay. 

Both, of course, suffered from Humphrey's appeal to the party organiza¬ 

tion that would control the convention. In the spring that was a less 

pressing matter, though finally it would be crucial. 

The next few primaries were indecisive. Kennedy won handily in 

Nebraska, partly because of dissatisfaction with the administration's 

farm policy. McCarthy's old ties with Hubert Humphrey, and especially 

Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman, hurt him. And while there 

weren't many blacks in Nebraska, neither were there many suburbs. 

Kennedy glamour had, in consequence, an especially clear field. Oregon 
was another story. Depressed Kennedy supporters condemned the state 

for being one vast suburb. What they meant was that Oregonians were 

mainly native-born whites in comfortable circumstances. They were in¬ 

dependent The anti-war spirit was especially strong among them. The 

state was tailor-made for McCarthy's low-key, sardonic approach. His 

nonpartisan status helped him too. While Kennedy was forced to chal¬ 

lenge regular Democrats in 1968, Camelot had been based on them. 

This old association clung to Kennedy even while the regulars were go¬ 

ing over to Humphrey in a body. In Oregon McCarthy had the better 

organization. Under these circumstances the effort to make Kennedy 

seem the country's only possible savior fell flat. “Bobby threatened to 

hold his breath unless the people of Oregon voted for him” was how 
McCarthy described it. Then too, McCarthy simply hit harder. He was 

especially pointed when asking if Kennedy, whose whole political ca¬ 
reer was based on the very men responsible for the Vietnam War, was 
exactly the right man to end it 

In consequence, Oregon was where the Kennedy family lost its first 

election. Losing a primary does not mean much as a rule. McCarthy had 
lost three already with few ill effects. But Kennedy was not an ordinary 

politician. Charisma was the largest part of his appeal, and as the En¬ 

glish authors of An American Melodrama, the best account of the 1968 

election, noted, charisma is peculiarly evanescent It means more than 

just attractiveness or popularity. To have it is to be clothed with a spe¬ 

cial grace as hero, prophet, or savior. It is an extraordinary quality 

evoked by extraordinary circumstances. But being unstable it must be 

continually replenished with fresh victories. And it does not often sur¬ 

vive defeat. The magic cloak once torn dissolves quickly. Oregon dimin¬ 

ished Kennedy and made victory in California essential. California was 

anything but a typical state. Yet it was huge, hence vital, and more than 
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any other it represented the future. Despite its anachronisms—John 
Birchers, aging Midwesterners, ex-Oaldes—this was where the new 

America was being shaped. Kennedy had to win it. 

McCarthy's situation was more complex. If he won in California, as 

he very well might, Kennedy would probably drop out and many of his 

delegates would go to Humphrey, who would then certainly be nomi¬ 

nated. But if McCarthy lost badly his funds would dry up and, probably, 

his candidacy also. The best thing that could happen, then, would be for 

him to lose by a hair. This would keep him alive until Chicago where, if 

Humphrey and Kennedy deadlocked, he might be chosen out of desper¬ 

ation. The President hated Kennedy most, and might support McCarthy 

if he were the only alternative. This was not a terribly likely prospect, 

but it was the best one McCarthy’s advisers could foresee. As there was 

no way of arranging to lose narrowly, however, they had to play to win. 

Which was just as well as McCarthy’s followers intended to win and 

nearly did. McCarthy summoned them to battle in his usual stirring way. 

“My strategy is to walk through the Red Sea dry-shod. Any of you who 

want to follow me before the waters close in are welcome to do so.” All 

the same, McCarthy had an excellent organization in California. His 

people had gotten him the top line on the ballot by ingenious means. In 

a single night, petition-signing parties were held all over the state that 

produced more than enough signatures to get him registered first. Stu¬ 

dents provided him with virtually unlimited manpower. And, as his 
daughter Mary put it, they were more effective than Kennedy’s. “They 

have the jumpers and squealers—we have the thinkers and doers” Ken- 

nedy depended heavily on paid professionals. McCarthy had 150 local 

headquarters established and manned by local volunteers. And, for 
once, McCarthy may have had the edge in celebrities. Hollywood turned 

out a glittering contingent on his behalf, headed by Paul Newman who 

went all the way with McCarthy from New Hampshire to Chicago. And 

though almost no orthodox Democratic politicians supported McCarthy, 

he had the California Democratic Council, the largest liberal Democratic 
citizens’ group in the country, behind him. 

To combat these obstacles Kennedy pulled out all the stops. The 
usual shower of gold fell on California. All the family’s political debts 

were called in. One of the most genuine and attractive things about 

Robert Kennedy was his passion for obscure minorities. If there were 

any Indians in the country he had not spoken to, it was only by accident. 

Yet the Indian vote was insignificant. The Mexican-American vote was 
also small, but Kennedy was a tireless friend of the “Chicanes” (as brown 

militants were calling themselves). He had been especially helpful to 

Cesar Chavez and the striking grape-pickers. But Chavez was also in¬ 

debted to the AFL-CIO for steady financial support, and the unions 
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supported Humphrey. Chavez wanted to stay neutral. Kennedy, rightly 
as it turned out, felt his endorsement was essential and made Chavez 

back him. Mainly, though, Kennedy relied on the blitzkrieg. Advance 

men lined up big crowds, and he would then drive through them for 

hours at a stretch amidst scenes of frightful enthusiasm. The old charisma 

was still working but, as polls showed, it was not enough. McCarthy was 

running a very skillful television campaign. Leaving the canvassing to 

his volunteers, he concentrated on getting interviewed. McCarthy looked 

good on TV, where his naturally quiet, reflective manner came through 

best. Thus his biggest handicap, the inability to inspire vast ovations, 

became an asset. The evening news would show a typical Kennedy mob 

scene set against a thoughtful McCarthy interview. Kennedy's men tried 

to get interviews for their candidate with little luck: the crowds were 

what was most newsworthy about him. So they decided, in desperation, 

to accept McCarthy's old challenge to debate. 
McCarthy had used Kennedy's refusal to debate him successfully in 

Oregon, and it was working for him again in California. Kennedy's men 

had followed the maxim, proven out in the famous TV debates of i960, 

that such exposure helps the lesser-known candidate. They didn’t wish 

to use Kennedy's great reputation to advance McCarthy’s. But by Cali¬ 

fornia the differences between , them had narrowed to the point where 

Kennedy's charisma was being offset by McCarthy's mature, experi¬ 

enced image on television. When it came, the debate was a considerable 

disappointment. McCarthy was unprepared, and no one could see why 

he'd wanted it in the first place. Kennedy was armed to the teeth with 

materials demonstrating experience and grasp of the issues. It traded 

toward formlessness. There was little real difference between the can¬ 

didates except that McCarthy was usually on the defensive. Kennedy 

accomplished this by dubious means. He got McCarthy to admit that 

some of his advertising had been withdrawn for being unfair to Ken¬ 

nedy. But when McCarthy tried to point out that some of Kennedy's ads 

were even more unfair, Kennedy blandly replied that he didn’t know 

what McCarthy was talking about—which was plainly false. 

Kennedy's worst ploy involved the racial question. This was Ken¬ 
nedy's special province, and he resented McCarthy for taking issue with 

him over it. McCarthy was always being criticized for not going into the 

ghettos more. He did visit some, but the point of his campaign was to 

escape the old politics based on racial, class, and ethnic appeals. This 

did not mean that McCarthy didn't care about the Negro question, nor 

that he had no ideas about it. Quite the contrary. On May 28 in Davis, 
McCarthy spelled out his position on the ghetto more clearly than ever. 
Kennedy’s approach, epitomized by his Bedford-Stuyvesant project of 

self-help plus white capital, was tacitly to accept segregation while try- 
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mg to make poverty areas more livable. "Gilding the ghetto,” his critics 

called it This was where McCarthy disagreed. His program involved 

better mass-transit systems so that inner-city people could get out to the 

suburbs where the jobs were. He wanted plenty of public housing, some 

of it outside the center city, to bring the worker and the job together but 

also because he still believed in integration as the ultimate goal for 

America. And he didn’t think black capitalism and involving private 

enterprise in ghetto affairs would help much, Bedford-Stuyvesant not¬ 

withstanding.* 
There was room for disagreement among honorable men on the ghetto 

question, as over integration itself. But Kennedy took a queer way to 

express his doubts. He accused McCarthy of being at once insensitive to 

black needs and a danger to white suburbanites. "I mean, when you say 

you are going to take ten thousand black people into Orange County 

. . .he began, when in fact McCarthy had never proposed any such 

thing. Nor would any sane man knowing how hostile that stronghold of 

the John Birch Society would be to black immigrants. It was, of course, 

just this kind of thing that had given Kennedy his reputation for ruth¬ 

lessness. It did seem to work though. In California Kennedy cut into the 

undecided vote which usually wait to McCarthy. His aides thought the 

debate responsible. But his margin of victory was provided by the blacks, 

who in some areas broke precedent by voting in greater proportions than 
whites. The Mexican-Americans voted for him practically to a man. So 

he won, to his great relief, and perhaps to McCarthy’s also, for the mar¬ 
gin between them, 4.5 per cent of the total vote, was just about right to 

give McCarthy the near win Ms candidacy needed most. Then the assas¬ 

sins bullet struck down Kennedy and the race was over for both of them. 

It was assumed at the time that Kennedy would have gone on to cap¬ 
ture the New York delegation. But McCarthy’s followers, who actually 

took it, might well have done so anyway. The New York regulars disliked 

Kennedy more than McCarthy. He had been, as was always said, a 

"carpetbagger” to start with, winning election to the Senate from New 
York without really living there. The professionals bowed to his power 

at the polls, but they never liked it. And they naturally favored Hum¬ 

phrey for President. McCarthy had fine organizers in New York, whose 

complex primary system was well adapted to their talents. They boned 

up on the rules and fielded more delegate slates than any of the other 

factions. Even children helped out. People would talk to the Junior Stu¬ 

dents for McCarthy who wouldn’t speak to any normal canvasser, and 

* Later events showed he was right on that count. After Kennedy's death, sup¬ 
port for his Bedford-Stuyvesant project declined. It was as much a consequence of 
his personal reputation as the needs of the ghetto. Even if it had worked, the chances 
of its being Imitated on the necessary scale were slight. 
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their opening line* "Do yon believe in death?” was a grabber. The Mc- 

Carthyists won 63 out of 123 delegate seats (with 30 going to the late 

Senator), and probably would have done almost as well had Kennedy 

lived. But of course it made no difference. With Kennedy gone there was 

no chance of the convention stalemate that was McCarthy's only hope. 

As all the world knows, Robert Kennedy was shot down in a hotel 

kitchen minutes after giving his conciliatory victory statement in Los 

Angeles.* What followed wexe the by now traditional post-assassination 

events. President Johnson sent an official jet to fly the body to New York 

where hundreds of distinguished people stood vigil by the bier. The 

President and other great men and women came to the funeral mass. 

It was led by Richard Cardinal Cushing, who had done the same for 

President Kennedy, with the Popes own representative Angelo Cardinal 

DelTAcqua attending. Leonard Bernstein conducted. Senator Edward 

Kennedy read a moving eulogy asking that his brother be remembered 

""as a good and decent man who saw wrong and tried to right it, saw 

suffering and tried to heal it, saw war and tried to stop it.” Andy Wil¬ 

liams, a popular singer and family friend, sang the ""Battle Hymn of the 

Republic.” Afterward came the long train ride down the Penn Central s 

main line to Washington. Huge crowds lined the way. Two people were 

killed before all traffic was halted along the line. It took eight hours to 

make the 226-mile trip. The family's agony, made all the worse by these 

deaths, can scarcely be imagined. There were a thousand people— 

friends, relatives, reporters—aboard the train, drinking, sweating (most 

coaches were not air-conditioned that hot June day), and despairing. 
Reporters especially gave way to cynicism. To the English authors 

of An American Melodrama, ""The afflicted train limping through ur¬ 

ban America became a moving focus of absurd morbidity, thoroughly 

mixed with banality by the communications media and disseminated 

throughout America, to no beneficial result. Aboard the train, those 

who could not contrive the resource of black humor vied with each 

other in maudlin exaggerations about the national predicament.” Which 

only went to show how difficult it is for foreigners to gauge another 

people's emotions. An American Melodrama was the best book about 

the 1968 elections, partly because the authors' cold foreign eyes pene- 

9 The man charged with his murder, Sirhan B. Sirhan, was a Palestinian refugee 
with no clear motive, unlike previous assassins. If one was pro-Cuban the death of 
John F. Kennedy had some purpose. Racists did not have to explain why Martin 
Luther King died. But Robert Kennedy's murder was pointless, seemingly the con¬ 
sequence of a pathetically deranged mind (though it was thought initially that 
Sirhan acted against Kennedy's pro-Israeli statements). Dr. Martin M. Schorr who 
examined Sirhan said, “By killing Mr. Kennedy, Sirhan B. Sirhan kills his father and 
takes his fathers place as the heir to his mother.” His act was much admired by 
Arabs all the same. 
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trated the defensive fictions and sentiments that Americans surround 

themselves with. But it was precisely their detachment that kept the 

English newsmen from understanding what it was like to live through 

that seemingly endless chain of assassinations in the sixties, or to grasp 

how shocking it was to have this greatest of all modem electoral dra¬ 

mas end so tragically. Nor could they realize how much Robert Ken¬ 

nedy was liked, in the center and on the left, even by those who did not 

care for his politics. (Tom Hayden, a founding father of SDS, wept at 

the funeral.) And finally, no one living through purgatory on the train 
could judge its effect on television. 

For viewers with any degree of sympathy it was terribly affecting. To 

sit before the flickering screen for hours, days perhaps, on end, to see 

the stately movement of events interspersed with clips of the living 

Robert Kennedy, was to experience again the murder and burial of 

John F. Kennedy. It was all the worse the second time around, and 

worse still for happening to a man who was in so many respects more 

vital and passionate than the late President. Thus to d6jd vu and remem¬ 

bered sorrow was added a special sense of loss. It made people despair 

for the future of a country whose best men were being murdered, or sent 

to Vietnam to kill and be killed senselessly, or jailed, or driven into exile. 

An American Melodrama mocks, and properly so in a way, the exces¬ 

sively gloomy editorializing that followed Robert Kennedy’s assassina¬ 

tion. Though desperate enough, things were not quite so bad as James 

Reston and his fellow Jeremiahs claimed. It was easy for the English to 

recognize that, not so easy for a people who had seen their hopes for 

America destroyed by war, racial strife, political division, and repeated 

assassinations. As the funeral train wound its slow way down the Eastern 

seaboard, it carried to the grave not just the dream of another Camelot 

and the ambitions of Kennedy loyalists but the whole renewal of Ameri- 

can political life that had begun in snowy New Hampshire such a short 
time before. 

Liberal Americans had good reason to weep then, and millions did. 
The train, so ghastly to be on, was a perfect symbol for everything that 

had just ended in Los Angeles. The people who lined the tracks, waving, 

and sometimes in their embarrassment cheering feebly, mourned not just 

the man but what in that moment he symbolized. Those in the train 

could not see their faces, as TV viewers did. They could not hear the 

thousands sofdy singing the “Battle Hymn of the Republic" in Balti¬ 

more long before the train came by, their voices rising and falling in 

e silent air. And they could not have been moved as other Americans 

were to see the dark train sliding through the station, with the crowds 

singing and Senator Edward Kennedy, sitting on the rear platform as 

he did most of die journey, often in shirtsleeves with his arms around a 
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child, raising a weary hand to them. And the funeral party was surely 

too exhausted on the gentle night when Robert Kennedy was laid to rest 
in Arlington cemetery, next to his brother John, to grasp the somber 

beauty of that moment. Eyes thought to be drained of tears wept again. 

How will history judge Robert Kennedy? It is still too soon to say, no 

doubt. But to hazard a guess, probably his foremost quality will seem to 

have been his capacity for growth. He began public life as a young en¬ 

thusiast on Senator Joe McCarthy’s subcommittee staff. In those days 1m 

appeared to possess little more than the terrible ambition Joseph Ken¬ 

nedy gave all his sons, together with an unbecoming desire to persecute 

suspected communists. Later he attacked union racketeers with the same 

lack of scruple. He already had a reputation for ruthlessness when he be¬ 

came Attorney General, and though able, was not considered particu¬ 

larly literate or intelligent. While he continued to show little interest in 

civil liberties (allowing the FBI to tap Martin Luther King’s phone, 
for example), he developed a great interest in civil rights and to most 

people’s surprise became an outstanding Attorney General After Presi¬ 

dent Kennedy’s assassination his character mellowed and deepened. 

His sympathy for distressed minorities, already strong, became stronger 

still. He struggled with the great questions of life and death, read 
Aeschylus and Camus, and exchanged his instrumental optimism for a 

more stoic philosophy. He wished to do good more than ever, yet he was 

less sanguine about its possibilities. Because to get a little done you must 

dare a lot, he became less conservative politically. “I cant be sitting 

around here calculating whether something I do is going to hurt my 

political situation in 1972,” he once remarked. “Who knows whether I’m 
going to be alive in 1972?” This was not morbidity but realism. His 

favorite poem was Alan Seeger’s “I Have a Rendezvous with Death," 

in which the poet romantically goes off to war expecting to die but think- 

ing it worthwhile anyway. 
Kennedy became, if anything, more witty in his later years. At Wa- 

hoo, Nebraska, in his last campaign a high school reporter showed him 

the result of a student poll and asked if he had any comment. “RFK: 

Yes. TeU those who voted for me, thank you. Q: What about those who 

voted against you? RFK: TeU them I'll get them. (Laughter from the 

press corps.)” Once he spoke across the street from a movie marquee 

advertising “The Happiest Millionaire.” He pointed to it and said, Tdake 

that come true on election day” Robert Kennedy was more moody, in- 
tuitive, impulsive, and emotional than-President Kennedy had been, e 
was more Boston, more Catholic, and, in the Irish way, more puritanical 
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too. All tliis made for a complex, intriguing, attractive personality. Every¬ 

one who knew him agreed that the more you saw of him the more you 

liked him. Even the press corps, long since inoculated against personal 

and political enthusiasms, were drawn to him, so much so that the more 

honest struggled constantly to preserve some measure of detachment, 

usually with diminishing success. One cannot think of another politician 

for whom the press would have composed an affectionate parody like 

“The Ruthless Cannonball.” 

It was just because of these qualities that Robert Kennedy’s death was 

such a loss. He was always in the process of becoming. No one will ever 

know what kind of man he might ultimately have been. And it was 

doubly tragic because his last race, for all its gallantry, was founded on 

a betrayal of his best instincts. If he had run for President in McCarthy’s 

stead, or if he had declared before New Hampshire, he would have 

scored a moral triumph such as few could remember. A man who had 

more to lose than any other major politician would have risked every¬ 

thing in one magnificent gesture. But the fatal Kennedy ambivalence be¬ 

tween morality and reality did him in. Like most serious politicians the 

Kennedys believed that winning came first. But, again like most politi¬ 

cians, they found that to win one must take out mortgages with bosses, 

interests, and factions. Winning that way left little room for the causes 

one had presumably gained office to advance. This is the classic dilemma 

of democratic political leaders, but it was especially acute in the case 

of men who, like the Kennedys, had great pretensions. Robert Kennedy 

wanted to walk hand in hand with Mayor Daley and Martin Luther 

King. The thing could not be done, and by the time he realized that, 
and made the proper decision, it was too late. All he did was split the 

anti-war movement and assure the nomination of Hubert Humphrey, 
the Presidents own deputy. As a historic figure, then, Robert Kennedy 

is likely to be best remembered for what he might have been. If he had 

been less than what he was, history would focus on his brilliant record 

as Attorney General, and his prudent counsel during the Cuban missile 
crisis. But he aimed so high that he must be judged for what he meant 

to do and, through error and tragic accident, failed at. On the other 

hand, he will also be remembered as an extraordinary human being 

who, though hated by some, was perhaps more deeply loved by his 

countrymen than any man of his time. That too must be entered into 

the final account, and it is no small thing. With his death something 
precious disappeared from public life. 

What of Eugene McCarthy? Kennedy’s assassination marked the real 

end of his magical mystery tour,” or “children’s crusade,” or whatever 

one chose to call it. He would go on to Chicago to play out his personal 

drama, but it was largely over by then. Both the run and the man are 
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extraordinarily difficult to assess. More nonsense, much, of it vicious, 
was written about McCarthy in 1968 than about any man in recent years. 

The New Republic summed it up nicely afterward In an editorial called 

"Showing You Care.” A common criticism of McCarthy's candidacy by 

liberals was that he didn't care about the job enough to make a "strong” 

President. The New Republic called this the "passion-for-office” test of 

presidential fitness, the theory being, apparently, that if the candidate 

didn't want the office bad enough to lie, cheat, and steal, he wasn't quali¬ 

fied to have it. This was a curious enough position in itself, but more 

so given the fact that Lyndon Johnson was an especially strong President 

—hence the reaction against him. Even Senator George McGovern, an 

unusually sensible politician, offered his potential strength as the chief 

virtue of his belated candidacy. 

The New Republic said of McCarthy's followers: "The most stunning 

argument in favor of their man's seriousness of purpose—that he had 

entered the lists when all others had declined to do so—was turned 

against him, in another of the remarkable feats by which wine is trans¬ 
formed into water in politics: ‘Don't call it courage, call it foolishness.' 

Everyone knew that it was impossible to tumble an incumbent President 

from within his own party, let alone to stop a war. Thus the man who 

tried to do so, far from offering testimony to his faith in the democratic 

process, proved simply that he did not really care enough to be President 

The only conclusion to draw was that McCarthy found some special and 

perhaps perverted pleasure in helling around New Hampshire in the 

winter with only a crowd of newly shorn college students for company— 

or had ‘nothing to lose.' ” Nothing to lose except face, almost the most 
important of all commodities for a professional politician. Then again, 

when asked by a reporter if he would make a good President, McCarthy 
replied that he thought he would be adequate. This showed his frivolity. 

Another count against him was that he did not "build bridges,” that is 

to say, he didn't appeal to people like Mayor Daley who would not 
normally support him. This again showed his want of seriousness. Every 

serious politician sells out to a degree, it was understood; the whole 

trick was to sell at the best possible price. 
McCarthy's failure to captivate the press was also cited. "His inability 

or refusal to be ‘visibly moved' was legendary. There is no instance on 
record of his crying in public. He generally appeared more impatient 

than gratified when his speeches were interrupted by applause.” This 

showed his lack of compassion. But what really hurt him with newsmen, 
hardly notable for compassion themselves, "was his refusal to respond 

in kind to ersatz seriousness and spurious conscientiousness” Report¬ 

ers expect politicians to be hypocrites, and resent it when they arent. 

Then too, during a campaign most newsmen are expected to turn out 
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a story every day, and friendly politicians cooperate by staging non- 

events or pseudo-interviews to meet this need. Presumably both sides 

benefit from these fraudulent encounters. The politician gets more 

free publicity. The reporter satisfies his editors. By failing to conform, 

McCarthy showed again his self-destructive political tendencies, while 

injuring, or so they must have thought, the reporters' careers. They 

paid him back by emphasizing his arrogance and insensitivity, and 
the amateurish character of his campaign. 

By and large, both the press and the Kennedy Democrats were vic¬ 

tims of their prejudice. McCarthy was an exceptionally daring politician. 

He was one of the first to openly attack Joe McCarthy when the Wiscon¬ 

sin Senator was thought to be both invulnerable and capable of wreck¬ 

ing any enemy. And he was, of course, first to challenge the presidential 

power over Vietnam. He was also among the early critics of the CIA, the 

only important politician to urge the firing of General Lewis Hershey 

(Selective Service director) and J. Edgar Hoover. No Kennedy could 

say as much. But McCarthy was also a shrewd politician. It was the 

unorthodoxy of his campaign that kept his enemies from seeing that. 

McCarthy understood early on that Johnson was vulnerable, which 

was why he went to New Hampshire. He also understood that the 

constituency which would rally round him was tired of the old poli¬ 

tics with all its humbug. The best students, the well educated, and the 

independents would work for him to the degree that he contrasted to 

other Democratic leaders. They didn't like Johnson's combination of 

patriotic corn and arm-twisting. Yet they also disliked Kennedy's pitch 

to blacks and ethnics, his wooing of the established pols, and the de¬ 
liberate charisma which his advertising exploited. 

It was precisely because McCarthy avoided all these pitfalls that he 

was admired. What he proved was that plain speaking, nerve, and a low 

profile appealed to a constituency that no one believed existed, or that 

if it did exist was unimportant. He also picked up votes from alienated 

conservatives who admired him not so much for his specific policies as 
for his independence. McCarthy never made the slightest effort to win 

votes from George Wallace. He got some anyway. And, as we saw 

earlier, though his base was in the suburbs he had strong support 

among trade-union families and the very young. Since he got it without 

pandering to any interest group, McCarthy was in a position to innovate, 

and he did. As David Halberstam, who really liked Kennedy best, ob¬ 

served, McCarthy was charting a course for the future while most poli¬ 

ticians were still hung up on the past—Kennedy included. Though in 

many respects a conservative, which was why he ran in the first place— 

to sustain confidence in the system among the young and alienated— 

McCarthy s campaign was the most radical of all. His racial proposals 
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aimed at integration when liberals like Kennedy were falling back on 

separatism. His foreign policy was not isolationist, as Dean Rusk seemed 

to think, but it did involve a drastic reordering of international affairs. 

Though he was often sharp with newsmen, he understood the uses of 

television better than almost any politician. However badly the news¬ 

papers treated him, McCarthy knew that television counted most, and 

he came across beautifully on it. The understatement and wry humor 

that were his stock in trade were not really reportable. His best remarks 

had a way of being mangled by the press. 
TV showed him as he was: witty (“They re [Republicans] somewhat 

like the lowest forms of plant and animal life. Even at their highest point 

of vitality there is not much life in them; on the other hand, they don’t 
die”), learned (“One of the things that I object to about the Kennedys 

is that they are trying to turn the presidency into the Wars of the Roses”), 

and fast on his feet. He had a marvelous technique with hecklers. Once 

in California he trapped them as follows: “They say I’m a stalking horse 

for Kennedy, [yeah.] And they say I’m a Judas goat for Johnson, [yeah.] 

Awful hard to be both.” Nationally the McCarthy organization was 

faction-ridden. His Senate staff distrusted the newcomers. There were 

countless rivalries and personality clashes. McCarthy was frequently 

criticized for this. But as Jay Sykes, his manager in Wisconsin, pointed 

out later, there was a method even here. While McCarthy ignored upper- 

echelon factionalism, he was attentive to the local organizations. He 

believed, and rightly as it turned out, that in his campaign it was the 
grass roots that counted. He once disposed of questions about why a 

staff member had resigned by saying that the loss was trivial, nothing 
like the damage he would have sustained had his driver quit. This was 

unbearably flippant from the newsmen’s viewpoint, but it summed up his 

campaign. Hie important thing was that he cast his bread upon as much 

water as he could. Thanks to his army of volunteers, the rest would take 

care of itself. And so, to a surprising degree, it did. 
Both the man and his campaign were best captured by Hans Morgen- 

thau in, of all places, the New York Review of Books. After talking at 

length with Senator McCarthy, Morgenthau reported that the private 

man and the public man were identical. Unlike the usual campaign in 

which it was understood that what followed would be quite different, 

McCarthy’s candidacy embodied his views on how policy should be 

conducted. Morgenthau wrote that McCarthy had three precise ideas 
about what he could do as President. “He can restore a philosophy of 

government and of the American purpose which suits the genius of the 

American people. By doing this, he can move large masses of Americans 

and, more particularly, of the younger generation back into active par¬ 

ticipation in the democratic processes. Finally, he presents clear-cut al- 
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tematives to the policies of the present administration as well of his 

competitors, especially in the field of foreign policy.” McCarthy, he 

noted, had an “instrumental and restrictive conception of presidential 

power.” 

His foreign policy was “common sense restored to its rightful place.” 

He saw the American mission as not to dominate but to lead. It was more 

important to set a good example at home than to try and reform the 

world by force—thus racial justice in America was more desirable than 

trying to coerce South Africa into changing its ways, nato was obsolete, 

but this did not mean that the U.S. should abandon its European pres¬ 

ence, which was desirable if only to sustain the Western orientation of 

Germany. China ought to be recognized, but Taiwan could not be. 
ignored. In Latin America McCarthy understood that revolution was 

coming and that the role of the U.S. was not to suppress it but to see that 
basic American interests were preserved. On Vietnam McCarthy had the 

courage and honesty to realize that the war was lost and that the U.S. 

had to make the best terms it could—which probably meant a coalition 

government with the NLF. Morgenthau concluded: “That so many 

Americans seem willing to put their trust in a man of such qualities, who 

has come to them without money, without organization, and without 

prestigious sponsorship, honors them perhaps more than it honors him. 

Win or lose in August and November, Eugene McCarthy will have this 

historic achievement to his credit: to have made active and visible quali¬ 

ties of goodness and sanity latent in the American people, to have re¬ 

vealed a face of America that was concealed beneath the distorting mask 

of its political practices, and to have given us an intimation of what the 

American people could be like if they had a leader worthy of them.” 

Kennedy s death and the min of McCarthy’s fortunes guaranteed that 

no great changes would take place in 1968, but the election itself was yet 

to be held. And to have the election it was necessary first to endure the 

nominating conventions. Of all the trying features of American politi¬ 

cal life, conventions are easily the worst. Though streamlined a bit for 

television, they remain long, boring, and incomprehensible for the most 

part. Endless speeches and roll calls stupefy viewers, while the real 

convention takes place behind closed doors where the deals are made. 

The Republican convention in Miami was very traditional. “Nixon 

Girls paraded winsomely, balloons rose in the fetid air while Rockefel¬ 

ler fell. His campaign had little chance to begin with. He only launched 

his last-ditch effort because, for the first time in his career of pursuing the 

Republican nomination, he had solid Establishment support. Richard 
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Nixon, having made the most remarkable political comeback in recent 

history, was comfortably in the lead, George Romney, Ms main chal¬ 

lenger, having disqualified himself by saying that he had been “brain¬ 

washed” into supporting the war earlier. Yet many businessmen doubted 

Nixon could win and, more out of despair than enthusiasm, asked Rock¬ 

efeller, still perhaps the country's most popular Republican, to tackle 

him once more. Accordingly, the Rockefeller machine ground out a PR 

blitz designed to prove that though Nixon had run in the primaries and 

Rockefeller had not, “Rocky” remained the people’s choice. It failed. 

When he came to the convention, then. Rockefellers only chance was 

that a last-minute Reagan boom might divide conservatives, enabling 
him to slip through. 

This was not so forlorn a hope as it seemed later. Nixon was, next to 

President Johnson, the most distrusted figure in national politics. Con¬ 

servatives supported him not because of his ideology, for he had none, 

but because he supported the ticket in 1964. The pros appreciated that 

too, and even more his great contribution to the GOP comeback in 1966 

when the party had picked up seven additional governorships and forty- 

seven more seats in Congress—almost exactly the number Nixon had 

predicted. Nixon was going to be nominated because of what he was 

owed, not for the affection he was held in. Ronald Reagan was the con¬ 

servatives’ new darling. He was personable, good on TV, and quick to 

exploit student protests, Black Power, welfare measures, and everything 

else that conservatives despised. And he was more professional, for all 
his late entry into politics, than Goldwater had been. But the Reagan 

candidacy flopped, taking Rockefeller with it, thanks mainly to Senator 
Strom Thurmond of South Carolina. 

Thurmond was a strange figure. A militarist (and reserve general), a 
segregationist (who had been the Dixiecrat candidate for President in 

1948), he was revered in the South for championing war and racism. 
With most Southern Republicans (the bulk of them, like Thurmond, 

recent converts), he preferred Reagan. But he was convinced that 

Reagan would only produce another debacle. So he used his influence to 

hold the South for Nixon, who, though a weak conservative, was better 
than none at all. He was immediately rewarded when Nixon, having won 

on the first ballot, chose Spiro Agnew of Maryland as his Vice-President 

Agnew was, in his own words, “stunned.” So was the country. He had 

no visible qualifications to be next in line for the presidency. All most 

people knew about him was that, having run for governor of Maryland 
against a racist, he had become one himself. Black votes put Agnew 

in the statehouse, but when riots erupted in Maryland he blamed them 
on the Negro leadership and raised the cry for law and order. But his 

obscurity and backward sentiments were exactly what commended him 
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to Nixon. Nixon did not want another running mate like Henry Cabot 

Lodge, who had gone pretty much his own way in i960. As a political 

cipher, Agnew could be depended on to take orders. And, as a border- 
state governor, Agnew was acceptable to the South. This last was vi¬ 

tal. Thurmond was owed a favor. More than that, the GOP was flirt¬ 

ing with a “Southern strategy.” The Democrats were to be displaced 
as the nation’s majority party by a new coalition of businessmen, farm¬ 

ers, and Western and, especially. Southern bigots. Nixon himself de¬ 

nied there was a Southern strategy. And though he appealed to the 

South, his signals were ambiguous. But in selecting Agnew he sent it 

a message that no one could mistake.* 
Still, it was hard to tell from his convention performance exactly what 

sort of candidate (or President) Nixon would be. His style was more 

slick and convincing than before. In his acceptance speech he made the 

usual appeal for law and order, but also promised to end the war in 

Vietnam (“honorably,” of course). The old mawkishness was still there 

(he invoked as always his humble origins and Quaker mother). But the 

speech was more conciliatory than not. Norman Mailer, who covered 

both conventions, found the new Nixon baffling. “There had never been 

anyone in American life so resolutely phony as Richard Nixon,-nor any 

one so transcendentally successful by such means—small wonder half 

the electorate had regarded him for years as equal to a disease. But he 

was less phony now, that was the miracle, he had moved from a posi¬ 

tion of total ambition and total alienation from his own person (at the 

time of Checkers, the dog speech) to a place now where he was halfway 

conciliated with his own self. As he spoke, he kept going in and out of 

focus, true one instant, phony the next, then quietly correcting the false 

step.” That blurred quality was to be the new Nixon’s hallmark. Strom 

Thurmond might know where Nixon was going, but no one else seemed 

to, then or later. 

• Actually, the Southern strategy was more apparent than real in 1968. Nixon 
made a few gestures toward the South, but in the main his campaign was straight 
Madison Avenue. This disappointed Kevin Phillips, a brilliant young Republican 
strategist who wanted seriously to exploit ethnic hostilities. He believed there were 
twenty major ethnic groups, and twenty minor ones, ripe for a carefully planned 
appeal to their worse natures. On this basis a great new coalition could be built. 
Tie party did take his advice in one important respect. It concentrated on the border 
states rather than the Deep South, on the grounds that moderate Democrats were 
easier to convert If the border went Republican, the Deep South would have to 
come along eventually as there would be no place else for bigots to go. It was un¬ 
likely, however, that Phillips’ complete strategy would ever be implemented. For 
one thing, it required a bold commitment such as politicians hate to make. They 
like to cover their bets, Nixon especially. As Milton Viorst pointed out, the Nixon 
administration was a caretaker government, not a coalition-builder. Even if it wasn’t, 
Viorst argued, Phillips’ scheme would not work. "I don’t think great coalitions can 
be built on cynicism.” 
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Hubert Humphrey’s nomination was even more inevitable than Nix¬ 

on s. While Kennedy and McCarthy were storming through the country, 

Humphrey was quietly lining up delegates. He didn’t run In die pri¬ 

maries. The polls showed him way behind McCarthy and Kennedy. He 

was assured of nomination all the same, especially after Kennedy’s death. 

The hawks were for him as one of their own. Labor backed him as a 

long-time champion of their interests. The regular civil rights organiza¬ 

tions could not turn their backs on one who had led the fight for civil 

rights at the Democratic convention in 1948. President Johnson seemed 

to be for him. The professionals owed him for his years of speaking and 

fund-raising on their behalf. They were terrified of the citizens for 
McCarthy. In this respect the McCarthy surge was much more threaten¬ 

ing than Kennedy’s had been. Kennedy was a party man by choice, a 

rebel only by necessity. His support came from within the party struc¬ 

ture, and he never stopped hoping that the big pols like Mayor Daley 

would come over to him. Had he lost the nomination everyone knew he 

would have campaigned loyally for the ticket. McCarthy was another 

matter. He owed the party nothing. No one knew what he would do if 

denied the nomination. Worse still, his followers were not under orders. 

He might change his mind, but that didn’t guarantee they would. They 

meant not just to nominate McCarthy but to capture the party. They had 

already done so in some states (New Hampshire), and obtained a piece 

of the action in others (New York, Connecticut). Thus while tire polls 

still showed McCarthy to have the best chance of any Democratic candi¬ 
date in November, nominating him would mean a loss of professional 

control over the party apparatus. Politicians are in business to win elec¬ 
tions, but not at such a cost If the price of victory was less power in tire 

party, they wouldn’t pay it It was, and they didn’t 
Humphrey had once been an insurgent himself, which made his posi¬ 

tion as the bosses’ candidate seem incongruous. But the fit was more 

comfortable than it appeared. Though he had broken ranks over civil 

rights in 1948, and been an aggressively independent Senator at first, he 

had learned early that to get ahead you must get along. He became a 
Johnson protege in the Senate, and, without giving much away in prin¬ 

ciple, joined the club. As a Senator he was able to balance realism and 
progressivism successfully. But once he became Vice-President that 

was no longer possible. Vice-Presidents do what they are told. What 

Humphrey was told to do was sell the war, which he did with his usual 

gusto. Rhetorical excess was always his problem. He talked too much 

too often. He got carried away. In 1964 he once enjoined Ohioans to 

redeem their failure to vote for Kennedy in i960 by going Democratic 

in 1964, "so that John Kennedy in heaven will know we won.” Ami he 

promised a "nuclear reign of terror” if Goldwater was elected. Hum- 
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phrey’s background made it easy for him to justify the war in Vietnam. 

As a young politician he had helped purge the Minnesota Democratic 

Farmer Labor party of communists in the 1940s. As a Senator in 1950 

he had voted for the Internal Security Act, and later proposed an amend¬ 

ment to it that would have made membership in the Communist party 

punishable by five years in prison. He was a Cold War liberal and red- 

baiter for most of his career. 
So Humphrey’s position as the Establishment’s candidate was not so 

strange as it seemed. He had become a good party man since 1948. He 

would put his arm around Lester Maddox, the segregationist governor of 

Georgia, if that helped the ticket. Little wonder that the young and 

pacific despised him. Little wonder too that he failed to understand why. 

After all, his record on civil rights was impeccable. And he had backed 
the test-ban treaty in the Senate. Indeed, his liberal enterprises were 

practically without number. But the long and short of it was that in 1968 

he wielded the administration’s hatchet. His job was to hold the line for 

war and party regularity and break the resistance. Given the McCarthy- 

ist refusal to accept what was inevitable, this meant a rough convention. 

Others were conspiring to make it rougher still. One of these was 

Mayor Daley himself, a big-time city boss who had survived the last 

hurrah by allying a wickedly efficient machine with the business estab¬ 

lishment. He had insisted on getting the convention for Chicago even 

though millions of dollars and .endless trouble would have been saved 

by having it in Miami. The networks could have televised two conven¬ 

tions there for hardly more than the price of one. And Miami was far 

from the maddened anti-war throng. Daley knew trouble was coming. 

But he thought his big, brutal police force could handle it, and if not, his 
man in Springfield would call out the National Guard. Just to be safe, 

though, he managed things so that the networks would find it hard to 
televise whatever disturbances did take place. 

Daley’s lumpen-bourgeois prejudices were exactly what some trouble¬ 

makers counted on to make the convention memorable. Their labors 

began a month before, when Abbie Hoffman and his friends founded the 

Youth International party. The difference between the yippies and other 

leftists, according to Hoffman, was that they were “revolutionary artists. 

Our concept of revolution is that it’s fun.” Yippie leaders decided to stage 

a Festival of Life in Chicago to counterbalance the Democratic conven¬ 

tion which would, naturally, be a celebration of death. Meanwhile, the 

less psychedelic National Mobilization to End the War in Vietnam was 

planning to demonstrate in Chicago also. The joint yippie-Mobe pro¬ 

gram was heavily publicized in the underground press. Ed Sanders of 
the Fugs, a yippie founder, wrote a piece for The Fifth Estate of Detroit 

called “Dope, Peace, Magic, Gods in the Tree-Trunk and Group-Grope.” 
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It explained that the festival meant “poetry readings, mass meditation, 

flycasting exhibitions, demagogic Yippie political arousal speeches, and 

rock music and song concerts.” An elite force of 230 sexy yippie males 

would seduce the wives, daughters, and girl friends of convention dele¬ 

gates. Paul Krassner of The Realist, the country’s oldest underground 

paper, threatened to put LSD in Chicago’s water supply. All these pre¬ 

liminaries were designed to offend Chicago’s provincial sensibilities and 

insure the best possible confrontation. 
This was not difficult to arrange. As Norman Mailer pointed out, the 

slaughterhouse showed the spirit of Chicago. “In any other city they 

would have technologies to silence the beasts with needles, quarter them 

with machines, lull them with Muzak, and have stainless steel for doors, 

aluminum beds to take over the old overhead trolley—animals would be 

given a shot of vitamin-enrichment before they took the last ride. But 

in Chicago, they did it straight, they cut the animals right out of their 

hearts—which is why it was the last of the great American cities, and 

people had great faces, carnal as blood, greedy, direct, too impatient for 

hypocrisy, in love with honest plunder. . . . Yes, Chicago was a town 

where nobody could ever forget how the money was made. It was picked 

up from floors still slippery with blood.” 
So that was how it would be in August. The yippies goaded Daley and 

his minions to rage and madness. Expecting the worst, McCarthy urged 

his people to stay home. In the event, only about 2,500 yippies came to 

the convention, but that was more than enough. Dave Dellinger of the 

Mobe assumed that Daley would play it smart, give the protesters a 

parade permit, “and let us get swallowed up on the South Side.” But 
Daley didn’t want to outmaneuver the demonstrators; that was not Chi¬ 

cago’s way. He meant to smash them to bloody bits. Fury and prejudice 

were two reasons for the violence to follow. But another was the peculiar 
psychology seeping into police work. As big-city police became more 

militarized, they acquired the military’s enthusiasm for intelligence work. 
It is the nature of intelligence services to enlarge themselves. Where 

trouble does not exist they invent it; where it does, they magnify it. The 
Chicago intelligence apparatus conditioned policemen to react not to 

what was actually happening but to what yippie boasts made them 

think would happen. Thus in looking at the Festival of Life they didnt 

see a handful of put-on artists but rather the entering wedge of riot and 

rebellion. 
Everyone knows what happened when the beards and bigots met that 

week. Despite Daley’s best efforts, much of it was shown on television. 

Afterward it was written up in great detail. The Presidents own Na¬ 

tional Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence issued a 
special report titled Rights in Conflict (the Walker Report) that called 
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the worst violence a police riot. The protesters, not only yippies but the 

more sober elements of the Mobe, were denied permits to sleep in the 

paries and make protest marches. When they did so anyway they were 

beaten, gassed, and Maced. No one was safe from the policemen's 

frenzy. Their sergeants lost control of them repeatedly, and they beat 

reporters, bystanders, and yippies with equal abandon. Six hundred 

demonstrators were arrested and several hundred injured badly enough 

to need medical attention. (About a hundred policemen suffered in¬ 

juries too, mainly cut knuckles.) The police crowned their triumph by 

raiding Senator McCarthy’s campaign headquarters from which, they 
insisted, garbage and insults had been showered on them. 

Not that it was all a matter of humorless brutality. There were amus¬ 

ing moments too. The yippies had their own candidate for President, a 

real live pig named Pigasus. Police penetration was so inventive that 

one agent became an aide of yippie leader Jerry Rubin before arrest¬ 

ing him for sedition. Allen Ginsberg lent color to the events by chanting 

to promote tranquility. It seemed to affect the police little, though.* 

Jean Genet, the radical French writer, was tear-gassed, and afterward 

he, William Burroughs, and Terry Southern, all of whom covered the 

events for Esquire magazine, marched regularly with the yippies. Hugh 

Hefner of Playboy was whacked on the bottom by a police club, which 

was not so much an affront to his personal dignity as to the entire struc¬ 

ture of consumer capitalism which he so brilliantly adorned. Abbie Hoff¬ 

man, a keen student of Marshall McLuhan, painted an obscene word 

on his forehead as insurance against unwanted photographs. But he en¬ 

couraged the yippies to give obscene interviews. He knew the dirty 

words would be blipped out, but he felt blipping was the moral equiva¬ 

lent of the blank spaces in censored Saigon newspapers. At such times 
emptiness spoke more eloquently than words. 

All in all, the total effect was more ghastly than not. Especially 

for the insurgent Democrats at the convention who knew that those 

who were, in a sense, their constituents were getting beaten in the 
streets even as they were being crushed by the Johnson-Humphrey 

steamroller. But before that, the preliminaries had to be gotten through. 

Credentials and platform planks had to be fought over, and delegates 

solicited. The California delegation was especially prized. With Ken- 

° This remark is not meant frivolously. Ginsberg was not only a good poet (the 
only important figure in the beat generation to remain pertinent to the sixties) but 
a true mystic. He devoted years to the study of Mantra Yoga, practiced its austere 
disciplines, and trained himself to chant, as he did at Chicago, for seven hours at 
a time. Though Ginsberg lent himself to the yippie put-on, he was himself in earnest 
and took the Festival of Life to be just that. He also possessed a very sweet character 
and an exceptionally fluent and expressive speaking manner, as he showed later in 
testifying for the defendants at the conspiracy trial which followed these events. 
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nedy dead it might go either way, so the three major candidates, McCar¬ 

thy, Humphrey, and McGovern, all spoke to it McGovern s candidacy 

was hard to figure. Earlier he had almost endorsed McCarthy, and might 

have had McCarthy’s neglect not offended him. McGovern was a good 

liberal and a dove. Except on the issue of presidential strength he gen¬ 

erally agreed with McCarthy. But he was part of the Kennedy connec¬ 

tion, and when the Kennedy followers asked him to run at the conven¬ 

tion he did. It’s not clear why. Some thought it was a spoiler candidacy 
to save Kennedy delegates from having to vote for McCarthy. Others 

thought just the opposite, that McGovern ran to keep from Humphrey 
the delegates who hated McCarthy so much that they would go with the 

Vice-President if he was the only alternative. As the Kennedy following 

was based more on personality than principle, these were vital consid¬ 

erations. In the event, it hardly mattered as the combined McCarthy- 

McGovem vote was only a fraction of what either needed to scare Hum¬ 

phrey. McGovern’s intentions were thus never put to the test. 
Apart from providing a haven for Kennedy soreheads, McGovern 

gave reporters an agreeable figure to write about. He said all the right 

things, unlike McCarthy who, as Norman Mailer put it, "was damned 

if he would move a phony finger for any occasion.” And he said them 

without the maddening discursiveness that made even Humphrey s 

friends despair at times. When the Vice-President spoke to the Cali¬ 

fornia delegates he took three times as long as McCarthy, "trudging 

through an imprecision of language, a formal slovenliness of syntax 

which enabled him to shunt phrases back and forth like a switchman 

who locates a freight car by moving everything in the yard.” Afterward 

the press agreed that George McGovern, the beau ideal of orthodox lib¬ 

eralism, looked the best. McCarthy, in contrast, was even more himself 
than usual. His contempt for sentimentality, political rituals, and liberal 

cant was never displayed to better effect. Naturally this turned off the 

California delegates, but it appealed greatly to Mailer who had not 
really liked McCarthy before. As a swinger, and with charisma of his 

own. Mailer naturally favored Kennedy. He liked tough guys and Beau¬ 

tiful People, and McCarthy’s operation seemed short of both. But 

McCarthy’s splendid consistency at Chicago won Mailers heart. He 

could see why “Negroes in general had never been charmed with 

McCarthy. If he was the epitome of Whitey at his best, that meant 

Whitey at ten removes, dry wit, stiff back, two-and~a-hal£ centuries of 

Augustan culture and their distillate—the ironic manners of the tightest 

country gentry: the Blacks did not want Whitey at his best and bonniest 

in a year when they were out to find every justification ... to hate the 

Honkie.” Nor was such a man the type to gain Mailer’s favor under nor¬ 

mal circumstances. But circumstances were far from normal. The police 
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were rioting in the streets. The festival of death was grinding down the 

best Democrats. The "reign of piety and iron” that Robert Lowell had 
predicted earlier seemed well under way. 

Amidst this moral squalor, rendered especially grotesque by the trap¬ 

pings of a political convention, McCarthy stood even taller than before. 

While his supporters raved and wept, and the ship foundered, he paced 

the quarterdeck as he had all that year. The sails were in tatters, his 

standard nailed to the mainmast, but he had one gun left to fire and he 

discharged it at the California delegates. It took some brass to summon 

him in the first place. He had campaigned mightily in California and 

they all knew where he stood. He was not going to play games with 

them, nor save their faces with some fake gesture at the last minute. If 

they voted for him it would be for what he had said and done all along. 

He began by observing that his position on Vietnam was too well known 

to bear repeating. Then, as Norman Mailer tells it, he turned to the ab¬ 

surd criticisms that had been made of him, " 'most recently the sugges¬ 

tion that I would be a passive President. Well, I think a little passivity 

in that office is all right, a kind of balance, I think. I have never quite 

known what active compassion is. Actually compassion, in my mind, is 
to suffer with someone, not in advance of him/ He paused, or not in 

public necessarily/ He paused again. Here came the teeth. The voice 

never altered. 'But I have been, whether I have been passive or not, the 

most active candidate in the party this year/ He brought the curtain 

down with that dignity which was his most unique political possession. 

'Many stood on the sidelines, as I said earlier, on the hilltops, dancing 

around the bonfires. Few came down into the valley where the action 
was. And I said then that if one challenged the President he had to be 

prepared to be President. It is like striking at the King—it is a danger¬ 

ous thing/ How dangerous only he could know.” "Yes,” Mailer con¬ 

cluded, "the reporter had met many candidates, but McCarthy was the 
first who felt like a President.” 

Of course McCarthy was not going to be President, as he admitted in 

a typically impolitic interview that very evening. But before that was 

made official, more outrages had to be committed. The next day, when 

the minority anti-war plank was defeated, the convention band played 

This Could Be the Start of Something Big,” while the insurgent dele¬ 

gates, led by Theodore Bikel of New York, sang "We Shall Overcome.” 

They voted that night at the height of the police riot downtown. Senator 

Abraham Bibicoff of Connecticut made his feelings dear while nomi¬ 

nating McGovern: "With George McGovern as President we would not 

have to have such Gestapo tactics in the streets of Chicago. With George 

McGovern we would not have to have the National Guard.” There were 

cheers and boos at this. The Illinois delegation rose ro scream insults at 
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him, and no one will ever forget the sight of Mayor Daley shaking his 

fist and mouthing what seemed to be obscenities at Ribicoff, who looked 

directly at him, smiled, and said quietly, “How hard it is to accept the 

truth” Then Humphrey was nominated handily, and the delegates ad¬ 

journed to their hotels, which reeked of tear gas for the most part. 
The next day Humphrey chose his friend, Senator Edmund S. Muskie 

of Maine, to run with him, and accepted the nomination in a speech 

that touched every base. On the one hand he deplored anarchy in the 

streets and called for law and order. On the other, he expressed a dis¬ 

like of police states. And Humphrey thanked the absent President John¬ 

son for all the blessings he had showered on Democrats. Then the band 

played “Happy Days Are Here Again,” and Humphrey beamed away, 

his great round face shining in the TV lights.* McGovern loyally 

trooped up and congratulated him, McCarthy didn t. Humphrey seemed 

to find his nomination no less enjoyable for the way he had gained it. He 

was ruined all the same. The party lay in shambles around him. The 

whole country had seen the violence in Chicago, some of it within the 

convention hall itself where ubiquitous security guards roughed up dele¬ 

gates and newsmen alike. (One delegate cried out that he had been 

elected to attend the convention, not sentenced to it) People had seen 

the insurgents cry after a moving filmed biography of Robert Kennedy 

was shown, and heard them sing the “Battle Hymn of the Republic un¬ 

til Daley shut them up, cleverly for a change, by having a Negro dele¬ 

gate give an unscheduled tribute to Martin Luther King. Only Hum¬ 

phrey retained any illusions about the coming election. 
The Democrats would lose, though not because of the police riot in 

Chicago. What Nixon was soon to call the “silent majority liked to see 

hippies and such beaten up. Law and order could hardly be too viciously 

applied to suit people demoralized by years of war, protest, and youth¬ 
ful contempt for the bourgeois life. Mayor Daley got a lot of fan mail. 

The newsmen who had been outraged, especially when beaten them¬ 

selves, soon fell into line. Walter Cronkite of CBS, who had gotten so 

carried away as to complain of the police brutality (especially to CBS 
reporters), had an abject interview with Mayor Daley who straightened 

him out. Within a few weeks most newspapers and magazines saw how 

* One of Humphrey's least-discussed liabilities was the fact that he didn t look 
like a President. He was overweight, and with his big balding dome, square little 
rh™ and rat-trap mouth offered a rather comic appearance. This was, of course, 
not a good reason for voting against him, but it must surely have cost him votes all 
the same. The country had had unprepossessing chief executives before, yet no one 
could remember when such a funny-looking man had been nominated for, let alone 
elected to, the highest office. The problem was especially acute in an age when TV 
mercilessly exposed a man's physical shortcomings. It was not yet necessary to be, 
as Nixon put it, ‘a pretty boy,” still, average looks were probably a minimum re¬ 
quirement for future candidates. 
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the wind was blowing and came out fearlessly against streetfighting 
and for law and order. All this was grist to Nixons mill because Hum¬ 

phrey could never top him on that issue, try as he might. The more de¬ 

mands for repression, the better off Nixon was. Like anti-communism in 

the 1950’s, law and order was (Wallace excepted) a Republican mo¬ 

nopoly. So although Democrats had suppressed the revolution in Chi¬ 

cago, the GOP gained most from it. On the other hand, the people who 

were offended by the Daley-Humphrey pogrom were nearly all Demo¬ 

crats, and energetic ones at that. Liberals, intellectuals, and the active 

young were a minority in the party, but they were crucial to any Demo¬ 

cratic victory in national elections. Without their help as fund-raisers, 

publicists, and precinct-workers a Democrat did not become President 

of the United States. They were alienated by Chicago. Many never re¬ 

turned to the fold. Those who did, after Humphrey realized his mistake, 
returned too late to alter events.* 

Accordingly, after Chicago the question seemed to be not would 

Humphrey win, but would Wallace draw off enough votes to throw the 

election into the House of Representatives. The Wallace threat was not 

so serious as it seemed then, but it was real enough. George Wallace 

was the first genuine demagogue since Huey Long with presidential 

aspirations. (Joe McCarthy, for example, never tried to organize bis 

following into a coherent movement. Though demagogic, he was not a 

true demagogue.) And, also like Long, Wallace was not chiefly a racist. 

In fact, he was once quite the opposite by Alabama standards. He got 

elected to the state legislature in 1946 at a time when he was too poor to 

afford a car. He canvassed his rural district by walking and hitching 

rides. He was then an admirer of Jim Folsom, a populist insurgent who 

was elected governor that year by defying the "“bourbon” Establishment, 

the “Big Mules’” as he called them. But they continued to control the leg¬ 

islature so Folsom did not get the reforms he wanted, like reapportion¬ 

ment and repeal of the poll tax. Folsom was very moderate on the race 
question. During his second term after Brown v. Board of Education he 

resisted the white backlash and hoped for compliance with the law. A 

huge (six feet, eight inches), colorful, independent man, he completed 

his downfall by inviting Adam Clayton Powell to the executive mansion 

for a drink. Wallace then got reluctantly off his bandwagon. But the big 

change in Wallace came in 1958 when he tried to succeed Folsom and 

was beaten by a rabid but obscure segregationist. Wallace is alleged to 

have said afterward, “John Patterson out-nigguhed me. And boys. I’m 

* Some people argued that McCarthy s defeat showed the futility of politics. But 
his campaign forced Johnson to leave office and Nixon to gear down the war. These 
were the most substantial accomplishments of any peace movement in American 
history. To despise them was to abandon all hope for popular action. 
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not going to be out-nigguhed again/’ And be wasn’t. In 1962 he defeated 

Folsom in the primary, assisted by the fact that Folsom showed up 
drunk for a state-wide TV program. Then he out-segged his opponent 

in the runoff.* His promise to stand in the schoolhouse door if desegre¬ 

gation threatened was especially admired. 
Race apart, Wallace was a good governor. He largely succeeded at 

what Folsom had hoped to do. He built fourteen junior colleges and 

fifteen new trade schools. He put through a $100 million school con¬ 

struction program, got free textbooks for Alabama schoolchildren, com¬ 

bated water pollution, and much else, all in the best populist tradition. 

The tax system stayed regressive, a certain amount of corruption con¬ 

tinued (for the sake of his organization, not himself; he was always 

financially scrupulous). But otherwise Wallace built up a fine record. 

Still, when the University of Alabama was desegregated, he did stand 

in the door and thus became a national figure. He got many invitations 

to speak at college campuses thereafter and accepted all he could. They 

enhanced his appeal to the backlash, for everywhere he was disrupted. 

(At Harvard two of his aides were caught in a band of pickets outside 

the auditorium who were singing “We Shall Overcome/’ One turned to 

the other and muttered fiercely, “Sing, you fool. Sing! Im too old to 

run. ) 
It was in Wisconsin that an admirer persuaded him to enter the presi¬ 

dential primary. At the time he had only $800 and no organization, but 

he got 35 per cent of the vote in Wisconsin and then went on to get 30 

per cent in Indiana and 45 per cent in Maryland. When Goldwater was 
nominated, Wallace dropped out so as not to split the conservative 

vote. But the experience gave him national ambitions. Though he called 
himself a conservative, Wallace was far from ideological. His adviser 

on theory and part-time speechwriter, John Kohn, a crusty old racist, 

thought Wallace didn’t even dislike Negroes. But he saw that others did 

and used the race issue much as Joe McCarthy used anti-communism, 
without having any personal feel for what the rage was all about. Since 

his candidacy was based on exploiting negative emotions, and was 
meant to attract conservative Southerners and bigoted working-class 

Northerners, it was impossible for Wallace to have anything resembling 

a program. Instead he went around the country smashing straw men 

like the “left-wing theoreticians, briefcase totin’ bureaucrats, ivory-tower 

guideline writers, bearded anarchists, smart-aleck editorial writers and 

pointy-headed professors.” “There are more of us than ?there are of 

* Alabama prevents governors from succeeding themselves, so popular ones can 
run only in every other election. Folsom was not the only humane Southern politi¬ 
cian to be ruined by the reaction against school desegregation. It played a part in 
the downfall of Governor Earl Long of Louisiana too. 
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them,” he reminded his audiences. And he had a few simple prescrip¬ 

tions for every ill. Bureaucrats would be stripped of their briefcases. 

Looters would be shot. “If I become President and some anarchist lies 

down in front of my automobile, it's going to be the last automobile he 

lies down in front of,” he invariably remarked. This sort of thing paid 

off. So did his identification with humble folk, the steelworkers, bar¬ 

bers, and so forth who were thought to be his constituents. Wallace did 

not make bluntly racist appeals. He didn't need to. Instead he promised 

to win the war in Vietnam, restore states' rights, secure law and order, 

repeal open-housing laws, and in general restore the country to its right¬ 

ful owners—assuming that the rightful owners were bigots, warmongers, 
and illiterates, 

Wallace faced two big problems in 1968. One was outflanking Spiro 

Agnew. The other was selecting a running mate. The problem here was 

that no one else in the country occupied his peculiar position. No other 

Southern racist had a following in the North. No Northerner of any 

standing was willing to run on such a ticket. He held off choosing a vice- 

presidential candidate as long as he could. Finally he persuaded retired 

General Curtis LeMay to go with him. It immediately became obvious 

that this was a mistake, if an inescapable one given the dearth of possi¬ 

bilities. LeMay was a famous warrior, a good thing for a Wallace man 

to be, but his bloodthirstiness was extreme even for such company. At 

his initial press conference he said that it would be "most efficient” to 

drop nuclear weapons on North Vietnam. The more he and Wallace 

tried to explain what he meant, the worse it sounded, Afterward he pre¬ 

dicted dolefully, *111 be damned lucky if I don't appear as a drooling 

idiot whose only solution is to drop atomic bombs all over the world.”* 

Spiro Agnew, whose name, as his wife observed, was hardly a house¬ 

hold word, became equally troublesome for Wallace. Nixon's strategy 

was to seize the middle while Agnew captured as much of the right as 

could be gotten from Wallace. Agnew was not always as skillful at this 

as he later became. He declined to visit a ghetto on the grounds that 

they were all alike. On conservation his position was that if you've seen 

one tree you've seen them all. He referred to Polish-Americans as “Po- 

lacks, which was hardly the way to win ethnic votes. But as Muskie 

was of Polish origin and most Polish-Americans would vote for him 

anyway, this probably did the ticket no great harm. He once described 

a coipulent Japanese-American reporter as a “fat Jap.” But again, the 

* Actually, LeMay was one militarist who was every bit as bad as he seemed. 
During World War II he had ordered, on his own initiative, fire raids against Ja¬ 
pan that killed more people than the atomic bombs. Had the Japanese won he 
would have been first on their list of war criminals. Later he was an advocate of 
pre-emptive war. The country that staged a Pearl Harbor need never fear one, was 
apparently his motto. 
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Japanese-American vote was not large, so little harm was done. And 

Agnew was protected by his Greek ancestry from charges of WASPish 

chauvinism. He was more on target when he said that Humphrey was 

“squishy soft” on communism, which was certainly news to the people 

who remembered Humphreys witch-hunting days. Though false, it 

pleased the right, as it was meant to. Agnew was an important reason 

why Wallace carried only five Southern states.* 

As the campaign developed a surprising thing happened. Humphrey 

started gaining. In August the Gallup poll put him sixteen points be¬ 

hind Nixon. On October 21 Humphrey had cut that lead by half. There 

were many reasons for this. The initial gap was unnatural and bound 

to diminish in a country where a majority of registered voters were 

Democrats. The memory of Chicago dimmed. Nixon made no effort to 

win over dissident liberal Democrats. Having plotted out a campaign 

based on the Southern strategy, the backlash against students, hippies, 

and blacks, and a series of slick, bland television promotions, Nixon 

stuck to it. On Vietnam he accomplished the remarkable feat of not 

having a position of any land. He had a plan to end the war, it was said, 

though not by the candidate himself, but could not reveal it until after 

the election. For sheer gall it surpassed all previous political hoaxes. 

Nixon had no plan, as time showed, but claiming to have one was enough 

to muffle the issue, though it didn't appeal to those Democrats who knew 
that a Republican would be freer to end the war than a Democrat. Many 

remembered that when Eisenhower made peace in Korea, President 

Truman said that he could have done so on the same basis long before, 

which was technically true, but politically false. The Democrats then, 
as in 1968, were the victims of their own policy. They could not end 

the war on terms good enough to save them from charges of appease¬ 
ment and being soft on communism. Eisenhower could and did. Nixon 

could have done the same in Vietnam had he wanted to. 

His evasion provided Humphrey with a chance to win some dissi¬ 

dents back, and at Salt Lake City on September 30 Humphrey took it. 

His concession was not very great, merely a pledge to end the bombing 

in Vietnam if the communists showed a willingness to restore the De¬ 

militarized Zone. It was the kind of thing that Johnson was forever 

promising and forever failing to do. But Humphrey had to defy the 
President to say it, thus showing his independence. And it gave discour¬ 

aged anti-war Democrats an excuse for endorsing him. McCarthy finally 

* Agnew really scared many. This made Edmund Muslde, an attractive figure to 
begin with, look even better. One of the most effective Democratic advertisements 
was a sign that flashed on TV reading “Spiro Agnew for Vice President/" followed 
by hysterical laughter. Then these words appeared: “This would be serious if it 
wasn't so funny/* Picking Muskie was the smartest thing Humphrey did all year. 
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came over with his customary enthusiasm. At the end of October he 

said, “l believe the Vice-President is a man who can be relied upon to 

tell the difference between the pale horse of death and the white horse 

of victory. I am not sure Mr. Nixon can make that distinction." It wasn't 

much, but it was all Humphrey had coming to him. And it was nearly 
adequate. 

On the day before the election Gallup reported that Nixon was only 

two points ahead of Humphrey. When the balloting was over the dis¬ 

tance had narrowed even more. Humphrey got only seven-tenths of i 

per cent less of the popular vote than Nixon. Nixon was elected with 

the smallest percentage of the vote since Woodrow Wilson won a three- 

cornered race in 1912. He had a comfortable majority in the electoral 

college, though, so there was no constitutional crisis. (All the same, 

George Wallace's 13.5 per cent of the popular vote was very respectable. 

It was the best showing of any third-party candidate since 1924.) Now 

Richard Milhous Nixon was President at last. Luck, accident, and his 

own fantastic resilience had put him in charge. But the country whose 

leadership he had so painfully acquired was not quite the prize it had 

once been. Its future was still being squandered in Vietnam. It was more 

divided than in many years. Inflation and unemployment were rising 

together. Most kinds of environmental pollution were getting worse. 

There were hard decisions to be made about all these matters and more. 

Should work continue on the Supersonic Transport, mdrv, and other 

projects? And what of the urban crisis, the health crisis, and too many 

others to mention? It seemed as if no major groups were without grave 

problems that Washington was supposed to solve. Nixon had won, but 
what had he won? 
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PROFILE: 

Cesar Chavez 

“La Causa” was tie happiest cause of all. It began with a 

grape-pickers* strike in Delano, California, in September 19^5* 

grape-pickers were among the most deprived and exploited workers in 

America. Their annual income averaged between $2,000 and $2,300 a 

year. They were lucky to have work for six months of the year, and 

enjoyed no job security, fringe benefits, or retirement program. Thanks 

to the farm lobby in Washington and Sacramento, growers were not 

required to bargain collectively. The strike, TLa Huelga,” began with 

Filipino workers organized by the Agricultural Workers Organizing 

Committee of the AFL-CIO. Eight days later they were joined by the 

Mexican-American National Farm Workers Association led by Cesar 

Chavez. 

Chavez was then forty-one years old. He had begun life as a 

migratory farm laborer and for ten years worked with Saul Alinsky's 

Community Services Organization. He absorbed Alinsky’s technique 

of building a local organization from the inside out, which could then 

work to better local conditions. Chavez left the CSO and moved to 

Delano to apply these lessons to his own people. Working as a 

laborer, he had been three years in the field when La Huelga began. 

His organization was not ready for so big a challenge yet, but Chavez 

could not stand aside on account of that. Of five thousand vineyard 
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workers in the Delano area, Chavez had organized three hundred and 

awoc two hundred. That they were not immediately swamped by 

strike-breakers was due to outside help. Liberals, youngsters, 

clergymen rallied round. The strike rapidly became a civil rights 

movement for Mexican-Americans. Six months later ten thousand 

people marched to the steps of the state capitol in Sacramento to 

support what was no longer merely a strike but a cause, “La Causa,” 

as well. The United Auto Workers began contributing $5,000 a month. 

In December 1965 the AFL-CIO recognized the Chavez group, now 

called the United Farm Workers’ Organizing Committee, and merged 

the awoc with it. Union support rose to $10,000 a month. Churches 

and other groups contributed also. 

In 1966 the xjfwo organized a boycott against the principal wine 

grape growers, notably the great Schenley and DiGiorgio corporations. 

This hurt their business somewhat, and their reputations even more. 

They soon negotiated union contracts, and the other major wine grape 

growers with them. The table grape growers proved more obstinate. 

The Joseph Giumarra Coiporation which led them denied Labor 

Department studies that showed labor costs amounted to only two to 

five cents out of every dollar spent by growers. The growers insisted 

on their need for some 350,000 Mexican nationals who had California 

work permits. Chavez wanted these so-called “green-carders” sent 

home and the immigration laws strictly enforced. As his administrative 

assistant, a young minister, put it, “The growers are using the poorest 

of the poor of another country to defeat the poorest of the poor in this 

country. That’s about as low as you can get” 

As the fight deepened, “Brown Power” militants became involved. 

Chavez was dedicated to nonviolence and protested this development 

by a twenty-five-day fast. This permanently injured his health, but it 

worked. Nonviolence triumphed, and one March day four thousand 

supporters saw Chavez end his fast at an ecumenical mass in a 

Delano city park. Senator Robert Kennedy attended, broke bread with 

Chavez, and proclaimed him “one of the heroic figures of our time.” 

Chavez continued to run the strike from his bed. The publicity all this 

gained led the xjfwo to launch a national boycott against the table 

grape industry. Liberal and left-wing volunteers, and union pressure 

even more, persuaded the mayors of half a dozen large cities. 
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including New York, to cancel city purchases of table grapes. Hie 

growers hung on even though grape prices began to fall. Many food 

store chains also stopped carrying table grapes. The growers insisted 

they were doing almost as well as ever. The Pentagon helped them 

out with large orders. Then, in the middle of 1969, ten growers 

producing about 10 per cent of the California grape crop negotiated 

with the union. Prices for their grapes then went up, as they could be 

sold anywhere. The Giumarra group expressed continued defiance 

and pressed ahead with court actions against the strikers. But the next 

year they gave way too. 

It was a victory for which credit was broadly shared. Cesar Chavez 

and his devoted followers won their freedom despite beatings, 

arrests, and the usual intimidations. Even better, they did so without 

resorting to counterviolence. But they could not have prevailed 

without the unions and the churches. Though the AFL-GIO had a 

poor track record in the sixties, on this occasion it spent a great deal of 

money and much effort over a long period to organize workers whose 

union dues would probably never amount to very much. The 

California Council of Churches helped too, and agreement was finally 

reached through the good offices of a team of bishops. Volunteers in 

many parts of the country picketed stores in support of the boycott 

Tens of thousands of consumers went without table grapes for years to 

make the threat credible. Altogether it was one of the most satisfying 

labor struggles in American history. And more was to come, for when 

the grape growers signed, Cesar Chavez turned his eyes toward the 

lettuce industry. No one really knew what foods he would be asked to 

give up next. Abstinence was worthwhile. Small sacrifices were the 

salvation of an entire class. And grapes never tasted so sweet as they 

did afterward. 
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12 EPILOGUE: THE 
REVOLUTION IS OVER 

-AlS many had hoped and a few had feared, Richard Nixon s 

election meant some lessening of the national frenzy. Polarization did 

not abate. There were more campus outrages in 1969 than in 1968. Yet 

the temper of public life seemed to ease a little. To a measure this was 

because the war in Vietnam diminished, partly because of presidential 

cleverness, and partly because everyone was exhausted from the turbu¬ 

lence of 1968. Nations, like men, cannot live off their nervous energy 

indefinitely. Times of great tension and stress give way to calmer peri¬ 

ods. Change does not stop even though men tire of it, yet the forms it 

takes alter. People can bear to address profound—therefore stormy and 

divisive—problems for only so long. When that time is up, regardless 

of what has been accomplished, private matters reassert their authority. 

Sometimes the comer is turned in a single year. 1919 was one such year. 
1969 seemed another. 

The decline of politics may have been inevitable, but the shape and 

pace it took were strongly influenced by Nixon s presidency. Both he 

and the country were fortunate in the timing that brought him to power. 

Had he been elected President in i960 the consequences might have 

been ghastly. He was then, though an experienced politician, still a pro¬ 

vincial in the world of affairs. His emotions were not yet under control 

(as his farewell address to reporters after the 1962 California guberna¬ 

torial election showed). He was still a witch-hunter at heart. His judg¬ 

ment was faulty, yet he insisted on making decisions, agonizing all the 

while and trusting no one to execute them. Had he presided over the 
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decade, tilings would no doubt have been even worse than they were. 

Luckily, Nixon had learned a lot in exile. Just how much was soon 

evident. 
He made much during the campaign of his unifying potential. “Bring 

us together again” was a plea he promised to answer. But he was not so 

foolish as to believe that the waning elements in American life could 
actually be reconciled. The John Birch Society was not going to join 

hands with SDS. The peace-movement lamb was not about to lie down 

with the military-industrial-complex lion. What he could do, however, 

was buy off the right while undercutting the left. His cabinet appoint¬ 

ments foreshadowed this strategy. For liberals there were Robert Finch 

at Health, Education and Welfare, George Romney at Housing and Ur¬ 

ban Development, and, perhaps, William P. Rogers at State. Conserva¬ 

tives got Melvin Laird at Defense and John Mitchell at Justice. Some 

members, like Walter Hickel of Interior, were hard to place. He was in 

oil among other things, and as governor of Alaska had managed to hide 

his passion for the environment. But as time was to show, he was a man 

of the center. Indeed, that was what almost all of them became, what¬ 

ever they had once been. Melvin Laird, for example, as a member of 

the House Armed Services Committee was a ferocious hawk and put 

his name to an exceptionally bloody-minded book on strategy. But once 

in office he became a typical Secretary of Defense, and less bellicose 

than many. John Mitchell, as his wife's candid disclosures made evident, 

belonged to the radical right in theory. But in practice he ran the De¬ 

partment of Justice much as earlier Republicans had. Before the year 

was up it was obvious that President Nixon got from each department 

exactly what he wanted. What he wanted for the most part was a slightly 

right-of-center program. 
Not that it lacked imagination. Nixon proclaimed that his would be a 

reforming administration. What he meant by this was that it would be, 

Agnew and other throwbacks notwithstanding, a technocratic one. The 

governments enthusiasm for civil rights and moral principles (this last 

always more apparent than real in previous administrations) declined. 

Its interest in problem-solving did not. And given the fact that President 

Nixon owed so little to the blacks and the ethnics and labor unions and 
such, he had more freedom to experiment. The first consequence of this 

was a set of welfare proposals more radical and sweeping than any 

offered before. He proposed that the federal government take over much, 

of the welfare burden from the states and establish an income floor be¬ 

low which no family would be allowed to sink. The minimums were 

inadequate, but the main thing was to get the principle of federally 

maintained uniformity established. Once done, the standards of sup- 
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port could always be raised. It was not so ingenious a program as the 

negative income tax proposed by conservative economist Milton Fried¬ 

man, but it was daring enough in its own right to undermine the liberal 

will to resist. Nixon proposed also to reform the Post Office by taking it 

out of politics. His Postmaster General, Winton M. Blount, president of 

the National Chamber of Commerce, was chosen specifically for this 

mission. 
Events quickly demonstrated that President Nixon did not want a 

government of reconciliation. Vice-President Agnew went out of his 

way to alienate the left and the peace movement. In one speech he char¬ 

acterized the peace forces as "effete snobs.” In another he seemed to 

threaten television networks with censorship if they didn't treat the ad¬ 

ministration better. The Justice Department helped local police forces 

in their campaign to destroy the Black Panthers. Nor did the Presi¬ 

dent leave all his dirty work to Agnew and Mitchell. He went to an 

obscure college in the Midwest to condemn student protesters. In his 

televised addresses on Vietnam he attributed various base motives to 

the anti-war movement As a candidate he had shown his contempt for 

Cesar Chavez and the grape strikers by eating grapes in public. As Pres¬ 

ident he had the Defense Department purchase vast quantities of non¬ 
union grapes. 

The main thrust of the Presidents grand strategy was directed at Mid¬ 

dle America, "the silent majority,” as he called it. Middle America was 

worried most of all about crime, inflation, pollution, civil unrest, and the 

war—not necessarily in that order. Nixon moved vigorously to meet 

each of those concerns. Anti-crime bills were introduced. The war was 

scaled down. Protesters were indicted. Tight money and a balanced bud¬ 

get were supposed to curb inflation. Prices went up anyway, so did un¬ 

employment. The GNP leveled off. Many feared it would soon decline. 

He was most resourceful when it came to pollution, and not only pol¬ 

lution but the whole "quality of life” question that bothered Middle 

America. For perhaps a majority of Americans the affluent sixties had 

been disappointing. Thanks to the long boom, real incomes went up 

(until the war brought inflation and income stagnation in its train), but 

life did not seem all that better. More people could go to national parks, 

which became more overcrowded. The freeway system spanned the 

country, enabling people to travel in ease and comfort from one con¬ 

gested point to another. Airline facilities nearly collapsed under the aw¬ 

ful strain, soon to be made worse by jumbo jets. Railroad passenger 

service decayed. The air and the water got fouler. Adequate housing, 

even for the middle class, got scarcer. By 1969 old housing was dete¬ 

riorating faster than new housing could be built. The Nixon administra¬ 

tion attacked these problems in several ways. HUD organized "Opera- 
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tion Breakthrough* to solve the housing problem.* It aimed to subsidize 

experiments in home-building so as to put it on a mass-production basis. 

Late in the year President Nixon announced a long-range program ( very 

long range as little money was involved) to deal with air and water pol¬ 
lution. In a dramatic gesture the Florida Everglades, threatened with 

destruction by a proposed international jetport, were saved. 
Of course the usual payoffs continued. To please Southerners the gov¬ 

ernment tried to delay school desegregation, though the courts stopped 

that soon enough. The ABM, greatest defense pork barrel in history, 
went forward. So did the SST. This last was an especially mad scheme. 

The supersonic transport was to be bigger and faster than the Anglo- 

French and Russian models so as to save the country’s honor. It would 

cost untold billions, pollute the air on a monstrous scale, and drag a 

fifty-mile-wide sonic boom across the ground behind it. 
Despite these and other iniquities, at the end of its first year the Nixon 

presidency was a genuine success. Elected by a minority of the voters, 

faced with a Democratic majority in both Houses of Congress, the ad¬ 

ministration still managed to get most of what it wanted. And it gener¬ 
ated enough original programs to unman the liberal opposition. Its most 

disgraceful enterprises—the SST and the ABM, for example—were 

holdovers from the Democratic era. Its best ideas were its own. Of 

course, there was always its bad taste to fault. Tastelessness was one of 

the things that liberals disliked most about Richard Nixon. People re¬ 

membered his bathetic Checkers speech in 1952, and his criticism of 

Harry Truman’s salty language in i960. Eating grapes showed a want 

of feeling in 1968. And his appeal to the GOP after his nomination to 

“win this one for Ike* as the former President lay dying was really too 

much. His speeches remained dreary and predictable. He always pref¬ 

aced his most obscure remarks by saying, “Let me make this perfectly 

clear...” Every time he made a decision he always explained that doing 

the opposite would have been easy and popular, especially when he was 

making an easy and popular decision. On his trip to Europe after being 
inaugurated, he left no national stereotype uninvoked. In Britain he ex¬ 

pressed his affection for the English “sense of history.* In Germany he 
spoke favorably of the “economic miracle.* In France he praised Gen¬ 

eral de Gaulle’s greatness. All this was inexcusable, except by compari¬ 

son with his predecessor. 

* Congress had passed the Housing and Urban Development Act in 1968 to deal 
with the crisis. It called for building or rehabilitating 26 million housing units in 
the next decade. By 1969 it was already clear this couldn’t be done. Six million of 
the 26 million units would have to be subsidized for low-income groups; this was 
ten times the number subsidized in the previous decade. The rate of housing starts 
would have to be twice as great as in the previous decade. Yet because of the eco¬ 
nomic sag there were fewer housing starts in 1969 than in 1968. 
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On the other hand, the President had smoothed off many of his old 

rough edges. More even-tempered and affable, as well he might be, he 

executed his new duties with ease, and sometimes even wit. Shortly after 

the election his wife was asked who would be invited to their purely 

social affairs in the White House. She replied that it would be mainly 

their old friends, “none of your so-called big shots.” Mr. Nixon quickly 

added: “Just for the record, all our friends are big shots.” He bought 

lovely homes in Florida and California. He met guests and hosted func¬ 

tions with some gusto. And while no one accused him of being a lazy 

President (as Eisenhower had been thought to be), he perhaps had 

more fun than ever in his life. It was hard to begrudge him the pleasure. 

Most Presidents leave office on a dimmer note than they take it with. 

History would, no doubt, be as hard on President Nixon as on his prede¬ 

cessors. But in the first year it was all wine and roses at the White House. 

The Executive’s gaiety contrasted with the rest of the country. People 

still worried about war, inflation, and the rest. Liberals suffered with¬ 

drawal pains. The long Kennedy-Johnson binge was over. What would 

come after was still unclear. 

The great test of Nixon’s presidency would be the war, and though it 

went on most Americans came to think of it in the past tense. This was 

his greatest achievement in 1969. Nixon promised to withdraw Ameri¬ 

can troops whatever happened in Paris. Some did leave. The fighting 

was scaled down. Casualties declined. All that remained, it seemed, was 

to proclaim victory and try the war criminals. The first was delayed 

when the enemy obstinately refused to admit defeat The trials were 

held anyway. What made them remarkable was that the criminals in 

question were American. After World War II only enemy war criminals 

had been tried. Now for the first time the U.S. confessed, to a degree, its 

own sins. This was a novel break with tradition and difficult to explain. 

Americans had committed atrocities before and gone unpunished. Viet¬ 

nam was the scene of many such. The indiscriminate destruction of vil¬ 

lages by aerial and artillery fire was commonplace. Perhaps 300,000 

civilians had been killed that way since 1965. No one was ever punished 

for their deaths. But the slaying of a few hundred Vietnamese at Pink- 
ville seemed different 

Pmkville (as the troops called it) was actually the village of My Lai. 

On March 18,1968, an infantry company was helicoptered in to destroy 

hamlets for harboring Viet Cong. This was done all the time in Vietnam. 

But instead of evacuating the population first, or wiping it out at long 

range with big guns and planes, the troops eliminated it by hand. Noth¬ 

ing came of the massacre for a time. But about a year later a discharged 

American soldier who had heard rumors of the event wrote letters to 
government officials telling what he knew. They demanded answers. 
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What the Army turned up in consequence was so damning that charges 

were brought against a number of men. Though many legal points were 

still to be settled, the main facts seemed dear enough. C Company had 

suffered many losses, especially from mines thought to be emplaced by 

Vietnamese civilians. In a guerrilla war it was hard to make distinctions 

between civilians and combatants anyway. Women supported the Viet 

Cong and sometimes fought with them. Children could throw grenades 

and plant mines, it was said. Infants would grow up to become soldiers. 

The official policy of random bombardment hardly inspired respect for 

the lives of civilians, especially in combat zones. So out of rage, fear, 

and prejudice, C Company killed five or six hundred people. 
As massacres go hi the modem world, it was a small thing. Half a mil¬ 

lion were slain in Indonesia when Sukarno fell. Few Americans pro¬ 

tested that. No one knew how many had died in Africa during the re¬ 

peated slaughters that followed independence there. They too were 

unmoumed in the U.S. And, of course, Indochina was deliberately rav¬ 

aged by fire, the sword, and chemical poisons. But it was not yet govern¬ 

ment policy to murder civilians by hand, so C Company had definitely 

overreached itself. What followed the Army investigation was even 
more strange than the massacre itself. Some Americans denied the facts, 

though participants attested to them. Ex-Private Meadlo, who admitted 
killing many, described it on national television. Sergeant Michael Bern¬ 

hardt, the only soldier who refused to fire his weapon during the half- 
hour of slaughter, was equally candid. (Others, to their credit, had only 

pretended to fire at people. One apparently shot himself in the foot so as 
to escape involvement.) The Army itself showed an uneasy conscience, 

giving the Distinguished Flying Cross to Warrant Officer Hugh C. 

Thompson, a helicopter pilot, for saving sixteen hamlet children. This 

may have been the first time that an American soldier was honored for 

gallantry in action against his fellows, as he was said to have trained his 

ship’s guns on the crazed troops to make them give way. 
Most Americans reacted like good Germans to the news. When the 

New York Times sent a reporter to Meadlo s home town, he found^ gen¬ 

eral support for the garrulous ex-soldier. “He had to obey orders, was 
the common response. The only thing they blamed him for was confess¬ 

ing on TV. It was just one of those things that happen in war, nearly 

everyone agreed. The principal exception was Meadlo s own father, a 

sixty-seven-year-old former miner. “If it had been me, he said, “I would 

have swung my rifle around and shot [Lieutenant] Galley instead 
right between the God-damned eyes" But otherwise, what Americans 

used to think of as the instinctive morality of an individualistic people 

was notably lacking. Meadlo himself was embittered at not getting paid 

for his TV interview. He had done it out of guilt, but discovering too 
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late that remorse wasn't marketable depressed his spirits. "I ain't talking 

to nobody now unless they pay,” he muttered later in a sullen parody 

of Milo Minderbinder.* As went New Goshen, Indiana, so went the 

country. Time magazine commissioned the pollster Louis Harris to find 

what people thought of the incident Most were sympathetic to the ac¬ 

cused men. Most blamed the media for reporting it Few found the mas¬ 

sacre upsetting. 
Perhaps most surprising of all was Sergeant Bernhardts response. He 

protested when it happened. Earlier he had saved the life of an inter¬ 

preter who reported three other soldiers for raping a Vietnamese girl. 

The American tendency to regard the natives as subhuman “gooks, 

slants, or slopes” bothered him too. It was on account of this that he 

testified, even though most of his comrades criticized him. Bernhardt 

saw the atrocities as exceptional events. Yet even if they were routine, 

he said, he would go on supporting the war. He favored President Nixon 

over any possible peace candidate. This is not to blame Bernhardt. He 

had kept his moral sense in the most desperate circumstances. No one 

expects serving soldiers to deny the value of what they do. For them to 

reject the war was to say that their own sweat and blood, and the Hves 

of their friends, were all shed in vain. Few men can bring themselves to 

admit such waste, whatever logic might demand. 

The American reluctance to condemn My Lai was not entirely with¬ 

out merit. As Milton Mayer pointed out, “When our agents land on the 

moon, it is we' who did it, but when they kill villagers it is ‘they.' ” Wars 

brutalize, colonial wars most of all. When ordinary American boys were 

given guns and sent to kill an enemy indistinguishable from the people 

he moved among, who could be surprised that many came to think of 

the people as the enemy? Massacres are never excusable, but the final 

responsibility belonged to those who committed men to such dubious 

battle. It was unbecoming of officials who authorized mass murder by 

bombardment to flinch at a comparative handful of executions. Gover¬ 

nors are responsible for the outcome of their policies, especially when 

they lead to devastation and death. Nuremburg established that it is a 

crime to obey criminal orders. Those who execute them must pay the 

penalty. But those who presided over the war were criminals too, even 

though none of them would ever be tried. 

What made the American response to Pinkville so disappointing was 

* Another echo of Catch-22 was that American combat soldiers in Vietnam, 
known as "grunts,” could choose between serving their one year in the field, where 
the odds of being hit were high, or re-enlisting, which meant being sent back to the 
States, retrained, and then returned to Vietnam in a safe job. As between two years 
in the Army with the risk of death, and five years with the certainty of life, it’s not 
surprising that many did re-enlist—especially after bad patrols when the re-enlist¬ 
ment officers descended hungrily on them. 
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just this failure to admit responsibility, Russell Baker saw the excuses ■ 
“war is hell,” “an isolated incident,” “look at the behavior of other coun¬ 
tries in the same circumstances”—as proof that nations like people live 

by their illusions. A belief in ones moral exceEence was chief among 

them. Its leaders blocked the effort to induce mass guilt in Germany 

after World War II. The Nixon administration was quick to reassure 

Middle America in the same way. “Messrs. Nixon and Agnew are telling 

us not to believe such things. They are telling us to go ahead believing 

we are just as excellent as we have always believed we are. Good people, 

decent people whose society is under attack by a bumptious minority 

and whose essential goodness is not being celebrated by the organs of 

information.” The strategy worked. But no one would ever again be able 

to dwell on the unique moral defects of the German people. One could 

only hope that Baker was right to say, “In the long run we are likely to 

want, not only rhetoric, but also deeds that assert our national decency 

with such firmness that we no longer have to write letters to ourselves 

about our excellence.” 

The search for peace went badly too. Mainly this was because the U.S. 
government still backed Saigon. When Averell Harriman returned from 

Paris after Nixons inaugural, he made that clear enough. He stumped 

the country saying de-escalation leading to a cease-fire was essential. 

Peace would require a coalition government including the NLF. Every¬ 

one knew that the Saigon regime could not survive a reasonable settle¬ 

ment Only military victory would keep so corrupt and despised a clique 

in power. That failing, perpetual war was its best hope. Saigon tried to 

sabotage the talks at first by not participating. Little progress was made 

once it did give way. Harriman thought that was because President 

Johnson did not reduce the fighting. When the bombing halt was an¬ 

nounced, Hanoi started pulling its troops out of South Vietnam. The 

American military responded by shifting combat operations. When the 

enemy moved out of the I Corps area in the North, the First Cavalry 

was sent elsewhere for offensive operations. Search-and-destroy missions 

increased, so did B-52 raids. A valuable chance to scale down the fight¬ 

ing was thrown away. President Johnson disdained a peace on the only 

terms then available. 

There was reason to think President Nixon might take a different line. 

Though previously a hawk, he was not bound to the war like Johnson. 

He could end it if he chose. During the campaign he claimed to have a 

secret plan to that effect. More encouraging was his appointment of 
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Henry Kissinger as presidential assistant on national-security affairs. 
Kissinger was a Cold War strategist and former hawk. But just before 
taking office he published an article in Foreign Affairs calling for an 
evacuation of American forces from Vietnam and a negotiated settle¬ 
ment between Saigon and the NLF. One widely quoted passage was 
especially lucid; “The North Vietnamese and Vietcong, fighting in their 
own country, needed merely to keep in being forces sufficiently strong 
to dominate the population after the United States tired of the war. We 
fought a military war; our opponents fought a political one. We sought 
physical attrition; our opponents aimed for our psychological exhaus¬ 
tion. In the process we lost sight of one of the cardinal maxims of guer¬ 
rilla war: the guerrilla wins if he does not lose. The conventional army 
loses if it does not win.” He seemed to be saying that having lost the 
war it remained only for the U.S, to surrender as advantageously as pos¬ 
sible. The appointment of Ambassador Lodge to replace Harriman in 
Paris was encouraging too. He had been a hawk, but not a foolish one. 
He once told reporters in Paris, “Of course Im on the record as saying 
there could never be a negotiated settlement, but Tm also on the record 
as saying there never could be a military victory.” Whatever this delphic 
formula meant, it did not seem to preclude reasonable adjustments. 

Yet, as so often before, hope soon withered. Nixon never did unveil 
his secret peace plan. Instead he chose “Vietnamization.” This meant 
beefing up the aevn so it could do most of the fighting. American infan¬ 
try would be withdrawn. The Air Force and other specialized units 
would remain-—perhaps a quarter of a million men all told. Vietnamiza- 
tion was “irreversible,” the administration declared. It was also imper¬ 
ceptible at first. Some troops came home, but American strength was 
still well over 400,000 a year later. Casualties declined, so did costs. The 
level of combat was reduced. By the end of 1969 most critics assumed 
that Vietnamization meant a continued U.S. involvement. Instead of 
ending the war, President Nixon meant to wage it on the cheap. When, 
shortly before his death, President Ho Chi Minh answered an American 
letter, Nixon read his reply on TV to show how stubborn Hanoi was. Yet 
Harriman thought it a soft and encouraging response. So did Jean 
Sainteny, a Frenchman who had facilitated the exchange of letters. 
Given the President's uncompromising attitude, the Paris talks lan¬ 
guished. Ambassador Lodge resigned in despair. Loyal to the last, he 
blamed Hanoi. This did not disguise the fact that the U.S. had made no 
concessions to match the other side's. 

In the short run Vietnamization was a great success. The war was less 
expensive in lives and dollars. President Nixon changed the draft, though 
in such a devious way that no one could be sure exactly what the new 
lottery's effect was. All the same, it sharply reduced middle-class anxiety. 
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His promise to create an all-volunteer Army some day was even more 

reassuring. Opposition to the war continued, but it lacked focus. In the 

fall of 1969 giant peace rallies were organized. On October 15 millions 

of people responded to the New Mobilization Committee’s cal for a 

Vietnam Moratorium. A hundred thousand people gathered on Boston 

Common in support of it. New York City had a whole series of rallies. 

Senator McCarthy and Mayor Lindsay spoke at one. Wall Street had 

another. A third was organized by people in the publishing industry. In 

hundreds of smaller places the pattern was repeated. It was the greatest 

organized expression of pacific sentiment in American history. A month 

later the New Mobe focused on Washington, D.C., where from a quar¬ 

ter to half a million people gathered for a second moratorium and a 

“March Against Death." It was the largest demonstration of any sort 

ever held in Washington. 

None of this had the slightest effect. While the March Against Death 

moved past the White House, President Nixon watched football on TV. 

Vice-President Agnew went around the country denouncing anti-war 

supporters as “effete snobs," “supercilious sophisticates," and worse. In 

Agnew the silent majority found its voice. The more he abused blacks, 

intellectuals, and the young, the more popular he became. Soon he was 

the GOPs best fund-raiser and a threat to George Wallace’s popularity 

in the South. “Spiro Is Our Hero” read the signs welcoming him. “Agnew 

in 76” became a real possibility. Heartened by this display of support, 

Nixon continued to Vietnamize the war. By March 130,000 tons of 

bombs a month were being dropped—the greatest aerial bombardment 

in history. Laos, where the communists were moving again, was Laotian- 
ized. (In 1970 Cambodia would be Cambodianized.) At the years end 

12,500 sorties a month were flown against the Pathet Lao and drvn regu¬ 

lars. General Westmoreland hatched schemes for an automated battle¬ 

field with computers, electronic sensors, and other gimmicks that would 

largely eliminate U.S. casualties while destroying all human and animal 

life. An area the size of Massachusetts was defoliated. As always, chemi¬ 
cal warfare was said to be temporary. But as the poisons moved through 

the chain of life they concentrated, so no one knew what their ultimate 

effects would be. Government advisers called the process by which the 

peasants were eliminated “urbanization.” Some were killed, others were 

relocated in refugee camps and the larger cities. One day, it was hoped, 

no one would be left in the country but Viet Cong, who could then be 

exterminated at will. Science, technology, and Vietnamization combined 

to make such a vision possible. 
Vietnamization did not make the war less surrealistic. On the highest 

level an air of strenuous unreality prevailed. One staff officer summed 
up life in Army headquarters thusly; “Often it reminded me of the 
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caucus race in "Alice in Wonderland/ Everyone runs in circles, no one 

really gets anywhere, and when the race is over, everybody gets a 

medal.” Indeed, the worse things got, the more promotions were handed 

out. General Westmoreland was made Army Chief of Staff after the Tet 

offensive. Self-deception could go no further. Under his successor the 

reality principle appeared now and then. B-52. raids were notoriously 

ineffective in Westmoreland's day. As one civilian adviser described 

them, "It was like Orvieto in TJateh-22/ They missed the target, but 

had a great bombing pattern.” In 1969 the air raids were often targeted 

in flight and sometimes managed to catch the VC. As a weapon of war 

they still remained pretty clumsy, like shooting ducks with a howitzer, 

but as a terror device they had some value. They also contributed to the 

high cost of dying in Vietnam since B-52 raids were expensive when 

mounted against lightly populated jungle areas. Their "cost effective¬ 

ness” must have been sensationally bad. 

General Creighton Abrams, Westmoreland's replacement, managed to 

get away from the airborne mystique to a degree. Vietnam was partly a 

consequence of the infatuation with leaping from airplanes so notice¬ 

able among Taylor, Westmoreland, and their like. Guerrilla warfare was 

thought to be especially suited to airborne troops. Abrams belonged to 

a group known as the "Old Scruffies,” who thought battles were won by 

infantrymen and that leaping out of aircraft was puerile. He also was 

more critical of atrocities. Counterinsurgency warfare as practiced by 

airborne and Green Beret Units encouraged torture and such. Being old- 

fashioned, Abrams thought that despicable. He tried to get Green Berets 

who had murdered a double agent court-martialed. And he was deter¬ 

mined to prosecute more homely slayings as well. It was uphill work. 

Washington didn't like bad publicity, Vietnam attracted the most blood¬ 

thirsty professional soldiers—Colonel George S. Patton III, for example, 

One Christmas, until Abrams made him stop, he sent out greeting cards 

inscribed "Peace on Earth” and decorated with color photographs of 

dismembered VC corpses. At his farewell party on leaving Vietnam, 

Patton wore a peace symbol around his neck and carried the polished 

skull of a Viet Cong with a bullet hole above its eye socket. Ghoulish 

humor was peculiar to Patton; the pathology it reflected was not. 

Vietnamization was even more trying. General Abrams knew the arvn 

was a mess, though everyone denied it. Of an American adviser to one 

arvn division, Abrams said, "I know all I can expect from that guy is 

good news. That guy has been lying to me for two years.” But the truth 

was so dispiriting, and so contrary to official dogma, that it was hard for 

any soldier to face. A year of Vietnamization expanded the local military 

without improving it. A million South Vietnamese were under arms com¬ 

pared with perhaps 200,000 VC and drvn troops. But no one doubted 
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that without U.S. help they would be quickly overrun. The militia units 

(called Regional and Popular Forces, or Ruff-Puffs) got little support 

and were inclined to make deals with the VC by which each left the 

other alone. The arvn had an annual desertion rate of perhaps 25 per 

cent. And little wonder. The troops got paid about $20 a month and were 

hardly ever furloughed. When they died their families got a year's pay, 

if they bribed the right person. They were trained by men who had 

never seen combat (since training assignments were much sought after, 

they naturally went to those with the best connections). Their officers 

were upper-class profiteers motivated by bribery, favoritism, and poli¬ 

tics. The function of the army was to enrich its leaders and keep the 

Saigon clique in power. Fighting the VC was a distinctly secondary 

mission. A rather typical case concerned the arvn s 25th Division. It 

was thought to be the worst military unit in Vietnam, and probably in 

the world. The U.S. military finally got its commanding general relieved. 

He was then put in command of the vital III Corps area north of Saigon. 

The more things changed, the more they remained the same. Viet- 
namization was a fraud because to reform the arvn would take a revo¬ 

lution of sorts. But the whole reason for American intervention was to 

prevent one. President Johnson had proved the war could not be won. 

President Nixon meant to show that it could be waged indefinitely if 

the price was right. The arvn would be better equipped. Mercenaries 

would be used where possible. Critics complained that it cost a billion 

dollars a year to support the Thai division in Vietnam. President Nixon 

answered that it was money well spent to keep American boys out of 

combat. Other “Allied” troops, except the Australians, were maintained 

in the same lavish way. Even so, they cost less than American troops, and 

their deaths caused no stir at home. How long would Vietnamization 
remain an acceptable substitute for peace? In 1969 Nixon had it all his 

own way. Yet that was how it always went when new strategies were 

employed in Vietnam. Johnson was applauded when he escalated in 
1965, and when he seemed to de-escalate in 1968. But fresh hope soon 

went stale when new policies brought the same old results. 
President Nixoris Vietnamization strategy depended on everything 

but American troop levels remaining constant Yet Vietnam was inher¬ 

ently unstable. How could fewer troops accomplish what more had 

failed to do? The Viet Cong might gain strength. General Thieu, whom 

the junta had placed above Marshal Ky, might lose his grip. In 1969 

the regime more and more resembled Diem's administration. Opponents, 

however moderate, were put in jail. Yet new men rose to take their place, 

even in the legislature. In December Thieu demanded that Ms critics in 
the House be impeached or “the people and the armed forces will cut 

off these deputies' heads. Our duty is to beat such dogs to death. Months 
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later recalcitrant deputies were still defying him, drumhead courts- 

martial and long prison sentences notwithstanding. Being built on such 

fragile pillars, how long could Vietnamization stand? Long enough for 

Nixon to be re-elected perhaps. Richard Nixon was a clever man. But 
he had to be lucky too. And the more he replayed his predecessors’ 

hands, the more luck he needed. Of course the lives and money he 

risked belonged to other people, which was what made the Vietnam 
gamble attractive to each new President. Best of all, except for Sen¬ 

ator Fulbright and a few other effete snobs, no one said they were 

corrupted by power. They were able to lie at home and butcher abroad 

in the name of patriotism in the one case, and philanthropy in the other. 

One of the main side-effects of the Vietnam War was its tendency to 

discredit the military-industrial complex as a whole. Peace sentiment 

cropped up in strange places. Retired officers like former Marine Com¬ 

mandant David Shoup moved from condemning the war to condemning 

the military system. Serving soldiers, including officers, had to be court- 

martialed for refusing to support the war. Enlisted men distributed 

anti-military tracts. Stockade prisoners (in the Presidio and at Fort Dix 

especially) rebelled. Announcers in the armed forces’ own broadcasting 

network complained of censorship while on the air. The troops in Viet¬ 

nam smoked pot. 

More and more universities made rotc voluntary, denied academic 

credit for taking it, or abolished it altogether. Scientists refused to do 

defense research. Most schools where CBR (chemical, biological, radio¬ 

logical warfare) research was conducted had to phase out their pro¬ 

grams. University-operated centers like MIT’s Lincoln and Instrumen¬ 

tation labs and the Stanford Applied Electronics Laboratory started 

getting out of the arms research business that had previously sustained 

them. By May 1969 the Defense Department had cut its secret or classi¬ 

fied research-and-development contracts on campus from four hundred 

to two hundred. The government had spent billions on CBR research 

without much complaint. Now the whole program had to be practically 

abolished. The impetus for this came from a single Congressman at first. 

Representative Richard D. McCarthy of New York and his family were 

horrified by a TV documentary on chemical and biological warfare. 

McCarthy was inspired by it to make inquiries. The first result was that 

senior members of the House Armed Services Committee insulted him. 

A younger member said if he didn’t stop, the FBI would investigate him. 

Republican Minority Leader Gerald Ford accused him of favoring uni¬ 

lateral disarmament. The military would not cooperate. This only stiff- 
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ened his resolution, and he began getting some answers. Though the 

military claimed CBR research was purely defensive—a matter of find¬ 

ing antidotes to possible weapons—it had stockpiled more than 100 

million lethal doses of nerve gas. The State Department claimed to ad¬ 

here to the 1925 Geneva protocol banning poisonous gases and chemicals 

(which the U.S. never signed), but gases and chemicals were used in 
Vietnam that were deadly under certain conditions. 

In May 1969 McCarthy exposed a secret plan to ship 27,000 tons of 
unwanted chemical warfare agents for burial at sea after a cross-country 

rail trip. 908 freight-car loads were to be sent through major cities. Yet 

in the previous four years thirty-nine communities had had to be evacu¬ 

ated because of derailments involving toxic chemicals and gases. The 

railroad accident rate was getting worse. There had been three cases of 
gas leakage recently. McCarthy finally got the hearings he wanted, and 

they established that 6,400 sheep were killed by nerve gas near the Dug- 

way proving grounds in Utah the previous March, Surprisingly, given 

the past record of such exposes, this one did some good. The plan to 

ship nerve gas from the Rocky Mountain Arsenal was temporarily 

blocked. More importantly. President Nixon ordered an end to the manu¬ 

facture of chemical and biological warfare weapons. Much remained to 

be done; other dangerous chemicals were still routinely used, as Mc¬ 

Carthy pointed out. But one of the most ghastly defense programs of 

modem times was sharply diminished. Without the climate of suspicion 

and alarm created by the Vietnam War, this could hardly have happened. 

The Pueblo affair was not directly related to the war. Yet the harm it 

did was a function of the media's tendency to report anti-military news 

more intensively than before. The USS Pueblo, a Navy spy ship, had 

been seized by North Korea on January 23, 1968. That made the Navy 

look bad. Why was it spying on North Korea with electronic gear in the 

first place? And if it was going to spy, why didn’t it protect the ships 

involved? The Navy looked even worse when, after the crew returned, 

it launched an investigation designed, so it seemed, to blame the ship 
for the high commands mistakes. Commander Lloyd M. Bucher had 

surrendered without a fight on the grounds that, as he was armed with 

only two machine guns, resistance would have been costly and futile. 

This did not impress the admirals. Though it was the Navy that had 

sent an unarmed, unescorted vessel to spy on North Korea, and had 

failed to respond to its call for help, only Bucher and the ships intelli¬ 

gence officer were censured. Navy investigators wanted them court- 

martialed. The Secretary of the Navy declined on the grounds they had 
suffered enough. All the same, their careers were ruined while the men 

responsible for their disgrace went unrebuked. If Bucher had been like 
Lords Raglan and Cardigan, and sent his men to certain death as they 
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had Britian’s Light Brigade so many years before, he would have been a 

hero. In a changing world only the military mind remained constant, 

it seemed. 
Still, the military-industrial complex suffered less than might have 

been expected. Even scaling down the war proved a blessing in disguise. 

The war generated a certain replacement business for supplies and 

equipment But its running expenses blocked the new research-and- 

development contracts so essential to a healthy economy. President 

Nixon was alert to the needs of defense contractors and rushed aid to 

them even before taking office. The TFX was one example. It had been 

almost the biggest technical mistake of McNamaras reign. Intended as 

a fighter-bomber for use by all the services, it turned out to benefit none 

of them. It was so unsuitable for carrier use that the Navy finally was 

relieved of it When the Air Force used it against North Vietnam, three 

of the first six F-m’s (as they were now called) were lost in a few 

weeks. Among their defects was a tendency for the wings to fall off. 

They had to be recalled from combat, and later, when they kept crash¬ 

ing, grounded altogether. Candidate Nixon had been intensely critical 

of the F-in’s. They were supposed to cost $2.4 million apiece, but when 

delivered they cost over $6 million, and if the whole contract of seven¬ 

teen hundred aircraft were completed costs would rise to $9 million each. 

The total expense would be $15 billion, nearly three times the original 

estimate. Candidate Nixon also pointed out that the contract went to 

General Dynamics although the military preferred Boeing. General 

Dynamics got the contract because it was on the verge of bankruptcy, 

not because of its brilliant record. Being located in Texas which had 

twenty-five electoral votes helped too. Despite all this, on November 2, 

1968, in a last-minute bid for Texas votes, Richard Nixon ignored his 

own staff reports and said that the F-111 would continue to be one of 

the “foundations of our air supremacy/’ As I. F. Stone put it, the lesson 

was that “any major new plane must show it can fly successfully through 
the electoral college.” 

There were three things wrong with the F-111. It ought not to have 

been assigned initially to both the Air Force and Navy. The contract 

should not have gone to General Dynamics. And it shouldn’t have been 

built at all. One justification for it was that as the Soviets were building 

an advanced supersonic bomber, the U.S. needed one too. But in fact 

Russia never did build one, the icbm having made strategic bombers 

obsolete. The Navy version was designed to protect the fleet against 

this same nonexistent threat. The hope was, apparently, that if the Navy 

built a defense the Soviets would feel obliged to come up with the threat 

it was meant to avert. Alas, they didn’t. When Senator Stuart Symington, 

former Air Force Secretary, pointed this out, the military replied that 
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building a defense against a threat that didn’t exist insured that the 

Soviets would never bother creating the threat. Or, if they did, they 

would waste a lot of money, which was a good thing as they had less 
of it than the U.S. 

The F-iii was bad enough, but this line of reasoning promised that 

worse was to come. The Air Force still wanted the ultimate bomber, 

called the Advanced Manned Strategic Bomber. It would be as pointless 

as the F-iii and would cost even more—$24 billion. Senator Proxmire 

thought. And to prevent nonexistent Soviet bombers from sneaking in 

under U.S. radar the Air Force wanted a new over-the-horizon warning 

system called awacs. As of 1969, $18 billion had been spent for sage 

(awacs’s predecessor) and awacs to avert this nonthreat. And awacs 

had only just begun. It would cost $15 billion or so when completed. The 

Navy was getting a new torpedo, originally budgeted at $680 million, 

that would cost more than $4 billion on delivery. Then there were the 

new fighter planes. The Navy’s F-14 would cost a billion dollars in 1970, 

$36 billion when fully deployed. The Air Force’s F-15 would cost $25 
billion all told. 

Nor should the unforgettable C5A be omitted. It was a giant trans¬ 

port plane that was supposed to cost $3 billion or so. This was small 

beer indeed, even when cost overruns pushed its estimated cost up to 
$5 billion or more in 1969. What gave the C5A Its special interest were 

congressional hearings that exposed how the contract was handled. Sen¬ 

ator Proxmire, who was a bulldog on military cost overruns, investigated 

the C5A and was told by A. Ernest Fitzgerald, a Pentagon efficiency ex¬ 
pert, that it would cost several billion more than planned. This so piqued 

the Pentagon that Fitzgerald was taken off weapons systems and as¬ 
signed to study bowling alleys in Thailand. Even so, he apparently re¬ 

mained a menace, so his job was eliminated for, as the Pentagon un- 
blushingly explained, reasons of economy. But more was to come. An Air 

Force colonel testifying before the House Government Operations Com¬ 

mittee admitted that his civilian superiors had approved the doctoring 

of Air Force documents to hide the C5A overruns. This was done to 

avoid putting Lockheed Aircrafts common stock in jeopardy, he ex¬ 

plained. But later testimony showed this was in error too. When the 

appropriate memos were put in evidence, It turned out that Air Force 

generals had actually fed false data to Pentagon officials. Apart from 

Fitzgerald losing his job, there were two consequences of this affair. The 

first C5A to be put in service was defective and had to be grounded. 
And the Defense Department stopped talking about cost overruns. They 

were now described as "cost growths,” 
Yet these tawdry scandals were mere pecadillos. All they involved 

was bribery, deception, comiption, vilification, the looting of the public 
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purse, and perhaps manslaughter. (A lot of men died from the defective 

products of these contracts, some of them foreigners. The German Air 

Force lost entire squadrons of American-built F-104S that crashed on 

routine flights.) The Budget Bureau issued a report in January 1969 

that showed what the government got for its money from the aero¬ 

space industry. The study covered thirteen major aircraft and missile 

programs since 1955. They cost a total of $40 billion. Only four of them, 

costing $5 billion, could be relied on to perform at more than 75 per 

cent of specifications, and "less than 40 per cent of the effort produced 

systems with acceptable electronic performance.” Yet the contractors 

profited hugely from these defective systems. North American earned 

profits of 40 per cent above the industry average. Its score on six military 

programs was one success, one cancellation, and four that broke down 

four times as frequently as promised. General Dynamics made more 

than the industry average though none of its seven weapons systems 

performed as specified. Secretary of Defense Laird disparaged the 

Budget Bureau report as only a "graduate thesis.” Later he called 

Bernard D. Nossiter, the enterprising Washington Post reporter who 

excelled at these disclosures, and warned him that publishing the data 
might weaken U.S. negotiators in arms talks. As well it might, especially 

since the armaments industry seemed much more of a threat to American 

security than to Russia’s. 
A greater threat to national security was the strategic missile race. 

Other weapons systems coiild only bankrupt the country; ABM and 

Mmv might destroy it. The anti-ballistic missile system had an especially 

curious history. From the outset it promised to be expensive and ineffec¬ 

tive. Even if it worked, which was doubtful, it might lead Russia to fear 

a U.S. first strike. Hence it was either another defense pork barrel or a 

menace to national survival, or both. Enthusiasm for it persisted anyway. 

In America the mere possibility of a new weapons system was enough 

to win it partisans. Each one promised so much money that matters of 

utility became almost irrelevant. In the case of ABM, the first reason for 

having it was that it could be built. The second reason was that the 

Army was being edged out of the missile business and ABM would put 

it back in contention. ABM technology was so frail and costly that Presi¬ 

dent Eisenhower had vetoed the first scheme. Improvements did noth¬ 

ing to commend the ABM to Secretary McNamara either. The Joint 

Chiefs finally persuaded President Johnson to accept it. McNamara had 

to give way though he feared it would cost $40 billion or so, might not 

work, and could provoke the Russians. He announced his acceptance 

of it in a speech condemning the arms race. 

Sentinel, as the Johnson system was called, would supposedly protect 
twenty-five (later fourteen) cities. This was hardly enough to deter 
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Russia, so it was billed simultaneously as a reprisal against Russia for 
installing an incomplete ABM system (called Galoosh) and as a pro¬ 
tection against a small attack by China. Of course China didn’t have 
icbm’s yet, but some day it might. Anyway, the Joint Chiefs insisted. 
Sentinel was so thin that it would not provoke Russia. ABM crit¬ 
ics pointed out that Galoosh had certainly provoked the Joint Chiefs, 
though only two Russian cities were involved. How much more provoc¬ 
ative might Sentinel be? And it was hard to imagine China attacking the 
U.S. even if it did get icbm’s, since the U.S. could still destroy it many 
times over. The Senate quarreled about it for a time. Russia’s invasion of 
Czechoslovakia finally turned the tide. If Sentinel was supposed to deter 
China, there was not much point in building it to get revenge against 
Russia, but that was how the arms game was played. More complica¬ 
tions developed when communities began objecting to having nuclear 
armed missiles located near them. 

That was the situation when President Nixon took office. Careful poli¬ 
tician that he was, Nixon canceled Sentinel. Instead he proposed a new 
system, Safeguard, that would protect icbm installations. It would cost 
a little more money at first ($7 billion as against $5.5 billion for Sen¬ 
tinel ) and a lot more later if it was fully deployed. As no one expected 
that China would ever have enough missiles to attack American icbm 

sites, the ABM was now once more to be directed against Russia. At 
this point ABM was more obviously a weapons system in search of a mis¬ 
sion than even the F-111. But by main force President Nixon got it 
through the Senate with a one-vote margin. Thus a potentially unlimited 
new drain on the public purse was created at a time when civilian pro¬ 
grams were being slashed to combat inflation. 

mirv was a more straightforward technical matter. No one knew if 
ABM would work. There was little doubt that Multiple Independently 
Targeted Re-entry Vehicles were perfectable. By enabling a missile in 
flight to launch many warheads, it would enlarge the American strategic 
missile force by perhaps a factor of ten. That would be more than 
enough to smash through Galoosh. Even better, the relation of cost to 
effective striking power made mirv a comparatively cheap weapons 
system. But as always, there were drawbacks. Multiplying the U.S. 
strategic capacity raised the first-strike question again. To counter it the 
Soviets would have to mirv their own missiles. This meant another great 
escalation in the arms race, and a further expansion of ABM if it was to 
be taken seriously by anyone. Worse still, mirv missiles would be im¬ 
possible to monitor, making arms-control agreements less likely. Missile 
sites could be detected by spy satellites and such. But no spy system 
could tell how many warheads a missile carried. The U.S. and the USSR 
went ahead with plans for Strategic Arms Limitation (salt) confer- 
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ences. They also proceeded to develop mirv’s. Once done it was scarcely 

plausible that mirv could be undone. The best to be hoped for was a new 

balance of terror on a vastly larger scale. 

The world had survived earlier escalations, but this one was different. 

It blurred the distinction between first- and second-strike systems. While 

no one was entirely sure of the difference before, strategists on both 

sides at least believed they knew one from the other, and that in build¬ 

ing them countries were sending signals. With miev, signaling could 

no longer be done that way. Worse still, mirv came along just when the 

Soviets were achieving parity in strategic weapons.* The balance of 

terror worked partly because the U.S. always had a clear edge. This vital 

margin made the otherwise dangerous ideas of strategists irrelevant. 

Now they had become real menaces, because in urging the deployment 

of ABM and mirv they threatened the psychological status quo. The 

U.S. could not afford to act as if parity didn't exist. And it couldn't afford 

to try and regain its old lead. The Nixon administration spoke of main¬ 

taining a “sufficiency” of nuclear weapons. No one, least of all the So¬ 

viets, knew what that meant. On the other hand, parity offered the first 

real opportunity for strategic arms limitations, as neither side had to 

bargain from weakness. That was what made salt so vital. If that chance 

were lost, who could say when another would come again? As of 1969 

the government was going both ways at once, salt moved forward, 

so did mirv. Since they were mutually incompatible, one would have to 

be sacrificed. Past experience did not suggest that it would be mirv. 

Still, the arms situation was not entirely hopeless. Rising costs and 

disenchantment with the military produced the first real Senate debate 

on armaments in memory. Where before the Senate had sometimes 

passed major arms bills in a single day, it took eight weeks to get a $20 

billion arms bill through late in 1969. Chairman Stennis of the Armed 
Services Committee was on his feet for thirty-eight days. Critics re¬ 

duced the bill by only $71 million (most of it intended for Pentagon 

“social research”). But the glove was thrown down in earnest for a 

change. Anti-military boldness went much further than before in other 

ways. Some critics even questioned the Navy's carrier program. Attack 

* Actually, the Soviets did not enjoy real equality with the U.S., despite having 
about the same number of icbm’s. Total U.S. striking power from all sources was 
much greater (4,200 to 1,350), and American missiles were more advanced. Russia 
depended on liquid-fuel missiles while the U.S. had shifted mainly to faster-firing 
and less vulnerable solid-fuel missiles, many of them with multiple warheads. The 
U.S. was also ahead on mirv. Russia was still developing Multiple Re-entry Vehicles 
(MRV), which could not be aimed at separate targets like mirv. Thus Russia was 
substantially behind the U.S. in every respect, but it did have a “sufficiency" of 
icbm’s. It could deter an American first strike, at least until mirv became fully 
operational. 
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carriers took up 40 per cent of the naval budget, yet they ware an obso¬ 
lete weapon. Like the B-52, they could only be used against primitive 

countries. Even so, they were very costly in men and money. The acci¬ 
dent rate for carrier launchings was much higher than in land-based 

operations. The price per sortie was higher too. It was hardly surprising 

that the Soviets had no attack carriers. Compared with missile cruisers, 

nuclear submarines, and other advanced weapons, they were a poor buy. 

But the admirals were mad for them, as they had been for battleships 
earlier. 

Arms makers got some nasty shocks too. Apart from the dings and 

arrows of outrageous Congressmen, they were faced with John Kenneth 

Galbraith’s plan for nationalization. This prominent liberal economist 

argued that as business risks were already socialized, profits should be 

too. The biggest contractors often used plants owned by the government 

The government helpfully provided them with operating capital in the 

form of progress payments. It rarely asked for competitive bids. When 

it did, firms were compensated for underbidding in various ways. Arms 

making was consequently not free enterprise but rather welfare for the 

rich. Nationalizing these companies would end that anomaly. It would 
save money and eliminate much lobbying. Given the companies’ fright¬ 

ful performance records, it might also lead to a better product The old 
government manufacturing arsenals were as efficient as most private 

concerns. And they were cheaper to operate. In the age of Nixon no one 

believed that the corporate welfare system could be reformed. But the 

proposal was, perhaps, a firebell in the night 
One result of these attacks was that the government became more 

devious about military spending. The Nixon administration s first origi¬ 

nal (as against inherited) budget gave no figures for Vietnam at all. On 

the one hand, it was implied, the war s cost depended on what the other 

side did and thus couldn’t be estimated. On the other hand, it seemed, 
there was a project which had to be kept secret for fear of tipping the 

President’s hand. It was certainly necessary to keep his critics guessing. 

Then there was the disappearing “peace dividend.” At first the govern¬ 

ment insisted that as the war ebbed money would be released for domes¬ 

tic use. Secretary Laird mentioned a saving of $13 billion at one point. 

But when the 1971 fiscal-year budget emerged, $5.5 billion of that saving 
was absorbed by increased non-Vietnam military expenditures. Senator 

Proxmire thought that as much as $10 billion had been filched from the 

peace dividend. He noted that Piesident Nixon had earlier canceled a 
hypothetical war. In the Kennedy-Johnson years defense planning was 

based on the need to fight two and a half wars at once. Nixon decided 

to prepare for only one and a half wars. There ought to have been some 
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saving there too, but it proved hard to find. Apparently new military 

hardware had eaten it up. The administration responded by abandoning 

the term: where cost overruns had been renamed cost growth, the peace 

dividend simply vanished. It was “a rather oddball concept” anyhow, 

according to Budget Director Mayo. All this was very confusing, and 

meant to be. The only certainty was that whatever happened in Vietnam 

military spending would continue on the vastly enlarged post-Eisen¬ 

hower scale.* 

By 1969 the failure of the Alliance for Progress was entirely clear. Ameri¬ 

can policy in Latin America had always been exploitive. Castro fright¬ 

ened the U.S. for a time, hence the Alianza. But when no further social¬ 

ist revolutions took place, the government relaxed. In 1968 Congress 

appropriated only $336.5 million for the Alliance, the lowest figure yet. 

This was not because of the program’s success. In March 1969 the 

Agency for International Development reported that the gains made by 

Latin countries since the Alianza began had been negligible, despite 

U.S. expenditures of $9.2 billion. The Alliance had aimed at an annual 

increase in real productivity of 2.5 per cent. In its first seven years the 

gross increase was actually 4.5 per cent, but the high birthrate reduced 

per capita increase to only 1.5 per cent. So the original ten-year goals 

were abandoned and AID established an eighteen-year timetable. Its 

success also depended on the birthrate’s going down, which seemed un¬ 

likely. In the meantime, loans to Latin America had mounted to the 

point where 75 per cent of incoming bank funds went to pay the interest 

on old debts. Primary school enrollments were up by 50 per cent from 

i960. But, thanks to the birthrate again, the gross number of school-age 

children not enrolled was up also. There was no land reform to speak of. 

Income distribution remained about the same. 

Senator Fulbright s Foreign Relations Committee issued a staff report 

showing what this meant for a single country. Colombia received $732 

million in aid between 1962 and 1967. President Kennedy intended it to 

be a "showcase” for the Alianza. Yet its GNP increased only 1.2 per cent 

a year. Land reform gave property to 54,000 out of 400,000 landless 

* Or even beyond it The facts were buried in various reports, but were pieced 
together by I. F. Stone. The administration expected to spend $415 billion on de¬ 
fense during the years 1970 to 1975. This compared with a total of $300 billion dur¬ 
ing the first six fiscal years of the 1960*5, which had itself been a period of rapid 
increase. Even assuming that the Vietnam War was ended, the government still 
meant to spend as much on defense from 1971 to 1975 ($342 billion) as had been 
spent when die war was at its peak from 1965 to 1969. 
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families, but their number rose by 10 per cent a year, a rate far in excess 

of the progress of land reform. There were a million more functional il¬ 

literates. Fulbright announced that he would not vote for another aid 

bill until the money was spent through multilateral agencies like the 
World Bank. It was obvious that unilateral U.S. assistance didn't work. 

Much of the aid was military anyway, which did the economy no good. 

Much of the rest was wasted or stolen. No one knew how much AID 
money ended up in Swiss bank accounts, where the regions elite sent 

funds that ought to have gone for taxes and capital development in their 

own countries. And though aid was supposed to be predicated on local 

reforms, it wasn’t. The U.S. gave the money, after all, not to promote 

revolution but to prevent it—all the brave rhetoric notwithstanding. So 

long as there were no more Castros, the policy could be said to work. 

That it didn't benefit the region was a secondary concern. Some of the 

aid was profitable: loans had to be repaid with interest; supplies bought 

with aid funds had to be purchased in the U.S. even though available 

more cheaply elsewhere. In this sense, aid was good business for the 

U.S. It was not charity but a subtler form of exploitation. 
Peru and Bolivia showed that once again the U.S. was pursuing short¬ 

term satisfactions at the expense of its long-term interest. In October 

1968 a military coup toppled the government of Peru. This was unre¬ 
markable enough. What was odd was that the new regime nationalized 

the local subsidiary of Standard Oil, captured American fishing boats 

within two hundred miles of its coast, and established diplomatic and 

commercial ties with Russia. This seemed the worst sort of ingratitude. 

Peru had gotten U.S. aid. Its military had profited from American train¬ 

ing and equipment. Moreover, the historic duty of Peru’s military was to 

prevent the left-wing apea party from taking office. It had done so re¬ 

peatedly before. Now it was apparently taking a leaf from apras book. 

In fact. General Juan Velasco Alvarado was more of a Gaullist than a 

Marxist. But many younger officers, as elsewhere in Latin America, were 

turning against the established elites and the tradition of complicity with 

American economic and diplomatic interests that they represented. The 

result was a policy of internal reform and diplomatic realignment. The 
International Petroleum Company was expropriated for nonpayment of 

what was said to be $690 million in back taxes. (Alvarado’s predecessor 

had forgiven IPG its back taxes, which was one reason for his over¬ 

throw.) Steps were taken to confiscate the great private landholdings 

and redistribute them to peasants. There was talk of buying French 

military jets instead of American planes. 
The U.S. reacted cautiously to all this, and with reason. Peru was not 

the Dominican Republic. It would take more than a few regiments to 
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break its spirit. On the other hand, economic sanctions were not likely 

to work either. In 1968 it got only $18.5 million in U.S. aid. The loss of 

it would not make much difference. (U.S. aid had been reduced to force 

President Belaunde to forgive IPG’s back taxes.) Cutting Peru's sugar 

quota would cost it more—$45 million. But 90 per cent of all Peruvian 

sugar imported by the U.S. was owned by an American firm, W. B. 

Grace. One U.S. ambassador allegedly called for an “Iranian solution" 

(after the CIA-backed coup in the fifties which overthrew Premier 

Mossadegh). But as the opposition in Peru consisted chiefly of the even 

more left-wing Apristas, this didn’t quite seem the answer. 

While the State Department dithered, Bolivia fell. General Alfredo 

Ovando Candia, chief of the armed forces, replaced the civilian leader¬ 

ship with a military government. He led a motley group of military old- 

guardists, nationalists, and leftists, committed to what was termed 

“leftist nationalism." General Ovando expressed hope for an “ideological 

confederation" with Peru. One of his cabinet members announced that 

“the time has come for Latin America to make its stand against American 

diplomatic and economic imperialism." The American-owned Bolivia 

Gulf Oil Company was threatened with expropriation. Overtures were 

made to East European countries. Worse still, the new government 

seemed willing to restore relations with Cuba if it stopped trying to sub¬ 
vert Bolivia. This was indeed the last straw. After all, had it not been 

for American military advisers, Che Guevara might never have been 

caught in Bolivia. Now the very people who had hunted him down were 

cozying up to the man who’d sent him. Things could hardly get worse, 

and for the rest of the year they didn’t. 

But it seemed unlikely that the U.S. would find things easier in Latin 

America very soon. The Alliance’s failure made more heroic solutions 

necessary. Washington continued to insist that only private investments 

would stimulate economic growth in Latin America. But decades of 

American investment had accomplished little. Indeed, the need to pro¬ 

tect those investments was responsible for U.S. support of reactionary 

governments everywhere. Americans who did invest there insisted on 

very high returns to justify the supposed risk (though in fact the U.S. 

government insured their investments). Hence in Peru alone between 

1950 and 1965 U.S. investments had totaled less than $300 million and 

earned profits of nearly a billion dollars. In view of this it was hard for 

progressive Latin Americans to understand why more of the same was 

essential to their well-being. They could scarcely be blamed for looking 

elsewhere, and for wanting more control over their economic destinies. 
Whether this new departure worked out or not, the military-industrial 

complex would probably find Latin America more trying than ever in 
years to come. 
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1969 was a lean year for politics. The great explosion of 1968 had ex¬ 

hausted most people. President Nixon’s clever tactics kept the opposi¬ 

tion off base. The Democrats suffered also from want of leadership. 
Lyndon Johnson was busy rewriting history in Texas. Hubert Humphrey 

was out of office. Senator McCarthy maintained a low profile. Senator 

Edward Kennedy was nearly ruined by an automobile accident Ap¬ 

parently he went for a late swim after a party with friends and support¬ 

ers on Chappaquiddiek Island off Martha’s Vineyard. Somehow he drove 

off a bridge and his woman companion, a former secretary to Robert 

Kennedy, was drowned. Senator Kennedy failed to report the accident 

for some nine hours, long after there was any chance of saving the vic¬ 

tim—if there had been any to begin with. Then he went on television 

and, in Theodore Sorensen’s overripe prose, asked the voters of Massa¬ 

chusetts for their advice. They urged him to run again for the Senate. 

There was little doubt he would be re-elected. But his stature as a party 

leader was badly damaged. He had just been made Democratic whip in 

the Senate. The polls showed he was the favorite candidate of most 
Democrats to run against President Nixon in 1972. As the last male Ken¬ 

nedy it was, of course, his dynastic obligation to do so. Now those pros¬ 
pects seemed permanently blighted. If so, it was a sorry end to the Ken¬ 

nedy saga. It was bad enough that the family had suffered so; worse still 

that Edward Kennedy should lose in a moment’s folly what had taken 

years of labor to attain. 
In his youth he had seemed the least gifted Kennedy. He was expelled 

from Harvard for cheating. Later he was elected to the Senate solely 

on account of his name. But after that he became the best-liked and 
most effective Kennedy to serve in the upper house. He was the only one 

to be accepted by the dub. And he proved a loyal party speaker and 
fund-raiser. Like John, and more than Robert, he appealed to both 
Democratic liberals and regulars. Thus what he gained by inheritance he 

improved on by application. Now it appeared that a malign fate was 

determined to make every member of that brilliant family pay for his or 

her talents. Each new tragedy seemed more perverse than the last. Mis¬ 

fortune dogged them so that even Kennedy’s enemies kept silent, for 

the most part, after his disgrace. A few could not resist the chance for 

easy moralizing. The local district attorney persecuted him for some 

time afterward. But most Americans seemed properly awed. Yet the 

family might rise again. Senator Kennedy could be rehabilitated. And 

there were all those promising males in the next generation to reckon 

with. There might still be another President Kennedy. 
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The 1960^ saw the physical condition of America's people improve. Real 

income went up substantially, especially among blacks. So did educa¬ 

tional levels. The work force continued to shift toward skilled and white- 

collar occupations. Poverty, particularly among blacks again, declined. 

People derived less satisfaction from this than might have been sup¬ 

posed. Black progress was accomplished by forceful tactics that offended 

whites. At the same time, by proclaiming wars on poverty and prejudice, 

officials generated unreasonable expectations. When these evils persisted, 

many blacks felt cheated. The more schools were desegregated, the less 

grateful blacks seemed, and the angrier whites got. Universities grew as 

never before. But many students began treating what had previously 

been thought a privilege as a curse. Universities were damned as racist 

and authoritarian. The more blacks they recruited the more discrimina¬ 

tory they were accused of being. White radicals claimed they were im¬ 

perialistic knowledge factories. Adults, staggering under increased tui¬ 

tion and tax payments to sustain these institutions, turned against them 

on account of their failure to put down student complaints. All this was 

puzzling enough. Everyone knew that money did not buy happiness, 

but it was always thought to help. Now it seemed that the more affluent 

the country got, the more sullen and resentful Americans became. Worse 

still, most of the real progress in the sixties came from the great boom. 

By 1969 it was clearly over. The war produced an inflation that elimi¬ 

nated most income gains. In 1969 some fully employed workers had less 

real income than in 1968. To combat inflation the Nixon administration 

cut spending and tightened the money supply. This stopped economic 

growth and stimulated unemployment. Corporate profits, which had 

grown by 71 per cent in the four years before 1966, rose only 9.2 per 

cent from 1966 through 1969. The stock market sagged. A recession 

could hardly heal the wounds prosperity had failed to treat. 

Other changes were harder to assess. Corporate domination of the 

economy increased. There were 4,500 corporate mergers in 1968, 40 per 

cent more than the year before. In 1967 the one hundred biggest manu¬ 

facturing corporations held 47.8 per cent of all the assets in this area, as 

against 35.1 in 1925. The seventy-eight largest manufacturers earned 

nearly half of all manufacturing profits in 1968. And this underestimated 

the degree of centralization. Many big corporations were interlocked 

with one another through shared officers or boards of directors—Gen¬ 

eral Motors with sixty-three other companies (including seven of the 

top one hundred manufacturing companies), U.S. Steel with eighty-nine 

companies. Others were parts of giant bank holding companies or “con- 
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glomerates” which evaded the anti-trust laws by merging with or buying 

up unrelated firms. Thus while businessmen continued to praise compe¬ 
tition and individual enterprise, there was less and less of both. Every¬ 

one spoke for decentralization, local autonomy, and the like. Little was 

done to save what remained of them. The rhetoric of both liberals and 

conservatives pointed in one direction, reality in another. 

The family farm was another national institution cherished by both 

ends of the political spectrum. It too vanished. More than a million 

family farms were lost between 1959 and 1969. The three million that 

survived were 30 per cent larger on the average than ten years before. 

The farm population was down to about ten million, or about 5 per cent 

of the national total. It was not expected to decline much more. Between 

1967 and 1968 the farm population changed little. Everyone who In¬ 

tended to leave the land had done so. Some small farms were still run 

by aged proprietors. When they died, agriculture would be just another 

mechanized industry. The farmers praises would still be sung though 

he had gone to join the mountain man and other extinct human species. 

The federal subsidies that had done so much to eliminate him would still 

enrich the big producers whose sturdy yeoman virtues would be invoked 

to ward off reductions. Thus the dead protected the living. It was all in 

the best national tradition. No one proclaimed the merits of free enter¬ 

prise like the monopolistic, privately owned utilities. No one admired 

farmers more than the Department of Agriculture that presided over 

their demise.* 
Another great area where old trends persisted was the physical envi¬ 

ronment. Most kinds of pollution increased. Air pollution defied efforts 

to abate it. Auto engines got slightly cleaner, hut there were many more 
of them than before, so total exhaust emissions grew. Prosperity was the 

main contributor to environmental decay. More goods were produced 

and consumed. Making them polluted the air and water, so did their con¬ 

sumption. People could afford to wash more, so more detergents were 

flushed into water systems. Even where per capita consumption did not 

go up, population growth sped the flow of garbage. The birthrate de¬ 

clined, but the base was so large to begin with that the population m- 

* In 1950, when there were twenty million people living on farms, the Depart¬ 
ment of Agriculture had appropriations of $1.5 billon and 84,ooojmployws. In 
1970, when there were ten million people Iving on farms, the Department had ap¬ 
propriations of $7.4 billon and 125,000 employees. This was a classic example cf 
Parkinson s Law. In 1969 the Department spent $3-5 hfflion on crop subsidy, while 
the Bureau of Reclamation spent $85 miflon for irrigation projects to brmg and 
western lands into production. Most of the subsidies went to the one mdiion serous 
comjrorcial producers,” the big growers who earned most of the $16 bfflion «^ 
in net farm income. The fourteen million poor peoplew^ remand mimalar^s 

got virtually no help at all Yet the Department of Agriculture liked to call itself toe 

"Department of Rural Affairs.” 
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creased. There were zoo million Americans in ,1969. Some feared there 
would be 300 million in twenty years' time* Environmental reform be¬ 

came a popular mania at the decade's end, but between rising living 
standards and population growth it seemed a lost cause. It was hard 
enough to win individual combats with private greed. To save a threat¬ 
ened beach or wildlife sanctuary involved fierce struggles with power¬ 
fully motivated interests. These were more often lost than not. 

But it was harder still to get changes that cut into personal income. 
Pollution abatement cost a lot, and it would be paid for, if at all, through 

increased prices and taxes. How much of an increase would the people 

accept? And how many personal sacrifices could reasonably be expected? 

Would students give up their motorcycles, noisy and foul though they 
were? Would sportsmen give up their equally noxious outboard motors? 

How much more would they pay for nonpolluting equivalents if such 

could be made? And beyond these comparatively small problems were 

the big ones. Agricultural output depended on insecticides and fertilizers 

that over time threatened human life. But dispensing with them obvi¬ 
ously did too. 

Then there were the oceans. Half the seaborne traffic involved oil 

tankers. Thanks to accidents, bilge pumpings, and such, a thin film of 

oil covered all the oceans. It would get thicker as affluence and popula¬ 

tion growth increased the need for petroleum. Offshore drilling leaks 

and oil spills that ruined beaches got much publicity, and rightly so. But 

they were trivial incidents compared with the possibility that all the seas 

would become contaminated. Nor was air pollution just a local threat. 

As it went up, the earth's capacity to renew its air declined. Scientists 

spoke of an end to all life on earth within fifty or a hundred years. 
No doubt this was overdrawn, Man had often shown himself capable 

of living under the most appalling circumstances. But it did seem as if 

the American way of life was endangered, Up to the sixties the eco¬ 

logical price for higher living standards seemed right, but no longer. 

Even if human life were not extinguished, the quality of life might well 

decline. If so, higher incomes would no longer translate automatically 

into higher living standards. No one could buy cleaner air. Before long 

it might be impossible to escape pollution by moving to “better" neigh¬ 

borhoods. Abundance had been the American dream. Now it threatened 

the hopes it was supposed to realize. There was more irony here than 

people could bear. Many denied the problem by insisting as before that 

pollution and despoliation were essential to “progress." More paid lip 

service to ecology while maintaining their old habits. Some gave way to 

despair, others to the manic optimism that had preceded the era's other 
short-lived social enthusiasms. 

The rage for ecological reform had a dual effect. It added to the na- 
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tional despondency, but it also served as a national rallying pmnt. Nearly 
everyone could agree on saving the environment. Radicals and conserva¬ 

tives alike deplored pollution. Sometimes they even agreed on speci c 
projects. This was no small thing at a time when feelings were so polar¬ 

ized. And being benign it was especially welcome. . 
Mostly, though, the new consensus was made of uglier stuff. What in¬ 

tense polarization usually provokes in a conservative country like Amer¬ 

ica is a turn to the right. As the left became more strident and absurd, 

the silent majority found its voice. George Wallace spoke for some, Vice- 
President Agnew for many more. Black militancy, student protests, and 

the apparently rising crime rate provoked fresh cries for law and order. 

The law obliged. Black Panthers were killed, various New Left Old 

Left, and hippie leaders were tried for conspiracy. The Johnson admin¬ 

istration’s effort to gag die peace movement had failed. Trying Dr. Spock 

and Reverend Coffin for conspiracy proved a mistake. Their dignified 

conduct was widely admired. The Court of Appeals reversed their con¬ 

viction. Dissent increased. 
The new administration was more successful. For one thing. President 

Nixon picked his domestic targets better. Instead of going after the re¬ 

spectable opposition he isolated the anti-war movement’s most vulner¬ 

able element. Eight men were indicted for conspiracy to cause the Chi¬ 

cago convention riots in 1968. Except for David Dellinger, a middle- 

aged pacifist, and Bobby Seale of the Black Panthers, they were mostly 

New Leftists. Tom Hayden and Rennie Davis were founders of SDS. 

Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin helped organize the yippies. The other 

two, Lee Weiner and John Froines, were radical young academicians. 

All defended themselves by showing the trial to be absurd. Their ridi¬ 

cule and abuse unbalanced Judge Julius Hoffman. He had Bobby Seale 
bound and gagged. When that failed Hoffman gave Seale four years for 

contempt of court and declared a mistrial in his case. Before the trial 

ended, Hoffman gave the other defendants and their attorneys similar 

penalties. The jury was out for days and then returned a compromise 

verdict. Everyone was acquitted of conspiracy, and Weiner and Froines 

of all charges. The rest were convicted of lesser crimes and sentenced to 

varying prison terms. Few believed they would serve them. Though 
they were denied bail as dangers to society, a court injunction soon had 

them out on bond. The contempt sentences were unprecedentedly severe 

and might not survive appeal. Judge Hoffman’s prejudice made a re¬ 

versal of their convictions seem likely. Everyone was damaged by the 
case anyway. The government appeared stupid or malicious, or both. 

The defendants and their attorneys found few admirers except among 

their own kind. 
Many conservatives thought it a mistake to turn vandals into martyrs 
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by persecuting them. But the government meant to isolate and intimi¬ 

date the extreme left. Convictions for littering were not enough. By 

pressing the gravest charges it assured the defendants of years of litiga¬ 

tion at best. Whether convicted or not they would pay a large price for 

being rude and noisy. The silent majority would be appeased. Trying 

the Chicago 8 made the governments point. Whether it would be taken 

was another question. 

Repression advanced on the legislative front too. Early in 1970 the 

Senate, with only one dissenting vote, passed a "crime control” bill that 

eroded more constitutional rights than any measure since the Espionage 

and Sedition Acts of World War I. Next it passed a drug-control law that 

allowed police to enter homes without warning. The House passed a bill 

introduced by the Internal Security Committee (formerly huac) that 

gave the Executive authority to bar accused subversives from defense 

plants. Only sixty-five members voted against it. Thus, as in the McCar¬ 

thy era, most liberals on Capitol Hill became parties to the witch-hunt 

(while hoping, no doubt, that the Supreme Court would quash it). 

In a way history seemed to be repeating itself. Korea brought General 

Eisenhower to the presidency, Vietnam did the same for Richard Nixon. 

After the New Dealers and the Fair Dealers of the thirties and forties 

came the car dealers of the fifties. After the New Frontier and the Great 

Society came—what? There was Richard Nixon again, the very epitome 

of life in the 1950s, the man (after Joe McCarthy) liberals most loved 

to hate. As President he sometimes followed the Eisenhower line. There 

would be peace in Asia, and curbs on government spending. The old 

morality was proclaimed once more. When Julie Nixon married David 

Eisenhower, Norman Vincent Peale officiated. Nixon lay low as General 

Eisenhower had. "Ike” used to keep people like Nixon around to draw 

enemy fire and take the rap when things went wrong. He got the credit 

when things went well. And he had liberals like Lodge and Rockefeller 

to cover his left flank. President Nixon did the same even more deliber¬ 

ately. Agnew and Attorney General Mitchell were his lightning rods. 

His personal staff was full of conservatives. To redress the balance he 

had Romney and Finch in the cabinet and Moynihan in the White 

House. He could go in any direction whenever he chose. Obviously he 

had not been understudy for eight years to President Eisenhower for 

nothing. Though Nixon was more obvious than his mentor, he was 

slicker too. But he would need more than that to match the old general. * 

* A little modesty would not have hurt either. Even for a President, Nixons van¬ 
ity was remarkable. He found historic significance in his most trivial acts, and liked 
to call them presidential firsts. One he did not lay claim to was that he was the first 
President to give his own name to a policy statement. The Monroe, Truman, and 
Eisenhower doctrines, for example, had been so designated by others. But Nixon 
announced that his plans for the Far East constituted the Nixon Doctrine. (The 
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epilogue: the revolution is over 

Other items pointed to a return of the 1950*5, or at least its worst fea¬ 

tures. Dress designers ruled that skirts must lengthen. Obediently, fe¬ 

male trend-setters fell in line. Actually, designers had been trying to 
bring skirt lengths down for years, without success. But after Nixons 

election their prospects improved. The middle-aged look featuring wide 

shoulders and very long flowing skirts returned. No one could say how 

far this would go. The most striking fashion development in the 1960*5 

had been not so much the mini-skirt itself as the new freedom it repre¬ 

sented. A variety of skirt lengths from knee to haunch prevailed. The 

range of acceptable costumes extended from sculptured elegance at the 

one end to military-surplus garments on the other. Would this spectrum 

now diminish? Or would women hang on to their variations, perhaps 

even extend them so that skirt lengths and such would no longer be de¬ 

creed but adapted to individual need? If not, the mini-skirt would be 

missed, and the free spirit it symbolized even more. It was especially 

fitting that John Lennon got his hair cut about then. Soon fashion stylists 

issued a directive that long skirts meant short hair. 
Of course the 1970*5 would not be exactly like the 1950s, the silent 

majority notwithstanding. One of the few certainties in recent history is 

that social freedoms once gained tend to persist The 1920*$ made the 

pleasure principle central to the American way of life. Depression and 

war curtailed hedonism. In the 1950*8 women were persuaded to wear 

drab clothes and have too many children. But these phases passed away, 

and the drive for personal freedom and self-indulgence, never entirely 

repressed anyway, was renewed. It would survive the seventies too. The 
government might encourage McCarthyism, perhaps Comstockery also. 

But the old morality had been dying for fifty years, and no one could 
breathe new life into it for long. The silent majority might dream of a 

golden age when blacks and females and youngsters knew their place. 
But they were too fond of the high-technology, consumer-oriented mass 

society that destroyed it to re-create the past. Like everyone, they 
wanted more money for less work. They expected the stream of new 

goods and services to go on growing and would turn out any govern¬ 
ment that threatened it. They would go on sending their children to col¬ 

lege. They might prefer repression to reform. But in the long ran they 

Nixon Doctrine decreed that henceforth American policy in the Orient would be 
the same as before,) He also suffered from a defective self-image, as had President 
Johnson. Nixon usually was a Rotarian, Honest-Dick-yom-£riend-m-&e-\Viiite- 

House, but under stress he became General George Patton. Before invading Cam¬ 
bodia he saw the movie Patton several times for inspiration. What was even scarier 

was that he thought the film glorified Patton, whereas In fact it showed him to have 

been a dangerous war-lover. General Eisenhower had handled Patton brillianay 

cause he knew what Patton was. This was only one of many lessons Nam <hd not 
leam when he was understudy to President Eisenhower. Another was that fostering 

discord, as Nixon would do in the 1970 elections, rarely pays off. 
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would take the path of least resistance. Employers had found it easier in 

the end to accept labor unions than to break them, The silent majority 

would probably find it simplest to allow blacks a fairer slice of the na¬ 

tional pie. And it might be more convenient to legalize marijuana, abor¬ 

tion, and other forbidden things than to suffer the consequences of pro¬ 
hibiting them. 

Little morality plays would have to be acted out first. The sixties had 

been a kind of binge, and people would not go on another until its hang¬ 

over wore off. But many of the conditions that produced it still remained. 

They would reassert themselves in time. And, as in the past, something 

would be done about them, though, as always, too slowly no doubt. The 

sixties would be remembered for combining the prosperity and social 

novelties of the twenties with the politics of the thirties. Like those two 

eras, much of what was done would survive. But also like them, the ob¬ 

jects sought would turn out to be less satisfying than expected. Women 

were liberated, after a fashion, in the 1920s. This did not seem to im¬ 

prove their morale strikingly. Sexual morality was revolutionized with¬ 

out enlarging the sum of human happiness by very much. In the 1930’s 

labor unions finally organized the big industries, and the foundations of 

the welfare state were laid. Yet want and social inequities continued 

long after. The unions disappointed their most ardent partisans. The 

welfare state failed to grow as planned. And both decades were marked 

by terrible upheavals. The red scares, race riots, and lynchings of the 

twenties were appalling. The depression and its labor wars brought in¬ 

tense suffering to millions. Measured against these decades, the 1960’s 

didn’t look so bad. Its domestic horrors were not worse than theirs, its 

real progress perhaps more impressive, Civil rights and liberties in¬ 

creased. Poverty diminished. Yet no one mourned the decade’s end. Con¬ 

servatives thought it an age of riot and license. It could not pass into the 

ashcan of history soon enough for them. Radicals saw it as a moment 

when the system broke down. Like bolsheviks contemplating the First 

World War, they found the sixties horrible in themselves but desirable 

for bringing the revolution closer. Hence they were more ambivalent 

than most The prospect of apocalypse encouraged them. Bring on re¬ 

pression, they cried, for afterward comes revolution. This was nonsense 

of course. It was partly because radicals had overreached themselves 

that the decade ended so badly. And they would find, like the Wobblies 

and communists before them, that repression works as often as not. 
Especially when foolish radicals assist it. 

The failure of nerve at the decade’s end was, therefore, confined 

mostly to liberals. Conservatives and radicals had confidence in the 

future; only liberals faced it with dismay. The springtime of reform 

had been so fleeting that it passed almost without their knowing it. 
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They hardly had time to learn “We Shall Overcome” before being read 

out of the civil rights movement. The cheers for Lyndon Johnson’s 

mighty tide of reform bills in 1964 and 1965 were soon drowned by 

the sounds of war and riot The whole reform era lasted scarcely four 

years. It began with the test-ban treaty in 1963 and was over by 1967. 

The student movement was equally evanescent and disappointing. One 

moment liberals were applauding the Peace Corps, participatory democ¬ 

racy, and curriculum reform. The next they were seeing famous univer¬ 

sities become battlegrounds while their children dropped out or turned 

on. To have hopes raised so high and dashed so quickly was bad enough. 

Worse still was the fear that they themselves were at fault. Their readi¬ 

ness to confess error was the most endearing trait of American liberals. 

When militant blacks charged them with de facto racism they vied with 

one another in admitting it. For a time no radical could accuse the lib¬ 

eral establishment of racism and imperialism without being offered a 

job. The very students who gave up study for agitation were acclaimed 

the best-educated generation in history. The more anti-intellectual they 
became, the more perceptive they were said to be. 

Inevitably, when the decade ended in a shambles, liberals were the 

first to examine their conscience. They blamed themselves for not pro¬ 

testing the war soon enough. The fight against poverty was now seen 

as superficial. Student irrationality was attributed to poor middle-class 

child-rearing techniques. As liberal administrations had made such a 

mess of things, perhaps it was only fair to give conservatism a chance. 

When President Nixon said it was time for people to lower their voices, 

many complied. More would have if only Spiro Agnew had let them. 
Still, the amount of guilt, apathy, and despair they manifested was ex¬ 

traordinary. Even the Wall Street Journal thought so. Without conced¬ 

ing anything in principle, this conservative organ totted up the gains 

made since i960 and congratulated liberals on them. It suggested they 

snap out of their funk. Few took this good advice. Yet liberals would 

not have been true to form had they responded differently. Having 

failed to transform the human condition in a decade, they felt guilty 

and ashamed. Good riddance to the i960 s they all said, “this slum of 

a decade” as Richard Rovere called it, and braced themselves for the 
coming age of piety and iron. A hundred flowers had bloomed in vain. 

But the soldiers would come home one day. After winter comes the 

spring. Until then it helped to remember that the era was not all of a 

piece. There had been folly, madness, and blight in plenty. Standards 

decayed. The condition of the people improved nonetheless. Justice was 

done sometimes. And through it all Americans remained turbulent, cre¬ 

ative, surprising. As much a danger to themselves as to others certainly. 
A nation caught up in a manic-depressive cycle that was trying at both 
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extremes. But not a people to write off too soon. Life was in them yet, 
and with it hope. Statesmen invoked past glories to justify present 
squalor, Patriotism was corrupted by imperialism, The nation's heri¬ 
tage was wasted, Yet if no longer mankind's last, best chance for free¬ 
dom, as politicians liked to think, America was still a place worth saving. 
Romanticists scorned the American dream; materialists soiled her way 
of life. America was beautiful all the same. 
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A Note on Sources 

1. Prologue: Eisenhowers Year 

Life magazine published many statements deploring the want of direction In 
American life. They were reprinted as The National Purpose, John K. Jessup, ed. 
(New York, i960). Richard E. Neustadt, Presidential Power: The Politics of Lead¬ 
ership (New York, i960) is an especially cogent declaration of liberal enthusiasm 
for strong Presidents. It was said to have been much admired by President Kennedy, 
and Neustadt later became director of the Institute of Politics in the John Fitzgerald 
Kennedy School of Government at Harvard. Among the many books by discon¬ 
tented intellectuals these were especially effective: David Riesman, The Lonely 
Crowd (New Haven, 1950); William H. Whyte, The Organization Mem (New 
York, 1956); and John Keats's two entertaining polemics. The Insolent Chariots 
(Philadelphia, 1958) and The Crack in the Picture Window (Boston, 1956). John 
Kenneth Galbraith, The Affluent Society (Boston, 1958) remains the most compel¬ 
ling attack on growthmanship. C. Wright Mills was the foremost radical critic in. 
the igso's. See especially his The Power Elite (New York, 1956). James B. Conant’s 
string of books on public education reflect the anxiety Sputnik aroused. But many 
criticisms of modem education appeared earlier, notably Arthur E. Besfcor, Jr., Edu¬ 
cational Wastelands (Urbana, III., 1953), and especially Paul A. Woodring, A 
Fourth of a Nation (New York, 1957)* The consensus historians are Justly dealt 
with by John Higham in "Beyond Consensus: The Historian as Moral Critic," Amer¬ 
ican Historical Review (April 1982)* Daniel Bell, The End of Ideology: On the 
Exhaustion of Political Ideas in the Fifties (Glencoe, Ill., 1980) was premature, 
though still a useful source of ideas and criticisms. John W. Gardner s Excellence* 
Can We Be Equal and Excellent Too? (New York, 1961) sums up the post-Spui- 
nikian conventional wisdom. President Eisenhowers own views appear in Volume 
III of his White House memoirs. Waging Peace, 1956-61 (New York, 1965). The 
most revealing insider's account of his methods is Arthur Larson, Eisenhower: The 
President Nobody Knew (New York, 1968). It suggests the care Mr. Eisenhower 
took to preserve his reputation for dullness. Murray Kempton, “The Underestima¬ 
tion of Dwight D. Eisenhower," Esquire (September 1967), makes die same point, 
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though it shows the President to be more Machiavellian than perhaps he really was. 
Richard Rhodes, “Ike: An Artist in Iron," Harper's (July 1970), is friendlier to the 
President but equally astute. There are too many books on strategy to summarize 
here. They include Walt Whitman Rostow, The United States in the World Arena 
(New York, i960); MaxwellD. Taylor, The Uncertain Trumpet (New York, 1959); 
Herman Kahn, On Thermonuclear War (Princeton, i960) and On Escalation (New 
York, 1965); and Robert Strausz-Hup4, William Kintner, and Stefan T, Possony, A 
Forward Strategy for America (New York, 1961). Even more horrible is Melvin 
Laird, A House Divided: America's Strategy Gap (Chicago, 196a). The future 
Secretary of Defense did not write it himself, and he repudiated much of it later 
anyway. It remains a melancholy example of what passed for strategic thinking 
at the time. See also the many books by Bernard Brodie and Henry Kissinger. On 
the future see Editors of Fortune, America in the Sixties (New York, i960). James 
MacGregor Bums, John Kennedy (New York, 1959) is still best on the subject, 
though it deals only with the pre-presidential years. Richard Nixon, Six Crises 
(New York, 1962) is probably more revealing than was intended. David Wise and 
Thomas B. Ross, The U-2 Affair (New York, 1962) is comprehensive. Michel Tatu, 
Tower in the Kremlin: From Khrushchev to Kosygin (New York, 1968) contains 
brilliant speculations by a French Kremlinologist about the U-2 affair's impact on 
Russian politics. Theodore H. White, The Making of the President i960 (New 
York, 1961) is the standard account. 

Profile: The Supreme Court 

Murray Kempton's observations on the prayer ruling are in "Vessels of Christ," 
New Republic (May 16,1964). Two general accounts of the Court are Alexander M. 
Bickel, Politics and the Warren Court (New York, 1965) and Milton R. Konvitz, 
Expanding Liberties (New York, 1966). Anthony Lewis, Gideon's Trumpet (New 
York, 1964) is an admirable book on one landmark decision. Charles Rembar, The 
End of Obscenity: The Trials of Lady Chatterley, Tropid of Cancer, and Fanny Hill 
(New York, 1968) is one of many helpful books on the pornography issue. The 
Court's achievements are excellently summarized in Joseph W. Bishop, "The War¬ 
ren Court Is Not Likely to Be Overruled," New York Times Magazine (September 9, 
1969). 

2. Building Camelot 

The two standard accounts of the Kennedy administration are Arthur M. Schles- 
inger, Jr., A Thousand Days (Boston, 1965), and Theodore C. Sorensen, Kennedy 
(New York, 1965). Schlesinger is strongest on foreign policy, Sorensen on domestic 
affairs. Both are court histories, but sometimes revealing even $0. As might be ex¬ 
pected from a distinguished historian, Schlesinger's is the more artful. I. F. Stone, 
"Arms Talks: Theatre of Delusion," New York Review of Books, April 23, 1970, 
brilliantly explains President Kennedy's armament and disarmament policies. There 
are many boob exposing the military-industrial pork barrel. H. L. Nieburg's In the 
Name of Science (Chicago, 1966) is especially useful as it concentrates on the re- 
search-and-development side where most of the waste occurs. Tom Wicker, JFK 
and LBJ: The Influence of Personality upon Politics (New York, 1968) tells how 
President Kennedy's domestic program was lost. Herbert L. Matthews, The Cuban 
Story (New York, 1961) describes the early phase of the Cuban Revolution. Of 
Theodore Draper's several outstanding books on Cuba, Castroism: Theory and Prac¬ 
tice (New York, 1965) deals best with its evolving ideology. The Bay of Pigs fiasco 
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is described in Tad Szulc and Karl E. Meyer, The Cuban Invasion (New York, 
1962). Victor Bernstein and Jesse Gordon, “The Press and the Bay of Pigs,” Colum¬ 
bia University Forum (Fall 1967} indicts the news profession for failing to report it 
properly. One of the rare contemporary books by a political scientist to expose the 
contradictions in America’s European policy is Fred Warner Neal, War and Peace 
and Germany (New York, 1962). In this same vein is John Lukacs, A Hikory of the 
Cold War (Garden City, 1961). Since those early days a school of diplomatic his¬ 
torians (sometimes called the Wisconsin School) has grown up critical of Americas 
foreign policy in the nineteenth as well as the twentieth century. Its leader is Wil¬ 
liam Appleman Williams, whose best-known work is The Tragedy of American 
Diplomacy (New York, 1962). The most sweeping narrative history to come from 
it is Walter LaFeber’s America, Russia, and the CM War, 1945-1966 (New York, 
1967), which quietly corrects the official line on many points. A helpful dart col¬ 
lection of essays on civil defense is Eugene P. Wigner, eel. Who Speaks for Ctoil 
Defense? (New York, 1968). How the nuclear fallout problem seemed then is 
shown by the contributors to John M. Fowler, ed., FaUotd (New York, i960). The 
best evidence linking testing with infant and prenatal deaths is in Ernest J. Stem- 
glass, “Infant Mortality and Nuclear Tests,” Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists (April 
1969). Fred J. Cook tirelessly exposed the radical right See, for example, Ms The 
Warfare State (New York, 1962). The Nation, to which he regularly contributed, 
was the liberal magazine most alarmed by it. William Buckley’s National Review 
magazine has for many years been the most important effort to make conserratisn 
seem real. John G. Fuller, The Gentlemen Conspirators: The Story of the Price- 
Fixers in the Electrical Industry (New York, 1962) shows what sane businessmen 

take free enterprise and competition to mean. 

Profile: Space 

Writing about the space program became a substantial indnshy in its own right 
Most books advance the nasa line. An early example is Jay Holmes, America on the 
Moon: The Enterprise of the Sixties (Philadelphia, 1962). A good book in this vein 
is Richard S. Lewis, Appointment on the Moon (New York, 1968 V There are also 
a fair number of critical works, beginning with Anutai Etzioni, The Mootuioggfe 
(New York, 1964). H. L. Nieburg, In the Name of Science (Chicago, 1966) sees 
NASA as only another form of welfare for the rich. The most recent expose is Hugo 
Young, Bryan Silcock, and Peter Dunn, Journey to Tranquility (New York, 1970'. 
Two good essays written before the moon landing, but after the cuts in ^asas 
get, are Ralph E. Lapp, “Send Computers, Not Men, into Deep Space,” New York 
Times Magazine (February 2, 19%)* and Richard S. lewis. Our Terra-Luna Tran¬ 
sit System: Where Will It Take Us?”, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists (March 

1969)- 

3. Completing the Myth 

A full account of the steel crisis is Grant McConnell Steel md the Presidency, 
1962 (New York, 1963). Hobart Rowen, The Free Enterprisers: Kennedy, Johnson 
and the Business Establishment (New York, 1969) is instructive, especially when 
read in connection with Galbraith’s The Affluent Society. David Wise and Thomas B. 
Ross The Invisible Government (New York, 1964) details the CIA’s contribution to 
Laos’ Elie Abel, The Missile Crisis (PhiladelpMa, 1966) embodies the convenfeonal 
wisdom. Of the personal testaments, Robert F. Kennedy, TMrtem A Memo* 
of the Cuban Missile Crisis (New York, 1969) & most usefaL Roger Hilsman offers 
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a somewhat different explanation of its origins in his To Mom a Nation; The Politics 
of Foreign Policy in the Administration of John F. Kennedy (New York* 1967), 
James W. Silver, Mississippi: The Closed Society (New York, 1964) puts the Mere¬ 
dith case in perspective. David Halberstam, The Making of a Quagmire (New York 
1965) is excellent on the early stages of U.S. intervention in Vietnam. John Meek- 
lin, Mission in Torment: An Intimate Account of the US, Bole in Vietnam (New 
York, 1965) is an insider's bizarre story. All of Bernard Fall's books are essential 
reading, beginning, perhaps, with The Two Viet Nams: A Political and Military 
Analysis (New York, 19%)* For a hostile but shrewd assessment of de Gaulle's 
character and tactics, see Robert Murphy, Diplomat Among Warriors (Garden City, 
1964). On the test ban see I. F. Stone's bitter '‘The Test Ban Comedy," New York 
Review of Books (May 7, 1970). Joseph Kraft, "Riot Squad for the New Frontier," 
Harper’s (August 1963), describes the Justice Department under Robert Kennedy. 
Sander Vanocur, "Kennedy's Voyage of Discovery," Harper’s (April 1964), deals 
with the President's last Western trip. Harry M. Caudill, bard and historian to the 
region, describes the mountain people's tragedy in "Misdeal in Appalachia," Atlan¬ 
tic (June 1965). Mailer's essay on Kennedy appeared first in Esquire, and is con¬ 
veniently available in The Presidential Papers of Norman Mailer (New York, 1964). 
The late President's most engaging traits are best described in Tom Wicker, "Ken¬ 
nedy Without Tears," Esquire (June 1964). 

Profile: The Warren Report and After 

The most judicious book on the Warren Report is Edward Jay Epstein, Inquest; 
The Warren Commission and the Establishment of Truth (New York, 1966). "A 
Primer on Assassination Theories," Esquire (December 1968), is essential Of these 
theories, Richard H. Popkin, "The Second Oswald: The Case for a Conspiracy The¬ 
ory, New York Review of Books (July »8, 1966), is especially ingenious. Norman 
Podhoretz's prophetic editorial is "The Warren Commission," Commentary (Jan¬ 
uary 1964). Ovid Demaris and Garry Wills, "You All Know Mel I'm Jack Ruby!," 
Esquire, (May-June 1967), is a superb, even moving reconstruction of the life of 
Oswald's assassin. William Manchester, Death of a President (New York, 1967) is 
discussed in Edward Jay Epstein, "Manchester Unexpurgated," Commentary (July 
1967), and in Elizabeth Hardwick, "The Death of a President," New York Review 
of Books (August 20, 1967). The Garrison affair is reviewed in Edward Jay Ep¬ 
stein, Counterplot (New York, igSg) and "The Final Chapter in the Assassination 
Controversy," New York Times Magazine (April ao, 1969), and also in two stories 
from the Washington Post Service: John P. Mackenzie, "What Did Garrison 
Prove?", (Madison) Capital Times (February ag, 1969), and William Greider, 
White Still Black for Garrison," Capital Times (March 11, 1969). 

4* Johnson In Power 

The best account of Johnson's career, even though it contains little on his presi¬ 
dency, is Rowland Evans and Robert Novak, Lyndon B, Johnson: The Exercise of 
Power (New York, 1966). Eric F. Goldman, The Tragedy of Lyndon Johnson (New 
York, 1969) attempts to blame everything dismal that followed his election to de¬ 
fects in the President's character and background. Theodore H. White, The Making 
of the President 1984 (New York, 1965) is the standard account of that election 
year. Richard H. Rovere, "The Minds of Barry Goldwater," Harper’s (September 
1964), is a penetrating description of the Republican candidate. I. F. Stone's elec¬ 
tion-year commentaries are available in his collection of essays and reportage, In a 
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Time of Torment (New York, 1967). Norman Mailer’s vivid account of the GOP 
convention, “In the Red Light,” appeared first in Esquire magazine and is reprinted 

in The Presidential Papers of Norman Matter. 

Profile; Ralph Nader 

See Elizabeth Brenner Drew, “The Politics of Auto Safety, Atlantic (October 

1966), and Paul Dickson, “What Makes Ralph Nader Run?”, Progressive (January 

1970). 

5. The Desperate Years Begin 

For a description of the generals who stumbled into the Vietnam War see “The 

Never Again Club” in Joseph Kraft, Profiles in Power: A Washington Insight (New 

York, 1966). How President Johnsons advisers (mostly holdovers from the Kennedy 

administration) encouraged him to escalate is discussed in Edward Weintal and 

Charles Bartlett, Facing the Brink: An Intimate Study of Crisis Diplomacy (New 

York, 1967). Many Camelotians would later repudiate the war and blame it all on 

Lyndon Johnson. Tom Wicker, JFK and LBJ: The Influence of Personality upon 
Politics (New York, 1968 ) attributes escalation more to impulse than premeditation. 

Wicker thinks the President began moving toward it within forty-eight hours after 

taking the oath of office in Dallas. Henry A. Kissinger shrewdly evaluated the war 

in “The Viet Nam Negotiations,” Foreign Afairs (January 1969). His views seem 

to have had little to do with how the war was run by President Nixon, even though 

Kissinger was on the White House staff. Louis Menashe and Ronald Radosh, eds.. 

Teach-ins USA (New York, 1967) includes some of the best speeches. LK1Stare 

wrote so many items on Vietnam as to constitute a running expose of the credibility 

gap. Most were originally published in I. F. Stone’s Weekly, a treasure houseof such 

material. See especially his account of how the troop buildup began, “The Best 
Kept Secret of die War” (April 21, 1969). Theodore Draper The Dominican Re¬ 
volt: A Case Study in American Policy (New York, 1968) is brilliant. It should be 
read in connection with John Bardow Martin, Overtaken by Events: The Dominican 
Crisis from the FaE of Trujillo to the Civil War (Garden City, 1966), which shorn 
how readily benign moral and political sentiments could be put to the service of 
gunboat diplomacy. The subsequent devolution of Juan Bosch is analyzed m How- 
aid J. Wiarda, “The Crisis of the Latin-American Democratic Left, Dtssetti (No- 

vember-December 1969). Dwight Macdonald describes Ms attempted mhverdxm 
of the Festival of the Arts in “A Day at the White House,” New York Remew of 

Books (July 15, 1965). 

Profile: The City 

Harpers published a special supplement on crime fust when it was becoming a 

national obsession. See especially James V. Barnett, “A Cool Look aithe Cnme 
Crisis,’ ” Harpers (April 1964). The 1965 mayoralty campaign m hfew YorkOtyB 
described in William F. Buckley, The Unmaking of a Mayor (New York; 1966), trie 
1969 campaign in Peter Manse, ed.. Running Against die Machine (New York, 

1969)- 

6. From Civil Rights to Blade Power 

Merely reading all tire books on racial matters drat appeared hr the sixties wouM 
be a full-time job. They appeared at the rate of eight or ten a week. Here are a few 
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I found useful. On the Muslims see C. Eric Lincoln, The Black Muslims in America 
(Boston, 1961). Robert F. Williams, Negroes with Guns (New York, 196a) is in¬ 

complete but shows what a poor fob the press did on him. His book is written in a 

relatively fresh, straightforward way, though his later statements rely on the stan¬ 

dard third-world revolutionary cant. Perhaps the most illuminating of Martin Luther 

Kings books is Stride Toward Freedom (New York, 1958). Russell H. Barrett, Inte¬ 
gration at Ole Miss (Chicago, 1965) is a first-person account of the Meredith affair 

by a faculty member. James W. Silver, Mississippi: The Closed Society (New York, 

1964) puts it in a larger context. Anthony Lewis, Portrait of a Decade: The Second 
American Revolution (New York, 1964) describes the first ten years of the civil 

rights movement just before the climate changed. The nostalgic will enjoy Martin 

Oppenheimer and George Lakey, A Manual for Direct Action (Chicago, 1965) 

which embodies the lessons of a vanishing strategy. William McCord, Mississippi: 
The Long Hot Summer (New York, 1965) is less despairing than one might expect. 

Stokely Carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton, Black Power: The Politics of Libera¬ 
tion in America (New York, 1965) reviews some key events in militant terms. Ham¬ 

ilton was an academician who with Carmichael produced a book that is less inflam¬ 

matory than a Snick meeting, less cogent than a scholarly work, while preserving 

the worst features of each. Le Roi Jones’s deterioration may be conveniently 

traced in Home: Social Essays (New York, 1966). The most extravagant writer 

among militant black intellectuals was probably Julius Lester. His Look Out Whiteyl 
Black Powers Gon Get Your Mama! (New York, 1968) anticipates the coming of 

apartheid with some relish. James Baldwin, The Fire Next Time (New York, 1963) 

first appeared in two parts in the New Yorker magazine. It should be read after the 

splendid essays in Notes of a Native Son (Boston, 1959) and Nobody Knows My 
Name (New York, 1961). Baldwin’s poise deserted him thereafter, and his subse¬ 

quent writings have not had much influence, for reasons Robert Brustein made clear 

with brilliance if not generosity in his review of Blues for Mr. Charlie. See "Every¬ 

body’s Protest Play” in Brastein’s Seasons of Discontent (New York, 1965). Mal¬ 

colm Little, The Autobiography of Malcolm X (New York, 1964) is invaluable. The 

special flavor of the old civil rights movement is captured in Elizabeth Hardwick, 

"Selma, Alabama: The Charms of Goodness,” New York Review of Books (April 

22, 1965). On the transformation of Snick see Paul Good, "Odyssey of a Man—and 

a Movement,” New York Times Magazine (June 25, 1967). The Watts riot is de¬ 

scribed in Robert Conot, Rivers of Blood, Years of Darkness (New York, 1967). 

Black attitudes toward it are analyzed in Robert J. Samuelson, "Riots: The More 

There Are, the Less We Understand,” Science (August 11, 1967). For the New 

Left line on the riots see Tom Hayden, "The Occupation of Newark,” New York 
Review of Books (August 24, 1967). The Detroit riot is interpreted through its 

principal atrocity in John Hersey, The Algiers Motel Incident (New York, 1968). 

Berkeley Rice, "In Cleveland and Boston the Issue Is Race,” New York Times Maga¬ 
zine (November 5, 1967), describes the key mayoralty races of that year. Kay 

Boyle, "Notes on Jury Selection in the Huey P. Newton Trial,” Progressive (October 

1968}, describes Oakland, where the Black Panther was tried, as ‘less a city than a 

shocking state of affairs.” The making of a Panther is recounted in the best-selling 

autobiography by Eldridge Cleaver, Soul on Ice (New York, 1968). The failure of 

school integration in New York is one of the many important matters discussed in 

David Rogers, 110 Livingston Street: Politics and Bureaucracy in the New York 
City Schools (New York, 1968). Zalin B. Grant, "Whites Against Blacks in Viet- 

nam,” New Republic (January 18, 1969), deals with racial tensions among the mili¬ 

tary. Alex Campbell, Tundsay s Poor, Rich City,” New Republic (November 16, 
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1968), is illuminating on the school and welfare crises. Martin Mayer, “The Full 
and Sometimes Very Surprising Story of Ocean Hill, the Teacher's Union, and the 
Teacher Strikes of 1968,” New York Times Magazine (February a, 1969), blames 
Superintendent McCoy and the local board especially. Jason Epstein, “Hie Real 
McCoy," New York Review of Books (March 13,1969 }, takes the opposite tack, less 
convincingly but with more passion. The easiest way to approach the Black Panther 
question is to read their publications, which combine invective, encouragement, and 
neo-Marxist slogans. A peculiar feature of black militants was that though articulate 
and expressive in ordinary speeeh, their formal statements were horridly wooden 
and bureaucratic. In this, if nothing else, they were faithful to the Marxist tradition. 

Profile: Women's Liberation 

Betty Friedan, The Feminine Mystique (New York, 1963) is still the best expla¬ 
nation of why women need to be feminists. The women’s liberation movement at 
tracted much publicity in the late sixties, of which the following are typical: “Wom¬ 
en’s Lib: The War on ‘Sexism,’ ’* Newsweek (March 23,1970); Peter Babcox, “Meet 
tiie Women of the Revolution, 1969," New York Times Magazine (February 9, 
1969); Susan Brownmiller, “Sisterhood Is Powerful,” New York Times Magazine 
(March 15, 1970). A remarkable personal account is Sally Kempton, “Cutting 
Loose,” Esquire (July 1970). There are many feminist periodicals, including Up 
from Under (Boston), an especially well-edited journal, and Off Our Backs (Wash¬ 
ington), which suffers from internal contradictions. 

7. Two Cultures 

There are not many art critics who write intelligently for a lay audience, and 
most of them work for the New York Times. Its Sunday art section is, therefore, the 
single most important source for understanding what was new and important in 
these years. Ada Louise Huxtable was unfailingly instructive on architecture and 
urban design. Some fine things were built during the sixties, many more were de¬ 
stroyed. As neither of these developments was peculiar to the decade, they are not 
discussed here. Hilton Kramer and John Canaday are invaluable guides to painting 
and sculpture. Canaday’s provocative essays on abstract expressionism are reprinted 
in Embattled Critic: Views on Modem Art (New York, 1962). The sociology of the 
New York School is described in Bernard Rosenberg and Norris Fliegel, The Van¬ 
guard Artist: Portrait and Self-Portrait (Chicago, 1965). Michael Kirby, Happen¬ 
ings (New York, 1965) includes a history and some scripts of these events. Among 
many books on pop art, two I found helpful are Mario Amaya, Pop Art . . . And 
After (New York, 1966) and Lucy R. Lippard Pop Art (New York, 1967). On the 
theater Robert Rrustein is indispensable. His columns for the New Republic are re¬ 
printed in Seasons of Discontent: Dramatic Opinions, 1959-65 (New York, 1965). 
He contributed irregularly thereafter to the New Republic and the New York Re¬ 
view of Books. His “The Third Theater Revisited,” New York Review of Books 
(February 13, 1969), is especially eloquent. The Playhouse of the Ridiculous is 
described by Rosalyn Regelson in the November 2, 1969, issue of the New York 
Times. Many fine minds were attracted to film reviewing in the sixties. Dwight Mac¬ 
donald had a monthly column in Esquire on films for most of the decade. Stanley 
Kauffmann’s observations in the New Republic were always reliable. His A World 
on Film (New York, 1966) makes them conveniently available. The most provoca¬ 
tive and idiosyncratic reviewer was probably Pauline Kael, as can be seen from 
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I Lost It at the Movies (Boston, 1965), Kiss Kiss Bang Bang (Boston, 1968), and 
Going Steady (Boston, igjo). Peter Bogdanovich described the Bogart phenomenon 
in "Bogie in Excelsis,” Esquire (September 1965). Vincent Canby, “When Irish 
Eyes Are Smiling Its Norman Mailer,” New York Times (October 27, ig68), in- 
dudes the subject’s views on his role as filmmaker. Richard Schickel, “The Movies 
Are Now High Art,” New York Times Magazine (January 5, ig6g), is especially 
penetrating. Stanley Kauffmann’s analysis of the rating system is in “Sex Symbols,” 
New Republic (November 2, 1968). “Notes on Camp” is reprinted in Susan Sontag, 
Against Interpretation (New York, ig66). Anthony Quinton’s evaluation of McLu- 
han is “Cut Rate Salvation,” New York Review of Books (November 23, 1967). 
Dwight Macdonalds essay “Masscult and Midcult” first appeared in the spring of 
i960 and is reprinted in his Against the American Grain (New York, 1962). 

Profile: Sports 

A close look at Vince Lombardi, and one of the best books ever done on a pro¬ 
fessional sport, is his own Run to Daylight! (Englewood Cliffs, 1963), written with 
W. C. Heinz. George Plimpton offers a droll personal view in Paper Lion (New 
York, 1966). The Mets’ triumph was followed by a rush of books. Leonard Koppett, 
The New York Mets (New York, 1970) is a full history; Joseph Durso, Amazing: 
The Miracle of the Mets (Boston, 1970} concentrates on the 1969 season. Roger 
Angell, “S Is for So Lovable,” New Yorker (May 25, 1963), is perceptive and 
amusing. 

8. The Counter-Culture 

The best description of the traditional youth culture is James S. Coleman, The 
Adolescent Society (New York, 1961). The standard account of the beat generation 
is Lawrence Lipton, The Holy Barbarians (New York, igsg). Norman O. Brown, 
Life Against Death (Middletown, Conn., 1959) was an underground best-seller be¬ 
fore there was an underground. Brown’s subsequent influence is hard to trace be¬ 
cause the book is such difficult reading that most who thought themselves carriers 
of his word had gotten the message secondhand. He was to Abbie Hoffman what 
Freud was to Abbie Van Buren. Lenny Bruce’s memoirs are How to Talk Dirty and 
Influence People (Chicago, 1965). On Zen Buddhism in America see the many 
books by Alan Watts. Joan Baez, Daybreak ( New York, 1968) is a pleasant if unin¬ 
formative autobiography. Hunter Davies, The Beatles: The Authorized Biography 
(New York, 1968) is complete on the early years, but does not explain or antic¬ 
ipate their breakup. Timothy Leary, The Politics of Ecstasy (New York, 1968) 
is typical. Ken Kesey and the Merry Pranksters achieved national renown because 
of Tom Wolfe, The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test (New York, 1968). There are 
many books on rode which seem to laymen much the same. John Gabree, The 
World of Rock (Greenwich, Conn., 1968) is agreeable. Carl Belz, The Story of 
Rock (New York, 1969) is more comprehensive as the author is an art historian. 
Dave Laing, The Sound of Our Time (Chicago, 1970) is a British interpretation. 
Janis Joplin was a wonderful subject to interview, as can be seen in Michael Lydon, 
“Every Moment She Is What She Feels,” New York Times Magazine (February 
*3> 1969)* High fashion and the jet set are described in Marylin Bender, The Beau- 
Uftd People (New York, 1967). One of the first books to detect the renewal of bo- 
hemianism was John Gruen, The New Bohemia: The Combine Generation (New 
York, 1966). The best hook on hippies is Nicholas von Hoffman, We Are the People 
Our Parents Warned Us Against (Chicago, 1968). Also instructive is Hunter S. 
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Thompson, 'The 'Hashbury’ Is the Capital of the Hippies,” New York Times Maga¬ 
zine (May 14, 1967). Religious communes are described in “Many Religious Com¬ 
munes of Young People Are Under the Sway of Compelling Leaders,** New York 
Times (December 14, 1969). On magic see Andrew M. Greeley, “There’s a New- 
Time Religion on Campus,” New York Times Magazine (June 1, 1969). Theodore 
Roszak, The Making of a Counter Culture (New York, 1969) is a friendly academi¬ 
cian’s vain effort to make sense of all this. The religious aspect of the Vietnam Mora¬ 
torium is described in Edward B. Fiske, “War Protest Viewed as 'Civil Religion,* ** 
New York Times (October 19,1969). William Braden pursues these themes in The 
Age of Aquarius (Chicago, 1969). Paul Goodman, “The New Reformation,” New 
York Times Magazine (September 14, 1969), is remarkable. See also Daniel P. 
Moynihan, “Nirvana Now,” American Scholar (Autumn 1967). The People’s Park 
scandal is described in Sheldon Wolin and John Schaar, “The Battle of Berkeley,” 
New York Review of Books (June 19, 1969). The Altamont Death Festival was ex¬ 
posed in “Let It Bleed,” Rolling Stone (January 21, 1970). Steven V. Roberts, 
“Charlie Manson: One Man’s Family,” New York Times Magazine (January 4, 
1970), is excellent. James Hitchcock, “Comes the Cultural Revolution,” New York 
Times Magazine (July 27, 1969), deals nicely with the false association of cultural 
with political change. Rasa Gustaitis, Turning On (New York, 1969), describes 
adult counter-cultural phenomena. Guy Endore, Synanon (New York, 1968) is sym¬ 
pathetic to this very controversial institution. The new homosexuals are described 
in Claudia Dreifus, “Gay Power: The Birth of die Pink Panthers,” Cavalier (De¬ 
cember 1969). Playboy magazine offers a continuing record of sexual change 
throughout the period. Little has been done to explain the latent effects of televi¬ 
sion. Charles Soplrin, Seven Glorious Days, Seven Fun-FiUed Nights: One Marts 
Struggle to Survive a Week Watching Commercial Television m America (New 
York, 1968) amusingly describes the garbage available to steady TV viewers. Mar¬ 
shall McLuhan’s work puts this in a cheerier perspective. But no one really knows 
what happens to the moral imagination of people raised from infancy in the world 
television made. 

Profile: Hell’s Angels 

Hunter S. Thompson, HelTs Angels: A Strange and Terrible Saga (New York, 
1967) is fascinating. 

9. The New Left Comes and Goes 

A fine bibliographic essay is James O’Brien, “A History of the New Left, 1960- 
1968,” Radical America (May-June, September-October, November-December 
1968). On the perils of prophecy see George Lichtheim, “The Role of the Intellec¬ 
tuals,” Commentary (April i960). Closer to the mark were H. Stuart Hughes’s re¬ 
view of The End of Ideology for Partisan Review (Summer i960), and C. Wright 
Mills, “The New Left,” New Left Review ( October i960). There are many books 
exposing huac. The best is probably Walter Goodman, The Committee (New York, 
1968), which is, if anything, too generous to its subject. David Horowitz, Student 
(New York, 1962), describes the city hall affair as it seemed to a Berkeley graduate 
student on his way to becoming radical. Student is also useful as an account of die 
frustrations that later produced the Free Speech Movement Two useful anthologies 
are Michael V. Miller and Susan Gilmore, eds.. Revolution at Berkeley (New York, 
ig6s), and especially Seymour Martin Upset and Sheldon S. Wolin, eds.. The 
Berkeley Student Revolt (New York, 1965). A spirited account by an adult sympa- 
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thizer is Hal Draper, Berkeley: The New Student Remit (New York, 1965). Dra¬ 
per's earlier analysis of Clark Kerr’s ideology was crucial to the FSM’s critique of the 
University. Kerr did not help matters by having been so candid in his The Usee of 
the University (Cambridge, Mass., 1963), On the early history of SDS see Jack 
Newfield, A Prophetic Minority (New York, 1966). The Conference for New Poli¬ 
tics is described in Walter Goodman, “When Black Power Runs the New Left,” 
New York Times Magazine (September 24, 1967)* A memorandum called “The 
New Left,” prepared for the Dodd subcommittee of the Senate Committee on the 
Judiciary, and released November 10, 1968, is also useful. It contains a predictably 
dim-witted staff analysis, together with many interesting articles and documents on 
the movement, mostly critical. The Columbia rising is described with all the gravity 
appropriate to a world war by Jerry L. Avom and his fellow staff members of the 
Columbia student newspaper. See Avorn, et al,, Up Against the Ivy Wall: A History 
of the Columbia Crisis (New York, 1968). John Kifner, “Vandals in the Mother 
Country,” New York Times Magazine (January 4, 197<>)> is a splendid account of 
Weatherman. Though marred by the author’s intense partisanship, and a tendency 
to shape the evidence to fit his theories, Lewis S. Feuer, The Conflict of Genera¬ 
tions (New York, 1969) is very valuable. He shows how much student movements 
in different cultures and historical periods have in common, self-destructiveness es¬ 
pecially. An astute and more friendly, though critical, analysis of SDS before it 
broke up is Tom Kahn, “The Problem of the New Left,” Commentary (July 1966). 
On the high school radicals, Nicholas Pileggi, “Revolutionaries Who Have to Be 
Home by 7:30,” New York Times Magazine (March 16, 1989), is excellent. 

Profile: Religion 

Commonweal magazine and the National Catholic Reporter are good guides to 
the changing Church. The oldest established underground Catholic periodical is 
the Catholic Worker, an anarcho-Christian-pacifist monthly paper selling still for 
twenty-five cents a year. On the condition of the Church fust before renewal see 
Jon Victor, “Restraints on American Catholic Freedom,” Harper's (December 
1963). Cardinal O’Boyle’s tribulations are described in Thomas J. Fleming, “Con¬ 
frontation in Washington: The Cardinal vs. the Dissenters,” New York Times Maga¬ 
zine (November 24, 1968). The Los Angeles Times Service told the National Cath¬ 
olic Reporter story in D. J. R. Bruckner, “Catholic Weekly Delights, Enrages Its 
Readers,” (Madison) Capital Times (December 37, 1968). On clerical dropouts see 
Colman McCarthy, “Priests Who Live in Sin,” New Republic (March 1, 1969). See 
also John Corry, “The Style of the Catholic Left,” Harper's (September 1966), and 
John C. Cort, “The Turmoil in the Catholic Church,” Progressive (December 1968). 
Edward Fiske, “God Is Alive and Well in America,” New York Times (December 
29-1968), summarizes the Gallup polls on religion. Two very useful books by Wil¬ 
liam Braden on theology and contemporary affairs are The Private Sea: LSD and 
the Search for God (Chicago, 1967) and The Age of Aquarius (Chcago, 1970). The 
submarine churches are described in Edward Fiske, “Yellow Submarine Is Sym¬ 
bol of Youth Churches,” New York Times (April 20, 1970). 

10. To Tet and Back 

David Kraslow and Stuart H. Loory, The Secret Search for Peace in Vietnam 
(New York, 1968) describe many abortive peace bids. Haynes Johnson and Ber¬ 
nard W. Gwertman, Fulbright: The Dissenter (New York, 1968) is the best biog- 
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raphy of this complex man, even though not especially searching. J. William Ful- 
bright. The Arrogance of Power (New York, 1966) shows him at his best Excerpts 
from his committee's hearings were published almost immediately in paperback: as 
The Vietnam Hearings (New York, 1966). Right-wing criticism of Fulbright was 
so common as to need no identification. The left's reservations were not so well 
known. Fulbright was always letting I. F. Stone down, it seemed, thou^i Stone 
never gave up hoping for his redemption. A typical critique is in the December 29, 
1966, issue of I. F. Stone's Weekly. Dwight Macdonald's review is "‘Birds of Amer¬ 
ica,” New York Review of Books (December 12, 1966). Bernard Fall's piece show¬ 
ing the administration’s phony arithmetic is in his Viet-Nam Witness (New York, 
1966) . Marigold is discussed by Kraslow and Loory, and also by Theodore Draper 
in The Abuse of Power (New York, 1967). Or see his “Vietnam: How Not to Ne¬ 
gotiate,” New York Review of Books tMay 4, 1967). Jonathan Schell, The Military 
Half: An Account of Destruction in Quang Ngai and Quang Tin (New York, 1968) 
is chilling. Song My, scene of a ghastly massacre later, was in Quang Ngai province. 
The strategists who called for nuclear weapons in Vietnam and urged “competitions 
in risk taking” there and elsewhere are dissected in Ronald Steel, “Recent Fiction,” 
New York Review of Books (April 6, 1967). McNamara’s career was evaluated soon 
afterward by I. F. Stone in “McNamara and the Militarists,” New York Review of 
Books (November 7, 1968). His fall was described at the time by Stewart Alsop, 
The Center: People and Power in Political Washington (New York, 1968). Insider 
accounts subsequently confirmed this analysis. Kenneth Keniston, Young Radicals 
(New York, 1968) describes the New Left activists at a crucial turning point The 
growing hostility to foreign adventures in Congress is described in Eton Oberdorfer, 
“Noninterventionism, 1967 Style,” New York Times Magazine (September 17, 
1967) . Ernest Halperin, “Bad Neighbor Policy,” New York Review of Books (De¬ 
cember 29, 1966), is excellent on U.S. relations with Latin America. Chapter 7 of 
Michael Harrington, Toward a Democratic Left (New York, 1968} explains how 
foreign aid was manipulated. The struggle within Washington to de-escalate has 
been frequently described. Two excellent syndicated news stories are Anthony How¬ 
ard (London Observer Service), “The Year LBJ Lost Gamble with History,” (Mad¬ 
ison) Capital Times (January 1, 1969), and George C. Wilson (Washington Post 
Service), “How Clifford Shed Hawk Feathers for Role as Dove,” Capital Times 
(January 2, 1969). Townsend Hoopes enlarges on these accounts in his The Limits 
of Intervention (New York, 1969), which, though a self-serving and self-indulgent 
book, is one of the best by an inrider. The worst is probably Phil G. Gouldmg, Con¬ 
firm or Deny: Informing the People on National Security (New York, igyo). Gould- 
ing was the Defense Departments chief PR man. He found lying for the government 
more onerous than expected and came to hate the newsmen, especially Harrison 
Salisbury, who made it so. He agrees with Hoopes that Clifford was most responsi¬ 
ble for turning President Johnson halfway round on Vietnam. Joseph Krafts piece 
on Harriman in Profiles in Power: A Washington Insight (New York, 1968) is out¬ 
standing. President Johnson's uncertain course after talks began is analyzed in 
Anthony Howard (London Observer Service), “Vietnam: The Policy That Failed,” 
Capital Times (November 5, 1968). After Harriman left Paris he repeatedly asked 
for substantive concessions to advance the negotiations with Hanoi. President Nix¬ 
on's Vietnamization program was attacked by him as an evasion of the hard reali¬ 
ties. He was widely condemned by Spiro Agnew for this. Johnson's last days are 
brilliantly summed up in David Wise, “The Twilight of a President,” New York 
Times Magazine (November 3, 1968). Walt Rostow’s thoughts appear in “Rostow 
Reflects on the Sixties,” New York Times (January 2, 1969). His self-righteousness 
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was such that even the Times'® interviewer noticed it. The New Republic disposed 
of Secretary Busk in "'Goodbye, Mr. Busk” (January 18, 1969)* Eric Goldman's 
views are in his The Tragedy of Lyndon Johnson (New York, 1969). 

Profile? Organized Medicine 

Two excellent articles are John Ehrenreich, "The Blue Cross W© Bear/' Wash* 
ington Monthly (November 1969), and David Hapgood, "The Health Profession¬ 
als: Cure or Cause of the Health Crisis,” Washington Monthly (June 1969). 

1L 1968 s The Hard Year 

Eugene J. McCarthy, The Year of the People (Garden City, 1969) is not very 
illuminating, though there are good lines in it as might be expected from a poet. 
The best book on the subject is Lewis Chester, Godfrey Hodgson, and Bruce Page, 
An American Melodrama: The Presidential Campaign of 1968 (New York, 1969). 
On Robert Kennedy, David Halberstam, The Unfinished Odyssey of Robert Ken¬ 
nedy (New York, 1968), Jules Witcover, 8$ Days: The Last Campaign of Robert 
Kennedy (New York, 1969), and William V. Shannon, "Said Robert Kennedy, 
‘Maybe We're All Doomed Anyway,' ” New York Times Magazine (June 17, 1968), 
are all useful. Jay Sykes describes the McCarthy campaign in Wisconsin in the 
(Madison) Capital Times. See especially his piece in the June 7, 1.969, issue. Wil¬ 
fred Sheed writes of his California experience with McCarthy in "The Good Old 
Days in California,” Atlantic (September 1968). The New Republic's analysis of 
McCarthy's critics is "Showing You Care” (December 7, 1968). Hans Morgenthau 
sums up his foreign policy in "A Talk with Senator McCarthy,” New York Review 
of Books (August 2a, 1968). On the conventions, Norman Mailer, Miami and the 
Siege of Chicago (New York, 1968) is superb. Tom Buckley, "The Battle of Chi¬ 
cago; From the Yippies' Side,” New York Times Magazine (September 15, 1968), 
is instructive. The Walker Report, Rights in Conflict (New York, 1968) is magiste¬ 
rial. Kevin Phillips outlines the Southern and other strategies in The Emerging Re¬ 
publican Majority (New Rochelle, N.Y., 1969). His ideas are analyzed cogently in 
James Boyd, "Nixon's Southern Strategy; 4It's All in the Charts,' ” New York Times 
Magazine (May 17, 1970). For a brilliant study see Marshall Frady, Wallace (New 
York, 1968). Joe McGinniss, The Selling of the President, xq$8 (New York, 1969) 
shows how the winning candidate was marketed- McGinniss notes, however, that 
the hook would not have been much different had it been about the merchandising 
of Hubert Humphrey instead. 

Profile; Cesar Chavez 

On the grape strike see Dick Meister, “ ‘La Huelga' Becomes 'La Causa,' ” New 
York Times Magazine (November 17, 1968); John Gregory Dunne, Delano: The 
Story of the California Grape Strike (New York, 1967); and Peter Matthiessen, Sal 
Si Fuedes: Cesar Chavez and the New American Revolution (New York, 1969). 

12. Epilogue: The Revolution Is Over 

This chapter of necessity is based largely on newspapers and periodicals. On the 
housing crisis see Gerd Wilcke, "Housing Act Expected to Fail,” New York Times 
(March 16, 1969). Peter Arnett of the Associated Press describes the casual way in 
which it was decided to eliminate a village in "Decision in Vietnam: Death of a 
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Hamlet,” New York Times (June i, igSg). On My Lai see, for ©cample, Henry 
Kamm, “Vietnamese Say GFs Slew 567 in Town ” New York Times (November 17, 
1969); J. Anthony Lukas, “Meadlo’s Home Town Regards Him as Blameless, New 
York Times (November 26, 1969); Joseph Lelyveld, “The Story of a Soldier Who 
Refused to Fire at Songmy,” New York Times Magazine (December 14,1969); 
Noam Chomsky, “After Pinkville” New York Review of Books (January 1, 1970). 
Russell Baker analyzed the American response in “Mr. President, Save That Illu¬ 
sion,” New York Times (November 30, 1969). The Nuremberg precedent is dis¬ 
cussed in Telford Taylor, Nuremberg and Vietnam (Chicago, 197°)* On Harriman’s 
post-Paris statements see I. F. Stone, “An Appeal to Avenell Harciman/’ New York 
Review of Books (June 19, 1969). See also Sanche de Gramont, “The Paris Talks, 
New York Times Magazine (March 16, 1969). Henry Kissingers famous article is 
“The Viet Nam Negotiations,” Foreign Affairs (January 1969). It seems not to have 
affected President Nixon, though Kissinger was said to have much influence with 
him. On the war itself see Kevin B. Buckley, “General Abrams Deserves a Bet¬ 
ter War,” New York Times Magazine (October 5, 1969), and Tom Buckley, *The 
arvn Is Bigger and Better, But—New York Times Magazine (October 12, 
1969). On dissent see Robert C. Jensen (Washington Post Service), Army System 
on Trial Along with Presidio “Mutineers/ ” (Madison) Capital Times (March 22, 
1969) , and Victor Cohn (Washington Post Service), “The Scientists Rebel, Capi¬ 
tal Times (May 19, 1969). The saga of Representative McCarthy is told in Sey¬ 
mour M. Hersh, “Germs and Gas as Weapons,” New Republic (June 7, 1969)* 
Bernard Weinixaub, “In the Matter of Lloyd Mark Bucher, New York Times Maga¬ 
zine (May 11, 1969), explores the Pueblo affair’s many ironies. On the F-111 see 
I. F. Stone, “Nixon and the Arms Race: The Bomber Boondoggle, New York Re¬ 
view of Books (January 2, 1969). Typical of Bernard Nossiters splendid pieces on 
the C5A for the Washington Post Service is “Blew Whistle on C5A: May Lose Job, 
Capital Times (January 2, 1969). The analysis of deficient weapons systems is sum¬ 
marized in “Inside the Arms Gravy Train: The Poorer the Weapons the Higher the 
Profits,” I. F. Stone's Weekly (February 10, 1969). On the ABM, mirv, salt, and 
the deceptions of two administrations, see “Sorry, It’s the Same Old Tricky D ky, 
I. F. Stone's Weekly (March 24, 1969); I. F. Stone, “The War Machine Under 
Nixon,” New York Review of Rooks (June 5, 1969); I. F. Stone, Mono to the AP 
Editors: How Laird Lied,” New York Review of Books (June 4, 1970); Ralph E. 
Lapp, “A Biography of the ABM” New York Times Magazine (May 4, 1969); 
Ralph E. Lapp, “The Vicious Acronyms,” New Republic (June 21, 1969); 
Robert L. Rothstein, “The Scorpions in the Bottle,” Washington Monthly (January 
1970) . These are helpful on Latin America: “Fulbright Scores Aid in Colombia, 
New York Times (February 2, 1969); “Peru Blows the Lid Off a Critical Situation, 
New York Times (February 23, 1969); Felix Relair, Jr., “Aid Agency Reports Birth 
Rate Offsets Latin Alliance Gains,” New York Times (March 16, 1969); Bavid 
Morris, “Bad Neighbor Policy ” Hard Times (March 24-31,1969); Susanne Boden- 
heimer and Alex Georgiadis, “Peru: The Foreign Managers,” Leviathan J July- 
August 1969); “Bolivia Takes an Anti-U.S. Lesson from Perns Colonels, New 
York Times (October 5, 1969). “Farm Policy Is Making Rural Rich Richer, New 
York Times (April 5, 1970) exposes the Department of Agriculture. There were 
countless pieces on the environmental crisis. See, for example, Barry Commoner, 
“Can We Survive?”, Washington Monthly (December 1969). Here are three cheer¬ 
ful notes on which to end. Integration did progress in the South as is shown in Roy 
Reed, “Mississippi No Longer Heeds Barnett’s Defiant Cry of ‘Never/ ” New York 
Times (November 2, 1969). Despite the rise in violence, there was also, curiously 
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enough, something of a rise in nonviolence at the decade’s end. See “Nonviolence 
Making Quiet Gains in U.S. as a Protest Technique,’ New York Times (Apnl & 
1070). Ben Wattenberg, ‘The Nonsense Explosion,” New Republic (Apnl 4 and 
11, 1970), argues cogently that the population increase will be smaller than ex- 

pected. 
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